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FOREWORD D 

Betweenn thought and expression lies a lifetime. (Lou Reed 1974) 

Thee research project that led to this book began with a hunch; a hunch that the internet 
andd world-wide web would be quickly taken up by the peoples of the South Pacific. That has 
indeedd been the case, as this study wil l show. But between that hunch and this book indeed "lie s 
aa lifetime" . The same could be said for  the internet discussion groups profiled here. For  there is 
muchh more going on than a bunch of people 'justf chattering online. These practitioners, who 
mostlyy come from the South Pacific Islands and their  diasporas, are taking everyday 
interpersonall  interactions online to meet complex political economic and sociocultural issues. In 
soo doing, they produce an enormous amount of material to read and think about, and create new 
friendshipsfriendships and support networks on the way. These Tacific traversals' of the internetfworld -
widee web are navigating - and recreating - these technologies on these peoples' own terms and 
forr  their  own needs. They can do so because spaces on the internet/world-wid e web have been 
madee available to them by individuals dedicated to improving the lot of their  own communities, 
inn the islands and overseas. Hence this book has a lot to say about the empowerment potential of 
computerss and by extrapolation, the internet. But it also has a lot to say about the 
^«empowermentt  potential of the same. There are powerful and wealthy political and economic 
forcess that would tame and exploit these same technologies for  commercial, military , or 
politicall  reasons. The point I want to make, one that is made daily by these practitioners, is that 
thee internet and world-wide web belong to everyone. 

Theree are many other  people who contributed to the intellectual and emotional 
processess that are part of this book. First, I would like to thank Gerd Junne, Lil y Ling, and 
Mariannee Marchand. My gratitude also to Kees Brants, Johannes Fabian, Frances Gouda, Cees 
Hamelink,, Jeffrey Harrod, and Anne Sisson Runyan for  their  feedback and support. A special 
thankss goes out to Helen Morton , who took on the role of external anthropological expert, for 
herr  helpful comments on the final draft . I am also grateful to the Amsterdam School for  Social 
Sciencee Research for  the year  of funding that allowed me to complete this book-

Theree are also a number  of colleagues and friends, at the University of Amsterdam and 
elsewhere.. I owe themm a lot for  their  well-timed and astute advice, collegiality, and practical 
supportt  on an intellectual and professional level and, at some of the more difficul t moments, as 
psychologicall  coaches. Here, I thank Mehdi Amineh, Tom Davies, Gavan Duffy, Alex 
Fernandez,, Craig Fowlie, Anne-Marie Gingras, John Grin , Jeff Harrod, Otto Holman, Lil y Ling, 
Amadee Mcharek, Helen Morton , Henk Overbeek, Spike Peterson, Veikko Pietila, Stephan 
Raes,, Seija Ridell, Marieke Riethof, Max and Eleanor  Rimoldi, Anne Sisson Runyan, Giles 
Scott-Smith,, Sally Wyatt. My thanks also go to Jirk o Bilik , Désirée Engelsman, Ruud 
Goudriaan,, Rob Mom, Ger  Quelle, who taught me a lot during our  years (!) working together. 

AA special thanks to una Helston, Courtney Lake, Lasse Peltonen, Marieke Riethof, 
Lauraa van Rossem, Ines de Sousa, and Wondem (my office-mate for  nearly five years) for  their 
importantt  emotional support and intellectual input. We have all been through a lot together  but 
wee also had fun all the same. I am also very grateful to Robin Brown, Chris May, Jayne 
Rodgers,, and Gillian Youngs of the BIS A International Relations - International 
Communicationss Workin g Group for  providing an ongoing vibrant and supportive fonim for  the 
exchangee of ideas and work-in-progress. And to the students who have passed through my 
classess over  the past few years, a vote of thanks as well for  keeping me on my toes. In particular 
II  would like to thank JoSHe Bolduc, James Coleman, Alpona Dey, Aparajit a Dutta, Tobias 
Dörfler ,, Marcus von Essen, Alana Henry, Twanna Hines, Emmanuel Kaba, René Kardol , 
Tisekee Kasambala, Katy Krall , Nancy Mancilla, Eric Nadeau for  their  specific contributions to 
thiss book. 

Too have been able to carry out any of this research at all, I owe a tremendous amount to 
Pacificc scholars. I am also indebted to those working on the practicalities of setting up workable 
communicationss infrastructure s for  small island states and who shared their  knowledge, 
experiencee and differin g viewpoints wim me; Al Aiono, Jim Dator, Bronwen Douglas, Mik e 
Evans,, Greg Fry, Tapuaki Ha'unga, Futa Helu, Christine Higa, Henry and Ema Ivaraturi , 
Margarett  Jolly, Justin Kaitapu, Taholo Kami, 'Alopi Latukefu, Heather  Young Leslie, Okusi 
Mahina,, Mik e McKinley , Bil l Melody, Helen Morton, Norman Okamura, Jindy Pettman, Max 
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andd Eleanor Rimoldi, David Robie and his students of 1999, Claire Slatter, Jack Snow, Teresia 
Teaiwa,, HRH Prince Tupouto'a, Geny Ward. Finally, to the participants of these internet 
forumss and groups themselves and their leaders, who have been the life blood of this research, a 
greatt  big Thank you shout'  - malo aupito /fa'a/etai lava. 

Off  course, I take full responsibility for how I have presented these conversations, and 
thee conclusions I have made. But I do so in the spirit of open (and strong) debate that 
characterisess the Kava Bowl Kava Club and Polynesian Cafe Kamehameha Roundtable 
Discussionn Forums. My hope is that I have done justice to the vibrant, rich and complex 
discussionss and to the generosity of their participants. 

Withoutt a number of friends (old, new, and far away) egging me on, hanging out with 
me,, helping to keep it all in perspective and most importantly believing in me (in all my various 
undertakings),, I am deeply grateful. So a huge thanks to Marjolijn Adriaansche, Lesley Astier, 
Pierree Florae, Cony Hendley, Taka Hosada, René Konings, Danielle Kraiijvanger, Stephan 
Raes,, Seija Ridell, Giles Scott-Smith, Inbal Telem. Thanks also to the Pressicaud family in Les 
Chabannes,, France, and to Elke and Peter Baumann in Hannover, Germany, who taught me 
aboutt a lot of other important things. 

Andd finally, to my own family - whanau. Thank you for your unmitigated support, as 
always,, and for being who you are. Love to Margaret, John, Diana, Dave, Elizabeth, Feto 
Ailepata,, David Britten, Paul Roper, Tracey Hendley, Ingmar Andersson, Tommy Eteim, John 
Brycee (deceased), Pam Egan, Marion Coleman. And love to Christopher, Sarah, Jonathan, 
Nicola,, Williamm and Jessica, and Axel. This book is dedicated to you - the next generation. 

Amsterdam m 
July,, 2001 
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Figur ee One: Hula and Hibiscu s 

Paull Gauguin, Tahitian Women with Flowers, 1899. 

Thee cultural, historical, and political complexity of Polynesia - which comprises 
thee Cook Islands, Easter Island, The Hawaiian archipelago, the Marquesas, 
Neww Zealand, Niue, Norfolk, and Pitcairn, Touma, the Samoas, the Society 
Islands,, Tonga, the Tuamotus, Tuvalu, liminal places like Fiji and Kiribati, and 
outlierss like Pukapuka and Tikopia - is often sacrificed at the feet of the 'hula 
dancer1..... The equation of the Pacific with 'Polynesia' and 'Polynesia' with Tahiti 
iss the result of imperialist and colonial histories and hierarchies in the region 
Thee Tahitian body Gauguin constructed is the same one employed by the 
touristt industry for luring customers. (Teaiwa 1999: 253 & 254). 

11 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. See Anderson (1971). 
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INTRODUCTION N 

[Our]]  economy, society, culture, and indeed our very existence, are not fenced in by our 
nationall  boundaries. We are inextricably part of larger entities: the Pacific region and 
moree importantly, the world economy Conversely, our very existence as small 
isolatedd groups of people occupying a vast surface of the earth, like human groups 
occupyingg the scattered oases of the Sahara, is our unbolted back door. The result is that 
ourr Pacific region is the favourite ground for weapons testing by all major powers of 
thee world, toxic waste disposal, and rapacious ocean resources exploitation. (Hau'ofa 
1987:164-165) ) 

AA considerable percentage of the world's Pacific Islanders live overseas... New Zealand, 
Australia,, Japan, the US, Great Britain, Germany; the list seems endless .. Noteworthy, 
off  course, is the fact that the KB [Kava Bowl website] is being accessed more than 
600,0000 times per month, making it the most popular Poly [Polynesian] site on the *Net. 
Evenn more interesting, though, is the fact that •hits* are coming from more than 60 
countriess around the world. Polys are everywhere. (KB Admin 16/11/98)2 

Thiss is a tale of two internets. To be more precise, it is a tale of two sets of internet-
mediatedd communicative practices, (cyber)spaces and places, online (textual) productions, and 
theirr creators. Along with these two tales come two visions for the future. The first (top-down) 
versionn is the most widely disseminated. It emanates from the industrialised, internet heartlands 
off the OECD. It is a story of global markets and commercial marketing strategies; of corporate 
usess and perceptions of the internet/world-wide web. The alternative (grassroots) version is the 
mainn focus of this study. It is a tale that emerges from the activities of diasporic groups on the 
internet/wwww who are living as 'ethnic' or 'non-western' minorities3 in these heartlands and 
interactingg with each other and interlocutors *back home' in their countries of origin (the South 
Pacificc Islands). These practitioners are protagonists in - and creators of- enormously rich 
discussionss and diverse interpersonal relationships that unfurl in the (cyber)spaces and places of 
thee internet/www. What makes these movements and interactions particularly interesting is that 
theyy also (re)articulate longstanding, uneasy relationships between the 19th-20th century 
coloniall powers of the Pacific (Great Britain, Germany and France) and their former colonies . 
Att the same time, they present a whole host of otherr relationships and concerns that arise from 
livingg in the west. This study shows how the lived lives of these practitioners and their 
(re)articulationsss online trace a complex set of everyday (cyber)spatial practices. The massive 

22 Weekly Discussion Topic #59: Living Overseas... In A Poly Community, Or Not? The titl e of a message 
postedd (initial post) on the Kava Bowl Kava Club Discussion Forum (KB). The discussion that ensued is 
noo longer available online (no longer on server). All citations from these websites are reproduced 
'verbatim'.. This includes typographical errors, phoneticalry-based •misspellings' that are often written-
speechh patterns, other languages, 'in-house' acronyms and abbreviations. Where apposite, and without 
beingg too obtrusive, these will be clarified in parentheses. 
33 Such terms have their own localised sets of presumptions and contestations, hence the qualification. See 
Ashcroftt et al (1998) on me term 'ethnicity' for instance. 
44 The technological predominance and neo-colonial presence of the USA in the whole Pacific region 
notwithstandingg of course. The contentious issues and historical relationships will become clearer in due 
course.. Suffice it to say that Hawaii and American Samoa are cases in point for the USA French 
Polynesiaa in the case of France, Fiji in the case of Great Britain, and (formerly) Western Samoa in the 
casee of Germany and then New Zealand (Teaiwa 1999). The two main Pacific Island groups concerning 
uss here, Tonga and Samoa, have historical and contemporary links to Australia, New Zealand, and Great 
Britainn by virtue of their membership of the British Commonwealth. 
511 follow Hall here. In short; an "articulation is... the form of the connection that can make a unity of two 
differentt elements, under certain conditions. It is a linkage which is not necessary, determined, absolute 
andd essential for all time..." (Grossberg 1996:141, see page 156). See also Slack in the same volume 
(1996:115).. To articulate is also to utter, express a thought or feeling (see Freire 1972). I have added the 
(re)) to indicate both the relatively novel way in which these dynamics operate in an internet/www context 
andd the iterative qualities of these expressions, connections, symbolic and material productions. 
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amountt of textual production that ensues shows the operation of received, and renegotiated, 
socioculturall rules and norms of behaviour which bring with them their own particular moral 
andd ethical sensibilities. It also shows the exercising of particular online power hierarchies as 
participantss challenge or acquiesce to these hierarchies as they come and go. At the same time, 
theyy appeal to extant political and communicative power hierarchies and sociocultural 
assumptionss 'on the ground'. Interwoven in all the texts and movements that are produced by 
thesee interactions are (re)articulations of race/ethnicity, sex/gender, and class/status 6 which 
comprisee meanings of'culture' and concomitant self/group identity formation for younger 
generationss of the South Pacific Islands and their diasporas. All in all, these online traversals -
practicess of everyday life in cyberspace - point to a nascent politics of representation that is also 
AA postcolonial one. This politics of representation is facilitated and mediated by this non
commercial,, relatively open and inclusive side to the internet/www. 

Butt what exactly do I mean by this book being the tale of two internets? After all, is 
theree not only one world-wide web, only one "global information infrastructure" (Gore 1994)? 
Aree not internet users onlyy able to partake of the wonders, and dangers, of cyberspace thanks to 
thee US industrial-military establishment (see Abbate 2001, Thomas & Wyatt 1999)? Is not the 
internett simply a super-enlarged version of a shopping mall, full of porn, neo-fascist and other 
anti-establishmentt elements, or a domain where autistic internet 'junkies' roam? And if so, is it 
nott more a negative influence on social relations, family life, and democratic institutions man a 
positivee one? Whatever the preferred answer to these questions may be - and I shall be 
addressingg some of them in due course - they tend to presuppose that new(er) Information and 
Communicationn Technologies (ICTs) arrive ready-made; off the shelf so to speak. As I shall 
argue,, taking a critical social constructivist view of technology and technological change , this 
beliess the complex contours of power relations, and struggles, that are involved in the research 
andd development of any technology. This is particularly the case for technologies that are seen 
ass harbingers of significant political economic and sociocultural change. Whether such a 
monisticc view of technology be optimistic or pessimistic, in both cases the analysis elides 
importantt distinctions in the historical, political economic and sociocultural dynamics of how 
technologiess come to be, how they are actually used, misused, circumvented or ignored. For 
instance;; how the latter-day arrival of new(er) technologies are increasingly beholden to 
sophisticatedd marketing campaigns in consumer societies; the power and influence transnational 
corporationss or business alliances have on technological trajectories (by funding Research and 
Developmentt or, conversely, by not doing so); what happens when new(er) technologies are 
dulyy taken up, ignored, or reconfigured by ordinary users. 

Broadlyy speaking, men, the internet of the first tale is that of contemporary, computer-
mediatedd 'haute finance' (Polanyi 1944: 13-14) and its world of gargantuan electronic financial 
movementss and commercial transactions (E-Commerce) twenty-four hours-a-day, incessant 
corporatee splits, mergers and takeovers. It is a world that adores the idea of the Hi-Tech 
technical-fix.. This internet/www presupposes increasingly sophisticated and commercially 
orientatedd hardware and software. It develops more - rather than less- centralised operations 
andd surveillance systems. This internet/www separates the 'tailor-made' configurations 
designatedd for corporate users ("clients') from the un-negotiable and universalised 'user-friendly' 
configurationss aimed at the consumer market. Either way, ever-greater transmission capacity for 

66 These three dyads simply acknowledge the open-endedness of these categories and their complex 
theoreticall genealogies'. See Ortner (1996) for an anthropological theorist's take on status/class and 
sex/gender,, Haraway (1997) on the term, gender. See also Ashcroft et al (1998) for a good discussion of 
race/ethnicity.. Nicholson (1997) provides a very good anthology of Feminist writings on all these 
conceptss and their various definitions. 
77 The term postcolonial will be unpacked more in Chapter Three. Suffice it to say that it designates the 
politicall independence of former colonies in the 1960's as well as a theoretical turn marked by critiques of 
westernn - 'eurocentric' - theoretical and research frameworks and their tendency to assume ontological and 
epistemologicall superiority over all others (Seth 1999, Ling 2001, Harding 1998b). What I mean by 
•politicss of representation' will be developed more fully during the course of this study. 
Simplyy put, this stresses the processes of research, design, development, respective modes of use/disuse 

thatt go into any technological artefact, system or combination thereof. It recognises mat there are a host 
off social / power relations tied up in these processes, and their outcome. I shall return to this in due 
course. . 
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greaterr volumes and higher capacity of (commercial) traffic is a must. This internet of mega-
corporations'' profit margins, of the highs and lows of IT stocks and shares, is also the 
internet/wwww of Free Trade advocates. With this vision comes the marketing of a clear 'global' 
messagee for all peoples, a long-term financial, political, and social commitment to a certain sort 
off High-Hi-Tech' solution for not only 'developing* economies but also for socio-economic 
exclusionn and political disenchantment closer to home. 

Thee internet of the second tale is that of regular, intense and jovial interpersonal 
communication.. It is a world where information is shared rather than touted, where moral or 
emotionall support is provided and admonition also dealt out. It is an internet/www where 
solidarityy and empowering self/ group identifications and role models are actively sought out 
andd (represented. This world is one where uses of ICTs are based on personal commitments of 
timee and money to set up and run websites, mostly not-for-profit It relies upon easy, affordable 
accesss to computers and telephone, relatively 'low-tech' hardware and software configurations, 
Thiss internet/www mediates and facilitates searches for practical, on-the-ground solutions to 
concretee problems of cultural and emotional isolation, racist and sexist forms of discrimination, 
sociall and political conflicts and economic exclusion for 'ethnic minorities'. From these 
multifariouss interactions comes content; online textual production that articulates specific and 
recurringg concerns of its creators who talk/write about their everyday lives, who take time out 
fromm their daily routines to muse on their (mutual) hopes and fears. These, arguably more 
mundane,, uses of the internet/www entail all manner of intercultural and intracultural 
interactionss - and altercations. They are mtercultural because new(er) ICTs have enabled, just 
byy virtue of access and possibility, new sorts of'translocal' linkages and production between not 
onlyy nation-states but also groups from within these geostrategic boundaries. They are 
mtorculturall in the sense that dispersed populations - diasporas - come into contact with each 
otherr and also those Tjack-home'. Whether born and raised in another locale, living as recent 
emigress / immigrants, staying put or travelling backwards and forwards between various 
homelands,, these users of the internet/www articulatee lived lives online and offline. This 
internett enables all sorts of creative, and controversial, sociocultural and political expression, 
aestheticc production and newer (cyber)spatial practices. To illustrate how these non-elite, 
grassrootss uses operate, this study reconstructs a selection of the online discussions of a 
longstandingg and vibrant internet community of- what I shall call - the postcolonial Pacific 
Islandd / Polynesian diaspora 9. 

Suchh a Nvorm's eye-view1 in the disciplinary setting for mis study - International 
Relationss and International Political Economy (IR/IPE) theory and research - is not self-evident. 
Thiss is mainly because this discipline's parameters are still the *big story1 of (inter)state-centred 
relationss and politics10. The argument here, is that communication - mediated by language - is 
constitutivee of all social relations, including political and economic ones (Williams 1977). So 
too,, then, are the meaning-makings that go along with those large-scale relations (and 
institutions)) known as \vorld politics'. Given not only the increasing ubiquity of ICTs in 
everydayy life but also in processes of neoliberal global economic restructuring , the 

99 The specifics and relationship between the area - the South Pacific Islands - and its constituent cultural 
groupings,, one of which is categorised as •Polynesian', will become clearer in the later part of mis study. 
™™ Whether or not technology is seen as an 'independent variable' to the world/international state system or 
ann endogenous factor (Talalay et al 1999) to 'global change', as part of the Tmowledge structure' (Strange 
1999)) or simply as the tool of Capital (GUI & Law 1988, McChesney et al 1998, Harvey 1990), ICTs are 
stilll not being studied enough as constitutive of world politics' and its problems (Ferguson 1995:3/17). 
111 Here, 'neoliberal' denotes macro-economic policies and political agenda based on monetarist 
economicc orthodoxy (control of the money supply and inflation at the expense of employment and social 
security,, deregulated financial flows) that privilege market forces, rational economic agency and minimal 
statee intervention in price and wage setting in order to gain economic growth. This ideology has reigned 
supremee in Western industrialised economies since the 1980's. In the 1990's its international advocate is 
thee World Trade Organisation and International Monetary Fund. Global economic restructuring is part 
andd parcel of contemporary neoliberalism. In other quarters the preferred term is 'global iTestructuring', 
seenn to be more precise as it refers specifically to die structural and organisational process which 
"redefiness capital-labour relationships and the role of the state, while furthering the asymmetrical 
interdependencyy of economic functions across national boundaries" (Castells & Henderson 1987:1). 
Waterss (1995) and Scholte (2000) are two good analyses of the term 'globalisation'. For other summaries, 
seee the introductions to Marchand & Runyan (2000), Palan (2000) and Hart & Prakash (1999). 
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concomitantt gender-power relations are writ ever larger. 
Thee challenge for theory and research, within not only IR/IPE but also the Social 

Sciencess in general, is to unbundle these dynamics in order to study how they are actually 
operating.. The direction opted for here is to delve deeper into what is actually being produced -
thee 'discussion content' - on a website or linked websites vis-a-vis their relationship to 'offline' 
contexts.. This is pertinent for IR/IPE scholarship simply by virtue of the trans/ inter/ national 
/locall topography of ICTs, on the one hand, and the self-declared political and sociocultural 
agendass expressed in many an internet discussion / news group, on the other. It is also pertinent 
too sociological and ethnographic inquiry in terms of the intra/intercultural dynamics with all 
theirr gender / ethnicity / class permutations, of such online groups. The geographically 
dispersedd and non-embodied (cyber)spatial constitution of these interactions, enabled as they are 
byy the internet/world-wide web, adds a whole new dimension to them. 

AA word of caution at this point for I have been painting a rather dualistic picture. The 
pointt of juxtaposing these two 'tales' is not to compile an exhaustive compendium of common 
all-gardenn everyday, life online that is then compared to the 'real world' (Graham 1999, Everard 
2000).. The aim is to show how both 'virtual' (viz online) worlds and 'real' (viz offline) ones are 
becomingg increasingly "co-constituted" (Harding 1998b, 2001). Not unproblematically though 
givenn the unevenness in internet/www access, technical facilities and communications needs 
alreadyy manifestly evident in the emergent "Global Information Infrastructure" and its 
accompanyingg "Global Information Society" (Castells 1996, Gore 1994). The political 
economicc and sociocultural contours of these processes, and particularly for the intricate and 
fraughtt relationship between colonisers and colonised is what is at stake in both these 
contendingg uses, representations, and visions of the internet/www. 

Thee Research Problematique 

Evenn though neoliberal agendas have been predominant in shaping ICTs in general and 
thee internet/www in particular, they have become part of "the practice of everyday life" (de 
Certeauu 1980). In those regions that have access to them, that is. These everyday uses suggest 
thatt there may be new(er) expressions of inter/subjectivity '3, other sorts of communicative 
spacess emerging as a result. The "translocal" (Clifford 1997) nature of internet/www 
communicationss would appear to impinge upon processes of self/ group identity formation. For 
thosee that are not necessarily bound up with one nation-state or delimited by geographical fixity 
alone,, this would appear to be even more the case. Non-western diasporas living in the west are 
aa case in point. 

Thiss postulation presupposes that these processes become manifest in non-fantasy 
onlinee scenarios (like internet discussion forums, newsgroups, live chat sites and such like), 
whichh make use of the internet/www as an open and accessible medium. These online 
traversalss also trace offline postcolonial and diasporic living conditions. The ensuing 
"circulationn of meanings" (Murphy & de Ferro 1995, Jensen 1995), and concomitant moral 
economieseconomies u that emerge, articulate symbolic and/or material gender-power relations in 
crosscuttingg historical and sociocultural settings. If that is the case, and given the broader 
historicall context of neoliberal global economic restructuring (in which the widening gap 

122 This positing gender and power as a relational dyad is to imply multiplex - ethnic/racialised/class-
powerr relations as well (Bordo 1990, Hall 1996a, 1996b, Ling 2001a: 145 passim). More on this terms in 
duee course. 
133 By inter/subjectivity I am referring to what Robert Cox calls "the common understandings shared by 
thee people embraced... in respect to the relationships and purposes in which they are involved" (1987:17). 
Coxx then adds that this is "the [shared] mental picture in ideas of what is normal, expected behaviour 
andd in how people arrange their lives with regard to work and income" (1987:22) The point here is that 
thesee shared assumptions, habits, ideas and so forth are as much designed, created, and circulated as they 
aree pre-supposed, and vice versa. 
144 This will be dealt with more fully in Chapter Eight For the Polynesian diasporas online, it denotes a 
fluidfluid set of internet-based rules and norms of behaviour (netiquette and these groups' own 'ground-rules') 
thatt also carry with them their own nascent awareness of (Christian) morality and ethics. These are being 
workedd out by trial and error but they also draw upon the gender-power relations of postcolonial 
seh7groupp identity formation. 
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betweenn the power and access of the 'information rich' and the 'information poor" corresponds to 
thatt of the developed to the undeveloped worlds and their particular privileged and 
underprivilegedd groups respectively), contending uses and appropriations of ICTs are 
implicatedd in present or future 'world order(s)'15. The problematique that emerges can be 
summarisedd as follows. 

WhatWhat postcolonial politics of representation are emerging through the practice of 
everydayeveryday life online by postcolonial diasporas especially given the dynamics of 
neoliberalneoliberal global economic restructuring and its concomitant privatisation, 
commercialisation,commercialisation, and standardisation strategies for the internet/www? 

AA number of questions arise when the above scenario is related to postcolonial 
diasporass using the internet/www as a means and medium for everyday communication. With 
respectt to the South Pacific Islands, what are the implications of this for relationships with 
peoplee "back home', and relationships 'offline' ? Whilst subjected to top-down standardising and 
regulatoryy pressures of the latter-day commercial internet/www, how do these online practices 
off everyday life, and the postcolonial politics of representation they are articulating, develop 
andd unfold? How do the participants, and their articulations, resist and contest these greater 
forcess and in so doing create empowering electronically-mediated living spaces for 
contemporaryy postcolonial everyday life ? 

Inn view of the interdisciplinary nature of the study, there are four elements to this 
problematiquee that need unpacking. 

ƒ;;  The South Pacific Islands  Online 

Thee Discussion forums researched here have been steadily patronised since at least 
19955 (Morton 1999, Kami 2001: interview) by a core of faithful regulars and a fluid number of 
others.. Whilst researching how the South Pacific Islands may have been actively engaging with 
ICTs,, I began looking at the pioneering Kava Bowl internet discussion forums. These identify 
mainlyy as Tongan but not exclusively, and are accessed through its portal the Pacific Forum 
(http://www.pacificforum.com). . 

Kavaa Bowl Banner  2001 (artist: Tomui Kaloni) 

Thiss took me to an early spin-off, The Kamehameha Roundtable, which is accessed through the 
Polynesiann Café (http://polycafe.com). This set of websites are predominantly Samoan but 
designedd for 'all Polynesians'. Other closely related sites that will be referred to are the online 

155 This term is a heuristic to designate, for the sake of argument, broad periods of political, economic and 
culturall change and distributions of power in the history of the (European) Westphalian State System "in 
termss of the duality of [the] interstate system and world economy" (Cox 1987:107). These periods include 
thee rise of capitalist economies and the spread of colonial empires, and their accompanying liberal 
politicall and (neo)classical economic theories. See Kegley & Wittkopf (1999), Cox (1987), Wallerstein 
(1974),, Schwartz (1994) for four different takes on these broader historical developments and then-
respectivee intellectual debates. The 'new world order" is generally seen as beginning with the demise of 
thee Soviet Union at the end of the 1980's and the reign of neoliberal economic and political ideologies in 
thee OECD (the 'west' for all intents and purposes from hereon in). 
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discussionn forum of the Tongan History Association (an offline academic association with close 
linkss to the Kava Bowl), and the South Pacific Information Network (http://sunsite.anu.edu.au/ 
spin/)) which has had close links with the Pacific Forum online and offline community. 

Polynesiann Cafe Banner 1997 Polycafe Banner  2001 

Byy 1999, the Kava Bowl and Polycafe forums were all going strong albeit with some 
timee spent offline by the former (the reasons for which are not the concern here). By late 2001 
onlyy the Polycafe remains as a set of live and asynchronous forums whilst the Kava Bowl has 
effectivelyy turned into a Live Chat site. Since the mid-1990's, the Pacific Forum and the 
Polynesiann Cafe portals have formed the main axis (and produced the bulk of the archival 
materiall analysed in this project) for the "South Pacific Islands / Polynesians online" 16. For 
cyberspacee life-spans, five-six years is more than respectable. 

Thee participants originally hail from, are married into, or have lived and worked in the 
Southh Pacific Islands. Tonga, Western/American Samoa are the original foci but many come 
fromm all over the South Pacific region (Fiji, Hawaii, Papua New Guinea, Niue although all these 
alsoo have their own online sites). The majority of participants live elsewhere - USA, Australia, 
Neww Zealand, Europe " . As such, they are part of the Polynesian diaspora (Clifford 1997, King 
&& Connell 1999, Ward 1999). Here, diaspora simply means geographically dispersed 
populationss that left the Pacific Islands either temporarily or permanently, many in the 1960's 
andd 1970's (as is the case with my own parents' two Samoan employees and their families), and 
settledd in Australia, New-Zealand, Hawaii and the West Coast of mainland USA. The 
populationn drain continues today as younger people leave in search of education, employment 
andd 'overseas experience'. The upshot has been large concentrations of Tongan, Samoan and 
otherr Pacific Islands groups in urban centres of these countries (Ward 1999, Fitzgerald 1998). 
Theirr relationship to 'back home' is complex. It involves financial and in-kind remittances and 
otherr forms of social and economic networks between extended families, identity politics for 
2ndd and 3rd generations growing up in the affluent west albeit often as disadvantaged groups 
therein;; urban versions of 'ancient' and 'modern' rivalries (ethnically designated gangs for 
instance);; political contestation of social and political establishments "back home' and/or social 
unityy by reference to the same. The (role of the) various Pacific Island churches are central to all 
thesee affirmations and contestations. In any case there is continuous moving in and out of the 
Pacificc Islands - both physically and symbolically - which predates the (post)colonial period. 
Hencee in the South Pacific context, the notion and experience of diaspora has a variety of 
(post)coloniall historical particularities I8. There are participants from the Pacific Islands 

166 Apart from the Pacific Forum, from now on these websites will abbreviated as follows; KB/KC, THA, 
Polycafe,, KR. 
177 For the Samoan (and Los Angeles based) Polynesian Cafe this is estimated at about 85% (Aiono 1999: 
interview). . 
188 This cuts (unevenly) both ways in the South Pacific. For example, I and one of my sisters were bom in 
Westernn Samoa, had a Samoan 'nanny' (Tifa) and Tiouse-boy' (Mulu) who, for me at least formed an 
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themselvess as well. These look to increase as internet access gradually makes inroads into the 
Southh Pacific; unevenly and problematically. Suffice it to say here mat the main access points 
aree urban - Apia in Samoa, Nuku'alofa in Tonga, Suva and Nadi in Fiji, which is the 
telecom/internett infrastructural hub for the region. As for home-use versus institutional, it 
appearss that many younger participants are taking part from High Schools and Universities, and 
otherss do so from their places of work (by their own admission). For example, in the Tongan 
capitall of Nuku'alofa, the latest public access point is the Royal School of Science (owned by 
thee Tongan Crown Prince Tupouto'a). See Appendix One for an overview of ICTs and the 
Southh Pacific Islands. 

Thee websites in question are ascynchronons - not real time Live Chat - internet 
discussionn groups, which are based on what is called 'Bulletin Board' software that allows 
participantss to 'posff topics for discussion. The responses (follow-ups) form into discussion 
threadss - of varying length, levels, and relevance to the original posting (how to read these will 
bee dealt with in due course). These are hyperlinked to email addresses that may or may not be 
operablee 19. Nevertheless, people (get to) know each other in these forums whether they sign off 
withh their 'real names* or one or two 'nom deplumes' (•nicknames'). At any point during a 
discussion,, participants can move from the public-ness off the online forum sites to the 
comparativee privacy of a bilateral email interaction20. There is no way of always knowing when 
andd if this happens but from what I can gather, most of the discussion activity remains on the 
openn - public - sites, even when it becomes two-way, flirtatious, personally abusive, and so on. 
Thesee 'serious discussion' forums are sub-sites of larger ones. They are not necessarily more 
popularr than their Live Chat counterparts and so can not be seen as 'fully' representative of 
onlinee Pacific Island communities. In Nuku'alofa, Tonga, about 60% of the public accessed 
usess (at the Royal Institute of Science) is said to be for study, emailing and live online chat 
(Kaitapuu 1999: interview, see Figure Six). It should be noted that Live Chat is very popular for 
itt appears that most of the local Pacific Island users use the Kava Bowl's live chat to contact 
friendss and family overseas (Kami 2001: interview). 

Thee discussion forums examined here can thus be seen as a sub-set of mis community 
off users/participants. Not everyone is "interested in politics" (Justin Kaitapu, Systems Advisor, 
RSS,, personal interview, July 1999) 21. Where the money goes is a moot and politically charged 
point.. On the other hand, in Los Angeles, Al Aiono started the Kamehameha Roundtable as a 
seriouss discussion site and he is very proud of how it has developed; "it is a pretty serious place 
andd the intelligent patrons [of the Polycafe] go mere" (Aiono 1999: interview). Taholo Kami, 
thee founder of the original Pacific Forum portal is also proud of the ongoing popularity of these 
websitess (Kami 2001: interview). The Kava Bowl Kava Club has also developed into a forum 
forr serious - and at times highly politicised - debates even though the Kava Bowl itself started 
outt as a newsgroup for Tongan and Pacific Island Rugby fans and way for its founder, Taholo 
Kami,, to keep in touch with family and friends whilst studying in the USA. The former Weekly 
DiscussionDiscussion Topics of the Kava Bowl formed an early focus for conscious debate-making. In 
short,, these discussion forums have become established (cyber)spaces and places within an 
increasinglyy interlinked set of sites. Their composition is robust in that they feed into and out of 
broaderr communities, on the internet and on the ground, which trace affiliations of various sorts 

importantt part of early childhood. We have memories and assumptions framed by home movies, 
photographs,, artefacts, visits, weddings and funerals, my tamer's working career in Fiji and bis ongoing 
friendshipsfriendships in me Samoan/Pacific Island communities in Auckland, New Zealand. My own early working 
lifee was based in predominantly Maori and Pacific Island environments - inner-city and ghettoised 
suburbs.. And my political education (like many of my generation) was marked by the anti-apartheid 
protestss and growing political influence of indigenous land-reform and sovereignty movements in New 
Zealandd and the region during the 1980's. Having said all mat, my parents remain staunchly loyal to the 
Britishh Commonwealth and its Queen, forming as they do later generations of the British diaspora that 
colonisedd parts of the South Pacific in the mid-19th and early 20th centuries. 
199 This facility has been built in by me sites' founders to allow for discretionary anonymity when socially 
orr politically sensitive subjects are broached. 
200 For example: "Jatu, I am interested in what you have to say. Write me sometime so that we can go in 
depthh with you finds"(Hope, 12/12/98 in brother/sister thread, THA, no longer on server). 
2111 have been informed (Kaitapu, personal email, 2000) that visitors and tourists have been increasingly 
makingg use of the internet access, for a nominal fee. 
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suchh as immediate and extended family, church, work, school and university. Whilst these 
predatee these forums they also grow out of the new internet-based relationships that form 
accordinglyy (Morton 1999). 

Too flesh out this profile a bit more. The research dates from 1996 although the bulk of 
thee material is from 1997-2001. It would be fair to say that 1998-99 were the halcyon days of 
thesee forums in terms of the volume of online traffic. These forums are not password-protected 
althoughh there have been some recent changes 22. They are characterised by being 'open' 'public' 
forums.. Although they are moderated and 'owned' by their individual founders, they are largely 
self-regulating,, with varying degrees of intervention from the website moderators. The character 
andd composition of the forums' discussions also differ as do theirr demographics, unsurprisingly 
givenn the cultural designations they go under. The way they are/are not moderated also results 
inn different styles, emphases and recurrences of certain themes. Nevertheless, there is a large 
degreee of movement between all of these and other live/chat sites. When one site goes offline 
peoplee just shift onto another forum. These discussions may be designed to be 'serious', but this 
doess not preclude humour, satire, and general socialising, although most of this is indulged on 
otherr (live) chat forums. Neither does it avoid less socially desirable online behaviours such as 
swearingg or 'flaming' (personal abuse or attacks). The latter is heavily reprimanded by others 
andd regularly deleted by the moderators). 

Whilstt open to all-comers, these forums identify as 'conservative' or culturally specific 
(ass is the case of the predominantly Tongan Kava Bowl), hybrid or pan-Pacific by designation 
(thee nevertheless mainly Samoan Polynesian Cafe) or interest-specific (the KB's Faith Forum or 
Businesss Forums for example). They are heavily patronised by younger generations although 
nott exclusively. There are participants aged 17 years old interacting with others who are in their 
fifties.. Several posters admit to being grandparents, many are parents of young children, whilst 
otherss are studying at university, or working. From as far as one can judge from their own 
autobiographicall references, many participants are in their twenties or thirties, and from all 
walkss of life. An important thing to note is that many are practising Christians (Pacific Island 
churchess are important social backbones in the Islands and abroad) 23. There is also a fairly 
equall spread of men and women - both by name and explicit identification (Morton 1998, 1999 
andd borne out by my own research) although mis depends on the subject matter. My own 
feministt sensibility has meant that I have privileged the women's voices and explicit 'gender 
content11 whenever possible especially given the enabling properties offered by online 
(quasi)anonymityy in certain instances 4. 

222 In the case of the Polynesian Cafe a software filter has been added to screen for un acceptable words -
swearingg - in both English and Samoan. The Kava Bowl Live Chat site requires a registered password and 
'avatar'' (all quite easy to do, just follow the instructions). Taholo Kami, the Kava Bowl founder is 
intendingg to get the asynchronous Discussion Forums up and running again, time and money permitting 
(Kamii 2001: interview). Both founders admit to taking the opportunity when deleting swearing to 'clean 
up'' the sites, thereby freeing up space allowed them by their respective servers (personal interviews with 
Taholoo Kami, Brussels, March 2001, Al Aiono, San Francisco/Los Angeles, July 1999). 
233 Both Taholoo Kami and 'Alopi Latukefu (the founder of the SPIN website) are sons of a prominent 
Tongann Missionary and Church Leader/Historian respectively. They were brought up together in Papua 
Neww Guinea. Taholo went to the USA to study for an MBA, after completing his BA at the University of 
Papuaa New Guinea. He is now living and working in Suva, Fiji after spending time in New York and 
workingg for the UNDP. 'Alopi lives in Sydney, Australia and ran the SPIN site out of the ANU 
(Canberra)) server. Al Aiono was born in New Zealand of a Mormon family. He now lives in Los Angeles 
withh his wife, Sum, and children. They run the Polycafe websites from their living room. The main thing 
too note at this point is the strong Christian convictions of at least Taholo, church background and 
communityy affiliations of all three, and their commitment to community-based internet/www uses (Aiono 
1999:: interview, Latukefu 1999: interview, Kami 2001: interview). All these sites are still run on 
voluntaryy labour made up of partners, friends, and other enthusiasts who offer their assistance as 
moderators/administrators.. Expenses come out of their own pockets or through donations (Kami 2001: 
interview)) although Al Aiono has a more conscious, culturally focused for-profit aim behind his websites 
(Aionoo 1999: interview). 
244 In Polynesian public communicative cultures women are to be seen and not heard. For instance the 
faikavafaikava ceremony on which the internet Kava Bowl is based (see Figure Seven), is a male-dominated 
activity.. Women are usually only there for to serve and make the kava, namely in their role as tou'a. 
Internet-basedd communications have allowed women and other silent groups (homosexuals for instance) a 
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Seeingg as it is younger  generations of the mid-twentieth century diaspora that produce a 
largee amount of the postings, the topics are weighted accordingly. This comes to bear  when 
diasporicc participants are interacting with those posting directly from the South Pacific Islands 
inn that there can be some sharp polarisations on certain issues (homo/ sexuality, political issues 
andd affairs in Tonga and Samoa most particularly) . In any case, and contrary to assumptions 
aboutt  the 'nowhere*  status of cyberspace, where someone is posting from can be a crucial 
elementt  to the argument put forward, let alone to the sociocumiral and political economic sub-
textss in play. For  instance, those hailing from beyond the Pacific Islands - often looking to get in 
touchh with their, or  their  children's Tory"  roots * can be taken to task for  their  (perceived) 
relativee lack of on-the-ground knowledge and experience. For  regular  or  new posters of 
(non)Polynesiann origin the same applies, with issues of "racial designation' and thereby 
credibilit yy getting thrown in the ring at times. 

Itt  also bears mentioning that not only do many posters know each other  already, or  have 
tracedd each other  through extended family connections, but do so even when in a number  of 
guisess K . Anonymity is, I would contend, (Morton 1998) less of an issue that one would think as 
aa closer  reading soon shows who the poster  is Vealry"" . But it is more prevalent for  threads; 
suchh as homosexuality (frowned upon by many Christian Pacific Islanders), domestic violence, 
pre-maritall  sex, inter-racial/cultura l relationships and such like. Those professing to be gay do 
nott  use real names whilst many objecting to them (usually on religious grounds) do. In these 
instancess there are a number  of criss-crossing concerns and lines of division; the historical 
naturee of trans-sexuality vis-a-vis homosexuality in Polynesia, the morals of the predominantly 
Christiann posters mat condemnn homosexual practices as a sin, (post-colonial) notions of what 
constitutess sexual (impropriety . These then cut across arguments about the role and effect of 
coloniall  missionaries on pre-colonial regimes / ways of lif e and sexual mores, the differences 
betweenn public behavioural codes, intimate or  domestic scenarios28 and whether  this denotes 
hypocrisyy or  tolerance. For  those about being a woman/a man - in various scenarios - gender 
andd standpoint are more readily asserted. For  those about masculinity, the risque humour  and 
satiree is usually at the expense of certain (diasporic) Polynesian male archetypes and their 
archetypicall  'submissive' female counterparts. 

Al ll  in all, this research bears out the point made by Mille r  &  Slater's work on 
Trinidadian ss on the internet/www that"  the Internet naturally fitted.. intensely diasporic 
relations...[that]]  has meant integrating over  distances through any means of communications" 
(Mille rr  &  Slater  2000:2/18). I also agree with their  "refusal to treat the Internet independently 
off  its embeddedness""  (op caf s/18) although I would nuance their  arguments differently . In the 
casee of these websites, anyone is welcome to participate whatever  their  gender, ethnicity or 
creed,, and many do. These are designed to be accessible communicative spaces on the web. 

spacee in which to speak (Morton personal email 15/07/98). These threads also show and allow for 
new(er)) forms for  conscious-raising for  younger  generations of women as well (see Chapter  Five). 
255 Aiono himself (bom in New Zealand and resident in USA although never  been to Samoa) confirms that 
hee has learnt a lot about Polynesia, made friends and also had some of his childhood misunderstandings 
andd prejudices about other  island groups righted (Aiono, 7/04/00, personal email). 
266 Participants reveal themselves in various ways for  different reasons (Morton 1998). Within a thread, 
heree are at least 3 places to see self-references and/or  adaptations of these - name given in heading, the 
namee signed at thee end, in the body of the message or  when addressed by somwme else direcuy. These 
occurr  differently, according to the topic, the whim of the poster, the relationsWrtf  betwem 
inn fact may be sitting in the same room as I saw whilst in Tonga) and as a response to direct 
confrontation. . 
277 Al Aiono is less comfortable with the increasing use of nicknames, however, as he sees it as a potential 
abusee of these forums' integrity (Aiono 1999: interview). The use of nicknames and other  forms of 
'anonymity''  are on thee increase though (Morton 1998) 
288 For  instance: 

II  agree... mat the views expressed in places like the Kava Bowl do reveal a widespread 
homophobia.. However, I would like to suggest that there is a difference between public opinion 
andd private behaviour. What I mean is mat while many Tongan males may express homophobic 
attitudes,, many have also engaged in homosexual behaviour... I donH think Tongan men are 
veryy different to western men in all of this, either! (Helen Morton, 10/06798) 

AA different view, in reply to Homosexuality in Polynesian Culture, initial post by Douglass, THA, no 
longerr  on server. 
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2:2:  (Cyber)Spatial  Practices  of  Everyday  Life 

Ann initial introduction to the particular notion of "the practice of everyday life" used 
heree is warranted. This follows Michel de Certeau's conceptualisation29. His critical 
hermeneuticc approach, coupled with a feminist perspective, lends itself very well to researching 
andd tracing everyday articulations and (cyber)spatial practices online by non-corporate users 
andd more so by non-western (diasporic) groups . His emphasis is on the inventiveness, the 
creativee resistances of ordinary people in their daily practices of reading/writing, work, 
shopping,, cooking and so on (de Certeau 1980, Buchanan 2000, Ahearne 1995). De Certeau 
criticallyy develops Lefebvre's spatial schema of the 'everyday' (Niemann & Davies 2000, 
Robertss 1999, Harvey 1990) by emphasising how tactical' (that is spontaneous, informal, semi
legal)) practices that comprise 'low* culture, daily habits, interactions and movements are just as 
politicallyy relevant as Tiigh culture', party politics and other 'disciplining' institutions claim to 
be.. The subversive qualities - and gender-power relations - of this bottom-up politicised notion 
off everyday-ness are part of the 'public' record even when ignored by experts (see Godzich 
1986).. De Certeau's point about the resistance potentials of'making-do' (faire avec), creativity 
off the 'practical arts' (arts de faire) puts the analytical and political stress on informal, 'subaltern' 
socioculturall interactions and cultural production. 

AA couple of initial delineations needd to be made, however. In internet/www terms these 
everydayy practices have moved from the proximity of the continental, urban quartier (Giard & 
Mayoll 1980: 18-22) to an ostensibly 'global' and non-corporeal locale30 . The 
(cyber)neighbourhoodd of diasporic groups growing up abroad is traced by their relationships 
withh each other, with adopted geographies - as a whole or in specific locations, with life *back in 
thee islands' and with older generations. Besides, in the South Pacific, spatial practices - physical 
displacementss - have always been constituted by ocean voyages (Hau'ofa 1998, Ward 1999, 
Clarkk 1999). Hence the movements, and inner-cities of the European - male - urbane^awewr 
(Arendtt 1992:18, de Certeau 1980: 171-175) need to be re-read for both online and (urbanised) 
postcoloniall scenarios. Be that as it may, the point is that (cyber)sp(l)aces are made by people 
everydayy who leave their own (online) traces in the process. 

Echoingg Foucault (1979), de Certeau's conceptualisation of the everyday also critiques 
pervasivee technocratic power, which he does not divorce from capitalist commodification 
processes3I.. Together, their respective political economic strategies and architectures aim to 
separatee out and then privilege designated spaces, practices and interactions in order to maintain 
powerr and control over others, non-elite groups especially. I will be arguing that these stresses 
andd strains are all too clear in the history of ICTs andd more recently, the internet/www (Thomas 
&& Wyatt 1999). The practice of everyday life online shows an extensive and extending 
inter/subjectivee communicative (cyber)space that is not inevitably privatised nor standardised, 
despitee what E-Commerce buffs and the 'Global-Speak of Corporate Capitall would have us 
believe.. Internet communities (fantasy ones aside and this is debateable) are anchored in 
specificc cross-cutting 'offline' gender-power relations and histories as well as immediate online 
ones.. Following de Certeau, online discussions also operate as vibrant everyday practices and 
cyber-tracess in their own right. They counter and poach (de Certeau 1980: 10) from elitist 
programmess for ICTs, do their own thing so to speak, for as long as is feasible or desirable . 

299 "The Practice of Everyday Life" (de Certeau 1984) is the English translation of "L'invention du 
quotidien"quotidien" (1980). The notion of'invention' (invention) in the original French title is substituted by 
•practice'.. See Buchanan (2000), Carver (1998), Niemann & Davies (2000) for discussions of the politics 
off translation. 
300 The upshot is that there are different dimensions to tracing (physical) presence - corporeality - and 
politicall organisation than originally conceived by de Certeau and other 'practice theorists (Ortner 1996: 
7,, Jordan 1999:1) such as Lefebvre and Bourdieu (see Roberts 1999) or feminist activists (Sargent 1981). 
311 See Roberts (1999) for another, less sympathetic, reading of de Certeau vis-a-vis Lefebvre. Part of this 
iss related to how de Certeau's cultural theory has been adapted and depoliticised (as Roberts argues and I 
tendd to agree with him) by much contemporary Cultural Studies and Media Reception Analysis. 
322 Costs, huge commitments of personal time for moderators, limits of server and electronic storage 
capacity,, connection fees and so on have all dogged these websites. Taholo Kami - the Kava Bowl 
(personall email 2000) and Al Aiono - Polycafe (1999: interview) have dealt with these in different ways. 
Thee administrations also use different sorts of electronic housekeeping and archiving (see above) 
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3:3:  Feminist  and Ethical  Nodes 

Ethics...definess a distance between what is and what ought to be. This distance 
designatess a space where we have something to do. On the other hand, dogmatism is 
authorizedd by a reality that it claims to represent and in the name of this reality, it 
imposess laws, (de Certeau 1986:199). 

Theree are many ways to categorise, interpret and represent the online texts, interactions 
andd their creators examined here. My overall approach is informed by feminist theory and 
method.. Online personal exchanges, by women, in 'open* cyberspace confront any analysis with 
howw public-private-personal is 'read' by feminist analyses. This is as varied as feminist theories 
andd politics (Nicholson 1990,1997: 1-5, Fildes 1983, Sergeant 1981, Lerner 1986, Jaggar 
1983).. Basically, feminist critiques focus on the sex/gendered-ethnic/racial-class/status biases 
andd 'silencings' (Gal 1991) of this and concomitant dichotomies that permeate the Social 
Sciencess (Fildes 1983:66-68, Ortner 1996:32-33, 53-55,153-155, Rubin 1997, Hartmann 1981, 
Lernerr 1986, Benhabib & Cornell 1987), let alone much IMPE (Peterson & Runyan 1999, 
Truee 1996, Peterson 1996). At the same time, and not unproblematically, a "feminist stress on 
thee personal" that seeks to let "issues of experience and subjectivity" (Fildes 1983:62) speak for 
themselvess has been an important element in political and practical responses to exclusionary 
practices,, in and out of the academy (Sargent 1981, Peterson & Runyan 1999, Butler 1990:324-
325).. Postcolonial, Third World and Black Feminists have been steadily critiquing and 
rethinkingg the premises of these debates and their ramifications (Narayan 1997, Collins 1997, 
Teaiwaa 1999, Ling 2001a). 

Thiss approach links directly to some of tiie ethical conundrums thrown up by doing 
onlinee research into active communities (Sharf 1999). These range from whether research 
subjectss be given pseudonyms when citing, to the positionality of the researcher in an online 
non-visiblee scenario to the issue of what constitutes an archive in the fluidity of internet-based 
textuall production. The analysis and presentation of written conversations by live persons, 
irrespectivee of whether they have acquiesced to being quoted by default - or not - simply 
highlightss how the researcher-as-subject cannot be totally external to the subjects-being-
researchedd and/or field of action, let alone in full control of grasping how interactions and the 
meaningss attributed to mem unfurl (Ulin 1984)33. This has preoccupied postcolonial 
anthropologyy (Clifford 1987, Haraway 1992, di Leonardo 1991) u somewhat more than it has 
IR/IPEE theory and research. Nonetheless, not only must it be taken into account, but it also 
underpinss how a feminist approach can demystify the power relations between the researcher 
andd her object of research who are, in this case, actual people. Observer and observed are 
embroiledd in some kind of mutuality and the concomitant gender-power relations impinge upon 
thee body of knowledge eventually (reproduced; who gets the credit and also who has control 
overr what is actually re-produced. In academic scenarios the latter is always the scholar-author 

333 Hie practical and ethical issue of whether to quote Teal names' as given in original internet posts of mis 
sortt is not an easy one to resolve. In many cases mis real' name is in feet a nickname. So, the question 
thenn moves to the issue of what constitutes a real name in cyberspatial scenarios and the correspondence 
betweenn that name (or other names used ) by any one person. I return to mis point, and how I have dealt 
withh it, at apposite points through the course of this study. Chapter Four examines the methodological 
sidee to all this more fully. I have opted not to alter names. At the same time as I have always been clear 
whenn participating online about my role as a researcher. When quoting private (and that includes emails) 
correspondence,, however, I have requested permission to quote. In the one or two cases where mat 
permissionn is still pending, I have withheld the name. Until these issues have been more fully debated -
andd researched or at least moved beyond the dichotomous discussions of what constitutes authenticity or 
inauthenticityy in online interactions, mis approach should suffice. Moreover, conversations about these 
issuess are still in progress amongst internet researchers, myself and others, and myself and the moderators 
andd participants of these particular groups. If anyone does choose to object to their Veal' name or 
'nickname'' being quoted in future publications of this research, I shall comply accordingly. 
344 By this, I am simply referring to the broad area of anthropological research, since the 1960's 
approximately,, that seeks to problematise and then rethink the cultural and racial hierarchies and also 
positivistt research premises of colonialist anthropological scholarship into non-western societies, and 
therebyy the colonial administrations and literary canons that drew from this work (Ashcroft et al 1998). 
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(Staceyy 1997). Some may say that these concerns are exaggerated. But many of the more 
politicallyy and culturally charged discussions reconstructed further on actually pivot on who has 
thee right to say what, on which true' story or interpretation is at stake. As for myself, initially 
myy postings were sparse and mainly concerned with establishing the fact that I was researching 
thesee groups (Helen Morton, 2/09/98, personal email) although I have become more willing to 
'putt myself out there'. This made my participation at the outset more of a 'lurking ... reading 
messagess without contributing any of my own..." (Sharf 1999: 249). Nonetheless, there are 
somee complex ethical issues at stake when focusing "on patterns of naturally occurring 
discoursee in which those studied cannot choose to exercise the same sorts of control [as with 
onlinee surveys}." (Sharf 1999:248, see 246-247) let alone in an internet/www setting. I shall 
discusss these at more length in due course. These issues and ethical choices are equally valid for 
onlinee research - whether the protagonists are aware or not, acknowledge it or not. It is an 
ethicall decision, a chosen stance vis-a-vis one's research subjects given that world-wide web 
softwaree permits observers to effectively remain 'invisible' if they so choose. As I have said, I 
chosee to become visible early on. The same goes for all participants who can either multiply or 
conceall their on/offline identities and agenda if they so choose. Online, this occurs more easily 
thann in traditional fieldwork research situations or face-to-face interviews (Mitra & Cohen 1999, 
Sharff 1999). I shall return to these points in Chapter Four. 

Thee above issues intersect with feminist-inspired research methods. These acknowledge 
thee corequisite of (selfjreflexivity for the researching subject (Stacey 1997, Hughes, Kennedy, 
Millerr & Wyatt 2001). This research takes the notion that the 'personal is political' to be also an 
academicc politics of knowledge production that brings with it a methodological obligation (see 
Sternn 1999:359). It holds true whether or not other online protagonists identify themselves as 
feministss or not (and not is usually the rule)3Ï. These nuances become materialised when 
contentt of a personal, intimate nature is being expressed quite openly in a public internet forum 
366 and when I, the researcher, (represent them in an explicit feminist-inspired context. So whilst 
onee can glean a lot about the protagonists and the issue under discussion from the threads 
themselves,, the sociocultural permutations and embeddedness of these online conversations 
meanss that many have sub-texts and assumptions of shared or sought-after historical and 
socioculturall knowledge riding on them. Thus they entail information sharing, gathering, and 
negotiatingg between posters that is addressed to those directly participating (by writing), and by 
inferencee to those not posting (reading only hence silent observers). The upshot is that the 
contentt produced - online archive - of these interactions is there to be read - interpreted - by 
anyonee else. And here both the ostensible thread and its sub-texts can head off in all sorts of 
otherr directions, create other interpretative issues (see Appendix Two). All the substantial 
discussionn threads illustrate these interlocking facets; between what is and is not said, the 
personal-intimatee dimensions of issuess that demarcate online and offline political economies 
andd how (far) these unfurl in this corner of cyberspace. Over and above one's own 
(unconsciouss involvement, this subtle interplay becomes public record to all intents and 
purposes.. The methodological implications of this will be discussed more fully in due course. 
Sufficee it to say that the reader's - academic presenter's - subjectivity is also entwined in and 
influencedd by such processes. 

4:4:  Politics  of  Representation  - Whose  and for  Whom? 

Wee all now use the word representation, but, as we know, it is an extremely slippery 
customer.. It can be used, on the one hand, simply as another way of talking about how 
onee images a reality that exists 'outside' the means by which things are represented: a 
conceptionn grounded in a mimetic theory of representation. On the other hand the term 

355 And in this way I position myself relative to those women who do not identify as 'feminists', some do 
quitee the reverse in fact. To reiterate, this positioning entails that "feminist research, to be consistent with 
feministt politics and principles, demands that researchers write themselves into their accounts of the 
researchh process." (Hughes, Kennedy, Miller & Wyatt 2001) 
366 Conversing like mis on the www potentially has a megaphone effect on these interactions but in 
practicee this is considerably muffled by its sheer scale, if not ignored by participants (up to a point). 
Passwordd protected sites and live chat have a different quality of intimacy to them and, I contend, entail 
privacy,, methodological and ethical issues of another sort as well (see Sharf 1999:245). 
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cann also stand for a very radical displacement of that unproblematic notion of the 
conceptt of representation. (Hall 1996:443) 

Inn this quote, Stuart Hall captures well the way in which the relationship between 
conceptt and method on the one hand and practical, political issues on the other are bound up in 
thee term representation. Hall's point about the tension that operates between the "mimetic'1 and 
"radicall displacement" is also at stake in this study. Not only because of the way new(er) ICTs 
havee a role in this but also because of postcolonial challenges to western forms of knowledge 
productionn and the implications these challenges have for inter/subjectivity at both the 'micro' 
andd 'macro' levels of experiences and analytical abstraction (Hereniko & Wilson et al 1999, 
Lingg 2001a). 

Hiee operative term throughout this book is politics ofrepresentation. To put it rather 
simplisticallyy for now; the power (relations) of (any kind of) depicting lived lives (social 
realities).. More specifically, political refers to the "gap between representations and those they 
aree supposed to represent; the gap between orthodox symbolic languages and their utilisation" 
(Ahearnee 1995:158). This gap - space - shapes the relationship between the practice of 
everydayy life and the political economic and sociocultural institutions that underpin and delimit 
it.. This entails gender-power relations in both their material reality and their articulation through 
languagee (Williams 1977). New(er) ICTs are recalibrating this gap in a number of ways whether 
byy accident or design. And there lies the rub for how the relationship between mind and body, 
theoryy and practice, has been construed throughout the history of western thought, 
industrialisation,, territorial expansion, and knowledge production. In contrast to Hall's take on 
representations-of-reality,, David Harvey epitomises this influential (Western/European) take on 
thiss relationship: 

Anyy system ofrepresentation, in fact, is a spatialisation of sorts which automatically 
freezess the flow of experience, and in so doing distorts what it strives to represent... 
....Butt here arises the paradox. We learn our ways of thinking and conceptualising from 
activee grappling with the spatialisations of the written word, the study and production of 
maps,, graphs, diagrams, photographs, models, paintings, mathematical symbols, and the 
like.. How adequate are such modes of thought and such conceptions in the face of the 
flowflow of human experience and strong processes of social change?" (Harvey 1990:206) 

Ann immediate, and perhaps rather flippant response to this rhetorical question of 
Harvey,, is "not very adequate, an approximation at best". Which is, I contend, the orthodox 
materialistt point he is making. It is one that assumes the existence of some 'thing' beyond the 
"floww of human experience and strong processes of social change" and how these are 
articulated,, learnt, conceptualised inter/subjectively. Implicit in this account is a 'social reality' 
thatt in the last instance can be ultimately grasped or known, ultimately 'represented'. To focus 
onn the 'material' need not, however, preclude an equal focus on the 'symbolic' (Hennessy 1993). 
Howw each is construed and relate to each other, how they both constitute any gender-power 
relationss does not preclude a political stance or 'project" either. Having said that, Harvey's own 
aestheticc judgements about what constitutes 'good' Art, Literature, Science, Politics 
notwithstanding,, this reiteration of the Cartesian ontological, epistemological - and ethical -
splitt between mind and body is at the heart of his main beef against the 'postmodern condition' 
andd the body of post-positivist /post-modernist thought that purportedly 'represents' it (Harvey 
1990,1993,, Huyssen 1990). 

Inn contrast to HalL Harvey argues that to privilege the constitutive rather than 
"mimetic"" role for such 'spatialisations' is to reduce 'reality' to all representations thereof. This 
hee cannot countenance aesthetically not politically. Whilst he obviously concedes some ground 
too how societies and polities are socially and historically constructed, he only does so according 
too his identification with "high modernist1 norms and values (see Huyssen 1990) " . Trouble is, 

377 This effectively reduces all things coming after modernist art and literature to the well-peddled 
representationn of Andy Warhol (the godfather of Pop-Art) as only a commercial entrepreneur. In so 
doing,, Harvey et al squeeze the complex politics and history of 20th art, literature, and cinema into an 
impossiblyy judgemental strahjacket 
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Harveyy conflates a myriad of'symptoms' with one particular historical event and its political 
aftermath;; the gradual demise of the Soviet Bloc as a counterweight to capitalist economies and 
thee now hegemonic reign of (neo)liberal political economic thinking. From there he construes 
alll contingent social and cultural phenomena as functions of one capitalist logic, one 
fundamentall evolutionary line of change; in cartography, in manufacturing and production, in 
time-and-space,, in High Art and Popular Culture. Throughout this nevertheless impressive 
critiquee of neoliberal global economic restructuring as a sociocultural process with ontological 
ramifications,, he elides the gender-power dynamics of these processes, let alone their 
race/ethnicc dimensions. Likewise for the multiplicity and historicity of the symbolic, pictorial, 
textual,, aural ways by which any (new) world is Tcnown' or experienced by anyone, in any 
society.. In other words, that these social realities are multiple (within and between societies) and 
thatt the 'knower' comes from an "extraordinary diversity of subjective positions, social 
experiencess and cultural identities.." (Hall 1996:443) is not duly considered in Harvey's 
lamentationn of the 'postmodern condition'. Moreover, the high-cultural regime Harvey is 
effectivelyy defending - the "Enlightenment Project' - is neither historically innocent nor 
politicallyy neutral. Far from it, which is the basic point of any postcolonial approach. But 
neitherr is it as monistic nor as unified as he would claim (Senghaas 2001, Featherstone 1996). 
Althoughh I shall be returning to this theme in the next two chapters and also Chapter Eight, here 
iss not the place to develop this argument thoroughly. The main aim at this stage is to indicate 
thee deep divisions at work in how 'representation' is both conceptualised and used, in both 
everydayy life and academic parlance (Bal 1999). 

Fromm the point of view of this study, what is missing in such critiques of late capitalist 
societiess is where inter/subjectivity lies in these "strong processes of social change"; processes 
thatt indeed become deep-frozen into institutions, laws, organisational structures and political 
systems.. Even though the (albeit elitist) cultural take on the effects of neoliberal global 
economicc restructuring is important, it fails to take into account grassroots, popular cultural 
levelss of political agency. This is what concerns cultural theorists (Chen 1996), much feminist 
andd postcolonial theory (Nicholson 1990, Moore-Gilbert et al 1997) as well as the 'postmodern' 
critiquess of how the 'enlightenment project" (see Huyssen 1990, Nicholson 1990). There is a 
subtlee but crucial distinction, with political implications, between the quest for recovery 
articulatedd by Harvey and that of Stuart Hall, who is also from the critical Marxist tradition. For 
Hall,, the aforementioned 'gap' - or "paradox" (Harvey 1990) - is more fluid in that 

...events,, relations, structures do have conditions of existence and real effects, outside 
thee sphere of the discursive; but that is only within the discursive, and subject to its 
specificc conditions, limits and modalities, do they have or can they be constructed 
withinn meaning. Thus, while not wanting to expand the discursive infinitely, how things 
aree represented and the 'machineries' and regimes of representation in a culture do play 
aa constitutive, and not merely a reflexive, after-the-event role. This gives questions of 
culturee and ideology, and the scenarios of representation - subjectivity, identity, politics 
-- a formative and not merely an expressive, place in the constitution of social and 
politicall life. (Hall 1996:443 emphasis in the original). 

Too sum up. The notion of a politics of representation has various aspects to it. One is 
aboutt how the meanings and practices of (democratic) politics need readdressing for 
postcoloniall times, times that intersect with the so-called Digital Age. So do the meanings and 
practicess of identity-formation in a postcolonial and diasporic context (as articulated online). 
Thesee denote the everyday processes - spatial practices - that trace complex gender-power 
relationss of online and offline life worlds/lived lives and interactions. The (cyber)spatial 
practicess and the everyday lives they articulate cannot be properly grasped by conventional 
boundariess for experience and perception in IR/IPE - global, trans/international/nation-state. 
Thee implications of these (re)articulations of inter/subjectivity and their permutations of 
sex/gender,, ethnicity/race, class/status have import for the interaction between Research and 
Developmentt and uses of ICTs with any future 'world order*. Where and how the internet/www 
iss embedded in these processes concerns all peoples in all walks of life. 
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Situatin gg the Study 

HistoricalHistorical  and Sociocultural  Contexts 

Thee initia l historical point to make at this stage is that, for  all intents and purposes, the 
internet/wwww have become part of people's everyday lives and indispensable for  all manner  of 
economicc and, arguably, political activity. For  those regions and peoples that have the means 
andd access to the relevant equipment and communications uifrastructure s at least. The second 
broadd historical point is that ICTs in general, and the internet/www in particular , are deeply 
implicatedd in the political economic and sociocultural changes in world politics that are usually 
knownn as globalisation or  global restructurin g (Harvey 1990, Waters 1995, Castells 1996/97/98, 
Scholtee 2000, Fry &  OHagan 1999, Marchand &  Runyan 2000)*. To reiterate, I have opted for 
ann adaptation of these terms; neoliberal (global) economic restructurin g to emphasise the role 
neoliberall  economic theory has played in these developments. Nevertheless, the jur y is still out 
onn whether  the enormous popularity and economic significance of the mtemet/www is just a 
passingg fad. Whether  the swathe of analyses and prognoses of the social and political 
implicationss of new(er) ICTs wil l look quaint in a decade also remains to be seen. 
Commentatorss certainly do not agree about whether  the world wil l be a better, more democratic 
placee by having the internet/www as the principl e means and medium of communication and 
informationn exchange within and across nation-state borders, withi n and across societies and 
culturess (Thompson 1995, Everard 1999, Graham 1999). Whilst all sorts of ICTs cam be found 
ass consumer items, personal communications devices, business and governmental facilitators, 
thee transnational (viz global) corporations that design, build and support their  various hardware 
andd software components are now amongst the world' s largest. Their  continual reorganisations, 
mergerss and acquisitions with telecom and media companies make for  even larger  capitalist 
conglomerations. . 

Thesee latter  developments in the history of international communications (Mattelar t 
1994),, especially since the advent of digitalisation (Dicken 1992) encompass intensely 
competingg material and ideological interests. Interests that are increasingly those of private 
capital,, epitomised by the aforementioned IT-Telecom-Media conglomerates such as Microsoft, 
AOLL  Time Warner, Bertelsmann, AT&T , Cable &  Wireless. The upshot of all this technical, 
commerciall  and political economic activity is that the physical configurations, uses and abuses, 
politicss of content, access to and control of ICTs are deeply implicated in the practice and 
conceptualisationss of post-Cold War International Relations / International Political Economy. 
Thee (postcolonial) politics of representation that are at stake lie at the contentious intersection of 
grassrootss uses of the internet/www as an everyday communicative medium on the one hand, 
andd its increasing large-scale commercial exploitation and privatisation by new(er) business 
conglomeratess on the other  hand. These are both occurring in the context of the emergence of a 
so-calledd global political economy (Castells 1996,1997, Hamelink 1997). This shift in thinkin g 
andd policy-making impinges upon Development agendas of the World Bank and the 
Internationall  Monetary Fund, and their  Structural Adjustment rhetoric, for  smaller  economies 
(Worl dd Development Report 1998, South Pacific Forum Secretariat 1998). What is less evident, 
butt  which wil l be shown in this study, is that these dynamics also impinge upon self and group 
identityy formation for  younger  generations of non-western diasporas, their  lived lives and how 
theyy talk about and represent these issues. 

Inn reverse proportion to their  land mass, population size and GDP/GNP indicators, 
Pacificc Islands communities, and their  respective diasporas, are relatively proactive in terms of 
theirr  online presence, activities and uptake of these technologies (see Appendix One). These 
usess have their  own complex gender/ethnicity/class dimensions, their  own translocal' 

3**  Studies of the 'serious' import and substance of internet websites and communities, beyond the effects 
off  computer  games and fantasies (see Ludlow 1996, Jones 1995, Harasim 1994), their  commercial 
potentiall  or  sociocultural impacts, are relatively sparse in thee political sciences, beyond recent ones on 
Digitall  Democracy and impacts of new(er) ICTs on the "publi c sphere' (Loader  1998, Hague &  Loader 
1999,, Toulouse &  Luke 1998). Comor (1994) and McChesney, Wood &  Foster  (1998), and the trilogy by 
Castellss (1996,1997,1998) are structuralist critiques from within IR/IPE. 
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geographies,, and manifest content. These are 'atypical' internet groups because they ostensibly 
originatee from generically 'non-western' cultures even though a large number are living and 
growingg up in the west. As they populate, traverse and converse on the internet/www, these 
groupss and their constituent communities are (re)articulating their own brand of postcolonial 
inter/subjectivity,, sociocultural and communicative practices. In so doing, they actively 
appropriatee and reconfigure the communicative practices, spaces and architectures of the 
generationn of ICTs that is the internet/www. 

Thee upshot is that the aforementioned 'global shifts' (Dicken 1992) are seen not so much 
inn terms of their structural, top-down power to determine outcomes but rather from the other 
endd of the telescope; how they are historically and socially constructed and, by extrapolation, 
contestable. . 

IntellectualIntellectual  Contexts 

SocialSocial Constructivist Moods 

Thiss study is situated in the continuation of the Third Debate' in International 
Relations/Internationall Political Economy (IR/IPE) theory. This theoretical-methodological and 
politicallyy charged debate, following on the heels of the demise of the Soviet Union, effectively 
begann in the late 1980's with the advent of a range of meta-theoretical and methodological 
critiquess (some of which acquired the 'postmodernist' label) of established research models and 
focii (Lapid et al 1989, Devetak 1996, Der Derian 1995). These debates in IR/IPE mirrored those 
alreadyy raging in the other Social Sciences. 

Sincee the 1960's, all manner of terminology has been used in the Social Sciences to 
denotee a variety of theoretical and methodological contestations to (mainstream) modes of 
theoryy and research. The latter, based on beliefs in quantifiable 'scientific methods' and the 
objectivee status of the researcher, have been persistently challenged by these 'critical moments', 
oness that are characterised by the arrival of assorted 'post-positivisf 39 and 'post-structuralist* 
frameworks.. For the sake of argument, and at the risk of over-simplifying a vast literature and 
complexx set of political as well as conceptual debates (see Leonard 1990, Huyssen 1990), these 
criticall moments all reflect a mood of'social constructivism'. This term also has a host of 
definitionss depending on which disciplinary discourse they are addressing (see Ling 2001, 
Kolkoo et al 2000, Leonard 1990, di Leonardo 1990). Here, as I have already indicated, I am 
speakingg of a broad inclination that stresses 

howw systematic knowledge-seeking is always just one element in any culture, society, or 
sociall formation in its local environment, shifting and transforming other elements -
educationn systems, legal systems, economic relations, religious beliefs and practices, 
statee projects (such as war-making), gender relations - as it, in turn, is transformed by 
them.. (Harding 1998b:4). 

Feministt and Critical (Marxist) approaches in the Social Sciences belong to this social 
constructivistt 'mood' albeit in varying degrees of intensity and shades of political ideology. The 
theoreticall framework for this study draws from these approaches, as they are read in IR/EPE 
(Marchandd & Runyan 2000, Peterson & Runyan 1999, True 1996, Kofman & Youngs 1996, 
Burchilll & Linklater 1996), and their intersection with Tost-Positivisf critiques (Devetak 1996, 
Derr Derian 1995, Palan 2000). This framework draws on these cross-cutting intellectual streams 
withh particular reference to the intersection of Postcolonial critiques (Ling 2001a, Chowdhry & 
Nair,, forthcoming) and Critical Feminist ethnographic approaches to participant-observation 
researchh into internet communities (Sharf 1999, Stacey 1997).. 

Alll the aforementioned social constructivist-inspired approaches take issue with 
positivistt ontological and epistemological frameworks (see Viotti & Kauppi 1993: 1-16, Kegley 

399 Harding, coming from Philosophy of Science, uses the term Tost-Kuhnian' which is less misleading in 
manyy ways although less cogent in IR/EPE literature (1998b). Be that as it may, mainstream IR/IPE draws 
heavilyy on Karl Poppers' method - theory - of scientific inquiry (see Adomo 1976) on the one hand, and 
(neo)liberall political and (neoclassical economic theories on me other hand. 
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&&  Wittkop f 1999)*°. It would not be exaggerating to say that the bulwark of IR/IPE theory and 
researchh has been one of the most resistant to calls for  change that emerged with the prefix 'post* 
inn the academy4I. The ins and outs of meta-theoretical debates in this discipline are less 
importantt  than what the main bone of contention actually entails. Basically, the focus of all 
thesee critiques in one way or  another  is the positivist claim that mere is a one-to-one 
correspondencee between the 'objectively observed' object of study and the facts accrued -
productionn of knowledge - thereof  42. Critic s within IR/IPE then target the close working 
relationshipp between this philosophy of science and the notion that "worl d politics' is 
characterisedd by thee Westphalian nation-state system. Moreover, this system is one that operates 
underr  (or  despite) conditions of'anarchy' (see Kauppi & Viott i 1993:47-53). Mainstream 
theoriess have been the champion par excellence of various *realisf renditions of the world - as it 
'is''  and ever  shall be. Moreover, since the mid -20th century, this version of reality is delivered 
byy fervent disciples of an accompanying battery of positivist research methods and models to 
underpinn the veracity of mis 'reality' . Enter  the hermeneutic schema that is developed here, 
whichh takes its cue from those critical approaches that see capitalism is an essentially 
exploitativee mode of production and social relations . 

Implicitly ,, these ongoing, increasingly sophisticated and abstract debates essentially 
pivott  on what constitutes 'good' 'scientific*  method. In the process, this lexicon has been steadily 
chippedd away at by well-honed critiques of its ontological and epistemological cogency (Der 
Deriann 1995, Walker  1995, Lapid 1989, Ling 2001a). The upshot is a range of calls from all 
comerss of the discipline to address the socially constructed nature of political and economic 
structuress or  systems, institutions and relationships that have been taken as gtvens for  so long 
(Fryy &  OUagan 1999). This study also joins these calls by fore-frontin g the inter/subjective 
dynamicss of sex/gender, race /ethnicity, class / status. 

Anotherr  core issue in this Thir d Debate - and beyond - is what differentiates IR/IPE 
fromfrom  other  Social Sciences, It should not be forgotten that this is a discipline that not only lived 
throughh two World Wars and the Cold War but also came of age during the latter  period. It s 
coree lexicon reflects this legacy. For  example; the study and practice of diplomacy; explanation 

400 In IR/IPE, this mainstream includes Liberal Pluralist, (neo)Realist, and Globalist (vir  Marxist 
influenced)) explanatory models of the Westphalian "state-system"  and/or  capitalist "worl d 
economy/worldd system"  (Wallerstein 1974). See Kauppi &  Viott i (1993) for  the main delineations 
betweenn these approaches. Burchil l and Linklater  (1996) provide strong essays from the point of view of 
Frankfur tt  School-influenced "Critica l International Relations Theory"  whilst Palan (2000) examines this 
constructivistt  shift, as it is read in more recent IR/IPE theories, in order  to posit the study of "Global 
Politicall  Economy". Marchand &  Runyan (2000) provide a Feminist IPE-focused anthology on "global 
restructuring" .. Ling (2001a) has a good summary of how both these traditions relate to Constructivist, 
Feminist,, neo-Gramscian and Postcolonial theoretical concerns - and their  methodological implications. 
Leonardd (1990) gives a very good summary of the intersections between the Critical Theory of the 
Frankfur tt  School, Foucault - as a critical postmodern theorist, feminist theories, and several schools of 
"Dependency""  theory. Kolko, Rodman and Nakamura (2000) provide a good account of sociological 
takess on these issues and di Leonardo (1990) similarly from within critical feminist anthropology. One 
moree thing bears mentioning. There is a new line of thought in IR/EPE theory called 'constructivism' as 
purveyedd by Alexander  Wendt in particular , which also draws on these debates. This book does not 
engagee directly with this new "Internationa l Relations School"  for  the simple reason that Wendtian 
constructivismm is a rehash of positivist method (albeit with an added dash of Behavioural Psychology). 
Seee Ling (2001a) tor  more on this. 
411 For  example; post-structuralism, postmodernism, post-positivism, post-colonialism. Huyssen (1990) 
givess some very good pointers in how to negotiate these convoluted debates where semantics do matter 
(seee Hawkes 1997). See also Nicholson et at (1990) for  a collection addressing Feminism and 
Postmodernismm more explicitly. 
422 This is, of course, a crude rendition of an ongoing and complex debate. See Adoroo (1976), Harding 
(1998a,, 1998b) and Haraway (1997), Chalmers (1980) for  four  different critical takes on mis issue. 
Burchil ll  &  Linklater  (1996) and Der  Derian (1995) are good IR/IPE centred collections. 
433 See Haraway (1990), Hartmann (1981), Benhabib &  Cornell (1987) and Leonard (1990) for 
Maraist/Feministt  critiques. See Burchil l &  Linklater  (1996), Cox (1987), Carver  (1998) for  Marxist 
critiquess that speak to Feminist theoretical concerns. Not all 'post-positivisf IR/IPE theories take a critical 
vieww on capitalism and its latest reincarnation as neoliberal global economic restructuring. Nor  are all 
'critical ''  IR/IPE approaches beholden to social constructivist formulations. For  instance, see Wallerstein 
(1974)) and van der  Pijl (1998). 
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andd prediction of war and peace; models of inter-state and inter-firm relations vis-a-vis systemic 
changee or stasis; treatises on the "permissive" conditions for anarchy and/or governance; 
analysess of relations of economic interdependency and/or structural relations of dependency. 
Thiss lexicon still informs (intergovernmental and economic policy-making, political and 
diplomaticc career paths. It still provides the most durable images, and "masculinist" lenses of 
whatt constitutes "world politics" (Fry & OHagan 1999, Peterson & Runyan 1999). Saying this 
iss not to concur with such an 'image of reality', however. Rather it acknowledges its 
representativee power - and persistence. 

TheThe Internet and the World-Wide Web 

Alll this intra-disciplinary agonising within one corner of the Social Sciences intersects 
withh moves towards interdisciplinary research in general. It also intersects with how the geo-
strategicc and conceptual maps of IR/IPE have become increasingly reconfigured by ICTs. Of 
course,, these dynamics and their 'revolutionary1 role in western history are axiomatic for the 
developmentt of other communications networks like the railways, telephone and telegraph 
(Mattelartt 1994, Standage 1998, Kleinsteuber 1996). It is also implicit in the history of 
Europeann territorial expansion and industrialisation (Harvey 1990, Schwartz 1994). The 
relativee newness of the internet/www simply highlights these ongoing theoretical and 
methodologicall conundrums let alone how to theorise and research ICTs without swinging 
betweenn Utopian or Dystopian versions of technological change, on the one hand, and overly 
deterministt or voluntarist explanations of their sociocultural or political economic implications 
onn the other. 

If,, ICTs, indeed any technologies, are historically and socially (co)constructed, rather 
thann coming out of nowhere then even the most sophisticated of technologies are constituted by 
gender-powerr relations of race/ethnicity, class/status (Mitter & Rowbotham 1995, Harcourt et al 
1999).. But even as these can be disguised, reinforced or rendered seemingly 'irrelevant' by 
vestedd interests, critically-inspired social constructivist conceptions of technology posit that 
these,, seemingly intractable, forces and processes can also be impacted upon and their 
incumbentt gender-power relations potentially challenged. 

TheThe 'Postcolonial Turn' 

Butt there is more going on than just ivory-towered tussles over theory and method. 
Despitee the triumphalism of neoliberal political and economic programs (throughout the western 
world,, and the South Pacific in particular (Jesson 1999, Kelsey 1997), the continued dearth of 
humanee alternative political and economic systems of governance since decolonisation in the 
1960's,, the demise of the Soviet economic model and concomitant advent of a 'new world 
order1,, have contributed to a crisis of conscience witiiin IR/IPE. These historical junctures and 
alll their complexity, the challenges they create to previously tidy modern nation-state grids for 
self/groupp identifications and political expression (Everard 2000, Peterson 1992), the rise and 
effectt of non-western champions of industrialisation and Hi-Tech production (variously known 
ass the 'Asian Tigers' or "Newly Industrialised Countries'), and various forms of indigenous 
peoples'' political consciousness and activism in former colonies have combined to create a 
sensee of'apocalypse now1 for scholarship that takes it cue and sense of superiority from the 
Europeann Enlightenment and/or the political economic dominance of western economies since 
thee colonial era (Harding 1998b, Ling 2001a, Seth 1999). In short, this is the effect of what I 
calll the 'postcolonial turn'. With it comes a certain sort of identity 'crisis'. This crisis is that of a 
certainn intellectual generation, certain experiences and constructions of masculimty/feinininity, 
off national and/or cultural identification (see Harvey 1990, Dufour 2001, Castells 1998). 

Inn one fell swoop, the Third Debate, and the advent of the internet/www meets this 
postcoloniall turn; namely both an historical period marking decolonisation and its aftermath and 
ass a variegated set of theoretical critiques of eurocentric knowledge production and political 
economicc self-interest (Harding 1998b, Moore-Gilbert, Stanton & Maley 1997), Some of the 
interlocutorss and their conversations are still living in small island societies that were once 
British,, German and French colonies in the Southern Hemisphere. They interact with those who 
makee up the main constituency of these online communities; urbanised, low-income and 
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(presumably)) better-off diasporas who are living mainly in the USA, Australia and New 
Zealandd with a few in England and Europe **.  The emergent (cyber)spatial practices - a term 
thatt will be explicated in due course- are created by practitioners who have something in 
common,, who know and recognise each other, either at first or over time, by way of these 
onlinee relationships and meeting places. These established and new (re)articulations of 
inter/subjectivity,, of familial and broader sociocultural relationships are embedded in the 
gender-powerr relations of postcolonial South Pacific Island societies, whether back in the 
islandss or overseas (in their own words). 

AA final point reiterates an earlier point about how online texts (discussion content) such 
ass these can be best approached. One last theoretical-memodological stream is that of critical / 
feministt ethnographic approaches (Fabian 1983, Stacey 1997, di Leonardo 1990). By this I am 
•mfWmmm */* *»»kttrfcgraT*h«> th*vwv and rftsftarch that resonates with the social constructivist mood 
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andd its postcolonial turn, as outlined above. This is a whole inter/intradisciplinary journey in 
itselff given that internet research is a relatively new field (Jones 1999). The participants on 
internett discussion forums 45 create a vast amount of would-be archival material that can be 
collatedd and analysed in any number of ways. They are populated by people who enter these 
openn (cyber) spaces in order to meet each other and debate about issues important to them. 
Althoughh they run along similar lines to email listservs and/or newsgroups, they have a very 
broadd remit for discussion. They also feed into and assume an online - offline community nexus. 
Thee discussions cover a gamut of politicall economic and sociocultural issues and make full use 
off university, high-school and work-based PCs that allow relatively cheap access to the world
widee web and the hyperlinked, interactive power of the current internet infrastructure and 
software.. The upshot is a whole complex of symbolic, physical and electronic interactions and 
thee traces left by these. In short, what people are saying and how they are saying it matters to 
howw the internet/www is being shaped, and in turn is perceived and represented to others. How 
theyy (represent themselves, (re)articulate their everyday lives, how and what they (reproduce 
onn the intemetAvww as they do so constitutes in turn the latter from a non-western, postcolonial 
andand diasporic perspective; sometimes in unison and sometimes in tension. To be more specific 
inn methodological terms. These physical, emotional and symbolic interactions in the 
communicativee domain now commonly called Tseing online' in 'cyberspace' , are traced 
throughh a focused 'content analysis' of these linked forums. It is achieved by way of a 
"hermeneuticc schema'48. 

4411 say •presumably' because many Pacific Islanders are part of the lower socio-economic strata in their 
adoptedd country. Even whilst they send container loads of goods, and money, as remittances to extended 
familyy members in the islands, this does not presuppose mat they are particularly wealthy. This difference 
inn perception is but one fracture line between diasporic and at-home participants on these forums. See 
Chapterss Six and Seven for some examples. 
455 These websites are not those of fantasy or Virtual reality' communities known as Mum" User Dungeons, 
orr MUDS (see Harasim 1994, Jordan 1999:60 passim, Koflco et al 2000). 
466 For now, I shall be following mis definition; "Cyberspace can be called the virtual lands, with virtual 
livess and virtual societies ..[that].. do not exist with the same physical reality mat "real' societies do... The 
physicall exists in cyberspace but it is reinvented." (Jordan 1999:1). For other renditions of this term see 
Kolko,, Nakamura and Rodman (2000), Harasim (1994), Shields (1996) and Jones (1999). 
477 This is a term from Media Studies which in its most strictest definition is "' a research technique for the 
objective,, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of communication*" (van 
Zoonenn quoting Berelson, 1994:69). The content analysis carried out here, though, moves beyond this 
strictt definition, to towards a 'qualitative' content analysis that includes - indeed centres and looks at -
"latentt meanings and associative conclusions.. [to include].. the recognition of individual and culture-
specificc interpretations of media texts " (van Zoonen 1994:69). See van Zoonen (1994:73 passim) for 
moree on these distinctions. 
488 By hermeneutic, I am evoking an interpretative approach that privileges the role of self-aware 
interpretationn as a methodological intervention to understand and contextualise written texts that are the 
objectt of analysis (Ulin 1984, Fabian 1983). 
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Generall Structure 

Beforee outlining the general structures and chapters, a few words need to be said about 
thee chapter order. The decision to place the theoretical and methodological exegesis more 
towardss the structural centre of the book (Chapters Three and Four) is a conscious one. These 
twoo chapters need to be seen as links to those before and after them. Both literally and 
figuratively.. They follow on from Chapters One and Two and lead into Chapters Five to Eight, 
butt also conversely. There are three reasons behind this ordering. 

First,, it is an acknowledgement of the laterality and intertextuality of internet/www 
communicationss and textual production. Linear narratives are no longer sovereign in this realm 
ass even the most novice *world-wide web surfer" soon discovers (see Appendix Two). 
Connectionss can be made in an enormous variety of ways. The participants of the online 
discussionss presented here make full use of these other ways of making connections. 
Furthermore,, if this book were to be placed on the world-wide web, these chapters could well be 
hyperlinked,, which allows them to be opened in any order - laterally - rather than in a necessary 
linearr sequence. 

Thiss is related to the second reason. Laterality, multivocality and other narrative forms -
bothh oral and written - are also a key premise of Pacific Island cultural production and historical 
narrativess (see Friedman 1998). So is it also for postcolonial critiques of western knowledge 
productionn and its (obsessively) rationalist cognitive and teleological frameworks (Seth 1999, 
Wendtt 1999). Positing and substantiating an emergent postcolonial politics of representation, as 
II do here, brings the some obligation to actually try and exercise this in terms of my own 
"scripturall economy" (de Certeau 1980: 231 passim) 49. This ordering reflects these inside-out / 
outside-inn tensions but more particularly looks to articulate the space(s) that exist between these 
usuallyy dichotomous poles. 

Finally,, in keeping wiui the tale of two (or more) internets' analogy, Chapters Three 
andd Four provide an analytical bridge between the surrounding sections and their respective 
representativee operations. It is also a way of countering the persistence of dualistic and 
hierarchicall forms of academic knowledge production. Of course, given the formal strictures of 
writtenn texts (even when liberated by hyperlinking software), a certain degree of narrative 
linearityy is still at work. The second tale - as found in Chapters Five to Eight - is the one 
privilegedd in this study. But relative to the first, it is not operating under equal gender-power 
relations,, conditions of access or financial and technical wherewithal by any means. 
Postcoloniall practices and articulations of everyday life online, the manifest content that gets 
produced,, the technicalities and ethical elements to all this are in an uneasy tension with those 
off global capital. This is why Chapter Nine brings us back to themes raised in Chapters One and 
Two.. This is not meant to imply having come full circle for this would reinforce the sort of 
pessimisticc closure, resignation to the aforementioned technological determinism that is 
critiquedd in Part One. Rather, it is to emphasise the strategic commercial and standardising 
forcess that are lining up to appropriate the internet/www for their own ends and who are doing 
soo at the level of everyday life as well; namely that of habitual, daily computer/internet use and 
thee increasing reliance on services and equipment providers that go with this. 

ChapterChapter  Outline 

Thee book is divided into four main parts. Part One provides the historical and 
philosophicall context of the study. Chapters One and Two look at how the emergence of ICTs 
fromm traditional telephony provides the political economic and conceptual pallet on which the 
internet/wwww is currently used and conceptualised. New struggles for the ownership and control 
off the worlds' tele/communications landscape are mixing and intersecting with ones mat date 
fromm colonial times (the railways, telephone and telegraph). Public Service Media and 
Broadcastingg models have been shifting to commercial, multi-media ones. The "big brother* that 
wass the Social Welfare state has been transformed into a global corporate version. Meanwhile 

499 This is a reference to de Certeau's critique of how oral knowledge and cultural production have been 
slowlyy replaced by technocratic forms of writing. See Wendt (1999) for a Pacific Island-centred take on 
thee role of written or spoken forms of representation vis-a-vis the symbolism of body tattooing. 
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globall  capital is working hard at controlling and appropriatin g all these political economic and 
socioculturall  changes. Not only do they have the political and economic clout but they are full y 
cognisantt  of the way in which new(er) ICTs have enormous symbolic and persuasive powers. 
Chapterr  One looks specifically at how the 'global'  is being constructed, projected quite literall y 
throughh the image-making of these new powerful constellations of Transnational Corporations 
(TNCs).. But at the same time, non-elite, non-commercial uses and presence on the 
internet/wwww (which has found its place as an interactive mass medium and media) indicate that 
neww spaces and forms of personal and political expression have been opening up. For  better  or 
worsee and there lies the rub' . Chapter  Two addresses the latter  in terms of the conceptual 
lexiconn and analytical tools available for  addressing these inter-relationship between ICTs and 
anyy (new) world order. This lexicon is found to be wanting and more so for  addressing the 
intersectionn of the mternet/www and everyday life. 

Partt  Two introduces the Practice Theory of Michel de Certeau and argues why this is 
pertinentt  to studying postcolonial diasporas and the internet/www. Chapter  Three develops de 
Certeau'ss argument that to speak of the 'everyday*  (quotidien) - everyday lif e {la vie 
quotidienne)quotidienne) - means to uncover  the traces left by the multifariou s interactions of ordinary 
(groupss of) women and men in past and present socio-historical periods. The main issue is to 
forefrontt  the physical displacements, spoken words, social interactions - and political struggles 
-- of ordinary people, and especially those of non-western peoples, in critical theory and 
research.. In terms of internet research, this raises a number  of practical research and ethical 
issues.. Chapter  Four  examines these by way of an account of how this research was actually 
carriedd out; a tale of the internet/www in another  sense. It is an autobiographical account in 
manyy respects that leans on Critica l and Feminist anthropology. The aim is to show not only 
howw this research unfurled but also what critical ethnographic method can offer  to internet-
basedd research from a critical feminist IR/IPE perspective. These twoo chapters provide the 
Tiermeneuticc schema' for  the reconstruction and interpretation of the online traversals that 
followw in the next four  chapters50. 

Chapterss Five - Eight comprise Part Three. Here, postcolonial, non-European (albeit 
livin gg in the West) subjects, their  lives and words, are central. By way of these online 
discussions,, and the (online) everyday lives they are tracing, the relevance of other  histories and 
wayss of seeing the new (global) world order  make themselves heard. The difficul t aftermath of 
decolonisation,, and neo-colonial economic relations, in the South Pacific mingle with the 
gendered/ethnic/classs contours of everyday lives. These along with political economic and 
socioculturall  institutions are chewed over  and discussed in an open space - forum - on the 
internet/www.. Three out of the four  chapters each take a broad thematic set of "discussion 
threads""  (see Appendix Two) in turn; sex-gender  roles, postcolonial political struggles, the ins 
andd outs of self/group identity formation in terms of how race-ethnicity are embodied. Al l these 
pertainn to how 'culture' is perceived, experienced and practised "whils t living overseas". These 
pithyy debates, casual conversations, and earnest testimonies overlap and tri p over  each other  at 
thee same time as they handle quite specific areas and concerns for  the everyday lives of the 
'Polynesiann Diaspora'. They also speak to and from situations 'on the ground'. The fourth 
chapterr  of mis section, Chapter  Eight, looks at the specific online gender-power  hierarchies of 
thesee groups in terms of how they are managed. Online rules and norms - 'netiquette' in internet 
parlancee - overlap and bespeak nascent 'moral economies'. These trace the postcolonial 
representationall  concerns articulated in the previous chapters. 

Thee more technical, formalisti c Chapter  Eight links through to the first  chapter  of Part 
Four,, Chapter  Nine. As I have already mentioned, Chapter  Nine turns the magnifying glass back 
ontoo the first tale of the internet. It does so with specific reference to the Microsoft anti-trust 
trial 511 and how this relates to *Big Business' strategies for  the internet - as commercial tool and 
consumerr  item. These, rather  arcane but nonetheless highly political issues of de facto and de 
jurejure standards-making, manufacture and distributio n of PCs and related software for  the 

500 In common parlance, representations entail visual images, all manner  of literary genres as well as 
'scientific''  texts and graphics. All these are at work in mis book, just as they are fa the online traversals of 
thee South Pacific online. 
311 In Jury 2001, Microsoft won its appeal against the original ruling that the company should be split (as 
AT& TT had been fa 1984) even though the original verdict was upheld (that the company was guilty of 
anti-competitivee behaviour). Microsoft shares rose markedly as a result 
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ordinaryy user has implications for how R&D (mainly funded by business interests) contributes, 
orr not, to the Digital Divide issue (see Chapter Two). This chapter takes another sort of worm's 
eye-view.. This one is of everyday computer user-interfaces52 and the technical tensions and 
manoeuvringss that lie behind, and embedded within these screens and system infrastructures in 
orderr to show a link between technical design and political economic agenda which impinge 
uponn what sorts of technology is developed, how it is produced and distributed, and the gender-
powerr relations of use and access. It is a chapter that looks to other areas of research, as yet 
unarticulatedd areas of political debate and technical struggles. The point is that no community-
basedd internet group, running on donations and/or some advertising revenue can ignore the 
questionn of equipment and systems upkeep, server space, software and costss . The Conclusion 
revisitss these themes and offers some brief reflections on the 'possible futures' mat are being 
traced,, or touted, in these two tales from a postcolonial Pacific Islands perspective. 

Theree are one or two last precisions to make. This study reconstructs these online 
discussionss from within a particular feminist critique of neoliberal global economic 
restructuring,, a critique that is not necessarily shared by all my interlocutors . Another point is 
thatt the postcolonial politics of representation emerging tiirough these online traversals have 
implicationss for academic theory and research into the sociocultural effects and political 
economicc implications of ICTs, on the one hand, and postcolonial frameworks, on the other 
hand.. Along with illustrations, graphics, cultural references, prose and poetry, the discussion 
themess of Chapters Five to Eight bespeak western / European conceptual and analytical 
renditionss of these issues. After all, these online discussions intersect with major ontological 
andd epistemological debates in the Social Sciences; sex-gender roles and the public-private 
dichotomy,, equitable forms of democracy and economic development, the gender-race-
ethnicity-class-statuss components of self/group identifications, whether they be within or 
beyondd those based on the nation-state. Everyday life and abstract philosophical issues are 
interwoven,, at times uneasily. So are all manner of different idioms, syntax and lexicon used by 
thee protagonists in these debates. Sometimes these do not mesh with the (more academic) ones 
optedd for here. The distinction between my chosen analytical terms and those of the people I 
citee have been made visible, rather than explained away. The verbatim citations from the 
discussionn threads - with all their vagaries of spelling, syntax, punctuation and formatting - will 
bearr this out. The same goes for the complexity and open-ended style of the debates themselves. 
Inn other words, the operative principle of this study follows Spike Peterson when she calls for 

neww mapping strategies to situate ourselves and effectively negotiate the difficult terrain 
off globalised 'new times' Rather then paralysis in the face of [these] challenges, we 
mustt ....acknowledge complexity without abandoning commitments to human 
understandingg and progressive politics. (Peterson 1996:21) 

522 The computer screen and equipment array of PCs and work stations used by ordinary users and its (by 
now)) ubiquitous icons and word/data-processing packages. 
533 Taholo Kami, for instance, invested early and at his own personal expense in the Bulletin Board 
softwaree he uses for his many sites. He, too, acknowledges the double-edged sword of freely-available 
softwaree currently available in the www. Both he and Al Aiono also know about increasing maintenance 
andd server space costs; things that most users take for granted and do not question. Except when, like 
petrol,, these things become unavailable and wreak havoc accordingly. 

II say this because I have interacted with participants on this level during the course of this research, and 
myy times spent 'posting' messages or responses. 
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CHAPTERR ONE - MARKETING THE NEOLIBERAL DREAM 

[T]hee global political economy advances on contradictory terrains, sometimes 
reinforcing,, sometimes obliterating cultural, regional, and religious differences, 
genderedd and ethnic divisions. Flows of immigrants, media, technology, and 
commoditiess have similarly uneven effects. (Clifford 1997:9) 

Introductio n n 

Inn May, 2000, a job vacancy for "Telecom-FT Specialists" appeared in a Dutch 
newspaper,, de Volkskrant, in the form of a colour advertisement. Its caption - "you cant predict 
thee future in telecoms unless you create it" - encapsulates the social constructivist take all too 
well.. It also appropriates an old adage about self-fulfilling prophecies. In both instances, 
however,, the aim is to collapse the critical and political spaces opened up by the former and 
invertinvert the psychological insight of the latter in the name of a triumphant capitalist 
competitiveness.. The "you' that is being addressed is represented by a lone figure, standing on a 
beachh marked by his own footprints in the sand, gazing into the horizon. This y>u' is male, 
westernn and the future is his to have. Once he has created it, that is (see Jordan 1999: 172-175). 
Andd what is the driving force behind this kind of future? To be "always one step ahead". 
However,, the future dream being conjured up in this ad belies the unequal power relationships 
thatt exist between this "you' and those who cannot participate in such a future/reality. This ad, 
andd the company' behind it are a good example of how public tele-communications operations 
and/orr services have become redefined as profit-maximising global ventures whose main aim is 
too provide 'global services' for corporate clients. It is a good example of the gendered, class, and 
ethnicethnic dimensions to these changes; dimensions that advertisers exploit or disguise depending 
onn who is the target audience 2. The 'future' and creativity being alluded to are projections, 
basedd on all manner of assumed meanings, relationships and mutually reinforced lives that are 
yet-to-bee lived. This ad is repackaging and selling an idea rather than a manufactured 
commodity.. In this sense it is effectively "selling air" 3. 

Thiss should come as little or no surprise for contemporary consumer societies and their 
(mass)) media industries that depend on sales turnover and advertising revenue respectively to 
keepp ticking over. Advertising has always been about selling consumer items by representing 
themm as desire (Williamson 1978, Leiss, Kline & Jhally 1990). The marketing of 
communicationn as a capitalist 'global' venture over the last decadee is no exception as it cashes in 
onn modem marketing's increasingly sophisticated practices of mass persuasion. In the process, 
advertisementss contribute to popular imaginaries (Herbert 2000, Hooper 2000) and a pool of 
metaphorss for articulating major change, political economic necessity, sociocultural mutuality. 
Thee internet/www in its current constellation, however, still spans these domains for it is neither 
fullyy public, wholly privatised, nor readily regulated or standardised. Therein lies the critical 
space,, the room for political agency, manoeuvre and circumspection that is filled in by such 
advertisementss and the ideology behind them 4. Within ongoing changes to the means, medium 
andd meaning of communication tout court (see Thompson 1995, Hamelink 1995, Mattelart 
1994),, everyday life is still being lived in all its multifarious ways with or without the 
internet/www.. In turn many of the early and more recent non-commercial (cyber)spacess of the 
latterr are still being experienced and created without modern marketing tools (Shields et al 
1996,, Ludlow et al 1996). What this ad belongs to, in fact, is an ongoing political economic 
agenda,, entailing the privatisation and restructuring of all manner of tele/communications, 
whichh only started to trawl the internet/www for commercial gains since the mid-1990's. Hence 
thee enlisting of modern marketing and business oriented Research & Design in this project. The 
representativee and reinforcement power of advertising is at the heart of market research, careful 
add placement, and even of controversy. Another characteristic of advertising is to recreate 

11 The ad was placed by the Dutch subsidiary of Logica, an IT/Telecom services provider. 
22 In the last few years as the demographics of the corporate job market and ICT use shows increased 
numberss of women. Advertisements have been reflecting mis new 'market segment* accordingly. 
33 My thanks to Marcus von Essen for mis expression. 
44 This called la pensee unique by Le Monde Diplomatique. 
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memory,, rewrite histories in the image of the client. Hence it is no surprise that the last years of 
thee 1990's saw a fair degree of amnesia or confusion over the assumed inevitability in the shift 
fromm (public) telecom to privatised global communications. This chapter looks at one area 
wheree this version of events - the neoliberal dream of 'ghbalccpital.com'- has been 
constructed,, marketed and put in place; through the 'global speak' of corporate advertising. It 
tracess the construction of a certain vision of ICTs and the internet/www in particular. This 
communicationss future is being represented as the prerogative of global capital and its 
commercialised,, profit-maximising vision of the internet/www has been placed centre-stage (see 
Hamelinkk 1995, Mattelart 1994, McChesney et al 1998, Toulouse & Luke 1998). 

Advertiserss know the power that combining images and texts in different and unsettling 
wayss has on grabbing attention in public spaces. Contemporary political parties also cannot 
operatee without PR consultants or 'spin doctors'. The Art of Persuasion has become an industry 
inn itself and is increasingly dependent upon being able to 'communicate globally' through ICTs. 
Conversely,, it is part of the neoliberal (reconstruction of the same. The second aspect of this 
chapterr is the examination of how the international / global political economy is also comprised 
off the 'circulation of meanings' (Murphy & de Ferro 1995). These circulations are in the form of 
visuall images, captions, television advertisements, industry-based publications and so on. They 
articulatee a certain set of representations with specific demographic foci, ethical and cultural, 
andd technical assumptions. Moreover, they work hard to make their vision the 'only story in 
town'.. The image-making examined here comes from corporate advertisements and illustrations 
inn related publications during 1995 - 20005, a peak period for the reconstitution of the image 
andd business of telecommunications under the auspices of neoliberal political and economic 
strategiess They represent a particular historical constellation of technological converging, Hi
Techh artefacts, Research & Development trajectories, and political economic agendas that have 
mouldedd and propagated communications operations, services, and infrastructures into 
ostensiblyy 'global' and necessarily capitalist concerns. The term Global-Speak denotes this 
particularr history and its concomitant politics of representation. The task of such ads is to carry 
thee Global-Speak message to both business and private 'end-users' and in so doing domesticate 
thee unfinished transformation of telecommunications (whether traditional telephony or newly 
digitalised)) into the free market of the 'Global Information Society". By way of the 'advertising 
work'' (Williamson 1978) telecommunications are represented according to a set of 
transgendered,, transnational, transcultural norms for communication - to wit inter/subjectivity. 
Thesee are coupled with commercial priorities and then presented as a. fait accompli. Albeit 
targetedd at a 'transnational élite' (van der Pijl 1998), these communicative, inter/subjective 
normss are also being heavily marketed as the 'Royal Road' to social and economic well-being 
(NRCC Handelsblad 30 July 1998:15, World Development Report 1998, UNDP Pacific Human 
Developmentt Report 1999) for 'all men' and 'all women'. 

Thee upshot is that the neoliberal ethos and assumptions about what constitutes 
communicationn tout court essentially come together in the global economic reconfiguration of 
thee "dinosaurs" of the Telecommunications sector in the 1980's -1990's and then (re)materialise 
ass non-negotiable universal norms and standards for any mediated communications. The point 
off looking more closely at some of the ads that accompanied this process is because then-
location,, in business publications like the Financial Times and Fortune magazine, quasi-
intellectuall neoliberal monthlies like The Economist, and daily newspapers, form both the 
vanguardd and the tail-end of these shifts in the significance, design, and practice of 
telecommunications.. These are quickly conflated with a conscious shift in organisation and 

55 These advertisements come from a number of sources, all readily available and read to a greater or 
lesserr extent by both business and academic readerships; The Financial Times, The Economist (England), 
Businesss Week, Fortune magazine (USA), the Volkskrant (the Netherlands). These are illustrations of a 
pointt rather than a sampling from a fuller study. A more extensive use of images, taken from The 
Economist,, can be seen in Hooper (2000). The other thing to remember that the target audience for most 
off the IT/Telecom industry ads is that of globe-trotting executives who are still predominantly male. In 
thiss respect, and depending on local 'sensitivities' about sexism and advertising, it can be a question of no 
holdss barred' when it comes to more overt uses of eroticised female bodies. As one marketing manager 
notes:: "this advertisement (see Illustration 10 below) was deliberately targeted at a predominantly male 
seniorr IT and managementt audience in Europe. It was not for the US." (Brian Catt, July 2001, personal 
email). . 
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policyy from public universal access ideals to privatised, commercial imperatives. As 
commerciall  practice they also (re)articulate old and new gender-power  relations embedded in 
organisationall  and regulatory changes; in the workplace, die domestic sphere, in relations 
betweenn the 'information-rich ' and 'information-poor ' of the world (Peterson & Runyan 1999, 
Mitte rr  &  Rowbomam 1995, Harcourt et al 1999). Moreover, as symbolic practice, the very 
'gendered-ness''  of these (re)materialised communications has conceptual and research 
implicationss for  scholars of all persuasions as old/new sex-gender  symbols and intercultura l 
powerr  relations are self-consciously taken up, reworked and sold on by vested interests in the 
processs of'global change'. 

Onee way of doing this is to trace how conventional sex-gender  signifiers have been 
appropriatedd and repackaged in marketing the neoliberal "worl d order1 of the post-Cold War 
period.. The historical process entailed is the strategic reinvention of Public Telecommunications 
Operatorss into privatised business ventures operating under  the rules of the stock market alone, 
wheree investors call the shots. At the same time these reinvented enterprises were merging with 
thee Informatio n Technology sector. By the 1990's print media, TV and radio were joinin g these 
neww privatised business conglomerates. Other  public utilitie s followed suit as OECD 
governmentss retreated and market forces advanced. The (de)regulation that facilitated these 
movess and the story of Technological Progress that justified them were backed up by national 
governmentss and the International Monetary Fund, World Bank and World Trade Organisation. 
Byy the turn of the millennium, a new scale of TNC which combines once distinct Media and 
Broadcasting,, Telecommunications and IT concerns are purveyors of a 'Global 
Communications''  and the universal message of one sort of access-for-all that goes with it. 

Fromm the point of view of this study, this chapter  * serves several purposes. It provides a 
criticall  historical and analytical context to the practices of everyday lif e online that are 
examinedd in Chapters Five to Eight. At the same time it places mis reproduction in the context 
off  the accompanying 'convergence' of computers and telecommunications, a technical process 
thatt  runs parallel to the privatisation of public tele-communications operations. After  a very 
brieff  excursion into the sociocultural and economic significance of Advertising, die 'Global 
Speak''  of the would-be key players in 'global communications' is traced through the imagery 
andd captions of their  own advertising. Both the 'old guard' like BT, AT& T and the 'new kids' on 
thee block, the myriad of smaller  (at first ) software consultancies and service providers rely on 
advertisingg to help (re)invent themselves as 'global players'. In so doing, other  material-
discursivee relationships unfold as meanings and representations of public/private, access, 
service,, communication get shifted about accordingly. The power  of advertising plugs into die 
rolee of'spin' inn democratic politics and the commodification of public spaces for  commercial 
usess (Youngs 2000), and in turn underscores state (re)regulation processes in western 
(neo)liberall  economies that heralded every larger  scales of transnational corporate alliances. In 
thee process, once contestable meanings and political implications of all this have transmuted 
intoo die common wisdom tiiat  there is no alternative' (see Jesson 1999). The last two examples 
off  corporate imagings of'global communications' serve to underline die (global) discursive shift 
thatt  has been put in place. The first is a localised rendition of the "normativities , and 
performativitie ss tiiat  produce what is called 'genders'"  (Saunders and Foblets, forthcoming), in 
thiss case for  the Netherlands. The second is a 1999 rerun of the marketing archetype of arch 
femininit yy - tiiis time representing global 'services' (Runyan 1996:245-248, Pettman 1996, 
Sassenn 1991). The ads and images examined here trace how there are visual, discursive and 
"materia ll  issues at stake"  in die marketing of the neoliberal dream and its appropriation 
(Hennessyy 1993:38) of old/new sex-gender  archetypes. The chapter  ends with a look at me 
theoreticall  implications of these imagings with respect to technology on me one hand and these 
'machineries''machineries' of representation on the other. 

66 A version of this chapter  will appear  in Saunders &  Foblets (forthcoming). My thanks to L H M Ling for 
herr  helpful comments. 
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AA Historical Rewind 

Overr the last two decades at least, traditional telephony and computer technology have 
becomee inseparable from the advent of all things 'global' (see Zysman 1995:54, Harvey 
1990:222).. One key reason for this is the deployment of digital technology in telephony 
(Hamelinkk 1995: 70 passim). These technical developments and their spin-offs have also had an 
effectt on both specialist and prosaic terminologies. For instance, telecommunications are now 
automaticallyy regarded as 'global* whilst computer use is understood as a priori  some sort of 
communicativee exchange7. The respective infrastructural and daily interactional developments 
inn turn embody new meanings and practices of 'interconnectedness' (see Harasim 1994). Streets 
andd homes, in advanced capitalist economies, and other regions albeit in varying degrees of 
peripheralisation,, are increasingly constituted - or not - by these shifts in the material nature and 
experiencess of tele/communications - telephone, television, computer cable, satellite and radio 
networks,, the internet/www. This also goes for how they are being conceived, perceived and 
deployed.. The technical and commercial integration of the respective architectures, 
(de)regulationss and R&D, actual and projected uses and appropriations, are in turn related to 
mergerss and alliances between heretofore separate political and economic concerns (Castells 
1996,, McChesney et al 1998, Comor, 1994), and the policy decisions that have released public 
utilitiess and services into the realm of private business8. The uneven distribution of access, 
infrastructuree development, suitable applications for different cultural scenarios, to wit 
potentialss for empowerment (Hamelink 1995) are being subsumed by techno-economic 
parameterss that target profit and the share index before all else. 

Too rewind a bit further. Since at least the 1980's there has been throughout the OECD 
societies,, steady deregulation and then privatisation of state-owned telecommunications. 
Whetherr under the auspices of political decisions based on neoliberal imperatives or as the 
resultt of technological developments per se (digitalisation, convergence, development of 
internett protocol software), a significant element has been the meteoric rise of the internet/www 
ass the sine qua non of computer-mediated communications (Graham 1999, Thompson 1995). 
Alll this impinges on the present and future of the non-OECD world, including small island 
countriess who, whilst still dependent on ever-shrinking aid budgets, are under pressure to 
liberalisee their trade regimes, trim public spending; in short to become part of the Global 
Informationn Infrastructure and its neoliberal ethos (South Pacific Forum 1998, UNDP 1999), 
Yett despite some being at the bottom of the UN Development Index, small island states such as 
Trinidadd (Miller & Slater 2000) and the South Pacific Islands - Tonga in particular - and their 
ex-patriott populations have become very 'present* on the Internet/www (Ogden 1999). Appendix 
Onee gives a quick summary of the pertinent facts and figures. As a result, the countries 
representedd by these online communities have become relatively high profile in terms of 
internett measurements (WIRED 1998:104,162). 

This,, by now familiar, intimacy between public service and private ownership of 
telecomm operators (AT&T, BT, C&W, Deutsche Telekom), Internet Services (Netscape, 
Americaa Online, WorldCom), and the massive holding companies that ensue (Turner Corp, 
Microsoft,, et al) belies a political struggle between free market ideologues and their critics 
especiallyy in terms of the future of the internet/www 9. The former seem to have effectively won 
thee toss as politicians and their governments back away, keep privatising all public utilities 
(eachh after their own fashion and with varying degrees of public popular resistance) and then 
floatingg them on the various global stock exchanges. The 1980*s - 1990's in the OECD were also 

77 Technically, it is digitalisation that has made telephone conversations indistinguishable from that of 
computerr 'conversations' - a key shift in the ways and means messages are circulated and transmitted 
(Frederickk 1993:94). It also makes computers no longer simply information processing devices. The 
upshott of all this is that information technology has revolutionised traditional telephony whilst advances 
inn the transmission capabilities of the latter allow telecommunication at light speed (Virilio 1984). 
88 Investments being made by railway companies, water and other public utilities in telecommunications 
makee the political economic stakes even higher. 
99 Commercial objectives run up against the more alternative, communitarian visions of online life 
(Shieldss et al 1996, Ludlow 1996) and online artefacts such as music and non-proprietary software. This 
iss where early internet communities and hacker cultures come into meir own (see Jordan 1999, Kolko et 
all 2000, Jones et al 1999) 
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characterisedd by massive corporate downsizing,, rising unemployment and significant changes in 
thee capitalist mode of production, volume of financial flows vis-a-vis traditional Tordist1 

productionn (Stubbs & Underbill et al 1999, Ling 2001b, Runyan 1996). In the Telecom sector 
andd beginning with the first enforced split of AT&T in the mid 1980's, corporate 
reorganisations,, mergers and take-overs were the order of the dayI0. Smaller firms emerged to 
exploitt new opportunities provided by the ever-burgeoning internet-based software along with a 
concomitantt growth in service industries (Sassen 1991, Castells 1996). By 2001, these small -
andd expansive - firms that are now known as 'dotcom* companies were suffering their first major 
setbackk in the boom and bust dynamics of the internet gold rush on stock exchanges all over the 
world.. These 'strong' processes of neoliberal global economic restructuring are complex to say 
thee least and grist to many a scholarly mill. 

Thee history of the internet is still being written (Thomas & Wyatt 1999, Jones 1999, 
Abbatee 2001) and the above fast-forward through the last 25 years of the political economy of 
internationall / global communication is schematic to say the least (see Singh 1999, McChesney 
ett al 1998, Comor 1994, Hamelink 1997, Mattelart 1994). It is also highly contested in terms of 
whetherr it is the 'invisible hand* of market forces, the 'push' effect of technological innovations, 
orr governments - politicians - who have been plotting these events. The exact relationship 
betweenn new ICTs (Castells 1996), the rise of neoliberal orthodoxy in the 1980's (Jesson 1999) 
andd the restructuring of ownership and control in both telecommunications and the capitalist 
firmm / TNC is not the concern of this book, however. What is important for the argument and 
accompanyingg exploration of the internet/www that underpins it, though, is that these processes 
needd to be bom conceptually and historically located. The different pasts and futures of ICTs 
cann thereby be viewed from another angle than that of their would-be architects - *Big Business'. 
Moreoverr the gendered, ethnic, class and cultural permutations of societies and groups who 
weree - and still are being - subjected to these restructurings cast quite a different light on this 
ratherr teleological reconstruction of a highly uneven process, both in itself and its effects on 
ordinaryy people. Most importantly at this point of the analysis is how these political techno-
economicc 'shifts' and concomitant societal changes are entwined with the image-making 
practices,, strategies and production of Public Relations and Marketing firms (Sassen 1991). 
Fuelledd by a rhetoric of technological determinism - of the Hi-Tech variety (see Haraway 1997), 
andd shifts in political economic ideologies about the political role of the market vis-a-vis the 
nation-state,, the internet/www became a new target for investors, advertisers and politicians 
duringg the 1990's. The image-making and persuasive prowess of advertising is particularly 
pertinentt in this scenario. 

Whoo gets the credit for the way in which the internet/www has blossomed so intensely 
inn the western world since the early 1990's is a question for historians to settle (Jones 1999, 
Abbatee 2001). Suffice it to say, in the history of any technological artefact, how it is taken up by 
ordinaryy people and 'domesticated' through everyday uses (see Silverstone & Haddon 1996) is 
nott always predictable. This does not mean that one should underestimate the sophisticated and 
effectivee ways in which advertisements are packed with references to all manner of sex-gender-
role,, race-ethnicity, and class-status assumptions for both unconscious (see Williamson 1978) 
andd conscious consumption (Leiss, Kline & Jhally 1990, McHaffie 1997). And in those 
societiess where sociocultural mores do not permit more explicit forms of'sexploitation', the 
techniquess of persuasion and allusion are adjusted accordingly. In any case, all these tropes are 
putt to work in the marketing of the neoliberal dream ofglobalcapital.com' as both a Tiyper-
feminine'' (Ling 2001b) eroticised and cosily domesticated affair. 

100 Job losses, on a global and local scale are consistent features of corporate global restructuring. Their 
immediatee effects are felt on local communities. For instance, 3000 jobs were scrapped in 1996 with one 
off (me many) mergers between local telephone operators in the USA (the "Baby Bells'), in mis case Bell 
Atlanticc and Nynex (NRC Handelsblad 1996:18). In the Netherlands, the alliance between AT&T and 
Philipss led to a steady depletion of jobs since it began in the 1980's. In Belgium, the French operator 
Alcatell Bell scrapped 500 jobs in early 1997 despite protests from me Belgian government And the list 
goess on. The second major AT&T split in 1995 was the deam knell of even more. The aggregate figures 
world-widee are in the tens of thousands over the last decade or so. 
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ICTss and the South Pacific islands 

Att this juncture it is important to recall how new(er) ICTs are being touted as the way in 
whichh developing countries and regions can 'leap frog1 their way into the 'global market' club 
(Singhh 1999:4-6, Man sell & Wehn 1998). The World Bank, International Telecommunications 
Unionn (2001), OECD (2001) and the UNDP (1999) have all been publishing reports on the 
differencee between the 'information rich' and the 'information poor1. They have also been 
fundingg projects to encourage internet development in 'undeveloped' (read: not-on-the-internet) 
regionss . It is a moot point as to whether this is an internet/www that facilitates grassroots, 
locall needs (Kami 2001: interview) or whether it is the high-powered and privately-owned 
digitall infrastructures that are being developed for global financial flows, multi-media 
conglomeratess and TNC production lines (Sassen 1991,1995, Deibert 1999). In the neoliberal 
parlancee of there-is-no-alternative' (Kelsey 1997, Jesson 1999), publicly owned 
telecommunicationss and the foreign exchange they generate are 'out* and privately owned for-
profitt service providers are 'in'. This has a direct impact on aid-dependent societies in their 
searchh for foreign exchange now that the cash cow of long-distance telecommunications has 
beenn done away withh (Melody 1994,2001: interview). 

Regionss like the South Pacific and the Caribbean are characterised by being small island 
nationss spread out over vast tracts of ocean, with widely dispersed and relatively small 
populationss (tens of thousands of inhabitants as opposed to the tens of millions in other 
'emergingg markets' like Brazil, China or Africa). They comprise a wide range in GDP with some 
countriess in the category of "Least Developed Country' (Mansell & Wehn 1998: 27-31, 102-103, 
Kegleyy & Wittkopf 1999:116 passim). Extant telecommunications infrastructures date from the 
Britishh colonial period with the vagaries of coverage that entails (see Appendix One). The same 
goess for how the internet/www has been taken up in the Pacific Islands themselves (Wired 
1998:: 162, Ogden 1999). The main thing to note is that in the South Pacific Islands, more 
satellitee and undersea transmission lines for telephone and now internet communications can 
onlyy be rationalised in terms of'globalisation' and its concomitant pressure on governments to 
cutt public spending and deregulate the public sector (South Pacific Forum 1999)12. Economic 
andd political pressure is exercised by Australia and New Zealand on Pacific Island governments 
whoo have to 'privatise or perish' (South Pacific Forum 1998, Melody 1994, Mansell & Wehn 
1998,, AUSTEO 1997). From the mid-1980's to the mid-1990's the self-fulfilling link between 
'Development'' and the 'Global Market* has been making itself felt in the South Pacific through 
thee World Bank and the IMF. In short, the development of internet/www access and 
infrastructuress come with various degrees of neoliberal bias nowadays; namely that liberalised 
marketss and privatised services are the only option (OECD 2001, UNDP 1999). In that respect, 
thee 'possible futures' of (telecommunications in the Pacific Islands, in terms of the options 
offered,, is closely linked to the gradual deregulation and privatisation of both US and European 
telecommunicationss markets in the 1990's. The upshot is that in Human Development terms 
(UNDPP 1999), the notion of telephone 'connectivity' as a basic human right transmute into that 

111 For example; Small Islands Developing States Network SIDSnet. The founder of the Kava Bowl, 
Taholoo Kami was active in setting this program up (http://www.sidsnet.org/). A longer serving project 
(sincee 1971), based at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, is PEACESAT 
(http://obake.peacesat.hawaii.edu/defaultJitm).. This initiative, funded by the US Department of 
Commerce,, amongst others, uses older communications satellites for educational and "public service" 
communicationss services for a number of island countries throughout the Pacific. Tonga, Western and 
Americann Samoa make use of these satellite stations. 
122 The reports that articulate these policy initiatives and the regional-localised debates that intersect mem 
havee had several generations. See South Pacific Forum (1998). An early survey can be found in Dator, 
Joness & Moir (1986) and Ogden (1993). The Pacific Telecommunications Council (http://www.ptc.org/) 
iss a non-profit, regional umbrella organisation, based in Honolulu, which sees itself as "a forum for idea 
exchange"" and "a neutral zone" between the ITU, members (mainly business concerns) and 
communicationss needs (Richard Nickelson PTC 2001: interview). Its annual conference not only provides 
two/thirdss of its revenue but it also an "informal atmosphere in which to sort out difficult problems" 
(ibid).. These range from geography and climate to political and economic tussles over technical issue 
suchh as satellite frequencies, bandwidth applications, the placing of submarine cables (a crucial issue for 
thosee islands bypassed). For those of us accustomed to immediate internet/telephone connections, these 
complexx issues - and their respective political struggles - are not easily grasped. 
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of'internett  connectivity"  albeit under  die exigencies of market forces (Kaba 1999, Holderness 
1998,, Singh 1999). The distinction between basic telecommunications tout court and ICTs 
broadlyy speaking (Mansell &  Wehn 1998), which are dependent to a large extent on existing 
telecommunicationss architectures, have become elided for  all intents and purposes. Those 
withoutt  even a basic telephone connection, in (sub-Saharan) Afric a and remote South Pacific 
Islandss for  instance (Kaba 1999, Holderness 1998, Hamelink 1998) can now only develop their 
communicationss networks under  the stringent political and economic conditions laid down by 
thee IMF , World Bank inter alia (Kasambala 2000, Loader  et al 1998). The more inter/national 
wealthh and well-being becomes synonymous with the ethos of global capital and 
communicationss on the internet/www synonymous with die financial flows and transmission 
requirementss of "Bi g Business'13 then the "Digita l Divide' (see Chapter  Two) wil l indeed become 
entrenchedd and the futur e internet/www implicated in the emergence of new inequalities and 
exacerbationn of old ones (see Hamelink 1997, Loader  1998). 

Thee instigation of the neoliberal period in the 1980's and its impact on IT and 
Telecommunicationss in particular  overlaps with what is called in historical terms the post-
coloniall  period. Beginning in the 1960's, this is the period in which former  European colonies in 
Africa ,, the Caribbean, and the Pacific gained political independence. For  the South Pacific 
Islands,, the decolonisation period of the 1960's was also the decade that saw a wave of 
migrationn from the islands to New Zealand and Australia where these gastarbeiters provided 
cheap,, temporary labour  in factory production lines, as in Western Europe at the time (see Raes 
1999,, Péllérin 1996, Marsh 1999, Morton 1999, Ward 1999). Many also left for  the USA in 
searchh of a "better  lif e and more opportunities'  M. These 20th century migrations of Pacific 
peopless have created longer  term diasporic communities as workers stayed on in their  host 
countries,, married amongst themselves or  with others, and had children (see Marsh 1999, 
Wassmannn 1998). "Pre-Contacf economic interactions and political regimes - between Tonga, 
Samoaa and Fij i for  instance (Helu 1999) - have became overlaid with those of the 20th century's 
(post)Fordistt  era (Bernard 1999, Péllérin 1996). For  peoples that have been traversing the 
Pacificc Ocean for  centuries, long-distance travel and thereby pre-telephonic communications are 
arguablyy part and parcel of their  'sea of islands' (Hau'ofa 1993, Clark 1999, Ward 1999). With 
thee advent of the internet/www boom these physical displacements, their  concomitant travellin g 
cultures''  (Cliffor d 1997) have become overlaid with those to be found in cyberspace as Pacific 
Islandd diasporas embrace die communicative opportunities offered by email, live chat and 
Bulletinn Boards. These online traversals and their  digital, electronic traces entail the whole 
gamutt  of internet/www interactions and production (Ogden 1999). They include open or  closed 
onlinee forums and/or  live chat, more static 'fron t window1 websites for  attracting trade and 
commercee but more particularl y tourism, alternative news sources, long-distance educational 
resourcess and online medical facilities for  isolated communities. They span and criss-cross 
Pacificc Island communities in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Auckland and Sydney (see Ward 
1999),, between and with their  extended families, friends still resident in me Pacific Islands. 

Thesee generations of young, and older, Pacific Islanders dispersed throughout die region 
andd beyond constitute die Pacific Island' diaspora in die general sense (Connell &  King 1999). 
Thosee coming from me Polynesian island groups are loosely called die 'Polynesian Diaspora' -
especiallyy on me online forums examined here. In torn, die Samoan and Tongan populations 
constitutee their  own diasporas (Morton 1998, Ward 1999, Wassmann et al 1998). Each have 
meirr  own demographic and cultural specifics depending on whether  mey are clustered in cities 
lik ee Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Auckland, Wellington, or  Sydney, date from me 1960's or 
afterwards,, have returned to me islands or  not The intricacies of cultural similarit y and 
differencee amongst the Pacific region's societies notwithstanding, Pacific Island, and 
particularl yy Polynesian, social units 

133 As the latest anti-trust case between (he US Department of Justice and Microsoft (Chapter  Nine) shows, 
thee internet/www has become a new site for struggles over  ownership and control of the 
international/globall  political economy's communications infrastructures. 
144 See Chapters Six and Eight for  some online accounts. Samoans arrived in New Zealand and Australia 
inn the 1960's and were followed in the 1970's by Tongans, amongst other  Pacific Island groups. Now mat 
fulll  employment is a dream of the past in these staunchly neoliberal political economies (Jesson 1999), 
thee latest *wave' of Pacific Islanders are as recruits to Rugby and Rugby League. Sporting prowess has 
becomee an important avenue for  social status and financial riches for those young men with talent 
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aree not geographically bounded, so children become familiar with other villages, other 
islands,, and even other countries when they travel to visit or live with kin. (Morton 
1996:27). . 

Itt is not surprising at all then that the 2nd and 3rd generations growing up in the 
internet/wwww heartlands of the USA, Australia and New Zealand have cottoned on to the 
communicativee and newly permissive interactive possibilities of the internet/www. Moreover, 
cannyy political leaders in the Pacific Islands of Tonga, Niue, and Tuvalu - allied with western 
businesss men - have been quick to take advantage of the chance to earn hard-needed foreign 
exchangee through the internet boom; or make a fast buck depending on who is telling the story 
(Wiredd 1998b, Mendosa 1996). Far from being shy of ICTs, Pacific Island nations have been 
relativelyy proactive. For instance, Tonga's bid for 15 geostationary satellite orbital positions in 
thee late 1980's made prominent member countries of the ITU none too pleased (Mendosa 1996). 
Meanwhilee the sale of internet addresses (higher domain names) by Tuvalu (.tv), Tonga (.to) 
andd Niue (.nu) has attracted media attention as these tiny island nations set out to free 
themselvess from their dependency on Foreign Aid, albeit with various degrees of success . 
Withh or without telephone and/or internet connections in the islands, their diasporic populations 
havee been very active online since the early days of the world-wide web in the mid 1990's. The 
onlinee communities that have formed in this sense have been 'practicing' everyday life online 
andd developing sophisticated and robust communities, online archives and (cyber)spatial 
practicess of their own. 

Caveatss and Precisions 

Bearingg these broad processes of change, and their intersection with longstanding 
communicationss issues in the South Pacific, and the multifarious ways they are dealt with by 
islandd governments and their local and diasporic populaces relate to how, and where, ICTs are 
(aree not) represented. Before moving on, several caveats and precisions on the above general 
andd local account need to be made. 

First,, there is the technical side to changes in information technology and 
telecommunicationss both separately and increasingly in tandem. Together, these impinge upon 
changingg notions of network - to wit the aforementioned interconnectedness - in both the 
techno-economicc and sociocultural domains 16. Second, the gendered nature of these discursive 
changess should not be ignored, as network becomes a buzzword of disciples of the global 
informationn society, its marketing consultants, and Internet gurus . The feminist slogan, 'the 
personall is political', asserted the intrinsic value of personal support networks in women's lives 
andd their role in political struggle as well as the political nature of the uneven power relations in 
thee 'private' sphere of the home. In the meantime, internet mystics liken The Network to the 
organic: : 

Thee realm of the bom-all that is nature-and the realm of the made-all that is humanly 

155 See Mendosa (1996), Corcoran (1997), Abate (1998) for background on how the Tongan government 
managedd to win seven orbital slots from the ITU for communications satellites. The ensuing business 
venturee - Tongasat - is a story in itself, as is that of the Tonic Corporation. The latter leases the Tonga's 
domainn name (.to) for a fee. Where the profits go exactly is cause for debate on the ground and in these 
discussionn forums. On how small economies look for foreign revenue by selling their internet domain 
name,, see also Raskin (1998), Kom (1999) for short articles on the tiny South Pacific atoll of Tuvalu 
whichh has become renown in IT circles for their domain name (.tv) and the brisk sales accruing to mis, 
thankss to the brokering role of an offshore (North American) firm by the name of Information.ca. As to 
howw much income will really flow to Tuvalu from its 65% share in the enterprise is a moot point. It is 
certainlyy less than expected. The atoll of Niue, with its domain name (.nu) has become popular with 
commerciall sex websites, and related merchandise. 
166 As I already mentioned, this domain is increasingly intersected by the intemetfwww and their 
cyberspace.. In other words, this domain now encompasses "a network, linking interactants across space 
andd time, not a thing* or a set of computers communicating autonomously without human actors. It is 
essentiall to foreground the human in the Net. This resets me Internet as a phenomenon of social and 
politicall interest, not just a bright technical toy for engineers" (Shields 1994:8). 
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constructed-aree becoming one. Machines are becoming biological and the biological is 
becomingg engineered (Kelly 1994:1). 

Kelly'ss celebration of a 

worldd of the made [that] will soon be like the world of the born: autonomous, adaptable, 
andd creative but, consequently, out of our control [and so] a great bargain. (ibid:4) 

iss implicitly based on neoliberal economic ethos (see 1994:47). Haraways (1990) 'Informatics 
off Domination' and Mattelarfs "the corporation and the world-as-market... treated through the 
prismm of the living organism" (1994:212) present another picture. 

Third,, is the issue of what is now implied by communication and information 
(Frederickk 1993:48, Mattelart 1994, Castells 1996). Once discrete, albeit related, processes of 
socioculturall and economic exchange, these two terms have become uncritically conflated in the 
commerciall meeting of computing and telephony. 'Communication' has become synonymous 
too the exchange of (business oriented) information/data with its own universal protocols, codes 
andd behaviours, symbols and language. In turn, as information exchange has become big 
business,, so has another important distinction - between telecommunications as a national, geo-
strategicc interest17, and as the everyday inter/subjective stuff of social interaction (Cox 1987, de 
Certeauu 1980, Williams 1977). This is implicated in the blurring of another technical and 
analyticall distinction; between interacting in sound-wave space (Virilio 1984) and in 
•cyberspace'' (see Shields et al 1996, Kelly 1994:185). This distinction has been given quite a lot 
off ontological significance in earlier analyses both for and against these changes to how spoken 
andd written communications were transmitted over distance (Harvey 1990, Virilio 1984, Kelly 
194,, Negroponte 1995, McLuhan & Powers 1989)18. In any case, the notion of'cyberspace' has 
welll and truly entered popular parlance and as far as this project is concerned, it also has 
materiall and symbolic veracity. The process that is at stake is how everyday communication can 
becomee over physical and digital networks can become effectively synonymous with the profit-
maximisingg ethos that underpins market economies . 

Theree is something else going on as well. The shift in emphasis from telephony to 
computingg has become the latest symbol of'modernisation', 'progress', and thereby 
'development"" (see Rist 1997). Under the neoliberal rules of the IMF, World Bank and WTO, 
thiss includes, again by default, the integration of developing' economies into the global 
marketplacee M . For western understandings at least, social and political geographies, notions 
andd experiences of time-and-space as compressed (Harvey 1990), hyped (Der Derian 1995) or 
'timeless'' (Castells 1998) are bound up with computing terminology, and more recently that of 
thee internet. This is all part and parcel of a new lexicon with which to describe, categorise and 
analysee contemporary lived lives 2I. This lexicon works at the symbolic, and unconscious level 

177 This highlights the tension between (neo)liberal representations of globalisation and traditional 
geocentricc conceptions of telecommunications as a principal means to protect and conveyy cultural and 
nationall  identity; "Telecommunications ont une importance stratégique. Us qffectent directement la 
souverainetésouveraineté et Ie développement des pays." [Telecommunications are strategically important. They 
directlyy affect the sovereignty and development of a country"] (Clainnonte 1991:11). 
"" See Jordan (1999) for an historically well-balanced analysis of all these technical issues and men-
effects. . 
1919 For instance, high capacity telecommunications networks have developed as business incorporates and 
thenn requires more access to computer communications. Even though such interests comprise less man 
10%% of the world's telecommunication traffic (Torres 1996:12) their needs are developed and men 
marketedd as 'global'. Having said this, it should not be overlooked that Internet Protocols (the nuts and 
boltss of electronic communications between different computer networks - the internet) were free. Many 
stilll are to all intents and purposes. Moreover, the (would-be full privatised) internet/www was built over 
extantt public telecommunications networks mat also used to have free access for ordinary users (my 
thankss to Sally Wyatt for pointing this out). 
200 See, for instance, reports issued under the auspices of CTIN (1996), European Commission High-level 
Expertt Group (1997), European Commission DG HI (1998), OECD (2001). 
211 The internet/www, with the notion of cyberspace, lends another dimension (Shields 1996, Harasim 
1994)) to traditional geographies (Harvey 1990, Agnew & Corbridge 1995, Sassen 1991) of conventional 
geopoliticall 'space'. Of course, mis has never been universal in mat 'space' also encapsulates a multitude 
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somethingg the Marketing gurus and advertising agencies hired by shape-shifting Mass Media-
IT-- Telephone corporations have been quick to pick up on. In latter-day consumer societies, 
wheree consumption has become a major past-time what they recognise and exploitt is how 

structuress of power are embedded in 'regimes of representation'. These structures are 
storedd in the process of identity formation, in conceptions of time and space, in the 
repertoiree of strategies available to transform the global political economy, as well as in 
thee political structures that help sustain different forms of production and accumulation. 
(Murphyy & de Ferro 1995:63-64) 

Thee sociocultural production that emerges from these 'regimes of representation' are not 
simplyy impositions from corporate boardrooms to thrust a new product on an unsuspecting and 
incoherentt public s . They also feed into and draw upon new connections as well as ingrained 
stereotypes.. These (advertised) re-representations of shifting intra/intercultural gender-power 
relationss are unproblematically plugged into neoliberal economic and political agendas 
(Bourdieuu 1998). 

Thee selection of corporate ads below illustrate this fusion. Admittedly designed to sell 
'globall communications' of a certain ilk to a corporate (rather than a mass) audience, their 
reliancee on western sociocultural and historical settings to project a "triumphalist myth of 
immediate,, gung-ho globalisation" (Mattelart 1994:211) bespeak broader issues. The task, and 
thee aim, of a 'good' - successful - advertisement is to make these complex and incomplete 
connectionss not only self-explanatory but also desirable. This is what Judith Williamson has 
calledd "the advertising work" (Williamson 1978:15). The following 'reading' of the Global-
Speakk of the emergent Tcey players' on the 'Global Communications' scene during the mid-
1990'ss illustrates how this point. As ICTs become increasingly the property of these vested 
interests,, and their we-are-the-world increasingly accepted as a fait accompli, it is worth noting 
thatt no-one is totally immune from this 'advertising work'. 

Sewingg Up the Globe 

TheThe Advertising  Work 

Thee ubiquity and gender-loaded nature of advertising in capitalist economies need not 
bee argued any further here (Williamson 1978:11, Leiss et al 1990, McHaffie 1997, Hooper 
2000).. Suffice it to say that advertising is a "privileged discourse for the circulation of messages 
andd social cues about the interplay between persons and objects" (Leiss et al 1990:50) which 
excelss in using the 'medium as the [massage] message' and vice versa (Mattelart 1994) . Not 
onlyy are the uses and «workings of gendered signifiers (Williamson 1978:41) in this scenario 
increasinglyy sophisticated (that is, less blatantly sexist) but they are also merged with -
identifiedd as - the shift in business and access terms in telecommunications; from 'only* 
telephonee networks to Value-added' services/networks' (The Economist 1995). What needs to be 
bornee in mind, then, is that all this is increasingly constitutedd and driven by marketing 

off personal, spiritual, and cultural notions than just narrow territorial - physically demarcated - ones. For 
example,, different inter/cultural expressions of the private / public and their gendered aspects in terms of 
designatingg where women can/cannot speak or be seen (Gal 1991, Morton 1996). See Chapter Five. 
222 In the words of someone active in these processes, not just the what, but the where of these commercial 
representationss are strategic. For instance; "in the airport ads the rules were "airside only/head on to 
trafficc flow/preferably in dwell time areas like departures(not luggage halls, too tacky and our targets 
havee carry-on), departures are better than arrivals and nodal locations like immigration are preferred 
wheree possible. This targeted time strapped international European business travellers on day trips, not 
thee meeters and greeters, back packers and holidaymakers who are not likely to be relevant to global 
networkingg decisions - but you still pay to advertise to." (Brian Cart, 2001, personal email). Illustration 12 
iss the ad being referred to here. 
233 See McLuhan & Powers (1989:63-64) for a challenging correlation between neurological research (left 
andd right hemispheres of the brain), electronic media (TV), the 'message' Cright hemisphere 
mdcctrination')) and the dynamics of production ('shaping') and response (or 'experience'). 
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imperativess 2\ In turn, the role of advertising in perpetuating all-things-global has a large role 
inn the accumulation of surplus value and sociocultural reproduction in capitalist economies. 
ICT ss are now a key site for  the "'communications' aspect of the consumption process"  (Leiss et 
all  1990:50). The centralising tendencies (Sassen 1995) of ICTs and proliferatio n of new 
servicess and commodities are the means by which the lifeblood of contemporary forms of 
capitall  circulate, and by which control and representation of space - time - place is being fought 
over. . 

Butt  it is the banal that is being sold as novelty, given that communication already 
"mean[s]]  something to us' (Williamson 1978:11) 25. This is because 'communication' is in one 
wayy or  another  a sociocultural process, a basic ingredient to social and political life. Hence, the 
'representationall  space' between the telephone's social role (see Moyal 1992) as a functional 
instrument,, and 'Global Communications' devices as its supercedent is but a hair' s breadth. 
Nevertheless,, into this space a 'new model'  is being imposed, one which is a complex of 
technological,, political economic and sociocultural decisions about what contemporary 
communicationn is, or  should be. In other  words; one of modernity's icons (the telephone) is 
beingg reconstituted into "other , non-material things we need; the point of exchange between the 
twoo [being] where meaning is created"  (Williamson 1978:14). Communication has become a 
commodityy with a "genuine 'use-value**' (Williamson 1978:14) and so has become one of the 
"materia ll  things we need"  (ibid). 

Thee power  and efficacy of marketable sound-bites and imaging are integral to 
smoothingg over  the battles over  ownership and control that being waged in the 
telecommunications,, IT and multimedia business in this period 2 . This lexicon is also part of a 
'machinerie'Hiat'machinerie'Hiat appropriates, reworks, and opens up new representational possibilities and 
scenarios.. Consequently it behooves us to recall that advertising is an activity that is 

nott  just a business expenditure undertaken in the hope of moving some merchandise 
offf  the store shelves, but is rather  an integral part of modern culture. Its creations 
appropriatee and transform a vast range of symbols and ideas; its unsurpassed 
communicativee powers recycle cultural models and references back through the 
networkss of social interactions, this venture is unified by thee discourse through and 
aboutt  objects, which bonds together  images of persons, products, and well-being. (Leiss 
etall  1990:5). 

Thee current design, emplacement and properties of ICTs are beholden to this venture which 
feeds s 

aa semantic transformation from 'international '  to 'global'  [that] took place so rapidly that 
theorisationn is overwhelmed by professions of faith (Mattelar t 1994:211). 

Thee following analysis shows this faith' s mantra at work: Global, Network, Communicate. 

244 "Proponents of the marketing concept believe mat marketing and advertising are essential in our 
complexx market-oriented economy...The marketing system should be seen as a "provisionin g technology" 
.... Its strategies are based on the premise mat the consumer, as ultimate decision maker, is a rational 
problemm solver  who takes mil advantage of this technology."  (Leiss et al:34). 

Advertising'ss translation of "statements from the world of things... into a form that means something in 
termss of people"  (Williamson 1978:12) finds its ideal expression in the marketing campaigns for  Global 
Communicationss conglomerates and their  plethora of gadgets and services. 
266 For  example (and mere are many), AT&T' s withdrawal from one 'global'  alliance with European 
operatorss (Unisource and World Partners) to team up with British Telecom (a partner  in a competing 
globall  alliance - Conceit); the latter' s search for  another  airy to temper  its own failed take-over  attempt 
off  yet another  competitor  (this time MCI who in turn has strategic connections with both AT& T and BT 
andd acquisitions in major  Internet Service Provision), is another  profitable switch-back in the road to 
globall  communications (de Volkskrant 27 Jury 1998:2,28 July 1998:2, NRC Handelsblad, 27 Jury 
1998:9). . 
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Global Global 

Thee aforementioned leap of faith maintains that speaking of the 'global' means speaking 
too and for everybody. A 1996 advertisement for a European-based Telecom-IT conglomerate27 

forr software 'solutions' that 'offer everyone everything' (The Financial Times, February 1996) 
encapsulatess this collapsing of'the one' and 'the other' into the 'we' of'everyone' (Illustration 1). 
Thee 'everyone' here is white and European - two women and one man. The younger woman is 
beingg offered/represents, amongst other things, Internet shopping (by taking a 'cyberstroll 
throughh electronic megamails'), the older woman likewise for networking ('your solutions and 
servicess partner'), and the young man fast access to information and knowledge (to get a 'crucial 
knowledgee edge'). 

FGrtheone. . 
asur's:sp;'a:;:s>> > 

Forr the other, an Interna! 
mfcmisll on highway 

Illustrationn 1 

Anotherr cogent example of this recourse to unitary universality can be found in an 
advertisementt for Cable and Wireless (The Financial Times, April 1995 - Illustration 2). Here, 
thee question of what are 'real', 'true', 'accurate' 'global communications' rests on a trompe-l'ceil; 
thee 'authentic' (and by implication 'politically correct') map of the world used to personify the 
so-calledd C&W Federation (giving a political connotation to what is a very loose business 
alliance)) is contrasted to maps of the 'rooted', geocentric worlds of the 'big four telecom 
companies'.. Here the old guard's style of selling 'around the world' from 'just one country' is 
literallyy equated with 'a funny old world'. The latter is underlined by the use of the respective 
visuall distortions of world telecommunications28. The 'autonomously' operating Federation is 
representedd by a map of'the world according to Cable & Wireless' and further underlined by 
thee captions 'free to pick and choose', 'a world of difference'; to wit 'global communications' will 
bee authentic (federalist and so 'free') and not nationally identifiable (and so, again 'free'). 

277 In granting reproduction permission for this ad, the company in question (one of the world's largest) 
requestedd not to be named. 
288 British Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, France Telecom, AT&T are the big 4 in question. BT was the first 
off the state-owned operators to privatise, followed by Deutsche Telekom (1996-7), France Telecom 
(completedd in 1998). AT&T a publicly listed company that monopolised the US market was divested in 
1984,, split into three in 1995 and is still a top long distance operator. Cable & Wireless is increasingly 
dominant. . 
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.,., V! i M l< i according 
l«numcmTelcCOm. l«numcmTelcCOm. 

.Worldd according-
.„AT&T. . 

„Worldd according-
„CVifcfc&Wireless. . 

Illustrationn 2 

Inn short, not only is the Cable & Wireless Federation truly democratic but it also truly 
representss (transgendered and transcultural) 'you'. The point here is that the very map 
representingg said 'world of difference' is in fact the modernist representation of the world 
(Harveyy 1990) - albeit one centred nostalgically on Asia and the Pacific Ocean - aided and 
abettedd by colonialism's actual re-drawings of past lived ones; Cable and Wireless's own 
historicall role in laying the telegraph infrastructure for the British Empire being the example par 
excellence.. Here, the same post-colonial 'funny old world' is visually recycled to (mis)represent 
nott only the current but also the projected telecommunications hierarchy. 

Butt the terms global and world-wide are not only contrasted as in the above examples, 
theyy are also used synonymously. One of the 'old guard' personified in the latter advertisement -
Deutschee Telekom (recently privatised amid great fanfare and also the biggest operator in 
Europe)) - did not hesitate to call upon the 'funny old world' of big power diplomacy signifiers to 
inauguratee its own 'global alliance' (The Sunday Times, March 1996, Illustration 3 )2 9 . Here, 
threee male hands grip each others' wrists, signifying not only where 'real international 
understandingg starts' but also the physical linking in telecommunications networks (cables, 
satellitee links, switching equipment) - interconnectedness no less. Here, a 'truly global 
dimension',, 'truly global basis' of business communication is synonymous to 'worldwide', 
'international'' 'consortiums' and 'partnerships'. It is the traditional international relations' 
representationn of the world as a 

Illustrationn 3 

state-centred,, male domain that is called upon and reiterated in this quaint conflation of'global' 
withh the European Union ('the world's single largest market place') and the 'global dimension' 

299 This was with France Telecom and Sprint (USA). The Global One Alliance was defunct by 1999 when 
Sprintt 'defected'. 
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withh the USA and the 'Pacific Rim'. The above examples illustrate different ways in which the 
globall appellation has become a site for an exchange of'meanings'; an exchange which is 
neverthelesss explicitly anchored in re/presentations of the geopolitics of these technological and 
commerciall developments. The representational - symbolic - power of the term rests in its 
abilityy to capture the imagination and thereby for better or worse performs as "a key idea by 
whichh we understand the transition of human society into the third millennium" (Waters 
1995:1). . 

Butt this can also be seen beyond the world of advertising in supporting, and oft-cited 
publicationss like The Economist. In one of its earlier telecommunications surveys (September 
30,, 1995) a relationship between the telephone, the gender politics of its use, and the 
liberalisationn of the sector is made and exploited through certain well-known cultural (religious 
andd domestic) icons. In this case (Illustration 4), William Blake's Europe: A Prophecy is 

Illustrationn 4 

picturedd as transmitter for the mobile phone conversation of a generic 'Mr and Mrs' standing 
at/onn opposite ends of the globe under the heading of 'The Death of Distance'. Furthermore, the 
coverr of this issue features a Lichtenstein-inspired30 cartoon image of a woman talking on the 
phonee with two captions; 'suddenly distance no longer mattered!' and 'Darling the telecoms 
revolutionn is finally happening'. Within one frame, the stereotype of a gushing woman-as-
chatter,, woman-as-passive-recipient becomes a reference to the presumably novel activity - of 
findingg ways to transcend distance between oneself and loved ones . 

Nott only this, but the necessity of this 'revolution' to relieve the 'horror' of 
contemporaryy telephonic connections for computer users is re/presented by Munch's The 
Screamm (Illustration 5). The trick here is that the ubiquity of the telephone, its social use and 
rolee in the domestic sphere (in many women's lives particularly), and its original role as a 
distancee leveller, let alone the still-remaining lack of telephone connectivity for the majority of 
thee globe, are conflated with and then banalised by the technical fix-it hype of latter-day 
transmissionn capacities of telecommunications. Such expressions of the 'global' are imbued with 
andd given import by their gendered connotations. Moreover, the selling value, self-confirming, 
persuasivee power of the term and its derivatives permeates these scenarios where there is no 
squeamishnesss in using "one of the more common, rather overused buzzwords of our times" 
(Gurevitchh 1991:178). Quite the reverse in fact. As about-faces and shifts in the articulation of 
thiss term increase, particularly in the Tele-communications and IT sectors so does the reductive 
powerr and safety of repeating the word32. The more the term 'global' and its offshoots become 

300 See http://www.vip.fi7~timpe/gallery.html for a sample of the 'original' Lichtenstein. 
311 My thanks to L H M Ling for this observation. 
322 This pertains to changes in corporate image in particular; from point-to-point telephoning to business 
oriented,, software dominated services organised around a corporate structure of a horizontally aligned, 
confederationn of 'independent' corporations. For example, AT&T has constructed a new image over the 
pastt decade or more; one that was a 'general purpose network' (Annual Report 1984), and 'information 
moverr and manager (Annual Report 1990) that was 'bringing people together' (Annual Report 1993) and 
thenn became a 'global networker' (1994) of'communications offers' (1994) that by 1995 was still called 
AT&TT but was no longer being represented as a telephone company. In the banking world, ABN AMRO 
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entrenchedd in the respective re/presentations of changes in world order, the greater its assumed 
ontologicall and epistemological status. 

Illustrationn 5 

Network Network 

AA lot of the application and development of the Global-Speak lexicon over the past few 
yearss is related to the aforementioned cross-fertilisations between the jargon of the 
telecommunicationss industry, computer technology, and wider public awareness of'global 
issues'' through ICTs and global Media conglomerates. Just as the meaning and infrastructure of 
telecommunicationss are shifting onto a 'virtual' plane (Jordan 1999:1 passim), the idea of 
networkk is as well. This intersects with a grand notion of the 'global market' for which 
telecommunicationss networks are being designed, constructed - or restructured - into the/a 
single,, so-called integrated and seamless commercial network. 

Somee interesting juxtapositions occur here when traditional masculine and feminine 
metaphorss are mixed to create more fashionable connotations of networking). NTT does this 
inn a particularly powerful way in an advertisement (Illustration 6) designed to convey the 'vast 
systemm of lines, links and connections' - the NTT network - 'behind the telephone that rests so 
comfortablyy in your hand' (Financial Times, 16 January, 1996). Mobile phones represent the 
headss of knitting needles from which half- knitted garment - a map of connections - is 
suspended.. The mixed metaphor occurs through the caption - 'building telecommunications 
systemss that help build a better world'. Here the vocabulary of architecture and carpentry, 
traditionall masculine domains, is mixed with the more abstract visualisations of comfort and 
continuityy conjured up by the reference to knitting, traditionally a feminine activity . In one 
semanticc and visual swoop, the domain of construction/action is amalgamated with the domain 
off domesticity to recreate 'the communications infrastructure' of what is still primarily a 
domesticc (sic) carrier, albeit a significant one in terms of turnover and traffic, as 'the means of 
communication'. . 

aa leading Dutch bank that is reinventing itself as a global player as well, has been implementing an ICT-
basedd reorganisation of its transactions business ("Global Transactions Services') in order to introduce a 
"horizontall global perspective to a predominantly vertical local structure" (ABN AMRO 1998:28-30); in 
shortt to further automate banking services. In both cases, the moot point is whether "horizontal' denotes 
moree or less centralisation whilst the huge investment in ICTs and inevitable job cuts are undeniable. 
333 Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation is Japan's domestic services carrier, the 
internationall services being run by a separate carrier - KDD. Long considered a publicly-owned anomaly 
inn privatised telecommunications, these Japanese carriers have also been privatising and expanding (see 
Fransmann 1995:351 passim). 
344 Perhaps unconsciously a back-handed acknowledgement to women's role in early computer and 
softwaree designs that were conceived of as a lateral lattice of weaving rather than a teleological trajectory 
(seee Plant 1996:179). 
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Illustrationn 6 

Thiss domestication of communication-as-expansion; to wit this 'outing' of traditional 
femininee activities - usually regarded as 'not purposeful' is also present, this time on behalf of 
Frenchh Telecom, another domestic telecommunications operator that has been going through the 
throess of privatisation. It has also been an active participant in the reinvention of privatised 
Europeann telecommunications operators into 'global' services businesses. Here, the gendered 
signifierr of domesticity is needlework, called upon to sell the ill-fated Global One alliance with 
Deutschee Telekom and Sprint (a US operator) as 'a single network' (Illustration 7). Again, 
traditionall masculine and feminine activities are combined - building 'the world to come' is 
likenedd to threading a needle. The latter in turn represents the 'single point of contact' for 
'seamless'' services. It is a woman's manicured hands that thread the needle here with the Global 
Onee network the eye of the needle and the three-way alliance the multicoloured thread. Without 
wantingg to belabour the sexual undertones, Global One is how 'the world' is entered - 'reached'. 
However,, this 'world to come' is not pictured. Rather it is evoked by the (absent) garment to be 
sewn.. The very incompleteness of this picture is its suggestive device. Following Williamson 
(1978),, this 'present absence' creates a representational space for projection, to be filled by the 
viewer,, through its very reliance on subconscious connections between biblical references and 
sex-genderr archetypes. 

Illustrationn 7 
Thesee are just some examples of Advertising's ability to mix up and exploit traditional 

sex-genderr roles (see Rubin 1975/1997, Haraway 1997). To do so it relies on the viewer - the 
targett audience - to make the connection (Williamson 1978); for the most part, the male, well-
heeledd business executive or consumer. This conflation of feminine and masculine signifiers 
wass prevalent in this period as technical, engineering and scientific terms for 
telecommunicationss were replaced by these cosy ones of domestic familiarity. This shift 
illustratess and underpins the point made earlier about network; long a functional part of 
telecommunicationss jargon, the term has become a central 'meaning component' of global 
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communications.. The vagueness created by the state of flux these very same alliances - in then-
couplingg and uncoupling as they struggle and negotiate to maintain 'global market share' and 
influence355 is both convenient and necessary for the interchange of meanings. In short, these 
advertisementss rely on the fact that these nascent networks are also amorphous, extremely fluid 
representationss of space even as their material import is not . 

Inn the meantime, networks and their composite equipment can no longer be represented 
orr regarded as engineering artefacts alone. They are now naturalised as representations of an 
organicc whole (Kelly 1994:47). This cross-fertilisation of communication networks can be seen 
inn a colour poster from Lucent Technologies " (Illustration 8). It is addressed to welcome its 
neww employees from the buyout at the time of two Philips subsidiaries in France and Germany. 
Heree references to change, procreation, and 'global presence' accompany the image of planet 
Earthh and two - white - men shaking hands in the foreground. This ecologically inspired 
characterisationn of'the rapidly changing world of communications' visually plugs into the 
'rebirth'' of equipment manufacture in 

Illustrationn 8 

thee "Brave New World' of predominantly software-based services. This also cashes in on latter-
dayy representations of Planet Earth38 as such photographs from outer space are now common 
currencyy for advertising campaigns (McHaffie 1997). Moreover the 'more than a 100 years of 
experience'' being referred to is also a (troubling) reminder of how 

innovationss dedicated to the removal of spatial barriers in all of these respects have 
beenn of immense significance in the history of capitalism, turning that history into a 
veryy geographical affair - the railroad and the telegraph, the automobile, radio and 
telephone,, the jet aircraft and television, and the recent telecommunications revolution 
aree cases in point. (Harvey 1990:240) 

Suchh innovations have also been a very gendered, intimate, personal affair. 

355 Governments and regional blocks (like the EU) are the same in policy terms, for different and 
overlappingg political and cultural reasons, due partly to the historical tensions between American, and 
Japanese,, economic hegemony and European industrial policy. (Junne & van Tulder 1988). 
366 By this I mean that the centralised networks of pre-digitalised telecommunications are still extant albeit 
inn different configurations. The physical connections (cables and satellite connections) are indeed crucial 
too ICT infrastructures (Sassen 1995), but it is the idea of virtual, intelligent, mobile, networks for 
enhancedd services which represent future global communications. For instance; an "intelligent network 
consistss of a distributed signalling network of switches, databases and dedicated computer servers that is 
separatee from, yet intimately connected to, the transport networks on which subscribers' voice calls and 
dataa actually flow" (Zysman 1995:52). 
377 The name given to one of the offspring - equipment and network systems manufacturing - of the 1995 
three-wayy split of AT&T. 
388 also illustrating " processes [satellite photographs] that so revolutionise the objective qualities of space 
andd time that we are forced to alter, sometimes in quite radical ways, how we represent the world to 
ourselves"" (Harvey 1990:240). 
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Communicate Communicate 

Att the normative heart of the futurism and gadgetry is communication, marketed as a 
truncatedd mixed metaphor for inter/subjective activity and commodity. British Telecom 
(Financiall Times, 13 September 1995), evokes the cosiness of chatting ('Let's talk1) and the 
urgencyy of the global business imperative for communications services by forefronting the 
imagee of a silver tea and coffee service. Private/domesticated communication and notions of 
personall freedom - 'Communication is all about freedom' - are paired with the commercial arena 
off market-led 'advanced, fully-integrated communications services on a truly global scale' and 
notionss of choice ('introducing a new concept in communications. Choice') 9. This then allows 
tele/communicationss to be essentially the prerogative of private capital and so necessarily 
existingg in a 'competitive market' environment. Yet such a business-like wedge between the 
cosinesss of tea-drinking and the ideals of consumer choice is not as transgendered as it would 
appear;; the shadowy figures in the background are clearly male and the setting far from homely. 
Nevertheless,, once again a representational space has been re/created where not only target 
audiencee but also transhistorical and eurocentric assumptions about both communication and 
technologicall novelty are subsumed into a jet-set signifier of 'choice, both globally and locally. 

Implicit,, however, in this acquisition of'communication' is the unfinished agenda of 
reconcilingg competing and criss-crossing systems and computer languages which are not a 
prioripriori  compatible. Global-Speak tenderly muffles the deeply problematic issues of technical 
communicationn standards in a limit-less market economy. In practice, the shifting demarcation 
liness of various new technologies first need to be pegged out in order for parties to 
'communicate'' *° . The boom in 'global' alliances between operators, software houses, cable TV, 
thee railways et al, are to secure beneficially compatible systems and transmission pathways - for 
noww and the future. Hence, the promiscuity of global alliances notwithstanding , 
communicationn standards are both technical and political struggles. The networks being touted 
aree only possible through a complex of de facto and dejure standardisation agreements (see 
Chapterr Nine), R&D projects, joint ventures and the continued opening up of others' domestic 
telecommunicationss markets. 

Thiss is apart from the sociocultural implications of the dominance of English as the 
workingg language for ICTs - the identity politics and practical implications of other languages 
andd alphabets for predominantly English-based en/coding systems notwithstanding. The push 
forr across-the-board communications standards purports to transcend such 'barriers' to 
communication,, free information exchange, full access, by the claim that only they allow for 
fairr and equitable access. The mobile communications boom is premised on just this; for 
example,, developing/emerging economies are supposed to be able to leap-frog their relatively 
low-techh or non-existent infrastructures by going mobile, digital, and intercontinental all at the 
samee time. Meanwhile, the marketing of mobile telephones encompasses not only trend-setting 
internet-- able gadgets and more market penetration (sic) but also the future lay-out of 
tele/communicationss infrastructures in general. Deutsche Telekom, for example, invokes the 
openingg up of the European Community's internal borders and, whilst hardly identifiable as 
geneticallyy English-speaking, mixes an image off open customs points 42 (Illustration 9) with the 
marketingg of the GSM standard (Global System for Mobile Communications) in their claim to 

399 This advertisement has two foci - one is on BT as a telecommunications services provider in its own 
rightt (BT was essentially a public telephone company until it was privatised) and the other is own its 
alliancess with others - in this case MCI, in the 'Concert' Alliance for a 'state-of-the-art network'. 
400 Recurring themes in the AT&T Annual reports are deregulation and freedom of access to other 
markets,, especially when previous 'privileges, have been waived. In technical terms, 'access* is double-
edgedd - for suppliers and users alike (NRC Handelsblad 1997: 1). The drive for standardisation is fuelled 
ass much by declining market shares for some and the 'growth opportunities' (AT&T Annual 1994 for 
otherss - the recent Microsoft case being the example par excellence (see Chapter Nine). 
411 "In deze industrie ben je vandaag verloofd, morgen getrwouwd en overmorgen weer gescheiden. En dat 
eeneen keer per maand' (in this industry you can be engaged today, married tomorrow and divorced the next 
day,, and all of this at least once a month) - a Unisource spokesperson on the news mat AT&T had 
withdrawnn from mis alliance with smaller European telecommunications operators (de Volkskrant 28 July 
1998:2).. In November 1999, the Unisource marriage was officially annulled. 
422 Which counter-balances the increasing rigidity of'Fortress Europe's" external borders. 
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havee 'broken the global language barrier' (Financial Times, 26 February 1996). Yet GSM is but 
onee of several competing standards vying to be the 'new global telecommunications language'. 

Illustrationn 9 

(Re)Materialised(Re)Materialised  Gender-  Power  Relations 

[Any]] medium, by dilating a particular sense to fill the whole field, creates the 
necessaryy conditions for hypnosis in that area. The medium becomes an unknowable 
forcee to the user. This explains why all societies are initially numbed by the adoption of 
anyy new technology. (McLuhan & Powers 1989:94) 

Alll three aspects of Global-Speak's mantra, global - network - communicate, appeal to 
presumablyy shared sociocultural, and political economic imaginations in its incantation of the 
'global'' economy and the striving towards it as a foregone conclusion. Meanwhile extant 
telecommunicationss architectures and multifarious inter/cultural communicative practices are 
beingg re-designed - or decommissioned - according to the imperatives of commercialised, high-
workloadd transmission webs that circulate and mediate this self-fulfilling agenda. From an 
interculturall perspective and given the increasing permeation of ICTs in mediating academic 
knowledgee re-production alone, the two ads that follow bear all this out. They also recall the 
revisedd 'narrative field' of IR/IPE mapped out thus far in order to look outwards from the current 
'enclosure'' trend of ICTs (May, 2000). 

First,, despite Global-Speak 's refrain of novelty, a 'global' communications 
infrastructuree (namely, a world-wide telephone network) is already in place (Torres 1996:12) -
itss colonial roots and selective concentrations notwithstanding. Nor is geographical spread, 
acquisitionn fervour, or expansionist agendas exclusively attributable to ICTs recalibrating of the 
'time-spacee continuum' - pre-ICTs capitalism along with colonialism were also (Harvey 1990) 
43.. Nevertheless, such advertising campaigns reflect how the techno-economic and political 
rationalee for the 'liberalisation' of tele/communications services presumes perpetuates the 
speciouss equivalence drawn between technical standards for connectivity, private ownership of 
thee means of (knowledge) production, who the customer is or should be and 'the world's' 
multifariouss communications needs u. Moreover, they articulate certain presumptions of 
class/gender-neutralityy - even from within their own androcentric parameters - projecting these 
togetherr with an ethnocentric conception of progressive communication onto One and All. In 
otherr words, inter/subjective (communicative) practices are being subsumed by commercial 
informationn and commodity exchange. 

433 Gordon (1988), in an earlier critique of globalisation, has pointed out other problems with making this 
semanticc connection by showing how the international division of labour and TNC offshore production is 
nott as widespread (' global') as once assumed. 
444 Communication is not necessarily a business transaction, far from it. Nevertheless, as McLuhan & 
Powerss point out; ".. the new telecommunication multi-carrier corporation, dedicated solely to moving all 
kindss of data at the speed of light, will continually generate tailor-made products and services for 
individuall consumers who have signal their preferences through an ongoing database. Users will 
simultaneouslyy become producers and consumers" (1989:83). In turn, the target audience for these 
servicess and their advertisements represent only a small percentage of the world telecommunications 
markett (Torres 1996:12). 
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Second,, the mediatic value of the global-network-communication mantra goes hand in 
handd with spatial changes in the mode of production - where indigenous women's and children's 
labourr  are particularl y exploited (Beneria &  Roldan 1987, Mitter  &  Rowbotham 1995) - and 
rearrangementss in Banking and Finance facilitate the concomitant accumulation of'foot-loose' 
surpluss value 4S. The concrete effects of this global feeding frenzy are "expanding (rather  than 
contracting)) technology gaps and economic inequalities"  (Gordon 1995:3, NRC Handelsblad 30 
Julyy 1998:15) which go along with new topographies of gender-power  relations. In this respect, 
Global-Speakk successfully subsumes the 'actually'  excluded to that which is being Virtuall y 
embracedd (Mattelar t 1994:209 passim). By the turn of the century, it had also contributed to 
revampingg the allegedly slow, expensive and cumbersome actuality of existing 
telecommunicationss into the cybernetic glamour  of Informatio n Technology's 'superhighway' 
(Kleinsteuberr  1996). 

Advertising'ss long history and 'machinerie' of sexploitation has been brought to bear  on 
thisthis transformation; one which brings another  signifier  and set of communicative practices duly 
intoo the arena - the internet/www 46. By the time the Tnfonef ad (The Financial Times, 3/11/99: 
xxx - Illustratio n 10) for  'seamless' and 'snag-free' communications services mat 'run as smooth 
ass silk' , the material-discursive groundwork had already been laid. Silk stockings, high heels, 
pronee femininity , are an 'absolute necessity'  for  any self-respecting multinational . The male 
customerr  (Vou1) is confidently addressed by the proffered service - the femininely 'integrated 
multi-servicee network'47. Even at the chronological turn of the 20th century, such an evocation 
off  smoothness and effortlessness belies the "multipl e contradictions"  (Harvey 1990:232, 
Harawayy 1990, Mattelar t 1994) of contemporary tele /communications. This is where the 
marketingg dynamic comes into full swing; enormous long-term capital investments are at stake -
thee relative speed of ICTs innovations notwithstanding - and so the prospective artefacts and 
servicess need to be marketed with a vengeance. This may be a co-requisite of TNCC strategies in 
anyy case, but it is particularl y apt for  ICTs where R&D budgets increase in inverse proportion to 
thee certainty of the outcome 48. This, then, is the scenario for  the continually shifting 'global* 
alliancess between information technology companies, telecommunications operators, 
multimediaa conglomerates and other  parties. In short, size as a prerequisite for  success has been 
replacedd by (global) reach. 

455 From 'consumer1 to 'international '  or  'global'  clients. The enormous market in virtual multimedia 
entertainmentt  andd communications commodities notwithstanding, the shift in money markets, from 
nationallyy dependent and identifiable stock exchanges to 'global'  financial centres, are all part of a general 
processs in which capitalist accumulation is becoming increasingly focused on information/data exchange 
ratherr  than manufactured goods. 
4646 Having been in its early days, mainly a domain for  researchers, and the Tiacker  culture', the 
internet/wwww has only been relatively recently targeted for  commercial exploitation by big businesses 
likee Microsoft and Broadcasting. 
477 I  have already referred to thee background dynamics in the designing and setting up of this ad 
campaign.. One last point bears mentioning, that of different reactions amongst women. This ad was "a 
matterr  of some debate within the company, and particularl y withh the more PC ladies. We are also trying 
too get a replacement withh similar  or  better  impact. Interestingly, women in men's traditional jobs love the 
legss (our  German lady geschqftsfithrer, and thee investment banking ladies ). Scandinavian and West 
Coastt  women's rights oriented ladies tend to object Cisco (a San Jose California based company) wont 
lett  us use the legs , we have to use the cute Frog [an image drawing on thee Frog Prince fairy tale] from 
thee same series."  (Brian Catt 2001, personal email). The main point here is that this ad was considered 
successfull  precisely because it was somewhat blatant, and so controversial. 
488 At corporate levels, "production , restructuring, and growth of spatial organisation is a highly 
problematicc and very expensive affair, held back by vast investments in physical infrastructures that are 
alwayss slow to change."  Nonetheless, "Domination of marketing networks and spaces remains a 
fundamentall  corporate aim."  (Harvey 1990:232,233) 
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Illustrationn 10 

Inn an ad for a relative newcomer to the newly liberalised European telecommunications 
market,, the image of a naked boy toddler urinating proudly upwards into an adult-sized toilet 
bowll (de Volkskrant, 29/11/07:16v) encapsulates this. A stereotype of male prowess evokes 
potentiall success, growth - and potency - in terms of reach. In the Benelux countries , such an 
imagee of a naked child (coming as it did during the Dutroux Affair in Belgium and other child 
pornographyy cases) might suggest either supreme ignorance or sublime PR cunning. In any 
case,, both are permissable - and desirable - under the Global-Speak rules, seeing as such 
scenarioss are construction sites for building up "influence over the ways of representing space, 
ass well as over the spaces of representation" (Harvey 1990:233-34). 

Thesee last two imagings epitomise both the techno-symbolic merging of 
communicationn with commodified information/data exchange as well as structural-material 
changess in the political economy of telecommunications. This encroaches onto the stage of 
interculturall gender-power relations, This is becoming a wired entity, a technologically 
mediatedd space with other analytical and empirical dimensions. These are both symbolic and 
material,, both parochial and diasporic in their scope. It is also a dream and a projection that 
carriess the exploitation and recycling of sex-gender dualisms and power hierarchies, 
reconstitutingg them in the process. Apart from anything else, this 'Global Communications' 
packagee is being sold as a fix-it for political disenchantment, gender-power inequalities, 
poverty,, and economic dependency. 

Havingg said this, I would argue that alternative communications 'packages' for new(er) 
ICTss are nevertheless possible in the increasingly privatised domain of'Global 
Communications'' -just. Consequently, (re)presenting the international political economy as "a 
culturall and identity-inducing matrix of practices and institutions" (Rosow 1994:1) is even more 
pressingg given the mix of virtual, physical, and imaginary in this commodification process and 
thee rearrangement of geographies of gender-power relations that goes with it. This requires a 
theoreticall and methodological rethink if alternative politics and practices of ICTs can flourish. 
Withoutt this, the hagiography of neoliberalism's Global-Speak will indeed become the official 
representationn of all communicative - social - realities. Unfortunately so will its converse -
unmitigatedd condemnation of the non-commercial communicative and inter/subjective 
possibilitiess also immanent in ICTs. This leads in effect to general resignation to the 'brave new 
world'' of the neoliberal dream. Thus it is crucial to examine both these scenarios, together, at 
closee range, to theoretically acknowledge and research the specific locales, variations of 
communicativee practices and 'empowering' representational spaces/spaces of representation that 
ICTss also permit (Morton 1998, Lemos 1996, Haraway 1997) to counter the one seam-less 
realityy being pushed forward50. If not, the answer to the question of how all the (as yet) un-
wiredd women and their men-folk fit the bill will be the sole property of those setting the Global-
Speakk rules. 

499 One of the Telfort partners is the Dutch Railways. 
500 Hence "discourse counts and ... intellectuals have a responsibility to help fashion - and interrogate -
neww representational spaces that are resistant to some aspects of the emerging world order" (Agnew & 
Corbridgee 1995:227). 
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Theoreticall Implications 

Thee emergence of a so-called global free-market, mediated through its concomitant 
communicationss infrastructure has implications for how transformation and continuity is 
theorisedd and researched. This is because the Global Communication that is being peddled is a 
particularr representation of the world that is far from gender or culturally neutral subsuming, as 
itt does, gender, class, ethnic and sociocultural variations to the supposed universal applicability 
off commercial Information exchange (viz communication). Debates about the meaning of either 
termm and the 'world order* they purportedly connote may be, the emergence of'Global 
Communications'' and its backbone, the 'Global Information Superhighway' (Gore 1994) 
intersectt with how world politics is represented and affected by everyday media representations 
(TV,, newspapers), accordingly 'acted out' in the halls and backrooms of political and economic 
power.. Likewise for the study thereof. These processes are far from neutral or benign in their 
impactt on the general and particular class, ethnic and sociocultural dimensions of their gender-
powerr relations. Despite their cosmopolitan timbre, these still contestable shifts in the 
"representationn of space and the space of representation" (Harvey 1990) are also about what 'the 
world'' should be and who will decide this. As Cold War political economic and sociocultural 
territoriess are, on the one hand re/integrated through emergent regionalisms and, on the other 
fragmentedfragmented through sub- and supra-national identity politics, ICTs become targets for both the 
neoliberall project of a fully integrated global market and those who would resist it (see Rupert 
2000). . 

Thiss simply confirms the necessity of thinking more about the 'circulation of meanings' 
andd (how to) research them. Having said that, however, a certain amount of conceptual and 
theoreticall groundwork still needs to be laid for such claims to make sense. How to do so 
withoutt simply conflating distinctions between material and symbolic, discursive realms, or 
reifyingg one over the other is as much a methodological issue as it is a theoretical one (Williams 
1978:21-44),, as I argue in Chapter Four. A social constructivist approach argues that these can 
onlyy be separated so far from both symbolic and material changes are represented, perceived 
andd experienced. 

Ass the internet/www takes a hold in how everyday communication is practised, affects 
itss linguistic syntax and lexicon - to wit, 'standards' - and reconstructs familiar rituals, 
reconstitutess accepted scales of interaction, (re)questions notions of political legitimacy or 
representations,, as its commercialisation and business functions become increasingly as 
opposedd to contested, the relatively little substantive let alone longitudinal research into how 
ICTss are being used - and by whom - in IR/IPE is critical5I. There is still a lack of conceptual 
frameworksframeworks and appropriate methodologies for researching ICTs from a critical feminist and 
postcoloniall perspective. At this point then, and bearing in mind the above swish through the 
vagariess of 20th century political economic and communications, two operative terms need to 
bee further pinned down. 

Technology Technology 

Ass I have already stipulated, these claims arise from a conceptualisation of technology 
ass socially constructed. Keeping an eye on a more dynamic, gender-sensitive understanding of 
thee artefacts, practices and meanings bound up in any new(er) technologies - ICTs included -
seess technology as not just disembodied artefacts but also as a 

511 By substantive I mean more than counting by numbers, which in an internet-based communicative 
scenarioo can only act as a very rough guide if it is not to be misleading. What is being produced is part 
andd parcel of who is producing, and responding to it in an interactive environments like online discussion 
forums.. By longitudinal, I am referring to over time (see Fabian 1983). This takes a leaf out of 
anthropologicall approaches that privilege longer periods of field-work. To get under the skin of any 
communityy - online or elsewhere - more man a month or two's 'samples' need to be taken (see Wilhelm 
2000).. See Peterson (1996) for an IR/IPE-centred approach to these research issues, Miller & Slater 
(2000)) for an ethnographic and sociological point of view and Jones et al (1999) for an anthology of 
variouss research methods for internet research. 
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socioculturall  practice ....the discourses associated with these practices must be seen as 
expressionss of more general sociocultural value systems, sets of assumptions not only 
aboutt  technology, but about social reality, and about gender  relations as well. (Frissen 
1992:31) ) 

Too put it another  way; if technology is constituted of things - artefacts - as well as "ways of 
doingg things"  (Castells 1996:29-30), then it entails a "set of choices"  that are also imbued with 
"al ll  kinds of meaning and symbolism"  (Street 1992:9 &  11). This holds true at both the 
productionn and the use ends of the ICTs spectrum (Mansell &  Silverstone 1996). The efficacy 
andd analytical power  of this approach is that it avoids disembowelling (any critiqu e of) 
technologyy of its historical, sociocultural practices, its human political and economic agency -
itss gender-power  relations. It acknowledges specific manifestations of these as a 

contradictoryy field in which we struggle to define the systems of representation through 
which.... we live the 'imaginary' relations between ourselves and our  real conditions of 
existence.. (Hall in Grossberg 1996:159). 

Thiss problem of how technology is (mis)understood in ER/IPE wil l be more full y argued in the 
nextt  chapter. For  the meantime, Mattelarf s observation in this regard sets the scene. 

Onee of the major  problems affecting contemporary research on communication is 
amnesia,, the absence of a 'collective memory1, the forgetting of the social and political 
stakess at issue .. the patterns of implantation of communications and information 
technologiess and the development of their  uses as social constructions. They take shape 
throughh adaptations, transitions, resistances, and above all through contradictory 
meanderingss where collisions of different actors, ideas, material interests, and social 
projectss are sure to occur. (1994:x) 

'Machineries''Machineries'  of  Representation 

Ass I have already argued, 'representation'  tout court is a slippery concept. How it 
actuallyy operates is no less slippery. As everyday term and abstract concept, it operates in both 
thee symbolic and material domains (Bal 1999). 

[How]]  things are represented and the 'machineries' and regimes of representation in a 
cultur ee do play a constitutive and, not merely a reflexive, after-the-event role ... and the 
scenarioss of representation - subjectivity, identity, politics - a formative, not merely an 
expressive,, place in the constitution of social and political lif e (Hall 1996:443). 

Inn IR/IPE parlance, 'representation' is best understood in terms of the historical trajectory of the 
Westphaliann nation-state (seee Castells 1997:2) that has come to stand for  pluralist democratic 
participatio nn and institutions, decision-making processes, freedom of the press, capitalist market 
economies,, and so forth . In other  disciplines, as well as other  cultures, this narrow definition is 
inherentlyy problematic. It s lack of a hermeneutic elasticity that can allow 'social reality*  to be 
nott  a priori  separate from group or  individual experiences, perceptions, languages, and other 
symbolicc articulations, stems from a min logic of causality which is firml y entrenched in 
positivist,, empiricist tradition s of the social sciences. 

[A] ss always happens when we naturalise historical categories (think about gender  and 
sexuality),, we fix that signifier  outside of history, outside of change, outside of political 
intervention.... it is only through the way in which we represent and imagine ourselves 
matt  we come to know how we are constituted an who we are. There is no escape from 
thee politics of representation, and we cannot wield "how lif e really is out mere' as a kind 
off  test against which the political lightness or  wrongness of a particular  cultural 
[politicall  economic] strategy or  text can be measured There is a politics to be 
struggledd for. (Hall 1996:472,473,474) 
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Whatt Hall is saying is that cultural, political and economic meanings are loci for 
gender-powerr struggles which have various dimensions. To talk of representation in terms of 
signifiers,, image-making, metaphors in IR/IPE does not necessarily ignore the concrete political 
economicc or societal implications of new(er) ICTs, whether destructive or potentially 
transformative52.. ICTs encompass changing relationships between hardware and software, the 
socioculturall and environmental effects and applications of new communications artefacts (fax 
machines,, personal multimediaa computers, mobile telephones), and the economic and 
institutionall aspects to restructuring the telecommunications and information technology 
sectors.. These constitute an emergent set of signifiers for a (future) way-of-life. The 
concomitantt changes in institutions, political and economic organisation, relations of 
production,, and how these are experienced by women and men in multifarious ways, are not 
therebyy merely a question of semantics. The way predominant meanings (and their constituent 
assumptions)) are circulated, transmitted, reinforced - or countered can help explicate the link 
betweenn "capitalism and its accompanying messages" (Murphy & de Ferro, 1995:63-64). 

Conclusion n 

Too sum up the arguments thus far. First; the history of the converging Telecom and IT 
sectorss is as inconclusive as it is still unwritten. The historical specifics of the above 
representationss of ICTs and the well of meanings about sex-gender roles, femininity, 
masculinity,, sociocultural practices they draw from are neither pre-ordained nor reducible to 
technologyy per se. Thinking about technology this way, unpacking its gender-power relations, 
cann help destabilise the "narrative field" (Haraway, 1992:288) of the corporate meaning-making 
industryy of marketing and it particular "logics of appropriation and domination" (Haraway 
1992:289) ) 

Second,, these advertisements illustrate, in their own inimitable way, the relationship 
beingg set out here between social constructivist approaches and the way inter/subjectivity is 
beingg used in this study. It is not one that implies an unproblematic concept of'individuals' 
and/orr 'agency*. Doing so would be more reification of the individual-as-agent who, by all 
accounts,, is usually white, middle-class and male (see Ling 2000b). Rather, this understanding 
off inter/subjectivity is still cognisant of'structural' pressures - those things that are beyond the 
immediatelyy controllable or alterable. Over-emphasising the latter often obscures the 
particularitiess of gender-power relations, particularly those of class, race/ethnicity. At the same 
time,, a view of agency that is "dissolved into a pluralism of powers, practices, subject positions 
.... a theory of necessary non-correspondence " (Grossberg 1996:155) cannot deal very well with 
moree intransigent institutions and practices of power relations. Approaches that can adequately 
accountt for the contingencies of race/ethnicity, sex/gender and status/class and yet do not throw 
outt the *baby' of broader, structurally legitimised, gender-power relations 'with the bath water* of 
specificc forms of agency need to be 

unwillingg ...to accept the necessity of either correspondence or non-correspondence, 
eitherr the simple unity or me absolute complexity of the social [political economic] 
formationn correspondences are historically produced, the site of the struggle over 
power.. (Grossberg 1996:156) 

Thiss insight relates to a third point. The Global-Speak of contemporary 
Telecom/Media/rrr industrial complex articulates but one node in the new links being made 
betweenn accepted notions of the material and the symbolic, between the inter/subjectivity of the 
familiarr 'embodied body1 and that of the new Virtual bod/. These links are also sites of struggle 
overr ownership and control of the concomitant social reality/realities. For instance, the 
internet/wwww is being increasingly becoming reduced to a global billboard as advertising seeps 
intoo cyberspace. The aforementioned link between 'capitalism and its messages' is also beholden 
too the "the experienced, the perceived, and the imagined" (Harvey 1990:219). This subtle 
interplayy is not lost on the Advertising and Marketing industries who make it their business to 

522 Again, the 'up-side' here is not the focus of this chapter, although this is a moot point when developing 
aa politics of resistance or identity (see Rodgers 1998, Morton 1998). 
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exploitt this "relationship between power and representation" (Stratton & Ang 1996:362). They 
playy on the way that this relationship entails 

aa double articulation of the signifier, first to a web of connotation (signification) and 
second,, to real social practices and subject-positions (representation). 
(Grossbergg 1996:159). 

Thiss doubleness also pertains to gender-power relations of the everyday uses and appropriations 
off new(er) ICTs. What is particularly evident in the case of the internet/www is their " double 
lifee ...the fact that producers are never totally in control of the ways in which their products will 
bee used" (Silverstone & Hadden 1996:50). 

Finally,, the application, design and everyday use of ICTs impinge directly on practices 
andd assumptions about sex-gender roles and their particular sociocultural expressions of 
masculinityy and femininity. For example, fe/male inherent computer 'literacy* and approaches to 
neww technological gadgets, uses of the telephone and/or computer in the home and the 
workplace,, acquisitions and manipulations of feminine/masculine roles and personae in de-
materialisedd 'cyberspace' interactions (Plant 1996, Haraway 1997)53. To locate sex/gender is to 
providee both a contending empirical category and a subversive concept. Gendered 'lenses' can 
betterr equip critiques of ahistorical and culturally universalistic notions of inter / subjectivity 
andd its political expression of identity, the nation-state ( Tickner 1991, Whitworth 1994:116, 
Changg & Ling 1995:7). So despite entrenched, allergic, reactions from (men and women) of the 
male-streamm of the Social Sciences and some more recent 'gender scepticism* (Bordo 1990, 
Harawayy 1992:287) about the danger of essentialising a concept that is in itself'constructed' 
(Whitworthh 1989:266, Carver 1998), the term is still powerful. For sex-gender never 

exhibitss itself in pure form but in the context of lives that are shaped by a multiplicity of 
influences,, which cannot be neatly sorted out. (Bordo 1990:150). 

Furthermore,, when coupled with power it can still articulate the discursive absence, and actual 
presencee of (groups of) women, and disadvantaged groups in any "world order". For the 

theoryy and practice of international relations have always been gendered, and 
internationall economic and political institutions contain, affect, and are affected by 
understandingss of gender. To suggest they are not, by implying some sort of gender 
neutrality,, only serves to sustain the power relations embedded in this sort of silencing 
withinn international relations. (Whitworth 1989:266) 

Hence,, all the more reason for using the term gender-power relations which underscores 
thatt "for implicit in the notion of gender is an understanding of power and an inequality of 
power"" (Whitworth 1989:266). Hence, there are ethnic/racial and class/status permutations to 
thesee gender-power relations54. In the stifling atmosphere of dichotomies like objective / 
subjective,, masculine/feminine, north/south, traditional/modern, public/private, these 
permutationss are crucial to the assumed relationship between ICTs as a political economic 
designn and their everyday uses. Chapters Five to Eight will show some of these permutations in 
operationn as online (cyber)spatial practices. But before proceeding any further, there are some 
underlyingg philosophical issues that need to be addressed. 

MM Here the stereotypes of the male computer nerd and the technologically incapable housewife also spring 
too mind even as "marketing groups sense that female users [around 40%] constitute a goldmine" 

inanciall Times July 1 1996:9) for the internet/www business. 
"... when we study gender we leam about both men and women...." (Peterson & Runyan 1993:7). In 

IR/IPE,, 'masculimsm' is an "ideology that justifies and •naturalises' gender hierarchy by not questioning 
thee elevation of ways of being and knowing associated with men and masculinity over those associated 
withh women and femininity" (Peterson & Runyan 1993:191). 

ff ff 
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Figuree Two: Whose Technology? 

Wee see lots of technology that the Europeans lucked into (due to having some 
geographical,, climatic, and ecological blessings, as well as a strong collection of 
sourcess from previous peoples) and think of these things as "Western" but in 
realityy any and every people on Earth would have eventually invented moveable 
type,, steam power, internal combustion engines, etc. and even things like 
democracy,, banks, federalization, etc. are just social technologies that 
Europeanss cannot make exclusive claim to. They are just tools that everyone 
wouldd have eventually gotten around to figuring out. 

So,, even though there seems to be a conflict between the modern world and 
traditionall culture, I think the solution is to sift through modern culture to figure 
outt what is purely cultural and what is merely technology. Just as there is a 
Polynesiann way to make dinner and a European-way to make dinner, there is 
alsoo a Polynesian way to design any number of things we typically think of as 
European,, like democracy, social programs, legal systems, banks, public 
transit,, skyscrapers, etc. 

Alll of these are nothing but technology, like a bowl or a house. Unfortunately, 
whitee explorers, conquerors, and missionaries saw fit to replace local customs 
andd technologies, rather than letting people create their own civilization as 
naturee and God intended. 

(John,, 11/02/01)55 

555 traditional v. modern in TRUE POLYNESIANS thread, at 
http://poIycafe.com/kamehamehaykamehameha2000-2/2646.htrnl l 
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CHAPTERR TWO - KNOWLEDGE AND PERCEPTION IN 
THEE AGE OF DIGITAL (RE)PRODUCTION 

Introductio n n 

Durin gg long periods of history, the mode of human sense perception changes with 
humanity'ss mode of existence. The manner  in which human sense perception is 
organised,, the medium in which it is accomplished, is determined not only by nature but 
byy historical circumstances as well (Benjamin 1993:216). 

Thee last chapter  showed how material and discursive communicative spaces and places 
aree being redrawn by both modem marketing techniques and ICTs. The corporate ads examined 
illustratedd how Marketin g techniques can make contestable realities transmute into inevitable, 
self-evidentt  ones. This is quite evident in the machineries of representation that were at work in 
thee deregulation and privatisation of Telecommunications in the 1980's and 1990's. These 
techniquess also bespeak overlapping discursive, political economic and Research &  Design 
strategiess that span various generations of technological innovation*, economic orthodoxy and 
politicall  rhetoric. Al l this impinges on how the internet/www is being perceived, used, and 
analysedd currently . The specifics of these historical debates * are not of concern here for  this 
researchh began at the point the world-wide web took off in the 1990's. The job of this chapter  is 
too link these popularised manifestations of technological change to intellectual debate and 
academicc scholarship. In particular  from the point of view of how the (arguable) shift from 
mechanicall  forms of (reproduction to digital ones impinge upon theory and research. In that 
respectt  it intersects the previous discussion at various points. 

Whenn perusing the (tele)communications - internet - world-wide web - multimedia 
landscapee circa 2001, one could be forgiven for  seeing but one road to the future; profit -
maximisingg communications conglomerates under  the tutelage of the invisible hand of market 
forces.. In this scenario, the corporate client is the user-consumer  par excellence and the 
(cyber)spacess of the would-be Electronically Commercialised Internet his (sic) playground and 
potentiall  gold-mine. But there is another, related self-fulfillin g prophecy emerging at the same 
time.. The history of deregulation and privatisation of public telecom has become conflated with 
thee emergence of the internet/www as a 'mass medium' with the latter  being recreated in the 
imagee of the 'privat e sector'  in turn. Along with this version of events comes a victoriously 

366 By definition, traditional telephony and its more contemporary digital versions, enable long-distance, 
non-proximatee communications. Whilst computer-mediated communications and contemporary telephony 
havee all but totally 'converged1 in the OECD's fibre-optic transmission infrastructures, this belies the 
massivee parts of the globe that are still connected - if at all - by analogue, copper  wire transmission lines 
(seee Kaba 1999). Pointing out this elision between telecommunications and the internet may seem 
pedanticc but the different generations of R&D that these entail are interlocked with overlapping political 
economicc and sociocuttural histories. 
577 See Woolgar  (2000), for  a range of essays on specific design features of me internet/www from within 
Sciencee and Technology Studies (STS) approaches. Jordan (1999) is an analysis of "cyberpower"  with 
particularr  reference to the burgeoning lexicon of cyberspace from a sociological perspective and with an 
eyee on theories of power, that of Foucault included. Thomas &  Wyatt (1999) and Jones (1999) give 
historiess of the internet and a collection of internet research methods respectively. Shields (1996) and 
Harasimm (1994) are good collection of essays about virtual life and communities, especially those of the 
USS West Coast pioneering online groups and fantasy games. Hamelink (1995), and Mattelart (1994) are 
critiquess of the capitalist and Cold War mentalities, and related histcriograpMes of the concomitant 
intemational/world/globall  communications regulatory regimes underpinning or  intersecting these specific 
developments.. Singh (1999) gives a good analysis of telecommunications restructuring vis-è-vis the 
'developingg world1. Le Monde Diplomatique has been regularly publishing articles on these issues 
throughoutt  thee 1990's (Maniere de voir 1995,1996b). Frederick (1993) is a general overview of 
tele/communicationss and information technology from a more benign disposition. As for  debates about 
thee role of the US militar y in developing the early 'internef, see Abbate 2001. Where extant public 
telecommunicationss infrastructures fitted in, whether  the militar y aspect to early internet compromises its 
potentiall  to be an empowering technology, the debates still rage. More historical work needs to be done to 
makee these connections and also put the various players (such as Tim Bemers -Lee at CERN in 
Switzerland)) in the development of Internet Protocols in perspective. 
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(neo)liberall version of democracy aided and abetted by ICTs. According to this newly received 
version;; the Internet and Global Market Forces now facilitate and represent Democratic 
Freedomm (see Haraway 1997) and thereby Development". In this way, only privatised 
unregulatedd communications provide wealth and well-being for all societies and regions in that 
theyy are ostensibly cheaper, more efficient, more democratic - more 'global' - than their 
prehistoricc predecessors the public telecommunications operators*. 

Thiss chapter argues that both celebratory and condemnatory analyses of this assumed 
relationshipp belie eurocentric assumptions about technological and social change and their 
relationshipp to 'world order" (see Strange 1996, Talalay, Farrands & Tooze 1997, Rowbotham 
1995,, Harding 1998b). They also tend towards technological determinism as the internet/www 
aree treated as external agents of sociocultural and political economic change. Whether it be of 
thee technophobe or technophile variety, mis stance overlooks complex patterns of disuse, 
misusee within multifarious political economic and sociocultural contexts. The history and 
geographiess of previous communications networks such as the railways (Mattelart 1994), 
technologiess like Radio, let alone those technologies that 'failed' ((Wyatt in Woolgar 2000, 
Laceyy 2000, Mansell & Silverstone 1996) are cases in point. Sociocultural factors such as 
race/ethnicityy mingle with class and status. These in turn are impacted upon by local and 
nationall political economies, which then intersect with gender-power relations of technological 
usess in the home and in the workplace (Mitter & Rowbotham 1995, Moyal 1992, van Zoonen 
1991,, Bird, Curtis et al 1993, Riethof 2001). All these factors come into play when analysing 
howw and why new technologies take off at all, become embedded in everyday rituals, flourish 
briefly,, or go nowhere (Beckers 2001, Silverstone & Haddon 1996). The development of the 
predominantlyy academic uses of the earlier internet technologies into a rapidly popular means 
andd medium of both asynchronous (email) and synchronous (live chat) communications in the 
earlyy to mid 1990's is an example par excellence. Whether this is down to internet 
communicationss being able to piggy-back on local telephone networks, the impact of Browser 
software,, or market liberalisation encompasses an ongoing and heated historical debate that 
impliess sharply drawn political economic and ethical frames of reference. In this respect, it 
bearss mentioning that in these earlier stages of the internet/www "before it was famous', the 
currentt Goliath - Microsoft - was nowhere to be seen. Neither were its more recent contenders 
likee Origin, Cisco Systems and others (Kraaijeveld 2001). 

Thiss chapter will be taking to task the IR/DPE literature on ICTs for its wont to make the 
westernn European experience and investment in technological developments as the benchmark 
forr all other societies and debates (Harding 1998a, 1998b, Haraway 1992). The critical social 
constructivistt conceptualisation of technology being applied here, on the other hand, does not 
sidelinee the sociocultural and historical specifics of ICTs' in other settings. At the same time it is 
nott proposing some sort of circular feed-back loop between Research and Development, 
applicationn and use. Rather, it acknowledges an historically and socioculturally contingent and 
therebyy deeply political process that has inertia and flexibility in varying degrees (Harding 
2001).. ICTs past, present and future, and the scientific establishments that underpin them, do 
nott exist outside historical, sociocultural processess9. Having said that, mere are, nevertheless, 
differentt modes of communication, scales and speeds of communicative interactions that come 
withh the internet/www 60. These are delimited by what has come to be referred to being or 
interactingg 'online' and/or 'offline'. Being online has both literal and figurative connotations. 
Thesee interactions, states of being, take place in what has been called Virtual reality* (Shields 

5SS This is disputable and moreso once the decreasing telephone connection costs are compared to the ever-
increasingg internet charges. Moreover, when the civilian user is competing against the global corporation 
forr access and services on the increasingly cluttered telecom/internet infrastructures. The more capacity 
requiredd by large concerns for electronic commerce and interactions, me less room for •basic' telephone 
andd now internet services (Melody 2001: interview, Melody 1994) 
599 To name bat a view; the Nazi "war machine', the Manhattan Project's atomic bomb, various US 
administrations'' programmes for orbital Missile Defence Systems, Genetically Modified Foods (Rodgers 
2000),, the Human Genome Project (Haraway 1997). All of these have huge industrial interests and 
powerfull political lobbies behind them that invest in and re-create the hardware and ihe practices that go 
withh them. 
600 Emailing, live chat, website design and internet-mediated activism and political organising, online 
identityy formations and 'gender-bending', virtual reality simulations, games and fantasy communities. 
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1996)) but which is increasingly called 'cyberspace' (Jordan 1999, Negroponte 1995, Kelly 
1994).. 'Being online' in more recent popular  parlance designates inter/subjective interactions in 
thesee (cyber) spaces - and places 6I. This study wil l be opting for  cyberspace for  these more 
generall  applications and/or  online for  particular  interactions. These two notions merge as does 
theirr  arguable ontological specificity vis-a-vis being 'offline' in "real'  reality or  spaces. Hence the 
usee of parentheses where apposite. These two terms acknowledge both the material and 
symbolicc dimensions to computer-mediated communications as well as their  spatiality. The 
specificc quality of internet-based digital communications ("cyber1) are also allowed but without 
positingg an a priori  hierarchy of'reality '  over  Virtuality '  (see Jordan 1999: 1,20 passim). Lik e 
photography,, cinema, television have done in their  turn, this emergent (cyber)spatial domain 
andd online interactions has an effect on "th e mode of human sense perception"  (Benjamin 
1993:216)) mat "acts to jol t the viewer  out of unreflexive apprehension"  (Lacey 2000:283) of 
theirr  taken-for-granted surroundings. How 'cyberspace' in broad terms is conceptualised, 
encountered,, traversed and reproduced materially and symbolically, is also impacted upon by 
thesee 'jolts '  and subsequent adjustments (see McLuhan &  Powers 1989). Lest we forget, all 
communicationn is mtersubjective in mat it bespeaks and mediates social relations (William s 
1977).. Internet/www mediated communications are no exception. 

Muchh ink has been spilt on the sociocultural and political economic implications of this 
burgeoningg Virtua l reality*  and its accompanying time-space compression' (Virili o 1984, 
Harveyy 1990). These misgivings are exacerbated by thee relative instantaneity and out-of-body 
experiencess facilitated by online interactions. The disembodied, immediate and multipl y 
identifiabl ee dimensions of online interactions to date are seen as qualitatively different from 
telephonic,, televisual and radioed interactions especially given the Broadcasting model of the 
lastt  two. And all heretofore social relations, political identities, economic relations irrevocably 
affected.. Much of the earlier  'fear  and loathing' literatur e on the internet/www has toned down 
off  late though as scholars and commentators become more computer  literate, inured to the 
presencee of PCs and laptops in their  homes, more dependent on them at work and for  research 
andd familiar  with their  children's dexterity with these artefacts, and their  embedding in school 
andd university curricula . In short, public concern, in Europe at least, has shifted from the advent 
off  the internet/www per  se to issues of in/appropriat e content on the www, civil liberties and 
privacyy issues vis-a-vis regulation and censorship of online material, the socio-economic issues 
off  uneven access, equipment resources, and skill bases. 

Thee effect of daily habit on any 'mode of sense perception*  notwithstanding, analysis 
andd research into the internet/www from a socially constructivist sensibility need not preclude 
beingg critical of neoliberal economic restructurin g and its respective political economic 
strategiess and programmes. ICTs and Capital are not one and the same thing. When looking for 
wheree political agency is located, both general and specific power  relations (here taken to mean 
gender-powergender-power relations) need to be taken into account. To put it another  way; to be critical of 
thee way the internet/www is being (reconstructed for  and by global capital at present, of how 
ICT ss are being enlisted into neoliberal programmes of commodification and de-democratisation 
doess not imply that they be defined by nor  confined to these strategies. Likewise for  the 
converse;;  to posit that ICTs are constituted by a myriad of inter/subjective practices and are 
therebyy contestable in mat they comprise multifarious ,, malleable sites for  resistance for  ordinary 
menn and women, for  the dispossessed and excluded does not mean buying into the neoliberal 
commerciall  dream ofglobalcapital.com*. This is the first  argument being made in this chapter. 

Thee second argument being made in this chapter  is that along with the emergence of this 
domainn of daily online-ness and interactions, conventional conceptual tools, research models 
andd theoretical premises are under  strain in what can be called the 'age of digital reproduction', 
too borrow from Walter  Benjamin (1992). At the same time, technical knowledge and expertise, 
R& DD trajectories and political leaderships articulate and come under  pressure from commercial 
strategiess and economic ideologies too, as the aforementioned advertisements articulate. 
Meanwhile,, everyday (non-commercial communicative) uses of ICTs do not simply reflect the 

611 There are tangible places on the web even from a 'hardcore' materialist standpoint These are furnished 
byy the nuts and bolts of the infrastructures underpinning thee internet/www. Besides, clicking onto a 
websitee is tantamount to 'going somewhere' in the broadest sense of the term place (see Harvey 1993). 
Thee Pacific Island sites actively conjure up offline places as well - a cafe or  a Tcava circle' for  instance. 
Myy thanks to Salty Wyatt for  making this point 
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concernss or priorities of capitalist accumulation, are not mere tools for neoliberal political 
economicc agendas, are not simply mouthpieces for political parties' spin-doctors or such like. 
Alll manner of grassroots level accessing, cultural production and levels of organising a are 
happeningg everyday all over the internet/www (Rupert 2000, Harcourt 1999) along with global 
flowsflows of finance and daily trading in stocks and shares (Deibert 1999, Sassen 1995). These 
multiplex,, less media-dramatic, even 'trivial' interactions are cumulative and important to 
understandingg how lop-sided predominant representations of the (future) internet/www are. 
Moreover,, they indicate how much is at stake in the projected commercialisation of cyberspace. 

Too get to the bottom of this claim, a number of persistent dichotomies, or Black Boxes, 
whichh pervade the IR/EPE literature on these issues will be examined in light of the peculiar 
•historicall circumstances' of the internet/www, and the knowledge (reproduction that 
purportedlyy elucidates the impacts and implications of ICTs for new(er) world orders. The 
reasonn for unpacking these Black Boxes is that, along with the notion of representation, a fuller 
conceptualisationn of practice needs to be integrated into theory and research into new(er) ICTs. 
Onlyy then can the aforementioned technological determinism be seen for what it is; a complex 
off sociocultural, political and economic processes (of production, content and consumption) and 
concomitantt gender-power relations. This is what Talalay, Farrands & Tooze (1997: 3 passim) 
aree trying to get at when they argue for an "endogenous" conception of technology that accounts 
forr both the artefacts themselves and the political economic forces involved in their making. 
Thiss is no less true for die internet/www when it is being used and experienced as a 
communicativee medium and conversely appropriated as a purely commercial one. As Walter 
Benjaminn noted on observing the advent of photographic reproduction techniques, film and 
phonograph,, established modes of representing and Toiowing' the world along with the "mode of 
humann sense perception" also undergo changes. That these same techniques are now largely 
digitalised,, computer-dependent that is, and being up/downloaded onto the internet/www with 
orr without the permission of their commercial masters should not escape our notice either. 

Backk to the "historical circumstances" (Benjamin 1993:216) for a moment. The way a 
privilegedd minority of the planet's population speaks, listens, and more importantly now thinks 
andd writes, is being increasingly framed by the communicative parameters of new(er) ICTs . 
Slowly,, but surely, these inter/subjective changes, as small and large increments are affecting 
whatt scholars study - or what they say they are studying M. Academic practices of knowledge 
production,, 'ordinary* communicative practices and broader 'structural* change also occur 
incrementally,, at the everyday level. Therein lies the minutiae of their respective gender-power 
relationss and also agency in the practical sense of the term65. Nevertheless there is still a certain 
degreee of denial in the academe of the inroads being made by the interactive scope and enabling 
aspectss of emailing, internet-based document searches on everyday academic habits and 
communicativee practices. For political establishments everywhere there is an ever stronger 
allergicc reaction to the potentially new forms of bottom-up democratic expression and/or 
consultationn potentially enabled by the internet/www (Dai 2000, Wilhelm 2000, Hague & 
Loaderr 1999) especially when it bucks the political status quo (an example of which will be 
shownn in Chapter Six). Challenges to scholarly canons, scientific establishments and eurocentric 
understandingss of inter/subjectivity are also presented by everyday-life-online, internet-based 

622 Grassroots can be a highly relative relationship. Here it means that such users are not part of the 
processess of decision-making that affect ICTs at large. 

Overr the past decade or so, an array of terms have been employed; telematics, new communications 
technologiess (NCTs), computer telephone integration (CTI), Computer Mediated Communication (CMC), 
Neww Media, the Net or the Web. I use ICTs, the internet/www, cyberspace at different times in order to 
distinguishh on the one hand, between the hardware-software components of enabling (transmission) 
networkss and architectures, and on the other, between the more sociocultural *phenomena' enabled by 
thesee systems and lastly to indicate the power of new(er) metaphors for designating the shifts in 'sense 
perception'.. A constructivist view of technology does not preclude distinctions between me structural 
politicall and economic gender-power relations at stake here and their interlocking artefacts, practices and 
sociall forms. 
644 As the last chapter shows, 'global' replacing the 'international', and the material, 'real', world being 
challengedd by or interpolated with that of'cyberspace' (Jordan 1999, Castells 1998, Turkle 1996) 
655 Namely the ability and opportunity to bring about, instigate challenges to the accepted order, various 
degreess of motivation, mobilisation and organisation notwithstanding. 
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researchh and software tools that splice through reading and writing conventions. The knee-jerk 
reactionss can be quite intense. In the Critical Theory tradition broadly speaking (Leonard 1990, 
Burchilll 1996, Devetak 1996), such reactions derive from Cartesian epistemological and 
ontologicall frameworks and understandings of inter/subjectivity in western societies that are 
increasinglyy premised on new(er) ICTs. On the other hand, postcolonial approaches have fewer 
problemss with these developments. First, because the way everyday online interactions are 
traversingg eurocentric, Cartesian separations - like mind and body, subject and object, individual 
andd community, geocentric locations for identity formation and community - confirm the 
existencee of other forms of sense-making by people of the world around them. Second, because 
anyy postcolonial approach and the specific personal and group experiences that relate to having 
beenn colonised (Ling 2001a, Moore-Gilbert et al 1997) begin with a strong critique of the 
politicall and economic models that have accompanied colonists and the sociocultural 
assumptionss they imposed on others. Both these points impinge on how to analyse the 
internet/wwww and postcolonial diasporas together, rather than as an 'either/or*. 

Basicc Contentions 

Severall contentions regarding the normative dimension of this research, which have 
beenn alluded to already, need to be spelt out more clearly. Theory and research that seeks to be 
criticall and tiiereby offer transformative and empowering alternatives to current gender-power 
relationss also needs to see ICTs as socially embedded and thereby historically constructed 
constellationss of technologies that bring with mem multifarious sociocultural and political 
economicc 'payloads'. They cannot be ignored in frameworks that focus on how meanings are 
beingg symbolically and materially exchanged in the contemporary international/global political 
economyy (Murphy & de Ferro 1995, Jensen 1995). How ICTs are (represented and 
(con)structured,, who they (re)present, and -what they do - or should mean - constitute the 
politicall economic and sociocultural terrain of everyday life in the 21st century. 

Followingg on from the last chapter, the first contention is that, despite the need to take 
muchh of the hype surrounding the 'new1 'global' order with a grain of salt , there is indeed a 
neww 'domain' emerging from new(er) ICTs, both as infrastructures and everyday communicative 
practices.. This domain encompasses institutional and commercial interests as well as 
ideologicall and disciplinary boundaries - both old and new. This domain entails a dense 
complexx of inter/intracultural gender-power relations and inter/subjectivities, as Chapters Five -
Eightt will show. By domain, I am designating cognitive, experiential and material spaces, 
practicess and discourses. These are, in turn, delimited by several larger forces. First, specific 
technologicall and commercial mergings and mergers (see Chapter One) and the history of 
corporatee restructuring and state deregulation-liberalisation and privatisation of key service and 
utilityy sectors that have preceded and paralleled the growth of the internet. Second are the 
different,, translocal geographical dimensions of this domain vis-a-vis the Free Trade agendas of 
intergovernmentall organisations like the IMF, the World Bank and free-trade agreements such 
ass NAFTA, Mercusor, and APEC. The point about this domain is that (cyber)space and it 
multifariouss non-commercial places are peopled by ordinary practitioners everyday . Neither 
iss it yet fully commercialised or fully standardised. These dimensions are working and 
unfoldingg in the midst of grandiose schemes for the internet/www, such as the GII-GIS (see 
Chapterr Nine), Microsoft's continued market dominance and the linking of all of this to the 
bravee new world of the neoliberal dream. These everyday and grassroots interactions continue 
inn the midst of the goldrush fever to 'dotcom' riches. Despite the power and reach of strategic 
economicc restructuring and commercialisation processes mere are active anti-hegemonic forms 

466 For instance, as Robert Samuelson, printed as "Bill  Gates is God noch Edison" (de Volkskrant 
5/09/97:9),, points out, "buying a plane ticket through the Internet rather than by telephone may well be a 
change,, but a revolution it is not" (my translation). This kind of swinging between outright pessimism or 
intensee optimism is reflected in conferences, recent publications, and much popular media coverage of 
internet-relatedd developments - the "bull market1 for dotcom shares in 2000-2001 being a case in point 
677 Here this can mean dairy in the literal sense of the term or regularly enough so mat the artefact and the 
practicess and rituals surrounding it become a part of a daily-weekly rhythm (see Silverstone & Haddon 
1996).. The online discussions that inform this analysis also reveal regular and intense reactions mat are 
regular,, daily for some and certainly recurring (Rogers 1999). 
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off articulation (desirable and undesirable), inter/subjective contact, spontaneous political 
expression,, grassroots action and counter-action (see Jordan 1999, Haraway 1997, Deibert 
2000).. Hence this domain encompasses material and symbolic articulations of new(er) forms of 
inter/subjectivityy that have empowerment potential. Their foothold is tenuous given the political 
andd economic g-forces of commercialisation, increased business efficiency and top-down 
regulatoryy controls pressing in on these new(er) multidimensional communicative practices of 
everydayy life now occurring online. As Cees Hamelink notes, the broader historical political 
economicc framework in which these aspects to the internet/www are being plugged into is one 
inn which 

thee structural conditions that shape the international market [is one] in which mass 
communicationn has become a large-scale commercial activity, Essential dimensions of 
thesee structural conditions are the processes of consolidation and commercialisation 
(Hamelinkk 1995:7) 

Thee second contention returns to how IR/IPE analyses broader processes of change as 
globalisationn and/or global restructuring (Marchand & Runyan 2000, Scholte 2000, Waters 
1995).. Since the mid 1980's at least, the IR/IPE literature reveals a huge range of uses and 
applicationss of either of these two terms. After having been used to characterise the 
internationalisationn of trade flows, new 'post-Fordisf modes and relations of production, 
transnationall financial transactions, US cultural dominance, its empirical veracity or historical 
noveltyy queried (Gordon 1988, Amin 1996, Stubbs & Underbill 1999) the term 'globalisation' 
hass become entrenched as a signifier for contemporary change. It has also become a key term 
forr rationalising (and critiquing) Structural Adjustment programs propounded by the World 
Bank,, IMF and the WTO. The interaction between technological, systemic, and sociocultural 
changess and the related shifts in trans/international gender-power relations that these entail, are 
containedd in the term. Since the mid-1990's ICTs have been given an implicitly pivotal role in 
alll these changes M. But the complex interactions to be found online, their offline intersections, 
historical,, ethnic-racial and gendered particulars do not fit neatly into one unitary explanatory 
term. . 

Too deal with this, the notion of Global-Speak, as argued in the previous chapter, is a 
handyy way of remembering the constitutive role of language in the gender-power relations of 
ICTss and their representations in particular. I have already shown how this is all too well 
understoodd by the advertising industry w. To speak of language, discourse (see Youngs 1996), 
narrativess (Ling 2000), textual practices (de Certeau 1980) from within critiques of 
'globalisation'' is not to advocate a collapsing of material political and economic processes and 
multiplexx gender-power relations into abstracted, linguistic codes. These too are socially 
embeddedd and thereby are bearers of material political economies (see Peterson 1998, Hall 
1996a).. When investigating ICTs it is important to understand the intricate interplay between 
certainn forms and transmissions of knowledge (hardware and software), the design decisions 
involvedd and, moreover, the everyday production of texts, images and interactions that make 
thesee come alive, give these their materiality in short. Global-Speak articulates, locates one link 
betweenn "capitalism and its accompanying messages" (Murphy & de Ferro 1995:63-64, Ling 
2000a)) and permits this to be addressed in ways that reach beyond long-standing theoretical 
schismss between mind and body, thought and action, subject and object. Thus to talk (sic) of 
Global-Speakk does not necessarily privilege the discursive dimensions of these changes over 
andd above the nuts and bolts of corporate restructuring, stock market crashes, financial crises 
(seee Ling 2001b), increasing divides between the very (information) rich and very (information) 
poor,, and so on. The term Global-Speak intersects with these dynamics and events by 
illuminatingg how meanings are being produced, circulated and transmitted inseparably - but not 
necessarilyy logically - from contemporary changes in modes and relations of production 
(Bernardd 1999). 

688 The huge influence of the Castells Trilogy on the Information Age in IR/IPE may have had a part to 
playy in this. 
fofo whose ease of expression in this respect exemplify ".. the power relations implicit in language as part 
off languages' status as an "event," and "object which men produce, manipulate, use, transform, exchange, 
combine,, decompose and recompose, and possibly destroy"" (Foucauh, quoted in Leonard 1990:67). 
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Givenn the capitalist accumulative dynamic that makes use of ICTs and works hard to 
appropriatee the new(er) social spaces, syntaxes and lexicon that goes along with them, this 
secondd contention recognises that words, images and their to-be-accepted meanings do matter. 
Again,, this is an integral aspect to any politics of representation and particularly so for the 
visuall and textual dimensions of the internet/www. Language, imaging and online textual 
(co)productionn articulate more than the over-determined nature of cultural reproduction, are not 
justt productions of capitalist conspiracy on their own (Comor 1994, Golding 1998). As the rest 
off this chapter will be arguing and the online research will substantiate, users of technology and 
thee internet/www in particular are both producers and audience, co-creators albeit under 
asymmetricall gender-power relations. The resultant content (online archives) that emerge 
(re)articulatee and (re)construct this nascent domain. These new sociocultural artefacts, 
communicativee techniques, rituals and practices - especially the gendered and cultural specifics 
off these - can throw new light on theory, research, and hopefully politics 70. The online 
discussionss examined in Chapters Five - Eight (re)articulate these issues all too clearly. Not just 
becausee of who is producing them but also where and how they are being produced. 

Thee next contention briefly returns to the ambivalence in critical Social Science about 
thee nature and role of technologies in processes of major political economic and/or sociocultural 
changee 7I. In the Critical/Marxist traditions of the Social Sciences, this is I would argue, partly 
duee to a well-developed critique of the historical link between industrial-military complexes, 
majorr technological changes and rise of mass consumerism in the early 20th century. These 
argumentss are too complex to be covered in this discussion. Be that as it may, a blind-spot (or 
perhapss an allergy) to this latest generation of ICTs has emerged. The upshot is a relatively slow 
uptakee to come to terms with the 

extentt and importance of rearrangements in worldwide social relations tied to science 
andd technology [and the concomitant] fundamental changes in the nature of class, race, 
andd gender in an emerging system of world order. (Haraway 1990:203) 

Forr if the 
movementt from an organic, industrial society to a polymorphous, information system... 
fromfrom the comfortable old hierarchical dominations to the scary new networks ... called 
thee informatics of domination (Haraway 1990:203) 

iss socially and historically embedded, then it can thereby be problematised and contested as 
well.. The technologically determinist frameworks mat still hold sway in both Utopian and 
Dystopiann accounts (Harding 2001) do not fully engage with how technology " also informs our 
epistemology"" (Palan 1996:14). Palan puts this tension very well when noting "information 
technologiess are producing not only wonderful high-value-added products, they also confuse 
ourr deepest ontological and epistemological beliefs' (Palan 1996:21) 7 . 

Whichh leads me to the last contention. Critical theory and research needs to keep 
workingg on ICTs in their multifarious material and symbolic manifestations, sociocultural 
race/ethnic,, gender and class specificities. The specific information and communication 
technologiess under examination here are both historically specific and cumulative. They reveal 
andd designate new sites and expressions of gender-power relations. For these reasons IR/IPE 
hass to move both further into •thicker' conceptualisations and philosophies of technology 
(Woolgarr et al 2000, Haraway 1990/1997). It needs to recognise and investigate how 

values,, preferences and language structure historically embedded into the word 

700 This echoes Nancy Fraser, when critiquing Habennas, in her desire to join in his "contribution to the 
developmentt of a more satisfactory way of linking structural (in the sense of objectivating) and 
interpretativee approaches to the study of societies..." (1987: note 34). 
711 Apart from Harvey (1990), Talalay et al (1997) are on of the few, non-feminist books dealing with how 
technologyy is construed in IR/IPE. See Miner & Rowbotham (1995), Haraway (1997), Harcourt (1999) 
forr feminist takes on new(er) ICTs. 
722 The technological determinism conundrum remains, however, as a "third industrial revolution is 
coincidingg with post-structuralism, deconstruction and post-modernity syndromes" (ibid). Many of 
today'ss metaphors, 'signs' (Palan 1996:21) and analogies are coming from me internet/www lexicon. 
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'technology'' are of fundamental importance. It is therefore not appropriate to seek a 
universall definition, as any such definition would be arbitrary. We should rather 
identifyy the broad contours of meaning and practice within specific and concrete 
historicall structures. (Talalay, Farrands and Tooze 1996:6). 

Ass I have already argued, technologies are comprised of inter/subjective meanings and 
practices.. In this sense they are 'endogenous' to processes and analyses of broad/global change 
ratherr than "simply an exogenous dynamic for change" ((Talalay et al 1996:7). Any technology 
-- whether artefact, knowledge production, infrastructure - is thereby permeated, constituted by 
sociall relations that have gender, ethnic, class permutations. Such a conception allows for a 
moree effective response to the sociocultural and political import of new(er) ICTs that goes 
beyondd lamenting their (presumed) causal connection to the dearth of patriarchal family 
structuress for instance (Castells 1998, Dufour 2001) or new(er) forms of'low* art and culture 
(Harveyy 1990, Hall 1996b). Given the powerful images and metaphors being used in the 
marketingg of communication as a global product (see Chapter One), the political and economic 
stakess are being raised continually with the deeper installation of the internet/www and related 
architecturess at the heart of contemporary industrialised societies. Critical theory and research, 
off all persuasions ", cannot afford to leave it to vested business and ideological interests to set 
thee Global-Speak rules. These material and symbolic aspects to the domain being by 
internet/wwww technology are thereby not contingent to but deeply imbued with politics. 

Conceptuall  Black Boxes 

Thee upshot of the above is an ongoing and uneasy intellectual and emotional 
ambivalencee from within the critical frameworks of western knowledge (reproduction towards 
thee internet/www. Living and working in societies and institutions that are increasingly 
premisedd on new(er) ICTs do mean that familiar modes of sense perception and social 
relationships,, in the west at least, are being jolted by new(er) forms of communication 
facilitatedd by these technologies74. Let us begin by examining the current repertoire of 
conceptuall tools and assumptions used to comprehend, or critique the political economic and 
socioculturall import of new(er) ICTs, and the internet/www in particular. What dots this 
epistemologicall and ontological landscape, in IR/IPE at least but arguably also in the larger 
Sociall Sciences, are a number of "black boxes'7S. These comprise the core lexicon of the 
discipline;; nation-state, civil society, democracy, the firm, private and/or public spheres, 
progress.. These articulate explanatory and historical frameworks of cause-and-effect, 
evolutionaryy development (Rist 1997), modernity and civilisation (see Cox 1999, Harvey 1990), 
rationall individualism (see Kegley & Wittkopf 1996, Kauppi & Viotti 1993, Peterson & Runyan 
1999),, geo-strategic inter/subjectivity (Wendt 1995). In aviation, the Black Box is the flight 
recorderr and a crucial piece of evidence for reconstructing the causes of any accident, events 
leadingg up to it. Retrieving the flight recorder is the main task for investigators and the idea is 
thatt on 'opening' it, all that is still unclear will be elucidated. But there is another sort of *black 
box',, that of the Pandora legend. Opening this sort of Tandora's Box' does not so much elucidate 
ass it creates chaos and anxiety. According to the legend, locked away in such a box are all 
mannerr of repressed and undesirable emotions and behaviours. Opening it releases these and 
therebyy disrupts the order of the present. 

II would argue that the Black Boxes of IR/IPE operate in both these ways. They are 

733 This is all the more so if the 'goals, logical and cognitive structure, and addressee(s)' (Leonard 1990:36) 
attributedd to theory mat is critical are not to remain for critical ears and eyes only. 
744 Here, I am taking the 'cyber-punks', hacker communities, virtual communities and MUDS and MOOS 
off the early years of the internet as legitimate counter-examples, their North American demographics 
included.. See Jordan (1999) for a fuller historical and sociological analysis, and Harasim (1994) for a 
goodd collection of these celebratory standpoints. It is both the uncritical triumphalism of some of the 
formerr and the fatalistic pessimism and angst of more Dystopian views (McChesney et al 1998, Wilhelm 
2000,, Harvey 1990) mat concerns this critique. 
755 R B J Walker (1995) talks about 'container terms'. Callon and Latour also define a black box as 
somethingg that "contains that which no longer needs to be reconsidered, those things whose contents have 
becomee a matter of indifference" (Callon & Latour 1981:285). 
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supposedlyy explanations in themselves - heuristic devices turned into reified ones (Walker  1995, 
Ashleyy 1995). By virtu e of their  longevity relative to the internet/www, the specificities of the 
latterr  are being squeezed into these conceptual straitjackets (see Haraway 1990,1997). The 
upshott  is that all manner  of sociocultural and political economic potential is ignored or  reduced 
too prevailing frameworks 76. Any 'reflexive' critical theory (see Leonard 1990, Peterson 1996, 
Devetakk 1996) would not presume such a functionalist relationship between any technological 
artefact/event/process,, its apparent effects or  political import and the way in which these are 
understood,, critiqued or  supported. The trouble is, when it comes to debates about ICTs and 
changess to world order, these familiar  old presumptions get dusted off and rehearsed rather  than 
examinedd more closely in the light of being online (see Graham 1999, Woolgar  2000) " . 
Thee way the internet/www has been developing over  the last ten years, at least, belies the 
efficacyy of the IR/IPE lexicon and conceptual syntax. Added to mat is the bulwark of the 
discipline'ss continued discomfort with all critiques of the same (Der  Derian et al 1995, Peterson 
&&  Runyan 1999, Devetak 1996, Palan 2000). When it comes to examining non-western uses and 
practicess of the internet/www, there are still Black Boxes that need opening in any case (see 
Lin gg 2001, Chowdhry &  Nair  forthcoming, Harding 2001). Having pegged out the territory , and 
acceptingg that ambivalence is not always that easily done away with by a recourse to 'reason', 
thee following section opens the most relevant Black Boxes for  this study. It does so by 
presentingg them as a number  of blunt formulations about the impact of ICTs in general and their 
relationshipp to the 'developing world' in particular  n. 

BoxBox  1: The Internet  is  a tool  of  Global  Capital 

Thiss statement is still quite prevalent amongst critiques of neoliberal economic 
restructurin gg who assume the internet/www to be tool, if not a function of global capital 
(McChesneyy et al 1998). More precise inquiries into whether, where and how the internet/www 
createss and facilitates new opportunities for  the disenfranchised on the one hand, or  deepens 
establishedd social, economic divisions on the other, tend to suffer  in the process. Whatever  the 
ontologicall  / epistemological veracity of cyberspace, the feasibility or  desirability of "Digita l 
Democracy",, one thing can be stipulated. Namely, there are theoretical and political 
implicationss in accepting that there are indeed substantive new(er) inter/subjectivities, spaces 
andd practices occurring through and by the internet/www. These include the framing of the 
internet/wwww as a new, large-scale resource, object of research per  se, or  as agent of 
socioculturall  and political economic changes. The political economic implications are how - and 
whatt  - forms of political representation and/or  economic well-being are (to be) pursued, 
encouragedd or  discouraged. An acknowledgement of these issues as substantive and pressing 
meanss accepting that both theory and research are being (re)structured and (re)framed by ICTs. 

Liftin gg the lid of mis Black Box, in which ICTs and Capitalism are conflated 
(Hirschkopp 1998, McChesney 1998, Dufour  2001), shows how grassroots, informal and 
everydayy uses interactions online are effectively reduced to functions of structural power. Those 
whoo are the practitioners, the users and interlocutors become mere passive onlookers to the 
powerr  struggles of greater  forces. Agency, change and protest are written out of the equation. 
Apocalypticc forecasts about the effect ICTs wil l have on political organisation and subjectivity 
(viz(viz State Identity ) coming out of critical IR/IPE overlook two methodological premises of any 
criticall  research approach; that the "construction must always bring the concept to bear  on the 
materiall  and reshape it in contact with the latter"  (Adorno 1976:69, my emphasis) and 
(self)reflexivityy (Leonard 1990, Devetak 1996). The critiqu e of capitalist accumulation 
notwithstandingg (Harvey 1990, Golding 1998), investigating online social formations and/or 
theirr  relationship interaction with the conventionally understood 'material '  world does require 
relativelyy new heuristic frameworks, terminology, methods. Rather  than posit the (cyber)spatial 
interactionss and communities as just more dubious aesthetics or  non-political manifestations 

766 This is not unlike the point often made about thee trenchant way in which Realist paradigms in IR/IPE 
resistt  alternative frameworks for  practical action in-me-world. 
777 See Castells on identity, culture and agent-structure relationships; Everard (2000) on the nation-state, 
Stubbss &  Underbill (1999) on ICTs and state-market relations; Talalay et al (1997)on westera 
industrialisedd technologies, and thee list goes on. 
nn These statements have been par  for  the course during this research. 
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(seee Harvey 1989, McGovern 2000). it would be more productive to look more closely at what 
iss really being said, produced and carried out online. The aforementioned domain at stake here 
demandss a more adventurous approach. It is no longer methodologically possible when studying 
anyy aspect of contemporary ICTs to keep positing a conception of 'reality* that is to be kept 
strictlyy apart from "imagination and myth" (Palan 1996:21). Moreover, it is politically untenable 
inn that it would mean allowing neoliberal Global-Speak and their political allies keep the edge 
theyy already have on analysing, selling, and thereby controlling key representations of 'the' 
future. . 

Byy adventurous, I am also referring to the potential conceptual frameworks and 
terminologyy that can be employed. Just as WIPE Third Debate' theorists have done for 
establishedd objects of study in the discipline, a "new grammar'19, or lexicon, needs developing 
forr studying online scenarios. In this sense, applying and using some of the vocabulary, the 
metaphors,, and the imagery of ICTs, the internet, cyberspace and so forth (Kleinsteuber 1996), 
inn an informed and self-reflexive way (rather than by default which is often the case at present) 
cann be a political act; to engage in theorising that can not only respond to but also recreate 
discourses,, and so bring "tensions ... to a head in a fruitful manner" (Adorno 1976:70). It also 
requiress a creative use of new concepts *° together with established heuristic models to permit 
moree socioculturally sensitive and inclusive understandings of inter/subjectivity in 
internet/wwww environments - online/offline. These have an impact on lived lives, consciousness 
andd behaviours. The need to work at and incorporate this burgeoning syntax is even more 
pressingg given the changes being wrought by ICTs in the home, the workplace and the academy. 

BoxBox 2: Online Communicative Practices are Anti-Social 

Thiss is still a prevalent take on the perceived quality of internet-based communication. 
Beingg online creates hermetic interactions (Dyrkton 1996) and even personality disorders, , 
sociallyy inept and disinterested young people. Reading and writing skills are seen to be 
compromisedd (which is odd seeing as much internet-based communicating is still mainly text-
basedd and so presupposes literacy), ability to concentrate affected (again odd, given the very 
intensityy of concentration evidenced in computer work) and so on. Arguments such as these 
weree raised with the advent of television and further back, of'moving pictures' (see Lacey 
2000).. Although research is producing clear counter-evidence of late (Miller & Dunn 2000), the 
continuingg polarised stances taken around the good or bad social impacts of online 
communicationn beg an important question. Are computer-mediated interactions qualitatively 
differentt to other generations of technologically mediated communication (Thompson 1995)? . 
Iff internet-based communicative practices are normally characterised by their dis-embodied 
naturee (see Kolko et al 2000, Turkle 1996), light-speed of transmission and high-volume 
capabilitiess over all manner of distances then what are the ramifications of this for "traditional' 
formss of communication and inter/subjectivity? 

Howw this question is addressed is bound up with normative assumptions and 
assessmentss about what is/is not 'good' communication, standards of reading, writing, speech 
andd so on. These in turn have ethnic, gendered and class permutations (see Turkle 1996, Hall 
1996b).. The interactions permitted and blossoming on the internet/www confront these sorts of 
latentt hierarchies about 'good breeding1, education and the right-to-speak head-on. Non-western 
communitiess in the internet/www are no exceptions here as their own establishments - online 
andd offline - respond to perceived challenges to communicative rituals and hierarchies (Morton 
1996:: 7 passim, 1998). 

Withoutt pre-empting the substantive analysis of online communications of Part Three, a 
feww more points bear making. First, revealing a 'true' nature of communication - online or 
otherwisee - is not the aim of this study. Suffice it to say that communication is the 

meanss by which people create their identity. It underlies our sense of community, our 

799 comment made by Wolfgang Fritz Haug at the Amsterdam Seminar for European Left Alternatives to 
Neo-Liberalism,, University of Amsterdam, February, 1997 
800 For example, those of the matrix, the interface, the cyborg, and so on. 
811 All communication is mediated in some way or other. See Williams (1977) and Thompson (1995). 
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sensee of belonging and our sense of difference. As patterns of communications change, 
soo do communities with which we identify (Buckley 2000:180-181) 

Inn social lives, communication tout court does not work in a monistic sense, it is not a tangible 
thing'' to be tabulated and catalogued (see Williams 1977). That is unless it is construed as such 
forr a specific purpose such as Advertising and Marketing. Rather, what is being examined are 
somee of the communicative practices, content and relationships that are emerging as the result 
off the new(er) forms and articulations of inter/subjectivity permitted by the internet/www (see 
Mitraa & Cohen 1999).This has held true for other generations of communications technologies 
ass well (Buckley 2000, Woolgar 2000). 

Second,, all communicative forms and rituals, artefacts and sundry practices emerge and 
becomee established through use, enactment and repetition. How they emerge and for whom is a 
questionn of respective gender-power relations. For this reason alone, a sensitivity towards the 
psychodynamic,, symbolic levels at work when communicative conventions, media and 
productionn undergo change is required. Likewise for the multidimensional gendered, ethnic-
raciall and class permutations. This is even more so when internet-based communication is 
equatedd with business objectives. The multifarious meanings and practices that constitute 
'communication'' within and between cultures, societies, polities are being merged - consciously 
andd deliberately - with commodified information exchange and its underlying profit-maximising 
ethos.. This representation of the internet/www as a capitalist prerogative and mouthpiece, 
however,, is indeed hostile to a host of (online and offline) communicative practices and 
inter/subjectivitiess mat do not conform to this sort of ethos. 

Manyy critical frameworks do tend to take this Black Box as a foregone conclusion 
(McChesneyy et al 1998, Castells 1998, Wilhelm 2000). As I have argued this is due to a shying 
awayy fromm researching inter/subjective meaning-making - ideas and emotions - as part of 
politicall economic relations (see Murphy & de Ferro 1995). But there is another, more political 
issuee at stake. After having resisted (more or less) the post-structural 'linguistic turn' in theory 
andd political challenges to the transcendent political integrity of the he-subject «critical 
approachess are now confronted with a new (cyber)world of disembodied, (multilateral and 
instantaneouss forms of interaction and political organisation (Deibert 2000, Rodgers 2001, 
Harcourtt et al 1999). A large part of the consternation and suspicion being expressed in Social 
Sciencee scholarship about internet-based communications are aimed at grassroots - informal -
formss of solidarity and mobilisation that bypass institutionalised forms of political organisation. 
Thee internet/www is but one way of getting around the establishment. In this sense there is a 
veryy concrete generation gap emerging. In the academy where 'popular culture' is allowed to be 
thee legitimate terrain of Cultural and Media Studies, it is firmly left there by other research 
traditionss (see Der Derian 1995). But the communicative and cross-border efficacies of email 
forr clandestine, overt activism and organisation are bringing the experiential aspects of once 
academicc "post-structuralism, deconstruction and post-modernity syndromes", as Palan 
sardonicallyy notes (1996: 21), more to the fore. The prevalence of ICT-based symbolic worlds 
andd techniques in popular science fiction (Haraway 1990), Art (Cubitt 1998), and music-making 
(Mayy 2000) simply attest to the embedding of the digital into popular - and more reluctantly, 
politicall - cultures. There are cumulative changes accruing in scholarly communicative 
practicess as well. For instance, witness in academia and government departments the 
pervasivenesss and dependence on emailing, attaching documents, burgeoning use of multimedia 
andd internet hyperlinks in teaching, internet references and online curricula and bibliographies. 
Justt as elsewhere, the internet/www as part of everyday life in institutions of higher learning is 
challenging,, or at least recalibrating communicative and epistemological demarcation lines, 
withinn and between disciplines. 

Nonetheless,, there is still a large degree of epistemological confusion, dialogues of the 
deaf,, polarised rhetoric across well-drawn scholarly and political battle-lines across the modern-
postmodernn divide. Now ICTs as artefacts do not in and of themselves defy the latter, as I have 
alreadyy argued even though they are a site for some new power struggles (Chapter Nine) . A 

822 More precisely, those in which business imperatives are privileged over public access and service. 
Moreover,, the politics of Ihe related universalised protocols - language, behaviour, rituals, and system 
interoperabilityy (equipment mat can 'talk' to each other rather man people talking) revolve around the 
standardisationn imperative. This is where commercial and R&D trajectories are thinly disguised as 
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criticall investigation of the ethnic, class and gender specificities of the internet/www as a 
communicativee medium is all the more crucial in an era when inter/subjectivity is being 
increasinglyy represented as 'global market' relations. Here, Marxist-inspired theory and research 
needd not shrink from the notion of representation (often relegated to the realm of ideas, 
ideology,, symbolism, the 'not-realityO in the light of the power struggles in and over die 
ownershipp and control of internet/www content, transmission, access. These contending 
"representation[s]] of space" (Harvey 1995:219) are both constitutive of and reflect the new 
inter/subjectivitiess emerging (Grossberg 1996). In this respect, the gendered, ethnic, class 
aspectss of internet-based communications become unavoidable for any critical perspective that 
wouldd critique the neoliberal global dream. 

BoxBox  3: Technology 

[The]] array of diverse idiosyncratic reactions to 'technology1 indicates the multiply 
differentt ways in which technology can be experienced, even by die same individual. To 
thee extent that this is a general phenomenon, it suggests that.... our analytic perspective 
shouldd be attuned to the shifting and ambiguous relationships that typify common 
apprehensionss of new technologies. (Woolgar 2000:170) 

II have been arguing for a materially aware social constructivist understanding of 
technology.. For ER/IPE frameworks perse and research into ICTs especially, this box is one of 
thee hardest to prise, and keep open. To extend those earlier points about how technologies 
articulate,, are constituted by certain kinds of knowledge and gender-power relations,, they 
neverthelesss do have material substance and underpinnings. Artefacts like (mobile) telephones, 
PCs,, palmtops, TVs and so on are material objects in one sense and the architectures, networks 
andd corporations that run and distribute them have material import, physical presence and 
embodyy huge economic investments. These objects embody R&D trajectories, political and 
economicc decisions and long-term investments, changing relationships of ownership and control 
lett alone the gender-power relations and ethnic-class dimensions of their production and use 
(Mitterr & Rowbomam 1995, Harcourt et al 1999, Castells 1997). Nonetheless, when technology 
iss seen as purely objective, disengaged from its social nexus so to speak, the specific gender-
powerr relations that constitute any technological artefact become hidden. The upshot is that 
bothh the technological artefacts and their respective uses, social and historical contexts become 
fungible.. When all these hail from western, industrialised histories, uses and contexts, the one 
versionn of the story can get airplay (see Rist 1997, Esteva 1993, Rowbotham 1995, Harding 
1998b).. The converse also holds; other uses, sociall and historical contexts are shouted down. 

Althoughh the above scenario is painted rather starkly, the point is to recognise that there 
aree political and economic implications in how technologies like the internet/www are 
construedd and how they come to be articulated in the 'real world' of social relations (Woolgar 
2000),, international/global political economy (Palan 1996, Mattelart 1994). For example, with 
thee advent of ICTs, hardware (material things) and software (forms of elastic and malleable 
knowledge)) are not only inseparable from the operation and constitution of latter-day 
communicationss but have also become integral to contemporary understandings of 
technologicall progress per se (Quintas 1996). But a social constructivist approach to ICTs also 
needss to bear in mind that hardware and software, knowledge and artefacts are still somewhat 
distinctt from each other, albeit mutually dependent83. With the accompanying glorification of 
ITT expertise, it is not too big a step to handing decision-making over to the experts (see Palan 
1996,, Talalay et al 1996:7, Ross 1995/1997, Silverstone & Mansell 1996). This shift in 
responsibilityy is a political economic process that raises questions about decision-making 

communicationn issues. 
833 This is, in many ways, a question of epistemological demarcation lines, and disputes. However, the 
'hardware'' of ICTs (network systems - switching and transmission, PCs, modems and other 
paraphernalia)) cannot exist without the 'software' (programmes, R&D - design and architecture, IT 
managementt and marketing). Despite corporate restructuring mat purports to separate these two aspects 
forr the commercial imperatives of globalisation, it is software Research and Development mat is costing 
thee money, generating the gold-rush atmosphere whilst many corporate users and public infrastructures 
aree committed to working with what is already considered as already obsolete. 
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power,, the designated worth or  efficacy of R&D trajectories, especially for  other  regions and 
non-elitee groups. 

Havingg said that, exchanging an instrumentalist definition of technology-as-things for  a 
moree interpretativ e and culturall y sensitive one does not automatically solve the problem of how 
too treat new ICTs at the point at which they are still forming (see Woolgar  2000) and not after 
thee fact This underlines the dilemma of how the normative separations between material and 
symbolic,, me real and the virtual , can no longer  be so easily maintained with the emergence of 
thiss new domain. It collides head-on with Enlightenment thought and its scientific progeny 
(Harveyy 1990, Fabian 1983). In the (Critical ) Social Sciences, this is encapsulated by positing 
thee internet/www as a signifier  of'exit modernity'  and 'enter'  post/late-modernity*  (Harvey 1990, 
Thompsonn 1995, Virili o 1984, Castells 1996). Immediately the politics of theoretical 
representationn within the critical traditio n itself (Leonard 1990) return like the dreaded 
repressed;;  a critical materialism has no truck with the new 'digital aesthetics' (Huyssen 1990, 
McGovernn 2000, Harvey 1990). Al l that is digital is suspect and all that occurs online is of a 
lowerr  ontological order. Internet-based inter/subjectivities, or  the abilit y to experiment with the 
mind-bodyy distinction are seen as inherently threatening. When they intersect with non-western 
critiquess of these attributes of western - colonialist - inter/subjectivity , the debate becomes even 
moree muddied. This is where the postcolonial turn and the practice of everyday lif e online 
intersectt  in their  challenges to these rigidities. 

Admittedl yy the above addresses the critical IR/IPE traditio n mainly (see Burchil l & 
Linklate rr  1996). But I would argue that they are still operating in many an academic 
establishment.. When ICTs do get addressed - and they are increasingly - sweeping, thinl y 
substantiatedd statements about their  political and social import are the order  of the day (Wilhelm 
2000,, Castells 1998). Technology still remains a Black Box and the inherent 'anarchy' of the 
internationall  system/order  roll s on with or  without the internet/www. This is politicall y remiss 
forr  an intellectual attitude that sees itself as engaged politically . Meanwhile, the cutting edge of 
ICT ss research, in biotechnology and strategic defence systems, has already largely dispensed 
withh the hierarchical niceties of maintaining a tidy distinction between the material - physical -
realmm of agency and the virtua l - digitalised - realms of possible action . Given the 
embeddednesss of the marketing ethos in late capitalist societies and the coveting of the 
internet/wwww for  furtherin g neoliberal economic and political agendas, a critical politics needs 
too move on from bemoaning the passing of Fordist capital-labour  relationships, pre-Cubist art-
forms,, and the 'comfortable old' theoretical hierarchies of public/private, masculine/ feminine . 
Inn short, theoretical focal points that continue to develop more sophisticated notions of 
'technology''  and less unitary and eurocentric understandings of society, politics and questions 
aroundd culture are needed which address the historical specificities of emerging gender-power 
relationss of online communicative practices . 

Thiss readdressing of technology tout court entails a political stance in a domain where 
thee Science and Technology story is dominated by the Western one of Progress (Harding 2001, 
Rowbothamm 1995). Not only are other  sociocultural practices at stake in the continued 
codificationn of (a certain sort of) English as a technologically mediated lingua franca but so also 

MM  Here the list is long; R&D into artificia l intelligence and robotics, the advent of bionics and 
microelectronicss in surgery and surveillance systems, biotechnology's inroads into cloning and other 
geneticc manipulations, the entertainment and militar y applications of virtual reality - simulation 
programmes,, the very idea of the holographic image and 3D imaging in design processes, die 
developmentt  of new social and cultural spaces framed by communicating through and on the Internet, and 
soo on. In short, thought and physicality (what is presence) - on which the mind/body split is premised is 
noo longer  confined to the biologically delimited 'subjecf - a discomforting thought for  those who are not 
yett  'wired' in (Haraway 1990). 
""  See Haraway (1990). Albeit in the context of theoretical splits over  structuralism vis-a-vis post-
structuralismm in the 1970's, and scepticism about the importance of studying the media for  political 
struggle,, Williamson's point still holds true;". . as the subtlety of capitalism's ideological processes 
increases,, so does the need for  subtlety in our  understanding of mem. We cannot afford to let any tool mat 
mightt  be useful slip through our  hands. This is not being 'eclectic'  but being practical"  (1978:10). 
uu See Mitter  &  Rowbotham (1996), McDowell &  Sharp (1997). In this sense, alternative - non-westem -
understandingss of technology which have fewer  problems with the permeability of the imagined/real 
continuum,, and certainly no problem at all with the fluidity  of the space/time continuum, intersect with 
thee ideologues of the global commercial version of the internet/www. 
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aree other (potential) Research and Development trajectories for ICTs (see Hamelink 1995, 
UNDPP 1999, Mansell 1996). At the same time, the emancipatory possibilities from linguistic 
andd epistemological straitjackets that are proffered by online interactions (Morton 1998, 
Rodgerss 1998) are in the making. Even from the traditional state-centred perspective of 
(neo)realistt IR/IPE paradigms, the role of policy makers and investment decisions in 
infrastructure,, education, affordable and user-friendly access is also a rich opportunity for 
criticall theorising and action. Another potential area is in terms of changes to the lines drawn 
betweenn the public/private and personal private domains **.  In critical theory, the relevance of 
debates,, especially those brought on by feminist and postmodern critiques of this dualism are 
underr increasing pressure from the inroads already made on the popular imagination by the 
discipless of a certain vision of cyberspace. Hence, a re-examination of how technology and 
technologicall change is conceptualised has ramifications for developing cogent critiques of the 
wayy in which certain notions of economic growth, development, and democracy are linked to 
respectivee ones of ICTs - and the internet/www especially. In turn, this can have influence on 
howw political and economic alternatives are posited and by whom. 

BoxBox  4: Whose  Internet  is  It anyway? 

Thiss rhetorical question actually begs another one. What has a critical approach to ICTs 
gott to say to those individuals, groups, countries and regions who regard and experience access 
too the internet/www as an opportunity to escape from isolation, exclusion and pre-ordained sex-
genderr roles and/or racialised identities? Addressing these questions boils down to what entails 
contemporaryy critical theory and political praxis (Leonard 1990) in the light of emergent online 
practices.. Low and High Art and Cultural expression can bee found online these days. With the 
plethoraa of personal/group expressions, organising, chatting, gaming and swapping, then any 
criticall political theory and research needs to offer another set of insights and possibilities to all 
thosee ordinary users who are rejoicing in the new forms of freedom of movement online . At 
thee same time, these new(er) intoxications need challenging and circumspection by a conscious 
prisingg out of how and where these reveal and articulates a complex set of'dominations1 

(Harawayy 1990, Rupert 2000, Woolgar 2000). These are the underbelly of the new 'global 
order"" and are certainly being documented by feminist IR/IPE scholars in particular (Mitter & 
Rowbothamm 1995, Kofman & Youngs 1996, Marchand & Runyan 2000, Ling 2000b). However 
cogentt critiques of neoliberal economic restructuring and ideology may be, it would be a shame 
indeedd if all online interactions were to become a function of the privately-owned neoliberal 
freee trade zone and commercial ethos. 

Thiss is easier said than done. In the gender-power relations implicit in the construction 
off future notion(s) of world order, contemporary IR/IPE theory has to grapple with the tension 
outlinedd at the outset of this section and do so in a more self-conscious fashion than hitherto. 
First,, critical approaches, premised as they are, on privileging reflexivity and the power 
relationss of knowledge construction, the political role of immanent critique (Leonard 1990) 
needd to look deeper into how tiiese Black Boxes operate. What is at stake are some of the more 
sacredd assumptions about whose subjectivity, whose meaning and institutions of the 'political' 
andd whose empowerment are undergoing a sea-change - or not. Secondly, treating technology 
ass an endogenous, a historical and contextual element of the inter/national (viz: global) both 
theoryy and research needs a greater sense of multidimensionality, cultural and historical nuance 
andd reciprocity (Ling 2001a). The upshot is that ICTs need to be treated as integral to the 
contemporaryy international scene albeit not unproblematically. Looking at the issues this way, 
thee new domain being delineated by ICTs and their everyday uses, postcolonial appropriations 
thereoff in particular, can provide new springboards for research, more focused and trenchant 
targetss for critique, and new ways for theorising and a coherent, accessible politics. 

877 A key point of entry for postcolonial critiques as well (Peterson & Runyan 1999:172 passim) 
nn Here, again, is another point from which a critical theory and research programme could depart; the 
allegedd openness (Global-Speak for privatised) of cyberspace is being steadily chipped away at by the 
commercialisation,, profit-orientation of access. In other words, many sites are simply lists - digital 
brochuress - of what is, at a price, available for the consumer. There are still pockets of resistance -
whetherr ad hoc or not A similar process is at work in public communications and broadcasting systems, 
alll but privatised save for the next flotation of shares. 
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Forr  this reason alone it is important to deal with one newly emergent black box. 

BoxBox 5: The 'Digital  Divide' 

Thiss term refers to increasing concern about the gap between those with internet access 
andd those without (Golding 1998, Holderness 1998, Kaba 1999). The issue revolves around 
whatt  to do with the 4/5ths of the planet who do not have a telephone, let alone a computer  or 
accesss to an internet connection and who do not have it high on their  list of prioritie s (OECD 
2001,, Loader  1998). From the point of view of this research, dealing as it does with non-western 
peopless (Wendt 1999), their  diasporas, the role of (any) technologies in (any) notion of 
•development11 has a history of its own. This also encompasses assumptions about 'progress* and 
evenn more, assumptions about all three being a priori the privilege of the industrial revolution 
andd its champions (Rist 1997, Sachs 1993, Clifford 1997). At this point the aforementioned 
ambivalencee becomes reconfigured as the internet/www gets locked into an euro-historical 
playbackk loop. All societies must get online or suffer the consequences of not being part of the 
Globall Market. The 'right not (to have) to communicate' is denied. At the same time, the rights 
andd wrongs of ICTs remain firmly within western discourses and experience. The upshot is that 
otherr sorts of uses, potential designs, and problems are denied as well. Moreover it absents 
currentt and potential applications for resistance and political struggle through, and in this 
emergingg domain by men and women from 'pre-internef societies (Morton 1998, Dyrkton 
1996),, let alone the (not always easy) gender-power relations implicated in these. At the same 
time,, the question that goes begging is where the future for any 'emancipatory' politics lies as 
thee l>asic right* of telephone connectivity and its respectively assumed importance for economic 
development,, more equitable forms of democracy becomes defined, and confined as the brave 
neww world of Global E-Commerce (See Hamelink 1995, OECD 2001). 

Too sum up briefly. The emergent 'digital divide' has various shades and hues. It is not 
definedd purely by the absence or presence of internet connections (see Appendix One). It exists 
betweenn the high-technology dependent EU vis-a-vis the USA. It exists within urban centres 
andd between city and country. It is most striking between 'developed' political economies and 
continentss and those that are not, such as Sub-Saharan Africa, small island states and parts of 
Latinn America. It both reproduces die longstanding one between rich and poor worlds, former 
coloniserss and their former colonies, between industrialised and non-industrialised societies. 
Butt it is not monolithic, nor evenly distributed. Closing it cannot be done in a culturally 
universalisticc way either, for how and what constitutes this divide is a sociocultural and political 
economicc question as much as it is a technical and representational one. For some, it is a 
questionn of what, if any equipment. For others the degree and capacity of transmission 
networks.. For others relative skill and access to computers, cables and software that are 
mutuallyy compatible and/or related to actual needs and social fabrics (Kami 2001: interview). 
Sometimess it is cultural content that divides, sometimes climate, sometimes social and 
economicc infrastructures. And for others it is all or none of the above. Like the (in)famous Coca 
Colaa bottle that fell from the sky at the feet of a Kalahari Bushman in Jamie Uyl's film, The 
GodsGods Must Be Crazy, the internet/www and its gender-power relations are not a priori  dictated 
byy an artefact alone. What is done with it, how h is used, and how these applications interact 
withh otherss is more the point. 

Conclusion n 

Severall conceptual, experiential and historical nodes are at stake from here on in. The 
firstfirst are the Black Boxes prised open in this chapter and their restricting influence on analyses 
off the relationship between ICTs and social change. The second node is that of everyday life as 
practisedd and 'invented' by ordinary people. This is an introduction of the work of Michel de 
Certeauu to a range of critical IR/D?E frameworks since the 'third debate' that have focused on 
hiss more widely-read compatriots like Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu, Henri Lefebvre, 
Jacquess Derrida and Paul Virilio ". The next chapter examines this node more fully with respect 

199 The acerbic observation by Niemann & Davies (2000) about how such an inclusion "smacks of another 
attemptt to drag a dead French philosopher out of his grave in an attempt to provide a suitable foundation 
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too de Certeau's deep critique of culturally elitist knowledge production. The third node is the 
practicee of everyday life online on and through non-commercial (cyber)spaces. Everyday uses 
off the internet/www by non-western peoples and/or their diasporas intersect with the 
postcoloniall historical and theoretical challenge to those scholarly lexicons and heuristic 
frameworksframeworks contained in said Black Boxes. And more so when these entail postcolonial 
(cyber)spatiall practices on the ostensibly western internet/www. These challenge not only the 
relativee privileged position assumed by most blanket critiques - and adulations - of the 
internet/wwww emanating from any political or intellectual establishment *°  but also the way in 
whichh any problem - and its solutions - are construed in the first place. This implies a fourth -
normativee - node. As Peterson and Runyan point out: 

Iff we are to change the world, we have to change ourselves as well as the social 
structuress that both produce and are produced by those selves. We cannot change either 
withoutt changing how we think (1999:48). 

forr an assault on established notions of world politics" (2000:1) is well taken. Nonetheless, out of the 
abovee list of new influences on K/IPE theory, three are still very much alive; as are the problems with 
thesee "established notions likewise. 
900 Namely; privilege "constitutes an' invisible package of unearned assets' that can be counted on and 
aboutt which the privileged are encouraged to remain oblivious...(Peggy Mcintosh, quoted in Peterson & 
Runyann 1999:46). 
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CHAPTERR THREE - THE PRACTICE THEORY OF MICHEL 
DEE CERTEAU 

Introductio n n 

[T]h ee world is undergoing considerable change. There is a clear  tendency in certain 
quarterss to an intensifying feeling of fragmentation, that the world is no longer  coherent, 
thatt  we are all discovering our  hybrid nature at the same time as, in other  quarters, 
peoplee who have lived in a state of fragmentation under  the weight of social 
marginalisationn are getting their  acts together. Now this double process ... [is] ... 
off  course more multiplex than simply double ... (Friedman 1998:37 ) 

LeLe quotidien, c 'est ce qui nous est donné chaquejour (ou nous vient en portage), ce qui 
nouspressenouspresse chaquejour, et même nous opprime, car ilya une oppression du présent. 
ChaqueChaque matin, ce que nous reprenons en charge, au réveil c 'est lepoids de la vie, la 
difficultédifficulté de vivre, ou de vivre dans telle et telle condition, avec telle fatigue, tel désir. 
LeLe quotidien, c'est ce qui nous tient intimement, de Vintérieur. (de Certeau in Giard & 
Mayoll  1980:7, emphasis in the original) ! 

Upp until now, the work of Michel de Certeau has been operating as a back-beat to the 
discussion.. It is now time to look more closely at how his treatise on the practice of everyday 
lif ee can elucidate the interaction between the internet/www and postcolonial diasporas. This 
meanss beating a path from the heady heights of the abstract discussions of the last two chapters 
throughh to the dense vegetation of everyday uses, and users of ICTs. The aim here is to 
(re)incorporatee the political ramifications of de Certeau's conceptualisation of everyday lif e -
andd its practices - into qualitative empirical research. I shall be arguing for  a more radical 
politicall  reading of de Certeau's work than has normally been attributed to him, if not directly 
(Robertss 1999) then through guilt by (assumed) association with 'postmodernism' (Harvey 
1990). . 

Theree are a number  of reasons why echoes of de Certeau can be found in many corners 
off  the contemporary Social Sciences. First, he shares - and has contributed to - the terminology 
(everydayy life, practice, discourse/text, users and producers, appropriation, representation) of 
post-structuralist/postmodernn as well as critical frameworks. A second echo is a central tenet of 
hiss thought; namely the epistemological situation and ontological condition of the 'other*  (see 
Aheamee 1995, Buchanan 2000) vis-a-vis a range of arguments for  acknowledging the 
'subaltern''  in scholarly knowledge production (see Slater  1996, Ling 2000, Moore-Gilbert et al 
1997,, Mohanty 1996). These arguments span Social Science theories and research into 
disadvantagedd and oppressed groups, sub-national 'ethnic' identity politics, political economic 
andd sociocultural (dis) empowerment in the aftermath of decolonisation for  non-western regions 
(Petersonn &  Runyan 1999: 172-173) and so on. Third , his theory and research addresses 
Foucaulfss reconceptualisation of power, the spatial theory of Lefebvre (see Roberts 1990, 
Niemannn &  Davies 2000) and the practice theory of Bourdieu (de Certeau 1980:101 passim), 
alll  of whom have gained a fir m foothold in critical corners of the Social Sciences. His 
pertinencee for  postcolonial critiques and politicall y engaged Cultural and Literar y Studies (see 
Grossbergg 1996, Wilson &  Hereniko 1999. Moore-Gilbert et al 1997) wil l become clearer  as 
thisthis chapter  proceeds. But beforehand let us historically situate this thinker . 

Michell  de Certeau (1925-1986), when (and if ) mentioned explicitly, is often associated 
withwith  the more widely-read Henri Lefebvre, Michel Foucault and Pierre Bourdieu with whose 
workk he nevertheless regularly and criticall y interacted (de Certeau 1980:97 passim, 1986d: 
1711 passim)2. Broadly speaking, his thought belongs to the generation of critical , and 

11 "Everyday life is that which is given (or  comes in part) to us each day, it is mat which crowds, even 
oppresses,, us each day for  there is an oppression of the here and now [oppression du present]. Every 
morning,, what we take on, as we awake, is the weight of life, the difficult y of living in such and such a 
situation,, wfth whatever  fatigue, whatever  desire. Everyday life if that which intimately concerns us, from 
thee inside."  (my translation). 
22 See three different introductions to dc Certeau and their  respective biographical emphases in Godzich 
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controversial,, post-World War Two French intellectuals and writer s that included Julia Kristeva, 
Marguerit ee Duras, Jacques Lacan, Jean Baudrillard , Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida, amongst 
otherss like Guy Debord and the Situationist International group of intellectuals who came of 
agee during the May uprisings of 1968 (see Roberts 1990) . But his political and social critiques 
alsoo overlap with a number  of other  political and cultural theorists and historians who in this 
periodd were developing systematic critiques of structuralist Marxism (William s 1977, 
Thompsonn 1977), academic knowledge production4, cultural elitism (de Certeau 1980:33-34, 
1986),, western colonialism and its capitalist underpinnings (de Certeau 1986f: 232). His 
writing ,, research, and teaching is wedged in the Cold-War period of the 1960's - 1980's where 
(poststructuralistt  and (postmodernist scholars in IR/IPE, both nominally Marxist and non-
Marxist ,, were also immersing themselves in deep critiques of (neo)realist or  pluralist paradigms 
off  world order  and inter-state behaviour  (and by implication, of human nature) and the 
respectivee applications of various causal models to these. At the same time, the normative 
underpinningss of positivist theories from both sides of the Cold War ideological divide were 
beingg confronted by political and social upheavals at home and abroad. Student and Trade 
Unionn protests, the Civi l Rights and Women's Liberation movements intersected with 
decolonisationn and political independence of former  European colonies (Kauppi &  Viott i 
1993:5322 passim). De Certeau's political activism and thought thereby intersects the transition 
inn IR/IPE theory from the 'Second Debate's to the aforementioned 'Thir d Debate' and its social 
constructivistt  mood. In more recent theoretical developments of the latter, however, is de 
Certeau'ss contemporaries who have been given the most attention . 

AA Closer Look: Terms and their Appropriations 

Thee hermeneutic schema being presented here has been inspired by de Certeau's 
II  'invention du quotidien l.Arts de faire (1980), published in English as 'The Practice of 
Everydayy Life' (1984) \ and its empirical working through in the second volume by Luce 

(1986),, Ahearne (1995) and Buchanan (2000) 
33 Although arguably a quintessential French 'continental'  thinker, a glance at any of de Certeau's 
referencess and the scope of his arguments shows an active engagement with German and Anglo-Saxon 
literatur ee and theory, particularl y that of linguistics and philosophy. He also integrates non-western 
philosophyy and theoretical perspectives at regular  intervals. Apart from his theological training with the 
Jesuitt  order  and involvement in psychoanalysis, he also lived and worked in the USA and South America. 
Soo even though his work does not always make explicit reference to any number  of 'counter  -hegemonic' 
intellectuall  and political trends of the mid-twentieth century (see Ahearne 1995: 3, Godzich 1986: x-xi) 
thee parallels and "pluralities "  (see de Certeau 1980: 10) are not difficul t to discern. 
44 For  example; Lefebvre's La production d'espace was published in 1974, Bourdieu's Outline of A 
TheoryTheory of Practice in 1977, and Foucault's Madness and Civilization in 1961 and his The Order of Things 
inn 1970. Liberation and/or  'revolutionary ' theorists such as Gunder  Frank, Fanon, Freire, and Marcuse 
weree also published in this period. 
ss This was between (Neo)Realist and Liberal Pluralist theories of the state and respective models of world 
order,, change, and economic relations. 
66 See BurchiU &  Linklater  (1996), Linklater  (1990), Der  Derian (1995), Marchand &  Runyan (2000), 
Petersonn &  Runyan (1999), Castells (1996), Hart &  Prakash (1999), Palan (2000). As an aside it is 
noteworthy,, however, that in thee enormously commercially successful, empirically dense and inter-
disciplinaryy volumes of Manuel Castells on the interaction between ICTs, large-scale social change and 
neww political economic (world) orders (see 1998:360 passim), only Foucauk is cited (1997). This is 
despitee CastelTs own positioning of himself as critical of the role his intellectual generation, "th e political 
leftt  of the industrial era"  (Castells, 1998:378), played in the rule of dogmatic élites (1998:379) and their 
'meaning-production''  and political action. Nevertheless, Castells echoes de Certeau's practice theory in 
hiss call for  people to be allowed "t o construct their  practice on the basis of their  experience, while using 
whateverr  information or  analysis is available to mem, from a variety of sources..."  (ibid:379). I would 
contend,, though, that it is not entirely clear  whether  Castells is identifying with the aforementioned elites 
orr  those who suffered under  their  dogmatism (see 1998: Finale). 
77 Buchanan makes a valid point about the difference between translating 'invention' - invention - into 
'practice''  which "  did not result in an added emphasis being placed on the creativity of everyday life as de 
Certeauu is reported to have wanted. On the contrary... it has resulted in a hardening of •practices' into 
quasi-objects"" (Buchanan 2000:8) 
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Giardd &  Pierre Mayol, L 'invention du quotidien 2: Habiter, cuisinier (1980) *. But let us get a 
bitt  closer  to die main themes of de Certeau's thought. 

Theree are three main critical strands weaving through his work  9. The first strand is a 
conceptualisationn of everyday lif e as an historically constructed site for  non-elite (grassroots) 
politicall  agency, albeit a troubled and delimited one given the political economic tensions, the 
socioculturall  gender-power  relations mat 'enclose' it . These impositions are endured, resisted 
orr  ignored on a daily basis 'from below*; in the workplace, on the street, in the home. Everyday 
lif ee is thereby made, invented, from the bottom-up by ostensibly powerless non-elites whose 
movements,, words, and habits together  make up the practices of lived lives. I shall return to the 
specificss shortly. This notion of the everyday posits 'ordinary *  inter/subjectivit y as the 'stuff of 
politicss and the technocratic disciplining of western societies - de Certeau follows Foucault here 
(1980:14)) - as the 'stuff of strategic power and control. The politics - power  struggles -are to be 
foundd in the tensions that lie in the 'spaces' between practices of everyday lif e and strategic 
'representations''  thereof. For  the two are not one and the same, as Stuart Hall points out as well 
(seee the Introductio n and Chapter  One). 

Thee second critical strand is related to the social and representative role of these 
disciplinaryy representational moves, and the privileged - elite - groups that personify and 
instigatee these. Administrators , technocrats, all manner  of experts are all implicated in the 
institutions,, regimes, programmes that have been 'cordoning off (de Certeau 1980:14) western 
(colonialist)) societies, and their  peripheralised (former) colonies, for  centuries. This is an 
historicall  and meta-critical point, drawing on Foucaulf s Discipline and Punish (1961), about the 
constitutionn of the sociocultural, political and economic institutions of the western 'Modernist 
Projecf.. These are as oppressive and imperialisti c as they are 'progressive' in their  technical and 
instrumentall  rationality . 

Thee thir d strand is de Certeau's positioning of process - practice - as central to the 
above.. This is not the behaviouralist, Pavlov Dog notion of inter/subjective learning that has 
foundd its way in to IR/IPE through Wendtian 'constructivism' (Wendt 1995, Locher  &  Prttgl 
2001)) however. Rather, it is a psychodynamic understanding of how people relate to each other 
(Godzichh 1986) " . It acknowledges reciprocity (see Ling 2001a), how practice engenders 
inventionn (see Certeau 1980:12), how habits and attitudes (see Giard &  Mayol 1980:14 passim) 
emerge.. These can, in turn, be resistedd or  overturned by covert and overt counter-practices. This 
iss a historico-methodological politics for  it acknowledges how ,structures, become calcified, 
throughh practices that are institutionalised and endowed with status, wealth and emotional 
gratification ,, on the one hand, and how they can be resisted or  overturned on the other. Doing is 

**  A closer  look at the first  volume will be taken below for  it contains the key concepts of de Certeau's 
particularr  version of 'practice theory'. The second volume by Giard and Mayol is in two interconnecting 
partss (Giard &  Mayol 1980:14); an 'urban sociology of a neighbourhood' and a 'socio-ethnographic 
analysiss of everyday life' (1980:13). The first  presents the living spaces and movements of a working 
classs family vis-a-vis their  Lyon neighbourhood of the Croix-Rousse (1980:13). Pierre Mayol originates 
fromfrom  the R Family and neighbourhood The second part deals with the interaction between the 
socioculturall  history of food and its preparation and that particularl y 'feminine' sphere in French homes 
-- the kitchen, by way of interviews with friends and relatives of Luce Giard and Marie Fenier. In both 
cases,, the researcher  is at once participant and observer  on several levels (see Trask 1998 for  a 
postcoloniall  formulation of mis challenge to the notion of the neutral researcher). Another  important 
collectionn for  English readers is Heterologies (1986) in which the range of his work can be seen as well as 
shorterr  summaries (in the form of essays) of his thought and research interests (see also Buchanan 2000, 
Aheamee 1995). 
99 Bom Aheame (199S) and Godzich (1986) take somewhat different tacks on de Certeau although then-
analysess are not incompatible to my own. A more recent survey of de Certeau by Buchanan (2000) 
emphasisess his religiosity and role in theorising the 1968 Paris student uprisings. He also places de 
Certeau'ss thought next to mat of Frederic Jameson, a criti c of Tostmodemism*  par excellence (see 
McGovem2000) ) 
100 "the everyday evidences a discemable form and conceals a knowable logic"  (Buchanan 2000:90). This 
iss "situational"  (2000:88) and so not"  a laboratory experiment, therefore our  means of analysing h should 
nott  turn into one"  (ibid). 
111 De Certeau was trained in Lacanian Psychoanalysis, wrote on Freud specifically (de Certeau 1986:17 
passim)) and incorporated psychoanalytical theories of subjectivity into his treatise on everyday life (1980: 
377 passim). For  a feminist take on these influences, see Mitchell (1977) and Butler  (1990). 
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thee focus, rather  than the Done. The upshot for  research is towards longitude, substance and 
interpretativ ee interactivit y and away from parsimony, taxonomy and ahistorical categorisation 
(dee Certeau 1980:20). If the professional applies [her]self to the task of listening to what [she] 
cann see or  read, [she] 

discoverss before [her] interlocutors, who, even if they are not specialists, are themselves 
subjectt  - producers of histories, and partners in a shared discourse. From the subject-
objectt  relationship, we pass to a pluralit y of authors and contracting parties.(de Certeau 
1986:217) ) 

Everydayy lif e vis-a-vis its 'representations' (see below) is not only where dominant gender-
powerr  relations are seen to be exerted, and so felt, but also where theyy are resisted. In other 
wordss this sense of the everyday is inherently political, albeit not in the way political 
establishmentss would convey this. 

Thee concerns of this "scandalous"  thinker  (Godzich 1986:x). are relevant for  studying 
everydayy lif e online for  postcolonial diasporas under  the contemporary conditions of a 
neoliberall  'new world order' . First, because within and despite this order: 

LeLe quotidien s 'invente avec mille manières de braconner (de Certeau 1980:10, 
emphasiss in original) n 

Second,, because those who purport to understand and convey the fatality , the inevitabilit y of 
suchh an 'order"  overlook how the 

presencepresence et la circulation d'une representation nl... n 'indiquent nullement ce qu 'elle est 
pourpour ses utilisateurs. Il  faut encore analyser sa manipulation par les pratiquants qui 
nn 'en sontpas les fabricateurs (de Certeau 1980: 12) 4 

Third ,, everyday lif e entails political agency in that its 

....manières....manières de faire' constituent les milles pratiques par lesquelles des utilisateurs se 
réapproprientréapproprient l'espace organise par les techniques de la production socioculturelle. 
(dee Certeau 1980: 14).I S 

Thesee selections illustrat e de Certeau's 'immanent critique' of Cartesian dichotomies, 
andd a conscious form of scholarly 'braconnage' and situated self-awareness of the eurocentric 
contourss of his exegesis l6. But rather  than being the very non-political 'proof of the pudding1 

122 "Everyday life invents itself by poaching in countless ways on the property of others"  (de Certeau 
1984::  xii) 
133 Here he is referring to several things - TV images, media 'truths' , systems of production, cultural and 
educationall  programmes that are designed and delivered as superior  'products' that are to be consumed as 
given. . 
***  "The presence and circulation of a representation (taught by preachers, educators, and popularizers as 
thee key to socioeconomic advancement) tells us nothing about what it is for  its users. We must first 
analysee its manipulation by users who are not its makers."  (de Certeau 1984:xiii) 
155 "These *ways of operating' constitute the innumerable practice by means of which users reappropriate 
thee space organised by the techniques of sociocultural production... "  (de Certeau 1984: xv). I would also 
addd 'political and economic production' although this is not necessarily precluded in de Certeau's work -
farr  from it. 
166 In this way, de Certeau openly admits to the way any critique finds itself struggling with the very 
dichotomiess it is attempting to problematise. In short, language since Hegel (see Godzich 1986) delimits 
thee critique itself. Basically, one ends up resorting to antonyms like structure versus agency/strong versus 
weak/insidee versus outside. In de Certeau mis is immediately recognised. For  example: consumers have 
too move about in a sort of economic 'quadrillage' (framework/enclosure), "Vespace technocratiquement 
bdti,bdti, écrit etfonctionnalisé" (1980:17 &  19) [a technocraticalh/ constructed, written and mnctionalised 
spacee "  (1984: xviii)] . In spite of (ever) narrowing margins for  manoeuvre, it is possible to trace how the 
"tactiques"tactiques de la consummation, ingéniosités dufaiblepour tirer parti dufort, débouchent done sur une 
politisationpolitisation des pratiques quotidiennes" (1980:18-19) ["tactic s of consumption, the ingenious ways in 
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criticisedd by Roberts (1999) de Certeau's deference to other  sociocultural practices and 
knowledgee tradition s provide an opening for  other  sorts of everyday life; 'non-western' and / or 
onlinee included. These clearly differ  from the densely populated, physically proximate and 
urbann scenarios of continental European everyday lif e and popular  culture analysed by de 
Certeauu (1980), Giard and Mayol (1980) whose gender-power  relations are permeated with 
classs relations as opposed to rank and status (see Kolko et al 2000, Ortner  1996: 59 passim). But 
non-Europeann practices of everyday lif e are not precluded and de Certeau's critiqu e of western 
colonialistt  knowledge production still holds (see Fabian 1983). These three strands still need to 
bee untangled a bit more. 

TheThe Everyday 

LeLe quotidien s 'invente avec mille manières de braconner (op cit) 

Forr  de Certeau, everyday lif e is a complex 

proliferationproliferation des histoires et operations hétérogènes qui composent les patchworks du 
quotidienquotidien (1980:20)17 

Inn short, it is 'constructed-in-process' by those who live it and inhabit its spaces. By 
extrapolationn so is (the exercise of) political agency. For  de Certeau, these patchworks are the 
domainn of a 'popular  culture' that has become marginalised and virtuall y silenced (see 1980: 
17-18)) by the powers that be. The multifariou s sociocultural expressions and 'manières de faire' 
(seee Aheame 1995:132 passim, de Certeau 1980:175 passim) comprising this everyday has 
becomee substituted by top-down régimes of representation. In Political Science parlance 
nowadayss this notion of (relatively) non-institutionalised activity is encapsulated in the term 
'grassroots'. . 

Butt  there is another  side to everyday lif e so construed; those who inhabit - practice - it. 
Implicitly ,, the practitioners of this politicised notion of the everyday18 who are ordinary people 
doo not work on the same level of technocratic organisation as sociocultural and political 
economicc élites do. This is mainly because they do not have direct access or  control of the 
'techniquess of sociocultural production' let alone the means of capitalist production (see Cox 
1987).. This is what de Certeau is referrin g to in the qualitative political space between 
consumerss as producers -fabricateurs (de Certeau 1980:12 passim) - of the everyday on the one 
hand,, and those who occupy and control large-scale productive activities on the other. 

LaLa 'fabrication' a déceler est une production, une poiétique, - mais cachée, parce 
qu'ellequ'elle se dissémine dans les regions définies et occupéespar les systèmes de la 
'production''production' (télévisée, urbanistique, commerciale etc) et parce que l'extension de plus 
enen plus totalitaire de ces systèmes ne laisseplus aux 'consommateurs' une place oü 
marquermarquer ce qu'ilsfont deproduits. (1980:11). w 

Everydayy lif e thereby creates spaces for  resisting, reworking and subverting elitist, 
repressiverepressive hierarchies and institutions that preordain value systems, politics and spatial 
geographiess (1980:41 passim, 1986e: 199 passim). In this sense, de Certeau's concept of the 

whichh the weak make use of the strong, thus lend a political dimension to everyday practices"  (1984: 
xvii)] .. Having said that, de Certeau acknowledges that such formulations remain somewhat too 
"dichotomous""  (1980:19). n 
177 "proliferatio n of stories and heterogeneous operations that make up thee patchworks of everyday life. 
Ass an aside, mis sentence was omitted in the 1984 English language translation (de Certeau 1984: xviii) . 
""  Politicised because the stresses and strains of gender-power relations are inherent in de Certeau's 
conception.. In other  words, the everyday is not a segment of the 'domestic'  or  'consumer' market even as 
politicall  economic interests would have it be so. Even more so in the commercial mternetfwww scenario. 
""  "the "making' in question is a production, apoiësis but a hidden one, because it is scattered over 
areass defined and occupied by systems of'production' (television, urban development, commerce etc), 
andd because thee steadily increasing expansion of these systems no longer  leaves 'consumers'  my place in 
whichh they can indicate what they make or  do with the products of these systems"  (1984:xii). 
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everyday/everydayy life and the experiences, spaces, inter/subjective interactions (such as 
cooking,, buying bread, household living arrangements, uses of local shops and amenities) that 
comprisee it entails actions and behaviours that 'poach' from - and so subvert - the established 
orderr of gender-power relations, whatever and wherever these may be (see Roberts 1999:27). 

RepresentationRepresentation  and its  Politics:  Tactical  and Strategic  Operations 

LaLa presence et la circulation d'une representation ... n 'indiquent nullement ce qu 'elle 
estest pour ses utilisateurs. Jl faut encore analyser sa manipulation par les pratiquants qui 
nn 'en sontpas les fabricateurs (1980:12) M 

Inn any established 'order of things* (Foucault 1873, de Certeau 1986: 171 passim), the 
differencee between those who have power, who can exert it overtly and covertly (re-present it as 
normality)) and those who do not, is encapsulated in two different sorts of everyday operations, 
strategicc and tactical21. These are played out, articulated, received (1980: 88-89) both separately 
andd in an uneasy tension. This is de Certeau's application of the notion of dialectic (1980:19); a 
heterogeneouss and ongoing struggle between decision-makers and their 'audience'. Strategy for 
dee Certeau is 

lele calcul de rapports deforce qui devient possible apartir du moment oü un sujet de 
vouloirvouloir et depouvoir (un propriétaire, une entreprise, une cite, une institution 
scientifique)scientifique) est isolable d'un 'environnement'. Ellepostule un lieu susceptible d'etre 
circonscritcirconscrit comme un propre et done de servir de base a une gestion de ses relations 
avecavec une extériorité distincte (des concurrents, des adversaires, une clientèle, des 
'cibles'cibles ou 'objets' de recherche). La rationalitê politique, économique ou scientifique 
ss 'est construite sur ce modèle stratégique.(l9%0:20-2l). 

Inn contrast to these technologies of ownership and control, the practices comprising 
everydayy life are 'polysemie', spontaneous; namely 'tactical'23. For de Certeau a tactic is 

unun calcul qui ne peut pas compter sur un propre, ni done sur unefrontière qui distingue 
II  'autre comme une totalité visible. La tactique n 'a pour lieu que celui de I'autre. Elle 
ss 'y insinue, fragmentairement, sans le saisir en son entier, sanspouvoir le tenir a 
distance,distance, Elle ne dispose pas de base oü capitaliser ses avantages, preparer ses 
expansionsexpansions et assurer une indépendance par rapport aux circonstances.. (1980:21). 

200 "The presence and circulation of a representation (taught by preachers, educators, and popualizers as 
thee key to socioeconomic advancement) tells us nothing about what it is for its users. We must first 
analysee its manipulation by users who are not its makers" (1984:xiii). 
211 See Buchanan (2000:89) and Ahearne (1995:161-164). 
2323 "... the calculus of force-relationships which becomes possible when a subject of will and power (a 
proprietor,, an enterprise, a city, a scientific institution) can be isolated from an 'enviromnenf. A strategy 
assumess a place that can be circumscribed as proper (propre) and thus serve as the basis for generating 
relationss with an exterior distinct from it (competitors, adversaries, 'clienteles, targets', of'objects' of 
research).. Political, economic, and scientific rationality has been constructed on this strategic model." 
(dee Certeau 1984 :xix). 
233 Buchanan rightly notes the problems of taking de Certeau's use of the terms too literally. Tactics 
presupposee a 'strategy' and in this framework, the 'counter-strategy' of non-elites is not made explicit. 
Thiss is a criticism made by Roberts (1999) on where de Certeau's approach leaves organised resistance. I 
wouldd argue mat the point de Certeau is making here is to show the qualitative and political difference 
betweenn regimes/institutions of planning-for-planning's sake (strategic representations so to speak) and 
organicc creativity (everyday tactics). As de Certeau himself notes (1980:19), dichotomous thinking is 
pervasivee and difficult to avoid altogether. 

"... a calculus which cannot count on a 'proper' (a spatial or institutional localisation), nor thus on a 
borderlinee distinguishing the other as a visible totality. The place of a tactic belongs to the other. A tactic 
insinuatess itself into the outer's place, fragmentarily, without taking it over in its entirety, without being 
ablee to keep it at a distance. It has at its disposal no base where it can capitalise on its advantages, prepare 
itss expansions, and secure independence with respect to circumstances.'' (1984:xix) 
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Thee upshot of this is that political agency can be, and is exercised spontaneously by 
agentss who are aware, more or  less, of the larger  forces pressing in (Buchanan 2000: 89, 
Thompsonn 1963). Agency, moves to change and/ or  resist are not a prior i the prerogative of 
baked-inn political establishments and their  professional representatives. Creativity cannot be 
confinedd to the straitjacket of top-down strategic programmes. The 'tactical operations' of 
grassrootss everyday lif e are vibrant and diverse. They are socially and historically constituted by 
thee grassroots 'masses' (who are indeed privileged by de Certeau in his conception of the 
political )) whoo are not just passive victims of structural (strategic) forces. For  example, de 
Certeauu points to the pomp and ceremony of liberal democratic elections - and the varying 
degreess of cynicism with which they are greeted by the 'polity' 23, the administrative apparatus 
off  former  colonial states and their  accompanying 'machineries de la representation' (1980:253 
andd see Hall 1996a)26. 

Thee political nature of struggles around representation take place in the push and pull 
betweenn these everyday ('tactical' ) practices, be they spoken or  written recitations or  texts, 
physicall  displacement or  experiences, and hegemonic ('strategic') ones (Buchanan 2000:89). 
Thee latter  are encapsulated in his use of the term representation (1980:12,253), which de 
Certeauu designates to the powers-that-be27. This notion of representation entails processes of 
socioculturall  - and epistemic - distancing and exclusion carried out by making human subjects 
objectss (see 1980: 249 passim, Ahearne 1995:131). It is the freezing of a temporal substitution, 
ann out-of-time position for  truth . The western medical, educational, and political establishments 
andd their  effects operate in this way and succeed on psychological, corporeal and cognitive 
levels.. Echoing Foucault's insight into the microscopic power  dynamics of western forms of 
disciplinee and punishment, de Certeau asks: 

OuOu est la limite de la machinerie par laquelle une société se représente par des vivants 
etet en fait ses representations? Ou s 'arrête I 'appareil disciplinaire qui déplace et 
corrige,corrige, rajoute ou enlève dans ces corps, malléables sous I'instrument de tant de lois? 
(1980:254)) a 

Strategicc operations articulate, record and impose various layers of sociocultural and 
politicall  economic controlw whilst tactical ones subvert these in asserting their  own version of 
eventss whether  or  not they have permission to do so. Both sorts of operation are spatial in that 
theyy designate at once symbolic and material delimitations and physical movements. Online - in 
cyberspacee - both sorts of spatial practice can be traced. In die case of this book the 'strategic 
operations''  are of the Global-Speak of TNCs and vested political interests that would allow open 
cyberspaces)) to be enclosed (May 2000) by commercial enterprises and the neoliberal 
economicc orthodoxy that underpins current Research &  Development trajectories for  the 
internet/wwww (Chapter  Nine). Tactical operations, on the other  hand, are Virtua l communities', 
bothh fantasy-based, serious, politicall y organised30. The texts, websites, interactions and vitalit y 

255 All too well illustrated by the furore surrounding the 2000 Presidential elections in the USA the way in 
whichh vested interests sought to control proceedings and the disenchanted voters responded. 
266 A point all too well evident in the (neo)colonial regimes of Great Britain , Germany and France in the 
Southh Pacific Islands (March 1999, Wassmann et al 1998, Chapter  Six). 
277 To further  flesh out how representation is treated here vis-a-vis de Certeau's one-way take on it, 
Simondss puts the actual process quite well when noting mat there is an "uneasy alliance between the 
subjectt  {̂ representation and the subject in representation"  (1999:134). She is talking about the distinction 
betweenn representation by substitution (the tonner) and representation by figuration  (the latter). 
"Figuratio nn and substitution are inextricably linked, but they are distinct operations. Substitutions can 
appearr  natural through thee process of figuration... whereas figurations (or  tropes) highlight the choice 
beingg made in asserting one particular  relationship over  another"  (Simonds 1999:136). The 'of and the 'in' 
aree embedded in different political theories of democracy; consultative, representative and participatory 
(Scott-Smithh 2000, Kasambala 2000). 
***  "I s mere a limit to thee machinery by which a society represents itself in living beings and makes them 
itss representations? Where does the disciplinary apparatus end mat displaces and corrects, adds or 
removess things from these bodies, malleable under  the instrumentation of so many laws?"  (1984:147). 
299 See de Certeau on 1'économie scripturaire [scriptural economy] (1980:231 passim). 
300 These include problematic communities and practices on thee intemet/www (Rupert 2000). These also 
existt  on the ground but when online, grab a lot of media attention 
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off respective practices are constitutive of these different sorts of operations. 
Thiss relates back to de Certeau's position on (the politics of) knowledge production. 

Everydayy practices and the formss of counter-hegemonic empowerment that exist there, get 
buriedd for want of research interest, or lack of relative eloquence vis-a-vis institutionalised 
genress precisely because they are amorphous, fleeting, and so very difficult to pin down (see 
1980:21)31.. For interpretative and/or analytical hierarchies in scholarly traditions, various 
assumptionss about veracity are contained in the traces left behind by either kind of 'practice', 
theirr interaction with each other and those who enact them 32. For those who are the •mandarins' 
off knowledge production (academics to put it bluntly) these traces are self-reproducing. This is 
whyy access and control of written records, official versions of historical events, the impact of 
townn planning decisions on the way cities are lived in quite visceral terms , new(er) kinds of 
knowledgee such as software, the representative power of the cultural industries are so strategic. 
Nevertheless,, and this is the point about political agency per se and that of subaltern groups in 
particular,, even as the incumbent knowledge-makers disseminate the received version of events 
(dee Certeau 1980: 280, Thompson 1995, Teaiwa 1999) other sorts of (insubordinate knowledge 
practicess like 'savoir-faire' (Giard & Mayol 1980:149-154, Wendt 1999), popular historical 
narrativess and 'folk* wisdom persist34. 

(Spatial)(Spatial)  Practices 

...ces...ces manières de faire' constituent les milks pratiques par lesquelles des utilisateurs 
sese réapproprient Vespace organise par les techniques de la production socioculturelle. 
(opcit)35. . 

Thee operations comprising everyday life comprise both textual practices and/or spatial 
ones.. The former practices are contained in reading/writing and the interaction between the 
producer/reader.. As I have said, these include the broad sweep of physical and cognitive 
displacementss through, for example, cityscapes. These also occur in 'cyberscapes'. Taking 'text' 
too be both a literal and a figurative term for all manner of discourse (see Bal 1999), 
written/read/orall texts are also spatial practices in that they impact upon those who move 
throughh and 'speak' them, create and delimit spaces by doing so (Kolko 1995). A spoken word 
iss also a form of (non-corporeal in one sense) spatialisation. The politics of representation relate 
too the credibility and staying power of the 'received version' at any one time (1980:255, see 
Friedmann 1998)36. It bears noting that de Certeau is not positing text as a formal object in its 
ownn right. That is; content - meaning - is a priori  accessible in terms of its semiotic structure 
(Hawkess 1997). Hence he disagrees with what he sees as ultimately inward-leading abstraction 
off text from its sociocultural and political economic contexts37. For de Certeau, critical 
approaches s 

questionn both the text's power of composing and distributing places, its ability to be a 
narrativee of space, and the necessity for it to define its relation to what it treats, in other 
words,, to construct a place of its own. The first aspect concerns the space of the other; 
thee second the place of the text. (1986: 67-68). 

311 This observation does not preclude, in de Certeau's own research at least, an attempt to 'capture' these 
instancess and honour them for the record. 
322 Ortner also makes the link between constructivist approaches, de Certeau's work, Marxist historians' 
workk on working-class consciousness to all those areas of Social Science mat purport to be "looking at 
andd listening to real people doing real things in a given historical moment, past or present, and trying to 
figurefigure out how what they are doing or have done will or will not reconfigure me world they live in." 
(1996:2).. These present certain tricky and methodological issues as well of course (see Chapter Four). 
333 Likewise for the physical infrastructure and access points of present and future internet/www 
architecturess and software. 
344 An example is official archives pitted against oral histories and 'folklore'. 
355 See above for the English translation. 
366 In an internet/www scenario, these spatial texts have another dimension, one that is delimited by 
electronicc properties and the way movements are traced, cached and retrievable - or not. 
377 See his critique of Foucault (de Certeau 1986d). 
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Orr more succinctly, and echoing both Lefebvre and Bourdieu; "tout récit est un récit de voyage 
-- une pratique de I 'espace " [any account is an account of a journey - a spatial practice] 
(1980:206).. Pacific Island textual practices - recitations - whether they be oral, bodily engraved, 
sung,, and/or written (see Friedman 1998, Wendt 1999) articulate this insight as a matter of 
course.. The diasporic generations conversing and debating online bring their own flavour to 
thesee communicative conventions, the representative spaces, traversals they delineate. In so 
doing,, they also challenge traditions' and 'conventions' imposed on them by elders, families 
offlinee and no less by those who would try this in an online scenario. 

Inn this framework, the 'where' and 'what' of everyday life and the 'how' (the practices 
comprisingg or 'inventing' it) are effectively inseparable even as they are analytically distinct, 
socioculturallyy and historically situated. This has implications for how anyone comes to 'know' 
thee practice of others' everyday lives, for how they are to be (represented, in part or in toto. 
Cliffordd sums all this up very well when he notes that for 

dee Certeau, 'space' is never ontologically given. It is discursively mapped and 
corporeallyy practised ... it is not a space until it is practised by peoples' active 
occupation,, their movements through and around it. In this perspective there is nothing 
givenn about a 'field'. It must be worked, turned into a discrete social space, by 
embodiedd practices of interactive travel. (Clifford 1997:54). 

Thee same goes for cyberspace, its particular technical delimitations - ,quadrillage% - included. 
Lookingg at the above from a feminist perspective of knowledge (reproduction (see Chapter 
Four),, the operations of gender-power relations are evident through which 'versions', which 
spatiall practices become official, get discarded, and/or which ones are carried on regardless, 
suchh as reading, conversing, living, cooking (de Certeau 1980:23, Giard & Mayol 1980:149 
passim).. Each carries its own characteristics and inner tensions and neither is self-evident in 
researchh terms. 

Ass an academic practitioner and a defender of the intrinsic value of grassroots 
socioculturall expression and ways-of-life in understanding, and thereby impacting upon any 
sociall 'order', de Certeau includes in his notion of practices-as-spatial written or read forms of 
'orality'' as well as of corporeal movements, traversals, displacements. These are reincorporated 
intoo the contested terrain of the everyday. In this sense, the presence and power of sociocultural 
artefacts,, customs and rituals, traces of displacement and their historical, political economic 
contextt are very real traces of inter/subjectivity. These traces, traversals and the spaces they 
(re)draww constitute and articulate any lived places/worlds - be they local, international, global or 
combinationss thereof. Such practices are not reducible to measurable behaviours that have had 
too be disembowelled from their specific content in (other) cultural, political economic orders or 
(life)) histories (see Huyssen 1990: 259 passim, de Certeau 1986: 171 passim). What is said, how 
itt is said, and who says/does itt to whom, articulates multiplex gender-power relations of how 
meaningss are exchanged, circulated and then relived; how these are "practised by people's 
activee occupation..." (Clifford 1997:54) and contain the potential for challenging these. How 
thiss conceptualisation can work vis-a-vis online discussions that occur not only in 'cyberspace' 
butt also in a non-proximate neighbourhood that is bordered by diasporic, postcolonial everyday-
nesss will be further substantiated in Part Three. Suffice it to say that what needs to be 
rememberedd is that through ICTs and more particularly, the internet/www, new(er) articulations 
off the everyday are being super-imposed on established tactical and/or strategic operations that 
inn turn imply new(er) (spatial) practices and (politics of) representation. 

Thiss brings us back to the critical edge of de Certeau's thought vis-a-vis knowledge 
(re)productionn and its own 'machineries of representation' as contained, for example, in the 
Blackk Boxess opened in Chapter Two. If ordinary users/practitioners38 are more than passive 
consumers,, world-wide web surfers being led by the nose to portals, or tracked by 'smart' 
softwaree (these strategic forces notwithstanding) then the objective and dispassionate role of the 

3** Part One of The Practice of Everyday Life lays the conceptual groundwork for mis position on the 
production-content-receptionn problematique of Media Studies ( Curran & Gurevitch 1991, van Zoonen 
1994).. For de Certeau - and I am underlining his references in passing - either or all of these processes, in 
whicheverr hierarchy they are placed, are nevertheless embedded in and subjected to the political 
economicc practices of capitalist industrial/Information societies. 
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'knowledgee expert' needs to be put firmly into perspective 

iff indigenous people and the totality of their worlds are to be regarded as equal. [This] 
requiress new learning as well as unlearning and ... also encourages a healthy reduction 
off ego size. (Hereniko & Schwarz 1999: 61). 

Inn other words, the 'object' of research are living breathing beings with something to 
sayy that necessarily (reconstructs the 'unit of analysis' or 'research object* and concomitant 
taxonomyy (see Niemann & Davies 2000). The eventual product - cultural artefact, academic text 
-- necessarily becomes a "shared discourse" (de Certeau 1986e:217) in that it too is constitutive 
off how a world, or any part of it, is ultimately represented. And there lies the rub for how 
scholars,, as subject-producers of their own (privileged) everyday practices and gender-power 
relationss (1986e: 204), perceive and represent the task in hand. From a feminist point of view, 
thiss is fraught with specific considerations, as I will show in the next chapter. But the general 
critiquee of this sort of cultural and intellectual arrogance being made by de Certeau is a cogent 
one. . 

Too recapitulate briefly. Michel de Certeau is positing a much less foreclosed set of 
gender-powerr relationships between the powerful strategic operations of elites and then-
institutionalisedd positions of power and privilege (Peterson & Runyan 1999: 45) and resistance 
andd struggles of less powerful, self-conscious groups. This entails a repositioning of popular 
culturall practices and non-elite inter/subjectivities in the Trig picture' of how power is exercised, 
constitutedd and reinforced39. His thought includes a healthy dose of the critical premise of 
theoreticall and empirical (self)reflexivity (Leonard 1990); a practice that is constantly under 
pressuree from political economic and technocratic stratagems. 

Ourr sciences were born with that 'modern' historical act that depoliticised research by 
establishingg 'disinterested' and 'neutral' fields of study supported by scientific 
institutionss Having become actual seats of logistic power, scientific institutions have 
fittedd themselves into the system they serve to rationalise, a system that links them to 
eachh other, fixes the direction of their research, and assures their integration into 
existingg socioeconomic framework, (de Certeau 1986 e:215) 

Thiss bears remembering when entering into genetically 'non-western' practices of everyday life, 
theirr respective tactical and strategic operations, and representations (see Douglas 1998: 67, 
Teaiwaa 1999). 

Thiss has been a highly selective presentation of de Certeau's key theoretical tenets, 
whichh still need to be linked to postcolonial diasporas and the development of the internet/www 
inn the twenty years since de Certeau died. The upshot is that his conceptualisation of everyday 
(spatial)) practices needs re-appropriating and updating 40. Nowadays there are 'online' practices 
-- 'texts' and traversals - being produced and disseminated on the internet/www, which 
constitutee another constellation of tactical and strategic operations. Here, there are historical 
shiftss in 'world order' vis-a-vis changing techno-social-political geographies of ICTs to be 
examinedd at close hand. These intersect with 'other' practices of everyday life online, and 
elsewhere,, which do not conform to eurocentric geostrategic understandings and experiences of 
inter/subjectivity. . 

399 In this respect, de Certeau's "most important demystifying weapon was doubtless the... notion of 
tactics,, which.... is neither anti-theoretical not anti-intellectual in design or intention the tactical is 
whatt people are reduced to when they are deprived of power." (Buchanan 2000:13 & 14). 
400 Buchanan (2000: 4-8) notes, quite rightly, about the perils of fetishism in updating and 'over-editing' 
cann do to making a body of work 'accessible' to its 'market audience'. 
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Intersectionss and Contentions 

AA word of caution is needed here though. Because of his eclecticism and his own multi -
disciplinaryy career  path, let alone the way the very notion of the everyday has become e 
appropriatedd by Market Research (see Roberts 1999, Buchanan 2000:2,97, McHaffi e 1997), de 
Certeau'ss work does not conform easily to any disciplinary boundaries (Ahearne 1995:2-4, 
Godzichh 1986: vii-viii , Buchanan 2000: 1 passim) 4I. It does not slot neatly into broad counter-
movementss such as 'post-structuralism' (Hawkes 1997) or, in my view, the highly contestable 
categoryy of the 'postmodernism'42. Nonetheless, this latter  echo and its critic s from the 
Marxiann traditio n do need to be briefl y addressed. 

Thiss chapter  echoes and supports the general aim of John Roberts' excavation of the 
originall  political import of the notion of the everyday in Marxian writing s and activism in early 
20thh century Europe. It does not concur  with his final conclusions, however. In this article, 
publishedd in Radical Philosophy (1999), Roberts revisits the political historiography of the 
'everyday**  in order  to 

restoree an expanded understanding of the term [albeit].. not to diminish the post-war 
theorizationn of the everyday in France, but to problematise its history and incorporation 
intoo contemporary cultural studies"  (Roberts 1999:16). 

Whatt  I take issue with is his verdict on how de Certeau's contribution is "paradigmatic' ' 
off  the "postmodern incorporation"  (Roberts 1999:28) of everyday lif e into a politicall y 
disengagedd and thereby "philosophically diminished cultural studies"  (Roberts 1999:29). There 
iss no reason to assume that de Certeau's contribution to understanding the "everyday as a site of 
complexx and differentiated social agency and subjectivity"  necessarily separates political action 
fromm any "structura l engagement with the problems of material distributio n and economic 
justice""  (Roberts 1999:28). That this has happened, that the 'everyday1 is now synonymous with 
thee culture of consumerism in today's global 'capitalist spectacle' (Roberts 1999:24 passim) , 
iss all the more reason, to my mind, for  revisiting the political and critical concerns of de 
Certeau'ss work as a whole. Given the increasing commercialisation of the internet/www this 
revisitingg is even more timely. I shall examine the postcolonial and feminist dimensions to all 
off  this shortly. 

Havingg said that, de Certeau's terms of reference, vocabulary, literar y style (Buchanan 
2000:333 passim) and highly critical stance to arrogant or  culturall y universalistic academic 
tradition ss and research practices could lend themselves up to a point to being part of the 
'postmodern''  critiqu e of'Rational Man' and •His' Instrumental Reason' (see Nicholson 1990, 
Benhabibb & Cornell 1986). Precisely because he is preoccupied with the practical and 
epistemologicall dimensions of meaning (reproduction, as written and read texts, oral 
recitations,, official archives and policy, his work has been lumped into this amorphous category 
(seee Huyssen 1990:276, note 39) and its more pejorative renditions. The same applies for how 
alll manner of post-positivist strands and categories, critical traditions from the mid-20th 
century,, have been transposed into IR/IPE of late. My argument is that this sort of categorisation 
inn the case of de Certeau is inaccurate and unjust, constricts complex and ongoing debates 
withinn the Social Sciences to endless either / or dichotomies if not conflates these and then 
tarnishess his work and the critical Marxist discourses to which it speaks with the same brush. 

Too reiterate earlier points made about circulations of meanings. For de Certeau, 

411 As one introduction to his collected essays points out; 
thee reach of de Certeau's activities is bound to be seen as excessive, and his attitude as 
extravagant,, unless it can be construed as one of the reminders mat the disciplines do not really 
constitutee wholly autonomous domains but are part of a larger whole His [work] is a 
challengee to the present organisation of knowledge, a challenge that is attentive to the dimension 
off crisis throughout thiss area. (Godzich 1986:x). 

422 See Andreas Huyssen's study (1990:258 passim) of these bodies of thought and their permutations 
whenn appropriated by other intellectual traditions, the American in particular (Jacoby 1977,1987). See 
Harveyy (1990) for another view of how mis body of continental thought, aesthetics, and politics pertains 
too structural Marxism's collision with 'postmodernism*. 
433 David Harvey (1990) takes mis critical stance even further. See Buchanan (2000:13-15). 
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meaningss are deeply political, and so powerful. They also have material repercussions because 
theyy do not exist separately from the respective economies (of scale) of their  transmission, 
circulationn and uses **.  Hence meanings, and their  making, play a far  from insignificant role in 
thee imposition and reproduction of any (world) political economic or  sociocultural 'orders' (de 
Certeauu 1986c: 119). Some of these dynamics have already been elucidated in the previous 
chapters.. At the same time, resistance by those who are seen as passive victims of an existing 
orderr  (de Certeau 1980:12), appropriate and re-work  4S these impositions in an array of'other1 

spoken,, written and physical practices (see Roberts 1999:27 passim). 
Dee Certeau belongs and contributes to a traditio n of thought and research that "takes 

seriouslyy the problem of combining the 'political-economic' and the 'cultural *  without reducing 
onee to the other"  (Jackson 1993:224). Hence never  far  away is a deep circumspection towards 
top-downn or  self-righteous programmes of sociocultural or  political intervention, theoretical 
modelss or  research programmes and the epistemic communities of experts that underpin these 
(Rosss 1995, Harding 2001). This is why he is always dealing with (meta)theoretical issues and 
theirr  practical - empirical research - implications simultaneously; and often in the same breath. 
Thiss 'double / multiplex' (Friedman 1998:37) approach is intentional, central to what I see as 
hiss counter  politics (of representation) A6. In this reading, to talk of and locate the subtleties of 
anyy politics (of representation) - as experienced by the non-elite in particular  - does not in itself 
leadd to a "dissolution of collective politics into cultural politics"  (Roberts 1990:27). Quite the 
opposite.. Neither  is it necessarily an 'inevitable' resignation to the gender-power  relations of a 
'classs [or  any other] society1 (Roberts 1999:27) nor  simply a "politic s of feints, dodges and lucid 
subversion""  (ibid). As we shall see, for  those of the Pacific Island diasporic communities 
communicatingg with each other  openly and non-commercially on the internet/www (about 
democracy,, racism, sexuality), show just how imbued with politics everyday lif e can be. In 
thesee (cyber)spaces, they can articulate 'resistance and creativity"  precisely because there they 
aree able (still ) to "'rewrite ' the oppressive details of their  surfaces"  (Roberts paraphrasing de 
Certeauu 1999:27) in their  specific "enactments] of fantasy and autobiographical storytelling, 
[cyber]walkin gg and day-dreaming..."  (Roberts 1999:27). 

Inn any case, to return  to the disciplinary tracking 47 of de Certeau's work and relevance 
forr  'deep' or  thick descriptive' research into ICTs a moment longer  (Alsatian 1995:358-359). 
Forr  critical/postcolonial anthropology (di Leonardo 1991, Stacey 1997), de Certeau's thought is 
implici tt  in their  uptake of 'practice theory' (see Ortner  1996, Cliffor d 1997:53-54). The 
'everyday**  is a central signifier  of the ethnographic / anthropological project as such. His 

444 This is by no means a 'new' discovery on de Certeau's or  any post-positivists' part. As Albert Wendt 
notess in his discussion of the contemporary implications and symbolic dimensions - of Samoan and other 
Pacificc Island tattooing practices;"... .meanings change as the relationships and the contexts change. (We 
kneww a littl e about semiotics before Saussure came along!).."  (1999:402) 
4ii de Certeau uses the terms 'braconner' - poaching and Haperruque' - the siphoning off of time and/or 
materialss from the employer  (1980:68 passim, Ahearne 1995:160) . See Buchanan (2000:89-90). 
466 See the final chapter  of The Practice of Everyday Lif e for  one rendition of mis subversive urge. Like 
Castellss (1998) de Certeau recognises a tension between his own position and those of his object/subjects 
off  study, albeit in another  way: 

LaissonsLaissons done cette rationalitéfonctionnaliste a la proliferation de son bien-dire, euphémie 
pea-toutpea-tout rémanente dans Ie discours de I'administration etdupouvoir, et revenons plutöt a la 
rumeurrumeur des pratiques quotidiennes. Elles neformentpaspoches dans la sociêté économique. 
RienRien a voir avec ces marginalités qu 'intègre bientöt I 'organisation technique pour en faire de 
signifiantssignifiants et des objets d'échange....Bien loin d'etre une révolte locale, done classable, e'est 
uneune subversion commune et silencieuse, quasi moutonnière - la n<Jlre.(1980:334-335). 

[Leavingg mis functionalist rationalit y to the proliferation of its elegant euphemisms (euphemisms that 
persistt  everywhere in the discourse of administrations and power, let us then return to the murmurin g of 
everydayy practices. They do not form pockets in economic society. They have nothing in common with 
thesee margjnalities that technical organisation quickly integrates in order  to turn mem into signifiers and 
objectss of exchange....Far  from being a local, and thus classifiable, revolt, it is a common and silent, 
almostt  a sheep-like subversion - our  own. (de Certeau 1984:200)] 
477 And tracking - namely following echoes and traces of complex interlocking literatures and academic 
'practices''  - tins will remain. As Cliffor d points out in relation to postcolonial anthropological enterprises 
(seemm Chapter  Four); "Thinkin g historically is a process of locating oneself [and others] in space and 
time..""  (1997:11) and so is any kind of literatur e or  intellectual survey such as this. 
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bottom-upp approach to inter/subjectivit y is also at home in critical studies of social and cultural 
changee (see di Leonardo 1991, Kolk o et al 2000, Wilson 1999:2-4). He is also more than 
sympatheticc to those approaches focusing on 'discourse' or  'text*  (see Douglas 1998:67 &  69) 
andd especially when these would problematise the power  relations between work and 
observationss made in the 'field ' and knowledge production (Cliffor d 1997: 52 passim, Stacey 
1997).. For  Media Studies49, his notion of users as active, non-passive appropriator s and hence 
(redesignerss of cultural and technological artefacts (1980: 11-13, 75 passim) and the impact of 
ongoing,, regular  daily lif e and habits (see Giard &  Mayol 1980) on domestic consumption 
patternss (see Jackson 1993:223), is echoed in Reception Analysis * and work on the 
domesticationn of technologies (see Haddon &  Silverstone 1996, Ridell 1999, Curran & 
Gurevitchh 1991). For  the Philosophy of History and methodological debates surrounding 
archivall  research in itself, de Certeau himself professed an allegiance to the Historian' s craft 
(Ahearaee 1995:9)51. Seeing as IR/IPE began its academic career  as an offshoot of historical and 
literar yy scholarship and its early arguments were deeply marked by various positions taken 
towardss me early twentieth century's two world wars, his work on historiography is cogent 
albeitt  somewhat too specific for  this particular  study. Suffice it to say, with the internet/www 
stilll  being experienced and instigated as a largely written medium (internet telephoning and 
videoo notwithstanding) and the artefacts - online archives - being produced belonging to the 
categoryy of written and read texts, the theoretical and empirical connection is evident. De 
Certeau'ss point is that all archives are read, interpreted and thereby rewritten in the process 
whencee the gender-power  relations of academic knowledge production (Godzich 1986). The 
interactive,, open-endedness of online textual practices underscores this point and subverts 
establishedd relationships between the researched and the researcher, the knowing subject and the 
objectifiedd distanciated •other' (Fabian 1983, de Certeau 1986:199 passim). 

Thesee latter points intersect with, what I call, feminist sensibilities in mat de Certeau's 
concernss also speak to Feminism as an emancipatory political movement for excluded groups 
(off women) and set of theoretical takes on behalf of women as an oppressed class and/or group. 
Hiss ideas also speak to critiques of eurocentric attitudes towards an exoticised 'other*52. On that 
note,, however, Ortoer rightly points out that the commonalities between de Certeau and much 
feministt theory and research in any of the Social Sciences (and here I would include feminist 
IR/IPE)) have not come to fruition or been always as clearly drawn as they could have been . 
Thiss may be moree a question of historical accident than conscious disciplinary design (or 
'strategy'' as de Certeau calls it) as "Practice Theory' and feminist theories seem to have ended 
upp on either side of a "fairly deep divide" (Ortner 1996:3) between disciplines and generations. 
Itt bears saying that the schisms run through, as much as they run between either category . 

4** Douglas defines this heuristic term well: "A 'text' is any medium for representation; written or spoken 
words,, memories, gestures, dress, objects, buildings, landscapes, and visual media like paintings, 
sculptures,, photographs and films. [Her] texts are mainly written" (1998:87). As regards the latter 
admission,, one can say thee same for IR/IPE. But as this is not meant to be a full account of textual theory 
ass such, this term is taken in a generic sense for its heuristic value rather than a key theoretical marker. I 
wouldd contend that this correlates with de Certeau's approach as well (see below). 
499 And there lies thee rub for Roberts (1999:26). 
500 Simply put, the study of how audiences respond to media productions and their content - news and soap 
operass for instance (van Zoonen 1994). The basic point is mat the latter are received, and interpreted 
differentlyy according to sociocultural context, gender, class, and ethnicity. 
511 See also see L 'écritwe de I'histoire (1978) which is summarised well in his essay ** History: Science 
andd Fiction" (1986e). 
522 See Teaiwa (1999:254), Trask (1999:17), Hall (1996a:444 passim). See also Nicholson (1990), 
Benhabibb & Cornell (1986), Ortner (1996), Peterson &  Runyan (1999), Kofman & Youngs (1996), Ling 
{2001a),, McDowell & Sharp (1997), Haraway (1992). 
"" Nancy Fraser's (1997) carefully nuanced critique of me very same generation of thinkers to which de 
Certeauu simply underscores the critical nature of de Certeau's refusal to assume neither an a priori 
hierarchyy - in either direction - between strict textual conceptualisations of 'discourse' and 'practice' - as 
voluntaristt actions nor to conflate, and so de-politicise either or bom. 
544 Postcolonial sensibilities would men remind us, when searching for adequate 'explanatory' models, 
aboutt the pitfalls of "resort[ing] „to a critical apparatus of authors, canons, and genres that is largely 
derivedd from a modem Western discourse of'the literary', 'the textual', and the 'great author'... {even 
thoughh a]. . . complete break with 'Western' literary theories and foims is often more polemical than 
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Too sum up this rough sketch. In line with the broad battle lines being drawn between 
variouss (post)structuralist and/or social constructivist approaches and their non/post-Marxist 
criticss in IR/IPE (see Carver 1998), Lefebvre and Bourdieu have been largely incorporated by 
thee heirs of the former camp (see Harvey 1990) whilst Derrida and Foucault have been 
developedd by various streams of the latter (see Devetak 1996, Carver 1998). Of course such 
thingss are never that simple. Be that as it may, these intradisciplinary moves in an area wracked 
byy the 'postmodern' condition may go some way in explaining why de Certeau's work has been 
somewhatt overlooked in these meta-theoretical wrangles. Another reason is that it not only 
distancess itself from propagating any one universal Truth (see Godzich 1986) but also one 
versionn of politics; his is a subversive theory of politicall agency (Buchanan 2000:91). De 
Certeau'ss refusal to present a people-less model of sociocultural, political economic relations 
occurringg in an anarchic 'vacuum' (see Wendt 1999:402, Wilson 1999:2) makes de Certeau a 
comradee of many postcolonial, third world and feminist IR/IPE theorists. For as Wlad Godzich 
pointss out in his foreword to Heterologies, an English language collection of Michel de 
Certeau'ss essays: 

dee Certeau has clear, practical aims. There is thus something very atheoretical about his 
endeavour,, not because of any opposition to theory as such, but because the old 
constructionn of the opposition of theory and practice is part of the speculative edifice 
thatt de Certeau no longer finds hospitable, or perhaps more accurately, affordable. It 
exactss too high a price [for those it professes to be helping] for the amenities that it 
provides.. But this atheoretical stance does not make for an absence of theory in what he 
writes.... It simply makes for a different positioning of the theoretical.. (Godzich 
1986:viii)55. . 

Thiss repositioning of the theoretical and by implication the subject-object/subject-
subjectt relationship (de Certeau 1986: 217) that is at stake speaks into and from postcolonial 
sensibilitiess and critiques of western academe (de Certeau 1986:225-233, Wilson 1999, Moore-
Gilbertt et al 1997, Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin 1998, Fabian 1983). It also opens up avenues for 
engagingg with postcolonial (non-western) diasporic practices of everyday life, on and off the 
internet/www.. As I have argued in the last chapter, these avenues are too often blocked by 
eurocentricc ontological and epistemological preoccupations, on the one hand, and manic swings 
betweenn technophobia and technophilia on the other. 

Itt is now time to move onto what all this means for the practice of everyday life online 
andd in a postcolonial and diasporic context. What I am referring to are the presence on the 
internet/wwww of groups whose initial terms of reference, self/groups identity formation, 
relationshipp to multiple sociocultural conventions and political economies are anchored in both 
westernn and non-western societies. These are the postcolonial diasporas of the South Pacific 
Islands,, those of Tonga and Samoa for the most part and whose "oppression du present* is 
beingg worked through in the west - online, and in between. 

materiallyy or culturally realised in the act." (Wilson 1999:4 &  13, note 11). This difficult balancing act is 
embeddedd in Postcolonial Feminists' critiques of western liberal premises of the Women's Liberation 
Movementss of the 1960's - 1970's (Nicholson 1997, Peterson & Runyan 1999:172-177). Its everyday 
permutationss are also more than adequately articulated by participants in the online discussions presented 
furtherr on. 
5SS And de Certeau's own words, including a footnoted cross-reference to Lefebvre's notion of the 
everydayy (see Roberts 1999): 

CesCes 'manières de faire' constituent les milles pratiques par lesquelles des utilisateurs 
réapproprientréapproprient l'espace organise par les techniques de la production socioculturelle. Ces 
procéduresprocédures et ruses de consommateurs composent, a la limite, Ie réseau d'une antidiscipline qui 
estest Ie sujet de ce livre (1980:14) 

[Thesee "ways of operating' constitute the innumerable practice by means of which users reappropriate the 
spacee organised by the techniques of sociocultural production.... Pushed to their ideal limits, these 
proceduress and ruses of consumers compose the network of an antidiscipline which is the subject of this 
bookk (de Certeau 1984:xiv-xv)] 
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Postcoloniall (Cyber)Spatial Practices 

[C]ontemporaryy articulations of'diaspora'.... [are] ways of sustaining connections with 
moree than one place while practising non-absolutist forms of citizenship The 
diasporicc and hybrid identities produced... can be both restrictive and liberating. They 
stitchh together  languages, traditions, and places in coercive and creative ways, 
articulatin gg embattled homelands, powers of memory, styles of transgression, in 
ambiguouss relation to national and transnational structures. It is difficul t to evaluate, 
evenn to perceive, the range of emerging practices. (Cliffor d 1997:9&10) 

Ass I have argued, ICTs do more than just 'impact upon' the relationship between 
practicess of everyday lif e and their  broader  political economic context. Rather, as socially and 
historicallyy co-constructed technologies, in the words of Sandra Harding (1998:3-4), ICTs 
delimitt  such practices and their  contexts. But this does not preclude them from being impacted 
uponn and so recalibrated in turn (see Haraway 1990) * . Following de Certeau, what is being 
struggledd over  in any period of technological and/or  social change (Harding 1998b), is control 
off  the new nooks and crannies of the space between incumbent political economic and 
socioculturall  practices and emergent ones. The practices at stake are both 'tactical acts' and/or 
Tiegemonicc strategies' (Wilson 1999:2) which have gender, ethnic and class contours to them. 
Vestedd political economic interests, identifications and inter/subjectivities are being 
(re)articulatedd both in the materiality of new(er) ICTs and their  symbolic representative 
elements.. Both aspects, are implicated as the internet/www grows and deepens as a physical 
infrastructure ,, constellation of cultural (reproductions, and its multifariou s (cyber)spatial 
practicess - productions, content and audiences "  - continue to flourish, disappear  or  re-emerge 
inn online and offline everyday lives. 

Beforee examining the specific content and make-up of these (cyber)spatial practices, the 
interlocutor ss and some of the key themes of the online archives that have been produced in 
abundancee over  the years, there is one more conceptual node too investigate. This is the 
multifariou ss 'invocations' (Cliffor d 1997:244) and experiences that constitute the 'postcolonial'. 
Thatt  of'diaspora' has been dealt with for  now. Taking a closer  look at the notion of post-
colonial/postcoloniall  indicates where de Certeau's conceptualisation of everyday lif e has certain 
limit ss vis-a-vis the nature of online interactions on the one hand and 'non-western' practices of 
everydayy lif e on the other. Whether  or  not ICTs are represented in the western media and in 
Developmentt  forums like the UNDP, OECD as the latest harbinger  of economic well-being, 
modernisationn and social (dis)empowerment per  se, multilocalit y (Cliffor d 1997:246) and 
multivocalit yy are not unique in themselves and certainly not new for  non-western 
communicativee cultures (see Cliffor d 1997:246 passim). Tostcolonial'  is a term that indicates 
farr  more than a particular  historical period. It also denotes an intellectual, political and 
methodologicall  move towards a politics of representation that criticall y engages with western 
dominantt  representations of history, politics, culture, identity. 

Postcoloniall Diasporas 

[P]ostcolonialismm remains an elusive and contested term. It designates at one and the 
samee time a chronological movement, a political movement, and an intellectual activity, 
andd it is this multipl e status mat makes exact definition difficult . 
(Moore-Gilbert ,, Stanton &  Maley 1997:1) 

First,, to talk of the postcolonial (or  post-colonial) simply put, is to denote the 
aforementionedd historical period off  decolonisation.58. The South Pacific Islands of (Western) 

566 Having said that, one danger  of a constructivist approach is mat of replacing the problem, of an overly 
linearr  or  hierarchical teleological model of change, with the other  one, an unproblematic 
'interdependency11 that belies the underlying power  asymmetries that depend upon this sort of interaction 
too continue. 
577 Here I am using the aforementioned three-way division favoured in Media Studies, the various 
disciplinaryy offshoots and disputes notwithstanding (see Curran &  Gurevitch 1991, van Zoonen 1994) 
544 On the issue of spelling, see Ashcroft, Griffith s &  Tiffi n (1998:187). For  more on ways of reading mis 
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Samoaa and Tonga belong to this categoiy in the sense that they both ceased to be New Zealand 
andd British Protectorates respectively in the 1960's. How far political independence has gone 
handd in hand with economic well-being or ability to affect change at the regional level of 
intergovernmentall cooperation, dominated as these are by Australasian, US and Japanese 
strategicc and economic interests (Fry 1997) is very much a moot point. Disputes over aspects of 
thiss history spill over into the online discussions. Other spill-overs include the role of 
missionaries,, and since them the Christian churches; early European settlements and colonial 
administrationss in the islands, and since them political and economic relations with dominant 
neighbours;; key historical figures or events in local life and customs, and since them how the 
latterr have 'evolved' or been 'endangered' as a result. In short, how political and economic 
institutions,, customs, rituals and belief systems, and the legacy of colonial anthropology on 
thesee in themselves and how the South Pacific has been - or should be - represented is grist for 
thee mill of some intense and ongoing online debates. What existed 'before contact* (Helu 1999) 
andd what has happened since, which versions of events count and whose interpretations are at 
stake,, the effects and ramifications are all open to question and contested accordingly. As will 
bee shown, these issues still affect everyday (diasporic) lives and thereby permeate the online 
discussionn threads. They are indicative of varying relationships between 'strategic operations' 
andd 'tactical' responses to the 'oppression of the present1. They also articulate these and in so 
doingg expose them to the world' online. As participants show and insist upon, it does matter 
whichh and whose meanings rule, where practices become 'lodged', accepted or protested, how 
theyy impinge upon accepted and acceptable notions of political representation, 'traditional' 
and/orr 'modern' practices, sociocultural mores. 

Secondlyy then, to speak of the postcolonial is to do more than delineate simple 'before' 
andd 'after* chronologies. 

Thee 'posf in postcolonialism does not indicate the belief that colonialism is dead and 
buried,, a matter of the past with no bearing on the present. Quite to the contrary, it is a 
formm of periodization which aggressively signals the centrality of colonialism to the 
entiree historical period after it... The colonial encounter was also decisive in the making 
off the modern world. (Seth 1999:215)s9 

Itt has also come to designate an important constellation of theorising and research that anchors 
thee social and historical construction of contemporary realities in the history of colonialism and 
itss aftermath (Ashcroft et al 1998:186). This implicates both coloniser and colonised. This 
intellectuall enterprise is also a political one in so much as postcolonialism 

foregroundss the connection between knowledge and power, and also between 
knowledgee and forms of human community, of ways of being in the world. What is at 
issuee here, it is important to emphasise, is much more than the 'cultural imperialism' and 
arrogancee which were part and parcel of the colonial enterprise.... What postcolonialism 
seekss to problematise and call into question, however, are the knowledges mat 
accompaniedd and characterised colonialism and its aftermath. Postcolonialism also 
drawss attention to the fact that ways of constructing and construing the world are 
alwayss connected to ways of being-in-the-world. (Seth 1999:218) 

Forr postcolonial critiques of "the controlling power of representation in colonised 

termm see Ashcroft et al (1998: 186-192) and Seth (1999:215-218) for good and concise overviews around 
thee distinctions. See Ling (200la) and Harding (1998a: 15-18) for how a postcolonial framework or 
'standpoint** relate to IR/IPE and Feminist ones. I have opted for the non-hyphenated term from now on for 
thee purposes of elegance and also to include the "postcolonial turn' in epistemological debates. The 
hyphenn is used when the historical period is mainly being referred to. 
"Seee Harding (1998a, 1998b) for a fuller historiographical and philosophical survey. 
600 Harding (1998a, 2001) offers a more 'materialisf account of this connection between Enlightenment 
philosophicall assumptions and science practices, its 'intewenuonism' (2001) and me colonial encounter -
thee results of which "always bear the fingerprints of historic eras on which they emerged and mat 
continuee to find them valuable" (1998a: 6 [of copy]). See Ling (2001) for a substantiation of this insight 
fromfrom the point of view of Asian encounters with the West. 
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societies"" (Ashcroft et al 1998:1876) these connections are 'read' into - imprinted upon -
everydayy practices and experiences of ethnicity and/or race, which have been represented in 
hegemonicc accounts of the 'exotic other", experiences and structures of discrimination and 
oppressionn as the 'subaltern other", labelling of colonised, non-western societies as uncivilised, 
undeveloped,, and so on. The historical period of colonialism (now officially 'over*) overlaps in 
thiss respect with the ongoing "political, linguistic and cultural experience of societies that were 
formerr European colonies" (Ashcroft et al 1998:186). 

Att the heart of this large and disparate body of work is a strong critique of western 
knowledgee (reproduction, the ongoing existence of a centre-periphery divide between west and 
thee rest" notwithstanding. For example, how knowledge (reproduction is complicit with the 
colonialistt political and scientific project (see Ling 2000b, Harding 1998b, di Leonardo 1991), 
formss of institutionalised racism and/or cultural oieacnuig in tne name or ïnicgraiiou ^rvui 
1996b),, white middle-class blinkers in feminist theory towards women of colour (Narayan 
1997,, Collins 1997) and so on. All in all these critiques entail a rethinking of what constitutes 
inter/subjectivity,, an insistence that there is not a unified, single, neutral 'knower' standing 
outsidee the world as a 'modest witness (Haraway 1997). In this way the postcolonial turn in the 
Sociall Sciences, or more precisely Literary Theory and the Humanities (Ashcroft et al 
1998:186-187),, intersects with the social constructivist mood in IR/IPE. In postcolonial 
approaches,, another set of sociocultural practices, modes and relations of production, gender-
powerr relations, are implicitly important and significant for post-colonial societies and their 
interwovenn histories that are not a priori  relevant to European (repressed and/or expressed) 
experiencess and representations of the body (white, male, Christian), philosophies of the mind-
spiritt (the Enlightenment, before and after), or the political economic public or private spheres 
(thee Westphalian state system, industrialisation, secularisation and capitalist economies). In 
blunterr formulation by being subjected to the tatter's scholarly practices, non-western peoples 
stilll have to resist being (re)colonised from within (Trask 1999, Smith 1998). 

Asidee from "disciplinary and interpretative contestation" (Ashcroft et al 1998:186) 
aboutt the term let alone its spelling, in the South Pacific context it is the material, cultural and 
symbolicc consequences of'contacf that affect island populations and their diasporas. How these 
aree to be judged - good, bad, un/avoidable - and how these are lived and experienced lies at the 
heartt of the online discussions, as they do in the lives and (diasporic) communities they 
articulate.. In other words, to talk of (he postcolonial is to do more than invoke an 'afterwards'. 
Too deal with it entails more than yearning for halcyon days of the past, to dispute it - internally 
orr with one's interlocutors - is to be confronted with how the very 'oppression of the present* is 
alsoo the realisation of a past-as-memories. Whose memories dominate is, again, a concrete 
productt with political and economic underpinnings in what Wilson calls this "mixed-up era of 
technoeuphorictechnoeuphoric globalisation and heightened localisation and reindigenisation" (1999:2). In this 
respectt men I shall be following Albert Wendf s cue when hee stipulates that the 

postpost in postcolonial does not just mean after; it also means around, through, out of, 
alongside,alongside, and against... (quoted in Wilson 1999:3, emphasis in the original). 

Postulatingg a clean epistemological or ontological break in either direction, therefore, is not an 
answer.. As Albert Wendt astutely notes (when arguing that 'pre-colonial' forms of tattoo (tatau) 
-- in Samoa at least) the prefix can elide the complexity of 

..defiantt texts or scripts of nationalism and identity. Much of the indigenous was never 
colonised,, tamed or erased. And much that we now consider indigenous and post-
coloniall are colonial constructs (e.g. the church) (1999:403) 

Muchh of the more intense online discussions revolve around this insight. Given this 
inherentt fluidity in actual practices and representations of the suffixes 'pre' and 'post, and the 
variouss permutations available in the notion of diaspora (Clifford 1997: 9-10), using these two 
termsterms - postcolonial diaspora - as a collocation is not meant to posit them as synonymous. The 
formerr (with either spelling) implies the latter as historically situated lives with both material 
implicationss and symbolic meaning-making vis-a-vis "being Tongan", "being a Samoan woman 
today"" as Chapters Five and Seven will show. The term diaspora denotes the spread, the 
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spatialityy of these lived lives and the political economic structure of their contemporary context 
evenn though to speak of diasporas or diasporic experience does not necessarily imply only 
postcoloniall ones. 

ICTss are not external to the fracture lines - seams - running through definitions and 
differencess in the 'postcolonial' at both the abstract and historical levels (see Hereniko & Wilson 
1999).. For one, the challenge or threat of ICTs for the fate of the Westphalian nation-state 
(Grahamm 1999, Everard 2000), for redefining the geographies of'imaginary communities' or 
evenn the physically confined 'rational man' is the product (representation a la Certeau) of the 
Westt and its own colonial(ist) history. In this scenario, talking of either 'diaspora' or 
'postcolonial'' raise, as Clifford notes, "problems of defining a travelling term, in changing global 
conditions"" (1997:244). De Certeau's work and his critical stance, whilst speaking to western 
Europeann history and critiquing its knowledge industries and capitalist underpinnings, does not 
precludee a meeting, albeit with some re-definitions and delineations, between his conception of 
thee practice of everyday life, (cyber)spatial practices of everyday life, and those belonging to 
non-westernn societies before, during, and after 'contact1 with the West. 

Thiss meeting of both the social constructivist mood, Feminist and Postcolonial critiques 
off Western androcentric knowledge production (Harding 1998a) can have a direct impact on 
internett research methods; not only on how to find and gather data/empirical substantiation on -
orr through - the internet/www but also how to interpret and then (represent them. This will be 
outlinedd in the next chapter. But, first, some comments on the limits of de Certeau's practice 
theoryy bear mentioning. 

Fromm Proximate Quartier to Cyberspace 

Onee thing the internet/www does to de Certeau's notion of the neighbourhood and its 
surroundingg cityscape is to refract and 'de-hierarchise' the physically proximate spatial practices 
off (urban) neighbourhoods that delimit the everyday practices in his formulation. It also affects 
howw one perceives and locates the user- practitioners of these disembodied (cyber)spatial 
practices.. Here, online forms of anonymity and nicknames come into play. The texts that are 
eventuallyy produced as discussion content and threads also have a different materiality and 
longevityy to the 'discursive economies' of reading and writing critiqued by de Certeau. They are 
moree tenuous, one could argue, given their 'fluidity" and short shelf-life online (see Chapter 
Four).. For (dispersed) non-western peoples living in the west and/or post-colonial nations, the 
practicee of everyday life has different spatial dimensions to those studied by de Certeau (1980) 
orr Giard &  Mayol (1980) in any case. But at the same time they are also comparable in that 
manyy groups of Pacific Islands diasporas are clustered together in urban centres in the West, and 
whenn not, their internet access mostly occurs in urban centres in the Pacific Islands (Apia, 
Honolulu,, Suva, Nukualofa). 

Togetherr and separately, postcolonial theoretical stances and online communicative 
practicess are challenging not only how the neighbourhood itself is construed and experienced 
butt also established norms and practices of anthropological 'fieldwork'(Clifford 1997:79). This 
hass an impact on what constitutes 'empirical' evidence in the Social Science research. The 
internet/wwww is at the outer limits of all these debates. In the first instance, the increasing, albeit 
uneven,, ubiquity of ICTs at all levels of certain societies is affecting the very constitution - and 
sociall institutions - of'everyday life' and the tactical and strategic operations entailed. 

Basically,, the internet/www provides a qualitatively different kind of quartier in which 
otherr sorts of spatial practices and experiences of the everyday are being acted out, articulated, 
andd contested. Moreover different sorts of physicality, embodiment and what constitutes face-
to-facee interaction are being experimented with and men taken for granted. At the same time 
establishedd and such new(er) practices are being refracted and configured as the internet/www 
becomess a place and space for everyday life. When all this is instigated by, or involves 
postcoloniall societies and their diasporas, the impact of ICTs on research parameters, or 
fieldworkfieldwork per se 61 and the subject-object relationship between the researched and the researcher 
intersectt directly with critical frameworks. 

Too be more specific. On the internet/www these movements can be discerned not only 

Thiss is in terms of where the field is to be found, or how it is to be 'visited' (see Clifford 1997:80) 
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inn the immediate on-screen content, symbols and conversations, but also in the complete or 
partiall  texts left behind in caches, indicated in deletion or  'server  down' notices, online statistical 
recordss like total hits', electronic tags like 'cookies', the server  logs, email 'mailboxes', the 
ubiquitouss hyperlink itself with its lateral comings and goings (see Appendix Two and Four), 
thee appearance and disappearance of avatars in Live Chat scenarios, and so on. These all 
combinee in the uses, consumption, appropriations that comprise daily practices of 
inter/subjectivit yy online. But we must not overlook the fact that just as one finds intersections 
andd meeting points between established literatures, theoretical models and research practices, 
ICT ss are also implicated in the advent of some tangibly different (spatial) practices and sorts of 
interactions.. Western perceptions of space and time at least are being reconfigured. So are 
assumptionss about what constitutes (disembodiment, the rules and norms of written 
communication.. From a postcolonial point of view - as theory and historical period - mis has 
generall  application as well as quite specific sociocultural ones. For  first and second generations 
off  Pacific Islanders growing up in the USA, Australia, New Zealand, or  elsewhere, these shifts 
andd the tensions - both liberating and frustratin g - they bring to personal, family, social and 
culturall  networks are at the heart of the online discussions analysed here. In mis way, they are 
tracingg a tactical'  (re)appropriation of highways and byways of the internet/www for  their  own 
communicative,, social and political needs. They underscore the importance of de Certeau's goal 
too retrieve the agency of the 'everyday life'  of ordinary people from dominant elite 
representationss of what 'culture' , 'politics' , economic well-being and 'development' entail. For 
thesee elites are very quick to demote the former  to the realm of the 'banal'  and the 'irrelevanf 
(Giardd &  Mayol 1980: 7-9). 

Beforee moving into the methodological specifics of investigating the interplay between 
postcoloniall  diasporas, practices of everyday lif e and their  (re)articulations online, let us review 
thee main themes thus far. 

Conclusion n 

[Discoursess are] a part of language, a mode of language use ..[that] constitute forms of 
sociall  interaction and practice. As such, they are not irrational , but they are subject to 
thee pulls and pressures of the situations in which they are used as well as to the weights 
off  their  own tradition . (Godzich, 1986:xx) 

Firstt  of all, forr  social constructivist and postcolonial conceptualisations of inter/ 
subjectivity,, social change, and/or  world order  , de Certeau's emphasis on grassroots political 
agencyy and its concomitant 'popular  culture' privileges 'speaking up', as opposed to 'speaking 
down''  (Harding 2001, Chen 1996). Methodologically speaking this means locating and studying 
agency,, and those who exercise it, in 'operation' (Ahearne 1995:15 passim) in bom their 
immediatee and broader  political economic and historical contexts. The gender-power  relations 
of'strategicc representations' and 'everyday tactical manoeuvres' crisscross these contexts. Such 
dynamicss are not always clear  or  easily acknowledged by their  respective practitioners (de 
Certeauu 1980: 227,362, note 28, Peterson &  Runyan 1999:46). But sometimes they are, though, 
ass Part Three wil l show. Even non-elite, disenfranchised or  marginalised practitioners leave 
visible,, audible and eloquent traces behind mem of what they do, where, and how they deal with 
alll  manner  of limitation s on behaviour, personal expression and material circumstance. 

Fromm the point of view of researching the internet/www, it follows mat what actually 
getss produced in online discussions, is integral to understanding the (cyber)spatial practices and 
infrastructure ss that these trace. As I shall argue in the next chapter  when applying a critical 
feministt  and ethnographic approach to collecting, collating, analysing and interpretin g online 
discussionss such as these, time needs to be taken to follow these movements and moments. This 
approachh also insists mat the researcher  be aware of her/his own relatively privileged - and 

622 By now it should be clear  that a social constructivist approach is not necessarily a 'relativist '  one 
(Kolkoo et al 2000). It does not deny materiality and structural power  in accounts of change, gender-power 
relations,, communications or  whatever  (Hennessy 1993). Rather, it is to recognise and investigate the co-
constructedd nature of social, political economic and imaginary worlds (see Harding 1998b, Murphy &  de 
Ferroo 1995). I have opted to stay withh the more familiar  term - constructivist (constructionist can also be 
usedd though) • for the sake of argument 
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powerfull - position (Stacey 1997), whatever the degree of participation engaged upon. It also 
meanss spending time with practitioners, being confronted with the pitfalls of interacting as both 
participantt and observer (Douglas 1998:67); learning to be self-reflexive in practice rather than 
inn theory. This methodological approach responds to de Certeau's critique of elitist western 
knowledgee production and culture industries and his call for due attention to be paid to non-elite 
everydayy practices, political economic concerns, and cultural production. It also responds to his 
calll that such detailed investigations, from the ground up, not be de-linked from broader gender-
powerr relations. 

AA second thematic point is related to de Certeau's working through of "space as a 
practisedd place" (1980:227). This allows the above practicalities to be coupled with how non-
westernn practitioners are using and appropriating the internet/www on their own terms. De 
Certeau'ss contribution to how spatiality and practice combine to make 'spatial practices' is his 
focuss on "people's active occupation, their movements through and around [any space]" 
(Cliffordd 1997: 54). In internet/www textual scenarios, hyperlinked forms of reading and 
writingg are key operations in these occupations. These occupations have to contend with, on the 
onee hand, ICTs as technologies of domination' (Haraway 1990, Hamelink 1995). I shall return 
too this in Chapter Nine. On the other hand, these practitioners empower themselves through 
thesee counter-appropriations. 

AA third point relates to applications and appropriations of any given theoretical-
methodologicall approach in new(er) areas such as the internet/www. The hermeneutic schema 
beingg put forward here also 'poaches' concepts from de Certeau as well as departs from the 
continentall urban quartier which he observed. The 'content analysis' of online discussions mat 
followss is illustrative rather than exhaustive, leans on interpretation rather than some sort of 
ultimatee proof. In celebrating rather then denying inter/subjective contextuality, it incorporates 
feministt and ethnographic methods to focus on online textual production. A full ethnographic 
andd sociological study of these online and diasporic communities would entail a research project 
off quite a different scale 63. The sort of internet-based interactions focused on here, are not 
directlyy comparable to those occurring in urban suburbs, or attributable to any single (national) 
culture,, however defined. The online interactions of these South Pacific peoples have no trouble 
mimickingg their societies' own well-established knowledge on how to navigate across vast 
distances.. At the same time, their online conviviality and community building refers to various 
degreess of physical - and familial - proximity (for emailing and online chatting can be enjoyed 
byy people sitting next to each other, or around one computer screen, or between family 
members). . 

Anotherr distinction between the practices of everyday life of a French working class 
family,, as carried out by Giard & Mayol (1980) and the Pacific Island diasporas is that the latter 
aree living as a "minority of a minority' (Aiono 1999: interview) in the USA, Australia or New 
Zealand.. Hence, issues of race/ethnicity predominate whilst the diverse 'cultural practices' 
(Ashcroftt et al 1998:62) being discussed come from several directions, all at once (see Chapter 
Seven).. The everyday life that de Certeau was talking about is deeply embedded in modern 
Europeann culture and history. The spatial dimensions to his practice theory are steeped in the 
experiencee and architectures of physical proximity, of urban continental neighbourhoods from 
thee (post)industrial heartland from which the colonialist enterprise was launched (Wallerstein 
1974).. Nonetheless, his reinsertion of the political to everyday practices coupled with an astute 
awarenesss of eurocentric self-centredness (Niemann & Davies 2000) lend themselves well to the 
ontologicall and epistemological challenges being wrought by postcolonial practices of everyday 
lifee online. The politically difficult part begins, however, when these involve not necessarily 
'western'' cultural contexts and references (Godzich 1986: xvii passim) given the distance taken 
byy postcolonial critiques of eurocentric theoretical and research models, to which this one could 
bee seen to belong. However, de Certeau's collection of essays in Heterologies (1986) can go far 
inn correcting mis potential objection for here he shows a clear sense of where colonialism and 
itss academic progeny have had a role to play in suppression and disenfranchisement 
(1986f:232).. This study is cognisant of the problematic and complex politics of indigenous 
sovereigntyy and independence movements in the South Pacific, as are the KB and KR 

633 This is something that Giard & Mayol make explicit as well (1980:14) whilst Miller & Slater (2000) 
aree at pains to confirm the completeness of their internet ethnography of Trinidadians online. 
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participantss (see Chapter Six). 
Too sum up. The interplay between the everyday practices of postcolonial diasporas and 

new(er)) ICTs requires the study of meaning-making practices from the bottom-up. Online 
discussionss and conversations provide a means to do this. The thing to remember is that 
politicall economic and sociocultural spaces-institutions-systems are lived in, moved through 
andd against and thereby impacted upon by (groups of) people in multifarious sorts of 
interactions,, organisations, and struggles. Further to this, the aforementioned *postcolonial turn' 
referss to both historical period, and a normative stand vis-a-vis the histories, knowledges, and 
world-viewss of the non-western, subaltern 'other1 that is absented from mainstream/eurocentric 
accounts.. The point is that these 'others' have always been there', in the centre of their own 
worlds,, their own inter/subjectivities, political economic and sociocultural institutions, and 
struggles.64 4 

Thee discussions reconstructed in Part Three show these different historical, 
socioculturall and inter/personal dynamics in operation. They underscore how these dynamics 
crosscutt each other on and off the internet/www. In short, they («particulate the tricky* and 
'messy** dialectics of the practice of everyday life and the 'machineries' of representation that 
delimitt it. For postcolonial diasporas this dialectics has its own particular 'oppression of the 
present'.. And the past for that matter. 

644 This is not to assume that these preclude oppressive political regimes, untroubled social relations, or 
(in)equitablee gender-power relations. 
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Figuree Three: Exotic Erotica 
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Thee poster above advertises an attraction at Frankfurt Zoo in Germany in 1901. 
Itt appears that in an attempt to raise interest in the, then, new German colony, 
aa group of 8 men, 17 women and 1 child 'toured' Germany. Billed as 'Warrior 
Mataafaa and Malietoa's Samoan Village', they were on display in Frankfurt for 
199 days . (Samoan Sensation, 1999) 

11 This image was posted on the Samoa Sensation website (19/04/99). http://www.samoa.co.uk, with this 
caption,, was posted on the KR as part of a search for more information. It harks back to the days when 
Samoaa was a German colony. In the aftermath of World War One, the country was divided up between 
Greatt Britain (Western Samoa) and the USA (American Samoa). The former is now independent, the 
latterr not. The former is in the UN list of Least Developed Countries and the latter not, by virtue of US 
aid.. Great Britain (and New Zealand who later 'acquired' the territory) took advantage of the colonial 
administrativee infrastructure put in place by the Germans. Historical studies have been wont to make 
comparisonss between the relative "benign-ness' of these colonial regimes and downplay some of the 
bloodierr rebellions against colonial rule, and their repression, in the early 20th century. These events and 
theirr aftermath are not lost on KR / KB participants, and nor was the racist eroticism/exoticism of this 
imagee and the 'show' to which it belonged. As many Samoans have German names, these cultural and 
historicall references are double-edged. For the record; the Samoa Sensation website (based in London) is 
onee of the many spin-offs from the Kava Bowl idea. Using similar software and style of discussion 
forums,, it provides general information on Western Samoa and various links to other sites. Its founders, 
Timm Sansom and Lucy Tuaifaiva, are (have been) regulars on the KR and the KB. My thanks to Tim 
Sansomm for providing me with this image. 
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CHAPTERR FOUR - RESEARCHING THE INTERNET 

Introduction n 

Anthropologicall  discourse often exhibits (or  hides, which is the same) conflict between 
theoretical-methodologicall  conventions and lived experience. Anthropological writin g 
mayy be scientific; it is also inherently autobiographic. (Fabian 1983:87) 

Thiss chapter  is an account of how to 'do' critical ethnographic internet research. It 
discussess some practicalities involved in doing this sort of research from a feminist 
methodologicall  (however  delineated) starting point. It is also a partial reconstruction of how a 
researchh method unfurled when the internet/www was the site, medium and, by implication, the 
co-objectt  of study; a thir d tale of the internet in that sense. Anthropological ethnography 
(Hakkenn 1997:45) is, broadly speaking, the methodological inspiration for  enabling me to do 
whatt  I did 2. And IR/IPE is the academic discipline in which the research was conducted. The 
threee terms in the titl e correspond to both practical and epistemological divisions of labour. 
Whilstt  the first is arguably still in the process-of-becoming, the other  two have well-established 
canonss of theoretical and research credentials, and their  contestation of course. This chapter, 
withh its more autobiographical tone, operates as a two-way bridge between Part One and Parts 
Threee and Four. 

Itt  is by way of these demarcations that I shall be exploring a number  of methodological 
issuess that arise when doing internet research, and do so vis-a-vis feminist 'sensibilities' in 
IR/IPEE (True 1996, Peterson &  Runyan 1999, Kofman &  Youngs 1996, Nicholson 1990, 
Ticknerr  1995, Whitwort h 1999). The term 'sensibility'  is used here for  its productive and 
problematicc connotations. Being sensitive in the first sense means being receptive to new, 
unexpected,, and personally challenging discoveries during the course of any politicall y engaged 
researchh project. What I mean by this is that one corequisite for  any feminist theoretical 
approachh is some sort of political (normative, if you will ) engagement that would improve the 
lott  of those who are disadvantaged/ (groups of) women (see Peterson &  Runyan 1999, Harding 
1998a).. On the other  hand, a focus on 'gender1 should not be construed as synonymous to 
focusingg on 'women' per  se (Bordo 1990, Butler  1990, Carver  1998). This would occlude how a 
theoreticall  and historical construct is spliced with others such as ethnicity-race, class-status, 
sex-gender.. The practical decisions that have had to be made and parameters set - or  enforced -
reflectt  how the internet/www has been developing over  the last ten years at least, both in itself, 
vis-a-viss the contemporary 'new(er) world order*, and in conceptual terms. They relate to very 
concretee practical problems of doing feminist and interdisciplinar y research within academic 
institution ss (see de Certeau 1986e: 199 passim), let alone research into the internet/www that is 
consistentt  with a critical IR/IPE framework3. What has emerged as a 'method' also articulates 
myy own learning-by-doing as I was confronted with technical contingencies, the 
(in)appropriatenesss of new or  established assumptions about data collection and archiving, and 
ethicall  choices along the way. In that sense, the method portrayed is feminist in so much as I am 
writin gg myself- the 'researcher' - into this account of the research process (Hughes, Kennedy, 
Mille rr  &  Wyatt 2000:4). The conundrums outlined here also reflect upon the online life-cycles 
too date of the discussion forums, respective software, infrastructura l access and capabilities, and 
theirr  composite communities. The discussion threads examined here constitute new(er) archival 
materiall  or  'evidence' with their  own characteristics. So included here is the life-cycle of the 
researchh itself, and my part in i t 

Too talk of'doing method is to imply some notion of'theory' , however  defined, or  a 
processs of theorising. Here the latter  is taken to mean, at the very least, a (selQreflexive process 

22 Writin g about method from a feminist sensibility (Hughes et al, 2000), and certainly in the case of a 
rapidlyy changing technology like the internet/www, can also be seen as "inherentl y autobiographic". 
33 By mis I am referring to the multifariou s body of feminist inspired - and other  - theory and research in 
IR/IPEE that intersects withh post-positivist - constructivist - understandings of political economic relations, 
postcoloniall  perspectives on die 'other' and the concomitant research methods that emerge (Ling 2001a, 
Derr  Derian 1995, Devetak 1996, True 1996). These terms also designate discrete sub-disciplines within 
IR/IPEE mat do not necessarily communicate with each others' work. But I regard these differentiations as 
ann historiograhical and institutional issue rather  man always an issue of a priori  'incommensurability'. 
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off achieving conceptual rigour and maintaining intellectual integrity. Being aware of one's 
positionn as researcher/co-referent in the knowledge that is produced also ties in with 'feminist 
sensibilities',, which I will explain further on. Rather than declaring the discovery of'a' feminist 
methodd for online research, and least of all setting out to put dibs on an 'ethnographic method' 
forr the discipline of IR/IPE, this account deals with a number of interrelated issues for online 
researchh that also overlap with feminist theories and politics. 

Feminist-inspiredd approaches ask certain questions and not others, in a number of 
particularr ways. For example, they ask questions about (the political economies of) any gender-
powerr relations, about the relationship between subject-researcher, research object and subject-
subject,, especially when these interactions involve other people, other societies, other 
socioculturall and political assumptions than one's own or one's disciplinary framework. Apart 
fromm how such questions critique the power constructions of Cartesian dichotomies and their 
genderedd - ethnic - class corollaries, feminist questionings are also at work in internet/www 
research.. In terms of this project, these questionings echo through the study of everyday-life-as-
online-archives,, the nature of online-ness vis-a-vis offline academic standards for research, the 
peculiaritiess of cyberspace as an ethnographic 'field' or new source/site for investigation, and 
choicess to be made between quantitative and/or qualitative data gathering in an age of electronic 
(re)searchh tools and new ethical situations thrown up by internet research. By extrapolation 
thesee roughly correspond to the way in which the internet/www offers new possibilities and also 
neww pitfalls for interdisciplinary critical theory and research (see Chapter Two). 

Inn this account I unpack some of the mechanisms that have allowed me to substantiate 
thee claims being made here. I have already hinted at some of the communal nodes between 
feministt sensibilities, the nature of online discussions as daily practice, and critical ethnographic 
researchh methods. But there are some major assumptions going begging; what is - should be -
'feminist'' method, how to conceptualise the internet/www, and the increasingly fashionable (see 
Millerr & Slater op cit: 17/18) adjective of'ethnographic' in the Social Sciences. This leads me to 
assertt that how something is conceptualised, what abstract parameters are set, co-constitutes 
method.. Such a stance also conforms to feminist sensibilities, of the post-positivist and/or 
postcoloniall variety at least4. What I shall be presenting are the details of a mixed method of 
qualitativee research (see Miller & Slater: op cit, 17-18/18)5. 

Somee Definitional Discomforts 

Thiss section examines the conceptualisations already at work in the previous chapters 
andd how I arrived at them in the course of the research. These seep into the more blow-by-blow 
accountt of online research specifics later on. Why I see the practice of conceptualising 
(normallyy banished to the realms of one's theoretical framework' or 'definitions' sections in 
researchh proposal or final product) as method is because conceptualising the internet/www -
cyberspacee - virtual realities and so forth calls upon a host of methodological assumptions and 
practices;; old, new, and recycled. To a certain extent they replicate familiar lines of 
epistemologicall conflict in the academy and, as far as this research is concerned, of all too 
familiarr forms of theoretical and substantive exclusion such as ingrained disciplinary 
boundariess and conceptual rigor mortis (see Haraway 1997) 6. How one conceptualises the 

44 Although ostensibly not putting a feminist approach forward, Johannes Fabian (1983) puts it well in his 
critiquee of an anthropological discourse (and of other Social Sciences I might add) that "construes the 
Otherr in terms of distance, spatial and temporal. The Other's empirical presence turns into [her/his] 
theoreticall absence, a conjuring trick which is worked with the help of an array of devices that have the 
commonn intent and function to keep the Other outside " (1983:xi). See Stacey (1997) for a personal 
accountt of how this works - or not in fieldwork. 
55 See Appendices Three and Four for some empirical details relating the pool of discussion threads 
referredd to in Chapters Five to Eight. 
66 In 2001, it can be quickly forgotten just how 'odd', 'unconventional1, 'self-indulgent1, and 'irrelevant1 

internet-basedd / internet-focused research was in some academic communities not so long ago (these 
termss are but a selection of those I have heard over the years). As I have argued in Chapter Two, IR/IPE 
iss one discipline that guards its (highly porous) disciplinary boundaries most fiercely. Internet and/or 
'communications'' research is only now becoming more 'legitimate' from within IR/IPE. A good example 
iss the financial and institutional support now given (since about 1999) to 'international communications' 
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object/subjectt of research channels research efforts in certain directions and particularly in the 
casee of ICTs. For instance, more empirically focused conceptualisations can presume the 
currencyy of certain data gatheringg devices - electronic ways especially; presume the (in)efficacy 
off certain kinds of counting, tallying and statistics as primary data; see online 
groups/communitiess and their textual presence/ electronic traces, as a world apart or as in/of-a-
worldd (see Jordan 1999). Any research tradition and method informs how one arrives at a 
concept.. In the case of the internet/www, established empirical and political positions have until 
onlyy recently been either dismissing it or subsuming online manifestations as ontologically 
inferiorr to 'real' changes in political economic systems and/or sociocultural life. As I have 
argued,, on the whole ICTs are still regarded in IR/IPE and Political Science in rather 
technologicallyy determinist, and eurocentric terms. This impinges upon what exactly about ICTs 
iss being researched and what problems, or solutions are construed accordingly. 

Havingg said that, burgeoning research into the effects and uses of ICTs' over recent 
yearss throughout the Social Sciences has given rise to a set of concepts and metaphors 
(Kleinsteuberr 1996) used to encapsulate these (for example the Information Society*, time-
spacee compression, Global Communications). The methods employed, however, to investigate 
thesee processes often amount to an electronic version of established ones . Ethnographic 
methodd is also a case in point (see below). As for any sort of Feminist method, of the 
ethnographicc variety or not, this research path simply points to the veracity of Linda Nicholson's 
commentt on how trying to "identify unitary themes in the experiences or perspectives of women 
mayy require the suppression of voices different from our own" (1990:6). On the other hand, the 
onlinee groups focused on, the discussions examinedd and participated in also bear out the other 
sidee of this coin; that theorising [and practice] needs some stopping points and that for feminists 
ann important 

stoppingg point is gender. To invoke the ideal of endless difference is for feminism either 
too self-destruct or to finally accept an ontology of abstract individualism (Nicholson 
1990:8). . 

Conceptss and how we get to them are also stopping - and starting - points for what we 
endd up discovering and how we get there along the way (see de Certeau 1986:117-118). For this 
researchh three have been at stake. Let us begin with the first. 

TheThe internet/www 

Coming,, as I do, from an international political economy approach, the materialityy of 
ICTss is seen as integral to their sociocultural, symbolic and political resonances. This 
materialityy is also pertinent to the gendered, ethnic, and class dimensions of these resonances. It 
permeates,, and is articulated in the exchanges of meanings, (cyber)spaces and meeting places 
thatt are emerging in and through the internet/www. In the case of researching these as they 
operatee online and in cyberspace transplanting established research methods, rules and norms of 
objectivity,, validity and archival integrity cannot be done automatically (see Jones et al 1999). 
Furthermore,, terms like the internet, world-wide web, ICTs, computer-mediated 
communication,, to name but a few, have had many shifts in meaning over the last few years. 

workingg groups and research sections by, first, the British International Studies Association and then the 
(US-dominated)) International Studies Association. There is also an international 'Association of Internet 
Researchers'' that had its first international conference last year. A quick literature search would also show 
thatt most internet research monographs and edited volumes date from the last two-three years. Granted, I 
amm biased, but mere is a clear upward swing in me research curve on internet-related matters in DR/IPE if 
internationall conferences are anything to go by; prompting one Political Communications scholar to 
commentt that other forms of media are in danger of being overlooked in this latest fed (Frank Beer, ISA 
Annuall Conference 2001, Chicago, USA). 
77 The email questionnaire for example, or the study of online voting behaviour by recourse to new 
electronicc quantitative tools. Various sorts of Discourse Analysis have found a new goldmine as well, in 
thee new semantics and lexicon of online interactions on newsgroups, fantasy communities and live chat 
andd so on (Jones et al 1999, Kolko et al 2000). Media Studies use of Content Analysis has also found a 
neww resource in the internet/www (van Zoonen 1994, WUhehn 2000). 
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Myy own tussling with howw to pin down the internet/www 8 reflects the advent of the 
internet/wwww in the 1990's as an immensely popular, public medium, where being online, web 
surfing,, live chatting and emailing (not to be underestimated) through local area networks 
quicklyy established themselves as social, inter/subjective activities. It is also the story of my 
ownn methodological (and conceptual) steps that wended its ways gradually down from top-
downn to bottom-up conceptions and method. This book is the upshot even whilst it can only just 
beginn to engage with the steady growth of internet-based and internet-focused scholarship in the 
lastt few years. Coupled with this are massive increases in commercially oriented internet use in 
thee OECD regions and the integration of new(er) ICTs into Development discourse and Foreign 
Aidd budgets. Of course the statistics that get bandied about in this respect belie the intricacies of 
thee gendered, sociocultural, ethnic, economic, and geographic divisions that go along with these 
developments,, on both sides of the so-called Digital Divide (see Appendix One). These 
dynamicss are part and parcel of this reconstruction of a research method which is a another tale 
off the internet in itself. Telling this tale serves as a reminder about just how 'everyday1 the 
internet/wwww has become in the last few years, of how unfamiliar its applications once were, 
nott so long ago, and how patchy its spread was in most parts of the world, the US West Coast 
notwithstanding.9 9 

Whenn I started out in 1996, an IR/IPE point of view of ICTs saw the infrastructural and 
institutionall issues (offline worlds let us say for a moment) as far weightier - worthier - than the 
onlinee presence or content of discussion groups (and arguably still does). In the case of the 
Southh Pacific Islands vis-a-vis ICTs in general (Ogden 1993, Dator et al 1986) let alone the 
internet/wwww (Ogden 1999, Morton 1999), the object/subjects of study - institutions, people, 
onlinee groups - were fewer in number and far from the internet homelands (where the diasporas 
aree living). In relative terms of internet connections and even telephones there was according to 
somee "nothing out there'" (Norman Okamura, PEACESAT, 1999: interview). As for the 
discussionn content that is at the heart of this book; in the early years it entailed many more 
"birthdayy shouts', family hello's, 'desperately seeking my cousin' than it did earnest debates 
aboutt "being a Tongan (or Samoan) woman today' (Chapter Five), "Democracy for Tonga' 
(Chapterr Six), the nature of'everyday embodiment' (Chapter Seven), or the need to show 'good' 
spellingg and grammar when posting online (Chapter Eight) 10. In this sense, the textual practices 
-- production - and motivations of participants seemed to underscore prejudices about the 
banalityy of such 'subjective' interactions let alone their relevance for critical examinations of the 
neoliberall 'new world order* and it global 'nébuleusé (Cox 1992) ". Since they were started in 
1995/966 (see Morton 1999), the diversity of the online 'constituency1 (Aiono 1999: interview) 
andd volume rapidly increased, reaching a peak of up to a million Tiits' a week in 1998 -1999 
(Kamii 2001: interview), evened out or slowed right down as participation, intervention on the 
partt of the moderators, and popularity has waxed and waned. Be that as it may and putting aside 
forr the moment the going offline of the Pacific Forum in 2000, the various forums, live chat 
sites,, and their online communities have consolidated and settled into a disceraable regular ebb 
andd flow n. As I was soon to discover, the discussion forums and their Live Chat and various 

** For instance; as phenomenon - infrastructure - 'network of networks' - social space - virtual reality -
hardwaree and software - capitalist tool - commercial vehicle - media - interactive medium - High Tech -
spacee of flows 
99 See Harasim et al (1994), Shields et al (1996) for a good collection of articles that deal with 'life on the 
web'' before Tim Berners-Lee came up with internet protocol software that permits hyperlinking or 
Netscape'ss Browser software hit the scene (see Thomas &  Wyatt 1999, Abbate 2001, Haraway 1997). 
100 Nevertheless, in the pioneering Kava Bowl forums, serious discussions were being instigated. These go 
backk to 1996 and I have printed copies of some, although they are no longer accessible online. 
111 By this, Cox was referring to the impreciseness of processes of neoliberal economic restructuring - or 
globalisation.. He was pointing to the ideational aspects of these terms, and their meaning-making power 
nevertheless. . 
122 For example, in the month of June - July 1998, the Kamehameha Roundtable alone had 589 Tuts'. In 
Julyy - August 2000,543 "hits'. In those three years, an established body of issues and participants has 
emerged.. New ones have come and gone. Nowadays mere are far more man just the Kava Bowl and the 
Polycafee for Pacific Island people to go to (Kami 2001: interview). See the short thread entitled Where do 
youyou go? (Internet Traveler, 12/04/01, at http://polycafe.(X)m/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/3648.html) 
inn which regulars compare notes about their favourite Polynesian sites; up to eight for Samoa alone (see 
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otherr  sub-sites, constitute an important part of the Pacific Islands 'online' and the experience of 
thesee forums' initiator s confirms this (Aiono 1999: interview, Kami 2001: interview l3). When I 
startedd to look at these, then still very loose and hectic discussion threads, more closely, then 
bookmarked,, downloaded, cut and pasted, and printed out the threads, my perception of the 
internet/wwww as 'just another1 variation of person-to-person telecommunications infrastructures 
(whichh it is as well) began to shift. Having dismissed the early *utopian' writin g on virtua l 
communitiess (Harasim et al 1994) for  what I saw as a lack of political critique, the doom 
merchantss of critical IR/IPE were just as unsatisfying (McChesney et al 1998). Once these non-
commerciall  (cyber)spatial interactions became clearer, more substantial and traceable, so then 
didd the notion of the internet/www as a potentially empowering medium, provider  of non-
commodifiedd spaces and places (Jordan 1999). 

Ass my practical know-how of the internet/www deepened, so did the nature and the 
contentt  of the project itself and how I went about i t What began has a fairl y structuralist , top-
downn approach to ICTs and the South Pacific region in the context of globalisation, with no 
firsthandd experience of this sort of online activity (other  than emailing and early 'gopher* 
internett  searches for  study) has become a more consciously focused on how everyday lif e and 
onlinee communications interact. The tension between these and the commodifying tendencies of 
thee neoliberal political economic ethos (see Chapter  Two and Nine) also became more sharply 
drawn.. The Pacific Islands as a fixed geographical concept - on a map, and in my memory and 
lif ee experiences - shifted to the everyday lif e of their  diasporas and the traversing that goes on 
betweenn the two. These dynamics trace the interplay between the physical and the imaginary, to 
putt  it simply. What began as a project with thin' empirical substantiation and very few clues as 
too how to go about investigating this relationship grew into one that can call upon more than 
enoughh online material - archives and documentation, approachable practitioners and their 
variouss traces mat consist of signatures, private emails, direct (face-to-face, telephone and 
email)) interactions with myself. This is aside from the boom in scholarship and popular 
publications,, websites, interviews, email exchanges, visits to the region, and telephone 
conversations.. Of course, what was actually being revealed was my own ignorance of how the 
internet/wwww - past and present - has always been at heart a grassroots communicative means 
andd medium (William s 1977:158 passim, Jordan 1999). Nor  should it be overlooked that the 
commercialisation,, business (to business) objectives and higher  sophistication of functionality , 
connectabilityy and capabilities of world-wide web software are recently 'new1 in the history of 
thee internet even as these aspects have now become the grist to the mill of corporate R& D and 
mediaa hype. 

Thee upshot of all this is a richer conceptualisation of a more complex internet/www that 
iss not in an a priori  one-to-one relationship with neoliberal strategic forces. The generation of 
ICT ss that encompasses the internet/www includes the emergence of everyday (cyber)spaces. As 
II  have argued, mis 'domain' is qualitatively distinct from conventional geographies of 
communicativee spaces and practices and their  constituent technological underpinnings. The 
internet/www,, as socially and political economically embedded technologies are also technical 
infrastructure ss by which (a means) and through which (a medium) communicative interactions 
occurr  and develop. These are not necessarily or  even desirably commercial, not necessarily 
individualisti cc nor  communal for  their  uses and 'cyberscapes' are spliced with race, class, gender 
inn various combinations and online renditions. These online interactions - 'onlineness' - do not 
operatee without affecting their  sociocultural or  political economic environments in turn. One 
wayy of not losing sight of the materiality of me internet/www when examining online 
communicativee practices that are enabled by Bulletin Board software (reading and writin g texts 
inn fact), is to steer  clear  of either  conflating online and offline scenarios or  reifying their 
differencess M. 

Appendixx One).. 
133 Taholo Kami has many stories about thee times he has been approached by *KB'ers' , in nightclubs, whilst 
livingg in New York, and through personal emails. Some major  financial support comes from one or  two 
KBB (online anonymous or  polysemie) regulars, one of whom regularly meets up with him on his business 
trip ss (the 'Great Gatsby"  Taholo calls him). 
144 By the first,  I mean the decontextualising of online practices from the broader  contexts or  reducing 
changess in "worl d order"  to ICTs per  se. And by the second I mean the way in which cyberspace and/or 
ICTss get reified and so become seen as exogenous causal agents. In both respects, ICTs get treated 
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Goingg further with this more robust, bottom-up conceptualisation of the internet/www 
andd the interactions that underpin it. Focusing on the 'manifest content1 over time of such online 
conversationss (van Zoonen 1994) provides a methodological way into then interpreting these 
articulationss of everyday life and inter/subjectivity online; not as un-real interactions but 
sociallyy embedded ones that also retain their own distinctiveness (see Miller & Slater 2000: 
3/188 passim). In this case, the 'content analysis' entails asynchronous 'conversations', embodied 
ass texts, and engages with them as well as their producers-interlocutors. Such online traversals 
(inn both senses of the term) are not hermetic, self-contained for they can only exist in relation. A 
discussionn thread (see Appendix Two), online group or community does not develop in splendid 
cyber-isolation.. In other words, whilst online life is not over and above offline life, nor it is in a 
directt one-to-one correspondence to it (see Jordan 1999). Whilst they do exist and can be 
studiedd in their own right the broader (con)texts are not negligible. Discussion threads emerge 
fromfrom and speak to other narratives, conversations, relationships. Explicit references jostle with 
sub-textss and offline lives. The writer is the reader and vice versa and both are interpreting -
quitee openly in fact15. Collecting, collating and then looking hard at such content demands time 
andd self-reflexivity. In those moments of being confronted with 'flaming' or directly challenged, 
itt involves a direct engagement with the 'subject matter', both as a 'textual surface' (Carver 1998) 
andd as living interlocutors. This sort of content analysis is inherently inter/subjective (as 
opposedd to the 'objective' distance taken between researcher/subject and researched/object). 
Whencee the need to address ethnographic concerns when constructing internet research from 
withinn IR/EPE as well. From a postcolonial perspective, this means engaging with 'critical' 
and/orr feminist ethnography (Stacey 1997, di Leonardo 1991, Fabian 1983). A propos 
anthropologicall debates on ethnographic method and more particularly in a post-colonial 
context,, what is at stake is a research method that entails 

aa long term involvement amongst people, through a variety of methods, such that any 
onee aspect of their lives can be properly contextualised in others. (Miller & Slater op 
cit:: 17/18) 

Att once, the attraction of interdisciplinary theory and research (an integral part to most 
iff not all 'post-positivisf frameworks) becomes a curse. Too many historiographies and d 
internecinee debates, too many methodological pitfalls, too many disciplinary boundaries 
transgressed,, or straddled. Having said that and in light of the political stakes involved in the 
democraticc future of ICTs, I would argue that both a feminist and a critical ethnographic 
approachh can be of service even if it causes a number of definitional discomforts. Before 
addressingg the second, however, I would like to dwell briefly on a few more of the ins and outs 
off the term 'feminist sensibilities'. 

FeministFeminist  Sensibilities 

Thee peculiarities of the anthropological epistemological enterprise notwithstanding (see 
Douglass 1998, Fabian 1983, Ulin 1984), when research involves interacting with non-western 
societiess and/or their diasporas, the adjective 'feminist' becomes anything but self-explanatory 
(Narayann 1997). Indeed has it ever been, let alone in this day and age where the media are 
extollingg the self-confidence of young women proclaiming 1 am not a feminist' and the 
marketingg of'girl-power116. Neither will it hurt to state the obvious by saying that there are 
variouss sorts of feminist theoretical and political perspectives, past and present, in the Social 

"independentlyy of [their] embeddedness". Miller & Slater (2000:6/18) put it well when discussing ICTs 
vis-a-viss their role in 'mediation'. By showing how much literature posits ICTs at one end of the spectrum 
too 'real life', they mount an astute critique of influential surveys like that of Castells for their reproduction 
off the mind-body dichotomy ( Miller & Slater 2000:6-7/18). Hamelink (1998) also discusses these issues 
welll in terms of the pros and cons of ICTs for sustainable development. 
155 Such things like "in your last posting you said...." and " I flunk you read me wrongly" are regular 
featuress of online discussions, as are cuts and pastes, citations from each other's previous messages, and 
soon. . 
166 And here I situate myself in the feminist generation that came of age reading Gennaine Greer, Simone 
dee Beauvoir and Juliet Mitchell, amongst others. 
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Sciencess and important disagreements within these (see Nicholson 1990 &  1997, Jaggar  1983). 
Likewisee for  what constitutes appropriate feminist method 17. These 'feminist sensibilities' 
overlapp with critiques of ontological universalisms and epistemological arrogance; to wit the 
'postcoloniall  turn' and critical approaches. The internet/www, let alone how to •know' it, 
straddless all these debates and currently feeds into and from them. 

Forr this research 1 still had to decide how I was going to delineate and investigate 
'gender*,, where to draw the lines and what sorts of lines would be drawn. And if gender is not 
simplyy a synonym for Vomen' (Bordo 1990, Butler 1990, Carver 1998) then how do I 
'operationalise'' the term past being a descriptive one? What emerged is the aforementioned 
notionn of gender-power relations (Bordo 1990). Although this decouples the power side of the 
dyadd from its de facto gender-neutrality, this short-hand can still occlude the dynamics of race-
ethnicityy and class-status within these relations. In all toe discussions i nave louoweu m inese 
onlinee groups my own privileging of 'gender1 and unconscious reduction at times of this once 
powerfull term for challenging essentialist categories like *woman' or 'man' has been challenged 
byy the participants' articulations and debates over how all three signifiers of difference, practices 
off in/exclusion, are more or less present at any given time in these online articulations of 
everydayy life1*. The details of these concerns as they unfold online will emerge in the next 
chapters.. In settings where rules of conduct, dynamics of dis/empowerment, conventions of 
participation,, the right to speak and silencing are construed differently (Gal 1991, Chapter 
Eight)) this has been a powerful corrective to the privileged assumptions of my own white, 
middle-class,, European-centred 'positionality. 

Backk to how I have applied 'gender*, as analytical concept and/or empirical category. I 
didd not set out to locate Pacific Island / Polynesian women as an empirical variable, 
demographicc category in these discussion forums. Women are very present and active online in 
thesee cases, taking full advantage of the non-visibility of the text-based software to break down 
thee gendered conventions of public forums in not only the South Pacific but also all manner of 
sex-rolee - and racial - stereotyping (Figures One and Three, Chapters Five and Seven). 
Targetingg how gender gets articulated, as discussion content and as the 'personage' of the poster 
hass been one practical way of dealing with complex, overlapping discussions between fluidly 
anonymouss protagonists (Chapter Eight). Threads weave in and out of any number of gendered, 
ethnic/racial,, and socio-economic 'markers' and, moreover, their contestation. For 
methodologicall considerations, gender-power relations is a term that operates more as a 
disruptivee device, a content tracer, a contextual timbre' rather than an empirical category or 
Variable'I9.. The dyad also serves as a reminder that whilst gendered divisions and differences 
aree constitutive to how any world, society, culture, community works, they are not the only 
issuee at stake. And certainly not in these forums. Women make their presence felt and behave as 
fullyy fledged members of these communicative spaces and practices . 

Thiss has been my own choice, a practical delimitation for doing research with a 'gender 
lens'' (Peterson & Runyan 1999). It has been borne out by the way discussants post initial points 
forr discussion, bring up personal problems (as they do often) or discussions and interactions 
unfurl21.. Practically this has meant, apart from noting when 'gender* issues are part of the 
explicitt content of both the original message and subsequent follow-ups, giving a central place 
too women practitioners, as differentiated speakers talking amongst themselves, rather than as-a-
group-off practitioners (Chapter Five). It has entailed notingg the intersection of gender with 
identity-formationn along race/ethnic and other lines (Chapter Seven), where it plays into 
generationall conflicts about online behavioural standards (see Chapter Eight), sexual mores, 

177 For example the applicability of empiricist methods, disaggregating women as an object of study, 
genderr as a variable or whatever, interpretation, life-histories, women's voices, women in the Third 
World,, as workers, as carers, as part of the informal economy, female voting behaviour, how 
"masculinism'' is reproduced in world politics, and so on (True 1996, Peterson &  Runyan 1999, Whitworth 
1999). . 
111 My gratitude to Lily Ling for reminding me of mis. 
1911 have indicated ostensible female - male participation where apposite. 
200 In the Weekly Discussion Topics of the Kava Bowl (see Chapter Seven) mere were no threads 
instigatedd with a manifest 'gender' content These weree all to be found on the grass-roots initiated 
discussionss in Kava Chat and the Kamehameha Roundtable. 
211 Where two protagonists may/may not opt to locate themselves as male or female 
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and/orr sexuality for strictly Christian communities (Chapter Five). Gender also emerges in 
discussionn about marital relations, political leadership, the meaning of traditional and modern in 
women'ss roles in the postcolonial Pacific Islands. How female/male participants designate or 
disguisee themselves, how masculinities are at stake as much as femininities in many 
discussions,, and how relationships with other participants are not always defined by western 
malee -female/feminine-masculine constructs (as various as these may be in turn). The thing to 
remember,, and this will come clearer in Chapter Seven, is that there is not an easy social or 
culturall divide for postcolonial diasporas growing up in the west. The extent to which these 
stressess and strains get articulated online depends on the issue at hand, how it unfurls during the 
coursee of the discussion, who is participating and also to lived lives offline. 

EthnographicEthnographic  Methods:  Bringing  People  Back  In 

Ann ethnography is ... much more than fieldwork. In most ethnographic reportage of 
quality,, the length and breadth of the study allows one topic to become understood as 
alsoo an idiom for something else." (Miller & Slater 2000:18/18) 

Thee greatest 'definitional discomfort' and how this relates to the mixed method I am presenting 
heree is over the extent to which this research can be designated •ethnographic'22. This is in itself 
aa particular research tradition, a disciplinary lens with its own colonial-postcolonial history (di 
Leonardoo 1991, Ortner 1996). In this respect, ethnography and its more flexible adjective, 
ethnographic,, beg definition anyway but more so since their increasing adoption as signifiers for 
researchh that entails 'studying people / human agents' at closer range (see Miller & Slater 2000: 
17/18,, Fabian 1983:106, Kendall 1999). Again, this methodological trend is sympathetic to 
feministt concerns and norms. Precise definitions for ethnography are actually hard to find, 
however,, and the mark of colonialist ethnographies is highly visible in modem anthropology if 
nott unavoidable (see Fabian 1983). Ethnography as method, a body of knowledge, a personal 
experience,, also implies an established rite/right of passage in anthropology (see Fabian 
1983:88). . 

'Ethnography'' refers both to the study of the distinctive practices of particular human 
groupingss and representations - pictures of a people - based on such a study. (Hakken 
1999:38) ) 

Howw the latter is carried out is linked to the historiography of anthropology and its use by 
coloniall administrations in Africa and the Pacific amongst other places. Taking these complex 
andd ongoing debates as read for the time being (see Fabian 1983, Clifford 1997), one 'internet 
ethnographer'' notes the following methodological pointers: 

Searchh for ways to observe directly and meaningfully the practices of interest, not just 
talkk about them with the participants: and find ways to participate actively in the 
practicess (Hakken 1999:39, emphasis in original). 

Hee then goes on to note that it is more advisable "to highlight rather than to try and banish 
context"(Hakkenn 1999:40). From the point of view of an ethnographic endeavour this entails 
thatt the researcher 

payss attention systematically to both what is being studied and the way the studied is 
beingg co-constructed by the situation, one's informants, and one's self. (Hakken 
1999:40,, emphasis added) 

Thiss sentiment is echoed in a feminist focus on the gendered constitution of inter/subjectivity, 
intentionall self-reflexivity as research method (writing oneself into the story), and integrating in 
thee eventual 'product', the relative relationships of privilege and power between researcher and 
researchedd (see Peterson & Runyan 1999, Stacey 1997). 

Myy thanks to Eric Nadeau for helping me in some initial brainstorming for this chapter. 
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Forr  practical purposes in IR/IPE (and assuming method follows theory to some extent) 
anthropologicall  ethnographic methods (Fabian 1983: 106-109) present a wealth of techniques 
andd styles to choose from. Even more so when it comes to online interactions, groups or  social 
formationss and/or  their  broader  political economies. Nevertheless with me inroads being made 
byy the internet/www into everyday lif e and academic research projects, three main criteri a are 
noo longer  self-explanatory. 

Firstt  is that ethnography, as generally understood, entails spending (extended) time with 
(groupss of) people - traditionall y from another  culture/social stratum/class/race than one's own 

.. Second, mis presupposes travelling to another  location - usually far  away - for  an extended 
periodd of time and actively participatin g whilst mere, which entails learning another  language 24. 
Third ,, the visit is reproduced, and the people/ community/ culture represented accordingly, in a 
scholarlyy account, according credence to the stipulated theoretical framework that is then 
substantiatedd by rigorously kept field notes. Whatever  the theoretical take and the variety of 
dataa collection carried out, 'an ethnography' in short is comprised of long-term observation of 
andd involvement with strangers some place far  away from home mat is interpreted and 
(re)presentedd later  on (Fabian 1983). From a postcolonial critique, it is the exoticised 'other*  that 
has,, in the not-so-distant past, been the main object of study in this 'ideal type' of ethnographic 
researchh (see Figure One). Something that hasty appropriations of'ethnography' as a 
terminologyy and 'method' per  se would do well to bear  in mind. 

Critique ss and reflections upon these criteri a from withi n a postcolonial theoretical 
frameworkframework  notwithstanding, ICTs have been challenging all these on several fronts (Cliffor d 
1997::  52 passim) as well. As I have already noted, the ostensible accessibility of meeting places 
onn the internet/www has refracted the coupling of ethnographic knowledge to extended 
fieldwork .. With virtua l communities, live chat, online discussions visible and available from 
one'ss very own desktop, the notion of the 'field' (see Cliffor d 1997:58 &  64 passim) is under 
reconsiderationn as well as the way one gets mere, let alone what one 'sees' or  Tiears', who one is 
interactingg with whilst there. This refracts the assumption of having to travel afar, as well as that 
off  observation-participation as a necessarily physical act of presence or  interlocution. In one 
sensee the now ignominious notion of the 19th century armchair  ethnographer  has returned with 
aa vengeance as researchers often do not need to leave the comfort of their  offices to even go to 
thee librar y for  books and documents, let alone drag cassette recorders around to interview 
people,, collect first-hand accounts, or  spend months in a village without electricity (a 
prerequisitee for  all current ICTs functionality) . Email and web browsing facilitate these 
traversalss with panache and relative immediacy2S. And logging on to an online discussion in an 
asynchronouss setting (see below) does not presume or  enforce active, real-time participation 
(Mille rr  &  Slater  2000:18/18). Asynchronous chat software permits a participant-observer  to 
'lime''  or  'lurk ' without necessarily having to make their  presence known by 'posting*  online. It 
cann also allow for  an important time-lag for  reflected response, or  careful position statement as 
opposedd to the immediate face-to-face scenario26. Being online also replaces the conventional 
dependencee of an anthropologist on local 'informants' . In online discussion scenarios, all 
participant ss are potential informants in effect. 

Returningg to the account of my own research. In the beginningg I was unwittingl y taking 
advantagee of these specific non-visible, disembodied features of online communications. I was 
gladd for  the invisibilit y that is lent to online - non-corporeal - 'field research'. Furthermore, I was 
nott  entering these sites as an anthropologist and so did not feel obliged either  to see myself as a 
participant ,, nor  announce Cposf) my presence immediately. It was gradually increasing ethical 
uneasee with this position, let alone the desire to make contact with people for  the research tri p to 

233 This is changing but it is, arguably, still the hallmark of much anthropological fieldwork.  The 'classic' 
textss written by Malinowski, Mead, Levi-Strauss, amongstt  others, followed mis pattern. 
244 This is de rigueur in modem anthropological fieldwork  (see Fabian 1983:105 passim). This too is 
beingg questioned by internet-based research and English as its lingua franca. Anthropology is also 
readdressingg its core research tenets (see Cliffor d 1997, Hakken 1999) as 'cyberspace' becomes a field in 
itss own right - or  not See below. 
255 Certain transmission architectures and infrastructures are necessary for  most contemporary interactive 
softwaree as is an institution or  financial means to pay for  all mis. 
266 Online communications are also characterised by their  rapid-response qualities whence conflicts and 
issuess of online civilit y (Kolko et al 2000:2 passim). 
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thee Pacific region I was planning that had me deal with this in certain ways27. That other  key 
aspectt  of anthropological research - 'long-term involvement'(Miller  &  Slater  2000:17/18) - is 
alsoo under  pressure from the speed and easy access features of ICTs' information exchanges and 
accessing.. Electronic tools - search engines that operate online or  offline - are available to do 
diee arduous collection of data, discussions and so forth automatically. However, these carry 
withwith  them another  set of methodological and interpretativ e concerns. Some of these I wil l deal 
withwith  below for  they pertain to this specific research. 

Al ll  in all, whilst research methods in one discipline are not always easily,, or  fairly , 
judgedd by another  (nor  should they be perhaps), the adoption of the term ethnographic in an 
IR/IP EE context requires me to show how this research departed from the above criteri a 28. It 
doess so in a number  of ways, and ones that overlap, although not always, with the 
aforementionedd impacts of ICTs on the 'ethnographic encounter*29. 

Inn a "mor e narrowly methodological sense"  (Mille r  &  Slater  2000: 17/18), this study is 
nott  an ethnography in that it is not intended as a full portrai t of a community to which I 
intentionallyy travelled - corporeally - and lived in continuously for  an extended period, 
observed,, and with whose members and 'rituals ' I interacted with on a daily, intimate basis. I am 
ann accidental ethnographer  in the sense that when looking for  the Pacific Islands on the internet 
(t oo see how they were dealing with ICTs and so on), it was the online communities, their 
interactions,, and geographies that were the most vibrant and longest serving presence. I did not 
sett  out to study an internet community as such (see Rheingold 1994). But national websites and 
touristt  information sites - a few imaginative personal websites aside30 were characterised more 
byy their  static, often outdated nature than anything else31. What I did find out was that 'serious' 
Discussionn groups such as these actually offer  a certain sort of archival goldmine for  those 
lookingg for  the everyday operations and articulations of inter/subjectivity . These splice and 
informm trans/international or  infrastructura l 'levels of analysis'. For  feminist concerns about 
'silencings''  (see Gal 1991) they also lend currency to many and various women's voices, this 
timee in an online and postcolonial setting. More about this in the chapters that follow. 

Participant-ObservationParticipant-Observation and Fieldwork 

Keepingg the 'ideal type' of anthropological research still in mind. Having decided not to 
optt  for  live chat for  logistical reasons32,1 did not adhere to the full participation 'rul e of thumb' 
mentionedd above. My participation was initiall y reluctant as I was very conscious at the outset 
off  pushing the envelope too far  in a discipline lik e IR/IPE, that was still in full internet 
technophobicc mode circa 1996 and highly dismissive of the (alleged) voyeur-like tendencies of 
suchh research, let alone very critical (and rightly  so) of the lack of political economic context in 

277 My gratitude to Helen Morton for  her  (ongoing) guidance in these matters. 
288 In fact, this designation has been used quite strategically. First as a way of'locating' my method in the 
broaderr  Social Sciences and anchoring my critique of mainstream IR/IPE in thee 'constructivist'  camp. 
Secondlyy as an acknowledgement of important work being done on the internet/www as a site for  social 
andd cultural (re)formations by anthropologists (see Morton 1998,1999, Hakken 1999, Miller  &  Slater 
2000).. Finally, as a way of making my research more accessible to anthropologists, and sociologists. This 
hass been a valuable exercise in learning other  disciplinary languages even though my forays into 
anthropologicall  theory and my minimalist amount of'fieldwork *  in the conventional sense have simply 
confirmedd how difficul t it is to keep interdisciplinary research 'do-able'. 
299 The point about the colonialist overtones of this term is well taken (Fabian 1983, Friedman 1998, 
Douglass 1998). 
300 See Ogden (1999) for  a survey. Another  good entry into independent and governmental Pacific 
websitess and online news sources have been provided by the journalist/lecturer  David Robie out of the 
Universityy of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji . See http://www.asiapac.org.fj/cafepacific 
311 As a reflection of infrastructura l development investment and time-lags relative to heavily internetted 
areas,, let alone different policy orientations and conception of the usefulness of the internet/www itself. 
Seee Mansell &  Wehn (1998), UNDP (1999), South Pacific Forum Secretariat (1998) for  recent surveys 
andd policy-options. 
322 Much IR/IPE is at heart an asynchronous and temporally distanciating research practice mat constructs 
ann 'other' to investigate. Live Chat would have required a much more online, hands-on approach than was 
advisablee at the time, Besides, it would be fairl y safe to say mat IR/IPE has practically no research tools 
too permit this sort of'coeval'  interaction (Fabian 1983, de Certeau 1986). 
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muchh 'micro-level' analysis at that. As I did come to participate in discussions, I did so very 
consciouslyy in the persona of'researcher', albeit one who hailed from the region, and only came 
too get involved in certain threads when I felt it did not impinge on my tenuous observer status. 
Moreover,, participation (even clicking open the forums ) was for a while in waves as opposed to 
regularr or daily. How I got past the unsettling issue of the transient nature of hyperlinked 
bookmarkss for URLs and their servers and the role of hard-copies for achieving any degree of 
methodicall data collection will be dealt with shortly. Only as the research component of the 
projectt drew to an end did I find myself more willing to get "the seat of my pants dirty" 
(Paccagnellaa 1997) and get more involved in the discussions (beyond the aforementioned 
declarationn of my research interests). It bears pointing out as well that mis progression came 
withh increased familiarity with the groups, their 'moral economies', personalities and styles, and 
graduall knowledge and familiarity with the topics. In fact, my reluctance to converse in the 
earlyy days was related to ignorance of the issues, a sense of having been away from the region 
tooo long, as much as anything else. I shall even admit to having been wary of'influencing' the 
coursee of discussion too much, thereby breaking a key tenet of participant -observation; get 
involved!! With hindsight, I am sure that some threads, and my self-perception - the experience -
wouldd have been otherwise if I had done it the full-immersion way of anthropological 
fieldwork.. Whether this would have been better or worse - for all parties - is debatable. What is 
importantt methodologically at this stage is acknowledging mat the experience, perceptions, and 
thee outcome would have been different. 

Anotherr way this research differed from anthropology's expectations was in terms of the 
scalee and length of fieldwork. This is not foreign to IR/IPE research, which presupposes an inter 
// trans/national approach by definition. I did visit the 'field' in geographical terms for nearly two 
months.. By this I am referring to the context-of-origin (the Pacific Islands) and the lived 
context-of-diasporaa (USA- Hawaii, Australia and New Zealand)33. Looking back, this was at 
farr too fast a clip although this is in inverse proportion to the impact the trip had on me, both 
intellectuallyy and emotionally. In any case, it was not until I did actually 'go [back] there' in the 
physicall sense that a lot of the broader context of the discussions themselves started to take on 
thee inter/subjective experiential quality talked about in anthropology M. Strictly speaking six 
weekss was not enough as a 'proper1 ethnography of these communities would have entailed a 
differentt degree of participant-observation, something along the lines set down by Miller & 
Slaterr (2000). 

Nonetheless,, this is not to say that the same requirements have not been fulfilled to 
somee extent. Particularly given the way the internet/www is changing our conception of the 
'field'' (see Clifford 1997). This has happened in two ways. The first is in terms of the relative 
levell of my online participation-observation and personal contacts with those involved with 
thesee internet sites and/or ICTs and the Pacific regions . All along, emailing, telephone calls and 
face-to-facee interviews have supplemented my online presence and in the course of the research 
madee it more focused. The second is the time-span. The discussion threads analysed alone span 
fivefive years 35. Although my 'participation' has not been carried out in the real-time context of 

333 One key aim was to meet or talk with the founders and main moderators of the four websites under 
examination.. In 19991 managed to meet /speak on the phone with three out of four - 'Alopi Latukefu 
(Southh Pacific Information Network) in Sydney, Helen Morton (Tongan History Association) who is in 
Melbourne,, and Al Aiono (the Polynesian Cafe) who I phoned in Los Angeles from San Francisco (after 
ourr appointment in Los Angeles could not go through). In 2001,1 travelled to Brussels to meet the 
pioneerr of all these sites, Taholo Kami (the Pacific Forum). Email was an invaluable back-up and 
supplementaryy communication tool in all these cases and I also made use of the forums themselves to 
makee contact at first The other people I interviewed can be seen at the end of the Bibliography. What mis 
illustratess is mat internet research is not a priori  an armchair undertaking although even if it were, this 
shouldd not discredit it out of hand. 
344 My trip to Tonga and Fiji was the first time I have spent time in the South Pacific Islands - beyond 
airportt transit lounges in Fiji mat is - since I was a young teenager (when I went to Vanuatu). It was my 
firstt time ever in Tonga and Honolulu. My main regret is not getting to Samoa, where I was bom, mis 
time.. This process of 'going back* happens both corporeally and online. In the latter scenario, as the 
participantss discuss current events and so on they also reveal their own life histories, experiences and 
relationships.. They are relating to each other not 'indulging' in individualistic gratification (see Morton 
1998b)) as the more dismissive stereotypes of online communications would assume. 
355 This is also nearly the lifespan of the groups (Morton 1998,1999) 
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conventionall notions of field-work, participating in an 'online' context is just as 'real'. I have 
hadd conversations with, been confronted by and learnt from a number of the people who post on 
thesee forums. I have also been included in a behind-the-scenes sort of ad hoc listserv 
communication.. These discussion threads, the places where they take place in cyberspace and 
thee respective 'online' or live chatting, and emailing interactions are the (cyber)spatial practices 
off 'real' people, comprise 'real' conversations about 'real' things, and entail 'real' gender-power 
relationss (Chapter Eight). From the point of view of the eventual scholarly representation of 
thesee immediate interactions, the examination and interpretation of five years of discussion 
contentt has been much more 'asynchronous' in that it has occurred long after the immediate 
discussionss that constitute these records36. The cumulative archives of conversations whether in 
thee form of Bookmarks or printed out and filed by myself, reflect the path of my own technical 
know-how,, contingencies such as server changes, and methodological decisions about what 
neededd to be archived 'offline' and eventually analysed. The latter records are in the form of 
hardcopyy - printouts and reconstructed electronic files that nave made full use of the cut-and-
pastee function of word-processing software. These can be seen as analogous to field notes. 
Needlesss to say, the material presented in the chapters that follow constitute but a part of this 
record-keepingg let alone the online everyday life of the Pacific Islands 'online'. 

Language Language 

Onee last point where this method diverges from anthropological demands. This is about 
language.. I do not speak fluent Samoan or Tongan, even though I know a smattering of New 
Zealandd Maori and Pacific Island words, the main islands groups' official greetings, some 
children'ss songs. My Tongan -English dictionary, bought in Nukualofa, has been a great aid for 
thee Kava Bowl discussions in this respect37. The upshot is that earlier substantial sub-threads 
wouldd need to be translated in full for me and certain sub-texts, puns, language games do not get 
dealtt with in the way they could be (see Morton 1998). Nor can I go very far with the Tongan 
languagee threads that were quite prevalent in the early years of the Kava Bowl Forums. 
Nevertheless,, the working language of all these forums is English, and more particularly so for 
thee US-based Polynesian Cafe. A fortunate thing for me as well as many participants who are 
nott fluent in the languages of their (grand)parents and who lament this lack (see Chapters Five 
andd Seven). That being said, I have picked up quite a bit of basic vocabulary in the course of 
thiss research, especially since one operation of these websites is as resources for practical 
learningg and sociocultural information - for visitor and second/third generation Tongan or 
Samoann alike (Morton 1996: 3). 

CategoriesCategories and Empirical Data 

Ass for the more problematic issue of how ethnographic method tout court creates an 
'exoticc other*38 throughh die object that is the eventual account, even as it assumes a shared 
intimacyy through participation in the daily life of other peoples (Stacey 1997). This relates to 
thee methodological practice of categorising, creating taxonomies (Niemann & Davies 2000) and 
otherr sorts of cut-off points according to respective disciplinary conventions. Arguably, IR/IPE 
iss one of the most dogmatic of the Social Sciences in terms of this sort of boundary-making (see 
Marchandd & Runyan 2000, Peterson 1996, Walker 1995). Having said that, for this research this 
iss where one's method and concepts merge, particularly in an intercultural scenario such as this 
(Saunderss & Foblets, forthcoming). In de Certeau's formulation, this is part and parcel of every 
dayy vis-a-vis representations thereof. Hence the researcher is in a subject-subject relationship. 
Thee majority of participants in these forums are dealing with the politics of categories, negative 

366 Here, one returns to the time machine' model explicated by Fabian (1983). 
377 Again, my thanks to Helen Morton for her help in translating Tongan terms words and phrases, and 
alsoo to John Franklin for his help with Samoan ones. 
3811 have been publicly accused of'reverse romanticism', Saiid's point about Orientalism in the western 
academee being turned on its head for rhetorical purposes in mis instance. Having said that, I do take 
responsibilityy for any romanticism that may be apparent in mat respect One aspect of being part of such 
discussionss or communities over time is this very process and its personal implications (see Chapter Five, 
Staceyy 1997). 
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racialracial  and cultural stereotypes, at a personal and group level For  instance, many raised in the 
USA,, Australia and New Zealand are confronted by people T>ack in the islands' for  their  long-
distancee nationalism and relative privilege vis-a-vis Pacific Island political economies. In terms 
off  how and where to draw the lines, neither  do participants identify themselves as either  Tory* 
orr  'Australian/American/New Zealander  \ Debates about and identifications with Tongan-ness' 
orr  Being Samoan' are to be found adjacent to fierce political debates between the very same 
people,, this time as proud US citizens. These also trace online practices of 'othering' and 
exclusionn (see Chapters Seven and Eight), of inclusion and 'belonging' (Chapters Five to 
Seven).. But they are complex, in-the-making and overleaping. They become apparent over  time 
butt  also as any one thread, or  set of related threads unfurl , positions develop and dis/agreement 
crystallisess (see Chapter  Six). 

Al ll  these online/offline articulations are mere to be interpreted for  sure, be given 
'hermeneutic''  substance (Fabian 1983: 89) but methodologically they are also need to be treated 
ass practices-in-passing, as incremental (re)articulations that are fluid and open-ended. Hence so 
dodo the categories and the chapters that reconstruct and re-present these below. In other  words, 
thee 'ethnographic' motivation in this research was not to set out to record a primitive , threatened 
trib ee nor  picture 'a' community that can be disaggregated from the intimate online and broader 
politicall  economic and sociocultural contexts of diasporas who are livin g in ICT-mediated 
worlds.. The upshot is that open-ended, 'messy*  conversations and disputes - short or  very long, 
onlinee forms of transient-nesss (Cohen &  Mitr a 1999), data collection rigour  and 'archivability 1 

aree both a technical issue (see below) and methodological strategy. They are difficul t to pin 
downn precisely because mey belong to everyday communicative practices and social contexts. 
Technicallyy speaking, the online aspects mean that 'internet ethnography'39 also entails data that 
weree not - and are still not - necessarily designed to be downloaded, archived and pored over  by 
aa researcher  even whilst they look like conventional 'archives' and this terminology is used in 
thee software programs that website moderators use. Archivin g is an academic fetish and a 
productt  of the modern nation-state in that respect. 

SummingSumming Up 

Too sum up. As far  as I am concerned this research breaks too many tenets to claim 
ethnographicc methodological rigour  although there are clear  crossovers 40. Hence I urge caution 
inn the appropriation of the term 'ethnographic' willy-nill y in WIPE especially given the 
colonialistt  enterprise that once dominated ethnographic method and its ongoing deconstruction 
fromm within anthropological theory (Fabian 1983, di Leonardo 1991, Ortner  1996). I concede 
thatt  the method employed here is 'ethnographic' in so far  as it deals with people, their  everyday 
interactionss over  a reasonably long length of time 41. The use of die term 'henneneutic'  also 
resonatess with anthropological theoretical streams (see Ulin 1984), but more on this shortly. 
Overr  time, internet searches, and online interactions, encounters with members of these groups 
onlinee and offline have shown another  sort of internet/www landscape and its constituent 
spatiall  practices to that of Hi-Tech commercial tool in neoliberal representations. Without 
ignoringg the 'darker ' corners of mis internet/www (see Rupert 2000, Jordan 1999), ICTs can also 
providee and enable new(er) spaces for  inter/subjectivity . Bearing in mind the broader  political 
economicc context of neo-liberal economic restructurin g does not negate the empowerment 
potentiall  of the internet/www and its cyberspaces. The issue is the conceptualisation, ensuing 
studies,, and R &  D initiatives that would enhance rather  than stifle ICTs for  empowerment 
(Hamelinkk 1995). To end mis section on a slightly polemical note vis-a-vis (feminist) IR/IPE, If 
•bringingg people back in' (with all the interwoven gendered, ethnic, class-ed complexity and 
contradictionss entailed) to critical - and feminist - theory and research project is ethnographic 
thenn this just underscores what a shame it is they ever effectively got left out. 

Withh a nod to the methodological, theoretical and ethical intricacies of the ethnographic 

399 This refers to when the internet - cyberspace - is the field of ethnographic research in its own right 
althoughh here, it is being used more for its heuristic facility. 
400 My thanks to Mike Evans, Heather Young Leslie, Okusi Manina, Helen Morton, Max Rimoldi and 
Eleanorr Rimoldi for their guidance. 
411 This differs to the short-term content analysis done by Wilhelm (2000), which is one of my main 
objectionss to some of the conclusions he draws about democratic potential of ICTs (see Chapter Six). 
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enterprisee and interdisciplinary research in post-colonial times, I would argue that the term 
ethnographicc thereby be treated with care in the case of IR/IPE. Not to do so would be to reduce 
complexx theoretical and methodological debates to convenient adjectives and typecasting either 
forr want of a better term or available 'method'. 

Practicall Issues and Research Tactics 

Inn this section I shall briefly look at some of the peculiarities of everyday online 
archivall material, the human interactions and cyber-traces left by them. These relate to the 
discussionn above as practical issues that demand research tactics' of a different quality than 
heretofore.. In terms of electronic data and its collection. These practicalities arise when internet 
documentss (in hypertext format), texts that constitute online conversations on the world-wide 
web,, do not perform, stay still - accessible - long enough, are not 'readable' in conventional 
ways.. They also intersect with the postcolonial critique of'third world' feminists (Narayan 
1997)) and other scholars of the Social Science research canon in general (Harding 2001). The 
internet/wwww and research in/into it from the point of view of postcolonial societies and/or their 
contemporaryy diasporas are not divorced from such concerns, especially given the political and 
economicc inequities of the current world order. 

Online-ness:Online-ness:  Everyday  Life-as-Archive 

Thee following pointers continue the story of this research, which also speaks to the 
literaturee that is emerging on the nature of cyberspace/spatial practices and research methods 
(Joness 1999, Kolko et al 2000, Shields et al 1996, Ludlow 1996, Jordan 1999, Graham 1999, 
Harawayy 1997 42). Far from being evidence that internet research is necessarily easier than other 
typess of data gathering or analysis (going to libraries, conducting face-to-face interviews, the 
rigoursrigours of statistical analysis, or searching official archives for instance), the logistics involved 
cann be as time-consuming, as physically demanding (albeit in other ways) and as mentally 
challengingg as conventional ones. Online discussions, by virtue of being written texts, remain 
onlinee for a certain length of time, they build up into 'archives*43. These discussion sites are 
amongg several that participants access regularly and when a debate is fierce, people are posting 
oftenn over a short period of time, 2-33 days mostly (see Appendix Two). Content dealing with 
largerr political economic, social or cultural issues rubs shoulders with the more intimate levels 
off everyday life. Big media or localised issues are intertwined with the 'trivia' of personal 
relationships.. In that sense, the archives being produced during the course of the discussions can 
bee seen cumulatively as everyday-life-as-archive. Not conscious diary-keeping or designed 
autobiographicall accounts (Hughes et al 2001) but fluid, ongoing records of how people cope 
'tactically"" (de Certeau 1980) with their material and emotional circumstances, social, cultural or 
morall presupposition and structural restrictions (Chapters Five and Seven). Hence, the backlog 
andd ongoing archival records need to be treated with care in the sense that they articulate 
'streamss of consciousness' in a very real sense. Although many are written with an eye to 'good' 
literaryy style (see Chapter Eight), the open - public - forum in which they are appearing, and 
awarenesss of'setting good standards' in countering racial stereotypes, representing their 
communitiess in diaspora and in the islands, most of the messages that constitute a thread are 
spontaneous,, open-hearted, packed with non-sequiturs and asides, spelling errors/revisions and 

422 McLuhan and Powers (1989) and Negroponte (1995) set the scene for these in many ways as well 
433 Some are consciously 'archived' in electronic storage forms whilst others are not. This is down to the 
owners/moderatorss and is more often then not a decision based on financial or disk/server capacity. 
(Mortonn 2000, personal email, Kami 2001, personal email). Moderators have indicated to me that record
keepingg software can be expensive and not always suitable (Aiono 1999; interview, Kami 2001: 
interview).. Archiving millions of separate messages over the years also take up allotted space on the 
server,, hence costs. It also takes time and conscious application which neither Aiono or Kami see as their 
domain.. Archiving for them is a synonym for 'house-keeping' or cleaning up the backlog. In the case of 
thee Tongan History Association, however, archives were instigated as a matter of course - being a forum 
forr historians primarily. When Helen Morton stopped being the website moderator, she "handed the 
archivess over* to her successor. These have not been accessible through the Pacific Forum Portal since 
earlyy 2000. 
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(syntactic)) contradictions u. 
Technically,, this sort off content as software-formed and inter/subjective cyber-traces, 

challengess several research assumptions on data selection, location, collation and analysis. 
Assumptionss about how 'consistency' operates in these procedures are at stake, as are those 
aroundd what entails 'adequate' coverage in any research trajectory, let alone one that 
encompassess the 'global scale' of the internet/www (Mitra & Cohen 1999:189-190). Online 
conversationss such as these highlight this lively aspect of the material unlike that contained in 
libraryy shelved archives, books, published documents and even recorded interviews. What can 
andd should constitute 'clear* parameters, in that where to start and where to end, are not self-
explanatoryy (as is the case with boxed archives for instance). Furthermore, whilst the digital 
compositionn of ICTs and accompanying 'archive software' appear to enhance empiricist dreams 
off tallying and statistical analysis, in practice tttese can oe less eiitcieni nmier man more so. 
Thiss is especially the case with the advent of offline search engines. These can collect and store 
alll *hits' at the designated websites at an enormous rate but only under limited conditions. They 
gatherr raw data, do not - as yet- locate more lively, fluid inter-relationships such as nicknames, 
differentt signatures, sentences instead of signatures (Morton 1998a, Paccagnella 1997). For 
pinningg down total participation in a thread vis-a-vis individual participants 45, there is no such 
tooll and the current ones operate more like an electronic version of a drift net; they scoop up 
everything.. When websites are heavily patronised as was the case in 1998-1999 for both the 
Polycafee and the Kava Bowl, the logistics of sifting through such large catches can simply 
confirmm the inductivist dilemma; how much is actually enough? 

Thosee who still wish to count things like the number of "hits' a site gets, make a 
topographyy of connected sites, are constantly dealingg with problems of scale, changing sites, 
changingg servers (and so URLs) let alone the meaning and efficacy of any such focus. 
Assumingg that the method should also relate to the 'research problem', statistics and software 
recordsrecords are techniques based on fixity, self-contained, relatively static 'data' (questionnaire 
responses,, attendance figures, registered decisions like votes or purchases and so on). The scale 
andd latitude of the internet/www expands the collection possibilities to such an extent that this 
sortt of data collection can become unwieldy and the other properties of online communications 
overlookedd (Cohen & Mitra 1999). In terms of peopled sites, when online presence itself is 
representedd by textual production, entries and exits not immediately visible (except in live chat 
scenarios),, online identity/presence in a discussion not singular but multiple, conventional 
demographicc inquiries in turn become fraught with received notions of uncertainty and 
inconsistency.. Again, this overlooks the social contours to a communicative process can reify 
figuress not intended for online situations (for example, the number of'hits' is not equal to the 
numberr of participants). One last general aspect to this sort of internet research that needs 
demystifyingg is the idea that such research goes faster, is a short-cut given the timeless time' 
(Castellss 1998:349) in which online interactions occur. Whilst this may be observable in global 
financiall transactions, discussion forums, live chat and any kind of work in Hyper Text Mark-up 
Languagee (HTML) which is the governing software for world-wide web interfaces (Chapter 
Nine)) is characterised by its time-consuming nature. So too for the research thereof. The 
internet/wwww does not necessarily offer scholars easy shortcuts even as other corners provide a 
wealthh of online literature lists, teaching curricula, and bibliographies to trawl through but these 
aree different sorts of (cyber)spatial practices and productions. 

Alll these practical challenges confronted me during the course of the research and 
decisionss about method. Sometimes I learnt the hard way - lost the chance to download and 
printt out substantial threads because a server changed and the moderators did not leave older 
threadss long enough online (if at all). I had to accept that myy need to pin threads and the 'real 
names'' of participants down (for later analysis) had nothing to do with how discussions and 
relationshipss were evolving or the online content per se. I also had to radically readjust my 
linearr chronological reading habits, or at least take them with a grain of salt and develop an 
upside-down,, sideways and inside-out technique (see Appendix Two). My active presence, and 
patiencee (which does not come easily at the best of times), was demanded in order to follow 

444 As I indicated at (he outset, these will be reproduced here as they appear on-screen. 
455 See Appendix Four. Even with a fairly large margin of error, they do make the point clear - high Tiits' 
alsoo means many different posters, multiple 'nicknames' or 'signatures' notwithstanding. 
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thesee processes, even as a passive onlooker to any discussions, rather than my delayed ones . 
Furthermore,, like many participants I discovered that coming and going need not be regimented, 
andd that the relationship between longevity, quantity, and significance was an unpredictable one 
47.. For example, very early on I had to accept that if any bookmarked threads disappeared it 
wentt with the territory - both technically and culturally. Instead I began to look for recurrence, 
otherr forms of significance and other, more lateral and more multi-layered traces of relationship 
andd dialogue. Of course, these 'discoveries' simply reminded me of how embedded my research 
habitss were in western ontology and epistemological traditions (see Wendt 1999, Hau'ofa 1999: 
51,, Helu 1999:37 passim, Smith 1999). 

Whatt all mis points to effectively is the nature of'online-ness'. Mitra and Cohen (1999) 
listt intertextuality, nonlinearity, the reader-as-writer, and impermanence as some key 
characteristicss of the internet/www as a technical object-of-study. All these cause consternation 
forr conventional quantitative and qualitative research methods. The first two characteristics can 
bee seen in the formal properties of online texts, communicative relationships (addressing, 
mailing,, or seeking someone for instance), and other 'spatialisations', movements through a 
cornerr of cyberspace. It is hypertext software that governs these in that it allows for the now 
familiarr operations of lateral contingency whereby multiple connectedness between texts, sites, 
imagess operates through hyperlinks - the ubiquitous 'click here' operation. Discussion threads 
formm along and through this architecture accordingly (see below). Other links - to images, other 
websitess or articles, even to earlier threads - can be found in the body of a 
message/posting/email,, although as the discussions examined are content-driven such external 
linkss are occasional rather than standard. 

Inn these sorts of scenarios, intertextuality is also z'/ifratextuality as participants are 
interactingg with each other and switching backwards and forwards, in and out, as they do so. As 
II have said, the subsequent aspect of'nonlinearity' (whereby narrative logics are replaced or 
subvertedd by optional laterality and inversion) is not necessarily a discovery of western ICTs. A 
wordd of caution here though. The negative judgements levelled at these aspects of the 
internet/wwww as problematic for 'rigorous' research from some quarters bespeak, after their own 
fashion,, rationalist and positivist frameworks for evaluation and interpretation. Many societies, 
culturess and traditions of thought do not rely so heavily on linearity, hierarchies between object 
andd subject, theory and practice. When the latter issues are seen through a postcolonial lens and 
aree occurring online, the two positions intersect. Finally, on all discussion forums, the privileged 
distancee between writer and reader, and their relative roles, is collapsed (Mitra & Cohen 1999: 
186-187,, Kolko 1995). All participants on such a forum are both, at any and one time. This 
correlatess to the collapsing of the distance between the researcher and the researched, which 
althoughh not new to the internet/www period (see de Certeau 1986: 199-221) has become more 
accentuatedd and confront researchers more by way of ICTs,. For example, when I enter a 
discussion,, my words and responses - and those of my interlocutors, the relative position of my 
follow-up(s)) in the thread, are visible objects online even before they have been 'opened' and the 
contentt perused. Hence the title lines on their own are not adequate for assessing what 
constitutess any one discussion even whilst they indicate some of its manifest meanderings - a 
usefull navigational aid in much longer ones (see Appendix Two). Some kind of hermeneutic 
interventionn at the time is implied (see Ulin 1984). 

Alll in all, these (cyber)spatial practices - their production and their co-production by 

466 For longer threads, sometimes more than a hundred separate follow-up messages (in one case there 
weree 217 follow ups - see Chapter Six) had to be opened, read, and 'archived' - usually in the fork of 
copiouss print-outs; again each individually actioned. The eventual sequencing of the hard-copy was 
embeddedd in the routine I developed for opening, printing and then later reading the discussions. Longer 
threadss could take hours to complete and that was before I could even begin to read them properly. Whilst 
thee latter was at my leisure, the first two were under the exigencies of short-term eye-to-hand 
coordinationn and the vagaries of our shared departmental printer - and colleagues. Sequencing became a 
stressfull experience as reordering muddled up follow-ups simply underlined the material difference at 
stakee between online document and its offline version. It is worm remembering again, mat this issue and 
itss logistics are a researcher's problem not an online participant's one. 
477 Taholo Kami notes seasonal surges such as the Autumn semester in the USA when the hits surge as 
KB'erss come back online. There are also time zone-related surges in use, around the world and between 
thee West and East coast of the USA (Kami 2001: interview). 
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wayy of other  reader-writers - refract traditional , objectified notions of privileged positionality 
vis-a-viss the object of research. At the same time it permits (re)articulations of gendered, ethnic 
andd class-based inter/subjectivity and it reconfigures the respective linguistic and visual cues -
representationall  delimitations - in all of this (Warschauer  2000, Gonzalez 2000). 

ReadingReading  Discussion  Threads:  Which  Way Up? 

Wit hh respect to the mechanics of reading a thread - online and in its hard-copy form -
certainn characteristics of online communication/textual production need to be borne in mind. In 
short,, these are laterally produced and experienced, linked through (hypertext software whilst 
stilll  based on conventional written codes and genres (Mitr a &  Cohen 1999).They are also 
mutuallyy produced m-practice. Participants in these discussion groups are present in their 
writing ,, by posting, by being referred to in others. The content of their  interaction builds up into 
shorterr  or  longer  vertical 'threads'. And together  these create a 'meta' thread of the week/month's 
initia ll  posts at the entry point (see Appendix Two). An initia l posting gets the ball rollin g and 
'follow-ups''  are posted by those who feel moved to respond. 

Theree are some other  aspects to reading these sorts of online (textual) interactions that 
bearr  mentioning. Although in hypertext (as a subject line and 'nicknameVsignature), each 
responsee still has to be clicked open and read, in turn. Whilst a certain amount of information 
cann be gathered by looking at the thread issuing from below the initia l post (this page can show 
howw many follow-ups, key participants, subject lines/diversions - offers some efficacy for 
straightforwar dd tallying), how the discussion really evolves is embedded in each follow-up and 
itsits relationship to the others. Another  sort of electronic embedding is the ostensible 'signature' -
whetherr  this be the actual name or  a nickname (Morton 1998, Warschauer  2000). Clicking on 
thiss signature hyperlinks to an email address. Again this can be the actual active one of said 
posterr  or  a fabricated one. The software used for  these forums permit 'fake' emails. The reasons 
forr  this wil l become apparent in due course. Be that as it may, some of these email addresses are 
sub-textss - asides to the online conversation - in their  own right,  and witt y more often than not.48 

Thiss leads me to the next point. The point for  reading is mat they operate from the 
inside-outt  and reverse the initia l 'upside-down' reading/printin g strategy I employed as a means 
forr  achieving a methodical file. Threads, by way of these follow-ups, can form into several 
'layers''  (both hierarchical and parallel - it depends on how such things are evaluated). One layer 
iss direct follow-ups to the 'initia l post*  (in a direct line). These can become an opener  for  a sub-
thread,, and subsequent follow-ups also and so on. The overall effect can be seen quite clearly as 
aa longer  thread of three or  more layers begins to snake off-screen. What these visual effects 
illustrat ee are not only different nuances in the discussion content, technical contingencies 
notwithstanding,, diversions, brief more intimate exchanges embedded within the thread, but 
alsoo different relationships and preoccupations (which I indicate when apposite in the following 
chapters).. Browsing and clicking anywhere goes on as well when participatin g as an 
interlocutorr  pure and simple. 

Last;;  reading these online artefacts/archives for  research purposes as opposed to reading 
forr  immediate participation. For  a start, if one wants to follow a traditional sense of chronology, 
onee has to start at the bottom and work upwards. Even though more substantial threads build 
withi nn one - three days, there can be time lags and conversations / responses can reflect or 
mistakee these as well. Bottom upwards men is the first rule. But within a sub-thread, 
chronologicall  consistency demands a return to top-down reading/accessing. In short, the reader 
findss herself moving/clicking/scrolling upwards, downwards, along and around. The higher  the 
numberr  of follow-ups, the higher  amount of clicking activity 49 and the more intricat e the 
weavingg in , out and through the thread. Al l this has to be got through any sense of the whole 
cann be ascertained50. 

488 My own tactic has been to sign off as 'marianne' or  *MA' (and I get addressed accordingly) and use my 
universityy email address. A lot of interaction goes on by way of these embedded emails addresses; in this 
'online''  realm. See the last chapters of Jordan (1999) and his definitions for  Virtualit y (1999:1). 
499 Hence the term 'browsing1. One should not underestimate the cognitive changes being incurred by the 
shiftt  from linear  to browsing reading operations. 
500 The same goes for  participants as misunderstandings occur  - and are admonished - when vie threads has 
nott  been read completely. 
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SettingSetting  Parameters  and Achieving  Rigour 

Accessingg and reading then are very physical activities in this respect with arguably 
neww cognitive pressures and implications (McLuhan & Powers 1989, Negroponte 1995). 
Likewisee for sifting through such complex and various sites either on-screen or in hard-copy 
form.. Quite early on and in response to the rapid growth in the number of hits and range of 
interest,, moderators created different sub-sites for focusing on different topics - and clientele 
(Aionoo 1999: interview, Kami 2001: interview). Quite quickly, my early sifting problems were 
dealtt with as I began to focus on the two-three main 'serious discussion sites' (with their IR/IPE 
relatedd content) as the administrators intervened to keep sites uncluttered. Nevertheless, 
significancee still needed to be ascertained, and a filtering system put into motion. The latter, 
oncee again, has not relied on the aforementioned electronic tools. In this respect the 
ethnographicc 'method' in it most general form - taking the time in one place to get a sense of 
whatt is going on - helped as I began to develop a certain intuition about what threads were of 
recurringg interest to participants and which could be left for the time being. 

Significance Significance 

Theree are several empirical and specific ways however for ascertaining 'significance' -
oncee the focus has been decided. Generally, the success and robustness of any website can be 
measuredd by the number of daily/weekly/monthly Tuts' it gets. As I have said, there are software 
statisticall tools for website administrators that do this but a researcher can always manually 
count.. This, 'manual' method has proved quite satisfactory for setting up data-tables and 
orderingg threads according to participation as well as content/significance for this research. As I 
wass not looking to 'prove' popularity per se the latter has been adequate for making comparisons 
andd confirming suspicions (see Appendix Four). The same technique applied for unpacking the 
demographicss within any specific thread/set of threads, although the real name-nickname-
subjectt line overlap does not lend itself to numerical infallibility. Nevertheless, with an eye on 
'obvious'' double-ups and old-fashioned counting over six months of the initial post pages of 
Kavaa Chat threads (1997-1998) I was able to ascertain one simple correlation. Long threads did 
indeedd indicate high amounts of interest and numbers of participants. High participation/length 
inn this context was as good a reason as any for perceiving a high degree of significance, 
engagementt with the topic posted. When coupled with the reoccurrence of certain themes over 
thee years5I the recurring themes of these online archives began to become clearer. For 
example,, an early decision to keep away from live chat, religious topics (even though the 
churchess are a major aspect to local and diasporic Pacific Island communities), and very 
localisedd issues was borne out by the wealth of content that pertained to the theoretical 
frameworkk within which I have been working (see Chapter Three). In short, whilst some 
decisionss had to be made quite quickly, the themes examined in the chapters that follow 
constitutee some of the most heavily patronised and recurring concerns of these groups; shifting 
sex-genderr roles in a diasporic context, the meaning of democratic institutions in the 
postcoloniall Pacific, and 'identity52. The eventual - and copious - archives from which these 
reconstructionss have been selected must not be mistaken, however, for anything but partial 
ones.. This in turn reflects on the subject-object relationship for academic knowledge 
(re)productionn for as Narayan points out to third world' and other feminists in general seeking 
too acknowledge suppressed knowledge and experiences. 

5151 Topics that often prompt the most vituperative, passionate and highest quantity of responses are those 
dealingg with homo/sexuality, more 'risque' discussions about intimate sexual relations, and anything to do 
withh democracy in Tonga. At first the thread was 'bookmarked' and men eventually printed out if the 
numberr of follow-ups was at least 4-5, but preferably 10 or more. Longer posts (over 2 pages at times) 
withh fewer follow-ups were also archived as they provide another sort of intervention (here the poster was 
movedd to keep writing - causing moderators at times to ask for fewer essay-length postings). Longer 
threadss could run into over 70 pages when converted into a conventional text format 
522 This was the first comment made by Taholo Kami in discussing these forums with me (2001: 
interview). . 
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Wee need to move away from a picture of cultural contexts as sealed rooms, with an 
homogenouss space 'inside' them, inhabited by 'authentic insiders'..(Narayan 1997:412) 

Takenn in toto, the above practicalities also constitute how everyday (cyber)spatial 
practicess are constituted where and for whom on the internet/www. Likewise for how the latter 
iss (to be) perceived, developed and with what sorts of political economic or sociocultural 
designs.. As the gendered-ethnic-class contours of these online operations become more possible 
too trace empirically, it is apparent mat the content being produced is not irrelevant, hermetically 
sealedd from offline influences nor foreclosed from theory and research. 

Practicall  Decisions 

Inn nearing the end of this tale of an internet research method, some more practical 
decisionss I made along the way need to be pinned down. But first, a reminder about the ethics of 
researchh into online communities/groups. These are an integral part of this hermeneutic schema. 

Evenn when in cyberspace with or without a pseudonym, as a silent or active participant, 
thee inter/subjectivity of the researcher is never totally removed from the objects-of-research. 
Workingg in an online field of action also entails "embodied spatial practice" (Clifford 1997: 53) 
thatt thereby opens the researcher to "the impact of subject-to-subject relationships (women and 
men,, blacks and whites, etc)" (de Certeau 1986:217, Kolko et al 2000: 2 passim). As any critical 
approachh begins by some sort of acknowledgement that the researcher is not always in full 
controll of how interactions, and the meanings attributed to them, unfurl (Ulin 1984, Stacey 
1997,, Morton 1996:1-4). The converse is also true with respect to the difference in power and 
controll between observer and observed over the eventual reconstruction and interpretation of 
thesee interactions (see Friedman 1998, Stacey 1997). Some may say that this sort of concern, 
makingg it explicit, is exaggerating; that it leads to one being too timorous' or is beyond the 
parameterss of achieving (objective) rigour. However, the online debates examined here, and 
particularlyy the more politically and culturally charged ones (on democracy, racism, sexism) 
actuallyy pivot on who has the right to say what and where, what is the true' story or 
interpretationn that is at stake (see Sterne 1999, Friedman 1998). It would be too convenient to 
ignoree this (even if it were possible and I would contend that this is not the case) and then write 
itt out of these reconstructions. In short, caveats are part and parcel of the interpretation. 

Secondly,, whilst the relationship between field-university contexts, time differentials 
(Fabiann 1983, de Certeau 1986:214-218) and inter/subjectivity are practical issues for the 
anthropologicall enterprise (Fabian 1983, di Leonardo et al 1991, Ulin 1984), it is exacerbated in 
researchh into this sort of online communicative scenario. Unlike password-dependent access to 
live-chatt and the visualising function of avatars (Jordan 1999: 67-79, Gonzales 2000, 
Warschauerr 2000), asynchronous software permits the observer-participant to effectively remain 
'invisible'' if they so wish. This is one way to approach such online groups, access but do not 
post53.. As I have said, I soon opted against remaining invisible or uninvolved in discussions. 
Thiss sort of software also permits participants to either multiply or conceal their offline selves, 
fudgee their contact addresses if they so choose**. In politically or culturally sensitive 
discussions,, this is sensible (Dai 2000, Chapter Six). When practicable or pertinent to the 
discussionn itself, I have noted where and when one person is using several nicknames (see 
Mortonn 1998a), or where I note changes to signatures5Ï. 

533 As Jordan says, "people are not anonymous in cyberspace, as they construct identities that they use 
there."" (1999:75). This starts as soon as one starts to post messages or enters a live chat site. 
544 This is less of an issue man one might minkk in 'serious' forums such as these ones, with a constituency 
matt often knows or is related to each other anyway and/or exchange 'alter-egos' with each other quite 
regularly.regularly. . 
555 For instance, in the Kamehameha Roundtable mis message was posted under the title, Whatever 
happenedhappened to Am? 

II used to visit the Kamehameha roundtable once in a while and would always make it a pomt to 
readread Ani's postings. It has been a long time since my last visit and I havent read any posting that 
iss reflective of Ani. But I see mat Meilakepa, gp and Bevo are still here. Do any of you know 
whatt happened to Ani? Is she still here and assuming a different name? (chalena, 22/03/01) 

att http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha20O0-2/3308 Jitml. In the (light-hearted) follow-ups it 
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Thee next practicality is related to how whatever is produced - written or conveyed - in 
thesee interactions is there onscreen, to be read, consumed and thus interpreted by anyone else. 
Thiss is peculiar to online-ness as opposed to traditional fieldwork research situations or face-to-
facee interviews where the relationship between researcher and object/subjects is relatively 
closedd during the time of field research. Likewise for IR/IPE research. It onlyy becomes 
availablee for academic/public consumption after a certain stage (and levels of revision). Online 
observation-participationn of this sort is a sort of public operation - the interactions take place in 
thee public gallery of cyberspace. This is not a problem per se (though only perhaps if full 
laboratory-likee control is sought), for self-reflexivity is also a key tenet of feminist research 
(Hughes,, Kennedy et al 2001). So are approaches that would let usually silenced others (Gal 
1991)) speak, that would relativise the 'neutral' authorial voice by locating oneself in the process 
andd demystify the notion of any 'one' ultimate interpretation. Nevertheless, citations and access 
too original sources are not self-explanatory. In terms of online research ethics, my approach to 
citationn has been the following. In openly accessible forums, participants have conceded to their 
contributionss being open to view and so potentially cited56. In citing them, due consideration is 
givenn to the URL as well (when active) and/or the title of the message and place in an ongoing 
threadd (see below). 

Anotherr practical issue is that of volume, vocabulary, and degrees in the integrity of 
reproductionn for a conventional formal written format (such as this). In short, of just how much 
'editorial'' privilege I should exercise when presenting other people's words. In terms of any 
'politicss of representation' (Hall 1996b:443) for loaded terms like tradition' and 'culture', 'race' 
andd sexuality, I leave it to the reader to decide where 'traditional' Polynesian cultures and 
societiess (be it Samoan, Tongan, or others) end and contemporary ones begin "; the times when 
thesee terms in themselves are explicitly up for discussion (Chapter Eight) notwithstanding. The 
protagonistss make it very clear what their own opinions are and where the tensions and personal 
dilemmass lie. The ensuing high level of citations also relates to the logistics of distilling and re
presentingg long, interlocking discussions that are constituted by the relationships being built up 
andd played out (Morton 1998a, 1999) and their dialogic quality (Ling 2001a). The threads 
demandd lateral, 'upside down', 'reversible' (Wilson 1999:2) and linear reading. It does not 
suffice,, given mis hermeneutic schema, to posit just one, over-riding interpretation. The 
relationshipp between threads - and any reader/writer, and the iterative qualities of the content 
alsoo matter. This relates, in turn to the idioms used, the phonetic spellings entailed, uses of 
emoticons,, and specific languages and greetings. There is the occasional editorial intervention in 
thee case of some idioms and Tongan/Samoan/Maori terms translated where apposite. For the 
mostt part, the texts are reproduced here as they appear on screen. Their idioms, phonetics, 
idiosyncrasiess in spelling, internal 'emoticons' and various writing styles are part of the 
everydayy patchwork of these online practices and on/offline lived lives and should be enjoyed as 
such58. . 

Thiss goes further though in the writing up of my 'findings' and/or public presentation of 
them.. These mformal, rich, and self-aware conversations are not peripheral to the conceptual 
frameworkk nor the research tactics applied to 'coming to know* them. Given the feminist 
sensibilitiess already outlined together with the postcolonial politics of letting the silenced and 
marginalisedd 'subaltern other* speak, what this entails is allowing the threads themselves interact 
visiblyy with my interpretations and extrapolations; as open-ended. Given that these texts, 
recitationss and the relationships they trace are the stuff of this 'participation-observation' they 

transpiress that there are at least three other people who could be Ani.; someone posting under the name of 
P.. (formerly A. and/or...,), an Ani "out of San Francisco" and an Ani with twins. Finally the sought-after 
Anii posts and signs off as Ani Latu. This sort of exchange shows that the content of Ani's posts are what 
aree valued, as is active presence and participation rather man which name is the most 'authentic' one (see 
Mortonn 1998a). 
566 Albeit with expectations that 'due respect' will be accorded to those involved. This follows from 
responsess to my own initial post ( Kamehameha Roundtable, 1999) about the ethics of quoting. Other 
"handles'' I have used are; being Palangi (European descent), Samoan-bom, New-Zealand raised, and 
academicc (to which I have had some interesting responses - see Chapter Five). 
377 Ortner (1997:59 passim) has a clear standpoint, and well-referenced discussion of these issues. See di 
Leonardoo (1991:1 passim) 
stt See Chapter Eight for some of the tensions arising from these differences. 
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deservee more than a piecemeal approach or  the 'authorial '  voice-over. The discussions, more 
oftenn than not, stand up in their  own intellectual right and my interpretiv e role is just that, 
anotherr  after-the-fact intervention. This is one way to actually incorporate de Certeau's 
challengee to the arrogance of (western) positivist research methods. It is but one way to 
acknowledge e 

aa different epistemology from that which defined the place of knowledge in terms of a 
positionn 'proper*  to itself and which measured the authority of the 'subject of knowledge' 
byy the elimination of everything concerning the speaker. In making this elimination 
explicitt  [scholarship]59 returns once again to the particularitie s of the commonplace, to 
thee reciprocal effects which structure representations, and to the multipl e pasts which 
determinee the use of its techniques from within , (de Certeau 1986e:217-218). 

Thiss leads me to another  organisational practicalit y which provides new challenges to 
academicc reading and writin g conventions; that of reconstruction. These daily quasi-oral, 
writte nn dialogues upset, subvert tidy sentences and water-tight conclusions. Transferrin g these 
hyperlinkedd conversations to the static page is a switch in medium - and genre. Without the 
abilit yy to hyperlink , browse forwards and backwards, scroll downwards and upwards, and given 
thatt  many threads have gone offline and those still accessible are effectively archives and in 
'read-only**  format, overlaps and repetitions seem to blur  the horizon as the same theme gets 
revisitedd from different points of view. Whilst these threads and their  respective chapters work 
ass a distinct subject category amongst other  major  issues over  the years in these communities, 
theyy also speak to and from them M. How to present these overlapping debates, organise them 
andd yet keep some of their  liveliness - their  relationalit y - intact? 

Ass in the cinema (see Benjamin 1992), the internet/www forms of reproduction stretch 
andd shift conventional representative formats. Film, and HTM L are both visual fluid media, 
evenn though the latter  is still textually based (Cubitt 1998), which allow for  non-linear  and 
overlappingg frames and splicing. Added to this is the nature of oratory in Polynesian/ Pacific 
Islandd contexts where public/political debate operates through the spoken word 61. So whilst it 
mayy have seemed logical to reconstruct the threads linearly, in accordance with overt 
chronology,, or  hierarchically vis-a-vis response rates or  positions taken in the debates - for, 
against,, neutral, irrelevant, this approach would not do them justice (see Appendix Two and 
Four). . 

Thee aim in reconstructing these threads, therefore, is not to reduce an ongoing, complex 
andd sensitive debates into static categories nor  to create one tidy hierarchical or  diachronic 
processs out of a contingent and lateral ones. Neither  of these categorising and organisational 
tradition ss fit s the bil l . Hence, I have chosen to re-present these debates overlapping themes, 
seenn from several angles, but also through the eyes of the protagonists as they are articulated 
online.online. These contours, nuances and overlaps emerge as the content - the discussion threads -
does.. This way of distillin g long criss-crossing interactions, measured treatises, short sharp 
retort ss and interpersonal altercations on my part wil l be interpolated with, and thereby anchored 
byy participants' own words. Once again, not as subordinate snippets but as substantial co-

599 the original word was "histtmography"  - the 'scholarly product1 that is produced by History as an 
academicc discipline. His point holds, however, for  mainstream, positivist Social Sciences. 
*°° For  instance, the rights and wrongs of (homo)sexuality, women's roles, postcolonial identities 
rPoh/nesian-American),, specific scandals and issues, *netiquette', current events of all sorts. 

Thee online Kava Bowl follows offline communicative practices. As Helu notes, these entail "form s of 
socialisedd speech and notional creativity which are sanctioned by the ages and social convention, namely 
oratory,, repartee, humour, the art of story telling, and linguistic rivalr y - in short, the whole range of the 
verball  arts"  (1999b:16). All these aspects can be seen operating in the sampling here. There are 
differences.. For  one, the online Kava Bowl does extend this "domain mat is dominated by elders"  (ibid) 
too include women, commoners, and non-Tongans. 
626211 did, in fact, set out to do so but mis turned out to be an endless play-back loop. It only really serves as 
ann empirical point of departure. A thread is identified here by its title in the initial post and/or  title line of 
thee relevant follow-up as well as thee respective poster. Follow-ups build into sub-texts of their  own. The 
fulll  URL is provided for  the specific citation if still active at time of going to press (Jury 2001). These 
URLss are no longer  open for  posting in that they are archives, no longer  accessible through the Kava 
Bowll  portal. They are open for  view though. 
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contributionss to this re-presentation. Saying this is not to discount the control I have exercised 
overr this particular representation of the Kava Bowl and Kamehameha Roundtable Public 
Discussionn Forums vis-a-vis their participants. Rather, it is to allow their contributions to speak 
to,, and against, this interpretation of the respective debates and lived lives carried out in 
Amsterdamm and well after these online events. 

Conclusion n 

II see the shapes, I remember from maps. I see the shoreline. I see the whitecaps. A 
baseballl diamond, nice weather down there. I see the school and the houses where the 
kidss are. Places to park by the factories and buildings. Restaurants and bar for later in 
thee evening. Then we come to the farmlands, and the undeveloped areas. And I have 
learnedd how these things work together I'm tired of looking out the windows of the 
airplane..... I want to be somewhere. (David Byrne 1978) 

Thesee chapters have laid outt the theoretical and methodological elements to what I have 
calledd a Tiermeneutic schema'. The next section - in which online discussions are reconstructed 
andd their content analysed - fleshes out this schema. I shall return to this term, hermeneutic, 
shortly.. By schema I am simply referring to "a structured framework" (Webster's Dictionary) 
thatt codifies these online articulations, online / offline traversals that are constitutive of non
commerciall internet/www communications. This schema provides a "way of perceiving 
cognitivelyy and responding to [this] complex situation or set of stimuli" (ibid). Hence it is not 
intendedd as a complete model for - or of - these online 'life worlds' and the diasporic conditions 
underr which they are lived, nor posit a causal relationship between them, ICTs and/or world 
order** per se. Rather, it is intended to act as a sort of conceptual and practical map (navigational 
devicee if you will) for investigating, and so better understanding how the internet/www operates 
onn an everyday level, and the ramifications thereof. This map, schema, is designed for the 
'airplanee view* more familiar to IR/IPE theory and research . It is intended as a way in to the 
minutiaee of everyday life and its delimitations, as lived by other sociocultural and political 
economicc sensibilities to those usually propagated by this discipline. It takes the post-positivist 
andd feminist critiques of IR/IPE of the last 15 years or so to meet the political implications of 
thee practice theory of de Certeau, as this pertains to non-western societies and their diasporas 
growingg up in the West. This schema is but one possible way into analysing and looking at such 
onlinee communicative practices, the communities they constitute, and their relationship to 
broaderr contexts. 

Thee feminist aim is to enable a reconstruction of the operations of everyday life online 
ass practised by its inhabitants vis-a-vis both their lived lives (offline) and also the 'postcolonial 
turn'' (historically, politically and theoretically) in which all these interactions are occurring . 
Whilstt it does so initially from within a critical IR/IPE framework, it challenges these to engage 
moree fully with both the impact and implications of ICTs and the postcolonial critiques of 
eurocentrismm for the contemporary 'world order*. On the one hand, this acknowledges and 
examiness the constitutive role "circulations of meanings" (Murphy & de Ferro 1995) have in the 
gender-powerr relations of the past, present and future international/global political economy. 
Talkingg about meaning-making implicates the process of interpretation and this is what is at 
stakee when reconstructing these online debates (as opposed to offering causal explanations, 
scientificc hypotheses or statistical 'proof). On the other hand, this does not mean that these 
variouss representations are divorced from their broader socio-economic and political-cultural 
contexts.. Neither does it entail reducing all material gender-power relations to a question of 
competingg 'interpretations' of literary or cultural artefacts, confining all "concrete historical 
determinations"" (Ulin 1984:126) to textual productions and inter/subjective interactions tout 

633 Another example of this straddling of the 'micro-macro' divide between much IR/IPE and other Social 
Sciencess can be found in Ling (2001a). Here, a theory and research model for 'Postcolonial IR* is 
presentedd by way of the practices of "thinking, doing, being" as both theoretical constructs, dominant 
representationss and intercultural - hybrid - learning processes. 
644 "What feminist research has to add to interpretative [hermeneutic] research strategies is a notion of 
power,, and acknowledgement of the structural inequalities involved in and coming out of the process of 
meaning-making."" (van Zoonen 1994:134). This cuts both ways in ethnographic scenarios (Stacey 1997). 
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court.court. Rather, echoing postcolonial and feminist critiques, this points to the 

reflexivee character of all interpretative processes in that knowledge of the radical other, 
whetherr human interactions, informants, or texts, discloses the uniqueness or historical 
particularityy of the interpreter's cultural tradition(Ulin 1984:126-127). 

Too put it bluntly, all scientific research entails some sort of interpretative operation (van Zoonen 
1994:146).. The Social Sciences are particularly prone to this sort off intervention even as it 
remainss hidden from view, as in rationalist, positivist methods (Ling 2001a: 15-17, Walker 
1995). . 

HermeneuticsHermeneutics  or  Hermeneutic? 

Interpretative'' is a label that covers rather diverse research traditions that all start from 
thee way human beings experience, define, organise and appropriate reality, (van Zoonen 
1994:131) ) 

Lestt there be any misunderstanding, let me clarify the use of hermeneutic in this study. 
Itt is not a full application of the approach known as Hermeneutics that is represented by the 
workk of Hans-Georg Gadamer and Paul Ricoeur (Ulin 1984:91 passim, Fabian 1983:176-177, 
notee 13) even whilst it draws on its interest in the relationship between texts, those who produce 
themm and their broader sociocultural and political economic contexts (Ulin 1994:91,126-127). 
Rather,, it is used as an adjective for a self-conscious intervention in the gender-power relations 
off this knowledge-production of the practice of everyday life online. It is a response to 
'machineries''machineries' of representation that have the 

powerr to definee situations and identities, to frame issues and problems, to legitimise 
interpretationss and experiences [that are ] unequally distributed along lines of gender, 
ethnicity,, class and a range of other social and discursive formations and (reproduces 
suchh inequalities at the same time, (van Zoonen 1994:134) 

Whenn dealing with the spoken/written word of living people as they come and go online, 
understandingg their communicative practices and relationships, this becomes a hermeneutic 
enterprise. . 

HermeneuticHermeneutic signals a self-understanding of anthropology as interpretative (rather than 
naivelyy inductive or rigorously deductive). No experience can simply be 'used' as naked 
data.. All personal experience is produced under historical conditions; it must be used 
withh critical awareness and with constant attention to its authoritative claims. (Fabian 
1983:: 89) 

Forr the examination of meanings from within an IR/IPE framework, the term 
hermeneutichermeneutic simply highlights the constitutive - and methodological role - of language, textual 
practices,, in mediating the "density of social life" (Ulin 1984: xv, Williams 1977) as well as its 
politicall economic changes, institutions. 

[A]lll social science theories must necessarily be interpretative because human actions 
andd cultural [political economic] products are objectified in the symbols and signs of 
ordinaryy language (Ulin 1984:xv) 

Itt also centres (self)reflexivity in the process (Fabian 1983:90-91). At the same time it 
alsoo accepts that part of the politics of representation - postcolonial or otherwise - involved in 
suchh an undertaking emerges from 

thee convention that fieldwork [research] comes first and analysis later [then] we begin 
too realise that the Other as object or content of anthropological knowledge is necessarily 
partt of the knowing subject's past That the anthropologist's [researcher's] experienced 
Otherr is necessarily part of his [sic] past may therefore not be an impediment, but a 
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conditionn of an interpretative approach (Fabian 1983:88 & 89). 

Thiss is also the case for this schema, and hence the reason for calling it an hermeneutic one. 
Itt is up to the next chapters to put some flesh on its bones. For this reason, theoretical concerns 
willl not be left behind from this moment on. These concerns emerge from the discussions 
themselvess and their protagonists, as well as by way of this hermeneutic schema. Broadly 
speakingg these are; sex-gender roles in a postcolonial and/or diasporic context from the 'inside 
out'out' (Chapter Five). The contested meanings of democracy in the post-colonial Pacific Islands 
andd online (re)articulations thereof (Chapter Six). (Re)articulations of postcolonial self/group 
identityidentity formation along race/ethnic/cultural lines (Chapter Seven). The fourth chapter looks at 
howw gender-power relations emerge in a purely online context through rules and norms of 
onlinee behaviour and the emergent moral economies that these inform (Chapter Eight). 
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Figuree FOUR Gangsters and Pantyhose 

Pantyhosee is turning around the lives of violent Polynesian gangstas! The Rev. 
Kaii Paka from the Church of Friendly Seventh Day Trippers praises pantyhose 
forr the sheer success of a new, rehabilitative program he calls "beating -of-
swords-into-ploughshares".. Pantyhose, writes the preacher, is just one 
componentt in a multi-discipline approach to the rehabilitation of brainlessly 
destructivee Polynesian youths in the USA, Australia and New Zealand. Other 
componentss include nail polish, wide floppy hats, mini skirts and hot pants, 
paddedd bras, lip gloss ...eyebrow pencils, tweezers, hair and lash curlers, and 
bikinis.. Oh, and pointy toes that squish one's toes but elevate one's view of life. 
Thee program's been so successful it's now replicated in Fiji, Tahiti, Tonga, 
Samoa,, the Cook Islands, Hokkaido, Paris and Zimbabwe....The Rev Paka read 
recently.,, that men commit 92% of all crimes., from that statistic he figured that 
womenn must be doing something right to be so law-abiding. The most obvious 
differencee apart from the anatomical was how women dressed as opposed to 
men.. So he started there, and what more fitting than the pantyhose? The 
Pantyhosee Program was, prophetically conceived in Utah to control the Pacific 
Islandd gangstas in that state ....(le'o vaivai 8/05/98)1 

11 Initial post on the Kavabowl, May 8 1998. This is no longer available online since the server changed. 
Thiss satirical piece is an intercultural play on forms of trans-sexuality (fa'ctfqfine in Samoan, fakaleiti in 
Tongan).. It also refers to the very real issues of ghettoisation amongst Tongan/Samoan youth in the USA 
andd their 'gangster* behaviours. Many threads over the years have discussed culturally specific ways of 
dealingg with marginalised and criminalised youths. Taholo Kami wants to reach these groups as well, and 
usee the internet/www to do so (Kami 2001: interview). 
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CHAPTERR FIVE - I'M TIRED OF SLAVING MYSELF 

Introduction2 2 

[Many]]  adult women.... are involved in activities which presuppose interned standards 
off  excellence rather  than external criteri a of success ... The dichotomy between a public 
spheree of the economic, and a private personal realm, assigned "naturally "  to women, in 
factt  places women in a double bind... (Benhabib &  Cornell 1987:9) 

... les diverges manières deparler, de se présenter, bref, de se manifester sur le champ 
social,social, ne sontpas autre chose que l'assaut indéfinid'un sujet 'public'pourprendre 
placeplace parmi les siens. (Giard &  Mayol 1980:34)3 

Thee ensuing boom in new kinds of 'translocal'  (Cliffor d 1997:7) sociability and 
communicationn supported and enabled by ICTs has implications for  some basic assumptions 
underpinningg (neo)liberal democratic institutions and societies. The 'public-private ' distinction 
iss arguably one of the more intransigent of these, from both a broadly feminist and a 
postcoloniall  point of view. It is also one of the main stress-lines in debates about where and 
howw the internet/www affects political and social lif e (Toulouse &  Luke 1998, Loader  1998, 
Wilhelmm 2000, Turkl e 1996). What constitutes the 'publi c sphere' of political decision-making, 
regulation,, and constituencies, the public or  private ownership of the ways and means for  any of 
these,, where the 'public '  person ends and the 'private ' person begins are all being turned inside 
outt  through, and by online interactions. Both commercial and communicative uses and 
applicationss of ICTs are implicated as the internet/www splices through accepted notions of 
public-nesss (civil society), the personal (privacy, the domestic sphere), lett  alone proprietar y 
issuess around state and/or  private (capitalist) control and ownership of Telecommunications, 
Broadcasting,, the Print Media, and other  Public Utilities. 

Recallingg Chapter  Two, many contemporary analyses of the social and political impacts 
off  the internet/www (whether  Utopian or  Dystopian) tend to reproduce a comparable dichotomy 
though;;  between what is produced by online or  offline interactions, between lif e in the virtual 
worldd of cyberspace or  that of the real world of (international/global) politics and economics. 
However,, the more one delves into the internet/www as a 'grassroots*  political or  interpersonal 
communicativee medium, the more challenging it becomes to apply this hierarchical distinction 
too the interplay of the multipl e experiential and material dimensions of these erstwhile 
telecommunicationss infrastructures. What becomes evident is that the plethora of new(er) 
politicall  practices and ideologies; commercial profit s and losses and their  material 
consequences;;  symbolic artefacts and their  psycho-emotional import being affected and 
producedd cannot be adequately represented by such dichotomies. When these intersect with the 
(online)) interactions and politics of non-Western peoples who are growing up or  living in 
diasporaa and their  (offline) interlocking relationships with each other  and their  cultural points of 
origin,, this is even more the case. 

Dichotomiess lik e Public-Private (and now, Online-Offline) are quite tenacious \ all too 
easilyy reproduced for  even the most fervent social constructionist. Collapsing stubborn 
polaritiess into catch-all normative concepts like Global Governance, the Global Market , The 
Globall  Informatio n Society, or  even Cyberspace, is not the answer  either. This chapter 

22 A revised version of this chapter  is in the International Feminist Journal of Politics (Vol 3, No. 3, 
Novemberr  2001). My thanks to David Gauntlett and Rachel Gibson for  their  valuable feedback as 
discussantss on earlier  versions presented as conference papers and to die two anonymous reviewers and 
Gilliann Youngs at IFjP for  their  constructive criticisms. My gratitude also goes out to Helen Morton, Al 
Aiono,, 'Alopi Latukefu, Taholo Kami, Seija Ridell, Tere Tearwa, for  their  direct input on me issues 
broachedd in this chapter. And for  the record, a big 'mank you shout*  to everyone at the Polynesian Cafe 
andd thee Kava Bowl for  this chapter  and the three mat follow. 
33 "The various ways of speaking, presenting oneself, in short, make oneself known in a social context, is 
nothingg other  than the traces of a 'public'  subject asserting his/herself [assault indéfini] amongst her/his 
ownn kind."  (my translation). 
44 By mis I mean to say mat there is a psychological and emotional investment in these separations in 
industrialised,, Hi-Tech 'informatio n societies'. 
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highlightss the specifically gendered (re)articulations of the public-private-personal problematic 
byy way of a set of discussion threads on the KB and the KR that were posted by women, for the 
mostt part. These particular threads indicate how personal-private-public issues are being lived, 
perceivedd and dealt with as both at-home posters and women living in the West talk about sex-
genderr roless from their own particular sociocultural and race/ethnic backgrounds and 
'globalised'' diasporic standpoints. As far as these discussions go, private-public lives and 
concernss are being re-lived and articulated in a new(er) sort off accessible and open space on the 
internet/www. . 

Thee proprietary, and sociocultural aspects to these public-private personal politics are 
neverr far away either. In fact they weave in and out of each other. The online, immediate and 
archival,, content that emerges is a record of the complexity of the diasporic sociocultural and 
politicall economic conditions in which these women and men are being formedd whilst living, 
growingg up as 'a minority of a minority' in OECD countries. How all this works is a complex 
interplayy between understandings of the 'private* as ownership and a personal - intimate - affair, 
off the 'public' as a political - community - interest, and the newer articulations of these being 
lentt by the practice (and recording) of everyday lived lives online. The boundary is even more 
blurredd when these occur in the spaces of websites such as the KB and the KR whose 
moderator-ownerss still adhere to non-exclusive and user-discretionaryy software and open online 
accesss 6. Although such online groups / communities and their discourses are distinctive from 
offlinee ones, the participants are well aware of the interaction between their online e 
interventions,, the postcolonial politics of life in the South Pacific Islands, and the complexities 
off these for Polynesians living and growing up abroad. 

Thesee threads are not only a sub-set of the enormous range of discussions that have 
beenn carried out on these online forums over the years, but they also trace substantive non
commerciall uses of the internet/www in general. These sorts of uses are (re)articulating - and 
reproducingg - existing communities and relationships on the ground. In the current history of 
globality,, they lend new dimensions to border-crossing and trans/international relations by 
bringingg them 'online', in all senses of the term. The hermeneutic process that we are about to 
embarkk upon has to deal with the aforementioned inelasticity and cultural egocentrism of the 
Westernn Political Social Science lexicon. This is not only because of the nature and / or effects 
thee internet/www that may, or may not, be emerging, but also because this lexicon is permeated 
withh dichotomies (Young 1990) \ These cannot do justice to the myriad of (still) accessible 
s(pl)aces,, conversations, textual production and other aesthetics (Cubitt 1997) that are being 
peopled,, produced and experienced in multifarious online scenarios. Whether all forms of online 
sharingg and inter-exchange are always unproblematic is beside the point in that, as I have been 
arguing,, these non-elite uses of the internet/www aree adding a new dimension to everyday life. 
Thiss chapter begins examining these interactions by recalling Second Wave feminist critiques of 
thee gender-loaded and eurocentric nature of the public-private distinction in itself, let alone two 
corollaryy terms; the 'personal' and the 'domestic* (Fildes 1983, Nicholson 1997:1-10, Sargent 
1981:: xi-xxiii, Harding 1998a). 

Onlinee practices of everyday life, let alone the notion of cyberspace itself, is confronting 
thee public-private dichotomy head-on. This sociocultural, political economic and conceptual 
division,, one that has also been constructed and institutionalised along gender/race/ethnic and 
classs lines, is being reconfigured by new(er) ICTs. The online traversals and textual practices of 
secondd and third generations of the Pacific Island diasporas show this confrontation as a process 
'in-the-making*.. So, with feminist debates as a guide, this chapter goes calling on the public-
privatee problematique. Not to reproduce already contested terms by asserting a whole new set of 
"prescriptions,, descriptions or explanations" (Fildes 1983:67) but, rather, to see how emergent 
andd particular online discussions and interactions occurring in not-yet commercialised 
cyberspacee are reinscribing the practice of everyday life. Moreover, as both postcolonial and 

ss This is a modification of Gayle Rubin's initial conceptualisation of the 'sex/gender system'; namely "the 
sett of arrangements by which a society transforms biological sexuality into products of human activity, 
andd in which these transformed sexual needs are satisfied" (Rubin (1975) 1997:28). See Haraway (1997) 
forr a fuller account of the genealogy of the terms sex and/or gender. 
66 On the complexity of private ownership and copyright issues vis-a-vis ICTS, see May (2000). 
77 Along with that of the public-private, there is the; national-international, state-market, local-global, 
agent-structure,, underdeveloped - developed, global-regional, and the list goes on. 
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feministt  critiques of the public-privat e dichotomy contend, these online interactions articulate 
thee public-private-personal in ways that do not "confer  unproblematically a uniform, set of 
meaningss which are common to all"  (Fildes 1983:68). Furthermore, close examination of the 
onlinee archives that have built up over  five-six years of daily interactions on these discussion 
forumss show the intimately connected "materia l realities and... ideological tropes"  (di Leonardo 
1991:25)) that are emerging through, and on the internet/www. It revisits it by way of the - still 
controversiall  and 'gender-troubled1 (Butler  1990) feminist slogan the personal is political* . In 
short;;  "ther e is no private domain of a person's lif e that is not political and there is no political 
issuee that is not personal"  (Charlotte Bunch quoted inn Sargent 1981 :xix). 

Theree is a practical - methodological - rationale for  beginning the viewing and 'reading' 
off  these online discussions from this bottom-up, subjective angle (Harding 1998a). Research 
intoo non-western comers of the internet/www and, moreover, women's place and roles therein, 
iss relatively recent (see Harcourt et al 1999, Kolko et al 2000). Focusing on the (arguably 
outdated)) connection between the personal and the political revisits how "personal statements 
remainn a source of suggestive illuminatio n of the texture of life"  (Fildes 1983:63). For  everyday 
onlineonline scenarios and articulations, let alone for  those that are not generically 'Western', this 
accentt  can thereby circumvent any tendency to head for  conceptual closure and categorical 
defmitivenesss too quickly. As this, and subsequent chapters wil l show, such tidy ends are not so 
easilyy achieved when livin g between - and in - two or  more cultures and their  expectations The 
everydayy politics also lie in how the immediate and broader  meanings of the public-private-
personall  (re)articulations examined here depend on who is talking, to whom and for  whom 
(Fildess 1983:68). These discussions between diasporic generations of South Pacific Island 
womenn communicating with friends, strangers, extended family, elders and community leaders 
onn and through the internet/www show the "varyin g ways in which women themselves perceive 
theirr  situations"  (di Leonardo 1991:17) and the personal-political import thereof is quite 
manifest,, in the interlocutors' own words. 

Thiss chapter  looks at a specific set of themes in their  own right  by way of the 'public-
private''  distinction, thereby ignoring several overlapping ones, such as (homo)sexuality and 
changingg sexual mores in postcolonial societies. It is organised in two main parts. After  a 'rough 
guidee for  readers', that follows on from the last chapter, the first  part situates the reconstructions 
off  the second part vis-a-vis the public-privat e dichotomy. In this respect, the notion of'online--
ness''  develops the notion of everyday lif e vis-a-vis postcolonial diasporas on the internet/www. 
Thee second part is a walk-through of some specific discussions on sex-gender  roles for 
everydayy diasporic lives from the point of view of Samoan and/or  Tongan women - and others 
ass well. The women posting/speaking are regulars on these forums and have been active in all 
otherr  discussions as well. In these threads, they express personal concerns, respond to those of 
others,, about multiplex expectations and experiences in and outside their  Pacific Islands of 
origin.. Some women have Polynesian partners. Men are present as well but these particular 
discussionss are dominated and mainly initiated by women. The chapter  concludes by linkin g 
thesee peregrinations to discussions on the postcolonial Pacific Islands and globalisation that cut 
through,, and spins off from these concerns. The point being made here is that both the 
internet/wwww and the way these groups use and traverse it show that 'inside out*  entails not just 
aa spatial - geographic relationship of either/or, inside/outside but also an inter/subjective 
exchangee of meanings. In this respect, the notion also conjures up the image of a garment being 
turnedd inside out. It s seams, different textures to the fabric, inner  rips and tears, wear  and tear, 
becomee visible. An inside-out garment can still be worn even though it looks different, does not 
appearr  as it was 'designed' to be worn and so on. 

AA Rough  Guide  for  Readers 

Takenn in toto, the abovee dynamics constitute how (cyberspaces are constituted, where 
andd for  whom the internet/www is (to be) placed, and with what designs. As some of the 
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gendered-ethnic-classs contours become more possible to trace empirically, it is apparent that the 
contentt being produced is not irrelevant, hermetically sealed from offline influences nor 
foreclosedd from (feminist) theory and politics. Se^reflexivity is a key tenet of feminist research 
(Hughes,, Kennedy et al 2001). So are approaches that would let usually silenced others (Gal 
1991)) speak, that would relativise the 'neutral' authorial voice by locating oneself in the process 
andd demystify the notion of any 'one' ultimate interpretation. Because this genre of online 
interactionn both deeply personal (intimate) and public (in open cyberspace), here are some 
moree pointers for 'reading' them (see de Certeau 1980: 23-26,279 passim). 

Somee of the discussion threads cited are now no longer available, although their themes 
aree recapitulated even now8. Unless otherwise specified, those discussion threads' mat are still 
currentt at time of publication have their full URL's and position on the overall thread included 
ass a footnote under the name provided by the poster; for example Bitchyspice or bella. I would 
encouragee curious readers to access some of these to get a better idea of how these online 
interactionss look and operate in their original online, hyperlinked context (Appendix Two). For 
initiall reference, this 'signature' (which can be either a name or a whole phrase), and date are 
providedd following citation practice. These nicknames - 'nics' - are an integral part of online 
inter/subjectivityy and moreover provide some clues to the 'personality' and relationships behind 
memm (Jordan 1999: 59-79, Morton 1998). Other details in a footnote 9. Follow-ups can also 
operatee as sub-texts in their own right and so the titles, when they are not repetitions of the 
originall one, are integral to the online "tapestry" (de Certeau 1980 op cit) of these interactions. 
Whencee the term discussion thread. Needless to say, these sorts of online overlapping and fluid 
communicativee interactions require adjustments in how one reads, locates, and interacts with the 
mediumm in which me text is produced. Internet/www communications are still predominantly 
inter-textualinter-textual even as they are hyperlinked texts (see Haraway 1997). 

AA final word about (online) "textual surfaces' (Carver 1998:7-9). Re-interpretations and 
celebrationn of 'traditional'-'modem* sex-gender systems (Ortner 1996, Rubin (1975)1997) and 
queryingg of idea(l)s or stereotypes provide the stuff of the debates, permeate the more 
autobiographicall accounts. Apart from the ostensible content, another rendition of the inside-out 
dynamicc involves (semiconscious decisions about concealing, or playing with one's true' 
(genderedd and/or ethnic) identity by way of online forms of re-identification - (nick)names or 
handless (see Morton 1998, Ludlow et al 1996). Another subtle, textually embedded 'exchange 

88 What I mean is that they have been removed from the server and/or the world-wide web altogether. This 
issuee creates some interesting variations on the theory and practice of archiving, keeping records and also 
assessingg any (kept) records' veracity. Online texts come and go according to factors such as server space, 
thee way sites are administered and organised (see Chapter Eight), technical breakdowns notwithstanding. 
II have printed out all the threads referred to here, and many more besides. Others have gone for ever. As I 
notedd in the last chapter, archives of online texts - if made room for - on the website's server are under the 
jurisdictionn of their owners as they take up space and require time. For researchers, I would suggest that 
thee real issue is less a question of the form or longevity of any 'archive' - be it hyperlinked bookmark, 
printedd hardcopy, downloaded and stored on one's own server/hard-drive for future reference - but rather 
thee purpose and position they have in the research. If this is content-based, as the case here, then my 
advicee would be to start printing/electronically storing (website owners permitting) sooner rather than 
laterr and to err on the side of more rather than less. At the same time, vibrant ongoing communities like 
thesee ones provide more than enough comparable material over time. Hence, neither should one worry if 
theree are *holes' in the records. Official, boxed archives gathering dust in libraries are full of these as well. 
Besides,, all (historical) reconstructions are partial at best. 
99 To summarise, threads will be cited and referenced as follows. The poster (as given whether this be 
namee or phrase) and date will follow normal citation practice. For example; (MA, 01/1/01). When the 
threadd is no longer available online (it has been deleted or was not transferred during a change in the 
server),, this will be indicated. For example; KC, no longer on server. A footnote will provide the website 
inn question and other contextual details. First by the title of the message in question, whether it is an 
initiall post or a follow-up. Italics designate message/posts' titles from signatures (which are not always 
namess and can be part of the discussion itself). Second the thread, preceding message and its poster/date 
too which it is immediately related may be indicated (following the same procedure). This is important for 
re-locatingg who and where in a thread if it is still online. In those instances, the full URL is given. 
Abbreviationss for the websites are as follows; KB (Kavabowl and/or Kava Chat which are used 
synonymously);; KR (Kamehameha Roundtable); Porycafe (the Porycafe general contact forum from 
whichh the KR is accessed); THA (Tongan History Association mat was accessed through the KB's portal, 
thee Pacific Forum); SPIN (South Pacific Information Network). 
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off meanings' occurs as a poster identifies and situates herself by any combination of 
categorisations,, giving her actual name notwithstanding. For example: man/woman, 
gay/straight,, non/religious, old/young, married/single, sister/brotherl0. There are also other 
signatures/by-liness that make inferences to opinion or relative expertise. For example; 
ignorant/expert,, supporter/critic. And then there are those cultural or ethnic identifications or 
admissionss such as; of mixed/pure blood, Polynesian/Pa/ay* " .A poster can be quizzed or 
admonishedd accordingly. These 'signatures' (whether they be nicknames or sub-texts in their 
ownn right) zigzag through the actual message, the rest off the thread, and have a bearing on the 
floww and layers of reading. How these personal choices, online personae, relationships are 
broughtt to bear on the way a thread or group of threads develop is also related to frequency of 
participationn and degree of familiarity between participants (Morton 1998). There is a lot of 
humour,, satire, and irony as well, in the tradition of both social gatherings and (Tongan) Kava 
Clubss on the ground 12. 

Partt I : (Re)Articulations 

...la...la vie quotidienne... a quelque chose d voir avec 1'espacepublic dans lequel elle se 
déploie...nousdéploie...nous ne travaillons plus sur des objets découpés dans le champ social de 
manieremaniere seulement speculative (le quartier, la vie quotidienne..), mais sur des relations 
entreentre des objets, tres exactement sur la couture qui tient Vun a I'autre 1'espace privé et 
1'espace1'espace public. (Giard & Mayol 1980:14) 13 

Twoo conceptual-methodological concerns already discussed are at stake in the 
reconstructionss that follow, indeed for the next three chapters as well. The first is what I shall 
calll 'online-ness' and what this constitutes for Tolynesians On the World-Wide Web' at the 
Kamehamehaa Roundtable or around the *Kava Circle' in particular. The second relates to 
feministt approaches to 'public-private-personal' conceptual boundaries in western political 
theoryy and its concomitant WIPE frameworks (see Kauppi & Viotti 1993, Kegley & Wittkopf 
1999).. These do not take into account other sociocultural and historical permutations and 
indeed,, during the colonial period attempted to graft these boundaries onto other societies in a 
complexx process of "conquest and desire" of the exoticised and eroticised 'other1 (Ling 2001a). 
Thee main aim here is to show these seams at work in online (re)articulations. 

Online-ness Online-ness 

Ass I have argued, the internet/www constitutes physical-digital architectures and 
socioculturallyy constructed-tangibly experienced (cyber)space(s), which produce and circulate 
'exchangess of meanings' (Murphy & de Ferro 1995) as well as have material substance. These 
aree constituted by practices of everyday life that are both self-contained and porous to offline 
ones.. They articulate corporeal and non-corporeal displacements and returns which 
(re)constitutee particular and broader gender-power relations M. For non-western and/or diasporic 

100 This denotes something else entirely from the western nuclear-family framework, given how extended 
familyy relations work in Polynesia (Ortner 1997:59 passim). They are also terms of solidarity - 'sistah' / 
•bruddah',, Sis/Bro are some idiomatic expressions of this. 
111 That is; white/non-Polynesian. Two types of spelling exist -palangi (Tongan) orpalagi (Samoan). 
aa In the Pacific Islands, kava drinking (a mildly narcotic beverage known in Samoa, Tonga and Fiji 
mainly)) is bom a formal and male-centred social ritual - a source of debate in itself in some discussions. 
Thee Internet 'Kava Bowl' is a cyberspace variant of these in/formal kava circles (see Figure Seven). The 
tellingg of tall stories occur alongside heated political debate, ribaldry and satire. These playful elements 
aree recognised and enjoyed on line as well. However, as a Tongan satirist put it, this "is not to suggest 
thatt our country comprises a nation of liars as some uninitiated foreigners seem to mink, far from it. Truth 
comess in portions, some large, some small, but never whole. Like our ancestors we are expert tellers of 
half-truths,, quarter-truths, and one-percent truths..." (Hau'ofa, The Winding Road to Heaven 1983:7). 
133 Everyday life [la vie quotidienne].... is related to the public space in which it unfolds.... we are no 
longerr working on disconnected things [objets] in the social realm but, rather, on the relationships 
betweenn mem; more precisely, on the seam [couture] mat joins the private and the public to each other." 
(myy translation). 
144 To reiterate an earlier point, positing gender and power as a relational dyad is to imply multiplex -
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communitiess on the internet/www, these have their own permutations and tensions, that come 
fromfrom the inside out (see below). The discussions that unfold and interactions that develop are 
inter/intracultural,, talk about and deal with personal lives, public personae and the 'intimate 
other** (Chang & Ling 2000). Not as separate entities but as interrelated affairs. Topics for 
discussionn tackle gender-power relations as they pertain to postcolonial Polynesian (Samoan 
and/orr Tongan for the main part) and Western terms (see Ling 2001:20-23). The women in 
thesee samples, have taken time out from other discussions to challenge, reproduce and 
(re)articulate,, in their own words and from their own non/western/ mixed points of view, 
understandingss of sex/gender-race/ethnicity-class/status. For instance; 

... it appears a large portion of the Tongan culture is based on age-old rules which 
contradictt die very doctrines with which we set our standards by today. It amazes me 
howw much we accept our culture without question. (Coral 17/07/98)1 

Suchh threads debate differing meanings, perceptions, experiences of racial/ethnic identifications 
andd discrimination, wo/manhood, sexual and family politics, sex-gender hierarchies, sexual and 
sociall mores, 'tradition' and 'modernity'. The ones re-presented here are a component of long, 
fluid,, open-ended and interwoven online textual and physical practices 16. Individual postings 
cann be lengthy, eloquent, short and sharp, funny, angry, contain literary, idiomatic, satirical and 
autobiographicall prose, asides and interpolations of varying moods. The textual threads, online 
texturess that are produced are 'public', for the record, in that these forums are designed to be 
accessiblee for all-comers. 

Thee efficacy of the public-private dichotomy as accepted wisdom and as 
institutionalisedd politics is further tugged at when an inter/cultural element or perspective is 
broughtt to bear on it. Moreso in these online contexts that are available for all to see on 'open' 
discussionn forums. The upshot is that the particular sorts of communicative practices being 
enabledd by the internet/www entail a more recent, electronically mediated challenge to the well-
wornn path between this separation. Feminist critiques of the public - private division per se and 
especiallyy its correlation with essentialist notions of masculine - feminine gender roles and 
spheress of influence have shown how this "hardening of the categories' (Haraway 1997) 
perpetuatess symbolic and material practices of exclusion and foreclosure (see Nicholson 1990, 
dii Leonardo 1991, McDowell & Sharp 1997, Haraway 1992). The power relations of this 
contrastt between theory and research, policy and practice, becomes more acute when witnessing 
onn the internet/www how non-western diasporas (and their guests) passionately argue from then-
ownn personal experiences about cross-cutting notions of the 'traditional' and 'modern', cultural 
'authenticity'' and ongoing cultural change, and do this from the relative intimacy of their - by 
noww well-established - corner in cyberspace. In this respect the made-visible gendered elements 
off this problematic shift into another sort of culturally understood notion of public-private that 
relatess to postcolonial (re)articulations of democracy (Chapter Six). The elision is not far away, 
ass I was to discover in an initial post of my own. My (undeclared) gender-ed Trias' was taken up 
quitee differently by my interlocutors: 

TheThe 'public-private distinction - is there one??! (MA, 29/02/00) 1T 

ethnic/racialised/classs and cultural relations as well (Hall 1996a, 1996b, Ling 2001:145 passim). These 
aree only separable for analytical purposes. In everyday life, people are negotiating these simultaneously, 
andd not always easily. On the other hand, the eloquence of some of these interventions belie the 
exigenciess of economic hardships, racial discrimination and traditional' sex-gender mores. 
155 Follow-up in brother/sister thread, 26/05/98, THA, no longer on server. 
166 For example; typing a text and posting it; logging on and off; arguing-flaming-being censored, flirting, 
chatting,, hyperlinking, solidarity building through information sharing (Harcourt et al 1999, Jones et al 
1999,, Kolko et al 2000). 
177 This was the subject heading of an 'initial post' I posted on the Tonga History Association's Discussion 
forumm (29/02/00, THA, no longer on server). In it I stated my motivation for posting (confusion whilst 
dealingg with the early drafts of this chapter), reiterated my identity as a researcher or hailing from the 
regionn as my birthplace (Samoa) or my official nationality (New Zealander).I also made it clear in this 
casee that responses (follow-ups) may be quoted. 
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Unfortunately,, the answer  is NO. Polynesian culture is rooted in a communal 
relationshipp Privatisation is merely a foreign concept and does not thriv e in 
Polynesiaa (True Polynesian, 29/02/00) 

....surelyy this is difficul t to maintain these days, even in the islands.. (MA 1/03/00) 

.... As said, Privatisation is not what being a Polynesian is all about. Once one start to set 
boundariess around him/herself and claim total possession over  his/her  belonging he is 
nott  a true Polynesian anymore, he becomes a breed of selfish being and a foreigner  and 
hencee we say "fiepahmgT (wanting to be a white man (non Polynesian)). However  I 
agreee with you, being a Polynesian is hard [to] maintain these days both inside and 
outsidee Polynesia. (True Polynesian 2/03/00) 

.... I recall [a briefing] in which they made the case that the concept of corruption was 
nott  relevant in Tonga because of this communalism. what was taken by people in high 
placess was simply distributed among others. I wasnt convinced. Put it this way; whafs 
yourss is the Royal Family's. But is whafs the Royal Family's yours? (George Candler 
2/03/00) ) 

Thee Royal family 18 owns what they have because the people allow them to.... Hence 
indirectly ,, people also own what the Royal Family have. (True Polynesian 2/03/00) 

II  began with the notion of public-privat e as an issue of subjectivity. My interlocutors 
respondedd according to another, overlapping, one; namely public versus private issues of 
ownershipp and control and how these pertain to the Polynesian culture in general and the 
Tongann political landscape in particular  (Chapter  Six). That the two are not that far  apart, in 
bomm theoretical and political practice and private lives was all too clear  in how mis discussion 
developedd and eventually stalled. My main interlocutor , True Polynesian, whilst taking a public 
standd on authentic Polynesian (Tongan) values vis-a-vis public and private ownership, did not 
seee the personal vis-a-vis the public as a problematic or  politicall y relevant issue; beyond those 
markedd by individual choice, that is. 

... .what would you say to the notion of the 'personal'  in your  model of Polynesia as open 
andd sharing? Are not some of the tougher*  discussion threads also about what is allowed 
orr  not? Where the line is between 'personal-private' and 'public' ? (MA 3/03/00) w 

.... what dont you understand in the word "personal" ? The word speaks for  itself and 
onlyy the person concerned can speak for  him/herself.... (True Polynesian, 3/03/00) 

Thee cross-cultural elements to mis exchange aside M , this 'double articulation ' of the 
public-privat ee distinction is always present when discussing the implications, effects or 
significancee of the internet/www. When online and involving postcolomal issues and 
populations,, these include new(er) permutations of some specific mechanics and politics of 
inter/subjectivit yy that blur  these conceptually and politicall y troubled parameters even further . 
Thesee gender-focused discussions operate both as personal testimonies and public statements. 
Theyy speak from the inside out, acknowledging the distinctions but without baulking from the 
contradictionss they presume to delineate. Not only are there gender-power relations at stake but 
soo are there sociocultural and race/ethnic-pov/er relations as well. The internet/www enables 

'**  The Kingdom of Tonga is a Monarchy. Although it does have a Western style parliamentary system 
withh elections, the King and his family are the constitutional political leaders, with many economic 
interestss and holding public office as well. Lik e many of the South Pacific Islands (New 
Zealand/Aotearoaa included), pre-colonial and colonial political systems and forms of representations 
existt  (more or  less comfortably) side-by-side in one way or  another. The countries dealt with here 
(Americann Samoa excepted) belong to thee British Commonwealth either  as politically independent 
nation-statess (since the 1960's) or  indirectly as protectorates. See Chapter  Six. 
199 Follow-up in public-private distinction thread - see above. 
200 Where at the time I was unwittingl y reproducing the very cultural distinction I was questioning. 
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suchh articulations to be a lot more visible and accessible, in principle and within limits, than 
heretofore. . 

Thiss is not necessarily such an innovation in itself for 'non-western' societies seeing as 
theyy have always been engaging with genetically western technologies (Mandaville, 
forthcoming)) and political systems (Mohanty 1997), building upon extant social and cultural 
networkss but also re-negotiating these, their own place in them, and themselves along the way 
(Cliffordd 1997, Ling 2001a). All too rarely does theory and research fully acknowledge the 
"powerr dynamics of naming 'others'" (di Leonardo 1991:15). By contrast, both Feminist and 
Postcoloniall frameworks treat inter/subjectivity in term of how a 

subject,, rather than being a fixed entity which enter[s] into social relations with its 
genderr (and class and race) fixed in place, [is] always fluid, in the process of becoming, 
anxiouss to create and hold onto an identity which is constructed through discourse and 
everydayy actions (McDowell & Sharp 1997:6). 

Ongoingg online discussions and the post-colonial lived lives articulated in and by them 
aree evidence of how the protagonists are well sensitised to how the personal and the political -
thee private and the public - are mutually constitutive realms and practices with specific 
socioculturall threads and tensions. The following sub-string (of a longer one) between two long
standingg participants - a man and a woman - is an example of the way some of these dynamics 
andd tensions get (re)articulated online: 

Ass a note to this discussion, I would warn participants against 'romanticising' the 
traditionall culture of Tonga or any of the Pacific....At the same time however, we must 
nott be revisionist in our interpretation of the Pacific, and re-invent "Pacific Islanders' to 
historicallyy reflect who we are now, from a traditional perspective. The influences are 
farr more complex and involve the interaction between Pacific and European/Western 
culturee and religion....('Alopi Latukefu, 31/05/98)21 

II agrec.but after 30+ years of being indoctrinated to particular lexicon, values and 
experiences,, it's difficult (impossible?) for me not to process, speculate, and learn 
informationn without a tainted view.... I believe I'm not exclusive to this type of 
ethnocentrism....[such]] posts are a bit stifling you know... [they] stop speculation before 
itt has had its run "(Jatu follow-up 1/06/98)^ 

Stiflingg your thesis development was certainly not my intention....(' Alopi 1/06/98) 

..... What I am trying to illustrate is that as a palangi [non-Polynesian], quite ignorant in 
Tongann history, anthropology and academia, I may take a different approach in this 
forum233 than what may be deemed the correct, or objective one....(Jatu 3/06/98) 

Suchh tensions take many forms and do not need to be always made explicit. But when 
theyy are, they can be rallying points for re-affirmation or positioning for those who are living as 
aa minority elsewhere. 

FeministFeminist  Nodes 

Youu wrote "it is good to see that you can get along with the way women are viewed by 
men"" - this is definitely NOT the case - if s just that I refuse to be limited by that type of 
narroww thinking, I refuse to let it hinder me, my life and the pursuit of my goals I 
findfind this most interesting - especially being both women (correct me if I'm wrong) yet 

211 Warning: Romanticism, sub-thread in brother/sister thread (THA, no longer on server) 
222 Jatu identifies as a Latin American whose husband is Tongan 
233 The Tonga History Association is primarily for Historians although non-academics clearly frequent it. 
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havingg totally different views on the role of Tongan women within our society...." 
(Legacy_NZ,, 24/05/99) 24 

Inn feminist theory, the public/private distinction is particularly charged, and ingrained 
(Benhabibb & Cornell 1987, McDowell & Sharp 1997:263-268). Marxist/Socialist feminist 
theoryy and political activism engage with Marx and Engel's linking of the institutionalisation of 
privatee property, and the capitalist mode of production to the sexual division of labour (Carver 
1998:221-228,, Nicholson 1997: 1-5, Fildes 1983, Hartmann 1981). To wit; men go to work to 
producee surplus value under alienated conditions of labour and women stay at home to 
reproducee more workers to produce surplus value. Feminists have pondered over how this 
hierarchicall separation between *public' power (and alienation) - for men only - and all sorts of 
•private'' domesticity (and exclusion) - for women - relates to 'patriarchy' (Lerner 1986:212-229, 
238-240).. The latter denotes either a distinct or universal social system (Youngs 2000) through 
whichh women are a priori  'oppressed', 'domesticated' or excluded from 'public' political life 
(Rubinn (1975)1997: 30,32). These 'materialist' feminist approaches posit the capitalist mode of 
(reproductionn (Sargent et al 1981) and the aforementioned social and sexual power hierarchies 
(Youngss 2000:44-45) as an historical stage of patriarchal relations. All in all, and collapsing a 
richrich feminist historiography, 'public/private' denotes and critiques symbolic and material 
(Hennessyy 1993) gender-power relations that are reproduced or justified along distinct, albeit 
interactingg boundaries (Youngs 2000). Fierce disagreements notwithstanding, a feminist critique 
touttout court posits that such dualisms serve to perpetuate a pernicious set of "sexualised, 
racialised,, and class-based" (Chang & Ling 2000:27) meanings, institutions, hierarchies, power 
relationss and ideologies (Fildes 1983:66-69) that subordinate an "array of embodied beings 
culturallyy positioned as women" (Butler 1990:325) 

Too fast-forward to circa 2001, the controversial and increasing ubiquity of the 
internet/wwww since the mid-1990's is impacting upon daily lives, political economies and 
turningg scholarly historiographies, political theories inside out in the process. The gendered-
ethnic-classs connotations of these new activities effectively form their own seams and interfaces 
inn nascent (cyber) s(pl)aces (Giard & Mayol 1980: 24-25). And the already problematic 
analyticall and political status of the public-private dichotomy gets further tugged at when these 
inter/intra/culturall elements are added to the analytical mix. What emerges is an electronically 
mediatedd challenge to the beaten path worn between either 'a public' or 'a private'. Not only 
doess this corseted dichotomy need to be unlaced but other grammars beg inclusion (see Ortner 
1996:: 153-154). As Chandra Mohanty points out, the lexicon at our disposal needs to articulate 
andd allow research into 

aa temporality of struggle, which disrupts and challenges the logic of linearity, 
developmentt and progress which are the hallmarks of European modernity....suggests 
ann insistent, simultaneous, non-synchronous process characterised by multiple locations, 
ratherr than a search for origins and endings... (1997:93, emphasis in the original). 

Iff allowed to cut loose from these linear moorings, what emerges is how (postcolonial) 
subjectivitiessubjectivities (Ling 2001) 25, online and elsewhere, are deeply embedded in multilayered 
experiences,, sociocultural interactions and assumptions, new and old. These strain against 
respectivee 'public-private' institutions and conventions that have become frozen-in-time (de 
Certeauu 1986:119-233), intersect with how a 'subject*, alone and/or in community, is 
constitutedd at various instances by her intimate and social duties, roles, relationships, separately 
andd together. How she sees herself, what she says and to whom, how others react, what social 
andd historical expectations are brought to bear form the stuff of communicative practices (see 
Williamss 1977: 23). The respective gender-power relations that get played out move in, skip 
around,, bump against all manner of institutions, psychological structures and daily conventions 
(Giardd & Mayol 1980: 14-17). And in non-western, postcolonial scenarios, as Ling points out, 

244 Women's Right, initial post, KB, at http://www.paciflcfoniin.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/42784.html. 
255 See Nicholson et al (1990), Haraway (1992) for more on various feminist theories of subjectivity 
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subjectivity y 
.... refers to the internally absorbed, personally-felt, mixed selves that derive from 
contendingg ways of thinking, doing, and being The very condition of 
postcolonialityy means an intimate mixing of subjectivities, not one distinct identity 
labelledd 'southern', 'minority', or 'Other* tagged on to a more familiar ones like 'northern', 
majority*,, 'Self in order to achieve a more representative 'objectivity1. (Ling 2001a:21 & 
236) ) 

Polynesianss growing up in the West or those in the Pacific Islands with access to the 
internet/www,, articulate the above from their own translocal' (Clifford 1997) standpoints and 
experiences.. Participants are well aware of the pressures between their online interventions, the 
postcoloniall politics of life in the South Pacific Islands and abroad. The immediate and archival 
onlinee content forms a record of the complexity of living in diaspora, as "a minority of a 
minority".. Those who gather around the online Kamehameha Roundtable and Kava Bowl for 
debatee record the practice of everyday life from the inside out. This is not to present yet another 
dichotomyy but rather to accent how being and doing things from the 

'insidee out* is to be impure, working at the borders, risking mixture, outreach, and 
invention;; for to be inside out means to be creatively perplexed, upside down, out of 
whack,, reversible, expressing the inside wholeness of self and community in outside 
maskss and distant mirrors, in signs that baffle and menace as much as they reveal. 
(Wilsonn 1999:2) 

Thee upshot of all this is that taking a close look at everyday life online should warn 
(feminist)) scholars against subsuming multiplex experiences, communicative practices under an 
updatedd version of an "unwitting duplication of the eurocentric, bourgeois bias inherent in the 
notionn of a separation of spheres...." (Fildes 1983:68, Harding 1998a, Giard & Mayol 1980:14). 
Thee next section is a walk-through, one of many possible traversals, of some threads in the light 
off these delineations. I cannot overemphasise the inherent openness and fluidity of these online 
encounters,, built up over time. Online archives such as these, and their creators, are very much 
alive. . 

Partt I I : Online Confidential 

..thee domestic/public dichotomy ...[is] a phenomenon that may exist in multiple forms 
withh multiple meanings., [including] the varying ways in which women themselves 
perceivee their situations, (di Leonardo 1991:24&25). 

Thee oral and debating traditions of the peoples of the South Pacific find themselves 
well-suitedd to both the interactive, conversational, and oratory qualities of online discussions, 
imagery,, and its embedding in Western forms of textuality (see de Certeau 1980: 231 passim) . 
Theyy are written to be read and debated in their own right whilst adding to an ongoing texture of 
onlinee and offline relationships. As I have argued already, these threads are speaking from the 
insidee out, acknowledging extant social and cultural (diasporic) networks but also re-negotiating 
these,, an individual's place in them, and communities along the way. Participants are well 
sensitisedd to this fluid tension but also to specific sociocultural barriers and broader gender-
powerr relations that come with this. 

266 The literacy rate in the Pacific Islands is over 90% with education rated very highly in social terms. For 
aa more light-hearted view of these dynamics vis-a-vis indigenous cultural politics, see Hau'ofa's short 
storyy The Glorious Pacific Way (1983: 83). See also a thread entitled who are some of the 
SMARTESTonganSMARTESTongan women you knovfl (bella, 15/03/99, KB, at 
ttp://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/10459.html. . 
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PostcolonialPostcolonial  (Re)Arüculations  ofWo/manhood 

Forr example in a discussion about "women's right* the following declaration/criticism/ 
entreatyy was posted: 

„..wee (Tongan) as a nation [are] coping with significant social change is the 
increasingg number of educated Tongan women who [are] opting for the single life a sign 
off an active feminist revolution? The simple answer is NO. In fact, it is a dismal picture 
off the current state of affairs in Tonga.....despite the grounds for optimism, the 
traditionall role for women in Tongan society has not [been ] transformed. Even today, 
thee ideal of good wife and wise mother is not an anachronism, the weight of tradition 
continuess to bear heavily upon Tongas society.... Even though, Tongan women are 
changingg their attitudes about their social roles, men. it seems are not necessarily going 
alongg with that change, You only need to read KB [Kava Bowl forums] to justify mis.... 
Womenn are still viewed by most Tongan men [as] responsible for most domestic chores 
andd are the primary carers of children. There is a good reason to question whether the 
Tongann women [should] strive for the same kind of equality so resolutely fought for in 
thee developed countries; [should] the Tongan women respond positively to the bra-
burningg antics that accompanied feminist campaigns in the developed countries...? 
(Lausiill 8/05/99)21 

Whatt is being addressed here is how new conventions are being taken up, or considered vis-a
viss established social conventions and sex-gender roles (and perceptions of western-style 
feminism!)) both 'at-home' and •overseas'. But then, it depends on how one looks at such things. 
Thee view above was countered, in the spirit and tone of a semi-formal debate by the following: 

Thankk you so much for your comments on the state of affairs for Women in our 
Kingdom.. I must seriously disagree with you however on some points 28.... I was 
muchh disturbed when reading your posting because you made Tonga out to be some sort 
off cesspool for gender discrimination, when in fact, there are more women working in 
thee civil service in the Kingdom than here in New Zealand, also out in the villages, a lot 
off women provide the backbone for much of the families - and I can assure you their 
roless ... are not those of a docile domestic worker, but rather of a strong nurturing and 
dignifiedd female figure, some of which simultaneously hold jobs!... Tradition is not a 
hindrancee - but rather something I very highly esteem. Our 'fahu'  system wis unique 
andd esteems the woman as the most important member of the family - not even the 
gloriouss western world has such a provision. And merely because individualism is 
highlyy prized in the rest off the world, does not mean that we should automatically adopt 
itt - please do not be resigned to making Tonga into another semi-Western 
clone!...(Legacy_NZ,, in reply to Lausii, 20/05/99). 

Threadss dealing with the maintenance of cultural integrity vis-a-vis the dominant 
politicall economies of the Pacific region and changing sex-gender roles criss-cross and merge 
intoo (mis)perceptions of femininity and masculinity for the specific Tongan or Samoan 
(Polynesian)) context, questioning these in themselves or the effect of negotiating mem in other 
socioculturall conditions. They are a sub-section of more general "politics of identity* debates on 
thesee forums (see Chapter Seven). But in these cases the geiKferaZ-ness of postcolonial identity 
formationn and obligations take centre-stage. 

Thee following cross-section of a longer thread in the KC entitled nFm Tired Of Slaving 
MyselfMyself - The Role of the Woman show several entry points into mis problematic for women 
livingg in contemporary (non)Pacific Island settings. The effects of becoming aware of the down
sidee of any one set of'cultural values' are all too clear, albeit a source for some irony: 

277 Women's Right, initial post, Kb, at http://www.pacificfonnn.com/lcavabowl/kĉ  
MM Here the poster is critical of stereotypes that exist beyond Tonga as well 
299 This is related to various degrees of status and privilege amongst and between men and women (Ortner 
1997:599 passim). See also Helu (1999:15 passim) 
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thee thing I have observed and found much dismay is the understanding „in 
...(Samoan...(Samoan culture) that the women feel.. it is their responsibility to feel that they 
shouldd assist in the kitchen to help serve while our men sits (Lafemme Nikita, 
Polycafe,, 19/05/99)30 

amenn sistah.... when's our next beauty salon appointment? Just curious, are you 
Samoan?? If you are, then you must be one hella of a samoan female, taking no s**t 
fromm any male. Are you a Women's Lib activist? I don't think our Samoan women can 
standd up for themselves because they are afraid (ROTFLMAO 19/05/99)31 

... Our men are exhibiting a "learned behaviour" that has been passed down for many, 
manyy generations ....Unfortunately, when they come over from the islands, this "learned 
behaviour"" comes right along with them. If s the first thing they take out of their 
suitcase...Ifss up to the younger generation to break that cycle. (CrazeeLuv, 19/05/99, 
Polycafe) ) 

..Withh a Samoan mother and Tongan father, my upbringing was certainly an experience 
especiallyy with the 2 different cultures... Unfortunately being an only girl, my father 
wouldn'tt let me touch the lawn mower!!! Or do anything strenuous as females are 
'delicate'' in his eyes ... (Afa Samoan, 19/05/99) 

Thee predominance, humour and eloquence of women's voices in such threads also 
showss where the internet/www allows them an oral space, through access to online forums. 
Theyy press on and loosen gendered conventions and hierarchies of the right to speak32 by 
makingg use of the more permissive features of online debate; (quasi)anonymity, informal syntax 
andd the immediacy - and safety - of posting a message for instance (Morton 1998)33. For 
womenn who are no longer prepared to "be seen and not heard' internet forums permit them to 
'"pushh against oppressive boundaries' to 'invent spaces of radical openness' within which to 
challengee dominant power, taking it on from the margins" (hooks in McDowell & Sharp 
1997:3).. The thread wends on; 

... I just want to say that not all our men are this way... So let's start by understanding 
thatt we are a new generation, don't take away all that we've learned as a culture but 
bringg in to light all the new things we can teach... (Found me A Strong Samoan Man, 
20/05/99) ) 

Don'tt get caught up in the westernized role.... Our culture dictates much of how we 
raisee our families, it is the core of our being and we choose to do with it is ours to 
usee (Hamo 20/05/99) 

300 initial post, at http://www.pacMcforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/42855.htinI. This was also posted 
inn the Polycafe (no longer on server). The follow-ups cited are taken from either the KB/KC or the 
Polycafee (where indicated). 
311 This poster is most likely a woman, as it is not the only message posted. Whether a woman or not, 
her/hiss participation is not challenged. 
322 Contemporary communicative and political hierarchies are male-centred in Tonga and Samoa. On-the-
groundd kava circles (clubs) and formal kava ceremonies are not normally frequented by women, except in 
aa certain ceremonial capacity (see Helu 1999: 5). Visitors (like myself) are not prohibited from going to a 
night'ss kava club however. Women however do have public' power - as chiefs (mataf) in Samoa, or 
royaltyy (in Tonga). The - controversial - impact of western missionaries in the 19th century also impinges 
uponn postcolonial 'public-private' meanings of power in the South Pacific. Posters certainly do not agree 
onn how and why, and neither do Pacific scholars. See, for example, a thread entitled, Women In 
Tonga...RecognisedTonga...Recognised Or Ignored???? (Finekata 15/03/99), initial post, KB, at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages// 10470.html. 
33"... verbal interaction, whatever else it accomplishes, is often the site of struggle about gender 
definitionss and power, it concerns who can speak where about what." (Gal 1991: 176). Online 'chat' is 
written-verball interaction. 
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... Fm a young woman and growing up in a new generation I find my peers (the 30 
somethingg crowd and up) have it a lot easier  than did our  mothers before us. It is our 
motherss who trul y were under-represented, barely vocal and hardly seen... I have not 
heardd anything in my upbringing COMMANDIN G M that relationships be 
dichotomised....Womann and Samoan... and quite capable of carrying both. (... 
20/05/99,, KC) 

II  think the Samoan couples (first generation) here in the States are developing new 
attitudess towards one another... I still cater  to my husband (whether  at home or  in 
public)) by putting him first because I was raised that way, the Samoan culture expects 
thatt  of me and IT S OKAY WIT H ME!! ! (Am there now... 20/05/99) 

RevisitingRevisiting  Obligations 

Thee debates are liberall y sprinkled with attitudes that stem from the strict Christian 
moress of many of the posters - an important , and at times contentious part of the (post)colonial 
Pacificc Islands. Nevertheless, for  societies where non-western understandings of aristocratic 
(female)) rank and status are also contemporary political and social markers (Helu 1999:121-
134,, Ortner  1996, Tcherkézoff 1998), being a 'woman* entails any number  of (cross)cultural 
obligations.. In an intensely debated thread from the Kamehameha Roundtable entitled Where 
areare the Caring Women?', the (male) instigator  of the initia l post, after  carefully outlining the 
variouss positions of his grandmother, mother  and sisters vis-a-vis motherhood concluded (after 
moree than a page); 

Myy mother  does not envy the conflict of values, emotional strain, and sheer  physical 
fatiguee as many young working [women] suffer  I wonder  if my sister  with her 
liberatedd views of women's roles thinks that she falls short in one area where my 
MOTHE RR excelled. My mother  and Grandmother  knew where they stood. They knew 
whatt  it meant to be a mother, wife. They knew what to expect of a man (and their 
expectationss were generally lower, or  more tightl y focused than my sisters). I think with 
thee world changing so rapidly the distinctions between the roles and responsibilities of 
menn and women are blurring . The women of this generation do not know what they 
WANTT or  care very littl e about mother-hood and honouring (not obeying) their 
husbands.. Perhaps their  self esteem as caring women is low as stress and the break 
downn of relationships continues to rise rapidly . (KZ7,28/03/00)3S 

Thiss declaration of alarm - and insight into family politics - does not go unchallenged as 
thee protests fly in from annoyed, amused and unrepentant (non)feminists, working mothers. The 
ensuingg to-and-fro between KZ7 and other  women covers the whole gamut of sexual politics 
(Millet tt  1977, de Beauvoir  (1953)1972, Firestone (1970)1997) * . As political statement: 

Inn many societies including Polynesians, an IDEOLOG Y of motherhood pervades all 
levelss of society, claiming the adherence of women from all walks of lif e and socio-
economicc backgrounds. I believe that the ideologies of motherhood and femininit y are 
closelyy enmeshed so that a woman's sense of femininit y is entwined with the potential 
orr  actuality of motherhood. (Venus, The Aphrodite, 28/03/00) 

Whatt  a load of crap As far  as Tm concerned, and I proudly speak as a feminist, not 
enoughh has happened. The women's movement has moved backwards with young 
womenn being lulled into the belief that they have achieved everything Go through 

MM  The (excessive) use of capitals is the online form of SHOUTING. Here they are being used more for 
emphasis. . 
333 initial post, KR, no longer  on server. Out of the 26 total - and lengthy - follow-ups, 7 were from KZ7 
(whoo explicitly identifies as a man as thee thread unfurls) with only one other  male. Two others use unisex 
nicknames.. Of the 12 distinct posters, the majorit y were (explicitly) women. 
366 Linda Nicholson's Reader  (1997) is a marvellous collection of some key feminist classics from the 
'secondd wave'. 
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whatt women have asked for in the women's movement,, and you'll see that very little has 
beenn achieved. And if you aren't a male, then it really does prove that women have been 
duped.. (Ninja 28/03/00) 

Despitee many postings that would disclaim any 'feminisf tag, they still show all too 
familiarr gender-power issues albeit with a particular postcolonial tint. Personal testimony (this 
threadd carries some lengthy autobiographical accounts) express these tensions and triumphs 
veryy effectively. The following two women had this to say to KZTs nostalgia for traditional' 
(Samoan)) sex-gender roles: 

Libbyy women versus LAZY deadbeat men? Is that how we now dichotomize the 
issue?? Had you caught me several years ago, I would have definitelyy sliced you down 
too bite-size and fed you to the sharks. Nowadays, there is nothing that any man can tell 
mee that will break my stride because odds are, they will never be able to do as I have. 
Neverr juggle career, college and bear a child as I have... and all of it, without running 
homee to Mom or sitting on the dough [the dole/social security] to get through the harder 
endd of the reality of being me. (P., 28/03/00) " 

Doo you mean to imply that women who are not full-time homemakers are less caring? If 
so,, then I take exception to that very strongly. Yes, I work- full time. And yes, I have to 
putt my son in the hands of strangers while I work. But I can assure you, that makes me 
noo less devoted to my son than any stay-at-home mom. (Teuila, 28/03/00) 

Havingg said this, the posters/women disagree with each other as well, depending upon 
theirr religious convictions, generation, or geographical position. On the whole though, there is 
ann acknowledgement of being-in-debate and an attempt to clarify a range of conflicting duties 
andd experiences. 

QueriesQueries  and Affirmations 

KZTsKZTs position statement is not just a rehash of'masculinism' or 'neo-traditionalism' 
online,, although he is put firmly in his place by his interlocutors. Women participants are also 
exploringg what are/are not appropriate, tolerable femininities/ masculinities. Here, w/roeultural 
exchangess can become zwfercultural in an internet/www and diasporic scenario. Expressions of 
discomfortt and a search for authentic signposts are part of this process38. They weave in and out 
off confessional and declamatory interventions on familial networks and obligations, work and 
schooll relationships. 

Thee next section is a sort of'edited highlights' from another intensely personal thread 
entitledd The ROLE of a SAMOAN WOMAN in Today's Society???? that encapsulates all these -
andd more - crosscutting currents and standpoints. The initial poster is interested to hear from 
otherss about a complex sociocultural and historical issue: 

Beingg a Samoan woman myself, I am curious as to the views my fellow Samoans may 
havee in regards to what they think my role in today's society may be (Georgeousss, 
10/02/99,, KR, no longer on server) . 

377 This reply is a full-length autobiographical account of her becoming a mother vis-a-vis her own 
parents. . 

Languagee and isolation are loci for these concerns as many first/second generations growing up outside 
thee islands are not proficient in the Samoan/Tongan languages. For example: "..I was in culture shock 
duringg those years [of high school in California] sol wasn' t sure if being myself... Samoan... was 
alrightt or not..." (Mixed up, 2/02/99, Kamehameha Roundtable, no longer on server). This gives rise to 
anotherr sort of discussion between diasporic and at-home posters, not dealt with here. See Chapters Six 
andd Eight. 
399 There were 25 follow-ups to mis initial post - the median amount on these forums (see Appendix 
Three),, 14 separately named posters, of which at least 12 were women - they said as much and there is 
everyy reason to believe them (Morton 1998/99). 
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Herr interest stems from her perception of the increasing assertiveness of Samoan 
womenn in the home and in leadership roles vis-a-vis how 

whatt I understand [is that in ] the Samoan culture, a woman's place is in the home 
listeningg and obeying her husband (Georgeousss, 10/02/99) 

Thee latter is posited against her observation that 

... this is no longer the case. Samoan women are some of the strongest people I know 
andd I see many of them in strong leadership positions. Many of them are very 
aggressive,, practical, and WISE LOLOLOL *° myself not excluded LOLOLOL 
(justt kidding) but seriously, Samoan women are a force to be reckoned with. So in 
comparisonn with our past and culture versus what society holds in store for us today, 
whatt is the ROLE of a SAMOAN WOMAN? (Gorgeousss, 10/02/99) 

Mostt of the responses are affirmations for her view; 

Wee are no longer seen as yet another group of submissive Polynesian women. Nope, we 
aree actually seen as respectable and formidable women. (Jade, 10/02/99, KR) 

Changee and choice are key interacting factors here for Jade, who also identifies as a US 
resident; ; 

I'mm glad to know that my little girl will be able to know that the only limits as a 
Samoann and an American female in today's society is only herself... (Jade, 10/02/99, 
KR) ) 

Soo on the one hand, for her, 

thee role of the Samoan woman.. is one that is very expanded and growing. We are 
everywheree and truly are a force to be reckoned with. It is no longer just the voice or 
facess of the Samoan male that is being felt in today's society. Nope, it is their sisters, 
mothers,, daughters, and nieces. (Jade, 10/02/99) 

Butt on the other, it is also down to personal endeavour. 

II would want other Samoan females to know that wherever you begin in life.,, don't take 
itt as the only dimension in your life... be open to new and different facets of life, but be 
cautiouss as well.... We owe it all to each other and to the mothers, aunts, and 
grandmotherss that have paved the way for us. (Jade, 10/02/99) 

Somee personal testimonials in this string underline the female role models provided by 
theirr olderr though not necessarily more conservative relatives. 

Myy grandmother has always been the dominating force in my family, and I mean that in 
aa good way... She is the glue that holds all of us together. My Grandfather usually 
deferss to her judgement... Outside the family, she is a shrewd business woman 
/entrepreneurr and has earned and received the respect of those who know her.... I had 
alwayss thought that the women were the reigning force in the family hierarchy. I was 
surprisedd to read that.... my family is the exception, not the rule. (Ally, 10/02/99) 

Theyy also muse about 

400 Laugh Out Loud (repeatedly). See Reid (1996) for more on visual behaviour symbols - 'emoticons'. 
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aa mix of the new role for up and coming Samoan women and then I see the more 
traditionall role for Samoan women. I guess it all varies in age and where you are.... 
(Mysteriouss Girl, 10/02/99)41 

Anotherr poster - A(ni) - presents her mother as leading 

thee pack in exemplifying the ENDURANCE of a woman under the pressures of society, 
familyy and her partner in life. Coming from such a line of women who have also 
experiencedd the age-old canon of men placing their women in check, has left an 
indeliblee imprint to redefine my role as a Samoan woman. (A., 10/02/99) 

Shee men goes on, echoing others in this string, identifying with her 'female ancestry1 but also the 
differentt circumstances of her own life. For 

II am not my mother but an extension of her. Without need for explanation, I have found 
valuee in being me and being the neoclassic Samoan woman. (A., 10/02/99) 

Thiss poster has even more to say on the balancing act between equity in intimate relationships 
vis-a-viss the sociocultural assumptions tied to these in broader contexts; 

II know well enough of the Fa'a Samoa [the 'Samoan Way'] to interact independent of 
himm [her husband] among his people for I am not only his woman, but my mother's 
ambassador.. (A., 10/02/99) 

Shee wants to affirm both without compromising either "in both mainland [USA for American 
Samoa]] and traditional places." But not everyone is so self-assured. Mafine notes, for instance, 
thatt on 

thiss woman of today topic... I can only say I'm still stuck in the past but slow ungluing 
myselff and emerging into the present...(mafine, 10/02/99). 

Otherss concur that 

thee 'traditional' role for the Samoan woman has been and still is (to a certain extent) 
secondaryy to her male counterpart. (Bitchyspice, 10/02/99. 

Butt not everyone agrees with this opposition between 'traditional' roles and modern 
changess in the first place. Bevo contends that 

.... the traditional Samoan view of women is [not] as submissive as you 
suggest....Samoann women have played a big, and important role in Samoan society. I 
believee that women are the movers and the shakers in Samoan communities women 
havee always held influence. Even in Samoan history, some of the most powerful and 
importantt people are women Samoan women are beginning to immerse themselves 
inn the American culture and therefore are swept up with the women's movement here in 
thee West. But I believe that women have always been power brokers in Samoa. (Bevo, 
10/02/99)) 42 

Queriess about "which society - Samoan or American? "(KL, 10/02/99) concern posters as well 
forr it is important to know in assessing a situation. First, locate the 'where' and ".. .then Fll 
comment"" (Bevo, 10/02/99). Whereas for others, location is a red herring given the 

411 Gorgeouss then wants to know "where are you from? Where do you see this happening?n(10/02/99) 
422 By all accounts, Bevo is a man. He is addressed as such in other threads and does not correct this as 
otherss are wont to do when assigned the "wrong' gender by their interlocutors. 
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.... big spread (geographical) that we are now in ..[and how ] . „as our  people move out 
off  Samoa and more into the Western culture, our  views, lifestyles etc are subject to 
changee [and so] I feel that die role of the Samoan woman today cannot be zoomedd down 
too one 'lisf of attributes... (Bitchyspice, 10/02/99) 

Becausee both female and male posters are comparing and contestingg assumptions, 
prejudices,, and experiences in these threads, affecting these in their  lives43 or  simply taking a 
standd these interactions should not be seen as transparent, unproblematic statements. They are 
ideas-in-progresss as much as they are credos. Bitchyspice, who heads her  message with an 
ironi cc to cook, clean and look after the kids...lol suggests that it might good to 

takee a broader  look at the issue and ask "What is the role for  ALL WOMEN today?, 
andd then apply it to our  own cultures and situations (American, New Zealander, 
Samoan,, Tongan etc), then we might get a better  sense of what our  roles may be.... 
(Bitchyspice,, 10/02/99) 

(Encountering(Encountering  Outers 

Whilstt  these women want to celebrate their  cultural/ethnic/gendered uniqueness, they 
certainlyy do not see traditional '  roles and attitudes as unassailable. 

Inn our  culture, men are free to explore the world in whatever  way they like before 
marriage,, but NOT us girls. Western education informs us about equality of both sexes, 
ourr  culture teaches us differently . They sometimes clash and be confusing at times, but 
thee latter  wil l always take precedence for  some of us. University education sometimes 
enlightenss one's mind to perceive/discern the inequalities inherent in our  society, 
whereass our  culture expects us girl s to accept things as it is ... .Maybe my perception is 
nott  applicable to all Tongan girl s out there, but this is my own contemplation of our 
Tongann culture based on my own world... (Ice Maiden, 18/05/99) 

Ass to equality, I understand you, yet it does pain me to see double standards used not as 
aa personification of age old tradition ss (when both parties had duties and obligations) but 
ass a means of suppression.... (Ryah, 18/05/99)4 

Thiss thread turned into an intense debate about the rights and wrongs of pre-marital sex 
-- for  Tongan women in this case - and how this relates to practical realities. Claims and counter-
claims,claims, personal testimonies wended their  way through the issue of changing sexual mores in 
Tongann gender-power  relations, colonial missionaries impact on Pacific Island societies, double 
standardss by men vis-a-vis female virginity , ideals of masculinity and femininity and respective 
domesticc roles **. 

433 Ascertaining this would entail another  sort of ethnographic project (see Morton 1999). 
444 In the Interests of Equality at ht̂ ://pacfficforum.com/kavabowl/lK/messages/42738html, in reply to 
Ryah,, in What do youlookforwhen you try to find a HUSBAND or WIFE? Thread, initial post by E. 
Tigris,, 13/05/99). With 58 follow-ups, this thread rated high in interest Male posters who insisted on the 
maintenancee of virginit y were given short shrift by many of the women (see Qrtner  1996 for  one 
analysis). . 
455 Glass Houses, Ryah in reply to Ice Maiden, at http^/^ificfoium.convkavaboel/kc/messages/ 
42744.html l 
466 Debates about the rights and wrongs of homosexuality and Polynesian expressions of transvestrasm 
expresss some of these complex dynamics and experiences in particular . These constitute an essay in their 
ownn right for  they intersect with pre/postcolonial sexuality and socially acceptability of cross-genderings 
vis-a-viss the advent of Christianity in the Pacific that still preoccupy anthropologists. This is not the place 
too go into these. For  a taste however, see the quote from a satirical message posted on me Kavabowl but 
le'oo vaivai. the KB's resident satirist This poster  is in feet an middle-aged Tongan living in humble abode 
amidstt  the condominiums of Waflciki Beach in Honolulu, Hawaii he "always wanted to be a writer "  and 
hass told Taholo Kami personally that the KB gave him an opportunity to practise his satirical skills (Kami 
2001::  interview). 
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Fe/malee posters who insist on the maintenance of (biblically referenced) virginity were 
givenn short shrift by many women (Ortner 1997: 43 passim & 53 passim). One message 
entitledd Where is the strength to breakaway from unintelligent, irrelevant cultural stereotypes? 
notess that there 

iss something absurd in the fact that your post could have been written on March 28, 
20000 ... I have no respect for these "traditional" institutions that are so biased and 
oppressivee against women. It is SOCIETAL, not NATURAL. To be the vehicle for 
neww life is woman's privilege. To bear sole responsibility for the emotional and spiritual 
well-beingg of the children - this is a demand L and many other women, reject... There 
hass been this bizarre dichotomy between what is masculine and what is feminine, what 
iss essential (MAN) and what is inessential (WOMAN). Woman is, like man, a human 
being.. (Princess, 29/03/00, in reply to KZ7 above) 

Unlikee MUDs and MOOs (Shields et al 1996, Ludlow et al 1996, Kolko et al 2000), 
suchh online confidences operate differently from games or fantasies played out by fictitious 
characterss experimenting with new sorts of Virtual reality* (Jordan 1999), even though they can 
bee playful. They are the traces and expressions of the daily practices of real people and their 
onlinee personae. These conversations-as-written-texts have both authors and addressees who are 
relatedd in some way, and if not, have become known to each other in the process of articulating 
whatt it means to belong, be connected in some way to a set of cultural and historical heritages 
(Mortonn 1998). Whether by the burgeoning techniques of hyperlinked conversations, use of 
inference,, symbols, references to offline relationships, online variants of Polynesian social 
controlss when a "lack of respect" is shown, the process of discussion and how it interfaces - and 
collidess - with lived lives and relationships is central (Morton 1999). This is the other angle of 
beingg inside out. For an 

..'inside-out'' Pacific of global/local interweaving ....implies that the inside is already 
outsidee and vice versa: the boundary does not hold, impurity and difference exists as 
everydayy fate, and the categories mix and bleed into one another in unstable new 
ways..... (Wilson 1999:6-7) 

Inn the process, intimate lives are 'outed' and engaged with online 47. Although 
monitoredd informally and formally the ground-rules are still 'under construction' (Chapter 
Eight).. The issues and lives at stake intersect with the personal choices, the upper limits of 
western-stylee individualism and the exigencies of other obligations. Christian belief systems and 
churchh affiliations also bring with them their own gender-power baggage. For example: 

WhyWhy is it that when a Tongan woman marries a man, it is expected of her to drop her 
religionreligion for his?? I have never quite been able to comprehend why in our Tongan 
culturee it is simply expected of a woman to follow her husband's religion. But most of 
alll I can't seem to understand how anyone could expect an individual to conform and 
believee in something that is foreign to them." (kode, 30/03/99) ** 

II don't know about the culture, but I am a woman, that when I got married me and my 
husbandd went to my religion, we agree to go there before we were married I don't 
thinkk that is a culture thing, it just depend from you and your husband., (a friend 
31/03/99) ) 

Fromm the Tongan Culture's perspective, it is perfectly normal. Not an iota wrong with it. 
However,, if you are trying to answer from a Western Culture's perspective, then there 
aree millions ways that could be wrong. Therefore, if you are not in Tonga at the 

477 In moderation. The main protagonists of any discussion do hold back on personal details of said 
situations.. I have encountered and engaged in this myself at times on these forums. 
*** initial post, THA, no longer on server. 
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moment,, the chances are you should do whatever you want to do. But if you are back in 
Tonga,, your life will be much easier that way. Trust me. Which one is right and which 
iss wrong? To be truthful, they are both right It all depends where you are. On top of all 
that,, you make your choice and live with the consequences of your choices. That* s all. 
Wee simply cannot apply our Western assumption on marriage to something that may 
lookk the same but it is not. Now, do you want to know if you should follow him? If s all 
upp to you. Remember, when you are married to a Tongan person, you become part of 
thatt extended family. It is expected of you to be part of that family, whether you like it 
orr not. Confused? I dont blame you. Good Luck, (counsellor, 1/04/99) 

Suchh tricky intimate, familial and social negotiations - "postcolonial learning" (Ling 
2001a)) - are the fabric of postcolonial and diasporic lives, all of which occurs under certain 
culturallyy (encoded, conditions and 'moral economies' on/offline (see Chapter Eight). Despite 
thee fact that the inherent fluidity of this seems fixed as these discussion threads become product, 
culturall artefact (by virtue of their online shelf-life, or by being saved, copied, or printed) 49 

thesee interactions and their cultural permutations and reiterations still remain personal - intimate 
-- even as they are 'for the public record*. They are also powerful correctives to some feminist 
inspiredd counter-dichotomies as well. Posters have an eye, and an ear, for a broader audience as 
well: : 

DoesDoes searching for Equality by a woman destroy the harmony in a Tongan family? 
(Lut,, 18/05/99) w 

.... Women should continue respecting the husband [no] matter what background, 
colour,, limitation he has and moreover know their place in the family circle... (bset 
18/05/99) ) 

... .Face it 'men' time is changing and so are women ... I know that this is relatively new 
inn Tongan family life (giving women equality in a marriage) but hey, try it cause you 
mightt like it. (I know we do), (wonderwoman 19/05/99) 

... .1 am not a feminist but I strongly believe that we, as women, will no longer allow 
ourselvess to be 'doormats'. I am not suggesting that we abolish our role as traditional 
Tongann women ... Far from it! I am only saying that we deserve better.... (funnygirl 
20/05/99) ) 

Yess and No.. .It all depends.... I think it all depends on the extent & the objective of a 
woman'ss pursuit for equality within a relationship. If she's attempting to take over the 
family,, thus leaving the husband as the "hiku" [lower], and herself as the "'ulu" [head], 
thenn thafs TOO BAD!! A woman like that is nothing but a TROUBLE-MAKER to me 
family!!! sometimes Tongan men can be so ignorant as to claim that since 
Tongann women are educated, education plagued their minds with all sorts of formidable 
feminismm ideas which are "out of place'' in our culture and way of life. Maybe it can be 
justifiedd but thafs not the case in every situations. Sometimes, what some of our 
educatedd Tongan women prefer is a "life-partnership" kind of relationship rather than a 
dominant-submission"" one in which the woman has NO voice at all in the family 
We'ree living beings with minds of our own!! Dont forget that! (Ice Maiden 18/05/99) 

Contemporaryy thought is great in contemporary homes and society ie. US, UK, Europe, 
Austt and NZ. However this many not prove to be the case back in the islands It is 
cruciall to hang on to tradition and culture. So much so that me part women play is vital 

499 with others lost forever for want of steady archiving - whether on my part or at source 
5050 Initial Post (by a male participant), h«lp://pacificfonim.coin/kavabowl/kc/messages/42751 .html. Of the 
111 posters (15 total posts), about 7 were women. 
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too the survival of these traditions The only downfall perhaps is that island men rarely 
exercisee the grey matter long enough to digest island women issues and how they fit 
intoo modern Westernised society. But we are learning...(CaptKJustice 19/05/99) 

Andd amid high levels of earnestness, self-satiree and gentle - although not always -
teasingg has a place as well: 

Look,, to keep things simple and back to tradition. Women: Get back in the kitchen and 
justt make babies, that's your job. Men: Til see you in pub after work.... (Traditionalist 
Hunterr Warrior Knight Crusader Terminator, 18/05/99) 

Thee following, loud outburst is a good example of tongue-in-check reprobation / 
exasperation.. But it also highlights the way postcolonial masculinities (in this case) also have to 
contendd with conflicting expectations in new contexts and pressures: 

THETHE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A TONGAN MAN IN TONGA AND A TONGAN MAN 
ININ THE STATES. The major difference is this... RESPECT!!! the real men from the 
islandss are gentlemen .. not "gangstas", "players" , "bailers" .. they are MEN that know 
howw to treat a lady! hey ladies am i right? or am i right? much love to all the MEN that 
thesee BOYS in the States consider to be "F.O.B's" s .. we consider you too be the real 
MEN!!"(( a girl's point of view, 28/01/98)52 

Too sum up. These online records are on the borderlands of meaning-making, in all its 
symbolicc and material dimensions. The participants are well skilled at commuting between 
thesee domains - celebrating or subverting them in their own discussions. Interactions between 
authorr and reader/s - with the two roles rolled into one - create interwoven threads. Although 
compactedd into a computer screen at the time of reading/writing/accessing, residing in servers 
andd caches, and only activated by scrolling, clicks and hyperlinks, they are also writ large on the 
world-widee web and offline scenarios. These stretch out behind and reach back into all these 
screens.. Everyday online practices of talldng-writmg-linking perform (self)representative tasks, 
thatt are open to multiple cross-readings, fraught with mutual (mis)understandings, subject to 
eventuall censure - from both within and without. Postcolonial (gendered) subjectivities are 
neverr too far from other meta-narratives. Sociocultural and historical contexts are always active 
inn these online conversations - and altercations. They attest to how movement "between 
cultures,, languages and complex configurations of meaning and power have always been the 
territoryy of the colonised" (Mohanty 1997:94). 

Reassertingg the Political in Everyday Cyberspace 

Thee spaces in which social practices occur affect the nature of those practices, who is 'in 
place',, who is 'out of place' and even who is allowed to be there at all. But the spaces 
themselvess in turn are constructed and given meaning through the social practices that 
definee women and men as different and unequal. (McDowell & Sharp 1997:3). 

AA trop oublier ce long processus d'accoutumance, on se risque a manquer la puissance 
veritable,veritable, quoique masquée, avec laquelle les usagers gerent leur emprise propre 
sursur leur environnement et la maniere discrete, quoique tenace, avec laquelle ils 
ss 'insinuent dans l'espace public pour se l'approprier. (Giard & Mayol 1980:24-25). 

511 Fresh Off the Boat - a self-explanatory pejorative term. 
522 initial post, KB, no longer on server. This message (the original capitals have been retained to show 
howw this was effectively being shouted) got 40 responses thus rates high in significance, even accounting 
forr multiple handles. 
533 "By forgetting too quickly this long process of familiarisation [accoutumance], one risks losing sight of 
thee true power, however obscured, with which users .... get a grasp of their own surroundings and the 
discrete,, albeit tenacious, way in which they insinuate themselves into a public space in order to 
appropriatee it." (my translation) 
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Thee delineations made thus far  and these online (re)articulations of the public-privat e 
problematiquee show a very different sort of cyberspace to that being represented as the Yellow 
Brickk Road* to the nirvana of the global market economy (Emmott 1999). But neither  do they 
ignoree the material import of the political economic processes entailed in neoliberal (would be) 
appropriationss of ICTs. Nor  do they deny the debates that are raging around the role of ICTs in 
thee erosion of civil liberties, intellectual property rights, increased electronic surveillance, 
disseminationn of (child) pornography and/or  extremist material. Indeed many threads address 
thesee issues as well. Be that as it may, such everyday online discussions tend to be confined to 
thee foreclosed 'private' realm of domestic consumption, moreover  mat of deregulated markets 
(seee Chapter  One). 

Itt  may still seem tempting to 'domesticate' these more informal , less structured 
inter/subjectivee and niter/cultura l articulations by forcing mem into the gender-loaded confines 
off  the private-domestic sphere (Benhabib &  Cornell 1987) or  'fantasy*  niche of earlier  research 
(seee Ludlow 1996, Harasim 1994). Doing so robs this sort of non-elite, grassroots online 
interactionss of their  counter-hegemonic potential to the blanket application of privatisation and 
structurall  adjustment agenda in the contemporary international/global political economy . It 
therebyy helps to perpetuate a monolithic, monocultural conceptualisation of the futur e of the 
internet/wwww as any sort of public sphere as such, let alone the equitable development and 
dispersionn of new(er) ICTs in general. A closer  examination of non-western diasporas online 
presencee and articulations further  underlines how such a conceptualisation carries along with it 
aa somewhat ethnocentric, gender-blind assumption about who actually uses, benefits, and so 
shouldd contribute to the long-term development of this constellation of ICTs at the broader 
politicall  and macro-economic level. The point to remember for  now is that the 'window of 
opportunity ''  holds for  the time being at least, given the political economic and policy 
implicationss of increasing private corporate ownership and commercial appropriations of ICTs 
(off  access and distributio n at the very least) and the sprawling multimedia corporations 
emergingg from these forces, under  the auspices of neoliberal global restructuring. 

Nott  only this but the discussion threads cited here also interact with and cut across 
manyy others that are also concerned about the implications of globalisation processes on the 
publicc and/or  private fabrics of Pacific Island societies, however  they may be construed. The 
pointt  is that the above intimate exchanges are permeated (in the form of sub-threads, detours, or 
explicitt  references in follow-ups) with ones such as this; 

ViewsViews on Globalisation? .... I' m a computer  novice and this is the first time I'v e 
enteredd a new discussion thread .... I am very interested in people's views and opinions 
onn Globalisation as a whole or  from any perspective i.e. in relation to Samoa etc.... 
(Leilani ,, 5/08/98)55. 

...thee worry that I have about Globalisation is the effect it wil l have (or  is having) on 
smallerr  entities within society... This is where I see it affecting Samoa. As we move 
closerr  to this thing called 'globalisation' and 'universalisation', then the more our  needs, 
wantss etc etc wil l be generalised by the larger  corporations. This is where the minorit y 
luckss out and has to make do with whatever  is available on the market... .at the same 
timee as this phenomena is the expanding influence of America on the world... have you 
realisedd how sitting close to 'globalisation' is the idea of 'Americanization' ? 
(Bitchyspicee 5/08/98) 

..... One of me main ideas of the 'new world order' is the notion that the balance of 
powerr  would be determined more so on the economic battlefields ... .If so we would 
havee to admit that it is much less gruesome. However, whether  it' s less devastating is 
stilll  open for  discussion."  (JR 6/08/98) 

544 The well-known example of the Zapatistas aside. 
555 initial post, KR no longer  on server. 
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..Willl the little people be totally powerless (as if we aren't already!) as their companies 
shutt down because they have been bought by Rupert Murdoch or whatever?.. .1 think 
globalisationn has a lot of benefits, but its consequential backlash is equally scary 
.... hmmmmm .. .reminds me of colonisation a bit don't you think? (Bitchyspice 
6/08/98) ) 

...globalisationn is enhanced by communication, finance, environment and 
consciousness...Peoplee are thinking of this planet as a single place or one 
community...Howw will this phenomenon impact on the Samoan Islands? Not much. If 
worsee comes to the worse, we can always plant more taros, fa'is and go back fishing., or 
livee out of the land to survive any catastrophic events from the crash o the global 
economy!!!! LOL (New Kid 6/08/98) 

... .Globalisation [presented here as positive].... must be tempered with the will of the 
people-at-large.... (Rob 6/08/98) 

..Globalisationn is the reality of our times ...I think we will continue to see the expansion 
off corporations . ..Whether this will be seen as a benefit from the perspective of the 
citizenss .. .is still not clear. I think that depends in large part on the type of leadership in 
placee in those countries.. .(JR 6/08/98). 

Thesee musings relate to the question of who, in a 'globalising' world, cyberspace 
belongss to and by extrapolation whether it is - or is not - a public or private sphere, merely a 
tool,, an empty space ('greenfield') for commercial exploitation. This cannot be addressed in 
either/orr terms, least of all with respect to the Pacific Islands. In spite of the social, political and 
economicc forces reducing the internet/www to yet another marketable commodity or 
modernisation/developmentt 'must' (Cox 1992, Mattelart 1994, Bourdieu 1998)56, the 
internet/wwww as a communicative, non-commercial public medium behoves closer critical 
attentionn (Ridell 1999). The present commercial hype of electronic commerce and financial 
transactionss should not divert us from how the internet/www is also a space and place for 
culturall production and everyday socialising. These lend qualitatively different dimensions to 
previouss work on the public-private matrix, irrespective of the (feminist) political or academic 
persuasion.. When used, re-appropriated, for grassroots online discussion and sociocultural 
contact,, the internet/www traces a complex of translocal relations and inter/subjective practices 
whichh entail other, intercultural and intracultural practices for (re)articulations of personal-
political/public-privatee issues. These cut across each other both generally and in culturally 
specificc terms or locales (online and offline) which in turn are implicitly intersected by 
ownershipp and (de)regulation imperatives in the current neoliberal macro-economic climate. 
Thee latter is thereby re-cast as culturally and historically specific, rather than inevitable or 
universal. . 

Postcoloniall Concerns in a Globalising World 

Itt should now be clearer that the immediate 'object of analysis' here - the content being 
producedd through online discussions - comprises a lot more than just a bunch of disembodied, 
off-the-cufff streams of consciousness, nonsensical and whimsical jottings of the fictitious 
'posters',, even if they also exist in their own literary right. They are the traces and expressions 
off real people and/or their online personae. These conversations-as-written-texts have both 
authorss and addressees who are related in some way, and if not, have become known to each 
otherr in the process of articulating what it means to belong - be related - to a certain cultural 
heritagee and/or cultural group. The participants employ techniques, appropriate the ostensibly 
Westernn R&D bias in the technologies underpinning the Internet (Jordan 1999:46) in a number 

Withh a direct impact on the politics and gender-power relations of access. 
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off  subtle, culturall y specific and diasporically influenced ways. Whether  this is done by way of 
adaptationss of the meta-textual visualisation devices that have become the hallmark of online 
communications57,, by inference and /or  references to offline relationships, the use of humour 
andd satire, the assertion of online variants of Polynesian social controls when a "lack of respect" 
iss shown (Chapter  Eight), the process of discussion and its interaction with lived lives and 
relationshipss is central. Through it and in the content being produced, past and current 
inter/cultura ll  gender-power  relations, social mores, and political economic conditions combine 
inn these publicly private expressions of lives and idea(l)s. In short, the threads represent people 
inn the process of articulatin g themselves5* , their  relationships, their  ideas and prejudices, in 
cross-cuttingg agreement, contention and negotiation with each other. In the process, inner  lives 
aree *outed' in a new(er) form of public-ness and their  political economic and sociocultural 
contextss are captured in the same frame. The issues and lives at stake are both personal and 
political ,, intersecting the personal choices and boundaries of western style ideals of subjectivity 
withh the fluid exigencies and intercultura l variations of other  ones. 

Inn this respect the internet/www and its online practices of everyday lif e trace a couture 
(Giardd &  Mayol 1980) between the personal and the «global'  (taking these terms with a grain of 
salt).. These online records are on the 'borderlands' of the public-privat e dichotomy in its 
symbolicc (meaning-making) function and its material political economic implications. The 
participant ss are well skilled at commuting between these domains - celebrating or  subverting 
themm in their  own discussions. But I contend that they are also uninterested in the way in which 
thesee conversations - between author  and reader/s (with the two roles being also rolled into one) 
-- smudge the ideologically charged division line between 'the*  public and 'the' (universal) 
private-personal.. That this seam - "couture"  - is not a straight one anyway in practice and, 
moreover,, has specific sociocultural articulations and repercussions for  younger  generations of 
postcoloniall  diasporas, is borne out by such forums nevertheless. Because they are occurring 
onlinee they act as both reiterations /confirmations and re-articulations of postcolonial lif e in 
Polynesiaa and for  their  diasporas. Discussions around homo/sexuality express some of these 
complexx dynamics and experiences in particular . Sexual preference as an intimate act takes on a 
postcoloniall  political and sociocultural tenor  when extrapolated into identity and cultural 
politics. . 

AA Question and Comment for Sandy ...I have a question and a comment for  you. Firstly , 
myy question is for  you to redefine what you mean in your  previous post-up about Tonga 
beingg 'founded' by Christian missionaries. What does 'founded* mean here and did we 
Tonganss as a civilization and culture cease to exist until we were 'founded' by these 
missionaries?? My comment is in support of the reader  that claims that homosexuality is 
lookedd on differently in Tonga than it is in the West. Firstly , homophobia is a Western 
inventionn and not all of Tonga has assimilated completely into these western ways of 
intolerance.. (Pule oto, 22/06/98)59 

Wit hh all due respect, I believe you have misread my earlier  post as I did not say that 
Tongaa was "founded"  (meaning "started" ) by Christian missionaries. Rather, what I said 
wass "Th e first  European missionaries found Tonga in 1799...", meaning "came to" , or 
"discovered""  (for  themselves), or  "were introduced to"  (fei'iloaki)...an entirely different 
meaningg for  the word. Believe me, Td be the LAST to suggest that nothing was 
happeningg in Tonga prior  to the coming of the palangi (Sandy's Follow-up 
24/06/98) ) 

Ann online discussion and the cyber(spatial) traces that are the actual threads mat snake 
inn and out of the screen also compacts complex inter-relationships into the same field of vision; 
thee computer  screen in short. Furthermore, as the above exchange illustrates, how these are 
understoodd and articulated in postcolonial and diasporic renditions is wri t large when on the 

577 Laugh Out Loud, Rolling On The Floor  Laughing,:), CAPITALS, etc 
588 **. i was in culture shock during those years [of high school in California] so I wasn't sure if being 
myself.... Samoan ... was alright or  not..."  (Mixed up, 2/02/99, Poh/cafe, no longer  on server) 
599 in reply to Sandy (a prominent, non-Polynesian participant) in Homosexuality in the Polynesian 
CultureCulture thread (Douglass, 10/06798, THA, no longer  on server) 
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internet/www.. What these people talk-write about thereby performs a representative task that is 
open-ended,, fraught with misunderstandings, open to multiple cross-readings and subject to 
eventuall censure - from both within and without. To put it another way, although monitored 
informallyy and formally M .These discussions are open to all-comers even as the ground-rules 
mayy be culturally (problematically, 'racially' as well) exclusive. In any case, all this is in-the-
makingg as participants communicate about things that matter to them, whether these be 'close to 
home'' or afar 6I. 

Conclusion:: Delineating Cyberspaces) 

Dichotomiess like public-private operate to materially and symbolically constitute the 
wayy Social Science, and IR/IPE especially, understands and constructs the world-as-object and 
alsoo operates as a gendered and socioculturally lived metaphors for 'difference' and 
'community'' (see Young 1990) in practice. This first set of reconstructions show the practice of 
everydayy life online in operation, m particular, how (cyber)spatial practices are recalibrating 
thiss particular dichotomy. These online practices and the lived lives they (re)articulate, the 
cyberspaces/placess they (re)draw have intercultural and intracultural elements and tensions. 
Thesee have import for assessing and responding to contemporary R&D trajectories for a 
commerciall internet/www as well as the gender/ethnic/class particulars of its historical 
rationale-- neoliberal economic restructuring. The experiences and articulations of postcolonial 
diasporass online (see also Mandaville, forthcoming, King & Connell 1999) bear this out even 
whenn occurring in the midst of other, appropriation strategies (see Chapter Three). Bearing in 
mindd all these ins and outs, confidences and political statements, and also how these are being 
madee available, empowered on and through the internet/www, some conclusions can be drawn. 

First,, this chapter has introduced the ways in which everyday life operates in tangibly 
genderedd ways online, albeit with particular stresses and strains, liberations and restrictions. 
Thesee intersect with offline lives and work from the inside-out. In this chapter, the floor was 
givenn to (re)articulations of how the 'personal is political' vis-a-vis sex-gender roles for the 
postcoloniall and diasporic context for Polynesians living 'overseas'. The methodological and 
ethnographicc sensibilities that go along with this analysis challenge dominant (neo)liberal 
imaginatiess that represent online (cyber)spatial practices as purely marketable commodities and 
cyberspace,, however defined (Jordan 1999:20 passim), as an enclosed and (de)regulated conduit 
forr private commercial interests. The internet/www is constituted just as much by non
commercial,, 'low-brow1, underground ora/(non)western 'minority' uses/users (de Certeau 
1980:9-26)) as it would be by E-commerce and online shopping. There are many forms and 
meaningss of public - open - communicative interactions and (relatively) equitable participation 
andd political organising (Ridell, 1999) being practised, sexual/ethnic/class-based subjectivities 
beingg encountered, in everyday life online. The upshot is a far more multiplex delineation of 
public-ness,, personal politics, intimacies - and the "interstices" between (Ling 2001a) - than the 
classicc public-private dichotomy would allow. Uncritically reproducing mis division when 
examiningg everyday communicative practices online could end up tightening this gendered -
andd eurocentric - "double-bind" (Benhabib & Cornell 1987:9) for women in general, let alone 
forr 'non-western' women, and men, whose lived lives are being (re)articulated in online forums 
suchh as these. 

Second,, these online communities and their debates (re)articulate the political economic 
andd sociocultural cross-currents of postcolonial inter/subjectivities from the inside out, on their 
ownn terms, using the internet/www to do so. These are thereby embedded in the making of 
everydayy life online and so need to be comprehended politically (Giard & Mayol 1980:24-25). 
Inn this respect, these (cyber)spatial practices challenge commercial R&D strategies for the 
internet/wwww that seek to commodify (potentially) accessible spaces and relatively informal 
communicativee interactions. Far from showing a passive consumption of a predetermined 
technologyy (de Certeau 1980:11-14), or 'jusf providing mutual support networks 62, these 

600 The Kava Bowl is more tightly moderated than the Polycafe i.e. the KBAdmin frequently intervenes 
onn a number of different levels. See Chapter Eight. 
611 Both are highly relative - and relationship-based - terms for diasporas 
622 Over the years, many women and men have expressed their gratitude for this side to the forums. 
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interlocutor ss show how (postcolonial) gender-power  relations as they are (re)iterated and 
(re)contestedd everyday (McDowell &  Sharp 1997:266-267). Their  constitutive communities and 
onlinee traversals form an integral and vital part of the symbolic and material substance of the 
intemet/wwww and its constituent place(s) and spaces). 

Too set the scene for  the next (moree recognisably political) discussions of the next 
chapter,, one last observation is warranted. These online traversals and everyday practices need 
too be grasped as part of the (postjcolonial historical context of the South Pacific Islands 
themselves.. One mat is openly recognised, for  better  or  worse, as a 'global'  context. They trace 
numerouss interactions between this ocean's peoples and their  diasporas, former  colonisers and 
globall  exigencies (Hau'ofe 1999, Helu 1999, Wilson 1999) in their  contemporary 'globally 
restructured''  everyday lives both on and off the internet/www. These bespeak centuries of 'pre-
contact**  migratory movements, political economic relations and histories and (post)colonial rule 
thatt  have impacted on how the ostensibly 'empty' South Pacific ocean is represented, from 
withi nn and without63. Pacific Island traversals on the Internet/www defy any number  of old/new 
dichotomiess currently employed to understand the sociocultural and political economic 
implicationss of the internet/www M . As for  those mat concern the women of the KB and the 
KR,, these assumptions have intercultura l and intracultura l pressures. How they impact upon 
everydayy gender-power  relations, love relationships, family obligations, and the desire to be 
"myy own woman"  on "my own terms"  is (re)articulated online for  the mutual benefit of all, even 
ass they openly deconstruct these dichotomies from the inside-out. 

Thee eloquence and forthrightness of these women is not confined to questions of the 
'domestic''  sphere and "women's issues' however. They are just as vocal, albeit for  different 
reasonss and with differin g allegiances, in debates that belong to the 'public/male domain' of 
politics,, as the next chapter  wil l show. 

633 In short, the difference between seeing me region as a 'Doomsday Scenario' ('A. Latukefu, 1999; 
interview)) or  as a "sea of islands"  (Hau'ofe 1993, Ward, 1999). 
***  For  example, the 'digital divide', virtualit y versus reality, online or offline, virtual sex versus "rear  sex 
andd so on. I am not disputing the relevance or  veracity of the concerns contained in these dualisms, just 
theirr  mutually exclusive, gendered and culturall y universalistic flavour that delimits conceptual and 
politicall  horizons. 
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Figuree Five: Internet Access in the Pacific Islands 1 

Emaa (left) and Tema think Live Chat is a good place online to meet people, "especially boys". 

Withh this course, based in Toronto, ten hours a week for six months provides May (left), 
Losee (middle), and Sieli (right) with a certificate and then (hopefully) a good job in a 
Tongann government department. Long-distance education means not having to go 
abroadd to study. 

11 These photos were taken in July 1999 when I visited the Royal School of Science in Nuku'alofa,Tonga, 
Thiss is currently the main public access to the internet/www, apart from the High School, government 
officess and some private homes. The large number of women users (12/13 that morning) was typical 
(Kaitapuu 1999; interview). In the first photo these women are on KB Live Chat websites, which is very 
popularr as well in Tonga itself. The second photo is of a group doing computer-based study. The last shot 
showss older, younger, local and out-of-town visitors using the facilities. 
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Figuree Six: On the Ground 

Thesee photos were taken at the Talamahu Market in the centre of Nuku'alofa, 5 minutes walk 
fromm the RSS. The top photo shows women weaving pandanus leaf, either into mats (fala), 
basketss (kato), or the formal waist-mat (ta'ovala). The latter is worn by the woman, in the photo 
above,, who kindly posed for me. 
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Figuree Seven: Faikava 

Thesee photos were taken during a faikava - or informal 'Kava Club' - that I attended at 
thee 'Atenisi Institute in Nuku'alofa. Mainly a male affair (I was one of three women, all 
visitorss from overseas) where kava is drunk, songs are sung, stories told until the small 
hours.. It was pouring with rain that Friday night, with the proceedings lit by candlelight. 
Thee kava is mixed in the Kava bowl (kumete), to the left of the top photo, and passed 
aroundd in a coconut husk. My thanks to Futa Helu and his students for their hospitality. 
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CHAPTERR SIX - A PLAY ON THE ROYAL DEMONS 

Introduction n 

[D]emocracyy is a multivalent concept with not only political, but also cultural , 
ideological,, moral and even emotional connotations. In consequence, democracy may 
havee different meanings in different cultural contexts."  (van Meij l 1998:391) 

II  come from a country [Tonga] which, in modern times, has never  had a civil society 
worthh speaking of. It has always been very, very weak or  non-existent. This has been 
largelyy due to the special relationship between the State and culture in Tonga. In our 
casee it has always been: Tonga is the State, Tonga is the Cultur e i.e. Cultur e is the 
Nation.. And this is in sharp contrast to the West where the State stands apart from 
cultur ee (or  cultures). (Helu 1999:8) 

Thee internet/www are becoming increasingly implicated in discussions about the 
presentt  and futur e of liberal democracy' and the process of'democratisation' \ The definitional 
statuss of'democracy' notwithstanding, current debates are basically about whether  ICTs in 
general,, and the internet/www in particular , can enhance citizens' participation in political 
decision-making.. Do they undermine or  contribute to 'civi l society' by adding on an electronic 
dimensionn to the 'publi c sphere' of political organisation and policy-making (Wilhelm 2000: 
32-33,, Moore 1999, Deibert 2000)? Or  are ICTs ultimately a threat to democratic ideals, if not 
thee sovereignty of me nation-state itself?2. Be that as it may, with each passing local or  general 
electionn in internetted societies, ICTs are touted as harbingers of radical changes to the meaning, 
practice,, and institutions of participator y and/or  consultative democratic politics. It should not 
escapee notice, however, that virtual communities (Shields 1996) and various grassroots groups 
havee been working with the interactive and communicative properties of new(er) ICTs since the 
earlyy days of the internet/www (Harasim 1994, Harcourt et al 1999, Deibert 2000). This flurry 
off  electronic political activity, corresponding increments in Social Science research and 
respectivee philosophical positions taken on the ICTs-Democracy continuum, intersect with 
anotherr  ongoing concern in (neo)liberal democratic societies. Namely, the endemic apathy of 
generall  populaces towards elections, let alone the low credibilit y rating of many political élites. 
Thee all too-close-to-call 2000 US Presidential election threw these criss-crossing issues into 
sharperr  relief as the democratic bil l of health for  the "Leader  of the Free World*  was scrutinised, 
onlinee and offline 3. For  a brief interlude, the tables were turned. 

Al ll  the brouhaha over  the 2000 US Presidential election notwithstanding, I would argue 
thatt  in the (neo)liberal heartlands of the OECD, debates about democracy tout court - any 
definition' ss universal legitimacy, everyday meanings and practical efficacy - have become 
boggedd down in arcane legal and academic abstractions on the one hand or  squeezed out by the 
easy-speakk of politicians on the other. Political debate has given way to election post-mortems, 
headlinedd successes or  misfortunes of high-profil e politicians as media spaces become the 
provincee of key candidates on national television (the USA) or  their  election campaign 
architectss and 'spin doctors'. A whiff of moral or  financial scandal may or  may not spice up 
jadedd arguments, live television election coverage and hyped up presenters may or  may not 
succeedd in generating excitement, that is if a close election or  extenuating circumstances (as in 
thee case of Israel in 2001) do not afford this in themselves. Complacency vies with resignation 
ass exercising the right-to-vote competes with the weather  and 50% turnouts are considered 
extremelyy good given mat only 25% are expected. Meanwhile, daily (political) concerns appear 

11 See Hague &  Loader  (1999), Xiudian Dai (2000), Wilhelm (2000), Hirschkop (1998), Harcourt (1999). 
Forr  one authoritative rendition of'democracy' vis-a-vis ICTs, see the US Department of State 
(1999:13&19). . 
22 In terms of political analyses of the fate of the geocentric Westphalian Nation-State, the transnational, 
footloosee nature of ICTs are regarded as "potentiall y debilitating"  at worst (Wilhelm 2000:3) or 
"problematic ""  at best (Everard 2000:51). 
33 The internet/www became a major  site for  many tongue-in-cheek commentaries and electronic spoofs 
whilstt  academic-based emails and listservs were chocker-block with jokes, satires, and semi-serious 
offerss of help in monitoring the Florida recount from non-westem/'democratising' societies. 
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too be largely impervious to these 3-5 yearly democratic rituals. In short, whilst 'democracy' may 
bee the sine qua non of western political life and ideals, there is little room for complacency. 
Theree is even less for assuming a universal - global - consensus about the "cultural, ideological 
andd emotional connotations" (van Meijl 1998:391) of "ideals of democracy - that is, 'rule by the 
people'"" (Scott-Smith 2000: 1-2). Except, perhaps, that such ideals are "an important part of the 
modernn conception of freedom" (ibid). 

Withh this scepticism in mind, this chapter investigates how these connotations and 
idealss are (re)articulated in an online scenario. This will be done by reconstructing a specific set 
off political debates that took place on the Kava Bowl discussion forum between the Tongan 
Diaspora'' (Morton 1999) and those still living in the Kingdom of Tonga (for this small island 
kingdomm has limited internet access). These debates encompass several years' worth of intense 
discussionss about the pros and cons of'democracy' - both as an abstract concept, set of values 
forr the South Pacific Islands generally and as an oppositional political movement in Tonga in 
particularr 4. The main themes and interlocutors of these heated arguments - and the emergent 
contourss and nuances - speak from, and to a complex sociocultural and post-colonial historical 
andd intellectual context (Ashcroft et al 1998: 186-192)5. At the same time they provide a timely 
reminderr to 'western' viewers that the meanings, practices and gender-power relations of any 
sortt of democracy are not self-evident. They are representational institutions and practices in-
the-makingg (see Williams 1977: 29 passim). 

Caveatss and Precisions 

Itt should be pointed out straightaway that the aim here is not to arrive at an ultimate 
definitionn of democracy - digital or otherwise 6. Rather, the point is to show some online 
politicall debate and agitation in operation, locate key nodes in the particular postcolonial 
politicss of (democratic) representation (Hall 1996a:443) at stake in these debates in order to 
reflectt upon those mat 'we' take for granted, yet would fiercely defend. This particular exegesis 
iss linked to debates about ICTs and 'democratisation' even if the discussions themselves are not 
settingg out to make such a point. Neither did they occur in an hermetically sealed (cyber)space 
forr they have many on/offline reference points. This is why other 'spaces of representation and 
representation^]] of spaces'7 have been consulted. These entail both online and offline 

44 These threads mostly date from February 1998 to November 1999 which was the period of high-
frequencyfrequency of postings on this topic. The Tongan parliamentary elections being referred to here took place 
inn March 1999. 
55 There are political discussions in the Kamehameha Roundtable as well, many revolving around US 
politicss for the mainly US-based participants. Ongoing and recent Samoan political issues also get aired 
suchh as the chiefly system of representation versus universal suffrage (see TcherkézofF 1998, Marsh 
1999)) and the political assassination of a Samoan politician in 1999. Both Western and American Samoan 
issuess are discussed. Over the year 2000-2001, the Tongan discussions about the role of the Royalty and 
democraticc systems of representation have entered the KR by virtue of the feet that the KB was offline at 
thee time. All over the Pacific Islands, the postcolonial as historical period and diaspora are closely related: 

Ourr small Pacific Island nations are forever struggling to stay afloat financially. We lack the 
magnitudee of natural resources, industry, skills and infrastructure of the larger Western countries. 
Ourr weak economies increasingly cause an inexorable drain on human resources when many see 
emigrationn as the only route to personal survival and advancement Our homelands rely 
disproportionatelyy on foreign aid, and increasingly on the remittances from Islanders working, or 
livingg overseas (Pacific Islands Diaspora). (KBAdmin, 17/06/99). 

Initia ll  post in Discussion Topic #69: making the Homeland Economies More Viable: suggestions? at 
ht^://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/44351.html.. Needless to say, the ongoing French colonial 
regimess in Kanaky (New Caledonia) and Tahiti have been forced to deal with various levels of armed 
resistancee and organised political pressure to grant autonomy, if not ultimate independence. In short, the 
politicall map of the South Pacific is extremely complex, muddied by French. US, Japanese and 
Australasiann (nuclear) geo-strategic and economic interests all through the 20th century at least (Fry 
1997). . 
66 See Toulouse in Toulouse & Luke (1998:1 passim) and Hague & Loader (1999) for two overviews of 
thee political theoretical issues vis-a-vis ICTs. On the other hand, Wilhelm (2000:9) posits an idealised 
•publicc sphere' of a state-society complex mat is at risk from 'rampant' ICTs (2000:138-139), Coleman 
(1998),, Malina (1998), and Moore (1998) paint more circumspect scenarios. 
77 the oft-quoted Harvey (1990) after Lefebvre, see Niemann & Davies (2000), Franklin (2001). 
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commentariess from within and on the South Pacific, alternative views of history, development, 
human/indigenouss rights from Pacific Island groups who do not take one definition of 
'democracy'' as read. On the other hand, the US Department of State, Australian Department of 
Foreignn Affairs, and the United Nations 8 in 'official' views posted on the internet/www, present 
aa seemingly unproblematic notion of'democracy'. Between the online debates, official 
governmentt and Intergovernmental Organisations' declarations, the thing to remember is that in 
thosee moments when people pause, really start to reflect upon accepted wisdoms such as 
'culturall integrity', "human rights', 'identity1 (both national and individual) in the light of 
meanings,, theories and practices of'democracy', emotions run high in any environment. 

Thiss chapter has two main sections. The first section will briefly highlight some of the 
mainn differences between western (North American for the most part) representations of what is 
att stake vis-a-vis indigenous Pacific Island ones 9. This provides a critical focus to the issue of 
whetherr the internet/www is/is not a potentially democratic / empowering medium vis-a-vis 
whatwhat is actually going on, being produced and responded to online. The latter  (re)articulate the 
interplayy between colonial political systems and indigenous sovereignty movements in former 
German/Britishh and current French colonies of the South Pacific, and the advent of the 
internet/www.. Both are mutually implicated in an ongoing 'exchange of meanings' about not 
onlyy democracy but also human / indigenous rights (Helu 1999: 32 passim, Wood 1997). The 
pointt of this section is to situate the reconstruction of the online discussions in the "ambivalent 
attitudess towards democracy" (Tarte 2000: 5) in the postcolonial South Pacific, and its diasporic 
peopless yet without recourse to either 'orientalist1 romanticising of indigenous tradition' or 
reificationreification of western (neo)liberal political economic values. To clarify one point straightaway; 
thee working assumptions about democratic/political change being articulated in these online 
discussionss are both linked to and counteract established in/formal political forums and 
institutionss in the Pacific Islands. In Samoa, Fiji, and in this case, Tonga, these partly stem from 
oldd and new(er) forms of the Kava ceremonies (Helu 1999:5) " let alone longstanding, 'pre-
contacff sociocultural and political practices (see Wassmann et al 1998). Once transported into 
diasporicc contexts and/or the internet/www, communicative hierarchies, rituals and their gender-
powerr relations of participation shift and recalibrate in turn. 

Thee second section covers the contours and nuances of the discussion threads 
themselves.. Although self-contained ongoing debates in a longstanding online community and 
offeringg a wealth of information on one level, the various positions taken, the semantic and 
historicall disagreements that occur, the passion, impatience and intolerance that gets acted out 
(seee Turkle 1996) should be seen as a complex of political, social and cultural identifications, 
discoursess and (cyber)spatial practices that are embedded in, although distinct from those in the 
Pacificc Islands or elsewhere. Whatever one's own position on the rights and wrongs of 

88 Other points of view were provided by email/face-to-face interactions between myself and interested 
parties.. My thanks go to HRH Prince Tupouto'a, Justin Kaitapu, Futa Helu, Jack Snow, Heather [Evans] 
andd Mike Evans for their invaluable advice to me whilst I was visiting Tonga, and input into mis chapter. 
99 Of course, how 'indigenous' the point of view of a 2nd generation Tongan or Samoan growing up in 
Utahh or Los Angeles is/is not, is grist to the mill of these debates where diasporic Pacific Islanders and 
theirr interlocutors posting from the islands contest each other's legitimacy openly. The relationship -
historical,, economic and political - is complex to sayy the least For instance: 

II am NOT a U.S. citizen. I still proudly hold my Tongan passport and will continue to do so. 
Whilee I am a staunch liberal Democrat here in the States, I also understand mat Tonga is a 
completelyy different setting, with historical circumstances contrasting to the United States. Thus, 
whateverr liberal views I may have here, may not be so right in the Kingdom. As for any so-
calledd motivation to preserve my own sanctity in Tonga, Vm afraid that is simply not so because 
II do NOT live in Tonga despite my citizenship. Hence, I cannot BENEFIT from whatever I am 
espousingg about the Kingdom. (Meilakepa, 12/02/99) 

aa brief reply, in reply to Let's ask: So what's Sione's point? posted by Wondering in Longest Serving 
RulersRulers thread) at ht^://pacificforuni.ccni/kavabowl/kc/niessages/45 lOJitml. See also UN Press Release, 
177 Oct 2000 (GA/SHC/3595). 
100 This is the main argument of Lawson (in Tarte 2000). See Ling (2001) and Ashcroft, Griffith &  Tiffin 
(1998:: 167-169) 
111 To reiterate briefly. Kava is the mildly narcotic beverage around which kava circles and ceremonies are 
basedd (see Helu 1999:5). It is used throughout Fiji, Samoa and Tonga. [See photos - women's 
participation] ] 
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monarchiess may be l2, these online debates show one ideal of democracy in operation; bottom-
upp communicative practices-in-the-making. Whilst these debates have their own historical 
resonancess and operate along particular gender-power relations (see Ortner 1996: 59 passim), 
theyy still remind the reader (online and here) that nothing about democracy - as everyday 
politicall practice, discourse or institution - is self-evident. Least of all in this global capitalising 
'democratic'' day and age (Hirschkop 1998). 

(Neo)Liberall Democratic Values and Indigenous/Human Rights 

Ass a leader in promoting democracy and human rights around the world, the United 
Statess [has] played an essential and catalyzing role in the process of creating 
transnationall human rights networks .... to support democracy worldwide and promote 
thee standards embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (US Dept. of 
Statee 1999:1/25) 

Representationn for us occurs only down here, at the taro roots, and not through some 
distantt body. What others call the coconut wireless is our highly evolved networking 
processs which we are now enhancing with power tools. We have so much mand'o (info 
andd opinion) to share... This is our social capital with which we intend to rebuild our 
self-reliantt communities. We malama'aina (care for our island) because it is our 
heritage.. We resist sprawling development because it is our kuleana (responsibility). 
Wee promote responsible tourism because it is our vision. (Ho'okipa Network 2000) 

Inn the more dismissive responses to the question of'whither democracy in the light of 
ICTs',, deep "cultural, ideological, moral, emotional" issues are barely broached. For instance; 
howw do electoral systems, political decision-making processes, gender-power relations of 
politicall participation and daily governance relate to sociocultural identity and accepted 
historicall wisdom (Helu 1999a, 1999c, Friedman 1998, van Meijl 1998)? Where and how do 
anyy changes to the status quo relate to sociocultural identity and/or survival or legitimacy of the 
historicall record? Concerns only really get expressed when major constitutional changes are in 
thee offing B . If not, then it is business as usual for the export of western 'democratic values'. 
Politicall corruption, repression, election day 'irregularities' or mismanagement, are seen to 
residereside in 'other* political cultures; in decolonised Africa post-1960's, the newly independent 
statess of the former Soviet Union, China and so on. Any doubts about the liberal (democratic) 
principless that (should) apply in such a setting, about the political economic practices, 
hierarchiess and cultural assumptions underpinning them are not to be entertained for long. 
Democracyy - as defined by the USA more often than not - is a universal human right (US 
Departmentt of State 1999). For non-western political economies - pluralist, single-party, 
autocratic,, theocratic - such rights have their own, not always welcome, implications (Dai 
2000,, Mandaville forthcoming). As for postcolonial societies with an inherited western political 
systemm these rights are perceived and articulated differently in diaspora, exile, or at-home. The 
samee goes for how agitation for change is tolerated, countered, repressed, or even ignored both 
onn the ground or online - the vagaries of access notwithstanding. 

Hence,, a brief discursive and philosophical pit-stop needs to be made at some of the 
West'ss own assumptions around democracy vis-a-vis how these are disputed in former colonies. 

122 For the record, I am not a monarchist. As an expatriate New Zealander living in the European Union, 
myy own emotional buttons usually get pushed when arriving in the British Isles and being treated as an 
'other** even though the British Union Jack is still on the New Zealand flag. This, for me, is a sign of 
antiquatedd colonial links that are best severed especially given the new European political construction of 
identity.. My own British ancestry does not change this view. As for representative democracy, my rather 
jadedd attitude to democratic participation was lifted when New Zealand scrapped the Westminster 'first-
past-the-posff electoral system in the mid 1990's and instigated a form of proportional representation. By 
alll accounts, elections and political life have become a lot more interesting and one's vote counts again. 
133 For instance, changes from a 'Westminster system' to Proportional Representation (New Zealand), the 
brieflyy mooted amendments to the US Constitution in late 2000, post-Apartheid elections in South Africa, 
thee future role of the British monarchy after the death of Princess Diana and the eventual declaration of a 
republicc in Australia. 
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Seeingg as it is the highly internetted societies and 'privat e sectors' of the former  that are 
currentl yy calling the shots in the global political economy, development trajectories (UNDP 
999,, South Pacific Forum 1998), foreign direct investment and R& D into ICTs (McChesney et 
all  1998), "  these assumptions and the policy strategies (political economic and social) which 
theyy underpin do tend to dominate cross-cultural discourse and policy-making. In political and 
economicc debates in the South Pacific Islands, all interested parties (online and offline) draw 
uponn or  counter  the international legal longevity and legitimacy, or  lack thereof, of such 
assumptions.. They also make use of the 'coutures' in the fabric of these broader  strategies 
whichh are part of the needlework of historical (colonial), political economic (capitalist) and 
ethicall  (liberal individualism) commitments to a certain reading of democracy. Broadly 
speaking,, the first encompasses the modern colonial period to present-day global economic and 
technologicall  interdependency (US Dept of State 1999:1/25), the second designates the 
normativee and material territory  of neoliberal economic theory and policy (Gil l 1999)I5 , and the 
thir dd is codified in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN 1998, see Helu 1999a, 
Ignatiefff  1999). All these have come to be unproblematicalty represented as inseparable 
componentss of the latest economic globalisation package. Although such reductions come easily 
sincee the end of the Cold War and the triumphant 'end of history*  celebrated by Fukuyama (see 
Lin gg 2001a) that this inaugurated, counter  claims for  Indigenous Rights, and postcolonial 
Sovereigntyy Movements put these coutures, the cultural and economic assumptions woven into 
themm and their  makers to task.16 

Lookingg at it from the other  side of the looking glass, so to speak, one sees that whilst 
seemingg to be 'common sense', western-based political self-representations are just as socially 
andd historically contested as those cherished by other  political and social systems and societies. 
Nevertheless,, the former  assume the moral higher  ground and assert it concretely as well as 
symbolically.. This is hardly surprising given the dominance of liberal democratic political 
economiess in intergovernmental institutions like the UN, IMF , WTO and the World Bank, and 
thee militar y and financial commitment to the post-World War II  Liberal Economic Order 
(Kegleyy &  Wittkop f 1999) and the more recent "New World Order*  (Stubbs &  Underbill 1999). 
Butt  since the 1980's this embeddedness has entailed the proselytising economic orthodoxy of 
neoliberalism177 coupled with the marketing of an inexorable historical dynamic called 
'globalisation''  and supported by thee techno-economic (Castells 1996) and militar y weight of the 
Unitedd States and NATO Alliance. The early and later  political economic strategic history of 
ICT ss are bound up in these dynamics as well. Nevertheless, grassroots informal , bottom-up 
tacticaltactical uses and applications - following de Certeau's schema - of the internet/www are an 
important ,, and sometimes underground (Rupert 2000) part of contesting the inevitabilit y of any 
neww world 'order  of things' (see Foucault 1973). 

Whatt  should not be overlooked, though, is how the coupling of an historical juncture, 
thee end of the Cold War, and an ideological strategy, neoliberalism, is being taken as self-
evidentt  u . In other  words, the economic and social exigencies of ensuring the unfettered 
operationn of'market forces' are represented as inseparable from 'democracy*. In a preamble to 
thee first  of the two quotes above, this unproblematic coupling is clearly assumed: 

Today,, all the talk is of globalization. But far  too often, bom its advocates and its critic s 
havee portrayed globalization as an exclusively economic and technological 
phenomenon.. In fact, in the new millennium, there are at least three universal 

144 Japan has a significant FDI  presence in the South Pacific Islands, Hawaii notwithstanding. The Asian 
Developmentt  Bank has also been active in providing Tonga with computers. 
133 Ingenuously summed up by the US Department of State as two 'universal languages' of "money and 
thee internet*'  (1998:1/25) 
166 For  example; democracy whilst presented as a "fundamental human right in itself and... a means to 
greaterr  protection for  a wide range of human rights"  (US Dept of State 1999:4/25), is necessarily and 
morallyy linked to both militar y and corporate intervention in the affairs of others (op cit: 2-5/25). For 
anotherr  take on this, see the Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
(wwwiiookele.com/Detwarriors.dec-Eruitml) ) 
177 In short, where business prerogatives and/or  market forces arc seen to be the ultimate regulators and 
arbiterss of political, economic and, by extrapolation, social well-being. 
'•• see AUSTEO Report Excerpt No 1 (11/07/97), OECD (2001). 
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"languages:"" money, the Internet, and democracy and human rights. An overlooked 
"thirdd globalization"-the rise of transnational human rights networks of both public and 
privateprivate actors-has helped develop what may over time become an international civil 
societyy capable of working with governments, international institutions, and 
multinationalmultinational corporations to promote both democracy and the standards embodied in 
thee Universal Declaration of Human Rights. (US Dept. of State, op cit, emphasis 
added) ) 

Thiss formulation shows how the interactive and participatory potential of new(er) ICTs 
aree being subsumed - and redesigned - under this globalisation rubric (Mansell & Silverstone 
1996).. The upshot is that in this neoliberal order (Cox 1992, 1999), foreign direct investment 
andd internet/www R&D come with stringent structural adjustment packages, if they come at all 
(Worldd Bank 1998, South Pacific Forum 1998, Laux 1999). Democracy is the moral catch-cry 
matt rationalises these criteria. Meanwhile, at the bottom end of this discursive developmental 
teleologyy (see Rist 1997), traditional' and 'loose' community and neighbourhood interest-based 
networkss are seen to be inevitably "moving toward a global network off government officials, 
activists,, thinkers 19, and practitioners who share a common commitment to democracy, the 
universalityy of human rights, and respect for the rule of law" (op cit: 2/25) under the "important 
drivingg forces" of "global telecommunications and commercial networks" (ibid). All the way 
throughh such policy/mission statements, multinational corporations are presented as a benign, 
andd necessary other half of "transnational public-private networks" (4-5/25). There is no 
alternative'' and the internet/www is simply represented as a means to an end. 

Butt what happens to this latest magic development/modernisation formula (Rist 1997), 
whatt is thrown into relief when doubts, reservations and at times outright suspicion of western 
liberall values and traditional western political and economic systems get aired, either by 
incumbentt regimes or their local opposition? What emerges when these are re-articulated, by 
wayy of the aforementioned 'global telecommunications and commercial networks', in online 
forumss not overtly controlled by the approved political or corporate watchdogs? What are the 
contourss and nuances of such debates about "democracy, the universality of human rights, and 
respectt for the rule of law" when they involve a postcolonial society and its diaspora, when they 
impingee upon a non-western sociocultural context and history, and are generated to boot by a 
mixturee of protagonists living in the west (USA, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere) and 
"hackk home' (in mis case, the South Pacific Islands)? Furthermore, under present neoliberal 
economicc norms what is at stake when these - and their connection to liberal individualism - are 
construedd as a continuation of western -style colonialisation, albeit in another form? Or, as 
debatess turn to how all this relates to 'self-determination', what happens to the assumed benefits 
of'democracy',, 'capitalist entrepreneurship, "private sector expansion" and "reform" (AUSTEO 
1997:1/3)?? To further complicate things, when issues of human/indigenous rights, political 
representation,, and political economic well-being (read; stability) are all at stake, where does a 
recoursee to traditional values' and cultural survival (see Helu 1999b, Wendt 1999) fit into any 
defencee of the status quo or agitation for political change (see Tarte 2000)? 

Alll the above questionings pervade the online political debates examined here, both as 
specificc issues in their own right, depending on how any thread develops as people post, 
counter-post,, or diverge from the initial topic, and also as part of an ongoing debate in the South 
Pacificc Islands about the future of small island states in a 'globalising' and postcolonial age. For 
indigenouss sovereignty activists and their sympathisers, a key issue is that of indigenous rights, 
off self-determination , in the historical context of transplanted colonial political systems and 
overlappingg modes of production that are both 'pre-capitalist* and capitalist at the same time . 

199 read: professional lobbyists 
200 see Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 3,21 (op cit) 
211 This is an enormous debate in economic and cultural anthropology. Suffice it to say that wealth 
creationn and distribution in the postcolonial and ostensibly 'capitalist* Pacific Islands still work along 
extendedd family lines (kainga in Tongan and aiga in Samoan), hierarchical bilateral obligations, 
hereditaryy and androcentric rights to land tenure (Helu 1999:34, Morton 1996) and since the 1960's on 
remittancess (monetary and in-kind) between the islands and its diasporic communities abroad (Ward 
1999,, Chapman 198S). At the same time, neoliberal structural adjustment programmes have been 
enforcingg stringency measures on governments who are still enormously dependent on direct Aid. 
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Thiss is not the place to launch into the complex legalities and ethics of indigenous rights 
ass particular  inalienable rights vis-a-vis the UDHR as a set of universal inalienable rights. 
Sufficee it to say that the two documents and positions, when taken to their  logical conclusions, 
dodo not always see eye-to-eye even as they are co-referents 22. These eminently troublesome 
practicalitiess (as in the case of Fij i for  instance) and how they are operationalised and articulated 
constitutee the ethical and philosophical backdrop to debates that are dealing with post/colonial 
andd 'interstitial '  diasporic histories and experiences (see Ling 2001a). Assumptions, experiences 
andd beliefs about what constitutes 'identity*  and 'authenticity get articulated during the course of 
thesee political - and other  - discussionss (Chapter  Seven). So whilst the term 'indigenous' is not 
onn the main agenda of these online interactions between, for  the most part Tongan nationals, the 
notionn of what it is to be Tongan', how Tonga is to be defined in the last instance (Helu 
1999a:8)) most certainly is up for  debate a . Nor  is neoliberal capitalism often an explicit 
discussionn pointM. Yet, for  many of the diasporic participants, what is Tonga', what makes it 
uniquee in their  eyes, can not be separated either  from the indigenous political economy nor  the 
Royall  Family and Nobilit y - "wart s and all*. For  others, the latter  are not above criticism: 

II  agree with you that most Tongans may want some form of democracy. However, I am 
certainn that most Tongans, especially those in Tonga, also want to maintain the power  of 
thee Royal family. Is that an oxymoron? No. Simply a call for  greater  popular 
representationn in the Government but NOT at the expense of our  royal institution that 
makess our  Kingdom so unique. For  contrary to what you say, we Tongans are not the 
samee as other  groups in the Pacific."  (Phil Tukia, 18/09/98) M 

Andd for  others 'authenticity'  is an historical construction anyway: 

Soo say what you will , you can not assert that the status quo represents some sort of 
authenticc Tongan traditio n passed down from when the first canoes arrived millenia 
ago.. Change has occurred throughout Tongan history. Tupou I was a great leader 
preciselyy because he did recognize the Tustorical moment", and introduced changes 
whichh allowed the country to survive for  over  another  century. It may well be that 
furtherr  changes are needed now. (George Candler, 9/03/99) * 

Inn any case, arguments about cultural 'authenticity' , the historical record and their  concomitant 

222 For  example; compare Articles 31 -34 of the Draft Declaration on thee Rights of Indigenous Peoples and 
thee UDHR article 1-2. This is Helu's point (1999:32-35). It becomes further  complicated when gender 
issuess - particularl y concerning women - are broached. Feminists (see Nicholson 1997, Peterson & 
Runyann 1999) are not necessarily in agreement about what thee main issues are nor  their  practical 
outcomes. . 
233 It does come into the discussion whenever  Fiji' s recurring political unrest (1989,1998,2000) is raised, 
althoughh it remains an open-ended question. For  instance, when the following question was put; 
"...shouldd Tonga be in support of the democratic rights of the Indian immigrants, or  in support of the 
rightsrights  of the indigenous Fijians to control their  native land...? "  (KBAdmin , 15/02/98, initial post in 
WeeklyWeekly Discussion Topic #28: Tongan Foreign Policy.. An Opinion about Fiji?  no longer  on server). 
Onee regular  astutely noted in the ensuing discussion; 

Thee muted response from neighbouring Pacific states when mis took place was instructional on a 
numberr  of levels. When forced to choose between "human rights"  issues over  "indigenous 
rights" ,, Pacific nations went for  the latter. (Sefha, 16702/98) 

DISAPPOINTED'mnpïyDISAPPOINTED'mnpïy to: 1987-NOW ????????????????? posted by disappointed, 16702/98). 
Itt  bears noting mat 'indigenous' is taken by activists to be as much a cultural designation as it is (arguably) 
aa racial'  or  ethnic one (see UN Press Release 2000, GA/SHC/3595:l/6) 
244 One major  exception is to be found in a thread entitled A Play on the Royal Demons (initia l post by 
Falanii  Maka, 3/06799) where the difference between capitalism^) and socialism and how either  relate to 
Tongaa figured prominently. The initial postt  was an attempt at mediation between "Pro-Royalists' and 
"Anti-Royalists 1.. See htq>://r îficforumcom/kavab ^ 
2525 Democracy and King, in reply to Hold YOUR horses there expert..., posted by George Candler 
(12/09/98)) in Weekly Discussion Topic US: Democracy for Tonga: Pro or Con? (no longer  on server) 
266 Sione Latukefu on this issue, in reply to; A Royalist, I Remain posted by Sandy Mackintosh (8/03/99) in 
We,We, The People of Tonga thread, at htqjy^ificforumcom/kavabowl/kc/messages/10263 .html) 
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identityy politics arc emotionally charged and deeply politicised. 

Wheree did you get your culture from? First the king and "nobles" taught the commoners 
too BOW to them. When the palangis with Christianity came to your shore, you added 
biblicall teachings to your culture. I guess you dont know that. (OneTongan, 8/06/99)27 

Too sum up briefly. These complex issues are part and parcel of the political fabric of 
anyy postcolonial society that is under pressure to structurally adjust, create exports for global 
markets,, cope with the balance of payments and ingrained forms of economic dependency, and 
alsoo for its diasporic groups. Amidst all these particularities there are effectively two broad 
historicall and technical pressures at work; western liberal democracy tout court and that of 
ICTss - the internet/www. Everyday life online, as practised in discussion groups, newsgroups, 
livee chat sites and so on, the virtual communities they are part of do impinge upon how these 
pressures,, their particular histories, and their interaction unfurl. Furthermore, online 
communitiess that originate from (non)western societies and are populated by their diasporas 
(Mandavillee forthcoming, Miller & Slater 2000) articulate different perceptions and experiences 
off what constitutes (democratic) politics on the one hand, and non-elite uses of the 
internet/wwww on the other. These distinctions are not always given their full due in literature 
andd research on the political (democratic) efficacy of ICTs per se. Meanwhile, the obfuscations 
andd conflations between privatisation/commercial rights and individual-social-national ones, 
betweenn political and commercial freedoms, between human rights and moralistic military 
intervention,, 'civilisation' and capitalism (see Cox 1999), evident in the 'mission statements' of 
contemporaryy champions of (neo)liberalism are not taken as read in postcolonial scenarios. And 
leastt of in these online ones. But neither are the accepted wisdoms and practices of the 
Tongan/Polynesian/Southh Pacific status quo. 

Withh these inter/subjective complexities in mind, it is time the online discussions and 
theirr creators spoke for themselves. 

Pro-Changee versus the Status Quo: Contours and Nuances28 

Whatt many people don't realise is that democracy is ....presented as something that 
appealss to the eye and people are deceived into thinking if s some great tiling, but if s a 
deadlyy weapon against a people of strong indigenous backgrounds ... I understand that 
manyy of those running the government are corrupt and it saddens me that Tonga has lost 
itss glory days, but it could be much worse. Had not Tupou 1 (a royal) did what he did, 
youu can bet your bottomm dollar that Tonga would be run by palangis [westerners] and 
thee Tongan people would be like other Polynesian people who would be homeless in 
theirr own land.... (Manu Lobendahn, 13/05/99) 29 

II believe that we will never be put in a situation like [the above] IF, and the emphasis is 
onn the world30 IF - we give the power to the people (true democracy). The system will 
correctt itself with its checks and balances. The present form of government lacks that 
unfortunately..... Our situation is DIFFERENT [to Hawaii]... The people who support 

27inn reply to Re: ROYAL IDEOLOGYposted by maileatevolo (8/06/99) in Royal Ideology thread, at 
http://pacificfonjm.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/43999.htinl l 
288 Initial Posts related to the Tongan Royalty and/or Pro-Democracy issues provide the highest follow-up 
totalss of the threads gathered between 1996 - 2001: 118 {Longest Serving Rulers) and 221 (Weekly 
DiscussionDiscussion Topic #27: Adherence to Chiefly and Royal Successions). The mean response rate was about 
23-255 in this category. If a reasonable response rate at any time could be set at 10-15 follow-ups and a 
goodd response rate at 20-30, then the predominance of political content in those over 30 and up to 80 is 
significant.. See Appendices Three and Four. 
299 in reply to NO DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT IN TONGA, I HOPE NOT! initial post by NINJA 
(12/05/99)) at http://pacificfoium.convlaivabowl/kc/messages/42558.html 
300 Once again, these interventions have been reproduced in their 'raw' state. I shall only intervene 
editoriallyy where absolutely necessary or when non-English phrases are used. The reader, in this 'offline' 
format,, needs to see/receive/digest these spoken-written texts as they appear on screen, if for no other 
reasonn than to experience their multifarious nature (and their phonetic, oral oratory qualities). 
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thee democratic movement is [sic] as Tongan as those opposing i t They love the country 
andd the people just as much as those opposing the movement you're assuming that 
we'lll  replace our  Custom and our  Cultur e with Democratic rights. That assumption is 
wrong,, of course, because ....these rights are weaved into the fabric of our  society, it 
identifiess who we are as human beings, and true democracyy wil l only bring out the best 
inn it...the rights of the people, that is at the centre of the Democratic Movement The 
people'ss (me'avale) rights have been oppressed (for  lack of a better  word) continuously 
throughoutt  the years by the Hou'eikis [chiefs] and the Ma'u Mqfai [Minister s of the 
Crown] .. (Tokoni Mai, in reply to Manu, 16705/99) 3I 

Thesee two selections encapsulate the main themes of these threads' immediate subject 
matterr  and their  offline reference points. Reconstructing and understanding this debate is 
particularl yy complex for  several reasons. First, the historical issues and their  sociocultural and 
politicall  economic aspects cannot be neatly separated out, either  online or  on the ground. To do 
soo would result in unravelling interwoven debates to such an extent that they would cease to 
havee any sense as an organic and ongoing conversation in their  own right  and as part of a host 
off  other  conversations. This practical issue of reconstruction-interpretation is related to the 
secondd complicating factor. The main recurrin g themes of the ostensible content are spliced 
withwith  at least two other  *hermeneutic'  nuances - situated experience and inter/subjectivity . These 
crisscrosss and are inflected by many other  threads, events, and interventions, both on and offline 
3232.. The protagonists and their  (self)designations are part and parcel of how the threads evolve, 
switchh back, turn in upon themselves. The person - her  views and identifications - are food for 
debatee as much as the views they put forward 33. So are the respective perceptions-experiences-
sociall  positions they draw upon to make a point, retort or  refer  to other  forms of authority and 
soo forth . 

Contours Contours 

Recallingg the pit-stop made earlier, the relationship between democracy, 
human/indigenouss rights, and change (however  any of these are defined) in the Tongan-South 
Pacificc context provide an important point of entry into the threads; both physically and 
analyticallyy 34. The aforementioned concepts, the institutions and histories they cany, are 
effectivelyy what is in dispute. So are their  sociocultural implications for  non-western peoples; 
whetherr  these be seen as part of the strategic cultural arsenal of neo-colonialism, inapplicable to 
otherr  political traditions, fungible, or  of limited applicability 35. Significant nuances emerge, 
however,, when the same content is looked at from the angle of who the protagonists are, who 
theyy identify with on the one hand and what - where - their  situated experiences are on the other. 
Thee messages that comprise the threads articulate the protagonists themselves - their  gender, 
nationality-locality ,, race-ethnicity, the official positions they espouse during the course of the 
discussions,, and the 'moral and emotional'  investments that are at stake. Furthermore, they 
expresss and reflect some of me specific (online) moral economies that belong to these 
communitiess (Chapter  Eight). 

311 Re: THANKS FOR GIVING US THE OTHER SIDE BUT... in reply to Re: GIVE US THE OTHER 
SIDE!!SIDE!!  posted by Mapatongiamanu, 15/05/99, in NO DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT IN TONGA, I HOPE 
NOT!NOT!  thread, at .htto://pacfficforuiiLami/kavab ^ 
322 The threads here are permeated first  and foremost with offline concerns and histories - what is 
happeningg "back home' in Tonga rather  man being structured by the condition of being'purery'onlin e 
(Jordann 1999, Jones 1999). 
333 This is not to say mat this dynamic does not descend into ad hominem reasoning and degrees of 
flaming.. It does and there is plenty in any of the more heated arguments (much of this gets deleted by the 
onlinee moderators). After  all, many participants know each other  more or  less - online, from school (one 
regularr  - Sandy - interacts with some of his former  pupils) and through social networks such as Churches. 
144 It bears repeating mat hypertext and the asynchronicity ofBulletin Board' software allows for  lateral 
accesss and linking. 
333 See the aptly entitled original posts, A Play on the Royal Demons, Royal Ideology, Solution for Tongan 
LegislativeLegislative Assembly; Let the People Elect Representatives of the Nobles!, The Dominant Ideology in 
TonganTongan Society. 
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Theree are four discernable contours to the online landscape of issues and the respective 
horizonss of the positions taken36. Change, what it entails and what its implications are, operates 
ass both sub-text and meta-narrative to these debates. In this sense, 'democracy' operates as a 
synonymm for various degrees of change in these discussions and its meaning - practical, 
institutional,, sociocultural and gendered - shifts accordingly. Whether Tongan society is to be 
definedd as 'democratic' per se is as much of an issue as whether the way it is currently operating 
iss or not. A fine line perhaps for onlookers but an important one nonetheless for participants. 
Cynicss might suggest that such semantics reflect online indulgences in long-distance 
nationalismm or even clever political rhetoric in discussions of a politically and socially sensitive 
topicc in a world-wide public (cyber)space. Be that as it may, the passion, eloquence, and, at 
times,, dogmatic reiterations of position show a high degree of emotional and intellectual 
commitmentt to the issues at hand. The length and tenacity of the threads also indicate a large 
degreee of persistence, and then re-consideration on the basis of others' arguments37. For a 
societyy that is often noted for its reticence in expressing political criticism publicly, these online 
articulationss show a relatively overt outspokenness . At the very least, opinions are being aired 
andd by those (women and those not from the political elite) who do not have the structural right-
to-speakk in formal Tongan political forums (see below). Hence the extensive use of optional 
anonymityy (Dai 2000) which brings with it both protection and opportunities for agitation 38. A 
numberr of key participants, men and women, do go by their own names nevertheless. I will 
returnn to this point later on. 

Thee first of these contours is the integrity and future legitimacy of the incumbent 
monarchh and his family. The monarchy's power is encoded in a written constitution and chiefly 
privileges,, whereby the Royal Family and the nobility effectively control - and own - Tonga's 
politicall economic life . This arises because Tonga's constitutional monarchy dating from the 
mid-19thh century is intertwined with an "hierarchical' social order (see Ortner 1996, Helu 1999, 
Mortonn 1996). The upshot of a particular set of historical events in the 19th century saw the 
consolidationn of the power of one Chief/King (Tu'i Tonga) who appoints key ministers from the 
Tongann nobility (hou'eiki)39. Together they have executive power in that they dominate the 
cabinet,, the legislative assembly and judiciary, limited representation in the parliament for 
•commoners'' notwithstanding 40. In this respect, a modern representative democracy is mixed 
withh executive powers that hark back to both European anciens régimes and Polynesian chiefly 
rankss and status (Helu 1999b, 1999d: 195-196). 

Kingg Tupou TV has been in power since 1965. The Kingdom of Tonga is regarded by its 
internall and expatriate critics and other observers as an 'absolutist* or 'feudal' monarchy, even a 
theocracyy (van Meijl 1998:389), that exploits its power and sociocultural legitimacy through an 

366 Both the pros' and con's in any of the debates were fairly evenly represented, by any method of 
countingg and incorporating nicknames and multiple "handles'. The same applied to (explicitly or self-
identified)) men and women. 
377 For example, the large thread - Royal Ideology - actually conforms to the very criteria said to be 
lackingg in online deliberations (see Wilhelm 2000:32-34,138-143); namely evidence of ongoing social 
interactionss and recognition, shifts in argument and position, facilitation that is, indeed, "related to 
weavingg the right to reply into the fabric of conversation and to negotiating difference.. mat would add a 
neww facet to the prism of public opinion..." (Wilhelm 2000:141). 
388 ... .there are a handful of social and political inducements to staying silent in public about this 

matter,, i see no problem with people voicing their concerns here, there, in any matter... it isnt the 
speakerr who is important, it is the truth they are trying to discover... only those fearing the truth, 
needd to stop the speaker..." (voiceless ,8/06/99) 

Re:Re: legitimate government in reply to ROYAL IDEOLOGY, initial post by Ikani, 8/06/99), at 
http://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/43982.html. . 
399 The Constitution of 1875 cemented the rule of (by now Christian) King George Tupou I over rival 
chiefee and nobles, codified indigenous male rights to land tenure, installed a Bill of Rights, legislative and 
judiciall procedures. A mutually exclusive social hierarchy remains whereby the Royal Family and 33 
hereditaryy nobles are the aristocracy and die rest are commoners (Swaney 1994). These divisions are 
reproducedd in language and social obligations (Helu 1999c: 32-36) 
400 The King and a cabinet of 12 nobles preside over a Legislative Assembly which is divided up into 9 
nobless and 9 people's Representatives (Commoners). 
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'élitist**  and/or  'class' society41. In the Kava Bowl Discussions, whether  instigated from the 
constituencyy (agitating for  or  against change) or  the moderators 42, what are called 'Pro-
Democracy''  supporters debate heatedly with Royalists, PaJangis and others living in, or  from 
otherr  South Pacific Islands - Samoa and Hawaii in particular  - contribute their  views on the 
Tongann situation. Diasporic participants interact with at-home participants, expatriate 
governmentt  critics like Kalafi Moala and the occasional politician like Willia m Afeaki joinin g 
inn at various moments *3. Tonga vis-a-vis the rest of the world, its specificity and/or  its 
similarit yy to other  postcolonial island countries weaves its own thread through these 
interventionss (some posted from Hawaii where there is a strong indigenous sovereignty 
movement).. In short, fierce loyalty to me current dynasty and its co-dependent nobles vie with 
callss for  increased participation by commoners in a more full y inclusive legislature, if not 'civi l 
society''  (see Hew 1999a:8). For  example: 

Whyy dont you mind you own bloomin' business. Tonga is run by the King and it wil l 
stayy that way doesnt matter  what. Who do you think you are? What have you done for 
Tonga?? The King and the nobles did a lot for  Tonga, than you and I put together. So 
leavee Tonga's legislative assembly as it is. History wil l speak for  itself. (Vai ko Hiva, 
28/08/99)*̂  ^ 

Soo let me ask you some more questions:- Do you believe in democracy and if so, how 
doo you define this democracy ?. Do you believe in equality and do you separate social 
equalityy from political equality?. Justify the contrast in living standards between the 
commonn people and the Nobilit y in Tonga?. These are just some of the questions you as 
aa Tongan need to ask yourself. Proud to be Tongan! (Ghost, 3/03/99) 4i 

Accordingg to the latter, more inclusive understanding of democracy and despite all protests to 
thee contrary or  appeals to the constitution, Tonga is not a democracy simply because it 

appearss that there are 2 set of rules in Tonga. One for  the King and his 'nobles' and one 
forr  the people of Tonga (OneTongan, 8/06/99) * 

Pro-Royalistss are clear  in what it is they wil l not countenance. 

TONGAA HAS IT S MONARCH , AND SHOULD REMAI N THAT WAY .... SORRY 
BUTT THAT DEMOCRATI C MOVEMEN T OR WHATEVER , WIL L ONLY 
DESTROYY OUR LITTL E PIECEFUL KINGDO M THAT WE NOW CALL "HOME" . 
(NMFA ,, 17/05/99)47 

Dreamm on. Your  pro-Western wishes need a wash in the nearest laundromat Tonga is a 
Constitutionall  Monarchy, if you dont already know. The King does not own anyone; 

411 This last characterisation is one of many on the discussion forums (Harrieta Tubman, 10/03/99, in reply 
too The King Is Expanding his home in San Mateo county but how about to? posted by Homeless Tongan, 
9/01/99)) at httpy/pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/niessages/10346.html 
422 Three out of over  70 "Weekly Discussion Topics' (#27,51,71) initiated by the Kava Bowl 
administrationn (namely Sandy Macintosh by his own admission) were about the monarchy/democracy 
issue.. Most of the political debates were initiated by this forum's online 'grassroots' constituency. 
433 See for  instance Weekly Discussion Topic #5i: Democracy in Tonga: Pro or Con?? (7/09/98, KB, no 
longerr  on server) 
444 in reply to RE: Solution for Tongan Legislative Assembfy....Let the People Elect Representatives of the 
Nobles!Nobles! posted by laomoehiamamafa (28/08/99) at httoV/www.pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/tonga/ 
messages/61566 .html. 
455 The Dominant Ideology in Tongan Society, initial post at http /̂pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/10030.html l 
444 In reply to Royal Ideology, posted by Bcani, (8/06/99) at http-7/pacificforunLcom/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages// 4393 .html 
477 Re: WHATEVER OR HOWEVER YOU WANT TO CALL MR. POHIVA...STICK TO THE POINT!  in 
NONO DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT IN TONGA, I HOPE NOT!!  thread at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc// messages/42722iitml, 
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HMM is empowered by the Constitution to be head-of-state. In the same time, the people 
aree protected and given rights, too, by the Constitution." (Sione Ake Mokofisi, 8/0399) 

Byy this reckoning, any change is tantamount to courting instability, a threat to the 
politicall status quo and traditional way of life' (see Chapter Seven)49. The latter are inseparable 
(seee Helu 1999) in that the social hierarchies of royalty-nobles-commons represent how 

Tongaa and being Tongan is a way of life and a strong cultural way of thinking not a 
governmentt system (Mapatongiamanu, 15/05/99) x 

Thee fear (Morton 1996: 264-265), and a loudly stated one hence the capitals, is that 

IFF THE DEMOCRACY OVERTAKE THE MONARCH THAT WE ARE 
CURRENTLYY RULED BY, THEN BY HEAVEN HELP US BECAUSE THEN ALL 
THEE TROUBLES AND WARS WILL COME ABOUT OUR LITTLE KINGDOM 
(HOME),, THEN IT WONT BE HOME ANYMORE FOR US. (NINJA, 13/05/99)51 

Andd this is related to how Tonga is similar or different to other South Pacific Islands, Fiji and 
Hawaiii in particular. 

II disagree with you on your assumption that we'll lose our historical CUSTOM or 
CULTUREE if we become more democratic. As I alluded to above, it happened to the 
Hawaiianss because it was a FOREIGN GOVT. (Americans). They had their own 
CULTURESS AND CUSTOMS that were so different from those of the Hawaiians. 
Theyy replaced that with those of the Hawaiians. Sad, but true! Our situation is 
DIFFERENT.. This is a discussion between Tongans. It is more like an In-House 
sharingss between members of the same family who have opposing views. The good 
thingg about this is that they share the same values, cultures, customs. The people who 
supportt the democratic movement is as Tongan as those opposing it. They love the 
countryy and the people just as much as those opposing the movement. This love of the 
countryy doesnt necessarily means that you have to accept what the Government is doing 
especiallyy if it is not right. Love of the country can also be taken to mean changing the 
wayy the Government is operating.(Tokoni Mai, 16/05/99)52 

Politicall and social stability vis-a-vis cultural conservation re-emerges as another 
contourr of its own (see below). As for this first one, in many ways the debate boils down to 
whetherr this is a benign autocracy albeit with one or two bad apples or a corrupt and nepotistic 
onee masquerading as a 'constitutional monarchy'; also democratic in western terms and not 
forgottenn by pro-royalists here " . Whether this status quo is indeed a sign of stability or 

488 In reply to We, the People of Tonga! posted by Ghost, (5/03/99, no longer on server) 
499 Let alone where larger power-brokers in the region support the King or his opponents is largely down 
too their own strategic decisions about 'stability* or "reform' (Fry 1997, AUSTEO 1997) 
500 in reply to Re: GIVE US THE OTHER SIDE posted by Tokoni Mai, 15/05/99 in No Democracy in 
Tonga.Tonga. I hope not! thread (initial post by NINJA) at 
http://pacificfonimxom/kavabowl/kc/messages/42643.htmI.. This poster also uses her abbreviated name, 
Manuu (see above). 
511 re: True All The Way, in reply to Manu (see above) at http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/425688 .html 
522 Re: Thanks for giving us the otherside, But...., in reply to Mapatongiamanu (see above) at 
http://pacificforum.com// kavabowl/kc/messages/42657.html. Incidentally, Tokoni Mai' means "Help Me' 
inn Tongan. See (Morton 1998a) for more on how signatures such as these denote relationships as much as 
persons/personalities. . 

Threee intense threads in February - March 1999 deal with the personality politics of the Tongan Royal 
family;; Longest Serving Rulers at ht^://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/wessagca/^5P./ifin/, THE KING 
ISIS EXPANDING HIS HOME IN SAN MATEO COUNTY BUT HOW ABOUT US? at 
http://pacificforum.com// kavabowl/kc/ messages/10250.html),and i think the kings house is ugly! 
especiallyespecially the palace! at http://pacificforum.com/ kavabowl/kc/messages/10297.html. 
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absolutee power's corrosive influence is a moot point to say the least As Futa Helu notes, 
universall  principles (whether  they be human / indigenous / democratic rights) are neither 
pristin ee in themselves nor  in how they operate in any given context. 

Althoughh in terms of the Constitution the common people have been emancipated from 
thee arbitrar y authority of chiefs, the great legal chiefs of modern Tonga.... still exercise 
almostt  unlimited power  over  commoners by virtu e of the culture which requires the 
latterr  to defer  on all matters to their  chiefly masters who are never  to be questioned or 
criticisedd on any issue whatsoever.....the present trend of political enthusiasms in the 
countryy points to harsh political persecution in the futur e as a real possibility. In fact, 
thee way people in power  relentlessly hunt down, in libel suits, the most vociferous 
critic ss of the present system and tradition-based privileges suggests that political 
persecutionn and subtle (therefore more pernicious) forms of human rights abuses are 
alreadyy in place....(Helu 1999c:35-36) ** 

Wit hh this astute observation in mind, let us wend our  way further  onwards. 

Thee second contour  is closely related to the first . This is the emergence of a vocal, 
organisedd and relatively successful opposition movement advocating electoral reform that 
wouldd allow commoners more say in governing the country (Morton 1996: 250-251). This by 
implicationn means changes in the "adherence to chiefly and royal successions'1 (KBAdmi n 
8/02/985i)) if not a complete overhaul of pre-colonial hierarchical gender-power  relations and 
onee of their  (arguably) colonialist carriers and modernisers, the South Pacific Island churches . 
Inn the late 20th-early 21st centuries, it is the issue of equitable and effective political 
representationn vis-a-vis the asymmetrical power  relationship between those representing 
commonerss and hereditary nobles that is a key focus for  discernable discontent - latent and 
organised,, online and offline, at home and abroad. The 'right *  to rule and the cultural and 
spirituall  fidelit y of the respective hierarchy form an important counterpoint to this discontent. 

Ass a former  Peoples' Representative himself, Willia m Afeaki, puts it in an initia l 
postingg entitled Solution for Tongan Legislative Assembty...Let the People Elect Representatives 
ofof the Noblesl: 

Earlierr  on in the year  [the general elections of March 1999] the people of Tonga came 

544 Discussion participants agitating for  change and greater  government accountability quote two 
documentss in support of their  arguments; The Amnesty International Country Report on Tonga (1997) 
andd the US Department of State's Reports on Human Rights Practices: Tonga (1999). A reasonable 
summaryy of events surrounding the imprisonments of government critics can be found in Swaney 
(1994:20-21).. and an astute analysis of the cultural (in)applicabilit y of the UN conception of universal 
humann rights vis-a-vis Tonga's own "social calculus"  can be found in Futa Helu's essay "Human Rights 
fromfrom  the Perspective of Tongan Culture"  (1999c: 32-36). Helu is a long-time Tongan social criti c who 
alsoo does not hesitate to note how mere "i s also a clear  indication that the rule of law is becoming 
inapplicablee to people in power"  (Helu 1999c:36). 
355 Initia l post for  Weekly Discussion Topic #24: Adherence to Chiefly and Royal Successions and the 
threadd with the highest response rate (221) also containing some long postings in Tongan, much to the 
chagrinn of non-Tongan speaking participants, Tongan and otherwise. 
366 The copious threads on religious issues mat permeate both the KB and KR are not looked at here (they 
evenn had their  own site on the KB -the Farm Forum). For  the record, one of the largest threads (115 
follow-ups)) gathered during this research was entitled LDS (Mormon) Has it become americanized? The 
questionn asked was; 

Hass the Mormon church lost all its Tongan way of life? it seems that they have adopted most of 
thee american way of thinking and forgotten their  culture... it all seems so american... (Poly 
Parent,, 31/05/99), 

initia ll  post at http /̂pacificforam.a)m/kavabow!/kc/messages/43340iitml. Needless to say the interaction 
betweenn early Mormon missionaries in Tonga, Tongan daily culture, and diasporic Uves is intricately 
interwoven.. The churches in Tonga are part of the political and social establishment and important social 
andd cultural hubs abroad. At the same time they are also "contributin g to the swell of social criticism, and 
somee individuals within the church hierarchies are important figures in the pro-democracy movement" 
(Mortonn 1996:254). See Helu (1999d 168-169). 
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togetherr and spoke their will by electing 9 representatives to the House. So did the 33 
hereditaryy nobles! Their process of election is absolutely ludicrous and it must change. 
(28/08/99)5? ? 

Afeaki,, posting from Utah, goes on to call for moderate reform within the current electoral 
system,, by which: 

nobless in the Legislative Assembly will still be accountable to His Majesty who 
appointss and grants them their hereditary titles and estates. On the other hand, in the 
Legislativee Assembly, they shall also be accountable to the people who voted them into 
thee House, Furthermore, nobles would then be forced to return to their estates to live 
andd be much closer to the subjects., (ibid) 

Thiss call for electoral change is also the main leg of the Tongan Pro-Democracy 
Movement'ss political platform and its leader, 'Akilisi Pohiva58. He is one of a number of 
politicians,, intellectuals and journalists who have been urging for full proportional 
representationn in the legislative assembly and commoners' participation in the executive. What 
thiss entails is substantial curbing of the ruling elite's hold on executive prerogative and political 
officess and opening up of the Tongan version of noblesse oblige to public scrutiny . Since at 
leastt the mid 1980's and with more momentum in the 1990's, the TPDM has been at the 
forefrontt of criticisms of the current regime's performance and legitimacy. In short, all MP's 
shouldd be elected under equal terms and the cultural, political and economic power of the 
establishmentt become more accountable. Steady electoral success has been booked in the last 
decadee or so for candidates on the pro-democracy ticket, with visible annoyance from the ruling 
elite,, although the 1999 elections showed a slight regression 60. In this respect the incumbent 
regimee has not helped its own case at all by imprisoning Pohiva and two critical journalists in 
19966 and 1997 61. Moreover, the Royal family has been implicated in some financial wheeling 
andd dealing, the most prominent of which being the Sale of Tongan Passports in the 1980's, the 
Tongasat** Satellite business deal that went sour, and monies earned from sales of the '.to' 
internett domain (see Chapter Two). 

Thesee two contours are formed not so much by mutually exclusive positions between 
pro-Royaltyy or pro-Democracy but rather between those for change - of some sort - and those 
forr the status quo/against change. Between the why's and the wherefores of either, declared 

577 This was posted on the Tonga History Association's discussion forum, a sub-site that is no longer 
onlinee although the association itself continues. 
588 who is also a commoner, MP, and controversial celebrity in Tonga. See Pohiva's Credentials thread at 
http://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/42756.html l 
599 For  a good summary of this discontent, see Repost: DEMOCRATIC STRUCTURES FOR REFORM IN 
TONGATONGA (Isikeli, 10/12/99) initial post, SPIN, at http://sunsite.anu.edu.au/spiii/wwwboard/ 
messages/2992.html l 
600 In 1992 six of the nine peoples' representatives "espoused Pro-Democracy ideals" (Swaney 1994:20). 
Byy the 1999 elections it seemed mat "hanging your political hat on the democracy peg [was] no longer 
payingg dividends.. [as] the pro-democratic faction were given a hiding in the polling booths" (The 
democracydemocracy issue must be wilting... posted by Sefita Auckland New Zealand, 12/03/99). This poster, a 
Tongann journalist living in New Zealand, put the 1999 results down to "internal dissent and 
factionalisation"" and "bitter bickering". He also ponders as to whether the democracy issues itself had 
"becomee irrelevant to a more discerning electorate" and asks whether Tonga was "seeing the dumping of 
thee pro-democracy issue which.. dominated the political platform in Tonga over the lastt 15 years?" (at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc// messages/10400 .html). For more reactions to these elections see, 
FinalFinal  Results.. MP elections: Tongatapu & Vava'u (initial post by Sina Kami, 11/03/99) at 
http://pacificforum.com// kavabowl/kc/ messages/10363 .html and A Post-Election Rhyme (initial post by 
Meilakepa,, 23/03/99) at http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ messages/10439 .html. 
611 One of these, Kalafi Moala, takes part in one of the few threads about democracy instigated by the KB 
moderatorss themselves (Weekly Discussion Topic #51: Democracy in Tonga: Pro or Con?, 7/09/98, no 
longerr on server). In this debate he and another ex-pat, Sione Ake Mokofisi, show how semantics (what 
iss liberal, what is democracy, and what is journalistic objectivity) are indeed political and socially 
constructedd and thereby contestable. 
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Royalistss are present in both camps 62. And various on/offline lines of division overlap here as 
well;;  sometimes to be read between the lines and sometimes explicitly, made visible with or 
withoutt  participants attempting to steer  the debate. The point is that western-style political 
representationn and notions of universal suffrage are a disputed practice, in Tonga as well as 
otherr  parts of the South Pacific Islands; Fiji , Hawaii and Aotearoa/New Zealand being cases in 
pointt  (van Meij l 1998, Tcherkézoff 1998). Discussions about what it does and should mean in 
practicepractice are highly charged especially when diasporic pro-royalists are pitted against pro-
changee supporters, as in the case of these three participants on one thread: 

Tongaa has survived being swallowed up by big countries because it was ran by traditio n 
andd custom not by politics which is exactly what democracy is all about. 
(Manuu 13/05799) 63 

Thankk you for  SHARING with us your  view I agree with every point you made. 
However,, I do need your  help on another  matter. Your  post deal only with the negative 
sidee of democracy. Can you now share with us the positive side. I mean, democracy 
cannott  be that all bad, can it? OR Are you saying that it is good for  everybody else 
includingg you and all the Tongans overseas (NZ, USA, Australia, Europe etc.) and it is 
badd for  the Tongans in Tonga? Is that what you are saying? (Tokoni Mai, 14/05/99) M 

Okayy so u dont [like] the idea of a democracy in Tonga. Then I suppose you prefer  the 
wayy that it is run now. What about the multipl e injustices across the country? Every 
mann to his opinion, mine is strong with conviction that the King needs to take heed to 
thee predominant current forces. Monarchies only exists nowadays largely due to them 
actingg as figureheads I cant say that the King has ever  given reason for  a political 
violentt  outburst but he has ignored the people's cry for  more equality in Parliament He 
mustt  help the people in this way and not fear  the inevitable. Because he holds the reins 
onn every segment in the country, one cannot force a revolution or  anything of the kind. 

II  expect an abusive comment to this article but at least I said it coz I cant stand the 
presentt  system and thafs why I am thinkin g of leaving this country. I cannot work under 
thesee rules and corrupt departments...Out and over. (Makafitu , 19/05/99) 

AHH the samples mus for indicate how democratic meanings and politics are inculcated 
withh historical and sociocultural ones and unabashedly so. In the sub-thread below that was 
aboutt  half-way through the massive thread about "chiefl y and royal successions'', one of the 
(Palangi)) online leadership interacts with a regular  - a woman - about basic definitions. 

II  am a littl e puzzled that the primar y focus in the responses so far  has been on 
"democracy""democracy" per  se.. .as though this is a topic which pits "royalists' '  against "pro -
democrats",, and I do not see it that way. Rather, I see the question's emphasis (and 
maybee I am alone in this) on the process of "succession"  which does not preclude 
maintainingg the current system of monarchy, chiefs and nobles... only revising the 
processs by which those positions are filled."  (Sandy Macintosh, 12/02/98) 

622 For  instance; "The main issues I wanted to raise is that being pro-democracy does not constitute being 
anti-monarchy.. And being pro-monarch should not mean anti-democracy..."  (Kalafi Moala, 12/09/98 in 
WeeklyWeekly Discussion Topic #51: Democracy in Tonga: Pro, or Con?, 7/09/98, no longer  on server) 
633 in reply to No Democracy Movement in Tonga, I Hope not! posted by Ninja (12/05/99) at 
http://pacificfoniiiLCom/kavabowl/kc/message^42558.html l 
644 Re: GIVE US THE OTHER SIDE!!  in reply to Manu at http /̂pacmcfi»umcom/kavabowl/kc/messages/ 
42617.html. . 
655 HOW ABOUT A MONARCH ACTING ONLY AS A FIGUREHEAD , in reply to Ninja's initial post at 
http://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/inessages/428033 .html 
666 Are We Getting Sidetracked? Koe Ngaahi Tali 'Eni  Ki He Fehu'i Ki 'Olunga?, in reply to: 
DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION TOPIC U24 - ADHERENCE TO CHIEFLY  AND ROYAL SUCCESSIONS (8/02/98, no 
longerr  on server). The poster, Sandy who is a former  Peace Corps volunteer  in Tonga, is a prominent 
memberr  of the KB and one of the mainstays of the administration. He was also thee instigator  and author 
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Too put it bluntly my dear Sandy, I for one dont want the Crown Prince Tupouto'a nor 
anyy of the Royal household to succeed into Political Leadership. I would very much like 
AA Constitutional Monarchy as per the British system thank you very much. We find it 
hardd to differentiate between the Royal Family and Politics because they are so much 
part,, if not the core, of our current political system that you ask questions about Royal 
successions,, it is the same thing as political succession. However, instead of telling you 
whatt they really want to say, they post advocating change, when the bottom line is 
changee meanss political change. I am not a fan of the Royal family, only because of the 
discrepanciess in regards to their personal dealings in what should be Public Assets. I 
thinkk that with regards to a pure Royal Succession for the Crown Prince, I have no 
problem,, and I will hail Long Live the King, as loud as the next Royalist I just dont 
wantt him to have the power to Veto Parliament decisions. I say it is high time, the 
peoplee be allowed to take a real and effective part in deciding their future, not have the 
futuree taken away by the actions of a very few and select elite. (Tiana, 13/02/98) 

Theyy also re-articulate some gender-power hierarchies which in a Tongan/ diasporic 
settingg have their own particular cross-resonances (see below). 

Youu contradict, then confirm (should I say, "Just like a woman"? Naw...I'd better not! 
Hehehe)) and I must say that you andd I are on the same page politically. You see, I am 
VERYY much a Royalist (vis-a-vis Tonga), myself, but, like you, am concerned about the 
qualityy of the next monarch should traditional succession take place This whole 
discussionn regarding the on-going democracy-versus-monarchy debate is a whole 
'notherr issue that is outside the intent of the original question." (Sandy, 13/02/98) 

Noww look who's being contradictory my friend?., you're 'concerned about the quality of 
thee next monarch should traditional succession take place' yet you still 'feel the Royal 
Familyy has a better candidate to offer.' May I ask the basis for your concern and 
feelings?? Royal succession in Tonga unlike anywhere else in the world is not a political 
orr public matter, it is a personal matter in the Royal household and as it has always 
been,, traditional Tirst Born' succession. I don't care about this succession as such 
becausee it is a foregone conclusion. It is the stagnant political situation with which I 
havee the problem. Nevertheless, you're quite welcome to join me on rank in 
'womanhood'' anytime my friend hehehehe. (Tiana, 13/02/98, in reply to Sandy). 

Polynesiann conceptions of rank and status notwithstanding (see Tiana above, Morton 
1996:2-3,, Ortner 1996, Jolly & Macintyre 1989), throughout the Pacific Islands, public political 
representationn and discourses in Samoa and Tonga at least are generally dominated by men, of 
highh rank (Tcherkézoff 1998, Helu 1999c). There are exceptions in Polynesian royall lines of 
succession,, the Hawaiian and New Zealand Maori Queens, and the late Queen Salote of Tonga 
beingg cases in point. On these internet forums, in contemporary indigenous sovereignty 
movementss and younger generations of the diasporic populations, women have been becoming 
moree and more vocal (Morton 1998,1999). In this respect the online Kavabowl with its 
numerouss and vocal female - and non-noble - voices are not representative of formal Kava 
Ceremoniess nor of the Tongan Parliament for that matter. 

Thee third contour emerges out of the first two. It is one in which pro-royals and pro-
changee advocates actually do agree on, to a certain extent. This is the issue of individual 
ministers'' poor performances in office (who are by definition from the nobility) and whether 
theyy are adequately in touch with their constituencies, especially those outside the main city of 
Nukualofa.. For those who advocate more radicall change the current rulers are simply not doing 
aa good enough job but are not under any pressure to do so and so are evidence of the need for 

off the *Weekly Discussion Topics' (1997-1999). See Chapter Seven. 
6161 Not Side-tracked Sandy, still on track, just not your track!!  in reply to Sandy (see above) 
644 Not Side-tracked? Oh, okay. In reply to Tiana (see above). 
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neww political blood: 

Thee people need to have the power to elect into Government the Prime Minister, 
Ministerss and the people they see fit to rule the land. The present form of Government, 
ass you know very well, gave that power to the King, his Cabinet and the Fakataha 
Tokonii [translate]. These Ministers of the Crown, once they are appointed can hold that 
officee until they are too old to serve anymore and in some cases, until they die. What 
happenedd if they do not do their job or they CONTINUE TO ABUSE THEIR POWER? 
Thee answer: Its anybody's guess. (Tokoni Mai, 15/05/99) w 

Thee lack of transparency over foreign exchange, earnings and distribution of "public money" 
fromm govcTTHncot-ruii business schêstës ATB slso d ooffit for dissension ftm* srist to tbc reformers 
mill.. Grinding corruption scandals and nepotism, both of which have been fuelled by Tonga's 
rulers'' treatment of opponents have given impetus to calls for change (Amnesty International 
1996,, Coggan 1997, Dixon 1996). The following post sums up this discontent very well and 
makess clear where change should occur: 

Theree are so many things that need to be changed in the kingdom starting from the very 
bottom.. The heavy equipment operators run their own operation within the government 
timee and pocket the money. The government operated fishmarket employees take home 
meatt whenever they wish without showing on the record. Habour personnels remove 
(formm the premise) properties that they are not authorized to. The authorities misuse 
thierr power when it comes to government properties and vehicles. The police officers 
aree scams. The immigration/police officers at checkpoint at the Fua'amotu airport will 
lett anything through with some bribery money. The legislative assembly members 
(peoplee and noble reps.) misuse their benefits. The royal family control the tv network, 
spacee right, the internet right, the oversea land right, the cabinet seat right, the head of 
thee military right, the right to be in Tonga, the right to modify the constitution, etc., etc., 
Thee problem is that the resources are not divided evenly and every that everyone is a 
scamm straight from the very top to the laborers. Now how are we going to either weed 
themm out or change the system to a more even an honest system? I think we should 
correctt the top because when the person at the top is an honest one, he/she wont allow 
anyy dishonesty or twisting the system." (Fonua 'a e kakai 'a e fonua, 16/02/98)70 

Butt it is not only incumbents - royals, ministers - who come under the spotlight though. 
Prominentt Pro-Democracy activists themselves, who are members of a loose coalition at the 
bestt of times, get thrown into the fray. Either under their own volition by mixing it with the 
participantss online (Moala and Afeaki) but also as public figures in their own right. The 
atmospheree of a contemporary offline "informal kava party" for "commoner classes .. which 
includess no chiefs" (Helu 1999: 5) is transposed into an online version where also the "whole 
aimm here is to freely and openly discuss topical issues and any subject under the sun that may 
catchh the interest of those participating.." (ibid). This time with women included, however. If 
thesee politicians and intellectuals are not being taken task for being abroad, their performance 
itselff is questioned directly - and defended. For instance: 

II was a Representative of the People in the Tongan Assembly for two consecutive 
terms.. I know what I am talking about. This is my business. I am a Tongan citizen and 
subject,, therefore, I have vested interest in the future of Tonga and its government. 
Underr the Tongan constitution, there are two offices that are given the powers to make 
lawss inn the land i.e. the King and the Legislative Assembly. The latter must be given 
fulll rights to do that Right now, Cabinet and the Privy Council introduced all the Bills 
too the House..(wpafeaki, 29/08/99) 71 

699 NOTHING IS SIMPLE WHEN IT INVOLVES POLITICS!!  in reply to Re. Look my friend, it's as simple 
asas this., posted by Ninja (14/05/99) at http://pacificfonun.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/42647.html 
7011 will  share my opinion and hope I won't offend anyone, in reply to Discussion Topic #25: Adherence to 
ChieflyChiefly and Royal Successions (KBAdmin, 8/02/98, KB, no longer on server) 
711 MY VERY YOUNG FRIEND!!!!!!  in reply to Vai ko Hiva (28/08/99) in Solution for Tongan Legislative 
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AUU I was asking, was what have you done for Tonga?... Let us focus in the real issue 
here,, what are we, the people of Tonga, going to achieve from this? Or, should I say 
benefitt from this? If the members of parliament are serious about this issue what cant 
theyy halve their salary and donate the other half for charity? Of the nobels, Fd rather 
keepp the devil I know than the devil I don't know..(vai ko hiva, 1/09/99)72 

Ass for the Devil that you know and the one that you dont know, perhaps it is time for 
youu to find out more about the latter and get to know him better. We need constitutional 
reformss in Tonga and not a revolution! (wpafeaki, 1/09/99 in reply to above) 

However,, it is the TPDM leader 'Akilisi Pohiva who is the subject of one of the longest 
threadss with the title: Pohiva's credentials? (Manu 18/05/99) " . The initial poster - a prominent 
pro-royalistt - is taken to task for suggesting that Pohiva (not part of the nobility) 'only* has a 
Bachelor'ss degree and that the Royals, with Master's degrees are thereby better qualified . In 
otherr threads, Pohiva's record in office comes under attack, as does the extent of some of bis 
proposedd political reforms vis-a-vis stability and cultural preservation. He is either a traitor in 
that t 

OURR OTHER POLYNESIANS COUSINS (POLYNESIAN COUNTRIES), IN 
HAWAIII AND SO FORTH, WAS BETRAYED MOSTLY BY OTHER CULTURES. 
THEE SAD THING IS OUR OWN TONGAN BROTHER 'AKILISI POHTVA, IS THE 
TRADER755 TO US TONGANS. TRADER TO HIS OWN COUNTRY, AND OWN 
KIND.. (NINJA, 13/05/99)76 

orr he is the "VOICE OF CHANGE in Tonga .. fighting for the right of the people to choose and 
electt their own leaders" (Tokoni Mai, 14/05/99) . These polarised declarations positions 
notwithstandingg (either in terms of the number of different posters or posting frequency), these 
interactionss reiterate the 'what sort of political change and how far' problematic as a 
socioculturall issue. They also articulate online political campaigning without the mediation of 
'spinn doctors'. As Afeaki, puts it: 

II feel 'Akilisi's proposals are extreme and would disrupt a lot of values that we currently 
cherishh and enjoy. I truly think that the Pro-Democracy Movement is losing momentum 
andd credibility. There is an urgent need therefore, that we come up with alternatives that 
wouldd being a more accountable government without disrupting and sacrificing the 
otherr niceties of Tongan living! (wpafeaki,3/09/99)78 

Forr the sharpest critics the system is corrupt anyway and without checks and balances. 

Assembly...Assembly... Let the People Elect Representatives of the Nobles! thread at 
http://pacificforum.eom/kavabowl/tonga/messages/61644 .html 
722 I'd rather have the devil I know, than the devil I don't in reply to MY VERY YOUNG FRIEND! 
(wpafeakii 29/08/99) at http://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/tonga/messages/6208.html. This interchange 
doess start to get personal but not overly so (see Chapter Eight). 
733 at http://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/42756.html 
744 Education is highly valued in the Pacific Islands, and especially in Tonga. It is one reason for younger 
generationss going abroad for university study. They are also sent to high school in Australia, New 
Zealandd and USA by their families. Other threads are packed with discussions and testimonies about the 
sociall isolation, cultural clashes and benefits this entails. The Weekly Discussion Topics are particularly 
packedd with these sorts of concerns. 

thiss is phonetically spelt. A good example of the spoken quality of online written -as- spoken textual 
t)t*3CtlC6 S S 

*Re:*Re: TRUEALL THE WA Kin reply to Re: NO DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT IN TONGA, IHOPENOTU 
postedd by Manu at htqj://pacificfon]m.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/42568.html 
"" RE: HOW DO YOU KNOW? in reply to TRUEALL THE WAY posted by NINJA (13/05/99) at 
http://pacificforunLcom/kavabowl/kc/messages/42619.html l 
^Ko'eku^Ko'eku tali atu in reply to Re: Waste of Time.. TO WHO???? posted by Tu'a Mamani (31/08/99) at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/tonga/messages/6280.htmll in Solution for Tongan Legislative 
Assembly...Assembly... thread 
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Theree is no point in discussing the merits of mere people as in 'Akilis i vs Tupouto'a [the 
Crownn Prince] because men we lose sight of the bigger  picture, and mis can also be 
labelledd as useless and ridiculous personal slander. It is the System maf s crooked, 
enablingg even more crooked decisions and people to prosper. (Tiana, 13/02798) w 

Thee fourt h contour  is already evident in the previous three for  it is a constant sub-text if 
nott  explicit reference point for  all sides in these debates. It is also the most complex for  it cuts 
throughh the cultural backdrop and historical legacy of colonial rule in the whole region. What is 
calledd traditionalism' - appeals to pre-contact practices and institutions as a reaction to western 
oness - is highly contested in Pacific intellectual and academic circles (Hau'ofa 1987, Hereniko 
&&  Wilson 1999). For  some it amounts to what Hau'ofa criticises as 

romanticc neo-traditionalism ...championed by those who are reaping the juiciest fruit s 
thatt  the world capitalist economy gives. These champions tend to wail by thee banks of 
thee River  of Babylon and proclaim undying devotion to what they have abandoned.... 
(1987:165)M M 

Onn the other  hand, rejection of the sociocultural and political economic implications of 19th-
20thh century colonial administrations, and more recently of'globalisation', are also part of a 
consciouss counter  politics and postcolonial intellectual movement, the Hawaiian and New 
Zealandd Maori sovereignty movements being two of the more high profil e examples of these 
(Traskk 1999, Teaiwa 1999, Grace 1999). 

Inn any case, this fourth contour  forms around the relationship between ostensibly 
indigenouss forms and understandings of democracy, cultural and national identity and the 
definitionn and preservation of either  or  both, with or  without constitutional changes. Added to 
thisthis potent mix is how historical interpretations are used to support or  refute any claims . There 
aree four  main inflections here. The first  is that of how the very traditions' and the history-
makingg that underpin them are disputable in themselves. Are not the tradition s that are being so 
'fiercely''  defended simply 'palangi implants' anyway and more to the point, where do the 

799 AMEN AMEN AMEN!,  in reply to POLITICAL  CORRECTIONS MUST APPLY TO THE TONGAN 
LIFELIFE  (13/02/98), in Weekly Discussion Topic #24 thread (no longer  on server) 
*°° This is particularl y difficul t in discussions about recent Chinese immigration into Tonga (related as 
welll  to a long-simmering affair  about the sale of Tongan passports). This issue not dealt with here. 
Sufficee it to say that Hau'ofa's point about double standards does get 'outed' online. For  example, one 
posterr  notes that 

Thee irony is that it is the present conservative system who is allowing Chinese to settle in Tonga 
whichh invites these hostilities from all those "romanticised' Tongans who left their  "beloved" 
countryy behind for  God to look after  and protect from the rest of the world. One would mink that 
thosee people who favour  retention of homogeneity will be behind a change in the present system. 
Butt  it is in fact the contrary is true, i.e those in favour  of pure cultural maintenance in Tongan is 
behindd the very system who allow ( and will continue)die very people the "hate"  to make Tongan 
theirr  home for now and for  the future. I do not see any logic in üieir  thinking, (kohtoto, 8/02/99) 

WeWe can have our Sovereign State, "save" some of our culture without being Racist to Chinese in reply to 
WEEKLYWEEKLY DISCUSSION TOPIC #65: Chinese Threatening Tongan Culture? Get Over It... This Is Old 
Hat!Hat!  (KB Admin, 7/02/99) at hrto /̂pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/4380Jitml 
811 Without entering into complex anthropological topographies of non-westem political systems (see 
Ortnerr  1996), the following historical precis, albeit partisan and selective (but what history is not?), 
shouldd suffice for  now: 

Tongaa was the first  archipelagos to be settled by Polynesians travelling from South East Asia. 
Theyy arrived in at least 1140 BC. The Tongans are closely related in culture and language to 
theirr  neighbours the Samoans. They have adopted many trait s from the Fijians. They developed a 
societyy which continues to centralise power  into the hands of an elite. A patrilineal people, their 
societyy is divided into nobles and commoners. The genealogy of the nobles ranks them closest to 
thee ancestor to which they draw their  lineage. The Tongan kings trace their  lineage back to die 
unionn between a Tongan woman and the sky-god Tangaroa. They were perceived as demigods 
andd their  power  was absolute."  (Pro-Democracy Movement sub-site of Pacific Connections) 

att  htto://www.pasifilüLDet/pacific_actioD/nationalVtonga,htrn1:2/10) 
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coloniall missionaries' and the Christian churches they set up figure in Tongan tradition'? 

Whoo cares what the palangis want? Why not let the Tongan people decide what sort of 
governmentt they want? Again, in the absence of change they are deciding what sort of 
systemm they want, and are leaving Tonga in droves. The country is literally bleeding to 
deathh yet some Tongans remain wedded to this outmoded, archaic century old system. 
Thee current Tongan monarchy is, after all, a palangi implant. Look at an official portrait 
off HM. It is very instructive, and provides a powerful metaphor concerning the nature of 
thiss system that many are so keen to preserve. What you see is a Polynesian dressed in a 
lott of European trappings. And so is the current system of government in Tonga. 
(Georgee Candler, 9/09/98) K 

Secondly,, not only are the 'facts' at stake but irrespective of their being located in pre or 
post-contactt Tonga, existing social hierarchies are seen to be problematic anyway. And even 
moree so vis-a-vis die notion of universal equality contained in the Universal Declaration for 
Humann Rights (see Helu 1999c). For instance, modern land tenure in Tonga is essentially male-
centredd but also based on noble privileges. Whilst oldest sisters hold high ranks {fahu) within 
Tongann extended family (kainga) structures (Ortner 1996), they are not demographically 
representedd in parliamentM. All in all, longstanding differences in social status, land tenure, 
incomee and social-economic obligation [kavenga], and those who object to these become 
mergedd into the third inflection; arguments over the applicability of liberal political economic 
modelss for postcolonial times. For just how applicable are capitalist versions of democracy to 
thee South Pacific Islands? There are more than a few cynical postings about this which serve to 
complicatee the moral arguments even further: 

Thee big green-machine of capitalism and imperialism bred by democracy makes the 
call.. The rest of us are just paying rent. Ifs called assimilation - and the world has come 
too know it all too well.(Makavili, 9/08/98) M 

Whilstt it would be convenient to link such sentiments to pro-royalists and thereby 
insinuatee that all objections to 'democracy' use tradition as an excuse for resisting any changes 
orr denying charges being levelled at the government, this is too simplistic. It assumes that the 
converse,, a western-style liberal capitalist political economy is the answer. Given the west's 
ownn identity politics and vested economic interests in this regard such a slippage is not 
surprising.. Postcolonial identity formation and political cultures are much more complex 
processes.. For diasporas they can involve both nostalgic images of Tiome' and reactionary forms 
of'long-distancee nationalism' (where the internet/www is a ready stage to play these out on) and 
neo-traditionalismm that can slip into essentialist cultural categories (Hau'ofa 1987). They can 
alsoo entail beliefs in individual rights and liberal ideals of equality that come from having lived 
inn the USA and elsewhere, hence support for the Tongan Pro-Democracy Movement. On the 
otherr hand, experiences of social and economic deprivation there can also lead to an awareness 
off how the ideal type of'democracy' is not all it is cracked up to be 8S. 

Andd for those women and men, at home and abroad, who equate political change with 

822 The democratic record, posted by George Candler, in reply to: Re: Welcome to the world posted by JJ. 
Foster,, (08/09/98) in Weekly Discussion Topic #51: Democracy in Tonga: Pro or Con? (no longer  on 
server). . 
833 The 1999 elections gave rise to some online jesting about setting up a Xava Bowl Parliamentary Parry 
ass Honi Soit, a woman who stood in 1999 for the one 'overseas seat* in the Tongan parliament for ex-pats 
(whoo cannot have dual citizenship under Tongan law), posts her gratitude for endorsement from the 
onlinee community; "Seriously, I salute you for considering women. After all, we only represent half the 
population....""  (Si'i Le'o& Sefita - "French girfy"  in Parliament? Heads will  Roll!, initial post, 5/01/99, 
noo longer on server) 
844 in Weekly Discussion Topic #24, op eft. See also A Play on the Royal Demons thread (op cit) 
855 See the 16 posts by AMus - a pro-monarchist and commoner - living in Australia, in one of the longest 
threadss (76 follow-ups), ROYAL IDEOLOGYposted by Ikani (8/06/99) at 
http://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages// 43978.html. His (or her) interventions are long, 
passionate,, and highly personal. They keep the thread going for quite some time. 
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yett more western impositions on their own cultural integrity, any historical interpretation and 
socioculturall identification go hand-in-hand. For example: 

Firstt you're assuming mat you have a monopoly on the idea of "change." As I stated, all 
Tonganss have all 'kinds of ideas of how changes are to be made. For instance, I favor a 
changee to return the Monarchy to the old Polynesian system. Thafs when everything 
wass decided by a more democratic Council of Chiefs. Changing the present system to a 
moree Palangi-like democracy is just too Palangi for me. (Sione Ake Mokofisi, 
17/09/98)* * 

....soo it isnt democracy you object to, its' palangi-like ideas. And Christianity, is this not 
palangi-like?? (George Candler, 17/09/98, in reply to above) 87 

Occasionall stand-offs like the above, between Tongan and non-Tongan, at-home and 
diasporicc posters notwithstanding, further on in this thread the fourth inflection comes to light; 
Tongaa and the rest of the region/the world. This is couched in terms of applicability, both 
practicallyy and philosophically: 

Democracyy is not a bad political system. Monarchy is also not a bad political system. 
Theyy should be looked at as "tools" to be used to "operate" a society compatible with its 
cultures,, beliefs and other necessary environments. We must, therefore, define the 
"ideal"" society for Tonga. For example, an independent island, preserve its traditions 
andd cultural activities, maintain its strong belief in Christianity, inheritance of land, 
respectingg of elders and females and so on... We then ask, what system that can deliver 
thiss "ideal" society??? Democracy? or Monarchy? I think we can find the answer. (S 
Pusiaki,, 21/09/98) ** 

andd further on... 

Thee whole wide world do not have to follow what the "papalangi" people wsays. Each 
societyy has its own unique way of "operating" its own political system. We do not have 
too copy !!!!! (S Pusiaki, 24/09/98, op cit) 

II understand the "reality" of Tonga perfectly, no doubt about it, but my concern is with 
thee "ideal" society you depicted above...and true also, that we dont have to "copy." but 
howw can Tonga bring to life the "ideal" society, without doing the kopi kat thing...it is 
hardd to imagine either...(tootsy, 24/09/98, in reply to above) 

Whatt I would argue, based on over a thousand separate postings (not counting 
overlappingg ones from other discussions) is that whilst the current leadership in Tonga is indeed 
underr pressure to change, what many of participants in this forum are articulating is that how 
thiss is done and to what extent must be on their own terms. 

II have watched this debate absorb our little nation of Tonga for the past 12 years and I 
havee come to my own conclusions Do we need Democracy? In a country like the 
USA,, yes. In Tonga....No - but a system with more accountability is necessary. The 
Ministerss should be elected from the people and the Nobles could form a separate 
Housee for approval and debate of issues brought through the elected house of 
parliament.. Cabinet would be formed from the Parliament. The King is STILL the head 
off state. MY OBSERVATION: it is NOT the kind of system that decides on a 
successfull Government., it is the integrity and vision of leadership that is more 

**  in reply to Inevitability of Change? posted by Tiana (15/09/98), in Weekly Discussion Topic #51 (op 
cit) ) 
877 George is a regular palagi (American) participant in these forums. 
*** in reply to Tootsy, in above thread 
9999 another rendition of "palangi' - whhe/non-Tongans 
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important,, (vatu, 12/02/98) 

Too recapitulate briefly. In everyday life in the islands and overseas, to speak of- or 
criticisee - the goveramenf of Tonga is to speak more often than not of the King and his 
ministers,, although not necessarily 9L. To be 'pro-democratic' in the more polarised debates is 
oftenn to be labelled 'anti-royal'. In this rendition, that is tantamount to being 'anti-Tongan'. In 
otherr words, to call for radical constitutional change is seen by many as going too far as it casts 
aspersionss on not only the traditional' ways and systems but also the very integrity of Tongan-
ness'.. To support the current status quo and its historical legitimacy may be to call for the 
preservationn of cultural identity, uniqueness but not all of those who profess to being 'pro-Royal' 
rejectt 'democracy* or the need for change as such. Critiquing or questioning either is pitted 
againstt differences about what culture, identity, politics should be in a postcolonial era (Morton 
1996:: 20-22, Chapter Seven). Whence the calls for and against tradition' (see Tarte 2000) that 
alsoo vie with some astute observations on the state of the art of western democracy. The 
followingg post articulates these countervailing forces very well. I shall quote in its entirety for 
nott only is it eloquent but it is also a passionate - and wry - account of life overseas for many of 
thee Pacific Islands' diaspora (who are thought to be living in the lap of luxury by some of those 
stilll living in the islands). 

Excusee me, I take offence at this comment that we Tongans do not know any 
better...thatt we are brainwashed...that I am used to having it so bad...that I have a 
dictatorr ruling over me. Are you talking about Tongans or Cubans? Do you know what 
aa dictator is?? Do we hear any boat loads of refugees coming ashore in Australia from 
Tonga,, or do we hear Qantas special flights bringing refugees from Tonga to live in 
Tasmania???? Have things changed so badly in Tonga that I, in Sydney, am not aware 
of?? What'ss this rubbish about electing my leader, pay him and expect him to do a good 
job??? I live in Sydney, I elect people to lead me who do not do a good job as far I am 
concernedd - not good for me anyway, good for them and their business friends and 
politicall allies, but not good for poor old Altius, commoner, work 9-5, get minimum 
wage,, pay lots of taxes, struggle on public transport to get to work while the people I 
electt get transported around in air cond. limousines doing deals left, right and centre, 
pockett a lot of extra money, fly first class, kids at top exclusive private schools, ski at 
thee Swiss Alps, eat at first class restaurants, fly to Paris for shopping and stop over in 
Monacoo for a bit of casino ALL ON ALTIUS' TAX!!!! I was born in Tonga, very 
friendlyy place, friendly leaders, no police coming around at midnight and scare us to 
deathh or throw us out of our little Tongan house (dictators do that!), my father gets a 
piecee of land which lies unused in the islands, we have come to Sydney to get a better 
life.. I struggled, I worked, I studied, got my degree and am enjoying a Government job. 
II love Tonga and our political system. If I had the money I would go back today. I am 
nott being brainwashed, never had it so bad as Cubans or some Indians in India or 
strugglingg Africans. I have no inferior complex to being a commoner. I am just another 
commonerr in Sydney. I am not Kerry Packer or Rupert Murdoch or Susan Peacock 
Sangsterr Renouf. I do not count. But I am happy. Hope you are. (Altius, 8/06/99) 92 

Thiss declaration and the links it makes to personal and broader histories and tensions, along 
withh its own ambivalences and internal contradictions, leads us into the two main nuances to 
thesee contours. 

Nuances Nuances 

Thesee are, in shorthand, situated experience and inter/subjectivity. They create their 
ownn twists and turns within and betweenn various threads. These may well have become evident 

900 KING?? AKILISI??  FREEDOM??, in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #24 thread. 
911 My thanks to Heather Young Leslie and Mike Evans for this observation. 
922 in reply to; Re: ROYAL IDEOLOGY posted by akaulahi, 8/06/99, in Royal Ideology thread at 
http://pacificfonrai.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/44032Jitml. . 
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forr  some readers by now, so the following observations wil l serve as highlighters. 
Takingg it as read that no one line of division can be easily drawn between pro-royalists 

andd pro-change/democracy supporters, these do crystallise in terms of posters' (stated) situation 
(at-homee or  abroad) as well as their  stated/assumed social (self)demarcation (commoner  or 
nobility ,, pro or  anti-change.) The thread as a visual image onscreen, its textual surface' (see 
Carverr  1998), explicit lines of identification and affiliation , styles and argumentation all vary 
accordinglyy . Their  articulations also overlap, counteract and (try to) tri p each other  up over 
thee course of a prolonged thread or  period M. 'Situated' also denotes not only where a participant 
iss physically posting from - the Pacific Islands/ Tonga or  the west - but also where they say 
theyy have lived or  are living. This particular  line of division and the relative (il)legitimacy that 
goess with it applies all sides. For  anti-change/pro-royals this means having to respond to 
accusationss of either  double standards (see above) or  ignorance of'how things really are in 
Tonga'.. For  example: 

Wheree do you get your  stories from? Second hand, thir d hand? Do you have documents 
inn front of you that you can say, hey look at this I lived in Tonga for  20 years 
(Altius ,, 09/06/99) * 

Too answer  your  "question:"  I do go back to Tonga when I feel like it, and ifs a free 
countryy where everyone is allowed to travel freely, speak his/her  mind, but most 
importantly ,, to choose to remain as much Tongan as he/she likes. Livin g in another 
countryy does not negate my love for  my home island.... (Sione Ake Mokofisi, 13/02/99) 
96 6 

Wheree one is - or  isnt - also matters to anti-royal/pro-democracy advocates, moderates and 
interestedd bystanders. The following selections show at least three different angles on mis; 
ideological,, in terms of'authenticity* , and geographic. 

II  am a pro-democracy believer, this was due to my experiences growing up as a child 
andd also as a young adult in Tonga... As we have observed for  decades, Tongans grow 
upp in Tonga and due to the lack of opportunities locally look overseas and emigrate not 
onlyy for  a better  lif e outside, but also to help the rest of the family still living in Tonga. 
(Tiana,, 9/03/99 f 

Myy parents are from Tonga and I was born and raised in the United States. The only 
"thing ""  that I follow is the upbringing of my family and our  heavenly father  98. 

Tonganss are so hung up on this caste system that they cant seem to see straight. 

933 These can be seen an die initial posts which have follow-ups that can go on for  pages when printed out 
Thesee include ever-indenting sub-threads between protagonists that often move into the 'politics of die 
personal'.. For  instance in the substantial discussion of Weekly Discussion Topic #24: about Chiefly and 
Royall  Successions (8/02/98) a sub/sub-thread spanning 38 postings (out of a total of 221) developed 
betweenn a "scared finemui [young woman] loyal to Tonga"  and pro-change advocates. When the former 
eventuallyy admitted to "being one of them royal bloods"  she was greeted with thee following retort:". . I 
dontt  blame you for  getting so hot, you royal blood is so thick... Take some blood dunner  - i.e. 
democracy....""  (posted by Hang your  *royal blood*  by Üw keyboard before entering die KB, 13/02/98, in 
Replyy to: I guess you have noo understanding whatsoever....nofo a, 13/02/98, no longer  on server) 
9494 The same posters - real names and in various forms of incognito -are present over  the 2-3 years of 
thesee discussions. Theyy know and refer  to each other  accordingly. Some of diem we will meet again in 
Chapterr  Seven. 
Minn reply to me'apango (9/09/99) in Royal Ideology ttuead at htto^^fficforuni.com/kavabowl/kc / 
messages/440611 .html 
966 Re: I'm Keeping an Eye on You All, In Reply to: Yah, Lets talk shop!! posted by questions (12/02/99) in 
LongestLongest Serving Rulers tiiread, at httoy/pacificfonim.aMn/kavabowl/kc/messagesy4559.html 
977 All in the name of the 'Kainga', in reply to Be Careful What Ya Pray For... ( Sandy Mackintosh 
9/03/99)) in We, The People of Tonga thread at 
htto://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/ll  0298 Jitml 
988 These online communities have a strongly religious Christian constituency and die Kava Bowl at least 
designatess itself as a 'conservative' forum. 
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Realityy is, most Tongans are related to each other through blood or marriage and we're 
alll pretty much the same people. I just wish that the people that ALWAYS have 
somethingg negative to say about Tonga and it's government, would DO something 
insteadd of showing off their fancy education and expansive vocabulary. I can sit back 
withh my Master's or PhD and criticize a systems that*s been intact for thousands of years 
ORR I can sit and do something positive for myself and the immediate community around 
me.. I know there are TONS of Tongans out there who are helping themselves and others 
inn their community and they're not doing it by whining and complaining on an Internet 
forum.... (Observer-MT, 8/03/99)" 

II know you were born and raised up here in the States and has been Jim kavenga 
[beholden]] to the "Palangi" people. We the Tongans that were born and raised in Tonga 
hass been Jita kavenga to the Tongans especially our King and his family and ...our 
Nopelee [nobles]...(Pure-Tongan, 17/12/99, in reply to above) I0° 

Again,, it is also one way to dispute the legitimacy of the post(er). 

AREE YOU TONGAN AND WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN LIVING?" cause you dont 
soundd like one Tongan at all, and I think I have the feeling that you never lived in 
Tongaa for a little period of time to know whats going on around in our land... 
(Finemui,, 13/02/98 ) , 0 1 

Inn terms of diasporic posters (the majority) their concrete situations and experience are 
partt and parcel of their 'inter/subjective' identity - as an 'individual' and member of an extended 
familyy and/or social position. 

II wanted to suggest that if you are indeed anti or pro-royalist then DO something about 
itt - don't repeat your arguments till we're all tired of hearing it. Royal ideology is 
popularr and does take up a lot of space on the KB forum. If one feels so strong on an 
issue,, what does one do with it? In Tonga if you jump up in protest against the 
governingg bodies, you'll most probably be shunned and told to keep quiet. So, since a 
numberr of us are not in Tonga, what can we do? (Dtani, 09706/99)ïoi 

Thesee references to the complex and symbolic articulations of the 'oppression of the 
present'' (de Certeau in Giard & Mayol 1980:7) can bee discerned from the extent of personal 
detaill provided and by the responses and retorts that ensue from the more polarised discussions. 
Hintss and references to any given on/offline situation and person(al) details are scattered all the 
wayy through and across threads. 

Youu are right up to a point in that to proceed to a level as you are mentioning is quite 
frightening,frightening, but I must say that from my observation as a Tongan living in Australia for 
mostt of my life, most of the Nobles/Ministers are incapable of taking Tonga into the 
nextt Millenium. With all the royalty in key positions, Tonga is like their "family 
business"" For Tonga to move up in the world, we must take into account ideas from 
peoplee who have researched and observed first hand such a change. We cannot afford to 
bee narrow minded in such a changing world, otherwise Tonga will be left behind. I 
believee that once the King is gone, the Island's future is very bleak (the King has such 
respectt from his people, including myself, but who is of the same calibre that would be 
capablee of taking over?). What Akilisi is trying to do is, in itself, a way of helping 

999 in reply to Re: DARK MIND!!!  (oBsErVeR 8/03/99) in We, the People of Tonga thread, at 
http://pacificforum.com// kavabowl/kc/messages/10223.html) 
1000 at http://pacificfonim.coin/kavabowl/kc/messages/50505.html 
1011 FIRST TELL ME THIS PLEASE...m reply to; Re: DISCUSSION TOPIC #24 - ADHERENCE TO 
CHIEFLYCHIEFLY AND ROYAL SUCCESSIONS (ekea *eha vale moe pot -meaning questioned by anybody 
PLEASEE EXPLAIN, 12/02/98, no longer on server). 
mm PLEASE GUYS COME BACK TO MY 1st LETTER in reply to ROYAL IDEOLOGY (Own 8/06/99) at 
htto://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/44087.html. . 
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Tongaa stand up and look at its current position, and make informed decisions on certain 
issues,, eg are you happy mat the Kin g lives in luxury whilst his people are 
contemplatingg where their  next meal is coming from? Before we eliminate such 
opinionss (as mat of Akilisi's) , let us first of all study indepth such ideas/opinions, and 
makee informed decisions. (Fakapale Lofaniu, 14/02/98) 

Ass the above examples illustrate, the arguments put forward are shaped by the very 
socialsocial positions of relative privilege that are at stake, by family or  political allegiances to the 
Tongann royal house and nobility , monarchy per  se, Polynesian/Tongan traditions* , personal 
experiencess abroad and nostalgia for  the country of origin. So are the gender-power 
permutationss of these personal and group histories also intertwined. The ensuing identifications 
withh benefits and obligations that come from status and birthrigh t privileges for  certain women 
1044 and structural exclusions that come with being a woman and/or  commoner  are both disputed 
andd offered as affirmation . With varying degrees of clarit y and intensity, diasporic and local 
experiencess vie with family and class-status loyalties and desire for  both political change and/or 
culturall  preservation. 

II  grew up in Tonga and I love the place. I often wonder  about this debate so Td like to 
throww in a few thoughts, perhaps fish for  a few more responses, at the risk of coming 
underr  fir e by the fierce Sione Ake Mokofisi [vocal pro-Royalist]. Tonga is such a 
beautifull  place with beautiful people. As the 'friendl y islands', wouldn't it be fittin g for  it 
too be a place of totally equal opportunity , where all individuals were equally respected 
justt  for  being people, no special conditions attached? Alas that may only be in Utopia. I 
agreee with Kalafi Moala in the sense that if mere is a need for  change in Tonga, men a 
variationn of democracy that is suitable to Tongan society should be worked out. But 
howw much wil l a 'more democratic'  system with a 'less powerful etc' monarchy, take 
awayy from Tongans what it means to be Tongan?... (Jamie, 12/09/98 )1 0S 

Theree is another  aspect as well, pertinent to online communities that have as their  base 
diasporicc populations living in western democratic systems. This is the difference between and 
relativee level of participation of those livin g abroad and those livin g in Tonga itself. La these 
debates,, locality, time spent away from the islands and/or  whether  someone has ever  been there 
orr  not (and mis is often not for  2nd generations livin g in USA, NZ, Australia) can be deeply 
politicised.. Despite the fact that pro-democracy candidates have been steadily voted into the 
parliamentt  in Tonga in the last 10-15 years, some pro-Royalists would have it that the 
movementt  is an arm of diasporic provocateurs who seek to upset Tonga's political and social 
stability .. These threads show, however, that diasporic communities have fractions that are as 
fiercelyy loyal to the Tongan Monarchy as those who would instigate constitutional changes to 
alloww "commoners a greater  say in the running of their  country."  m Being an 'ex-paf becomes 
partt  of the argument in itself as the following observation shows: 

Theree is a humorous side to the discussion re democracy in Tonga. I have been labelled 
ass a liberal by Mr . Mokofisi [a regular  pro-royalist] . I'm emailing his post to all my 
liberall  friends who for  years have accused and labelled me a conservative for  my beliefs 
inn the basic principles of democracy (justice, human rights, and moral decency) and for 
myy biased endorsement of Christian principles (as opposed to endorsement of Islamic or 

1033 in reply to Finemui in Re: DISCUSSION TOPIC #24 - ADHERENCE TO CHIEFLY  AND ROYAL 
SUCCESSIONS. SUCCESSIONS. 
1044 In Tonga this is thefahu system; namely familial (and aristocratic to commoner) hierarchical 
privilegess and obligations of the first-born  sister  in thee Tongan extended family (kainga) structure. In 
short,, relatively speaking the first-bom daughter/sister/sister-in-law has higher  status over  her  first-bom 
brother/sister-in-law.. This is a complex set of gender-power  relations which can not be gone into here. 
Seee Ortner  (1996) and Morton (1996) for  two different views - and their  literatur e bases - on these 
relationships. . 
1055 In Reply to Weekly Discussion Topic # 51: Democracy In Tonga: Pro, or Con? posted by KB Admin 
(7/09/98,, no longer  on server). 
1066 www.pasifika.net/pacffic_action/national/t/tongaJitml:9 
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otherr religious beliefs). Anyway, thanks Mr. Mokofisi for your comments. Your point is 
taken.. I trust you have taken my point. It is not an attempt to persuade you, rather a 
statementt of what I believe IS!! Criticisms - welcomed indeed! One last correction 
beforee I'm over and out. I am not a part of a political party in Tonga or elsewhere (as 
youVee stated), even though I endorse the principles of democracy. (Most of my 
colleaguess around the world do!). And am not currently living in Tonga. In fact I'm a 
Tongann born American who lived in Tonga but is now banned in Tonga by the Police 
Ministerr for my writings. (Kalafi Moala, 15/09/98 ) 107 

Threee more aspects to these nuances need more elaboration, which are embedded in 
thesee particular debates. The first is an extension on earlier comments on 'gender-power 
relations'' vis-a-vis political under-representation and / or participation by women-as-a-group in 
Tongaa or elsewhere in the South Pacific. These online debates about Democracy and Tonga are 
unlikee other major discussions threads in both the Kava Bowl and the Polynesian Cafe that deal 
withh (homo)sexuality and sexual mores, love and marriage, domestic violence and gangs, 
religionn and social conventions. The latter are more self-conscious articulations of diasporic 
practicess of everyday life that cut across what constitutes femininity and masculinity and the 
tensionss that come with these at any one time (Chapter Five). In these less overtly 'political* 
discussions,, online articulations of gender-power relations are easier to trace in that the threads 
aree all about questioning and challenging ahistorical and culturally essentialist explanations or 
categorisationss like 'woman' or 'man', Polynesian/Western, (hetero) sexuality, culture in a 
diasporicc - and often disadvantaged - context (Chapters Five and Seven). In contrast, in the 
threadss examined here it is the accepted and would-be meanings and practices of'democracy' 
thatt take precedence. The same participants - women as well as men - do not foreground 
'gender** per se 108. What they do emphasise are the cultural/ethnic and class/status permutations 
thatt are at stake. The substantial presence and activity of women posters (see Morton 1998/99) 
onlinee nonetheless indicates a nascent shift in their political (self)consciousness and self-
perception. . 

Theree is another permutation; namely the role and input of prominent non-Tongan 
(palangt)(palangt) regulars and moderators which cut across the altercations between diasporic and non-
diasporicc posters (for want of a better term). Two of the more regular and engaged participants 
inn these debates are not Tongan although they have both lived and worked in Tonga. 
Nevertheless,, despite some queries from others about their 'ethnic' legitimacy, their 
contributionss are supported and acknowledged by the online constituency. Each has his online 
supporterss who urge him on. Their arguments for and against the status quo provide a 
significantt sub-thread in one discussion that is responded to as follows: 

Greatlyy enjoyed reading both of your views, and I find it most interesting and rather 
flatteringg that you both apparently care enough about our little Tiliote' [dot] in the 
Pacificc to go into it with such passion and conviction (Tiana, 9/03/99 ) 

1077 In Reply to Re: NO GRATUITOUS REASONING, PLEASE... posted by Sione Ake Mokofisi 
(15/09/98)) on Weekly Discussion Topic #51, Democracy in Tonga: Pro or Con? (no longer  on server) 
1088 There are a few exceptions (see Honi Soit above). See point 5 of the following manifesto for instance; 

1.. The King will be Constitutional Monarch. 
2.. Allow nobles to sit in a House of Lords WITHOUT ANY POWER, 
3.. Free elections of commoners to Parliament 
(( PARLIAMENT RUN BY COMMONERS FREELY ELECTED) 
4.. All MINISTERS should apply for the job same as everyone else. 
5.. Women should own land same as men. 
6.. TONGAN PEOPLE SHOULD VOICE THEIR OPINIONS WITHOUT FEAR THAT THEY 
BEE KICKED OUT FROM THEIR LAND. (POLITICAL CORRECTIONS MUST APPLY TO 
THEE TONGAN LIFE, 13/02/98) in reply to: Re: DISCUSSION TOPIC #24 - ADHERENCE TO 
CHIEFLYCHIEFLY AND ROYAL SUCCESSIONS (I guess you have no understanding whatsoever... .nofo 
a,, 13/02/98, no longer on server). 

1099 All in the name of the 'Kainga' in reply to Be Careful What Ya Pray For... (Sandy Mackintosh, 
9/03/99)) at ht^://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/10298.html. The sub-thread referred to was 
partt of a long thread, WE, THE PEOPLE OF TONGA! (Ghost 5/03/99) at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages// 10112.html. The debate between Sandy and George 
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Howw non-Tongans' opinions, especially when strongly pro-liberal democracy (George 
Chandler)) or  pro-Royalist (Sandy) are received is clear  by direct follow-ups and also by other 
formss of online support such as welcome messages, and ongoing responses to their  positions. It 
iss all grist to the mill , part of an ongoing collective online archive and memory, as the follow-up 
too Tiana (above) shows: 

II  too have been following these posts with a great deal of interest and though I side 
moree with George's and Tania's arguments. I am very impressed with Sandy's 
enthusiasmm and eloquence. What a pity should these posts be lost in the Archives. A few 
pointss could be better  documented and then this exchange would be the best this forum 
orr  others like it has had to offer. Thank you very much for  your  serious contributions. 
(Pilaa 9/03/99 ) u o 

Thee last situation is allowed for  in a relatively inclusive internet/www setting such as 
thesee forums, for  ongoing presence and participation are the earmarks of membership (Chapter 
Eight).. But mere are also forms of exclusion and silencings that come from diasporic economic 
disparitiess as much as political allegiances. A poster  who posts as homeless' was shouted down 
whenn criticising the expenses involved in renovating the King' s mansion in Sann Francisco by 
thosee who doubted his/her  claim on a number  of grounds, not the least being their  having 
(publicc library ) access to the internet'" . And then there are those who choose not to make their 
presencee known by posting a message. Very difficul t to gauge in any online scenario but there 
aree signs and signals. Furthermore, public silence does not necessarily entail acquiescence. 
Thesee online debates move in and out from a situation where, as Helu points out; 

Ass far  as Tongan culture is concerned, human beings are never  born equal in dignity 
andd rights because national and social origin , birt h and wealth all feature in the social 
calculuss that determines one's status in the community ...The upshot of the class 
strugglee is all power  concentrating in the chiefly class. Although in terms of the 
constitutionn the common people have been emancipated from the arbitrar y authority of 
chiefs,, the great legal chiefs of modern Tonga (instituted as hereditary titles in 1875) 
stilll  exercise almost unlimited power  over  commoners by virtu e of the culture which 
requiress the latter  to defer  on all matters to their  chiefly masters who are never  to be 
questionedd or  criticised on any issue whatsoever. (Futa Helu 1999:34) 

Al ll  in all, these specific situations and inter/subjective positions underscore my earlier 
pointt  about the need to read/interpret/learn from such online interactions on several levels. Short 
retort ss can outweigh measured arguments at times - as in the case of the importunate Homeless' 
-- as participants are challenged to show their  cultural and political credentials in a number  of 
ways.. And they do so with more or  less success or  panache. In short, whether  threads become 
particularl yy long and intricate, are left hanging for  lack of response, or  a substantial sub-thread 
wendss off in another  direction, this does not mean that others are not listening in, following up 

Candlerr  begins in reply to Re: WE, THE PEOPLE OF TONGA are OWNED BY A KING (Dave 5/03/99) 
inn reply to Ghost*s initial post, at http://pacificfciniin.coin/kavabowI/kctoessages/10115 .html. 
1,00 Re: All in...in reply to All in the name of the 'Kainga' (Tiana 09/03/99) in WE, THE PEOPLE OF 
TONGA!TONGA! thread, at hdp^pacificfonnn.com/kavabowl/kcMessages/103 
1111 Homeless persists, and loudly - whence the capitals - however 

..ANDD I AM NOT LYING....I  CAME HERE TO THE US ON AN IMMIGRAN T VISA BY 
MYSELFF TRYING TO MAK E IT HERE....LIFE IN TONGA IS NOT ALL COCONUT 
TREESS AND BEAUTIFUL BEACHES WHY AM IA HOMELESS TONGAN? ITS 
BECAUSEE I LIV E FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER TRYING TO FIND A BETTER 
JOB....II  AM NOT OPPOSED TO THE KING.. ALL IM TRYING TO SAY IS....HOW ABOUT 
THEE POOR PEOPLE OF TONGA ? WHERE DOES ALL THIS MONEY COME 
FROM?? CANT IT BE USED IN OTHER THINGS? (9/03/99, IF  ONLY YOU WERE IN MY 
SANDALSSANDALS YOU WOULD KNOW) 

inn reply to Re: You are confused HOMELESS and I think you're wasting your time posted by Nina Teu, 
9/03/99)) at http-7/pacificforum.com/ kavabowVkc/messages/ 10318.html). 
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earlierr posts, drawing their own conclusions. Which leads me to another recurring feature of 
onlinee forums, especially those dealing with politically sensitive issues (Dai 2000). Such threads 
aree characterised by a high degree of online anonymity, barring a few notable exceptions. I am 
nott talking here about the many nicknames that assume a certain knowledge of who-is-who, or 
signaturess that are continuations of non-de-plumes or the discussion itself but of those that both 
disguisee and indicate allegiance. Nicknames such as Pure-Tongan, Ghost, Navigator, Ninja and 
sub-textuall references - often in Tongan - in the 'posted by* place point to relationships and 
situationss and also provide another 'textual surface'. It also bears noting that the founders of both 
thee Kava Bowl and The Polynesian Cafe use software that permits anonymity, a controversial 
optionn at times but also an empowering one at others (Aiono 1999: interview). 

Conclusion n 

Democracyy is a delicate principle which by nature is simultaneously desirable, unstable 
andd vulnerable....Living up to the basic demands of a democratic system, the public 
havee the final say as to which crowd of hooligans shall control the government until the 
nextt elections. But economic and political stability has been assured because the same 
peoplee [global business] have paid for both sides. Thus, regardless of which hooligans 
andd bounders rule the country, the same interests shall continue to be both protected 
bothh at home and promoted abroad...(HRH Prince Tupouto'a: email, 7/06/99 ) m 

Whatt we have seen at work in these threads is the sort of self-reflexive questioning and 
thee inter/subjective situating in the histories and ongoing conversations (online and offline) with 
whichh it is interacting that is so often missing in debates on 'democracy', digital or otherwise. It 
iss also missing in many of the celebrations - and lamentations - on the role of ICTs in 
enhancingg participatory, deliberative, representative democratic politics, let alone what these 
constitute,, whose interests they currently serve and how they (are to) operate for the good of all. 

Twoo tentative, and interrelated conclusions can be drawn. The first pertains to the 
debatess and the online practices of everyday life to which they belong. The second is on how 
thesee online articulations relate to the problematic relationship between (neo)liberal definitions 
off democracy, debates on whether the internet/www is/is not a 'democratic' means and medium 
andd how both are beingg played out in a postcolonial diasporic context. These are linked, in turn, 
too the gendered and ethnic/race dimensions to self/group identity formation and concomitant 
politicall or sociocultural identification. 

Ass in all debates about the rights and wrongs of (constitutional) monarchies and 
incumbentt political elites, positions become quickly polarised. Loyalties are not always clearly 
splitt along class - status lines and historical interpretation play an important role in arguments 
forr and against any change to the power, role and indeed existence of a royal house. This also 
holdss true for the discussions on the Kava Bowl. Given the close social networks at home and 
abroadd (churches, extended families, social networks of obligation) and the historical 
significancee the of Tupou dynasty for the contemporary nation-state of Tonga, protest comes 
withh a heavy historical payload. It would be easy for this reason to simply see these debates as a 
slangingg match between 'conservative' defenders of the status-quo and 'modernising' advocates 
forr change. Both sides are active in any one thread, get hot under the collar, are prone to 
rhetoric,, non-sequiturs, personal attacks and quick to resort to historical 'fact1 to back up their 
arguments. . 

Butt all this being so, and not forgetting that such behaviours are part and parcel of any 
intensee or emotive debate, whether in Houses of Parliament/Representatives or internet 
discussionn forums, these threads are not articulating a simple dichotomy. Re-presenting them as 
suchh would belie a much more complex set of issues. It would also elide some important 
(re)articulationss of democracy in theory and practice let alone what it means in a postcolonial 
context.. The latter concerns political and economic self-determination for indigenous 
populations,, how to deal with change as an external imposition and/or an internal pressure vis-a
viss migratory and economic flows to and from the islands (Ward 1999). In these debates, it is 

1122 In a later communication, Tupouto'a noted that "The above quote was just my attempt at putting 
humorously,, that democracy is public choice and not a public lottery...'' (email: 15/02/01) 
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nott so-called conservative at-home traditionalists pitted against progressive/westernised 
expatriates,, or a clearly cut non-democratic system versus a liberal ideal alternative. As many 
participantss insist, Tonga is already a democracy of a particular sort. Not only is Tongan history 
-- various versions thereof included - and that of the Pacific Islands in general since 'contact* at 
stakee (Helu 1999: interview), but so also is the legitimacy and integrity of the current political 
systemm and its ruling elite. The upshot is a dilemma about "cultural survival" (Helu 1999b: 10-
17).. On the one hand, political and social protest and agitation for change has to be uiwaited if 
thiss means a loss of uniqueness, and economic control to the western powers-that-be. On the 
otherr hand, grinding corruption scandals and nepotism indicate a political elite that is being 
seriouslyy questioned by a substantial part of its constituency. It is a tricky balancing act between 
change,, preservation and self-determination for small political economies in a globally 
capitalistt world. This is a common refrain from all sides of die debates. 

Ass for the what being 'pro-democracy* actually means in Pacific Island contexts, as 
opposedd to say China (Dai 2000), there are different permutations and expectations. For one, the 
Tongann Pro-Democracy Movement, both online and on the ground is not necessarily anti-
royalty.. But neither is it necessarily pro-western or pro-capitalist. It is, in one of its supporters 
ownn words, not looking for 

aa full democratic system like the British system. The democracy we want is very 
Tongan.. it uses the culture as it is. We want the King to be the Icing, like now, but we 
wantt the people below him to be more representative of the people (Fifita 2000) 

Throughoutt the South Pacific contemporary political institutions are embedded in particular 
variationss of a colonial past and a complex postcolonial present113. Political culture, its 
practicess and meanings figure literally and figuratively for the 'post-colonial body (Wendt 1999, 
Herenikoo 1999, Figure Eight). Western liberal democracyy and economic values are contested -
andd contestable - concepts and institutions in a part of the world that has not only cosseted the 
1980'ss neoliberal experiment par excellence of New Zealand (Kelsey 1997, Jesson 1999) but 
alsoo a number of well-organised indigenous sovereignty political protest movements (Hawaii, 
Aotearoa/Neww Zealand, Fiji, Kanaky/New Caledonia). The upshot is that multifarious political 
movementss for sovereignty and land rights (Aotearoa, Hawaii) and/or constitutions (Fiji), 
universall suffrage (Samoa) and democratic reform (Tonga) are linked with (post)colonial 
identityy formation both in and out of diaspora. These both compete and intersect with various 
'idealss of democracy1, of human/indigenous rights, and the pressures being brought to bear on 
smalll island states by an 'open' global economy. These online deliberations, characterised by 
theirr intensity, length, and level of participation, show multivalent meanings and experiences of 
democracyy in operation, (re) articulating them in turn. 

Thesee online political practices-in-the-making relate to the second conclusion. Namely, 
thee attributed (in)efficacy of die internet/www for participation and/or consultation of those 
who,, arguably, constitute the lifeblood of any political system - the people (Scott-Smith 2000). 
Thesee threads show how there is more than one way to examine any incumbent or future 
politicall system's emotional identifications and political economic connections. There are also 
otherr historical and sociocultural experiences and inter/subjective positions from which to 
evaluatee them. Political representational systems that are not generically western are an example 
off the first and their diasporas are of the second. The internet/www in its non-commercialised 
cornerss and public communicative practices is a third node. This is why I oppose blanket 
dismissalss of the democratic potential of ICTs tout court, their critique of the inroads made by 
capitalistt processes of commodification notwithstanding (Wilhelm 2000: 3-5, McChesney et al 
1998).. The Kava Bowl and Kamehameha Roundtable internet discussion forums are but two 
exampless of the many corners of not-yet-corporatised cyberspace that still remain. The 
translocal'' nature (Clifford 1997) of these online deliberations and controversies make 
nominallyy *parochial' concerns and experiences access-able to broader debates. They also 
challengee 'us' to be more self-reflexive about our own cultural, ideological and emotional 
investmentss in any (postcolonial) politics of (democratic) representation. As for the challenges 
beingg wrought by ICTs to all of these, laments about 

AA neo-colonial one in the case of French Polynesia and parts of Melanesia. 
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thee potentially debilitating impact of rapid, telegraphic language on political discourse 
inn the public sphere - not just (he potential dearth of deliberation online but also the line 
off demarcation increasingly separating participants at the centre of information-age 
productionn from those persons on the margins (Wilhelm 2000:3) 

aree simply not borne out by the raison d'etre and practices of these online forums. Neither does 
thee high level of participation and commitment - over time - to the issues at hand, nor discussion 
contentt that is indeed "articulated and vocalised in a sustained and deliberative manner" 
(Wilhelmm 2000:4) give grounds for these fears. Nevertheless, there is cause for concern about 
currentt on/offline tendencies in modern liberal democratic politics where grassroots concerns 
gett "bent, repackaged, and delivered by political actors on their media stage or by accumulated 
economicc interests..." (ibid). But to claim that political deliberation and/or decision-making is 
perr se "undermined" (Wilhelm 2000:7 & 9) by the transmission speed of ICTs is going too far 
andd denies the political agency and sophistication of non-elite users/uses. Moreover, such 
blankett condemnations of the internet/www reproduces the eurocentric determination of the 
problemm and idealises another sociocultural status quo in turn. This supposedly endangered 
speciess of politics that can only live in a certain idealised and rarefied 'public sphere' (Wilhelm 
2000:: 9) has many sociocultural, ethnic-class-gendered inequalities and exclusions of its own. 

Itt does not suffice to assess a 'democratic deficit' in everyday practices online such as 
thesee by seeing how they line up with socioculturally specific democratic norms - of political 
representation,, consensus formation, deliberation. Once again, this technologically determinist 
conceptualisationn of ICTs confines all solutions for all problems to western political concerns 
andd conventions and then simply ups the moralistic ante. Such a notion of democracy " 
restrictedd to an analysis of its operation in the ... parliamentary sector of political dimensions" 
(vann Meijl 1998:391) is easily threatened by the internet/ www in this respect. Secondly, such a 
narroww definition belies the long-standing presence of more informal and less well-heeled 
grassrootss and citizen-based uses of the ICTs, let alone spontaneous and informal everyday 
politicall practices and interventions. In the first instance (which is the focus here after all) there 
aree online s(pl)aces for political agitation and autonomous discussion (Wilhelm 2000:9), that are 
stilll relatively open and non-commercialised loci for social and cultural contact and 
experimentationss in inter/subjectivity, networks of community and support. As I have already 
mentioned,, many participants post expressing their appreciation for this aspect and the two 
Tongann and Samoan {viz Polynesian) websites were also initially set up for this reason (Aiono 
1999:: interview, Kami 2001: interview). So counter to many sceptics, postcolonial diasporic 
internett communities and discussion forums are longstanding proponents of the very 'bottom-up' 
politicss supposedly threatened by ICTs. Of course, these are not without their own political and 
culturall counter-resonances to established social and political hierarchies and sensibilities, both 
onn the ground and in cyberspace. 

Too conclude and also provide a foretaste of the next chapters. The historical overlaps 
betweenn these online debates about the meaning and practice of democracy and contemporary 
'offline'' critiques of the inroads ICTs are making into the same could be rendered as a contrived 
Kavaa Bowl interaction. The first 'poster', a (circumspect) supporter of a political 'status quo' 
underr pressure from grassroots uses of ICTs, asserts that there is a 

profoundd disruption of political life by apparatuses such as computer networks and the 
Internet,, not to mention the accelerated rhythms and speeds that inexorably accompany 
theirr introduction into society. With the growth of the Internet for example, the 
identifiablee and stabilizing body politic and its buttresses in civil society become 
unmoored,, the relation between deliberation and decision making is unhinged, and the 
veryy concept of the political is appropriated and out to work to service [interests] rather 
thann the interests of citizens... (Wilhelm 2000: 3-4, emphasis added) 

Onn the other hand, the second ponders on (he possibility for change in the light of the 
strategicc operations of (colonial and local) power past and present This interlocutorr does not 
extrapolatee the political economic - or technological - issues from the social, cultural or 
psychologicall complexity of life in postcolonial / democratic societies such as Tonga. 
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Whatt  does it mean to be a true/ful l Tongan? Would Tonga be Tonga' in the heart of it' s 
peoplee with a system other  than the one that is currently in place? Did the system which 
iss in place now destroy the original Tonga' mat existed before men? Is being Tongan a 
variablee or  evolutionary condition? Does all mis matter? Tongans in Tonga today still 
livee by many of the freedoms and restrictions imposed on mem by culture for 
centuriess Palangi ideals may have been adopted, but the system that was created in 
thee 1800's equally allowed the Tongan way of lif e and if s values to persist If a 
politicall  system (monarchy, democracy, constitutional monarchy etc) can be viewed as 
aa means to achieve a desired end, men the important question for  Tonga is Nvho has the 
rightright  to decide what is best for  Tonga', and having established mat *what do they want to 
achieve'.. A system mat is good for  "traditiona l Tongans' is a different thing from a 
systemm that is good for  anyone else in the world, whatever  their  high ideals might be. 

Ass for  us overseas, when are we constructively helping, and when are we not? I 
personallyy believe that all humans are equal whatever  their  circumstance. In the past I 
havee often found it difficul t livin g in Tonga because at face value anyway, the 
classificationn of Tongan society makes equality not always apparent. But that doesnt 
givee me much more than the right to simply express myself and respect another  persons 
rightt  to likewise do as they will . At the end of the day whatever  system Tongans in 
Tongaa choose for  themselves, I hope it continues to preserve the high level of 
tranquilit yy and contentment that has always been a part of Tongan living, even before 
thee palangi came, and much moreso than for  most other  societies in this world, whether 
democraticc or  not. I hope mat is something that is obvious to everyone concerned. 
(Jamie,, 12/09/98 ) 1 U 

Despitee their  local and historical specificity, these intense debates and the fact mat they 
aree occurring in cyberspace where incumbent power  elites and social conventions can be 
bypassedd (to a certain extent11S) intersect with issues around the rights and wrongs of (online) 
behaviourr  postcolonial and/or  online public spaces and places. When the disparate, albeit 
related,, Pacific Island communities (Morton 1996: 20-22) come together  in these open 
(cyber)spacess and places, theirr  everyday lives, experiences of discrimination and/or 
empowermentt  from inside and outside their  immediate surroundings, and their  ideals for  the 
futur ee start to mix and mingle in new ways. This wil l be made more clear  in the next chapter. 

1144 This is taken from a lengthy intervention in the even lengthier  thread, Weekfy Discussion Topic #51: 
DemocracyDemocracy in Tonga: Pro or Con? (no longer  on server). The follow-ups were roughly half for  and half 
againstt  It covered a period of nearly 3 weeks (7/09/98 - 25/09/98). Granted, the male posters 
outnumberedd the female. 
1155 Taholo Kami has found himself being pressed by representatives of the Tongan government authorities 
too reveal the whereabouts (by tracing the email address back to its source) of a 'known' pro-democracy 
agitatorr  participating in these debates. He did not - could not - oblige (Kami 2001: interview). 
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Figuree Eight: Postcolonial Bodies 
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Thee photo for this poster, advertising an exhibition held during the 1999 Holland 
Festival,, was taken in New Zealand by a Dutch photographer, Hans Neleman. It 
iss a contemporary example of the Maori moko  - facial tattoo 1. More and more 
Neww Zealand Maori men and women are having this ancient form of tattooing 
done.. The tattoo is permanent, and striking. Another level of (self) re-
presentationn operates when the moko is combined with the attire of the 'young 
urbann professional', as is the case in this shot. See Chapter Seven for more on 
thesee complex dynamics of chosen and acquired everyday embodiments. 

11 See Wendt (1999) on Samoan forms of body tattooing, and Teaiwa (1999) for a critical review of artistic 
(re)presentationss of (pre/post) colonial Polynesian women's bodies. See Figure One. 



CHAPTERR SEVEN - I DEFINE MY OWN IDENTITY 

Introductio n n 

Thee concept of race itself [is] inextricably woven out of the history of the conjunction 
off knowledge and power in European and Euro-American expansion and economic and 
sexuall exploitation of "marked" or "coloured" peoples. Race as a natural-technical 
objectt of knowledgee is fundamentally a category marking political power through 
locationn in 'nature'". (Haraway 1992:153) 

Thiss chapter deals with a set of threads that are preoccupied with self/group identity 
formationn and the physical and symbolic implications mese processes have for lived Hves . 
Theyy also comprise the bulk of message themes posted on these forums. As Taholo Kami, the 
founderr of the online Pacific Forum Kava Bowl, himself says; these online spaces and places 
aree creating a different sort of conversation about 'identity* especially for younger Tongans 
livingg in the USA, Australia, New Zealand who are "caught between identities but feel Tongan" 
(Kamii 2001: interview)3. A similar process is evident in the Kamehameha Roundtable 
discussionss as well as new and established relationships crystallise over time (Aiono 1999: 
interview).. But these discussions are not just about Identity* as an abstract totality based on the 
geostrategicc territory and political economic institutions of the Westphalian nation-state . As 
Chapterr Six shows, this sort of one-to-one correspondence between geographical location, 
politicall economic system and the various practices and 'exchanges of meaning' that constitute 
anyy 'Culture' or society (see Helu 1999a) is a contestable, historically constructed one. It can 
alsoo be highly problematic for generations growing up elsewhere. What is particularly at stake 
inn the discussions examined in this chapter (and already apparent in the preceding ones) is 
wheree and how, in the case of Tonga and Samoa, national / cultural 'identity' is spliced with 
'race'' / 'ethnicity*, and gender which is ever-present albeit in varying degrees. These aspects to 
•beingg Tongan/Samoan/Polynesian today impinge upon everyday life in Australia, New Zealand 
andd the USA with their respective socio-economic divisions around race/ethnicity and cultural 
difference.. The converse is also in operation. What is being held up to the magnifying glass in 
thesee discussions, and made openly available for others on the internet/www, is the intersection 
off Western/European colonial practices or meaning-making and knowledge production around 
thee axes of'race' - ethnicity - gender with Pacific Island cultural practices and beliefs (to wit, 
culturall identity) as perceived both in the islands and overseas. 

Whatt emerges is 'identity' as a composite and complex (renegotiation of cultural, 
racial/ethnicc and gendered practices and embodiments that have emerged from the 
aforementionedd gender-power relations of colonialism (Seth 1999, Ling 2001a, Mohanty 1997, 
Hardingg 1998b). When living and interacting in the west - in Salt Lake City Mormon 
communities,, suburban ghettos, Brisbane or Wellington nightclubs, (Kami 2001: interview), or 
chatting/postingg from Nukualofa, Apia, or all over Los Angeles County - everyday life for 
postcoloniall diasporas is permeated with the historical legacy of the rackdised sociocultural 
categorisationss of colonialism and their institutions of meaning-production (Haraway 1992, 
Ashcroftt et al 1998: 45-51,198-206, Hall 1996b) 5. 

22 My thanks to Alpona Dey, James Coleman, Twanna Hines, Taka Hosada, 'Alopi Latukefu, and Taholo 
Kamii for sharing with me some of their own personal experiences and perceptions of the issues raised in 
thesee threads and so contributing to this chapter. 
33 This does not discount a similar process for older, ex-pats. As one regular - an older woman resident in 
Neww York - told Taholo Kami herself in person; "you've given me a life online" (Kami, 2001, quoting 
Toutai,, a KB participant). On a more personal note, Kami found out only later mat this KB 'old-timer' 
(overr 50 and a regular participant) who had looked up Taholo and become close to him and his family 
whilstt they were all living in the USA, had died of cancer in 2000. 
44 This is not to say that the internet/www is not used in the cases of nationalistic movements to construct, 
encouragee or reproduce just this sort of monistic 'imagined community' of the nation-state (see Bakker 
2001,, Rupert 2000). Nor to deny where ICTs are challenging the nation-state's role as signifier of identity 
parpar excellence (Everard 2000). 
^^ Without pre-empting the discussions mat follow, a substantial thread in the KR in 2001 encapsulates 
howw this more abstract statement operates in quite *banar - everyday - ways. In this case, it is in terms of 
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Whatt this all amounts to is 'identity* tout court as a highly charged signifier for 
community,, reproducing or challenging the contemporary (neo)liberal world order (Ignatieff 
1999).. Neither essentialist nor ingenuous constructivist accounts of the race/ethnicity-gender-
classs dimensions to how (posfjcolonial inter/subjectivity emerges over time ('everyday) will 
suffice.. As Ling points out, this involves a complex process of 

....learning....learning [that] ensues in the aftermath of conquest and desire... Unfolding 
postcolonially,postcolonially, learning stems from the interstices of power, where Self and Other 
collide,, overlap, and contradict. Only the powerless encounter these interstices most 
painfully.. The powerful could afford to remain oblivious, at least temporarily....(Ling 
2001a:: 17, emphasis in original). 

Itt is this sort of'learning' that is evident, its interpersonal and structural parameters 
articulatedd in these threads most explicitly. At the heart of these debates are the outer - and inner 
-- limits of'race', 'ethnicity*, and 'culture' for postcolonial self/group identity formation. As such, 
thesee online conversations are particularly personal, /n/rocultural as much as they are 
intercultural;; as politically charged as they are emotionally laden. The broader meanings that are 
att stake is self/group identity in terms of'race' and Tolynesian'; in terms of how these relate to a 
respectivee cultural identification. The specific cultural practices (forming substantial threads in 
theirr own right) that pertain to this problematique for postcolonial diasporic everyday life are 
FF a'a Samoa (the 'Samoan Way*) and angafakatonga (the Tongan Way). What these are, 
whetherr they are being threatened, and if so how to 'preserve' them (Morton 1996: 257 - 265) 
aree interwoven with an exchange of multifarious meanings online. Their specificities are also 
comparedd to their similarities as different participants consider the meaning of identifying and 
unitingg as 'Polynesians' when living in a diasporic and disadvantaged context. 

Thiss chapter is divided into three parts. Parts One and Two comprise another pit-stop at 
thee hermeneutic schema in order to flesh out its pertinent aspects for these threads. These 
sectionss show the difference between the ways these online debates frame the issues - and 
compositionn - of'identity and those of western (academic) discourses. In this vein, Part One 
willl present one such example of how 'identity vis-a-vis ICTs is being framed at present in 
Europeann critical political commentary. My argument is that this is a representation of a certain 
'identity'' and a certain 'crisis', of the western (genetically male) middle-class subject/citizen. 
Allowingg for variations between these discourses in the USA and Western Europe, this is the 
predominantt representation under which these online articulations could easily be subsumed. To 
illustratee this standpoint and its lack of self-reflexivity, I shall be referring to a recent article by 
Dany-Robertt Dufour (2001). This article encapsulates an oft-published blind spot that critical 
westernn thought continues to cosset. Not because this way of formulating the issues is 
unsympatheticc to critiques of colonialism per se but rather because of the 'fear and loathing' it 
conjuress up. Basically it conflates grassroots, non-elite uses of the internet/www with the 
ideologicall and political economic apparatus of neoliberalism's 'pensee unique'6. This part ends 

unevenn educational resources for low-income 'ethnic minorities' in LA, high-school drop-out rates and 
identifyingg as either/or an American citizen and a Samoan. The thread, constituting 67 follow-ups, is 
entitledd Any Future US Political Clout for Pi's?? (eb, 12/03/01) at http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/ 
kamehameha2000-2/3190.html.. The main sub-thread begins when Bevo posts this follow-up to eb's plea 
forr getting more Pacific Islanders into Congress: 

II think that this is unhealthy for our country [the USA], this polarization. This viewpoint breaks 
everyonee up according to their ethnicity, and categorizes us not as an individual part as part of a 
group.. That means that all of my needs are the same as all Samoans and that all of my problems 
aree the same as all Samoans. This means that we should get a certain number of Congressman 
andd Senators according to our numbers. That we should get funding according to our numbers. 
Thiss is not right. Ifs not democratic and its unAmerican. (Bevo, 13/03/01,7 disagree, in reply to 
initiall post). 

Inn the debate that ensues, Bevo is taken to task for his standpoint; beginning with eb, the instigator of mis 
thread,, who asks pointedly; And I'm puzzled why Mr. Unique Individual frequents apofyforum....(eb, 
17/03/01,, in reply to Bevo). The tensions are encapsulated in this one message title-line. In any case the 
generall theme is picked up again a month later in a shorter thread entitled PI Summit (Dr Victor C. 
Thompson,, 29/04/01) at http://poh/cafe.coin/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/3804.html). 
66 This term - Totalitarian Thought (so to speak) - is used by Le Monde Diplomatique to denote neoliberal 
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withh a brief reprisal of de Certeau's critiqu e of eurocentric objectivism and universalism. 
Partt  Two deals with the recurring  problem of Western Social Science categories, which 

cannott  adequately capture the inter/subjective and practical intricacies of'identity* , 'ethnicity* , 
'gender*,, and 'culture' . These notions are couched in quite distinctive ways in these online 
debates.. Arguably, such terms defy tidy definition anyway let alone in terms of how they are 
beingg reconfigured in these scenarios. Nonetheless I shall present some working definitions -
'offlin ee delineations' - in order  to demarcate the philosophical and political terrain of these 
meaning-makingss and their  everyday referent points. This is not to presume a conceptual 
hierarchyy between these broad categories and the way theyy get articulated and deconstructed in 
thesee forums, but rather  to bring the tensions "t o a head in a fruitfu l manner"  (Adomo 1976:70). 

Partt  Three unpacks some substantial discussion threads according to how they 
(re)articulat ee identity formation m term of'race'-^u^icityHMlture-gende r  in different ways. 
Whatt  is particularl y strikin g about these conversations (already evident in Chapter  Five) is mat 
thesee online (re)articulations and their  concomitant lived lives and relationships belong to 
peoplee of 'mixed descent. The threads portray and compare physical characteristics quite 
explicitly .. Inner  thoughts and outer  pressures are juxtaposed with personal experiences and 
expectationss as well as with those of families and friends. The ante is upped even further  when 
theree is a direct dialogue with participants professing 'pure' descent or  unique cultural attributes. 
Thee territor y covered in terms of specific cultural practices is wide indeed so the latter  part of 
thee reconstruction wil l be episodic and fleeting; it wil l illustrat e the ways these broad concerns 
aree related to specific Pacific Island cultural practices, as seen when 'overseas' or  in the islands. 
Thee chapter  concludes with the discernable outlines of a postcolonial politics of representation 
beingg articulated by a Polynesian diaspora, many of whom have never  been to the islands in 
questionn and yet whose national / cultural identifications are neither  unitary nor  self-explanatory 
(Wardd 1999, Kami 2001; interview)7. These outlines emerge in threads where the once hotly 
contestedd term Tolynesian' gets put forward as an empowering postcolonial set of meanings, as 
aa (new) metaphor  for  solidarity and conscious (diasporic) (re)identification. As such its colonial 
pedigreee gets appropriated by younger  generations as they move way beyond the respective 
biologicall  and cultural determinism of these colonial categorisations for  Pacific Island societies. 

Partt One: Recitations of Identities 8 

Inn my whole entire experience as a Tongan citizen, the thought that i am a so-called 
Tongan-American,, never  crossed my mind. Simply, i identify myselfas Tongan with no 
Americann hyphenated from the back. This is something natural to me, and to have that 
Americann attached to being a Tongan, have somekind of nagative connatation. I dont 
knoww about the others but mat how I feel.. However, there is nothing personal against 
thisthis country, 'coz I benefit a whole lot from here *America*„th e land of milk and 
honey,, compared to a lif e back in the isle had I grown up in there. But as long as I know 
inn my heart, soul and mind that I am a Tongan-*  American*, or  what not, lif e is just the 
samee (Hakautapu, 9/03/98) 9 

Inn mis section a particular , western European representation of'identhy - or  '86101000? -
wil ll  be juxtaposed to online articulations like the one above. The former  depicts identity or 
subjectivityy in disarray, its nation-state foundations threatened in the neoliberal world order. 
Thiss view comes from bom Left critic s of neoliberal restructurin g and traditiona l conservatives 

economicc orthodoxy and its influence on political thought in general. See Bourdieu (1998). 
77 For  example: 

whenn I became an American citizen, I became an American, not a hyphenated American, 
althoughh we hyphenate ourselves for indentification. That does not mean however  mat I have to 
forgett  all those Tongan values mat I learned as a kid growing up in Tonga. I have added 
Americann values to my bag of values since then. (Teni, 12/03/98) 

inn Weekly Discussion Topic #31: For the Overseas Tongan, What Does 'Being Tongan'Mean? (KB 
Admin,, 9/03/98), KB, no longer  on server). 
**  This is a rendition of the notion of técits d'espace (de Certeau 1980:205). See Chapter  Three. 
99 in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #31: For the Overseas Tongan, What Does 'Being Tongan' Mean? 
(KBB Admin, 9/03/98, KB, no longer  on server). 
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(seee Rupert 2000), ftom both Marxist and non-Marxist circles and from both the continent, 
Greatt Britain and the USA. With shifts in the a priori  status of the nation-state, the 'rise of the 
informationn society* and power of market forces come struggles over how 'identity1 is perceived 
andd theorised. This in itself is not a bad thing to do, reassess the ontological and philosophical 
assumptionss of any given sociocultural context and history (Featherstone 1996). My point here 
iss that all these shifts are seen as negative, and moreover put down to technological changes for 
thee most part (Chapter Two). Forces of'globalisation', power shifts in the international-state 
system,, time-space compressions through ICTs, 'ethnic' conflicts and state 'disintegrations' are 
alll reduced to the effects of neoliberal economic dogma and political programmes. Whilst the 
latterr is certainly a good part of the equation, the former dynamics and processes cannot all be 
reducedd to it Least of all in terms of the 'postcolonial turn' or from a grassroots, non-elite 
conceptualisationn of political agency, and mobilisation. The upshot of all this sort of fatalistic 
reductionismm is a nostalgia for the Bretton-Woods, Fordist world order of yesteryear and a 
paralysiss of political organisation in die face of Big Business and neoliberal ideologues. The 
communicativee spaces and practices of non-commercial ICTs,, along with postcolonial 
sensibilitiess put this conflation of all sociocultural and/or technological change with 
neoliberalismm and the rather parochial political and sociocultural stance that accompanies it to 
task. . 

WhoseWhose  Identity  Crisis? 

I'mm not really sure what if I need any help, I think I would just like to know other 
people'ss perspective. Okay, Tm a New Zealand born full samoan. Yet throughout my 
lifee I have continuously felt out of place amongst my culture. I was too bright or too fia 
palagii [like westerners]. A lot of the time I would purposely disassociate myself from 
myy culture. I refused to speak the language and so I can't speak it at all, I dont believe 
inn most traditional customs regarding the female role in Samoan society and I find it 
reallyy hard relating to people of my own race anyway unless they've had the same 
childhoodd or interests as me. I mean, I am quick to defend my people if they are being 
unfairlyy discriminated and yet in the same breath I would put them down and point out a 
lott of negative aspects of the culture. I am 21 now and trying to assimilate myself into 
thee culture but I find it really difficult and frustrating, (tekken, 1/03/2001) 10 

Thiss is not to say that there are not problems, or crises as the above sample shows. 
Ratherr the question is whose identity is at stake, what are the issues, and for whom? 

Dany-Robertt Dufour in an article in Le Monde Diplomatique (February 2001:16-17) 
entitledd The Individual-Subject in Disarray' (Les désarrois de l'individu-sujet) laments the 
variouss symptoms of what he presents as the crisis being endured by the modern subject . 
Accordingg to this thesis, such disarray is being wrought as modernism mutates into the 'post
modern'' condition (see Harvey 1990) under the auspices of neoliberalism (Dufour 2001:2/7). 
Whilstt the critical stance vis-a-vis the social and economic effects of neoliberal strategies for a 
market-basedd 'new world order" are well taken (see Chapters One and Two), Dufour's 
conceptualisationn of where this interacts with 'subjectivity*, the human being in itself and in 
relationshiprelationship (2001: 3/7), is highly problematic; steeped as it is in eurocentric notions of the 
nuclearr patriarchal family and rationality. It is a good rendition, nevertheless, of a prevalent 
attitudee in intellectual critiques of individualism and consumerist societies, in Westernn Europe 
att least13. According to Dufour, the elimination of a certain sort of subjectivity ("destitution 
subjective")subjective") is directly related to subsequent forms of alienation and inequality (2001: 1/7) that 

100 identity- crisis, initial post at http://porycafe.eom/fsamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2932.h 
111 This article is also available online. Page numbers are taken from that version. 
122 'sujet, 'individu' is related to being a 'subjecf and 'citizen' in a geostrategic sense of the term.. 
133 To be fair, many continental critiques of neoliberalism see it as synonymous with the USA. There, 
individualismm and the achievement ethic is part and parcel of American 'culture' and its own post-colonial 
heritagee let alone of American-style capitalism and nationalism. American-style individualism is arguably 
aa large part of neoliberal privileging of market/consumer 'choice' for European eyes. However, this not 
onlyy overlooks critical quarters from within the USA (Chomsky being a high-profile exponent) but also 
championss of neoliberalism in the EU - most of whom are holding political office in the core states. 
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arisee from this descent into post-modernity. The latter is synonymous with neoliberalism. 
Butt what exactly is being lost as modernity is shattered (the less than positive effects of 

itss first cousin industrialisation and colonialism notwithstanding)? It is an Individual - Subject 
("individu-sujet")("individu-sujet") that is disappearing, It is disappearing because it has lost its once sovereign 
•Other».. And what exactly is this missing Other? It is several things; the (by now threatened) 
modernistt nation-state, the father figure, religious belief/morals, state education. 'Civilisation', 
andd its 'reality principle' in short is in disarray (with little awareness of how Freud was 
critiquingg western civilisation when developing his psychoanalytical theory of subjectivity). 
Thiss 'other' that the modern subject - 'self - cannot do without is not understood, or lamented in 
aa critical or self-reflexive sense by Dufour. It is certainly not the 'absent 00161* that concerned de 
Certeauu (see Ahearne 1995), made absent in the aforementioned rationalist paradigms and 
institutionss by virtue of being actively excluded by the powers that be. Nor is it the 
female/feminisedd subaltern 'other1 observed by Simone de Beauvoir (1972) when critiquing a 
dominatingg androcentrism that can only exist by virtue of denying women their own 
multifariouss histories, subjectivities and agency. And it is certainly not the 'exotic', non-western 
'other** whose particular inter/subjectivity, language, cosmologies and knowledge is subsumed 
underr western scientific rationalities (Fabian 1983) in order to be researched, reconquered, and 
therebyy Tcnown'. 

No,, it is the demise of a European, masculine and elite subject-individual and his (sic) 
agencyy that is yearned for by Dufour, who is the victim par excellence of sociocultural and 
politicall economic change. This Self and his relationship - need and desire - for the Other (Ling 
2001a)) is the patriarchal, bourgeois, middle European he-subject who wrote the history books 
andd continues to call the shots in intellectual circles (see Ling 2001b, Godzich 1996, Haraway 
1997,, Peterson & Runyan 1999). It is his crisis that is being presented in what would otherwise 
bee an interesting reflection on the psychopathology of everyday neoliberalism and its ethical 
implicationss (Benhabib 1987). For Dufour, however, the critical, albeit neurotic subjectivity) of 
modernityy (Dufour 2001:4/7) is being replaced by a schizophrenic (psychotic) non-
differentiatedd (thereby non-critical) subjectivity of 'postmodernity' (2001: 5-6/7). Whence the 
malaisee of contemporary society and geopolitics that is listed separately with the title 'Signs of 
Crisis'.. Everything novel is in mere and we are all doomed (see Harvey 1990). 

Andd what characterises this change, this schism in the familiar landscape of modernity 
(2001:5/7)?? For Dufour, it is the "postmodern condition'. This conclusion, or rather starting point 
forr examining contemporary inter/subjectivity involves a massive reduction of complex cultural 
andd political economic events, to put it lightly (see Huyssen 1990, Nicholson 1990). Apart from 
thee hasty conflation of all things neoliberal to all changes in 'subjectivity' and from there all that 
iss not good to how 'modernism' is suffering (as a metaphor, and as a political and economic 
organisationall rationale or condition) Dufour then lumps all technological and social change 
intoo this identity crisis of a (heterocentric) western masculinity; another abstraction in itself 
(Davies2001). . 

Thee gist of Dufour's argument is that 'market forces 'are a poor second to the 
(necessary)) 'Other' of the representative institutions, religious morality, centralised education 
systemss of the Westphalian nation-state. This may well be, but the subjectivity) that is under 
siegee here is a romanticised one at best and an ethno/androcentric, culturally elitist at worst 
(Chapterr Three). It knows no historical or social permutations. Unlike the various renditions of 
itss 'other* that Dufour shows emerging throughout history (2001:3/7), this subjectivity) remains 
fixedd in time and space. It is both sign and referent (Hawkes 1997:130-133, Williamson 1978). 
Fromm this transcendental standpoint (how could it be any other?) Dufour then goes on to defend 
'modernity'»» instrumental reason (the only form of critical thought imaginable) and the neurosis 
off its 'everyday unhappiness' in the face of all manner of change. The argument then goes on to 
disassociatee this subjectivity) from its historical and political (colonialist) context (2001:2/7) 
andd project its ethno/androcentric sense of crisis onto all peoples, all societies. 

Thiss is an all too familiar tendency for eurocentric modes of thought and analysis, as 
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postcoloniall critiques have argued (Moore-Gilbert et al 1997, Ling 2001a, Hall 1996b, Seth 
1999,, Mohanty 1997). Without getting too bogged down in feminist and postcolonial critiques 
off many precepts of western political philosophy, this grieving over the loss of a monistic, 
geostrategicallyy fixed and dis-engendered 'individual' has already been extensively 
problematisedd and even from within Freudian and Lacanian Psychoanalysis (Mitchell 1975, 
Butlerr 1990) Dufour draws upon. Critical and Feminist theories (Leonard 1990, Nicholson 
1992,, Benhabib & Cornell 1987) have more to say about this than his inferences would imply. 
Moreover,, the lumping of all 'postmodernist' critiques of western ethnocentrism (Nicholson et al 
1990,, Huyssen 1990, Carver 1998, Der Derian et al 1995) into the same 'sin-bin' of (neo)liberal 
economicc restructuring and technoscience (Haraway 1997) ignores many other sorts of political 
thoughtt and sociocultural expression - and the tensions therein . Such laments and 
accompanyingg beatification of the already troubling subjectivity of modernity, belies the 
colonialist,, eurocentric, and gendered undertones of this individual and 'his' (sic) expansionist 
colonialistt project in the first place (Moore-Gilbert, Stanton & Maley 1997, Ashcroft, Griffiths 
&& Tiffin 1998, Bal 1999, Ortner 1996)M. 

Granted,, there are things going on in terms of how self-to-others relationships are 
construedd and lived these days and many are related to new(er) ICTs (Kami 2001: interview). 
Choicess being made or forces resisted, either by default (as in the quote at the beginning of this 
section)) or through power being exerted by the dominant culture or political economic ideology, 
changess being brought about by strategic applications and uses of new(er) ICTs in particular, 
andd challenges from within to the existential priority of the nation-state as the 'imagined 
community11 par excellence. But what these entail in terms of a postcolonial era are a lot more 
complexx than the loss of geocentric or symbolic anchoring for die bourgeois neurotic 'self so 
welll analysed by Freud (see Mitchell 1975). As I have noted, this subject and his relationship 
withh others has a lot to answer for. Be that as it may, this article, written as it is in 2001 and with 
fulll use of the word-processing and type-setting capabilities of new(er) ICTs, I am sure, 
highlightss the chasm between western (European/American) sensibilities and 'non-western' ones 
vis-a-viss the stresses and strains of contemporary times. It also reproduces the eurocentric 
technologicall determinism critiqued in earlier chapters and articulates an appalling lack of 
(self)reflexivityy and awareness of the complexity of contemporary sociocultural and historical 
issuess and their contexts. 

Thee upshot for diasporic generations growing up in and between this sort of terminal 
'objectivitis',, is that this very crisis - so construed - becomes theirs15. They have to wear it in a 
veryy real sense of the term. Moreover there is a generation gap opening up in how 'identity1 

issuess are being conceptualised, ones that are spliced with gender-race-class dimensions that 
harkk back and project forwards as policy-makers and institutions dig their heels in against 
'ethnic'' threats or 'postmodernism'. As the discussions so far show, I contend, and the ones to 
followw will further substantiate, a 'critical space' is not the solee property - or prerogative for that 
matterr - of the western, liberal, male 'subject' (Benhabib & Cornell 1987). Neither is an 
awarenesss that the world is not a particularly safe or easy place to live these days, that the 
neoliberall ethos of consumerism creates 'new inequalities' and can be as expansionist as its 
enlightenmentt / industrialised forbears. As for what the problems are and ways to deal with 
these,, there are many other responses than the few hasty ones laid out by Dufour in his 
conclusionn (2001:7/7). 

Thiss discursive and philosophical detour was taken to show how even critical views on 
thee impacts of neoliberal global restructuring still engage in cognitive and conceptual 'othering' 
thatt arises from its position of relative privilege (Peterson & Runyan 1999: 46-47). Self-
reflexivityy needs to cut both ways if it has to have any political import (see Leonard 1990) even 
thoughh it is not always intellectually comfortable (Coleman 2000, Hall 1996a). The various 
stagess in consciousness and then active resistance to the intellectual and material appropriations 
off how identity formation operates is at the heart of these online (re)articulations. They link how 
diasporass really see themselves vis-a-vis their place in die fixed categories - im/migrants, 

144 For instance, "in order that I be here, the other must in fact be there" (Dufour 2001:3/7), Conversely, by 
thee loss of the 'other*, Dufour is positing a loss of (him)self. 
133 Whilst, Pacific Island diasporas are concentrated around the Pacific Seaboard, this eurocentrism also 
pertainss to multicultural issues in the countries of the EU (Raes 1999, Péllérin 1996). 
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asylumm seekers, welfare beneficiaries, rappers - to which they are usually consigned by 
dominantt practices of inter/subjectivity that effectively deny the 'not-quite-like-us* their own 
voice.. A regular on the KR puts the gender-power relations embedded in these asymmetrical 
interactionss into perspective quite well; 

Havee we all become minions of the mainstream, shackled and riddled by shame of 
wheree we come from? We proclaim empathy for [those suffering] the racism of the 
mainlands,, but cant understand why there are racial conflicts among our own? We 
probablyy know more American / European histories than we can of our own.,, histories 
smatteredd with intolerance from riots to lynching to governmental politics, racial and 
societal,, and we accept that as a natural due course of •progress'. Yet. we cant even 
sparee a moment's reprieve to see our native cultures and look at it from INSIDE out.. 
(..,, 30/05/99) ,6 

IdentitiesIdentities  as Living  (Cybei)Spaces 

Bringingg all this back into the internet/www frame, and allowing it to be an 
unproblematicc space/place for a moment17, how does its spatial practices let (us into how) 
differentt people read and experience, react to and articulate the complexities of living in the 
worldd - or several worlds for that matter whether as an 'individual' and/or member of a 
community?? It does so by virtue of still being available, accessible and used by many different 
groups,, by active production, writing/reading of the content and the traces these activities leave 
behind.. This is almost a truism but one that is also under pressure from processes of 
commodificationn pinpointed by Dufour. 

Reading,, observing or dealing with experiences and references that are not immediately 
identifiablee with one's own means recognising how they are grounded in differently lived lives, 
differentt permutations of class-race-gender (see Haraway 1992, Collins 1997). For example, in 
aa follow-up to the call-for-help cited above, one interlocutor has dtis to say; 

II totally feel you. I agree. I am going through the same phase you are but the only 
differencee is I was raised an American (born and raised). I as well, get picked on around 
byy other samoans because I dont know the language, and because I dont act "samoan." 
WhateverWhatever that means, I think you should be comfortable with who you are, and you 
dontt need to please anybody else, and you're better off that way.. Yeah, there will 
alwayss be those samoans insulting you, but hey...I look at it, because they see 
somethingg their not use to, they decide to get really negative, and not accept people for 
whoo they are instead. The way I deal withh it, is that I just practically ignore them, 
becausee if they cant accept me for who I am, or what I believe in, than they'll just have 
too live with it (feel the same way, 11/03/01, emphasis added)l§ 

Inn an online scenario such as this, material situations are articulated and enacted. So are 
thoughtss and emotions, on a level of intimacy and openness all too unfamiliar to many 
conceptuall and methodological paradigms. How 'identity1 is unpacked and aired in these 
interactionss cannot be abstracted from the larger gender-power relations impinging upon them, 
relationss that are spliced with gender-ethnicity/race-culture as both signifiers and 
conceptualisationn of difference and separation, similarity and recognition (Wendt 1999). They 
encapsulatee spaces for both 'new ethnicities' (Hall 1996a) and new(er) essentialisms (Hau'ofa 
1987),, both online and offline. From an academic point of view, mindful of the penchant there 
too categorise and tie up loose ends in the quest for ultimate clarity, Bronwen Douglas notes how 
shee is 

unhappyy with representations of indigenous personhood as categorically non-Western' 

166 Those Pre-Colonial Villages, in reply to Samoan Snobbery or Just the Way it is?? (Jade 27/05/99), 
initiall post, KR, no longer on server). See Chapter Five for more on these 'inside-out* dynamics. 
177 Ass the earlier chapters indicate, this study is not an arguing from a naive optimist's view of ICTs. 
""  You Have a Point, in reply to identity-crisis, posted by tekken, at 
http://polycafe.coin/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/31433 .html 
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orr non-modem. Conflation of modernity with 'westernisation' and individualism denies 
contemporaneityy to present people.... literally configured as archaic or backward... I 
preferr messy dialectics to tidy dichotomy, the particular and the ordinary to the 
encompassing.... Yet I do not deny the need to explore differences and contrasts within 
ass well as between cultures...analogy implies difference as well as similarity; contrast 
doess not require dichotomy" (Douglas, forthcoming; 3) 

Thesee discussions bear this point out. For it is not an either/or but a dynamic in-
between-bothh 19 that is constituted by an everyday, grassroots braconnage (de Certeau 1980) 
thatt arises from all too material, political and social implications for the 'one' vis-a-vis the 'other* 
howeverr these may be construed in academic discourses. 

Thesee threads - indeed all, but these ones in particular - are literal traces of everyday 
identities-identificationss in that they are material textual practices online and offline that 
traversee the inter/subjective terrain of self / group identity formation lying between any either / 
orr for diasporic communities and people of mixed heritage, whether in an urban / diasporic 
setting,, in the islands, or on the internet/www. In contrast to Dufour's rendition of the self-to-
non-selff (other) tension, de Certeau would note that this 'problem' or 'crisis' (1986f: 225 passim) 
arisess when two things are not permitted'to exist in the same place, at the same time. In western 
Cartesiann understandings of inter/subjectivity, there is a flight from fluidity and mobility, fear of 
ambiguityy in the (stag)hunt for stability and universality. For de Certeau and, I would argue, 
manyy postcolonial frameworks, the politics of subjectivity and also how it is represented can be 
understoodd as follows: 

AuAu depart, entre espace et lieu, je pose wie distinction qui délimitera un champ. Est un 
lieulieu 1'ordre (quel que soit) selon lequel des elements sont distribués dans les rapports 
dede coexistence. Sy trouve done exclue la possibilité, pour deux chases, d'etre a la même 
place.place. H implique une indication de stabilité. Hy a espace des qu'onprenden 
considerationconsideration des vecteurs de direction, des quantités de vitesse et la variable du temps. 
L'espaceL'espace est un croisement de mobiles....L'espace serait au lieu ce que devient le mot 
quandquand il  estparlé, e'est-a-dire quand il  est saisi dans l'ambiguïté d'une effectuation, 
muémué en un terme relevant de multiples conventions, posé comme l'acte d'un présent (ou 
d'und'un temps), et modifiépar les transformations dues a des voisinages successifs... En 
somme,somme, Vespace est un lieu pratique, (de Certeau 1980:208, emphasis in the original) x 

Whatt de Certeau is basically getting at is the difference between the fixity of'a' place ( 
too wit, 'a' culture, 'an' identity) and the fluidity of the physical and communicative spaces 
delimitedd by the multifarious practices of everyday life. These are created and negotiated -
traversedd - by people who live with and talk to each other, for better or worse. In short, whether 
ann urban cityscape or an internet (cyber)space, these spaces and their constituent practices do 
nott come to life, have no materiality until they are inhabited, by people, pedestrians and 
interlocutors,, readers and writers. They are, thereby, not a priori  fixed in a physical sense as is 
thee case with the notion of the nation-state and the security dilemma of its national or political-
economicc integrity (see Dufour 2001, Everard 1999). 

Havingg said that, I would not want to push de Certeau's distinction between place and 
spacee too far (see Harvey 1993). He is, after all, positing this distinction within a broader 

199 Ling (2001a) theorises this more complex notion of west/non-west interactions vis-a-vis IR/IPE theory 
-- method by the term 'interstitial'. I would stress the practices that constitute such postcolonial interstitial 
spaces,, many of which are currently in-the-making through these uses of ICTs. 

"Att the outset I shall make a distinction between space (espace) and place (lieu) mat delimits a field. A 
placee (lieu) is the order (of whatever kind) in accordance with which the elements are distributed in 
relationshipss of coexistence. It thus excludes the possibility of two things being in the same location 
(place)(place)........ It implies an indication of stability. A space exists when one takes into consideration vectors of 
direction,, velocities, and time variables. Thus space is composed of intersections of mobile elements 
spacee is like the word when it is spoken, mat is, when it is caught in the ambiguity of the actualisation, 
transformedd into a term dependent upon many different conventions, situated as the act of a present (or of 
aa time), and modified by the transformations caused by successive contexts—In short, space is a 
practisedpractised place. " (1984:117) 
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politicall and epistemological critique. Even as an online community is formed - fixed - by virtue 
off its website becoming a frequented and recognisable place to go on the www, and the very 
physicall and digital architectures of the internet/www that underpin this, it becomes so only by 
virtuee of the textual/ spatial/ interpersonal practices, the respective hardware and software that 
inhabit,, circumscribe and constitute it (Chapter Nine). Like cityscapes, a website, forum, live 
chatt line has to be inhabited for it to be alive, and there are plenty of'dead' places on the 
internet/wwww (Becker 2001). In the case of these online discussions and the spaces created by 
them,, fluidity, mobility of thought and expression are not shunned in order to pin down fixed 
categories.. Quite the opposite. Access to these 'public' forums have largely remained open, 
despitee technical, organisational and political pressures. Staving there and participating, being 
seenn as a 'member' does involve certain stipulations and obligations, relates to specific online 
•,,,,,, -I .uumAwiinii' tUat /touol/vn nv«r timet isttet Chanter Riohtl Interactions that deal exolicitlv morztii cwOiiviiiivS mtu uvTctuy VTW umv ^9«v x̂ xtaj#t*« »*£**«ƒ. «****««***«««« ***••» *•**••• *>**f «•̂ •••̂ ' 
withh 'identity formation' as a 'racialised'-ethnic-cultural issue for postcolonial diasporas and 
thosee living "back in the islands' show this 'fluid tension' between fixed places (and assumptions) 
andd 'mobile intersections' very much in operation. 

Partt Two: Delineations for the Onlooker 

..thee socially constructed nature of race doesn't mean that our understanding of race and 
raciall categories isn't somehow real or that it doesn't have real effects: quite the 
contrary,, those categories do exist and that have tangible (and all too often deadly) 
effectss on the ways that people are able to live their lives. What it does mean, however, 
iss that tiie systems of racial categorisation that permeate our world are derived from 
culture,, not nature. (Kolko, Nakamura & Rodman 2000:2, emphasis in the original) 

Thiss quote sums up quite well the conceptual terrain, from an academic point of view, 
forr the discussion threads reconstructed in Part Three; the meaning of %XMX? and/or 'ethnicity 
vis-a-viss any particular 'culture'; how these pertain to biological attributes - 'nature' - or 
environmentall factors - 'nurture'. Riding on these online/offline peregrinations are all the 
ideologicall twists and turns taken in the academy, politics, science and technology in the 19th -
20thh centuries (see Haraway 1992). It is arguably the main preoccupations of all the discussions 
throughoutt the lifespan of the Polynesian Cafe and Kava Bowl Discussion Forums. Coming to 
thee fore in these particular debates are those of Pacific Island and other descent who are married 
intoo the various communities, and the children of such 'mixed marriages' - the second and third 
generations.. Regulars who we have already met using familiar 'nicknames' or new ones and 
somee newcomers 21 debate past and current meanings of being "Polynesian' (as a distinct Pacific 
Islandd grouping), Tongan or Samoan (in and of themselves and as derivatives of Tolynesia*) in a 
postcoloniall and diasporic setting. What are the implications for future generations. More 
importantlyy perhaps for these groups, what does any of this mean if one comes from a mix of 
heritages,, cultures, 'races'? Having said that,, however, the next quote is one of many, more 
light-heartedd responses to what is a highly politicised and mediatised issue (Hall 1996a, 1996b, 
Kolkoo etal 2000: 1-3). 

althoughh I prefer banana or strawberry Polys myself. I once had a watermelon Poly 
butt she had too many seeds, ha ha ha... Meilakepa. Coconut Poly (Hard on the outside, 
softt on the inside- and sometimes flaky).... (Meilakepa, 29/09/00) n 

Thee flip-side (to which Meilakepa is responding) of these celebrations of'racial' 
differencee and particularity for these groups is a conscious politics - and fear of- 'new 
essentialisms'.. These distinctions and their different political standpoints (Hall 19996a) gets 

211 Regular posters already encountered are Meilakepa (who also posts as Phil Tukia - see Chapter Six), 
Sandy,, Sweet Siren, New Kid, Dot, Aphrodite, Gina. Ally. Taken as whole, one poster has many views, 
andd so contributes in different ways to different threads Others have changed nicknames along the way 
whilstt others have brought newcomers online. 
2211 agree too.. in reply to Well said and i agree with you... posted by Aphrodite, in I wish there were 
highschools,highschools, middle and elementary schools strictly for Polynesians thread (27/09/00) at 
http://polycafexom/kamehameha/kamebameba2000-2/849.html l 
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elidedd in this day and age where all civil wars and sub-national armed struggles and violence are 
presentedd as 'ethnic' conflicts pure and simple and post-Cold War regimes exercise their own 
cultural/religious/nationall 'muscle' to the (neo)liberal western powers. Meanwhile, 
institutionalisedd and incipient forms of discrimination and exclusion based on skin colour, 
economicc deprivation/ghettoisation persist in the USA, Australia, New Zealand. Biological 
deterministt assumptions about the 'racial' and/or genetic composition of both 'anti-social' and 
'desirable'' physical attributes become enmeshed in the power struggles over ownership and 
controll of the human organism (Haraway 1997). In short, biological determinism is alive and 
well.. In these forums, not only are the political and social sensibilities of'racial' and/or cultural 
'purity'' vis-a-vis mixed blood/cultural heritage M confronted and complained about explicitly in 
thesee discussions but so also are the very categories through which these are circulated and 
usuallyy understood in everyday and/or academic parlance, in general and for the South Pacific 
Islandss in particular 24. In addition, political movements for indigenous rights and local 
sovereigntyy politics in the South Pacific (Chapter Six) play their own politicising and 
essentialisingg role in these debates. Spinning off from these concerns are discussions about the 
visuall cues, physical / cultural stereotypes and assumptions by which participants experience 
discrimination,, isolation and alienation as everyday embodiments. This can come from beyond 
Samoann and/or Tongan communities but also from within, from their own "peeps" [people]. 

OfflineOffline  Renditions 

Beforee examining how these contentious terms (and the everyday gender-power 
relationss they bespeak) are articulated by participants online and for their own particular 
postcoloniall diasporic contexts, it would not hurt to delineate them as 'offline renditions' of the 
problematique.. The main point here is that identity, race/ethnicity, culture are not monisms for 
people e 

aree all more complicated beings than these unitary labels would suggest and our 
experiencess of being gendered.... vary along dimensions of race, class, nationality, 
ethnicity,, sexuality and so on. All these identities with which we are labelled ... are 
sociall constructs mat are created, given meaning, and reproduced by the differing, yet 
interlocking,, systems of power in which we are embedded. (Peterson & Runyan 
1999:175). . 

Thatt being so, "the social and psychological interpretations of physical differences among 
peoplee - interpretations that are used to organize people hierarchically all over the world" (ibid) 
havee quite tangible manifestations and effects for differently located women and men, as 
individualss and groups or communities (Collins 1992). In the case off the South Pacific groups 
onlinee and the various communities whence they come, 'race' is just as problematic when 
positedd simply as semantics (Kolko et al 2000:4) or biology (Hall 1996a:444). The arguments 
thatt ensue underline, ignore and challenge the 

recognitionn that the central issues of race always appear historically in articulation, in a 
formation,, with other categories and divisions that are constantly crossed and recrossed 
byy the categories of class, of gender and ethnicity. (Hall 1996a:444). 

Butt what does the latter term - edmicity - entail? As with the distinction between 'sex' 

233 In Samoan, the term is 'afakasf and the English translation used is "half-caste'. Fiepalangi and faka 
palangipalangi are somewhat pejorative terms in Samoan and Tongan respectively for those who are seen to be 
takingg up western/European ways and graces; identifying too strongly with the oppressor as some put it. 
Thiss gives rise to initial posts such as DOES THE FAKA-PALANGI ATTITUDE DESERVE TO BE 
CRITICISED?CRITICISED? (MVP, 13/11/99, initial post, KB, no longer on server). See Chapter Five for the gendered 
nuancess to mis. 
244 See also a witty posting from 1999 on How To Tell if You Are Samoan, posted by Thoughts (22/05/99, 
KR,, no longer on server) which confronts some well-known racial stereotypes oflslanders', in New 
Zealandd and Australia at least, with a full-frontal smile - or' cvberwink'. See also Hau'ofa's Tales of the 
TikongsTikongs (1983). 
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andd 'gender1, 

thee term ethnicity acknowledges the place of history, language and culture in die 
constructionn of subjectivity and identity, as well as the fact that all discourse is placed, 
positioned,, situated, and all knowledge is contextual. (Hall 1996a: 446) 

Concomitantt processes of'racial' / ethnic, sexual, and by implication, cultural identification are 
'deeplyy ambivalenf (Hall 1996a: 445). For this reason, 

culturee is pervasively politicised on every front and every ground.... culture is neither 
thee 'authentic' practice of the 'people' not simply a means of'manipulation' by 
capitalism,, but the site of active local struggle, everyday and anywhere. 
(Chenn 1996:312) 

Thee 'exchange of meanings' entailed - the way these get frozen in time and place to 
createe inequality and exclusion at and through any combination of these axes for 
inter/subjectivityy - and how these are 'captured' in research and analysis needs to recognise these 
deepp ambiguities in both the concepts themselves (Bal 1999) and practices of everyday life. 
Evenn moreso when coming from a relatively privileged position (Ling 2001a: 15). As I have 
arguedd in the previous section, denying this sort of ambiguity for one's own 'identity crisis' and 
thenn projecting it on an abstract 'other1, reproduces the cultural parochialism being challenged 
byy postcolonial theory (Ashcroft et al 1998, Moore-Gilbert et al 1997, Seth 1999, Ling 2001b). 
Thee threads examined here, and those of previous chapters, confront these ambiguities, the 
essentialisms,, and the parochialisms they throw up head-on as they contest them "on the 
ground"" (Chen 1996:312) in cyberspace 2$. Race / ethnicity / gender and where they pertain to 
'culture'' are highly 'mobile' sets of meanings and socioculturaL, political economic (dislocation 
2626.. Their definitional slipperiness is precisely what is in play in these debates and the lived lives 
theyy articulate. At the same time, the structural gender-power relations mat constitute all manner 
off discrimination and exclusion are also evident in these traversals. What these discussions are 
wrestlingg with is how race/ethnicity get conflated with culture and die latter operates as a 
euphemismm for racialised categories (Gilroy in Golyardi & Hilhorst 2001: 5R). Without 
wantingg to pre-empt these online articulations of these issues, the 'identity politics' at stake for 
thesee communities is along the lines of what Paul Gilroy ironically calls 

aa solidarity not based on where you come from, on your roots, but on where you are 
heading,, your routes, (de Volkskrant 7/04/04: 5R). 

OnlineOnline  Renditions 

Inn the debates reconstructed thus far, what constitutes cultural / racial / ethnic 'identity* 
ass such are sub-texts rather than disaggregated in themselves 27. Moreover, they are spliced with 
discussionss on politics, (homo)sexuality, religion, and so on2S. But the set of threads examined 

255 Not only are diasporic generations partaking of western forms of questions of "who am T but these 
questionss are laden with racial/ethnic overtones in situations of discrimination. Tongan onlookers 
considerr this the impact of living in the West and being confronted for the first time with power 
differentialss and exclusion based on how one is identified - stereotyped - by dominant society (Kami 
2001:: interview, Helu 1999: interview). 
266 For example: a poster called Lillian talks about her "race/culture/ethnichy" (17/09/98) in Weekly 
DiscussionDiscussion Topic #52: Poly Violence...Heritage or Hate? posted by KB Admin (14/09/98, no longer  on 
server) ) 
277 By this, I mean to say that race-ethnicity-culture are not the initial poster's main concern although as the 
previouss reconstructions show, they do operate, are referred to and argued about during the course of a 
discussion,, for example, on sex-gender roles for Samoan/Tongan women or the rights and wrongs of 
royall privilege and executive power in Tonga. 
288 As I have said, mis is a whole category in itself not tackled in this. The same goes for the huge threads 
onn (homo)sexuality where religious views play a large role in supporting the somewhat less man 
accommodatingg attitudes expressed mere. 
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inn this chapter literally begin with race-ethnicity-culture, both personal and communal, as the 
centrall problematic. They set out to discuss and re-read what these entail in postcolonial and 
diasporicc settings. In the process, how they operate - as demographic categorisations, in 
argumentss about biological destiny or historical and social processes, in cultural politics, group 
affiliationn or ethics - are thoroughly deconstructed. 

Usingg these online forums as empowering spaces in which to do this (Kami 2001: 
interview,, Aiono 1999: interview), participants examine how 'race*, 'ethnicity' and 'culture' 
are/aree not biologically or historically determined. They argue about whether these categories 
are/aree not fixed or negotiable for 'being' and living as a Polynesian / Tongan / Samoan / 
Mixture.. Whether such categories are even useful is also a axis for much debate and a variety of 
politicall standpoints. People also share with each other some of the everyday tactics employed 
too deal with ingrained and institutionalised, hence 'strategic' (Chapter Three) intolerance and 
exclusion,, indicate some of the stresses and strains, coping mechanisms and conscious 
celebrationss used when encountering both intracultural and intercultural stigmatisation or 
confusion.. In the process they identify themselves, their siblings and their children by skin, eye 
andd hair colour, said culture and lineage/ancestry and dual or singular nationalities. For those 
whoo come online to posit purist / racialised hierarchies, their interlocutors show where and how 
suchh 'neo-traditionalisf attitudes (Hau'ofa 1987, Flanagan 1998) are to be put in their place, 
whichh value systems or ethics are at stake, indeed what any cultural-ethnic-racial categories or 
physicall characteristics are supposed to represent in the first place29. The upshot is that 'race' -
howeverr understood and (re)articulated here - is very visible and tangible in nominally non-
corporeall online textual practices (see Kolko et al 2000, Turkle 1996). It is an explicit criteria 
forr participating indeed even as it is reconstructed in the process of discussion, engagement and 
(dis)agreement.. As the threads wend on and the arguments unfurl, the everyday politics of all 
thiss is articulated in terms of whether any of this actually matters for getting through life in 
variouss locations, and their respective 'oppressions] du présent'. And if it does, where it 
counts,, for whom and on whose terms. 

Ass for the specific personal conundrums being presented online, these pivot around 
questionss like What am I / Who are we? What is(are) my / our heritages)? What is (my/our) 
culturee and where do I fit into it? How many cultures do I/we honour? Where do environment 
andd upbringing diverge or converge with 'natural' traits like skin/eye/hair colour, physique, 
"blood'?? How dynamic are Tongan or Samoan cultural practices anyway let alone when living 
elsewhere,, or being married to and having children with someone from the Pacific Islands ? 
Whatt does, or should the generic term Tolynesian' mean anyway and moreover in diaspora ? 
(Flanagann 1998)31. These sorts of questionings are particular to living in societies like the USA 
wheree cultural heterogeneity and conflicts crisscross (American) individualism's preoccupations 
withh the question "what/who am I?". Many Tongans at least, who have spent parts of their lives 
inn the Pacific Islands, attest to never having asked themselves this question until taking up 
residencee in the west (Kami 2001; interview). When racism is added to the mix, these questions 
becomee more disturbing (Helu 1999; interview). Nonetheless, whatever answers or solutions are 
posted,, being and living with more-than-one-culture is considered for its strengths rather than its 

299 For example: Fake Polynesians posted by 100% (2/02/01) at 
http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2^477.httnll and When applying for college, my 
buddybuddy put that she was Samoan.. .whereas she's only 1/8 and 7/8spalangi —does anybody see 
anythinganything wrong with that, posted by kavabine (30/09/00) at 
http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/869.html.. See also Any Future US Political Clout 
forPFs??forPFs?? (eb, 12/03/01, initial post, KR, at http://polycafe.com/bimehameha/kamehameha2000-
2/3190.html) ) 
300 See message titles like What is the Tongan Way? posted by John Michel (20/04/99, THA, no longer on 
server)) or Tongan Way, on its way out (Christian, 4/09/99 at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/48340.html).. See also Fa'a Samoa (Trish, 12/11/00 at 
ht̂ ://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kameliameha2000-2/1552Jimil)) which is actually about domestic 
violence.. Gender-power relations of another sort and their (possible) relation to ethnicity/cultural 
practicess being inseparable in this case (see also Morton 1996:1-3). 
f ll See DO ALL MAORIS CONSIDER THEMSELVES POLYNESIAN? (haka, 28/09/00 at 
http://www.porycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/822.html).. Why is Pacific Islander and Asian 
alwaysalways lumped together - hence Asian-Pacific Islander, shouldn't Pacific Islander be its own category??? 
(Dontt you all agree, 30/06/00, KR, no longer on server). 
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weaknessess in die majorit y of these debates, especially for  those of mixed parentage. The same 
goess for  those who profess to enjoying their  lives in me USA, New Zealand or  where-ever  even 
ass they acknowledge the material and emotional difficultie s involved. 

Butt  what happens when one does not fit  visual or  physical stereotypes, behavioural or 
linguisticc norms, or  does not conform to the rigid  either/or  of cultural-ethnic-racial categories in 
thee host society or  sociocultural mores from within one's extended family or  base community? 
Orr  when one is ignorant of these?32. Al l these questions are dealt with and debated, 
painstakinglyy at times and less tolerantly at others33. The upshot is that the issues being put into 
debatee here are infused, as always, with both personal and 'international '  politics (Chapters Five 
andd Six). This is why they operate intimately with the other  discussions on the meanings and 
practicess of gendered and political inter/subjectivity . So as a prelude to unpacking these threads 
inn turn, I would stress mat they are a key element to the complex postcolonial group/self 
identificationss that being worked at and written out in these forums. 

Forr  the onlooker  into these conversations post facto (see Fabian 1983), the emergent 
postcolonialpostcolonial politics of representation at stake here are contemporary meanings of 
(self)consciouss 'racialVethnic/cultura l identification from within , seen from the ground-up and 
ass mis is endured. These are three, not inconsequential, preoccupations for  any of the critical 
Sociall  Sciences at present, IR/IPE included. As I have already said, these traversals around race-
ethnicityy and respective cultural practices are spliced with gender - being a wo/man, politics -
democraticc representation for  and by whom, and power relations - who calls the shots (whether 
thesee be online and offline). 

Ass for  the way participants choose to articulate them, these practices are constituted 
experientialfyexperientialfy - as life-paths and circumstances both positive and negative. They are also 
understoodd and challenged politically and economically under  conditions of institutional 
inclusion/exclusion,, solidarity, personal success or  disassociation 34. These online communities 
(re)articulat ee these aspects all too well. In that sense their  traversals are instructive for  those of 
'us''  who would apply 'our*  conceptual tools in the first and last instance to these recurrin g 
'mobile''  and fixed moments and the lives they constitute35. For  instance; 

Thee point is we shouldn't demand representation based on skin color. That is racist 
becausee inherent in mat thinkin g is that ALL people of a particular  race have the same 
needss and the same way of thinkin g on issues. It is not true. You cant bundle us up 
accordingg to skin color. We spent two hundred and some years getting away from that 
mindsett  (Bevo, 14/03/01) * 

Americaa is far  from being color  blind, and only those who live in [U]topia thinks that 
there'ss a level playing field, it is evident in the socio-economic difference in our  society. 
II  wish I did live in a color  blind society, but I do not. People still hire people that look 
lik ee them. (Sinafea, 14/03/01)37 

322 See identity-crisis at http /̂polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2932Jitml (parte of which 
aree interspersed in this chapter) and WHY DO THEY DISCRIMINATE  US? posted by blonde girl 
(25/01/00,, KR,, no longer  on server). 
333 See ƒ dislike the term Polynesian, posted by Alojah (25/11/00) at 
http /̂polycafe.convTcaniehameha/kamehamehaa 2000-2/1798Jitml and the mixture of responses to another 
threadd initiated by the same poster, / am a fairly large tongan female and what's up with everybody 
thinkm'thinkm'  I'm samoan?, posted by Alojah (24/11/00) at http /̂polycafe.com/kamehamcha/ 
kamehameha2000-2/1783.html.. For  more on the particular  online gender-power  relations of these online 
interactions,, see the next chapter. 
344 See Chapter  Five as regards the importance of education. Another  example can be seen in a thread 
entitledd Meilakepa, what's it like being a lawyer? (brown sugar, 22/01/01, KR, at 
http /̂porycafe.com/kamehanKha/kamebameha2000-2/28211 .html) where a regular  is quizzed on how his 
relativee success interacts with "  being a Polynesian (Samoan?) in the legal profession?"  (ibid). 
333 this is another  angle on my inside-out arguments in Chapter  Five. 
ww There's a difference...in reply to Quite the contrary, posted by Sinafea (14/03/01) in Any Future US 
PoliticalPolitical Clout for Prs?? thread, at http://potycafe.coni/kamehameha/k^̂  
377 You Are Right in one sense, however....m reply to Bevo (see note above), at 
http://porycafe.com/kaiiKtoameha// kamehameha2000-2/3222 .html 
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Too break the multifarious themes down a bit more; amid the various attitudes and 
experiencess laid out as substantiation of any particular political position, cultural ideals, or 
personall circumstances, two concerns work in tandem. One is how looks, and the gender-power 
relationss (Chapter Five) of these in everyday life, matter 38. This is closely linked to how a 
respectivee 'culture1 is practised - or not as the case may be. Looks and one's cultural affiliation 
matterr both vis-a-vis one's peer group/s, immediate community and in terms of how one is 
treated,, discriminated against (or not) by society at large. This is how everyday practices and 
politicss of identity formation - of identification, as an individual and as a member of one, or 
severall communities work here as verbs - doing words. As such, they are countering tendencies 
too use 'race', 'ethnicity' and 'culture' as nouns and (pejorative) adjectives. 

Beyondd the specific discussions on skin colour and 'blood', those dealing with 'culture' 
bespeakk particular and ever-widening multiple circles of relationships (see Morton 1998), 
socioculturall conventions (Giard & Mayol 1980) in both their empowering and disempowering 
manifestations.. These discussions (re)articulate how personal and group identifications operate, 
becomee fixed as well as stretched when living under the rules and assumptions of another, more 
dominantt culture. The protagonists talk about 'making do', debate the (in)appropriateness of 
variouss behaviours, loyalties and cultural affiliations and the implications of all of these on what 
constitutess contemporary Polynesian - Tongan - Samoan inter/subjectivity. How, and what 
peoplee identify as, with whom and to what degree any said 'identity* may, or should be a 
multiplee of one are posited as both ideal types, and as 'tropes' for future generations of the 
Pacificc Islands diasporas. I shall return to this in due course. They are also posted as antidotes to 
raciall and cultural stereotyping from within and without the communities. Moreover, they 
challengee the efficacy of accepted physical and behavioural markers of belonging to an 
'ethnic/racial/culturarr minority39 which also include stories of ancestral lineages and origins 
(bothh as histories and categories), respective language acuity and knowledge of everyday 
culturall practices. In short, the politics of representation being (re)articulated in these particular 
discussionss are about the whys and wherefores of multiple identifications, multiplex rather than 
singularr understandings of being / belonging / doing that are framed and experienced quite 
viscerallyy as everyday corporeal, symbolic and cultural meanings; both in online (cyber)spatial 
practicess and offline lived lives. 

Anotherr general characteristic, apart from the nuanced argumentations and wealth of 
sociall and personal detail, is the celebratory nature of these conversations. Indeed, this is 
arguablyy the main representative operation going on in these discussions. Being-one-of-many is 
seenn as a strength, as fun, and if not, then it should be fought for, allowed to be so. Solidarity 
andd support are key activities and motivations for many participants. Whether down to youth-
fulll idealism or not, these threads put to task the doomsday prophets that would see 'postmodern' 
orr 'ethnic' identity politics as necessarily divisive even when disagreement and social exclusion 
iss intense and all too evident40. At the same time, 'traditional' stereotypes from within 
(diasporic)) Polynesian communities are challenged as younger participants claim the right not to 
bee automatically assigned any one ethnic/cultural group vis-a-vis their own sense of 
individualityy for that matter. 

Thesee debates between people from 'ethnic minorities' on the internet/www delineate a 
questionn mat often goes begging in much theorising - and media agonising - about 'identity 
politics'' in the Western discourses, let alone how these are related to ICTs (Wilhelm 2000, 
Everardd 1999). This is the issue of which - and whose - identities are at stake anyway. As 
opposedd to one, historically and culturally 'locate-able' identity that is a template for all. In all 

388 For instance: "..you should know very well that there are a lot of haters out there. And they judge you 
byy the way you look..." in C'mon, give me a break!!! (u must be one of the haters!!!, KR, 26/01/00) in 
replyy to Cottonmouth in Why Do They Discriminate Us!!! thread (KR, no longer on server). 
399 See Are light skinned Polynesians considered better than dark skinned Polynesians? posted by Mary 
(15/07/00),, KR (no longer on server̂ ; I'm sick ofpalangis tryin to be Tongan, (any 1 feel me, 2/01/01, 
initiall post, KR, at http://r»lycafe.com/kamehameha/taim^ 
400 Taholo Kami is convinced that the next stage for these forums is to allow Ghetto kids - the "baggy 
pantss brigade" their own website - space online - to "rap" with each other and work out their frustrations 
withoutt upsetting the other "regulars'. He is convinced - and attests to having this regularly confirmed - of 
thee empowering value of such forums. I, for one, would say "all power" to such initiatives, especially in 
lightt of the strategic forces lining up to appropriate the internet/www (See Chapter Nine). 
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thesee conversations, 'identity '  operates mainly in its plural and 'present continuous' voice rather 
thenn its singular, 'anthropological present*  (Fabian 1983). The former  has gendered -sexual, 
national-political ,, status-class and 'racial'  timbres. When any of these terms are posited as a 
monismm in these forums, the instigator  is promptly challenged, as we shall see. The upshot is 
thatt  'identit y emerges as a socially and historically embedded matrix of everyday strategic and 
tacticall  operations, concomitant representations and conflicts; all of which amount to bom 
involuntar yy and voluntary 'choices*  - often difficul t ones - for  younger  generations of the 
Polynesiann diaspora in USA, Australia and New Zealand. These are spliced with 'race', 
'ethnicity* ,, 'gender*  and 'culture' , with the parentheses designating mat tiieir  meanings are what is 
att  stake. In this way the term, identity, operates as a verb ( a doing word) rather  than a noun (a 
designation,, static category) in that what is being expressed are active practices of identification 
andd futur e participation . 

Partt Three: Unpacking the Discussions 

Beingg Tongan means a unique starting point on a long journey to be a better  human 
beingg - having learnt that there are admirable qualities in other  humans on mis planet 
whichh can be embraced Being Tongan is to accept that lif e is chaos to be enjoyed. 
(Sefitaa Auckland New Zealand, 12/03/98) 41 

Ass always, I shall use the initia l posts as the main entry point, the way discussions 
unfoldd as a basic organising principl e for  the reconstruction/interpretation. The online 'textual 
surface''  (Carver  1998) is both substantive and formal in that sense (Chapter  Four). As I have 
argued,, and following on from the previous chapters, the gender-power  relations of 
postcoloniall  subjectivities have their  own 'coutures' of race / ethnicity / culture. The various 
permutationss of these in everyday lif e as bodily, cultural, and categorical practices permeate the 
discussions.. What 'identity*  tout court entails only really emerges as its everyday (spatial) 
practicess are actually unpacked and (re)articulated during the course of these online and offline 
traversals.. The attitude on the whole is one of exploration and inquisitiveness, as the quote 
abovee well illustrates (see Wendt 1999). The stresses and strains wil l be dealt with along the 
way. . 

Thiss set of threads show discussants unpacking and stretching received and assumed 
meaningss of culture/race/ethniciry. The everyday identity politics online and offline operate in 
multiple,, interconnected spaces and interactions that operate in - and between - the various 
threadss over  time as well as between participants and their  on/offline relationships. The 
contourss and nuances of the actual online discussion content of threads as they unfurl are in turn 
constitutedd by the sociocultural, political economic and emotional spaces of everyday lif e vis-a-
viss those of the Pacific Islands themselves. Up for  discussion are home life, school, work, 
familyy politics, friendship and love relationships in and between communities, class, and other 
sociall  hierarchies. Added to mis are the effects and meaning of social exclusion and emotional 
isolationn for  those who feel they do not fit any one sociocultural code, and the ambiguous 
politicss and opportunities of'positive discrimination' and individuation (see Turkl e 1996). What 
emergess through the discussions are (cyber)spatial practices that are, as I have argued, symbolic 
andd material. 

OnlineOnline  1999-2001 

AA brief update on the online communities themselves needs to be made in order  to 
understandd a demographic and spatial shift that occurred in the year  2000. This merges some 
latentt  distinctions between the Kava Bowl and the Kamehameha Roundtable portals (the Pacific 
Forumm and the Polynesian Cafe respectively), their  constituencies, certain ebbs and flows in 
participatio nn and style (see the next chapter). The distinctions are of less importance here and 

411 in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #31: For the Overseas Tongan, What does 'Being Tongan' Mean? 
postedd by KB Admin (9/03/98, KB, no longer  on server). 
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pertainn to how the two online communities were originally set up, interacted and been 
hyperlinkedd over the years to one another. There is a concomitant distinction in what sort of 
topicss have been posted for discussion as well over the years, which I shall mention when 
appropriatee 42. 

Thee Kava Bowl's asynchronous discussion forums, normally accessed through 
http://pacificforum.com,, have been offline since early 2000. A Live Chat site and Online 
Directoryy is still operating. The reasons for this are mainly due to the founder, Taholo Kami, 
thenn too busy working with the United Nations Development Program to be able to sustain the 
moderatingg and administration side of things. Finances, server capacity, equipment, and 
personall time for what is essentially a labour of love all contribute to the sustainability of such 
forums.. That being so, many KB'ers have simply shifted to the Polycafe, merging what were 
alwayss two closely linked albeit distinctive cyberspaces in the first place (Aiono 1999; 
interview).. The Kava Bowl Forum was/is generically a Tongan meeting place - for both the 
diasporaa and those in Tonga, albeit with regular visits from Samoan and other guests. It did deal 
aa lot with Tongan preoccupations (Chapter Six) though not exclusively. The Polycafe was set up 
withh a Tolynesian' angle. Nevertheless it has been largely populated by American and Western 
Samoanss based in LA (and other parts of the USA), Australia and New Zealand. Since 2000, 
thesee constituencies, regulars and newcomers, have been interacting in the one s(pl)ace. Prior to 
thatt and putting it in very broad terms, the Polycafe KR participants tended to articulate issues 
aroundd 'identity' in terms of physical attributes, complexion and specific issues whilst the Kava 
Bowll was relatively more preoccupied with the relationship between (Tongan) identity and 
(Tongan)) 'culture'. 

Theree is a reason for the latter as a recurring theme in the Kava Bowl, and that is the 
existencee of'weekly discussion topics' (WDTs); 71 in total posted by the TCB Administration' 
fromfrom 1997 -1999 . These initial posts, initiated from the 'top-down' (see Chapter Eight)) were 
predominantlyy about preserving and changing Tongan cultural, and political, issues vis-a-vis 
being-in-diaspora.. Of course, these ran in conjunction with and emerged from initial posts from 
thee online 'grassroots'. Many of the WDTs were heavily patronised and they constitute some of 
thee longest threads over the last five years or so. Furthermore, they are in themselves one of the 
mostt consistent online archives emerging from these forums . 

Onee more point needs to be made before proceeding. The discussion topics were largely 
thee brainchild of Sandy Macintosh, a non-Tongan regular who has been a mainstay of the KB 
Administrationn (KBAdmin) and who is still active on the KR. He constructed nearly all the 
initiall posts, in consultation with the TCB regulars' and the vivacity of the ensuing threads 
simplyy attest to Sandy's status online as (elder) mentor and member of these communities. Like 
alll non-Polynesian participants (myself included), Sandy is not excluded on the basis of his 
ethnicc designation (see below) 45. Sandy, however, is acknowledged for his local knowledge and 
fluencyy in Tongan (having worked there), his role in keeping the forums going and his 
persistencee and engagement with many discussions (see his interventions in Chapter Six). In 
short,, one is part of these communities by virtue of being welcomed in and participating 
accordingg to the explicit and latent ground-rules. Despite what some of the threads may suggest, 
thesee are not 'ethnically pure' places in practice. They are designed as 'open forums' and all are 
welcomee to stay, 'disrespectful behaviour' notwithstanding (see the next chapter). 

Forr instance: 
AA couple of our fellow KBers have urged us to include topics lhat span a wider range of Pacific 
Islandd issues than those which are exclusively Tongan, so mis week's topic is intended to 
includee input trom the perspectives of ALL Pacific island cultures. (KB Admin, 4/01/98) 

inn Weekly Discussion Topic #23: What Are Some Of The Most Common Cross-cultural Misconceptions 
AmongAmong Islanders? no longer on server). 
433 In Weekly Discussion Topic #66 this was put as 65.1 have counted earlier prototypes with that 
designation. . 
4411 have printed out 50 of the 70 or so WDTs. The earlier ones went offline in an early server change in 
1997-1998. . 
455 Helen Morton, Sebastian Leschshörn, Dot, George Candler, Teuila, Tim Sansom, Daniel Longsta£ 
myself,, are just some of the 'palangi' regulars to be found in either or both forums over the years. 
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Racee as Everyday Embodiments: Don't sweat the hype " 

Evenn as they are officially designated or geographically clustered as ethnic minorities or 
communitiess in adopted urban centres, confronted with discrimination and prejudice, seen as 
'gangstas'' and 'dole-bludgers' or 'overstayers' in places like the USA, New Zealand or Australia, 
thee second and third generations interacting online are very concerned with resisting such 
criteriaa and stereotypes (Morton 1998). Arguments about 'origins' notwithstanding, they 
considerr themselves to be as much Americans, New Zealanders, Australians as they are 
hyphenatedd versions of the same even as they identify closely with their TolyVTongan/Samoan 
culturess 47. What the latter actually entail and the respective politics of (de)categorisation are 
themess in themselves (see below). Participants are also directly concerned with the specific 
socio-economicc conditions mat give rise to negative stereotyping and lack of opportunities on 
thee ground and in the media. In this respect, the countless threads over the years dealing 
specificallyy with race / ethnicity and/or culture are very informative. They give insight into not 
onlyy the specific of the "socially constructed nature of race" (Kolko et al 2000:2) but also a 
myriadd of details on the "how* and locations of any respective 'culture', let alone multiple 
mixturess thereof. The upshot for analysis is that these second and third generations of the 
Pacificc Island/ Polynesian diasporas cannot be designated as either 'non'-western or "westernised' 
perr se. They are both, and neither, as the following example attests to in a debate about the 
rightss and wrongs of separate schooling: 

Lifee comes down to choices. Choosing to have an all-polynesian school would be 
ridiculous.ridiculous. Polynesia is not the world, and to experience the world is to experience 
choices,, and in doing so, one experiences life. An all-polynesian school would be a 
defmatee morale booster, as well as a cultural re-awakening, however in terms of 
industriall America and globalization, an all-polynesian school would be unbeneficial. I 
agreee that there are many stereotypes of our people. We are "only football" players. We 
aree "those big people that watch wrestling." We can either choose to live up to those 
stereotypes,, or choose not to. In the end, whatever choice one makes, he or she must be 
preparedd to reap the consequences. I'm a samoan student in college. Granted, I guess 
somee would say mat I'm half the enemy (i*m also white). Nevertheless, I believe my 
personall opinion is worthy enough to be posted on what is usually considered a full 
Polynesiann message board. I choose to do this, not just to answer a question, but 
becausee I have the power to. Power and choice goes a long way....(Secret, 29/09/00) tt. 

Butt first, let us look more closely at how everyday embodiments relate to the more 
abstractt preoccupations of the discussion so far, how they delimit these as well as everyday 
spacess and (self)perceptions. By 'embodiments', I am referring to how looks matter. Having 
mixedd parentage - or not, being physically distinguishable - or not - as a person 'of colour", 
"black"" (see Hall 1996b), "brown', 'Asian looking* - or not, brought up in a 'strictly* Samoan or 
Tongann environment create permutations of gender-power relations (see Chapter Five). These 
operatee within and between Tongan and Samoan communities (in these cases) and also beyond 
them.. They are spliced with how 'culture? is understood and practised - or not, and in turn how 
anyy of mis is to be categorised - or not - for contemporary and future generations. 

4646 Are you writing from the U.S. ? posted by tOnGalnMaldEn in reply to Fake Polynesians, posted by 
100%,, at http://poly(»fe.c«m/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2484.html. 
477 For  example; see threads entitled DO ALL MAORIS CONSIDER THEMSELVES POLYNESIAN? (haka, 
28/09/00,, initial post, KR, at http://pory(̂ e.«Mn/kamehameha/ka^ I dislike 
thethe term Polynesian (-ALOJAH-, 25/11/00, initial post, KR, at http://por/cafe.com/kamehameha 
/kamehameha2000-2/1798.html; ; 
4848 Separate Schools, in reply to I wish there were highschools, middle and elementary schools strictly for 
Polynesians,Polynesians, initial post by kavahine (27/09/00). 'Secret" signs her message off as Savannah, 
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ColourColour  Codes:  Is White  a Colour  Too?  " 

Inn a provocative, if not slightly irritable reply to an initial post entitled, "I  dislike the 
termterm Polynesian" 50, Sandy Macintosh heads his post with ".. and I dislike the term, 'white'"  . In 
thiss intervention, one that provided nearly half of the 40 total follow-ups, Sandy went on to say: 

Fmm not even close to white. Depending on the season, I can be anywhere from a light, 
reddishh beige to a deep, golden brown...but never white. IVe not even seen a person 
whoo is white...even an albino has pigment color. So, who was who started calling us 
"white"?? Where'd that come from, anyway? I say we need something better! Any ideas? 
(Sandyy Mackintosh, 25/11/00)51 

Too which Teuila, recently widowed with a young son who is half-Samoan (on his father's side) 
says: : 

....II can't change how society or the world as a whole will identify me or my son so I 
justt let it roll off my back. In the big picture, whether we are White, Brown, Black or 
anyy shade in between and how we identify ourselves means so very little. I will insist 
thatt my son know and appreciate both sides of his family tree, But rather than have 
himm concentrate on what man-given name has been assigned him based on his 
genealogicall background, I would have him focus more on leaving his mark on this 
planett as a kind, compassionate, loving human being. (Teuila, 26/11/00) 

Herr message title, "And I dislike classifying if any kind", leads into a friendly bantering between 
face-to-facee and online friends. For our purposes, two short responses to her story illustrate 
somee of the multiple 'colour codes' at work; 

Wee do not see the world as it is, we see the world as we are (Tongan man, 26/11/00) n 

II dunno about you Teuila, but I don't want a COLOR blind world This may come 
ass a shock to many but if wee all were color blind then we wouldn't see the beauty in all 
colorss and races, (gp, 26/11/00)S3 

Andd Teuila's counter, on behalf of her son and his father is: 

Off course I don't want a color BLIND world, silly! You know me better than that! Pull 
upp them antennae dude -I want Dumpling to grow up in a world of color - recognizing 
andd appreciating the beauty of all. What I won't accept from him is making a judgement 
basedd on color. (Teuila, 26/11/00) M 

Thee above to and fro is embedded in how race /ethnicity as embodiment (looks as much 
ass anything else) are used, (mis)understood, or challenged in these discussions and practised 
on/offlinee by the participants themselves. At first glance, discussions about internal(ised) and 
external(ised)) sociocultural hierarchies based on heredity privilege (Chapter Six), pure / mixed 
blood,, complexion, may appear as evidence of a social construction become 'second nature' 
(Kolkoo et al 2000), 'colorist" attitudes from within these communities (see Crawford, 2000), or 
politicisationn as the result of covert and overt discrimination for Pacific Island diasporas living 
inn largely western urban centres (Helu 1999; interview, Ward 1999). But whilst some of the 

499 My thanks to Lily Ling for this observation.. 
500 This was an initial post (-Alojah-, 25/11/00) who was objecting to the colonialist pedigree of the term 
(seee below). 
511 at http://polycafe.com/kameliameha/kamehameha2000-2/1813.html 
5252 My hat's off to you Teuila.. in reply to And I dislike classifying of any kind, posted by Teuila, at 
http://polycafexom/kamehameha/l̂ ehameha2000-2/1839.html l 
5311 dunno about you Teuila, but I don't want a COLOR blind world, in reply to Teuila, at 
http://polycafe.eom/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/ll 830.html 
5454 My favorite Martian..., in reply to gp, at hflp://polycafe.com/l£amehameha/kamehameha2000-
2/1831.html l 
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interventionss do appear  to be (re)articulations of biological essential ism (see below), I would 
arguee for  a more open-ended reading of how 'race' operates in these conversations and the lives 
fromm which, and to which they speak. In the discussions here, 'race' operates as a sort of 
shorthand,, an inter/subjective code for  common physical, attitudinal and cultural assumptions at 
thee same time as it is one for  pride, self-awareness, multiplicit y and the right to be treated fairly . 
Itt  is also the axis around which much intense disagreement turns. 

Soo whilst "race*  does denote "biological'  destiny (see Haraway 1992) in these debates -
upp to a point, it is nevertheless used as an elastic term for  a human condition that is to be 
examinedexamined rather  man denied or  reified. Never  to be taken too literally , mind you, as the 
followingg reconstruction of a recent major  thread shows. The upshot is that •race' is re
constructedd quite thoroughly during the course of the discussions. In these (online) 
environmentss its meanings and gender-power relations are re-read by those to whom it is 
supposedd to be self-explanatory. When it is indeed used to support a biologically determinist 
pointt of view, the poster is immediately confronted by her/his interlocutors refusal to take such 
deterministt conclusions on board. These encounters are related, not always tidily, to those 
dealingg with femininity / masculinity and (homo)sexuality in their (re)articulation of some 
complexx 'inside-ouf issues (Chapter Five). 

Ass I have already argued, because these conversations are taking place on accessible 
internett site, the content and the interactions also move out from the privacy of face to face 
debatess or the scripted dialogues of TV and cinema. Their fluidity also differs from the more 
structuredd lines of documentaries or novels. This fluidity and informality creates a number of 
cross-cuttingg lines of concern; the 'inside ouf dynamic is at work again in fact. One of these 
relatess to how skin colour and its historically constructed value hierarchies operates in intimate 
relationshipss and the broader politics of this for anti-racist activism. There is, in short, another 
sortt of'double-bind' at work (Benhabib & Cornell 1987). Larry D. Crawford calls his fellow 
(male)) American 'Afrikans' to grapple with this head-on. For even though "one's complexion is 
intrinsicallyy irrelevant" to judgements about "individual beauty, intelligence, aspirations and the 
like",, there is a taboo nevertheless on discussing "the skin tone stratification that does in fact 
exist..."" (2000:1/7). Crawford's point is that there is a "deep" desire for "race to become 
irrelevant"" by all parties, and in mainstream Western social science establishments especially. 
Crawford'ss point is that not only does this coyness about skin colour reinforce racist categories 
thatt still operate in society at large (pushes them under the carpet in fact) but it also avoids 
"prejudicess that Afrikans hold about each other and seemingly use against or to the advantage of 
themselvess and others of relatively similar complexion" (2000:1/7). 

Suchh discussions can be politically and emotionally discomforting for those (of us) who 
doo not (have to) 'weai' skinn colour, simply by virtue of being/being seen as "white' 5J. As 
Crawfordd notes all too cogently; 

Byy now, we should be sick and tired of people arguing that their color was a genetic 
accident,, or that they just happen to be Black or that it makes no difference whether you 
aree Black or white and, therefore, that race is a non-issue, that we should forget about it 
andd go on about the business of success. People say they don't want to be called Black 
orr Afrikan using the excuse that it is limiting. It's interesting that to say you're white is 
not.not. When your validation comes from Europeans rather than being who and what you 
naturallyy are, you can never measure up. Duh! You are not European! In a white 
supremacistt culture you necessarily must deny yourself in order to succeed. (2000:4/7, 
emphasiss added) 

Thiss process can be seen cutting both ways on the KB and KR forums where being both 
tooo black' and too white' are dealt with.. So despite the best intentions to defuse the negative 
connotationss of discourses around 'race' and non-'whhe'-ness, skin colour is a material, not just 
symbolic,, property of everyday life for these predominantly young people *. As do the "all too 

555 And here I would take issue with Sandy's tack, even though he got debate up and going. 
566 As one initial poster put it in a post entitled TRUE POLYNESIANS, 

Welll this professor has his PHD in anthropology and has visited almost all of the countries in the 
world.. He's reauy old. From 92-98 he did research in Polynesia and men came back to teach. He 
askedd me if I was Polynesian and I said "yes" Tm Samoan. Then we had a talk about Polynesia. 
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oftenn deadly" (Kolko et al 2000:2) effects of racism, needless to say. Perhaps mis is why, on 
thesee mainly non-academic forums, 'ethnicity* does not have linguistic privilege (see Hall 
1996a),, relatively speaking, although it does appear from time to time. 

Howw do all these permutations operate in these online forums at any one time then? The 
bestt way to illustrate the process is by way of what followed from an initial post in 2001 on the 
Kamehamehaa Roundtable, entitled Fake Polynesians that grew to nearly 60 follow-ups in the 
spacee of a few days. The initial poster, 100%, contends that looking 'white' is equivalent to 
beingg 'white': 

II wonder why people who do NOT look Polynesian go around telling people they are? 
AA white woman came up to me today and asked if I was Samoan. She than tells me she 
iss 1/4 Samoan. Big deal. She looked white to me. I can tell she was bragging as to 
suggestt that she is one of us but thankfully did not look like one of us. I guess my point 
is,, if you don't look Polynesian than it doesnt matter. The truth is when you go out in 
thee real world, I'm sure you will not bring that up with your white peers. (100%, 
2/02/01)) " 

Herr / his argument is that looks do ultimately govern how one is treated in society at large and 
thosee who 'get away1 with looking white, or rather, who do not look 'Polynesian', are at an 
advantagee in that they can live more easily than their overtly discriminated-against peers58. 
Amidstt a lot of fiery disagreement in principle with this view 100 % still goes on to say: 

Howw many times do I need to spell diis out to you all? If you look white you will be 
treatedd in society as such. I will be treated like a Polynesian because I fit the bill. 1 plus 
11 equals 2. Its that simple. I agree we shouldn't judge a book by its cover but the reality 
iss we do. Wake up and join the real world. The color conscious society. (100%, 
3/02/01)S9 9 

Despitee all protestations to the contrary (see below), 100% still insists towards the end 
off this long thread that in 

thee real world, society judges our heritage based on our physical appearance The 
whitee woman I spoke of [see above] can shout about her Polynesian heritage until she 
turnss brown in die face. Yet, society will still see her as nothing more than a white 
womann claiming heritage to a race in which she was genetically deprived. So you see, 
theree really is no point in identifying yourself with a race that you do not resemble. It 
servess no purpose. Finally, It has been my observation that many of the White afakasi 
Polynesianss acknowledge our heritage with a sense of relief that they were not cursed 
withh our dark Polynesian features. They want to have their cake and eat it too. Not in 
myy world. Let's call a spade a spade. (100%, 3/02/01) *° 

S/hee is acknowledged nonetheless, albeit cautiously, as having a point in terms of everyday 

Hee told me once about how he thought that Polynesians were very traditional. He said though 
thatt the most traditional were Niueans. I was like what are those. Well he explained and then he 
gavee me a list of what he considered the most traditional Polynesians He said that Samoans 
[3rdd 'most traditional' in this list] seemm to assimilate more and more of the Western world. Do 
youu think that is true? Do you flunk that is true that Samoans are losing their culture? He said the 
saddestt thing is that the Polynesian culture is so strong when it comes to morality mat its sad to 
seee that they when they lose their culture they tend to losee their morals. Do you really think we're 
losingg our culture or morals?..** (Student, 9/02/01) 

initiall post, KR, atttp://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2588.html). 
577 Fake Polynesians, initial post at http://polycafexom/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2477.html 
5gg This stance is replayed in other threads. 
5959 Lots of them but they don't want to speak out for fear of reprisal from the white power structure, in 
replyy to Are there really Polynesians walking around that think like you? posted by Bree^ (3/02/01) at 
http://polyc^fe.com/kamenWeha/kamehameha2000-2/2S03Jitml l 
600 maybe inside he's half but on the outside he's not, in reply to A Question for you? (Teuila, 3/02/01) at 
http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2500.html l 
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discrimination.. As a long-serving regular  shares: 

II  can understand your  bitterness because there is still racism in our  society. But dont 
youu see? You are perpetuating the ignorance Til tell you that I have the 
"traditional ""  features of an island man. My skin is dark, my hair  is black, my eyes are 
brown,, and my nose is flat (as well as runny during sad movies....hehehe). Throughout 
myy life, I have been subject to racism, implied and explicit. My response has been to 
ignoree the ignorance and treat people like I would like to be treated Your  reaction is 
too treat ignorance with ignorance I'm proud to be Tongan. We are a small island 
nationn in this big world. So when I meet a fellow Tongan, whether  as dark as me or 
lighter,, I celebrate the occasion in meeting each other  so far  away from our  home 
shores.. I'm sorry you feel less of yourself because you are darker. But too much 
pigmentt  never  stopped me. I never  let that stop me. And I certainly dont blame my 
felloww islanders for  my skin color. Sorry you feel mat way. (Meilakepa, 3/02/01) 

Butt  for  the majorit y of the other  participants in this thread, 100%'s claims about certain 
lookss and ipso facto 'racial purity *  (if indeed such delineations exist) is a dubious indulgence and 
inn turn discriminatory towards "half-caste Polys"  a. The range of opinions and statements on the 
innerr  and outer  dimensions of skin colour, racial/ethnic/cultural emotional and linguistic 
affiliation ,, show all manner  of internal (amongst themselves) readings and embodiments of 
'race/ethnicity''  and also all manner  of everyday experiences and coping/response mechanisms to 
externall  pressures (from others) that go with them. The responses to 100% come from a range 
off  participants- men and women, younger  and older  - and are couched in a variety of tones. The 
firstfirst  could be characterised as degrees of disinterest and/or  gentle approbation. For  instance: 

Soo what if the lady looked white with poly blood?. If s really sad because we suffer  so 
muchh racism in this country already- due to the fact that we are minorities and yet, we 
ass Polynesians tend to be discriminating against ourselves.. (SeiOrana, 3/02/01) 

if ss a free country, and let her  do whatever  she wants and if she never  discloses that fact 
inn front  of her  white peers. But I understand what you mean when people like that lady 
justt  say that when if s convenient like when it comes to scholarships, college 
admissions,, Polynesian club memberships etc. but still if s not hurtin g you or  me, so 
dontt  sweat the hype.( tOnGalnMaldEn, 2/02/01) ** 

Too various degrees of outright disapproval and active identification with the 'whit e woman' in 
question. . 

Whoo said you had to look Polynesian to have the blood run through your  veins? I 
myselff  have been told by many Polynesians heck even from the ones that are from my 
islandd tell me that I dont look Polynesian. Even the polys that I kick it with always 
thoughtt  I was mix until they seen my sister  and brothers. When they see mem their 
shockk at how light I am and how their  skin is like perfect brown. I f my brothers and 
sisterr  did not resemble me they would swear  I was lying. Point is what exactly is a 
Polynesiann person suppose to look like? IVe seen light skin,dark skin,and brown skin 
Polynesians.. Some have brown eyes, some blue, and some hazel(Like my eyes)The 
pointt  is as long as we know our  culture and know where we come from and carry it with 
prid ee men what is wrong with that? People come of many colors, hair  textures, 
thicknesss or  thinness of bodies, etc. We cant let peoples stereotypes of certain cultures s 
judgee one another  on appearance. My mother  and I are light skin and have light hazel 

611 You Perpetuate the Racism, in reply to maybe inside he's half but on the outside he's not, posted by 
100%%  (3/02/01) at http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kaire 
622 the intolerance towards half-caste potyies, (miss thang, 28/05/99, initial post, KR, no longer  on server) 
633 so what? in repry to Balderdash, /mA? posted by i mink u misunderstand (2/02/01) at 
http://porycafe.coni/kainehamehâ ^ 
644 Are you writing from the U.SL ? in reply to initial post at 
http://porycafe.com/kamehameha/kairo o 
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eyes.. My mother has red hair and I have jet black hair but with red highlights in them. 
Myy father, sister, and brothers are brown skin, have jet black hair, and dark brown eyes. 
Doess that make them more of a Tonga than my mother and I? Hell NO (Tonga 
Lady,, 3/02/01)65 

II CANT BELIEVE IN THIS TIME AND AGE THERE ARE STILL INDIVIDUALS 
LIKEE YOURSELF RUNNING AROUND. YOU MAY HAVE ISSUES WITH SELF 
ESTEEMM AND YOUR IDENTITY. I THINK ITS GREAT WHEN AFATASIS 
[mixed]] CLAIM THEIR SAMOAN HERITAGE. I AM MLXED WITH CHINESE, 
GERMAN,, AND SAMOAN. I KNOW THAT I AM MLXED, BUT WHEN 
SOMEONEE ASKS ME WHAT I AM, I SAY "SAMOAN"! WHO ARE YOU TO 
JUDGEE OTHERS AND SAY WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED SAMOAN. 100%, 
YOUU ARE STRAIGHT TRIPPIN! (lalelei, 3/02/01) * 

Too numerous sorts of owning up to mixed blood and/or the power of upbringing to counter 
100%'ss essential position. 

II have so much Samoan family of all different shades under the sun. I have cousins 
runningg around Samoa with blue/green eyes and blondie locks with more than 50% 
Samoann blood pumping through their veins. I myself swear I look Samoan..hehe..but 
everyonee else minks not.. hmmm..but I am more than half and I am soo proud of my 
Samoann heritage Please don't judge a book by its cover. ...I was still Samoan when 
beingg Samoan wasn't cool (Breezy, 3/02/01) 67 

..... I know some samoans who are afa kasi and have straight up chinese or palagi names 
andd claim their samoan side more than some %100 pure blooded ones. I see Samoans 
whoo are 1/4 born and raised in the islands knowing more about their culture than %100 
puree blooded ones here in California! The thing you fail to realize is some of them were 
raisedd "FA'A SAMOA" by their grandparents, geez my husband is Hawaiian/Tahitian 
butbut claims his Hawaiian side, and he has a Tahitian last name. I am half Tongan and 
Samoan,, but I claim my Samoan side. Is that wrong? You relate to the way you were 
raised!! You're hating for all the wrong reasons! In all actuality we did not have a choice 
inn being AFA KASI or 1/4 or whatever the blood amount. Guess what my children 
claimm to be? HAWAIIAN! but they also dont deny the fact that they have other 
Polynesiann blood flowing through their veins. Remember we're all family, all 
Polynesian,, regardless of blood amount. And I dont know about you, but I am PROUD 
too be SAMOAN, and I am happy that woman who is 1/4 went out of her way to let you 
knoww she was 1/4 SAMOAN! Talk bout pride! you need a trip back home! (Teine Afa 
Tasi,, 5/02/01) M 

Whilstt it can be seen that some discussants get very indignant, others temper their 
criticismss with humour, a fair sprinkling of 'emoticons' and careful acknowledgement of the 

655 Hm in reply to initial post att http://polycafe.conVkamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2492.html. 
Thiss poster, when pressed by 100%, goes on to say that 

Whenn people ask what race am I? I say Polynesian not well you see my great grandmother on my 
momss side was irish and my great great grandfather on grandpas side was british. Hell no I say 
I'mm tongan! There are lot of polys who dont fit your so called "profile of a Polynesian person" 
(6/02/01) ) 

ListenListen here you ignorant close minded fool! Where the hell did I say I was 100%!? in reply to Somebody's 
grandma/grandpagrandma/grandpa has been dipping in the white sauce in secret, posted by 100% (3/02/01) at 
http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/lannehameha2000-2/2549.html l 
66100%,, you are TRIPPIN!!!!! in reply to initial post at 
http://polycafexom/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2494.html l 
677 Are there really Polynesians walking around that think like you? in reply to initial post at 
http://polycafexom/kame!iameha/kamehameha2000-2/2491.html l 
688 someone needs to go and relearn "FA 'A SAMOA " in reply to initial post, at 
http://polycafe.com/kamehameha// kamehameha2000-2Z2538.html There are many other sorts of "mixes' 
putt forward in such debates. 
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trick yy everyday situations being conjured up. Under  the heading 'Stop Drinking that HatoradeV 
thee following encapsulates all these elements at work in such 'mobile spaces': 

100%,, you are just posting up here tryin g to piss everyone off. Your  doing a good job at 
that!!  Well, I am glad that you are so proud to be Samoan! Good on you!!! ! The only 
thingg is you come off being very proud and also very bitter  and ignorant. I dont care 
whoo you are. You could be Malietoa, and still you could never  deny me my culture and 
heritage.. I bet you mat this Samoan girl could teach you quite a bit about Samoan 
culturee and history! You are as bad as the KKK ! You need to start up your  own cult 
againstt  all the afatasi looking Samoans! LMAO ! 100%, get a fricken life! You are 
totallyy ridiculous!!!! ! I know your  mother  taught you better  than that! (at least I hope 
shee did!) (lalelei, 4/02/01)" 

Thee way the initia l post refers to conflicting expectations in upbringing, whether  in the 
islandss or  elsewhere, and how these merge with different experiences and positions of privilege 
(Chapterr  Five and Six) do not escape the notice of one of the few supporters of 100% 
respondingg in what becomes a distinct sub-thread: 

II  was raised outside of Samoa, but raised in the 'Samoan Way* I have met quite a 
feww people who are 1/4 Samoan and 1/4 chinese and whatever, my point is, many 
peoplee talk the talk but dont walk the walk, if you can get the drift . I resent people like 
youu [another  poster] talking about us as 'stateside polys' raised away from the islands. I 
wass not raised away from the island because of choice, it was because my parents 
wantedd a better  futur e for  their  children I really need to point out that those on the 
islandd appear  to have it all. You try being raised in a country that has conflicting 
culturess with your  own and then talk to me about Tiate on the rest of us on the islands'. 
Overr  here, it is a great feat for  a Samoan child to speak their  native tongue fluently, so I 
takee it to great offence when people like to flaunt their  ties with Samoa, however, have 
nott  struggled to find acceptance from both the Australian and Samoan communities, 
duee to their  skin colour  and obvious palagi appearances. If they are proud to be 1/4 
Samoann just for  name's sake, then to me, they are not a tru e Samoan'. (L.T., 8/02/01)70 

Thiss long thread encapsulates a number  of ongoing conversations over  the years about the 
everydayy lif e of not only diasporic generations but also those who are not '100%' both in and out 
off  the Pacific Islands. We need to unpack these articulations of embodiment a littl e more in 
orderr  to understand how they interact with understandings of'culture ' and the very category, 
•Polynesian'. . 

FromFrom 50% (me) to 100% (you) " 

Myy cousin, also a halfie, once said, "People dont understand how it is, to not be 
acceptedd in white circles because you're not fully white, and not be accepted as Samoan 
becausee you're not fully Samoan. Think about that. (Brown Sugar, 4/02/01) n 

Whatt is at stake here, as these interactions already show is the unique position and difficulties of 
'a/a'a/a kasV (half-castes) within as well as beyond their immediate communities. For these people 
(whoo arguably constitute the main online diasporic constituency of the KR), whilst looks can be 
dealtt with, falling between the cracks in terms of cultural/lingual and emotional affiliation is 

6969 in reply to You are just in denial posted by 100% (3/02/01) at http://polYcafe.com/kamehameha/ 
kamehameha2000-2/2S20Jitml l 
7070 must we go there? in reply to someone needs to go and relearn "FA 'ASAMOA" posted by Teine Afe 
Tasii at http://polycafc.ĉ m/kamehameha ĉamehameha2000-2/2580.html. "L.T.' could be the same person 
ass '100%' using another nickname. Be mat as it may, the point is seen as valid and is responded to 
accordingly. . 
711 Are you serious or what? posted by Brown Sugar (4/02/01) in reply to Fake Polynesians initial posted 
byy 100%, at http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2526.html 

seee note above 
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tougher.. Some speak for themselves and thereby from particular personal circumstances: 

II myself is half samoan/tongan but nobody knows unless I say so. I get mistaken for 
Filipino/Asiann all the time so does that make me Asian rather men Polynesian because I 
dontt fit YOUR description or SOCIETY'S picture of SAMOANZ? Ifs hard enuff for us 
Afatasii folks alwayz being denied or frowned upon by our mixed-breeds and then to 
havee folks like you?...anyway bro. have a blessed day (sonique, 9/02/01) 

...itt appears that for many of us from interracial marriages, the intolerance and 
unacceptancee of us derives [sic] not from the host society but, from those of which we 
aree supposed to be a part of. (miss thang, 289/05/98) n 

Peepss [other Polynesians] sometime judge a person by the colour of her skin and 
thereforee do her a great injustice!!!! They never give you a fair go because they always 
boundd to judge you by the colour of your skin. The colour of your skin reminds them 
thatt you're not really one of them!!!!!! Some time I wish I can change my skin colour 
butt its beyond my control-very sad!!!!! No matter how you try to convince them that 
you'ree a Poly inside, your skin colour is a BLACK MARK....!!!!! Full-blooded Poly's 
ignorancee can drive a half-caste person out of her culture and own people. I dont like to 
seee that happens to other young afakasi because I know how much it hurts!!! They dont 
understandd the confusion of bring torn between two cultures..(Sweet Siren, 27/01/00) 

Otherss speak for their children: 

II think all Polynesians are delightsome people to behold. My children are Hawaiian, 
Samoan,, Tongan with some Caucasian and a little Chinese. Two are very dark, two are 
mediumm brown and two are light brown. Each one is beautiful and unique. Beauty, self-
esteemm and self acceptance from the inside and outside will determine one's worth... 
Worthh is not determined by degree of color.. (Blossom, 18/07/00)7S 

Andd others speak for their parents and so as children themselves. In one of more thorough 
responsess to the whole problematique thrown up by 100%'s initial claim, one participant - TV -
drawss a portrait of several generations that includes a nuanced analysis of the (post)colonial 
Pacificc Islands in terms of both geographical and more intimate traversals made between 
Pacificc Islands groups and visitors - sailors, missionaries, administrators - from Europe. This 
post,, to my mind, is one of the most eloquent articulations of the complexity of these inside-
out/outside-inn political economic and sociocultural processes. All this is presented even as she 
(andd this is a woman) strongly disagrees with 100% for expressing 

sentimentss .... that tend to perpetuate arrogant bigotry... and you dont have to be lily-
whitee to be a bigot. It is really unfortunate that you feel this way.... (P. 4/02/01)76 

Thee latter part of this long (two and a half pages), eloquent intervention sums up these 
criss-crossingg paths between online/offline everyday life, imaginary and 'real' life(worlds). It 
alsoo loops back into the parallel discussions about sex-gender role across generations: 

733 the intolerance towards half-caste potyies, initial post, KR (no longer  on server) 
7474 Re: Skin colours don't count.. but I know how hurt you're... in reply to WHY DO THEY 
DISCRIMINATEDISCRIMINATE US!!! posted by blonde girl (25/01/00, KR, no longer on server). Sweet Siren, a 
longstandingg regular on the KR (see Chapter Five) identifies herself in a later thread as "half palangi, half 
Tongann but look more like a palangi than a Tongan.." (30/09/00), I say Good on her. You go half caste 
girl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!girl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  in reply to When applying for college, my buddy put that she was Samoan.. 
.whereas.whereas she's only 1/8 and 7/8spalangi....does anybody see anything wrong with that, posted by 
Kavahinee (30/09/00) at http://polyĉ e.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/877.html 
7575 in reply to Re: Are light skinned Polynesians considered better then dark skinned Polynesians? posted 
byby ebonyivory (15/07/00) in thread initiated by Mary (15/07/00, KR, no longer on server). 
™™ Oh hello... just in case you can see plainly... the REAL world is about diversities, in reply to Fake 
Polynesians,Polynesians, posted by 100%, at http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2521.html 
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I ff  I took your  opinion to heart, I'd have a complex about my daughters who at first 
blush,, pool more from their  fathers than me. But then again, I guessed I should be 
blamedd for  merging Italy and Ireland to some village deep in Manchuria and moving 
themm to Hickville , Samoa. If Hickvill e wil l wonder  how the palagi one can have littl e 
oness with remarkable Asiatic features for  sisters. 

Myy wonderful, beautiful mother  just turned 69 and she is more forward 
thinkin gg man you. She has children who range from the Anglo-looking, to the 
Mediterraneann to the unplaceable all with one Samoan man. Explains it away by saying 
itt  was their  UN genes that BLESSED us. Now with grandchildren even more ethnically 
mixed,, she loves them to pieces and couldnt care less about the opinions of the "real 
world"... .. Her  real world is well-adjusted considering the hardships she fared pre-
Carson-Civill  Rights' America when a bare minimum non-Samoans knew what a 
Samoann was other  than by chance encounters with a sparse number  in Hil o Hattie-
Honolulu.. Even men, my poor  Mom was pegged as a Portagee. I stand next to her  and 
shee is asked whether  I am her  child because I am several shades darker. As a child it 
botheredd me because it was if someone was tryin g to denounce die fact that she was my 
mother.. But she'd scoffed and ask of me, "Eh ! E maua ai sou maila?"  {Buckleup, 
honeychile!!  Are ya gitti n a boil jes' because Cousin Bubba dunno his kin from his 
•mule*?? Gum up and settle yerself down fer some kopai!"... er thaf s "dumpling" to 
you,, Teuila! lolol] These days, she is still asked whether I am her child... still the 
pricklyy reply is, "Se ioe! She is MY baby!" ... 

Thankk heavens for my parents who have known the REAL world and refused to 
lett us believe that we're just typical Samoans... and forbade us to be so close-minded so 
ass to judge others on the accounts of the breadth of their noses or pigmentation of their 
skins.. (P, 4/02/01, ibid) 

SoSo whilst looks - complexion - should not matter to who one is 'at hearf, and many of 
thesee threads are attestations to this principle, neither do the discussants deny their veracity for 
livedd lives under current gender-power relations of "being overseas'. In turn, the physical 
particularitiess and gender-power relations of difference-similarity-belonging are part and parcel 
off identity formation, as are different stages of personal life histories of diasporic generations. I 
wouldd argue that reflections such as these are permitted by being online, in spaces whose 
gender-powerr relations work somewhat differently from those on the ground; Pacific Island 
churches,, Kava Clubs, in/formal rituals and occasions that constitute the broader sociocultural 
andd political economic context of the Pacific Islands at home and abroad. Being online allows 
anotherr level and scale of debate between Polynesian men and women of all ages and social 
circumstancee (see Morton 1998a). The role of the moderators and self-regulation of the 
constituencyy are important, albeit not immediately apparent elements to keeping the more 
intensee disagreements manageable. Nonetheless, these interactions are occurring in an open and 
accessiblee (cyberspace and mis is taken as read, even conveniently overlooked, as the 
discussionss unfurl and discussants communicate across various degrees of intimacy and mutual 
knowledge. . 

Itt is important to recall the subtleties and nuance when reconstructing such debates; 
debatess that deal head-on with the very issues Crawford (2000) would see debated within his 
ownn activist community. It would be all too easy to stop at the 'reverse discrimination' or 
negativee aspects of diasporic life being referred to above and not see the way in which the 
participantss are looking to (re)empower each other. Not seeing how the more intense 
disagreementss are dealt with ignores the way 'race' - as unmitigated biological destiny - is 
disaggregatedd in the process and then placed into perspective. The postcolonial politics of 
representationn at work here includes positive reinforcements and future ideals of embodiment 
whichh are still tied in to how physical attributes are studied, constructed and disseminated in the 
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westernn world. As for me said traditions and cultural heritages themselves, these come through 
ass living, 'mobile' spatial practices which carry with them their own generational and social 
histories,, tensions and disillusionments. How these are transmitted depend also on the 
generationss that follow and where they put down roots. These two follow-ups to an early 
discussionn are quite clear about where the coutures lie, albeit in different ways: 

Uponn arrival here inn the States, I immersed myself in the so-called "Poly-Community." 
Sevenn years later, I was in the verge of essentially doing no-better than where I started. 
....Lookingg around the existing communities, I find nothing that I would teach my kids 
today.. Almost every occasion I attend, I am reminded of the terrible circumstance of 
confusionn most Polynesians go through One of the many causes of such confusion 
iss the lack of skills in managing these luxuries. Unable to manage our alcohol and 
endingg up with fistfights much too often. The jealousy and snickering of our fellow 
poly'ss success (educationally or professionally). The display of disrespect and lack of 
commonn human decency amongst ourselves. These communities in NO WAY represent 
whatt is Polynesian. It sort of a "watered-down" version of the values that I grew up 
withh in the islands.. .watered down for convenience sake and sometimes-selfish reasons. 
(LuSipi,, 17/11/98)" 

Ass a second generation Polynesian in New Zealand, it was my parents who took the 
roadd less travelled (although it was road that became busy very quickly) arriving here in 
thee mid 50s, fresh off the boat and straight into a factory. Would they argue that the 
isolation,, humiliation and degradation of those early pioneering days were worthwhile? 
Thatt they could justify making the journey? I trust the answer would be yes. What else 
couldd they say? That they had spent most of their lives in complete unhappiness, 
yearningg for the safety of their homeland, bitterly regretting that they had taken a 
journeyy from which they could not return (with pride intact). They would be the first to 
usee their children, and the families they built, as the excuse for having stayed on. It's for 
theirr education! It's for their health! It's for their welfare! But in actual fact, in their 
heartt or hearts, deep within mem, they would acknowledge that part of themselves 
neverr accepted their adopted homeland. And certainly their adopted homeland never 
trulyy adopted them. (Samson Samasoni, Wellington, 28/11/98) 8 

SupportSupport  and Respect:  I hope  we've  helped  n 

Whatt is striking about the False Polynesians thread and others like it, is the practical 
advicee and support being offered. There are any number of suggestions, advice, sympathetic 
accountss offered in the course of such disagreements. These all encapsulate a solid repertoire of 
everydayy tactics, of'making do' in a strong sense of the term in the face of incipient exclusion 
andd confusion about 'identity1. Some responses are quite confessional as in the case of Sweet 
Siren'ss reply to an initial post by Kavahine. This poster complains about a friend's sudden 
'rediscover// of her Samoan ancestry that apparently "was one of the factors that got her into the 
school"" even though "as kids, she hung out with the palangi girls who gave me hell, b/c I wasn't 
likee the rest, b/c I wasnt palangi" 80. In the course of an unfurling discussion on the rights and 
wrongss of diversity programs/positive discrimination, Sweet Siren has this to say: 

II support K's friend because I believe that it's her own life and she makes her own 
decision.. It's not our place to judge her. What she did was wrong but what goes around 
willl surely comes around and bite her in the nose., lol.[laugh out loud].. 

777 Lets Grow Up and be POLYNESIAN.' in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #59: Living Overseas...In A 
PolyPoly Community, Or Not? (KB Admin, 16/11/98, initial post, KB, no longer on server). 
788 in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #59: Living Overseas...In A Poly Community, Or Not? thread. 
799 just passing through (7/02/00) in reply to WHY DO THEY DISCRIMINATE US!!! (a blonde girl who's 
samoan,, 25/01/00), initial post, KR, no longer on server). 
800 When applying for college, my buddy put that she was Samoan.. .whereas she's only 1/8 and 7/8s 
palangi...palangi... does anybody see anything wrong with that, initial post by kavahine (30/09/00) at 
http://rx>lycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/869.html l 
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I ,, on the other  hand, make use my palangi heritage for  my own advantage. 
Whenn I'm being forced to collide with a harsh world that is spurned with sexists and 
racists,, I instinctively digging into my comfort zones and solemnly declare that I'm 
white.. Thatf s typical human too!!!!! ! Due to the existence of prejudice, people of colour 
oftenn find that the environment is unsupportive and the air  is polluted with racial 
prejudice// discrimination through benign neglect or  overt hostility. It is possible that no 
amountt  of individual effort can overcome the barriers. Therefore, the more perfect 
reasonn for  Siren to "switch on"  to her  palangi heritage., makes things easy for  me, you 
know.. But when I return home, I distinctly "switch off"  from my "palanginess"  and 
"switchh on"  to my "Tonganness". See what I mean, kepa? If s like that I'm an octopus 
livin gg in the ocean or  a light pulb that keeps switching on and off in two different 
environments.. If s something beyond my control. I think I somehow portray the 
experiencee of many half caste peeps in my situation. 

II  dont want my professors or  managers treating me differently from my white 
counterpartss because Tm part Tongan. I want to be treated equally not differently . The 
challengee can be overwhelming but if I cant bite the bullet now, when am I going to 
bitee it men? When all my teem are gone????? Oh nooooo nooo.... (Sweet Siren, 
2/10/00)) 81 

Whilstt  the friend in question is not condemned for  making "use of her  Samoan heritage 
too gain her  own benefit"  (ibid), neither  are her  actions full y condoned: 

Anyway,, I still have to disagree with you my dear  [Sweet Siren] I dont have to 
respectt  Kavahine's friend for  that, especially if she/he had a CHOICE not to do it. Your 
ownn personal examples show how you protect yourself through your  dual identities as a 
Palangii  and Tongan. So tell me, would you ever  use your  Palangi background at the 
expensee of a fellow Tongan? That is what Kavahine's friend did. The friend was not 
beingg persecuted or  undergoing hardship. The friend simply took advantage of an 
opportunit yy mat was meant for  people who really needed it. So in that sense I 
RESPECTFULLYY take offense with your  open support for  this "friend. "  (Meilakepa, 
2/10/00)) c 

Thee problematic historiography of scientific research into 'race/culture/ethnicity 
notwithstandingg (Haraway 1992, Kolko et al 2000, Ortner  1996, di Leonardo et al 1991), the 
wayy these very categories and the scientific canon underpinning them change, or  recur  over  time 
simplyy complicate the ethical and political choices for  contemporary generations, given the 
asymmetricall  gender-power  relations between such communities and the (host) society at large 
(aa recurrin g theme in the US-based KR). And all along the way, personal circumstances and 
familyy histories weave their  own strands into the discussion threads: 

Backk in the slave days, if you were 1/32 black you were slave material. I look at my 
niecee and nephew who are (at the most) 1/8 African (considering the "mixing "  with 
Americann Indians by the ancestors of their  one Black great-grandparent) and they, for 
alll  practical purposes look White. But backk in the days of slavery they would have been 
consideredd Black, and by the whiteness of their  skins would have probably had 
housejobs,, rather  than field jobs My niece and nephew "own"  their  African heritage 
andd I wouldnt have a problem with them using it as a means to a better  opportunity . 
Kavahine'ss littl e friend, though, seems to be exploiting her  heritage rather  than 
supportingg it ...(Teuila, 1/10/00) ° 

""  I support andrespect choices make by individuals., for example.., in reply to initial post (see above), at 
http /̂r>olycafe.c»in/kameluimeha/kaaiehameha2(X)0-2/9 9 
cc Choices that are a detriment to one's own people, in reply to I support and respect choices make by 
individuals,individuals, .for example, posted by Sweet Siren (2/10/00) at 
http://porycafe.coiii/kamehameha^kainee .html 
133 a lil  aside in reply to Perhaps DNA testing is in order! posted by dot (1/10/00) in My Buddy thread at 
htto://polycafe.com)kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/900.hm^ ^ 
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Recoursee to racialised categories, to reducing ethnicity/culture to these as in 100%'s 
position,, can be a counter-strategy, a form of everyday 'perruquer1 (de Certeau 1980), or 
"strategicc essentialism" in the face of ingrained and institutionalised discrimination and 
prejudicee (see Crawford 2000). There are also more virulent forms of'dogmatic essentialism' in 
operationn in the world today. But whilst most participants, and commentators, would agree that 
anyy respective cultural heritage cannot be reduced to skin colour and/or genetic profiles or 
genealogies,, neither is it totally inseparable (see below). For the onlooker, non-Polynesian 
participantss like myself, the complex micro and macro political and moral economies (Chapter 
Eight)) of these intimate connections and affiliations only make sense, however, when broader 
gender-powerr relations and histories are kept in view (Peterson 1996). How these become 
interwovenn into everyday lives, re-read for the purposes of such discussions or simply taken as 
read,, are expressed in different ways during the debates. As I have shown in Chapter Five, these 
relationss are both internal (personal) and external (sociocultural and political) affairs that have 
too be lived with, contested and dealt with regularly - everyday. First because 

...throughh colonization, westernization, modernization and growth we take on the 
socializationn and values of the dominant culture that has the grasp of our economy and 
ourr future. We then associate the incoming culture as better and some of us want to be 
likee them because we perceive them as better or want to be accepted by them, or 
achievee the things they achieve. Yes, many of us will talk their talk and walk their walk. 
However,, if we are proud of our roots and heritage, our color matters not. Aloha. 
(Blossomm Iwalani Fonoimoana, 18/07/00) M 

Andd second because the roads to (re)empowerment are two-way. As another participant notes; 

..... at first, we minorities were frustrated that white people didn't give us any advances 
inn anything including education... then we hated our half-poly for being part white 
becausee some of us felt that they didn't recognize their culture... now, that when a 
sister.... whom is mainly palangi still holds to the little part of her Polynesian culture... 
you'ree still not satisfied... there aint nothing wrong with what she is doing... i say rock 
onn withca bad self girl and claim your culture...( ana, 18/10/00)8S 

Too sum up briefly. Everyday embodiments are physical, emotional and symbolic 
markerss of both commonality and difference, depending on the specific social, political and 
economicc context. Yes, one's looks and skin colour still matter to how one is seen by others and, 
inn turn, one's sense of self-hood/belonging to a group for those who do not conform to the 
respectivee norms. But so do other things. For instance, what constitutes one's 'cultural' 
identity/identification,, whether in the singular or plural as practices, language, or cultural 
reproduction.. In diasporic societies marked everyday by socio-economic divisions that belie 
theirr respective discourses of national and/or multicultural national inclusion, no 'cultural code' 
iss self-explanatory. The adjustments and adaptations are part of the 'oppression of the present'. 
Butt they also part of conscious counter-representations of cultural stereotypes, from within 
thesee online/offline communities and beyond. 

Multiplee Cultural Codes: When Living Overseas M 

..II have always been very strong with my people. I am a strong supporter of Maori 
culture,, but I have also questioned certain aspects of my culture. A healthy culture 
shouldd subject itself to questions. (Alan Duff in Hereniko 1999:121) 

844 in reply to Are light skinned Polynesians considered better than dark skinned Polynesians? initial post 
byy Mary (15/07/00) at http://63.249.183.108/kamehameha/kameha2000-l/12239.htm 

puh-shaw!puh-shaw! in reply (the last one in fact) to the initial post in My Buddy thread, at 
http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/1282.html l 
866 see, / think it's our obligation when living overseas posted by Meilakepa (17/11/00), in reply to Is it 
wrongwrong for me to want to preserve my culture? posted by gp (16/11/00), at 
http://polycafe.eom/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/ll 681 .html 
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Closelyy allied with debates over the embodiments and concomitant struggles over 
meaningss of race / ethnicity are the copious threads on an even more elastic term; 'culture'; or 
moree precisely Samoan or Tongan cultural heritages vis-a-vis "western culture'. One thematic 
refrainn is what cultural practices should be preserved amidst other more dominant cultural 
contextss and changing ones 1>ack home' (Morton 1996), let alone what these actually constitute, 
whatt givess them their singularity. Everyday life in suburban America does not always jell with 
everydayy practices (brought over) from the islands. In this respect, what elements of said culture 
needd to be taught to second/third generations growing up overseas, what aspects are the pivotal 
forr instilling knowledge, and ease, with one parent's culture, how to deal with cross-cutting 
sociall mores and forms of marginalisation, are all brought to the Ttava circle', the 'cafe' or the 
'roundd table'. These threads are conversations about the specific elements - informal and formal 
rituals,rituals, practices and events - that go to make up a respective cultural identity. 

Thee range of topics are broad in that almost any concern tends to be posed in the form 
off 'is this part of our culture? question. For this reason, I shall be only alluding to these multiple 
andd variegated threads (rather than reconstructing them in turn) in terms of how they speak 
explicitlyy to those already studied - self/group identity formation in its more abstract, symbolic 
significations.. For the Kava Bowl, many of the threads dealing with cultural preservation per se, 
vagariess in how specific practices pertaining to Tonga are handed down when overseas, 
economicc relationships and obligations between diasporic populations and the Kingdom, and 
sociall issues like criminality, domestic violence, can be found in the Weekly Discussion Topics. 
Thee push and pull of everyday life in the islands vis-a-vis living overseas is the leitmotiv of all 
thesee discussions. These overlap, by implication and through the posters' double online-
presence,, in the Polycafe's Kamehameha Roundtable. But there are some distinctions. In the 
latter,, one can detect more emphasis in the 'abstract identity issues vis-a-vis racism and social 
discriminationn (especially in the USA). Hence the many discussions on contradictory pressures 
forr those 'half-caste' children as they live and identify as both American/Australian/New 
Zealanderss and Samoan/Tongans. This sort of multiplex identification also emerges as a certain 
mobility,, switch-backs and inconsistencies in attitude and degrees of flexibility as posters 
identifyy on different occasions as Republicans, Christians, Samoans and so on ". The onlooker 
willl detect these shifts in position - and opinion - throughout all the citations. 

Iff any 'culture' is constituted by an ongoing exchange of meanings, and also a site for 
powerr struggles at the everyday grassroots level (Chen 1996), then it is inherently malleable, 
flexiblee and so contestable, rather than ahistorical and static. This may seem a truism but 
'traditional'' Pacific Island cultures have often been represented as fixed, static, and inherently 
conservative.. The tensions, rather than negotiations, have been mainly couched in terms of 
'modern'' versus traditional'. As I have already argued, this division, yet another form of 
exoticisationn (Ling 2001b, Wendt 1999), occludes far more complex nuances, far more intricate 
attitudess to what constitutes cultural change, sex-gender roles in the Pacific Islands. Moreover, 
youngerr generationss of the diaspora take a very different view to their parents, community 
elders,, on these matters; at least in these forums where offline forms of social deference 
(Mortonn 1996) free participants up to work out their thoughts and concerns. Articulation 
becomess a means for empowerment in this respect (Freire 1972, Gal 1991) and the way in 
whichh the everyday vitality of Pacific Island cultures can converse with more trenchant political 
andd social cultural representations. These, too, are being challenged in postcolonial cultural 
expressionn and production. 

CulturalCultural  (Reproduction 

Thee latter is entailed in all manner of cultural reproduction and cultural identity politics 
aroundd indigenous ethnicities (Hall 1996a, Wilson 1999, Wendt 1999) that form a backdrop to 
thesee threads. A conscious countering of negative stereotypes in the media, film, historical 
accounts,, national heritages, has been a preoccupation in Australia and New Zealand for at least 

877 Threads that talk about recent Chinese immigrants in Tonga and (homo)sexuality are the biggest line of 
division,, especially for the more fundamentalist Christian participants. 
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200 years. Rather than go into a blow by blow account of (indigenous) ethnic cultural politics in 
thesee countries, the Civil Rights movement in the USA being taken as read, this section should 
sufficee in laying out the 'local-global' contours of cultural reproduction - in this case, cinema -
whichh these threads also address (Hall 1996b, Hereniko 1999). 

Thosee who have seen the New Zealand films Once Were Warriors and The Piano, both 
off which made a splash in cinemas all over the world, may have noted an enormous difference 
betweenn the grim urban landscapes, economic deprivation and social exclusion depicted in the 
formerr and the lush lyrical landscapes of the latter 'period piece'. Furthermore, in each film the 
Neww Zealand Maori are depicted in very different ways, the exigencies of the different plots and 
timee periods notwithstanding. In both, mere are 'cultural clashes' in play. And so are their 
respectivee embodiments; that of the tattoo in particular. In The Piano, the traditional facial 
tattooo of the Maori - the moko (Figure Eight) - is worn by the Harvey Keitel character. In Once 
WereWere Warriors these are seen on the faces of urban youths, as an additional part of their gang 
'colours'.. The revival of the full moko for men and women alike in contemporary New Zealand 
hass been regarded as the latest part of an ongoing Maori postcolonial 'cultural renaissance' 
(Hereniko/Dufff 1999: 129) that has helped revive a practice dating from pre-colonial times that 
designatedd chiefs and warriors (Hereniko 1999) - a way of life frowned upon by missionaries 
(Wendtt 1999:400-401,408). A male moko was worn by Maori fighters - warriors 
(Hereniko/Dufff 1999: 122-123) **. The New Zealand case notwithstanding, tattooing is still a 
widespreadd practice throughout the South Pacific Islands. Samoan 'tatauing' for instance "has 
enduredd and is very alive even in Los Angeles and Auckland where, since Worldd War Two, 
Samoann communities have established themselves" (Wendt 1999:408, Ward 1999). 
Maori/Pacificc Island motifs have also become quite fashionable in contemporary revivals of 
westernn body-art. In an urban and socially marginalised setting, however, such visible physical 
markerss carry a whole new layer of significance and, as in the case of Once Were Warriors, of 
masculinisedd open defiance. 

Butt those who look more closely would also note the important sub-plot that is the 
yearningg for another way of life, set of values held by Beth, through whose eyes the story in 
OnceOnce Were Warriors is framed. This becomes stronger as she watches her family, her daughter 
Gracee in particular, and her own relationship with Jake torn apart by the effects of 
unemployment,, alcohol, violence - both physical and sexual. That she came from 'royal' stock 
andd her partner not, is another dimension to the personal and social tensions in this film and its 
(controversial)) depiction of the contemporary Maori in urban New Zealand (Thompson 1999). 
Thee disaffection and social exclusion of'ethnic minorities' and indigenous peoples such as 
Pacificc Islanders and Maori in New Zealand ", Australia and its Aboriginal peoples, 
African/Black-Americann and more recent Latin-American populations in the USA, have many 
contestingg analyses and political responses. Criminality, gangs, high unemployment rates, 
educationall deficit as a result of high school drop-out levels, concerns over relatively poor 
readingg and writing levels for some groups, and ghetto-like living conditions amongst these 
communitiess have not helped lessen some intransigent racial and cultural stereotypes let alone 
thee demographics that appear to confirm these. These include instances of domestic violence, 
aggressivee expressions of (young) male-gender identities that include clashes between rival 
(Tongan,, Samoan, Maori) gangs, drive-by shootings, large Pacific Island and Maori prison 
populationss and so on 90. Whether it be Salt Lake City, Sydney, or Auckland, Pacific Island 

888 Another trademark, the traditional war-dance, the haka, continues in Tourist shows and as part of the 
Neww Zealand national rugby team's pre-match ritual. 
899 For the record, I have worked in several of these areas and can attest to the complex factors that create 
thesee effects. I can also attest to some of the solutions put forward to deal with these, from within the 
respectivee communities. During me heyday of nec-liberalism in 1980's New Zealand, mese initiatives 
weree subsumed by the effect of neoliberal macro-economic policies ('Rogernomics') hat contributed to 
exacerbatingg such divisions (Jesson 1999). 
900 Alan Duff, the author of the novel Once Were Warriors, does not mince words on this: 

Andd as for racism, we're all racists. Maoris are racist against Samoans; Samoans hate Tongans; 
Tonganss hate Samoans. Blacks hate blacks in Africa. They're slaughtering each other. It's tribe 
againstt tribe, black on black. Same in New Zealand. We're all racist, every human being on 
earth.. Maori against Maori. No one says anything about mat because you cant label it 
convenientlyy (Duff in Hereniko 1999:124). 
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communitiess - ethnic minorities in these contexts - are depicted all too often as criminal, poorly 
educatedd and marginalised ones. Although this has been changing, through church and 
communityy initiatives and the symbolic power of sporting achievements for instance, ingrained 
stereotypess still stick. Meanwhile, older hierarchies are compounded or substituted for class-
basedd and economic ones, as many of these interventions have shown (Chapter Six). These are 
furtherr complicated by the economic relationship - remittances - and differences in standards of 
livingg (supposedly) between diasporas and their extended families in the islands. 

Itt is a truism to say that if pressed, people anywhere would be hard put to pin down 
whatt constitutes a particular culture or way of life, let alone what its essence "really is" (lillian 
17/08/98)) 91. Given the history of European expansion and colonialism that frames die online 
andd offline traversals of the South Pacific let alone arguments about 'pre-contact1 ones (Morton 
(1996:: 21-22), there are strong emotional and political economic overtones to these particular 
discussions.. Tongan/Samoan - and Polynesian culture/s are discussed both in the abstract and as 
specificc and inter-related (sets of) practices. There is also a wide range in attitudes and 
identificationss expressed. These cut through and inform those dealing with gender/ race/ 
ethnicityy as discriminatory and/or empowering embodiments. Older and younger generations 
gett involved and various degrees of direct knowledge and (lack of ) contact with the cultural 
practicess discussed are put forward. Parents who grew up in the islands or abroad, children who 
aree parents in turn, partners and children of mixed marriages talk (at times somewhat 
idealistically)) about what cultural aspects are being lost or changed and the implications of this. 
Theyy also allude to, if not directly talk about some of the aforementioned negative effects and 
impactss of living as an 'ethnic minority' overseas and whether these can be put down to the 
weakeningg of ties with Tol/ culture, being isolated whilst at university, socio-economic or 
educationall deprivation and so on. As Jazzy Belle says in an early discussion, echoing others 
fromfrom the same year (see above) and many that come afterwards: 

II am one of those Polynesians who was born in America and has assimilated with many 
'American'' ways that are not Tob/ ways...[M]y parents, especially my dad, has 
emphasizedd how important it is ... to be successful It isnt a pleasant picture when 
thee 'Whites' stereotype many polys as dumb and no-good gang-bangers ... [Its] hard 
enoughh being away from family, taking classes that seem like they'll never end, fighting 
ourr own battles without our own people degrading us by calling us 'oreos' or 'coconuts' 
(Jazzyy Belle, 12/05/98) n 

Thesee threads also think about the future and the implications of (reclaiming their 
Yolynesian-ness'' in order to 'stand up for each other1 (lillian, 17/08/98 op cit) in the face of 
adversityy abroad. These variegated discussions both countermand intercultural and intracultural 
processess of racial stereotyping as well as articulate proactive forms of identification and 
solidarityy for the future. Whence the large degree of idealism amidst the angst and pressures of 
workingg to bring 

Polynesiann heritage to a status where it is acceptable and not overlooked in many 
countries...Too bring recognition to the polys., be in a better position to help [the] 
Polynesiann community or better educate them on some decisions they may have to 
make.. Many polys are taken advantage of. Some may say if s because we're too nice, 
butt I believe ifs because some of us just don't know how to handle some 
situations....(Jazzyy Belle, 12/05/98) fe 

Thiss statement encapsulates some highly contentious issues within me respective communities and 
betweenn mem. Gangs have formed along Pacific Island ethnic lines in cities like Auckland, Salt Lake City 
andd Los Angeles. It is mis 'baggy pants brigade' (Kami 2001) of marginalised - male - youths mat the KB 
andd Porycafe founders are all too aware of and for whom they see the internet/www as a potential means 
forr empowerment (Kami 2001; interview). 
911 In reply to Weekly Discussion Topic # 52: Poly Violence...HerUage, Or Hate? 
922 In reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #38: Second Generation Pofys Overseas... Sometimes 'Between a 
RockRock and a Hard Place'" (KB Admin, 11/05/98, no longer on server) 
933 See note above. 
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Thee point in this excursion into the many different ways 'culture' is (re)articulated to 
race/ethnicityy here is to see how 'culture' is just as mobile a meaning as is race and/or ethnicity 
and/orr gender, discomforting as this mobility may be for academic and policy-making lexicons 
(Hau'ofaa 1987, Hereniko/Duff 1999). And, as I have argued in Chapter Two, image-making has 
concretee sociocultural and political economic underpinnings and consequences. Moreover, any 
politicss of representation entails language in one form or another. This holds true for the still 
largelyy written textual scenarios of online communications. 

Languagee is very powerful tool. When oral or written symbols are reinforced through 
entertainment,, education and religion, it becomes even more potent. Words 
communicatee meanings that are commonly understood by all participants or they cannot 
standd as a method for conveying meaning or order. The subconscious, symbolic reality 
whichh people speak into existence facilitates the exercise of power or reveals 
impotence.. Words, also, are made into allies or enemies. (Crawford 2000:5/7) 

Thee everyday practices of meaning-making for these groups entail writing/reading 
online,, which (re)articulate not only how Tongan - Samoan - Polynesian cultural practices are 
beingg lived but also how they are being assumed, contested and moulded in all manner of 
everydayy situations 

WhoseWhose  Culture/s 

Backk to the particular (cyber)spaces in which these dynamics can be seen at work. The 
practicess and attitudes seen to comprise the postcolonial and/or diasporic Tongan - Samoan -
Polynesiann 'Way' permeate discussions about self/group identity formation for younger 
postcoloniall diasporas. It would be too simplistic to say that debates around cultural 
preservationn vis-a-vis adaptation or changes over time, where cultural identity or confusion 
relatess to parental or peer pressure, are the number one preoccupation of these communities, but 
theree is some truth to this (Kami 2001: interview). As I have already explained, a large part of 
thesee threads come from the Kava Bowl's Weekly Discussion Topics and so pertain largely to 
Tongaa as such. But cultural themes are threaded through the Polynesian Cafe Kamehameha 
Roundtablee discussions as well. Moreover, different people from different backgrounds are 
talkingg to each other as much as they are with their own 'peeps'. This is a key characteristic of 
thesee online communications and one that should not be underestimated in terms of opening up 
debatess and broadening participation - and thereby content. Which specific set of practices, 
Southh Pacific Islands are being referred to should be apparent from the citations. My aim here is 
too show the main sub-themes that fall (loosely) under the rubric of cultural identity / 
identification,, highlight recurring concerns for the diasporic communities and indicate where 
offlinee daily life push in on what are freely overlapping, recurring and open-ended discussions. 
Again,, I would argue that what is in play here are exchanges in meanings and (re)articulations 
off culture as everyday practice. The latter operates in terms of the openings - and closures - in 
thesee participants' articulations of the Tongan Way\ Ta'a Samoa, the Toly Way of doing 
things.. Where these begin and where they are heading. 

Thiss said, these ways of life are never really defined in toto. The latter of these -
Polynesiann - emerges as a sort of postcolonial Desiderata as this rubric gets (re)appropriated 
fromm its Europeans coinage and its subsequent colonialist overtones. The following examples 
fromm many interconnected sets of threads attest to this in/definiteness, which relates to how the 
respectivee cultural traditions and sets of expectations are (to be) defined, designated as unique 
and/orr shared in the first place. In short, what exactly the culture-to-be-maintained or claimed 
entailss is not self-evident, least of all for second and third generation "Polys Overseas [who are] 
sometimess 'between a rock and a hard place"*M. But whatever 'if is, Samoan/Tongan/ 
Polynesiann cultures are taken to be changing, flexible. If not by choice then certainly by 

944 Weekly Discussion Topic #38: Second Generation Polys Overseas... Sometimes 'Between a Rock and a 
HardHard Place'" posted by KB Admin (11/05/98, KB, no longer on server). 
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circumstance.. Livin g and growing up overseas entail both elements, and is empowering as well 
ass fraught with new political and gender-power  limitation s (Chapters Five and Six). Despite a 
widee range of threads about particular  Tongan practices, the insistence on singularity in terms of 
Tongann politics (Chapter  Six) or  vis-a-vis newcomers to the islands, posters remain adamant 
thatt  in the final analysis: 

Whoo can define Tongan7 You really cant because every Tongan's experience is 
differentt  (KB Regular, 9/11/98)K 

Definitionss of what a Tongan is wil l reflect whatever  experience and knowledge each 
individuall  brings to the table. Every person's definition wil l vary; no definition is either 
rightright  or  wrong. However, it seems like mere is always someone who is tryin g to make 
hiss voice heard above everyone else's, proclaiming that his definition is by far  the most 
right,right,  and from mat definition should every Tongan standard be predicated. I have littl e 
experiencee with all the ballyhoo mat goes on with the majorit y of the Tongan 
celebrations.. I lived in Tonga for  three years when I was a littl e kid. I can't speak 
Tongan,, I am a terribl e tao' lunga dancer, in fact I probably spelled it wrong, I can 
hardlyy eat pork, in fact I don't even really like meat that much. Reggae is not my 
favorit ee music, neither  is rap... I'v e never  to'aed for  a fai kava and never  wil l and to top 
itt  all off, I am light-skinned and have thin hair. So now that I have failed the 'You are a 
Tongann if you are...'  test, can I still call myself a Tongan? (Tupou Fifita , 28/10/98) * 

Everyy single Tongan I know classifies The Tongan Wa/ differently....what does this 
reallyy mean? I know some Tongans who think the Tongan way is big parties big eating 
andd loud talking others who think the Tongan Way is going to church, humility , quite 
opinionss and obeying your  husband...(no understanding?? 4/09/99) 

Thee best effort at summing up from a Tongan perspective on 'culture' per  se are to be 
foundd in a quite short thread in the now offline Tongan History Forum. In reply to an initia l post 
entitledd What is the Tongan Way? by a "second-year  anthropology student [having] some 
difficultie ss understanding the Tongan way*"  w the poster  calling themselves Tongan Way? 
takess four  pages to respond. This writer  does not see her/his representation of all the various 
"notion ss and practices"  (ibid) that constitute the Tongan Way* as separate from her/his own 
situationn and beliefs (as a practising Christian): 

.... I love my new lif e style as well, a western individual (tryin g hard hahaha), a different 
independence,, a wider  range of guarantees for  the future, unrestricted by cultural 
expectationn (albeit western culture, which is basically whatever  I want to be my 
culture),, career/educational opportunities (opportunities that are no doubt in Tonga as 
welll  but with strings attached here and there). Lif e is simpler  overseas (others see it the 
otherr  way around). For  myself being overseas it doesnt matter  so much who I am or 
whoo my parents are, or  what station of lif e I am at etc. just that I am. And I want mis 
forr  my children and theirs. And what of the gangs to which children devoid of cultural 
identityy seem to flow to?.. ..I  have no solutions I dont mink one needs to affiliat e 
withh any group in order  to find identity or  fulfilment although this works perfectly for 
somee (good on them). (Tongan Way?, 20/04/99)" 

Moreoverr  she begins with an important caveat: 

959511 define my own identity, in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #58: What is "Tongan'? is the Definition 
Changing?Changing? (KB Admin, 8/11/98, KB, no longer  on server) 
9696 In Reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #56: Too Much Chlorine In The Gene Pool? (KB Admin, 
18/10/98,, KB, no longer  on server). 
977 in reply to Tongan Way, on Us way out, (Christian, 4/09/99), initial post, at http://pacfficforum.com/ 
kavabowl/kc/messages/48340.html l 
9191 posted by John Michel (20/04/99, KB, no longer  on server) 
9999 Hello John Michel, in reply to initial post, no longer  on server. 
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Heree are some thoughts on the Tongan way. I'm afraid I couldnt answer your question 
directlyy because I kept straying all over the place. I thought I'd post this anyway, hoping 
youu would glean what you needed yourself." (Tongan Way? 1/05/99) 

Thee following distillation of other conversations that further trace some of these 
on/offlinee 'strayings' from both the KB and the KR bear the above inter/subjective demarcations 
inn mind. In contrast to the other three other chapters in this section, the rest of this chapter will 
treatt these traversals as a series of movie 'stills', snapshots if you will, of the enormous variety 
off cultural 'recitations' that comprise the (cyber)spatial practices of identity formation for 
communities. . 

AppeasingAppeasing  Two (or  more)  Cultures:  We make do  as we go  10

Concernss with cultural preservation vis-a-vis processes of "assimilation and 
acculturation"" (Mafua, 9/09/97) 101 punctuate the lifespan of these forums for parents and 
childrenn alike, conscious attempts from the forum moderators to raise debate on such issues 
notwithstandingg (Aiono 1999: interview). Even as ultimate definitions are resisted in most of 
thesee discussions and the permeability of biology admitted, diasporic generations from the 
Southh Pacific are constantly having to deal with the specificities of self / group identification as 
processess of loss and/or acquisition - "retained or discarded" (Mafua op cit) - vis-a-vis dominant 
'Western'' culture. These inner tensions, defiant stances and/or conscious celebrations are the 
resultt of personal choice (active cultivation or rejection of said traditions) as much as 
circumstances.. These can entail being part off a clearly defined diasporic community, being 
isolatedd whilst studying, being brought up in a predominantly palangi setting or being relatively 
privilegedd in terms of education and/or employment. As Soakai, who made the above 
observationn in one of the first Kava Bowl Weekly Discussion Topics back in 1997, no culture 
standss still, let alone when it is being practised elsewhere. Furthermore, when assumptions and 
predominantt practices belong to others, there "is no text book solution to our journey" (Soakai, 
9/09/988 op cit). 

Everydayy embodiments are never far away from 'culture' as the reconstructions covered 
soo far show. In 2000, a (Tongan) regular asks on the Kamehameha Roundtable. 

Iss it wrong for me to want to preserve my culture?.. and in so doing so does that mean I 
willl also want to preserve my race? Does that sound racist? (gp, 16/11/00) 102 

Inn answering this, Meilakepa (another regular) prefaces his reply; 

Goodd subject gp. But first of all, preserving one's culture does not necessarily mean 
havingg to marry within the race. But I think marrying within the race would be a natural 
resultt of trying to preserve culture. But let me lay some foundation and context first. 
Andd I specifically reserve this opinion to many of us who grew up overseas where the 
riskrisk of losing one's culture is most pronounced (Meilakepa, 17/11/00) 103 

Thee way Meilakepa continues encapsulates the ins and outs of a complex set of 
(diasporic)) practices, 'making-do's' everyday choices, and positions for the longer term: 

1000 Here's my farthing's worth (Soakai (9/09/97) in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #11: POLY 
CULTURECULTURE & TRADITION:  When living overseas, what cultural elements should be/are retained and 
whatwhat should be/are being discarded in favour of elements from the new environment? (KB Admin, 
8/09/97,, KB, no longer on server). 
1011 In Weekly Discussion Topic §11: POLY CULTURE & TRADITION:  When living overseas, what 
culturalcultural  elements should be/are being retained and what should/are being discarded in favour of elements 
fromfrom the new environment? (KBAdmin, 8/09/97, KB, no longer on server) 
1022 Is it wrong for me to want to preserve my culture? initial post at htto://polycafe.coni//kamehameha/ 
kamehameha2000-2/1666.html l 
iroo / think it's our obligation when living overseas, in reply to gp, at http://polycafe.eom//kamehameha/ 
kamehamehaa 2000-2/1681.html 
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Byy definition, growing up in a different society puts at risk the contrasts of ourr native 
culturee with our adopted culture and society. I grew up in the United States. My parents 
greww up in Tonga. I grew up in a nuclear family, at least relative to my parents' youth 
wheree theirs was an extended family upbringing (I have an extended family here too, at 
leastt in comparison to my American friends, but the "extension" is not as extensive for 
mee as it was for my parents in Tonga). The morals of the States are geared toward 
personall independence and freedom of expression. The Tongan society is more 
restrictedd in what one can and should say or do, and that the young are subservient to 
thee old, men subject to the ceremonial fiat of the women, religion is all-encompassing, 
etc. . 

Soo as a Tongan male living in the United States, I will ALWAYS be American. 
Itt is where I grew up and absorbed during my formative years. 

Butt there are MANY aspects of Tongan society and culture that I have missed 
whilee growing up in the States. Do I want to regain them while in the States? Can I do 
soo despite my obviously Americanized bent? Yes, I think so. 

II think it is important to retain our native culture so far away from our little 
islands.. For if we do not, our children will be even less "islander" than us. Eventually, 
wee will eventually melt into the culture and society of our adopted country. That may be 
finefine to some, but I respectfully prefer otherwise... (Meilakepa, 17/11/00) M 

Butt exactly what everyday practices - the constituents of this journey - are at stake? The 
firstfirst is clear, language and awareness or relative identification with any cultural heritage are 
intertwined.. Without one, the other is compromised or at least has to be tempered. 

AA noticeable admission is my inability to speak die Tongan language. Alas, the loss of 
languagee skills dilutes many of the other cultural elements I have been able to maintain 
..... Anyway, there are many elements of our culture that we maintain involuntarily and 
unknowingly.. We take for granted our attending Tongan church services and 
harmonizingg the hymns, but we do so without even realizing that we are perpetuating 
ourr culture overseas." (Mafua, 9/09/97)105 

mm this respect, in an early Weekly Discussion Topic on the Kava Bowl, a parent, 
Soakai,, talks about his seven year old son's confusion over how Toly culture and tradition' deals 
withh money, financial and in-kind obligations between (extended) family members and other 
occasions.. In Tongan diasporic terms, this 

iss a real issue we are commonly facing each day. For example, my son asked me about 
whyy I fakapale [stick money on the dancer] at die tau'olunga [fundraising dance] but 
givee him a hard time when he asks for a dollar.... I told my son, that* s part of our 
culture.. You mean, giving money away? More explaining to do..." (Soakai, 9/09/97) 

Forr children of mixed descent, this at-home to overseas direction is reversed. In reply to 
Teuilaa on a thread entitled Raising Afatasi Children.1**,  poorer language skills can be tempered 
withh a conscious fostering of knowledge and openness: 

II just read your response to the post on raising children who are of mix ancestry. You 
aree a very strong woman, and I can see why P.Ts family loves you very much. Your son 
willl thank you someday for all that you have done to ensure mat he knows of his 
Samoann culture. I wish more families would chose to raise their children in such a 
manner.. You are so right when you say that language and culture go hand in hand. As a 
personn who is afakasi, I thank you for being a strong sister. PJ is truly blessed to have a 

1044 See above 
1055 In Weekly Discussion Topic Ml:  POLY CULTURE & TRADITION:  When living overseas, what 
culturalcultural  elements should be/are being retained and what should/are being discarded in favour of elements 
fromfrom the new environment? 
106106 initial post by Concerned Kaige (25/02/01) at httoy f̂ycafe.«an//kamehameha/kamehameha2000^ 
2/2851.. html 
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mommyy like you. (Sweet Lilly, 2/03/01) 

Languagee and rituals also have economic underpinnings as extended families exchange 
moneyy and goods between the islands and host countries. In this sense online traversals intersect 
withh material interchange that in turn have cultural significance - both celebratory and 
oppressive.. 'Kainga' (Tonga) and 'ainga' obligations (in the form of monetary and in-kind 
remittances)) are as much a financial burden for those living overseas as they are a form of 
communityy building and sociocultural continuity . 

Anotherr recurring theme around which postcolonial cultural identity now pivots is 
education,, as a form of social status and independence. This theme is also present in the threads 
examinedd in Chapter Five. The repercussions of going away from the islands to study (Taholo 
Kamii being a prime example) or leaving consolidated 'Poly' communities to study elsewhere in 
thee country are emotional, financial and political as social bonds are loosened by virtue of 
distance,, and marrying palangis, if nothing else. The tensions and misunderstandings cut both 
ways.. One angle on these processes is provided, in good humour by a parent who is not 
Polynesian: : 

Itt is like this I know because I married a Tongan. you give all the family your money, 
youu name all your kids after the family members. You make sure you go to church even 
iff you can't understand the language...always feed your in-laws or else. And deal with 
themm speaking their language even if you can't understand what they are saying and yes 
theyy are probably talking about you. I could go on but I'm probably telling you 
somethingg you already know. Don't get me wrong I love my Tongan man but is not easy 
sometimes.. But its worth it!!!!!!! (Lahuablossom, 23/05/99) I09 

AA Celebration  [or]  an Instrument  of  subtle  coercion ii0 

We'ree not so much as losing our culture, we're adapting to todays world. Think about it, 
doo you think our aiga [extended family networks] in The Samoa's could live life the 
wayy we did for thousands of years and thousands more with the way the world is 
advancing?? No, Samoa as with the rest of Polynesia is slowly adapting to me modern 
dayy world out of necessity! (me, 10/02/01) m 

II have said that the general tone in all this online peregrinations is celebratory, 
consciouslyy constructive even as sociocultural mores are put under the microscope and 
questionedd at length. But, in reference to my initial comments on the marginalisation under 
whichh many Pacific Island communities live in diaspora, there are a number of threads mat 
addresss socio-economic deprivation, issues like gang violence and high school drop-put rates 
112.. And as for whether there is 'a' culture to be preserved (Morton 1996: 257 passim), whether 
theree is 'one' identification to be opted for. 

II was at Samoa just this past month, and I saw how the Western world corrupted our 
islands,, and the big effect they have in the islands. I also see the culture desperately 
tryingg to preserve around the island, but the more influence the western world has, the 
worstt it becomes. I think the culture doesnt even apply to me the fact that I was not 
bornn and raised in an environment where the culture didnt exist. But as an outsider 

1077 You Go Girl!  in reply to My Feelings posted by Teuila (25/02/01) in Raising Afatasi Children thread, 
att http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2988.htnu 
1088 Here, I am skipping over an enormous area of research. Suffice it to say that the extended family has a 
sociall and an economic function, for better or for worse. 
1099 in reply to Re: What is the Tongan Way? posted by John Michel (28/04/99) in What is the Tongan 
Way?Way? (THA, no longer on server). 
1100 'Alopi Latukefu in reply to What is the Tonga Way? thread (see above) 
1111 we are losing some of our "original  ways" in reply to TRUE POLYNESIANS thread, at 
http://porycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/262S.html l 
1122 See PI Summit (Dr Victor C. Thompson, 29/04/01), initial post, KR, at http://polycafe.com/ 
kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/33 804.html 
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lookingg in, I see that samoans are losing quickly their  culture and it does affect the way 
theyy live, and their  lifestyle they uphold. (Lucy, 14/02/01) m 

Too which the following replies: 

II  agree with you about the western influences on our  small island of Samoa, however, I 
disagreee with you about Samoa losing it' s culture and most of all if s lack of morality . 
I'mm not blind to the fact that Samoa has welcomed and adapted to alot of the western 
ways.. I dont mind the luxuries of a foreign car  and many other  modern materials mat 
thee outside world has to offer. Samoans are actually moving with time and if s not a bad 
thingg at all. I  could understand your  stand point regarding our  culture and I must say 
thatt  environment has alot to do with your  views, you obviously have been away from 
Samoaa and your  visit was probably an overwhelmingg experience. I would surely have 
differentt  perspectives about Samoa if I was livin g in another  big country as well. My 
pointt  is, Samoa/Upolu is one of the fewest islands or  maybe the only one that has full y 
controlledd of if s own lands.... We are an independent Samoa with a parliament mat 
consistss of Samoans only and also a police force headed by Samoans. Our  major  stores 
andd hotels are operated and owned by Samoans I could go on and on but the bottom 
linee is, I am proud of Samoa because with all the western influences, Samoa has still 
maintainedd ifs grace, beauty and most if s power  to maintained if s uniqueness. We have 

welll  preserved faasamoa customs that works hand in hand with some of our 
Europeanss ways..etc etc.but if s still remains as a strong island nation. (SeiOriana, 
16/02/01)) ,M 

Whateverr  the chosen focus may be, the consensus is that 'culture*  is negotiable, and 
intersubjectivelyy defined, over  time. Specific practices may look fixed, their  gender-power 
relationss immutable but as the poster, Tongan Way, says in conclusion: 

.returnin gg to the point which I have no doubt lost somewhere above (if I ever  came 
closee to it at all), the Tongan way encompasses the notions and practices above in 
variouss combinations. The phrase is just a fond description used by Tongans to refer  to 
howw things are done amongst themselves or  in their  communities. It highlights the 
Tongan'ss way perhaps as if it were the better  ways (as many Tongans think) . I think it is 
merelyy refers to a collection of ideals and practices mat have been carried out by 
Tonganss over  the centuries, but which are not peculiar  to Tongans and certainly occur 
inn varying degrees and combinations all over  the world in other  cultures as well. 
Neverthelesss the expression .. inspires in the mind and heart of the Tongan national 
prid ee (or  shame), memories of Tonga and the way things were done/are done amongst 
Tongans,, national unity (or  subservience even) etc. And by the same token I guess 
Samoanss would feel similar  feelings when they extol the Samoan way, or  the Indians 
whenn they speak of the Indian way [sic], or  the Russians with their  way and so on. My 
apologiess if I have offended anyone. With deepest respect. (Tongan Way? 1/05/99, op 
cit) ) 

// Define  My Own Identity 11$ 11$ 

Andd as for  what, whose 'identity* , many participants - second/third generations - are 
determinedd to decide for  themselves. 

Doo I think Samoans are assimilating more &  more of the Western World? No for  those 
thatt  actually live in Samoa and Yes for  those who have moved on to different countries, 

1,311 agree with the professor, in reply to TRUE POLYNESIANS thread, at 
hüp://polYcafe.(»m/kamehanreha/kaire e 
1.44 re: Samoa ..part 2, in reply to Lucy (see above), at 
http://polycafe.com/kainehameha/kam m 
1.55 posted by KB Regular  (9/11/98) in Weekly Discussion Topic #58: What is Tongan1? Is the Definition 
Changing?,Changing?, no longer  on server 
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USA,, AUS, NZ etc.... of course we are becoming more western, why? because we have 
too try and fit into the customs of the country that we have now made our new homes 
II love my culture and I am 100% Samoan, and I will try and teach my children what my 
parentss have taught me, but I can not say that my children will do the same for theres 
andd that*s what scares me. I think it is in the individual whether our culture is passed on 
too the next generation. Hope my post has not offended anyone, but just wanted to share 
myy true feelings about my culture and where I see it in the years to come. My Samoan 
brotherss / sisters it is up to us whether or not we choose to forget our culture or 
rememberr our roots. (Dream Girl, 11/02/01)116 

Thiss intersects with the culture of being an individual in your own right that goes with 
growingg up in the USA, or other parts of the western world, the many social and economic 
divisionss of everyday life there notwithstanding. What has to be negotiated is complex. 
Articulationss of these ins and out range from clarity: 

Myy identity as a Tongan is too important. Ifs ironic that I have finally realized this after 
II have become soo Americanized. So at least for me, I feel that it is my obligation to my 
futuree children (LOL) to possess as much of my native culture as possible so I can pass 
itt along. I want my children and their children to understand the importance and 
responsibilitiess of the extended family, the ceremonial rites of a faikava, the identities 
off my familial chiefs and leaders, the meaning of our dances, the different islands where 
myy family came from, the various mehikitanga aunts that will preside over my family 
ceremonies,, etc., etc. 

Almostt by necessity, this means that I will most likely marry a fellow Tongan. 
Forr she will better understand my culture that I now so desperately want to cling to. 
Thatt doesn't mean someone outside my race could be as understanding. I just think my 
chancess are better with a fellow Tongan I hope the above made sense. I hope the 
abovee did not offend anyone. If so, I am sorry for that. But that's my humble opinion. 
(Meilakepa,, 17/11/00) "7 

Thesee contrast with the effect of hardship: 

Myy parents migrated from Tonga to the United States in the early 60's. Here they 
workedd adamantly to provide food, education, shelter, clothing and all the necessities of 
lifee for their own children and others' who came from the Island with no family or 
meanss of support here. I being one of the younger of their children did not get to see the 
fulll impact of the LONG SUFFERING they had to endure. My parents worked avidly to 
ensuree they could give their children a better future. My father worked full time being 
paidd close to $2. per hour and then had a side job of Gardening/Landscaping ('iate), 
whilee my mother was a Housemaid. My parents instilled in us, their children the values 
off hard work, respect, culture, and dignity. We live in the very home they purchase 
somee 32 years ago. My parents are both retired and live comfortably. This is not to say 
thatt we are well off....Because I was born and raised here in America...I can say that I 
havee had the best of both worlds! While Tongan was the first language in the home, I 
learnedd English from my older siblings and then in Elementary School. I read, write, 
andd speak FLUENTLY the Tongan and English language. My life is enriched because I 
havee both cultures. While my parents struggled with the American Ways that seem so 
TABUU to our TONGAN CULTURE and TRADITIONS, they learned quickly that they 
hadd to integrate the two I dont make this all out to sound like we havent faced one 
bitt of agony, trouble or strife...there were plenty of those along with the traditional 
tongann upbringing, but things changed over the years. (Tve got the best of both worlds!, 
17/08/98)) m 

1166 Answers to your Questions in reply to TRUE POLYNESIANS thread, at 
http://polycafe.convltamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/2640Jitiiil l 
1177 in Is it wrong for me to want to preserve my culture? thread at http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/ 
kamehameha2000-2/ll 681 .html 
"**  in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #50 (The Big Five-Ohl): Poly Kids...Does Trying To Appease 
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Whatt  die governing characteristics of cultural identity are varies from poster  to poster. 
Somee see racially constructed physical characteristics as tantamount and others not. These 
differencess in standpoint and experience propel the disagreements but also show onlookers also 
howw pragmatic articulations of culture/ethnicity/race really are at the everyday level. The 
gender-powerr  politics come from either  their  fixing and resistance to that or  their  fluidity , and 
thee gender-power  relations entailed. By whom and for  whom. The situation does matter  and 
beingg overseas is the governing one in these cases, with being in the internet/www another 
dimensionn to this. 

Myy mother  is of German/Irish blood and I am proud to say that I am privileged to have 
aa rich heritage from three strong nations of people. Perhaps some of you may scoff at 
mee for  having pride in such a 'diluted*  bloodline, however  does being a half Tongan 
makee me any less Tongan man a full Tongan? What does it mean to be a Tongan 
anyway?? Do I have to have tapas on my walls and attend every single wedding, funeral, 
birthdayy party, and pay homage to the touring royalty in order  to prove that I am 
Tongan?? Does the amount of blood that runs through my veins constitute how Tongan I 
amm or  not? I think not. (Tupou Fifita , 28/10/98) " ' 

Diasporicc self/group identity formation and various other  sorts of (national, religious, 
hierarchical)) identifications also operate through the way the term Tolynesian' is used 
throughoutt  the lif e of these forums, both separately and together. A loose term that by 2001 has 
establishedd a currency and a representational political resonance all of its own - on their  own 
terms.. The point to remember is that how it works here is according to the members of these 
communitiess themselves. The mobile (cyber)spaces and constitutive practices also belong to 
themm as countermands to the dominant and repressive representations by all-knowing, all-seeing 
expertss (de Certeau 1986, Dufour  2001, Hau'ofa 1987). What these threads are attesting to is 
thatt  more often that not, the latter  are 

justt  telling absolute lies, or  else they are spouting theories that [are] completely 
irrelevantt  to the real situation.... (Hereniko/Duff 1999:121). 

Inn short, representations of cultural identity are sites of political struggle and the self/group 
identificationss mat interact and interchange with these are textual and corporeal spatial practices 
embeddedd in the gender-power  relations of everyday life. 

Proudlyy Countering Categories:: Becoming 'Polynesian' 12

If ss interesting how you can creatively use language for  yourself, make new connections 
andd symbolisms Although you may have trouble with the history behind the word 
"Polynesian,'''  other  Polynesians do not because they have redefined it for  themselves. 
(Brownn Sugar, 26/11/00)121 

TwoTwo Cultures Have You Between A Rock And A Hard Place? (KB Admin, 16/08/98, no longer  on server) 
1""  in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic #56: Too Much Chlorine In The Gene Pool? (KB Admin 
(18/10/98,, KB, no longer  on server). 
1200 This is a reference to Helen Morton' s study of childhood, Becoming Tongan: An Ethnography of 
ChildhoodChildhood (1996) in which she emphasises the socialisation processes during childhood that delineate 
Tongann forms of selfhood and intersubjectivhy. This last set of threads indicate a comparable albeit 
nascentt  process, a conscious attempt to articulate the multiplex processes of socialisation for  postcolonial 
diasporicc generations. Much more study needs to be done of course but Morton' s term is apposite for 
thesee online articulations of the "relationship between the individual and society"  (1996:7) inn a certain 
contextt  and at the intersection of different meanings of the'social'and the'individual' . See Figure One 
forr  another, less optimistic take on constructions of the "Polynesian body (Teaiwa 1999). 
1211 What about the term FOB? [Fresh Off the Boat] in reph/ to I dislike the term Polynesian posted by 
ALOJAHH (25/11/00) at http /̂polycafe.com/kamchamehaltamehameha2000-2/1820Jitml 
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Thee word Polynesian is better than being called savages as we have been. (Proud 
Polynesian,, 1/12/00)m 

Thesee two interventions engage directly with the politics of language.They take as a 
givenn the precept that racial ised, ethnic and/or cultural categories are socially embedded, which 
inn turn impinge upon lived and re-lived lives. They understand that how things are represented 
matterr for how the respective gender-power relations are configured, for locating where political 
agencyy can operate. Such statements are not made to prove an academic point (about the 
constructed-nesss of any 'reality1, the political purchase of all manner of discourse, that language 
mediatess social relationships) but come from direct experiences of how everyday life is 
delimitedd by the gender-power relations of meaning-making, of which categories are a prime 
example.. The ones at stake for these groups are the three terms - Polynesia, Melanesia, 
Micronesiaa - used to designate the multifarious Pacific Island sociocultural and physical 
geographies.. The terms are part of the Cartesian mental and geographic maps of European 
coloniserss and scholars. They have delimited the way the Pacific Mands have been studied and 
chartedd ever since the 18th century. There are many indigenous political activists, postcolonial 
anthropologistss and commentators who resist the reified divisions contained in the division of 
thee Pacific Islands into Melanesia (Fiji for example), Polynesia (Tonga, Samoa, New Zealand) 
andd Micronesia Centuries of Pacific traversals bear witness to these boundaries being very 
permeablee (Ward 1999, Hau'ofa 1993). Nevertheless the terms have stuck as a shorthand for the 
differencee between the various societies of the South Pacific. Racial/ethnic and sociocultural 
distinctionss are seen to follow these directional ones. 

Tongaa and Samoa belong to the Tolynesian' group of Pacific Islands. When they are not 
beingg referred to as distinct societies, they are both referred to as Polynesian, regarded in their 
similaritiess as opposed to their differences. This moving in and out of distinction and 
commonalityy should be already evident from a number of the interventions cited so far. Most of 
thee time it is the distinctiveness of Samoan vis-a-vis Tongan ways of life, histories, and thereby 
identitiess that are the main focus or preoccupation. Not surprising when the participants hail 
fromfrom the respective society. Added to this is the liistorical rivalry" between these islands, a 
relationshipp that relates to Tongan rule of Samoa and Fiji in a former era. Nowadays, some of 
thiss 'ancient rivalry* has been transmuted into competing gangs, awkward counter-prejudices 
and,, arguably, sporting contests. Online these are articulated in various ways, either through the 
initiall posts or during the course of threads. And as already shown, some are less light-hearted 
thann others. The point to remember here is not only how being "Polynesian' entails solidarity in 
thee face of commonly shared discrimination and marginalisation in places like Salt Lake City, 
Southh Auckland or Long Beach, Los Angeles but also how it is becoming a trope for future 
ideall representations of diasporic identities/ identifications I23. This is an identity-formation in 
thee making that relates to the younger generations of the Pacific Islands diaspora and also to me 
influencee these open exchanges online have in building bridges between and within distinct 
groupss (Kami 2001; interview). Positions on the meaning and politics of the designation 
PolynesianPolynesian range from outright objection to the term given its colonialist undertones: 

Andd why call ourselves Polynesian, thaf s a mouthful and the word Polynesian comes 
fromfrom butchers who killed us with their weapons and hazardous diseases. L myself am 
Tongan,, no more, no less, and I think people should just state whether they're Hawaiian, 
Hamo,, Maori, Fijian, Tahitian, etc. Enough of this Polynesian bs [bullshit]. (Dont you 
alll agree, 30/12/00) ,24 

Todayy we have the word, which thus describes us - Polynesian. Poly meaning many, 

1222 The word binds us as a people..... in reply to above thread, at http̂ /porycafe.com/kamehameha/ 
kamehameha2000-2/ll 886.html 
1233 And for Europeans wondering where such discussions look beyond me Antipodes, they correlate to 
debatess in the EU what 'European' identity vis-a-vis its constituent national cultures - Dutch, French, 
German.. Newcomers like Turkey and Greece and the Central European states are putting the cat amongst 
thee pigeons of this historically constructed commonality. 
1244 Why is Pacific Islander and Asian always lumped together - hence Asian-Pacific Islander, shouldn't 
PacificPacific Islander be its own category??? (initial post, KR, no longer on server.) 
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andd nesos meaning islands. I resent being called that by my fellow brethren as well as 
outsiders,, and allowing them to be called and call themselves mat. How can we adopt 
thee name given to us by mis butcher? If anyone can contrive a better  name, I give them 
myy highest regards. (-ALOJAH- , 25/11/00)12s 

Too a conscious dismissal of these concerns as irrelevant and moreover  divisive for  diasporic 
realities: : 

Thiss is such a needless discussion thread. Such hypersensitivity over  the word 
"Polynesia***  is ridiculous. (Meilakepa, 26/11/00)l f t 

categoryy schmategoryl.. by the time applications or  any kind of questionnaire gets 
caughtt  up in how to differ  us all racially, people wil l be bitching about dividing us by 
hairr  color.. (afatasi_girl., 5/07/00)m 

Butt  mostly the responses to such queries are laconic. Whilst acknowledging the colonial 
originss of these nomenclatures for  the Pacific Islands peoples, they opt to step over  and through 
thesee epistemological boundaries in order  to get on with life: 

YOUU GOTTA UNDERSTAND SON, THE •WHITE MAN* COMES UP WITH WAYS 
TOO MAKE LIFE LESS COMPLICATING ... SAD BUT TRUE... BY THE WAY TM, 
HALFF SAMOAN AND HALF TONGAN *hehehehehehehehe* 
(BrAnD-NuBiAn...gett a LIFE!!!, 3/07/00) 

relishh in the thought that we have an identity, and a legacy that is unrivaled. You are 
dwellingg on the negative...there is more to lifc.be happy! (Fataai, 26/11/00) 

Otherss go further than this though as they look to create new, more empowering 
meaningss and thereby identifications. In this way "Polynesian * operates as a trope for future 
idealss and attitudes either for oneself or with others when living as a minority: 

Whenn I meet a Polynesian, and it doesnt necessarily mean 'of one specific islander*, I 
amm always proud to greet mem and talk with them. When my kids see an Islander, they 
alwayss say 'Mommy, is that our cousin? and I think that is so special mat they 
recognisee their own kind. I am a proud Tongan, female, mother of 4 beautiful Boys, and 
II have a Great Tongan husband who loves his culture. We are proud to be part of 
Polynesia,, and we all have the love, pride and joy that makes up Polynesian people!! I 
thinkk that*s what makes Polynesia a unique place to be part of. Thank you for your time. 
(Dcaa Vailea, Vancouver, USA, 1998) 

Ass we take on our new identities, in New Zealand, Australia, or where ever we may be, 
rememberr our roots, our family trees...A Polynesian...thank you God for making me 
(Richardd Wolfgramm, Salt Lake City, USA, 1998) m 

Thesee conscious recalibrations of erstwhile racialised designations of cultural difference 
(Harawayy 1992, Ashcroft et al 1998:60-62) are evident right from the early years of these 

mm I dislike the term Polynesian (initial post at http /̂polycafc.coni/kainehameha/kamehameha2000-
2/1798.html) ) 

con/usingcon/using and hypersensitive, in reply to initial post (see above), at 
http://polycafe.comyltamehameha/kamelWeha2000-2/ll S28.html 
1277 in reply to Why is Pacific Islander and Asian always lumped together - hence Asian-Pacific Islander, 
shouldn'tshouldn't Pacific Islander be its own category? posted by Dont you all agree (30/06/00, KR, no longer on 
server). . 
mm Rejoice., in reply to I dislike the term Polynesian initial post by Alojahh (25/11/00) at 
htto /̂porycafe.com/kamehaineha/kamehameha2000-2/ll 825 .html 
1299 Two of the entries in the Polycafe's Pofynesiana Contest in 1998, instigated to find out how people 
definee Tolynesia'. 
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forums.. The distinctly Tongan Kava Bowl and the deliberate aim to develop a Tory* tone of the 
(Samoan-based)) Polynesian Cafe notwithstanding, when asked, participants posit 'Polynesian' as 
muchh a synonym for Tongan and/or Samoan as it is a 

feelingg [that] gives a whole new meaning to our many different cultures which all 
Polynesiaa islands, whether we are from Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, Micronesia, Tahiti, New 
Zealandd and many others ...(Margaret Vailoa Tavai Taugavaau, 1998) 13° 

Itt is as much about specificity as it is about similarity and when growing up elsewhere, the 
powerr of mutuality in 

aa world that is defined by change, our ability to assimilate the best of new cultures 
whilee holding onto traditional values is a source of strength for the Polynesian 
community.. We are survivors (Sau Tagaloa Jr, 1998) * 

Beingg 'Polynesian' includes being from a part of the world that is quite unknown and 
veryy scattered among the different islands yet we as 'Polynesians' have a system of 
cohesivenesss that bonds us together. We all share common attitudes and practices that 
alloww us to relate to one another.... We also carry within us certain distinguishing 
physicall features from being built big and broad to our very flat noses, from the light 
skinnedd to the darker complexioned. (Jude Chun, 1998) 132 

Whatt is happening as all these facets of inter/subjectivity and the concomitant practices 
off everyday lives get written out, challenged, and reiterated online is a shift from strictly 
semanticc arguments about what constitutes said race/ethnicity/culture - any particular 'identity* 
touttout court - to conscious ideal representations for the future. After all, younger generationss of 
anyy diaspora do not necessarily identify with the cultural practices and conventions of then-
elderss in a strict sense. Far from it133. Whence the personal and familial conflicts that get 
articulatedd in these forums as participants deal with various expectations from all quarters. How 
thesee issues get resolved for each poster in her/his everyday life and irrespective of the future of 
thesee online forums vis-a-vis that of the internet/www, the emotional investment in these 
discussions,, as with other themes covered here, is clear. The political economic ramifications 
forr postcolonial identity formation are embedded in the specificities of life in the islands and/or 
inn diaspora. Nevertheless, countless references to the notion of respect, extended family ties, 
community,, Christian spirituality, various forms of material and moral mutual obligation, and 
abovee all 'pride' return again and again. And they are seen to operate in tandem with change and 
movementt in the very same; at least this is the consensus that emerges from the participants 
themselvess when asked to reflect on what constitutes their present and future 'identity*. In the 
midstt of the 'oppression of the present' that is the everyday life of many Pacific Island 
communitiess in the poorer suburbs of USA, Australia, New Zealand or the 'mundane-ness' of 
everydayy racism and covert discrimination still experienced by those who are more privileged, 
whatt is driving all these interactions is a postcolonial politics of identity that "means you have 
too represent where you are coming from." (Ta'alolo Mann, 1998) 

1300 An entry in the Polycafe's Polynesiana Contest, 1998, no longer on server 
1311 an entry in the Polycafe's Polynesiana Contest, 1998, no longer on server 
1322 an entry in the Polycafe's Polynesiana Contest, 1998, no longer on server 
1333 My gratitude to Alpona Dey for pointing this out so succinctly. See also the novels by Hanif Kureshi 
forr a British Asian angle to this inter-generational 'culture clash1 that can take unpredictable forms., 
1344 An entry in the Polycafe's Polynesiana Contest, 1998, no longer on server 
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Conclusion:: Looking to the Future 

[It ]]  depends which perspective you take (inside looking on inside, diaspora looking 
fromfrom  outside in, diaspora looking from outside at the outside, inside looking at the 
diaspora,, outsider  looking at the diaspora from the outside, outsider  looking at the effect 
off  the diaspora on the inside etc..)- As you can see a very complex questionfAlopi 
Latukefu,, 2/05/99)m 

Itt  [Polynesian] literall y means 'many islands'. Personally, Polynesian to me means to 
becomee as one, UNITY . Contrasted] to its literal meaning, to become as one (UNITY) . 
...Especiallyy in today's world where many Polynesians are scattering throughout the 
world,, I strongly believe mat Polynesians have a longing to unite and become as one 
(nulima,, 1998) ™ 

Inn these forums, meanings of Porynesian/Tongan/Samoan move beyond racialised 
geneticc codes into futurist tropes for  multiplex identifications based on pluralit y and 
adaptability.. Whilst some may hold onto clear  lines of distinctiveness in the face of 
discriminationn and/or  isolation and others seek to traverse these as a way to resolve tension, the 
idealss and hopes being expressed are very much on their  own terms. As one regular  says, "  there 
iss no text book solution to our  journey"  (Soakai (9/09/97).137 

Threadedd through all these 'strayings' about self/group identity formation are three 
idealss for  the future. The first  is the notion of solidarity, to be achieved by practising 'love and 
respect'.. The second is a claim for  the right to be differentiated) rather  than absorbed (see 
Chapterr  Nine). The thir d is a conscious working with the symbolic power  of counter-
representationsrepresentations for  communities and groups that suffer  ingrained stereotypes in their  new 
homelands.. For 

aa Virtua l ethnic community' such as [the KB/Polycafe] can express its 'alterity '  despite 
thee non-physicality of the medium.. Any internet user  group is only accessed by those 
interested;;  that is the nature of this form of communication. However, the fact there is a 
recognisablee Tongan [Samoan / Polynesian] site on the Internet vastly increases the 
opportunitiess for  interactions between Tongans and between Tongans and non-Tongans. 
Itt  also enables the Tongans on the KB to represent themselves, in all their  diversity, 
challengingg stereotypes and resisting the typically limited representations of them, for 
examplee in their  *traditional '  dancing at multicultura l festivals. (Morton 1998a:21) 

Thatt  these representational limit s and appropriations come from both within the respective 
societiess and their  diasporic communities as well as from further  afield simply underlines the 
complexityy of any 'identity* , lest of those that have been forged under  the auspices of the 
colonialistt  project. 

Too conclude this last chapter, and as a way of starting to pull all the threads from this 
onee and the preceding two together, these themes are articulated online as follows. First, 
Polynesiann can denote solidarity, a political response to others' naming by claiming it as 

....ourr  own name for  ourselves [it ] simply means human being as does many other 
indigenouss self labels. We as Polynesian Tangata Whenua, people of the land need to 
achievee some sort of political, spiritual unity to be able to claim back polynesia as our 
ownn from the overstayer  nations like France and America etc. I believe the names mat 
wee call our  selves only serve to divide us and are the oppressors tools. We should 
celebratee our  differences as well as our  similarities Its alright to get on with it when 

1355 In reply to What is the Tongan Way? posted by John Michel (21/04/99) on the Tongan History 
Associationn Forum, Kavabowl, no longer  on server. 
1366 An entry in thee Poh/cafe's Porynesiana Contest, 1998, no longer  on server. 
1377 Here's my farthing's worth, in reply to Weekly Discussion Topic Ml:  POLY CULTURE & 
TRADITION:TRADITION:  When living overseas, what cultural elements should be/are retained and'what should 
be/arebe/are being discarded in favour of elements from the new environment? (KB Admin, 8/09/97, KB, no 
longerr  on server). 
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yourss is the dominant culture whose democratic systems will ensure that you stay in 
power.. Its easy enough to get on with it when you own all the stolen land. Its easy to get 
onn with it when your cultural ideals are the only ones that are valued in society. 
(supa*maori*rulla,, 17/10/00) m 

Andd as the latter part of the above points out, this does not preclude differentiation. Cultures 
tauttaut court are not monochrome, identities are not gender-free monisms, and 'race' also can, 
arguably,, be reclaimed (albeit with difficulty): 

...lett me take a stab. You're having trouble merging your two identities together. And 
makee no mistake about it, you have two identities. One is your race, and the other is 
yourr nationality. You're Samoan by race, but New Zealander by nationality. Your skin 
iss brown, but your mind set is that of a westerner. Your roots are Polynesian, but your 
valuess are probably European in nature. This is a struggle that many young poly's 
strugglee with. How to reconcile the differences in the two cultures. If s fine when living 
backk in the islands. But when we have to exist in western society, we must find a way of 
bringingg the two cultures together, where one is not suppressing the other. 

Butt before you can assimilate yourself into the Samoan culture, you must ask k 
yourselff this question: Why? Is it a fad? Is it pressure? You have to look at the culture 
fromfrom a Samoan perspective, not a western one. You have to respect it, even on aspects 
youu don't agree with. 

Butt it can be done. It's a constant balancing act, but its mostly a case of trial and 
error.. You talk to other Samoans about their experiences and then you pick out what 
workss for you and give it a try. (Bevo, 1/03/01) 139 

Ass for countering incipient cultural/racial stereotypes and given the cyber(spatial) setting in 
whichh these traversals are taking place, these encounters, countermands and disputes constitute 
aa modus operandi for everyday life in and out of the post-colonial Pacific Islands. For 

iff you're going to represent, then "represent to the fullest'' and display your capacity to 
bee 'loving', 'enduring', 'strong'(in mind and spirit) as well as "intellectually stimulating". 
II remember something my mom always said, "Ai ma'u pe keke lava'i ho'o Ioto"(handle 
yourr feelings or emotions; and what she meant by that was to not allow your feelings or 
turmoiledd emotions to direct how you handle yourself w/ others. (Flexible Ta'ahine op 
cit) ) 

Inter/subjectivityy practised online, and by implication offline by postcolonial diasporas 
straddless these fixed 'places' and 'practised spaces' by choice and circumstance. That is the 
wholee point for the younger posters - where one ends and the other begins. By this I mean to say 
thatt in these conversations, whichh permeate and emerge from the others, categories like race, 
gender,, and culture are aired, stretched, disaggregated and then dispensed with as people insist 
uponn being able to live life on their own terms, to be allowed to cut loose from such 
categorisationss and salvaged from reified dichotomies. These debates are not exercises in 
semantics,, even as there is lots on terms and their meanings. Rather they are a way of 
(re)articulatingg everyday life and experience in a diasporic, postcolonial and at times, downright 
discriminatoryy environments. The latter can be the work of the dominant western 'self when 
relatingg to *his other* or from within Samoan-Tongan-Polynesian communities. 

Too my mind, and without ignoring some deep-seated tensions and disagreements 
betweenn these online groups, let alone the political economic and sociocultural divisions that 
existt between mem and their broader societies on the ground, I would venture to say that these 
onlinee traversals have been redrawing the 'cyberscapes' of the internet/www before our very 
eyes.. They have been doing so on their own terms and with more than a vague awareness of the 

t3**  maori are Polynesian in reply to DO ALL MAORIS CONSIDER THEMSELVES POLYNESIAN? 
postedd by haka (28/09/00) at ht̂ ://polycafexom/kamehameha/kaDiehamelia2000-2/1243.html 

I'mI'm  not sure I understand your question., in reply to identity-crisis, posted by tekken, at 
http://rwlycafe.com/lcameriameha/lcamehameha20̂ ^ 1 .html 
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broaderr  political economic issues that are at stake. Before returnin g to these shortly, coming 
'back'back down to earth' relatively speaking, this last quote (taken from quite early on in these 
forums''  lifespans) articulates the postcolonial politics of representation at work here as weU as 
anyy other: 

muchh respect and love to each one of you tongans, samoans, fijians, hawaiians, etc., 
etc.,, from san fran, inglewood, Oakland, glendale, provo, sic, euless-what-ever-point-
of-rae-map-you're-locatedK>n-b̂  ^ 
17/09/98)) l * 

Alongg with the discussion content itself, this sociocultural production processes, 
online/offlinee movements and interpersonal interactions also trace 'moral economies', which 
havee their  own online gender-power  hierarchies. How these operate through these sorts of 
intensee discussions and, in turn, are decided upon along the way wil l be dealt with in the next 
chapter.. Crisscrossing these discussions, is a postcolonial politics of (online) representation over 
howw disputes, unresolved differences in themselves, and the related issues of (un)acceptable 
standardss of (online) behaviour. This directly relates to setting a good example, both for 
•wayward'' youth offline and online and in this case, where the "whole world is watching". 

1400 In reply to Weekly Discussion Topic U 52: Poly Violence-Heritage, Or Hate? (KB Admin, KB, 
14/09/98,, no longer on server). 
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Figuree Nine: From Netiquette to Moral Economies 

PolynesianCafee (tm) is a trademark and 2000 copyright of Red Marble 
Productions.. The official URLs "polycafe.com" & "polynesiancafe.com" are 
registeredd NIC domains. All rights reserved. Publicly posted messages do not, 
inn any way, represent the views of ownership or its authorized representatives. 
Therefore,, the PolynesianCafe is not deemed liable or responsible for content of 
postedd messages found in any of its public areas - "Cafe Patio Lounge", "Mana 
Lounge",, "Alofa Lounge", "Cafe Register" or the "Kamehameha Roundtable". 
Officiall public postings will contain the official image marks and/or identification 
thereof.. The Polynesian Cafe reserves all rights to reject or edit any public 
messagee that may violate or obstruct its policy of decency and respect \ 

Bula!Bula! Maloelelei! Talofai KiaOra! Aloha!2 

Thee Kavabowl was created and maintained in the United States and is therefore 
subjectt to the laws of the United States. As defined by U.S. law, the Kavabowl 
iss an "internet content provider" where it provides and/or is responsible, in 
wholee or in part, for the creation or development of information and opinions 
providedd through the Internet. Because the Internet is instantly accessible to 
millionss of people throughout the world, the United States Congress has 
recognizedd the futility of conferring the impossible responsibility of completely 
filteringg out all inappropriate posts in bulletin and opinion boards run by "internet 
contentt providers," like the Kavabowl. Therefore, the Congress made a policy 
decisionn not to infringe on the free flow of speech fostered by the Kavabowl and 
otherr forums like it. To avoid the chilling effect of constant legal encumbrance, 
thee Congress of the United States has decreed that "internet content providers," 
likee the Kavabowl, will NOT be subject to legal liability for the inappropriate and 
defamatoryy statements posted by third parties who frequent their bulletin boards 
andd forums. We refer persons who may be entertaining legal action for a 
disagreeablee opinion posted by a third party in our forums, to the 
Communicationss Decency Act of 1996, codified under Title 47 of the United 
Statess Code, section 230 et al. Although the Kavabowl is immune from legal 
liability,, the Kavabowl does not in any way condone or endorse any postings in 
itss forums that are obscene, disrespectful and/or defamatory in its content. IN 
THATT LIGHT, THE KAVABOWL WILL CONTINUE TO EDIT ITS FORUMS AS 
QUICKLYY AND EFFICIENTLY AS POSSIBLE. JUST THE SAME, THE 
KAVABOWLL AND ITS VOLUNTEERS CANNOT MONITOR ITS FORUMS 24 
HOURSS A DAY. WE ASK FOR YOUR COOPERATION IN MAINTAINING 
DECORUMM CONSISTENT WITH OUR SOUTH PACIFIC TRADITIONS. 
FINALLY,, the Kavabowl will assist in every REASONABLE way in the 
prosecutionn and exclusion from its forums, any and all third party offenders.3 

11 The legal disclaimer  for  the Polynesian Cafe, at http://polyrafe.conVcafepatio.htm 
22 'Greetings' in five of the Pacific Island languages; Fijian , Tongan, Samoan, New Zealand Maori , 
Hawaiiann respectively. 
33 The Kava Bowl's disclaimer, at http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/legal.html 
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CHAPTERR EIGHT - PLEASE REFRAIN FROM USING 
CAPITALS S 

Introductio n n 

[T]hee virtual reality that is cyberspace has often been construed as something that exists 
inn binary opposition to the 'real world' but when it comes to questions of power, politics, 
andd structural relations, cyberspace is as real as it gets" (Kolko, Nakamura & Rodman 
2000:4) ) 

Soo far we have looked at (re)articulations of the gendered specifics of postcolonial 
inter/subjectivitiess - lived lives - from the 'inside out*. We have men taken a close look at the 
multiplexx and contentious meanings of democracy in a postcolonial context as (re)articulated 
onlinee by diasporic voices, from the 'outside-in' for me most part. The last chapter examined 
everydayy embodiments and enactments of race/ethnicity, culture, which constitute self/group 
identificationss of these internet practitioners, many of whom encounter discrimination from 
withinn and without their immediate communities. During the course of these reconstructions, 
readerss may have noted the traces of some specifically online gender-power relations and 
hierarchiess in operation as the discussions unfurl. For example; when an interlocutor's 
legitimacyy or 'authenticity' (Chapter Seven), historical or cultural knowledge (Chapter Six), age, 
gender,, and class/status (Chapters Five and Six) are queried or outright challenged. Or when 
respectt is paid to online leaderships, and others (according to age, experience, or ability to make 
aa point well). These operations constitute online rules and behavioural norms (as decided upon 
byy moderators) on the one hand, and semi-articulated moral - ethical - considerations 
(dependingg on the immediate issue, degree of self-consciousness of the participants) on the 
other.. Both separately and together, these "structural relations" delimit the actual discussions 
andd internal relationships as they unfold in an online environment. They also stem from, and 
feedd into behavioural and moral assumptions from offline worlds and references. Debates about 
thee role these internet discussions have - should have - for rectifying negative stereotypes of 
Pacificc Islanders are more explicit expressions of these moral economies. 

Byy moral economies, I am referring to forms of online rule-making and evolving norms 
ass they pertain to inter/intracultural practices in toto. The first are clear when moderators and 
websitee administrations intervene in the discussions. After all, these sorts of informal 
inter/subjectivee interactions, like most conversations or spontaneous debates, have an organic, 
hecticc and contingent nature. Online gender-power hierarchies do emerge over time in any 
scenario.. But as these 'ground-rules' and the cultural/behavioural norms they imply are 
developedd in order to 'manage' these forums, they also mingle with other ethical - Christian -
morall considerations. The upshot are nascent online gender-power hierarchies which delineate 
thee tensions and frictions that lie 'between the lines' of any of these textual surfaces', between 
anyy two or more participant reader-writer and onlookers, and between these groups and their 
'representative'' function to the (cyber)world at large. 

Inn order to unpack these dynamics, mis chapter 4will be isolating a particular category 
off reflective threads in order to examine how "questions of power, politics and structural 
relations"" (Kolko et al 2000:4) actually operate in the Kava Bowl and the Kamehameha 
Roundtablee discussions. On the face of it, these appear to boil down to "legal issues and of 
'netiquette'"" (Tim Sansom, 24/04/99)5. But I also want to show how these groups carry and 
assertt their own versions of what constitutes netiquette which overlap with postcolonial 
Polynesian/Pacificc Island behavioural and cultural 'codes' as they are (mis) understood, picked 
uponn and then put into practice in a diasporic and online context *. These overlaps, reflections 

44 My thanks to Marieke Riethof for her helpful comments on this chapter. 
55 Respect the views of your host, 24/04/99, in reply to Lafemme Nfldta, The Right to Freedom of Speech!, 
initiall post, KR, no longer on server. See also Sharf(1999). 
66 By the latter I am referring to bom the at-home (in the Pacific Islands) and diasporic participants but 
withoutt conflating me two nor allotting experiential privilege to one or the other, even though many 
argumentss reveal rather polarised stances between mem. See, for example, the 12/24 follow-ups to All 
SubjectSubject Headings Longer than 1 Line will  be deleted! (initial post, POLYCAFE, 04/05/99, no longer  on 
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andd ambivalences only really become explicit at moments of stress or protest, or when the 
leadershipss assert themselves. 

Anotherr point is that these sorts of navel-gazing threads can only occur, and so lend 
themselvess to analysis, as internet/www discussion forums start to develop a collective memory 
afterr several years, as in the case of these websites. The broader online communities that feed 
intoo these particular forums and offline locales are all implicated as a result7. In these sorts of 
communicativee (cyber)spaces, there comes a moment when looking back is possible and, 
indeed,, deemed necessary. Such moments are bom signifiers and 'material manifestations' 
(Petersonn 1998:11) of the aforementioned moral economies. These encompasses gender-power 
relationss of ownership and control, influence and leadership, social hierarchies and generation 
gaps,, which are as present in everyday online communicative practices as they are in offline 
ones.. Given the social constructivist take at work in this study, the term thereby denotes "the 
beliefs,, practices and disciplinary regimes [that] shape subject/identity formation, emotional 
allegiance,, and motivational dynamics" (Peterson 1998:11). These dynamics are the stuff of the 
discussionn content and arguments examined here. But even whilst they are confined for the most 
partt to these corners of'cyberspace' the issues raised are spliced with those from the last three 
chapters.. Conversely, the way all the discussions unfurl are informed by these emergent moral 
economies.. The best way to unbundle this dynamics is by looking at the spasmodic, albeit 
plentiful,, threads that deal with everyday online management entailing, on the one hand 'good 
housekeeping'' and, on the other, the ethics of re-presenting oneself/ourselves (as an oft 
misunderstoodd minority) to others. These overlapping dynamics are epitomised by a particular 
threadd from the Kava Bowl; one that marked an online 'event' in itself. 

Inn March of 2000, an intense debate broke out in the Kava Bowl's Discussion Forum. It 
begann when an initial post by a prominent participant and co-moderator expressed his regret 
aboutt a 'deterioration' in the content, quality and style of recent discussions. After a short 
historicall reconstruction of the 'good old days' of 1997-98 when the Kava Bowl was "the most 
popularr Pacific Island site on the entire internet with more than 500,000 hits a month", Sandy 
thenn went on to make his dissatisfaction with thee current tenor of the discussions abundantly 
clear. . 

Thenn things changed. In late 1999, technical difficulties caused the site to be inactive for 
severall months. When the KB finally came back online, many of the regular 
contributorss had moved on to other venues and the dedicated band of volunteer editors 
weree no longer vigilant in monitoring the content.... Now, when the world comes to 
KB,, it learns that Tongans are little more than gang bangers, gossip mongers and, in 
short,, insolent and disrespectful children ... and it simply isn't interested, so it leaves 
neverr to return ... but the memory is planted and the stereotype grows and is reinforced 
eachh day as more and more nastiness is posted here to be read by one-time visitors from 
aroundd the world. Think about it folks. Is that the image of Tongans you wish to 
perpetuate?? If so, you spit on the graves of your ancestors... (Sandy Macintosh, 
27/03/00)) 8 

Thee 89 follow-up posts that constitute this thread came in thick and fast within the space 
off two days 9. Not only did at least two other members of the 'KB Admin' declare their own 

server). . 
77 The KC, KR, SPIN and THA, once the main serious discussion forums for Pacific Islanders, are now 
severall amongst many. Participants often refer to other sites, and add in hyperlinks to them. This is more 
evidencee of the materiality of online comings and goings of the South Pacific Islands on the 
intemet/www.. Their founders recognise the knock-on effect as welll (Latukefu 1999; interview, Aiono 
1999;; interview, Kami 2001; interview). 
** RE: Kava Bowl, initial post at http://pacificforum.coni/kavabowl/kc/messages/SS977Jitml 
99 This is usual for popular or controversial topics, the relevance of the follow-ups to the initial topic 
notwithstanding.. Over two thirds of the total follow-ups came from the KB 'constituency'; that is, regular 
participantss many of whom claimed to be 'old-timers'. 14 follow-ups were from the TCBAdmin' either in 
itss official capacity or from members thereof. Taholo Kami, the owner did not post in his own name here 
althoughh he has done on other occasions. Other moderators like Phil Tukia and Dot posted as individuals. 
Sandyy himself was ostensibly responsible for at least half of these TCBAdmin' interventions. For the 
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viewss on this issue, either as individuals or under the 'KBAdmin' signature, but so did 'older* 
regularss enter the fray along with some of the 'newcomers' in question. Nostalgic lyricism: 

.Sandy... you are who and what you are, that does not make any difference to me, palagi 
orr not, I totally agree with you, wholeheartedly... .This was my home, here I found 
company,, here I sang my songs, quoted my poetry, shared my innermost thoughts 
withoutt any fear of contradictions or ridicule... it made my loneliness easier to bear, 
talking,, listening, laughing, crying with my people, the Tongans, that I love and admire 
soo deeply....as it is, alas, it is no more...." (QUEENEMA, 28/03/00) 10 

jostledd with disdain and wit: 

Heyy doctor with no patients, you should be in the movies or TV .. .One is entitled to 
oness opinion no matter how faecesitious [sic] it smells...(Buzz Lightyears Behind, 
29/03/00)) " 

Consternation: : 

II had encouraged my children to visit KB website but no anymore ... and why is that. . . 
foull languages, heaps of gossips and disrespects among the chatters. I don't want my 
childrenn to see Tonga as it is in the kb website... (Worried Mum, 27/03/00) I2 

viess with various degrees of (unqualified support or defence: 

II understand where you're coming from, I've been an avid KB'er since back in like 
1996-77 ... .There cannot be a totally clean site with no rumours, gossip, etc. That is part 
off the Tongan tradition. ...(Fellow KB'er, 27/03/00)13. 

Thiss thread emerges at an historical, technical and economic conjuncture; namely the 4-
55 year mark, the massive increase in volume of traffic (Kami 2001: interview) mat impinged 
uponn the costs of server space, software upgrades and time needed to administer and moderate 
alll the inter-related forums. What is said, the intensity, and the wide-ranging participation, add 
upp to a vivid rendition of nascent moral economies as these internet discussion forums and 
interconnectedd websites solidify into online communities. This thread is an explicit example of 
howw online power hierarchies are perceived and acted upon, and how participants perceive the 
ramificationss of (non)enforcement of the 'ground-rules' (see below). The amount of follow-ups 
attestt to ongoing concerns at the time, in both the Kava Bowl and the Polynesian Cafe, about the 

record,, the vast majority of the remaining follow-ups basically endorsed Sandy's pointt albeit differed in 
degreee as to how the problem should be dealt with. The remaining ones registered differing scales of 
scornn or flippancy. There were also several direct references to Sandy's credentials and approach. 
Addressingg the tough stance taken by Sandy, who is 50+ and whose interest, knowledge and language 
skillss come from time spent as an American Peace Corps worker in Tonga 30 years ago (see Chapter Six), 
onee participant had this to say: 

Too some, your posting may have .. inferred dialogue at teacher - child level. To some of us, it is 
perceivedd as being rude and brazenly imperialistic. As I have said on many occasions, two 
hundredd years or less of palangi societal values, has not been fully enmeshed with traditional 
Polynesiann cultural values. Do not punish or scold those who choose to debate your point. It is a 
learningg curve. We hear you some better than others. (Supporter of True Polynesian Values, 
27/03/00) ) 

Agreed!Agreed! But I think a nom deplume would assist your post, Sandy, in reply to initial post, at 
httpy/pacificfonim/kavabowl/kc/me«sages/5W39Jitml).. This message is signed off with "much love and 
respect"" and the initials CK; achie for those in the know. 
100 in reply to initial post in re: Kavabawl thread at ht^)^/pacificfoninvTöivabowl/k(^nessages/56136.html 
111 Ha ha., welcome back.. we were just talking about you, in reply to initial post at 
http:/^>acificfonim/kavabowl/kc/messages// 56290 -html) 
111 In reply to initial post at http^i^ificfonim/kavabowl/kc/messages/56021 .html). 
nn Re: Here's my point of view..., in reply to initial post, at 
http://pacificfonmi/kavatowl/lrc/mes$ages/56036Jitml. . 
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effectt of (undesirable online behaviour, language use and general 'lack of respecf being shown 
inn an open forum on the internet/www. Added to this are reflections on the broader implications 
thesee forms of online 'non-conformity' or strife have for the image of Polynesians on the 
internet/www,, and also on the ground. One can also see concerns about how certain behaviours, 
'acting-outs'' (Turkle 1996) are more evidence of social and economic exclusion of younger 
Tolys'' in their diasporic homelands (Kami 2001: interview, Chapter Seven). 

Manyy of the participants in this thread talk about how they have established various 
onlinee relationships over time, refer to their role in voluntarily moderating the forums or then-
gratitudee to the moderators, and many admit to spending a lot of time on these forums 14. The 
interlocutorss of this one thread constitute the backbone of the Kava Club at least and their 
concernss are echoed in other ways on the Kamehameha Roundtable " . As such their comments 
havee weight although it is only in such a thread that this becomes apparent, crystallised in one 
instant,, as opposed to latent or spasmodic. In the previous year, these regulars referred to 
recurringg incidents of'flaming', swearing, personal insults and 'silliness' - online behaviours 
deemedd to be improper. Normally spasmodic, their increasing frequency seemed to indicate an 
apparentt shift in the 'standard' of the discussion content and 'uncouth' element entering the 
discussionn forums. Even though many interventions of this kind are often couched in tones of 
indignationn or not, this particular thread sees the regulars expressing a large degree of nostalgia 
forr the good-old-days . In other words, a sense of online memory, a shared past of mutual 
interactions,, becomes apparent when the established online rhythm comes under pressure by 
'newbies'' who do not know the rules, or who are deliberately challenging them 17. Pressure also 
arisess from the volume of hits becoming too large to handle by the moderators, as was the case 
inn the period leading up to this thread. These threads also differ from the others studied so far in 
thatt they are more dispersed. Most of the time, discontent gets expressed as occasional initial 
threads,, or annoyed queries at unexpected deletions of a posting (see below). Sometimes these 
commentss lead to substantial discussion threads in their own right For these self-reflexive 
interactions,, the response rate and its intensity is quite unpredictable. After all, there is plenty 
moree to debate. What they do show though is how certain subjects and relationships remain 
relativelyy 'invisible' until such time that they become "controversial flashpoints for angry 
debatee and overheated rhetoric" (Kolko et a; 2000:1). 

Inn the context of the Kava Bowl and the Kamehameha Roundtable there are several 
triggers,, either in the initial posting or from within the ensuing threads. One is instigated as a 
'strategic'' (see de Certeau 1980:20) moment for scolding and/or provocation (Sandy's initial 
postt on the Kava Bowl is a case in point). Another occurs more spontaneously during the course 
off other discussions, or when someone objects to their posting disappearing (for whatever 

133 These were the posts that were very informative as well as inspiring to us in America But I don't 
thinkk that you (KB) should take this down because of these people.. Maybe there are other 
alternativess to closing this down... I just think that the true beauty of the Kava Bowl isn't being 
exposedd anymore, and that KB is moving away, rather [than] opening up again and influencing 
otherss for good ...(FELLOW KBER, 27/03/00) 

inn Re: Kava Bowl thread (Sandy Mackintosh, 27/03/00) at htto://pacificforuni/kavabowl/kc/messages/ 
56112.html. . 

144 Taholo Kami confirms that a large part of the KB population has been in their late teens - "college kids" 
-- who spend 5-10 hours a week on the various Pacific Island chat/forum sites. Kami is still pleasantly 
surprisedd at the enthusiasm expressed for these forums by people he meets who. He has even been asked 
forr autographs by parents of KBers (Kami 2001; interview) 
133 A comparable example on the KR of late deals with these issues vis-a-vis a more familiar offline 
context.. In a thread entitled Any Future US Political Clout for Pi's?? [Pacific Islanders] similar issues of 
leadership,, (under)representation and younger generations are broached by a number of KR regulars. It 
alsoo intersects with Tongan debates about political representation in Tonga itself (Chapter Six) albeit for a 
Westt Coast US context. See http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/3190.html 
166 For example: I remember a time, several years ago when the KB was first starting out, when the Kava 
Bowll was a Polynesian jewel in the crown of the Intemet..."(Sandy Macintosh, 27/03/00, RE:Kava Bowl, 
Initiall Post at http://pacificforum.com /kavabowl/kc/messages/55977 Jitml), and "I also miss those "good 
olee days" of the Kava Bowl... I wish that the classic contributors of 1996,97 and even 1998 would come 
backk to this forum", (Phil Tukia, 27/03/00, in RE: Kava Bowl thread, http://pacificforum.com 
/kavabowl/kc// messages/56053, html). 
177 See Morton (1996) for how these behaviours run counter to Tongan socialisation processes. 
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reason)reason) 18 and so is more of a tactical' nature (de Certeau 1980: 21, Giard & Mayol 1980:22). 
Whetherr they pull large number of different posters or not , 9 , these threads are one way in 
whichh current trends and interpersonal strains are put under the communal microscope. The 
upshott is that online gender-power relations - the communicative hierarchies they constitute -
aree (re)affirmed, (re)asserted, if not their very essence (renegotiated *. 

Beforee showing how all these dynamics work by way of this sort of discussion thread, 
twoo orientation markers are needed. First, the overlapping technical, ethical and symbolic 
componentss of these moral economies need to be unpacked further. These are both a product 
andd process of the politics of representation that are being worked out when groups disagree or 
"brawl"" 21 in public (cyber)spaces such as these. Given these practitioners concerns about such 
altercationss on-the-ground, these online articulations are drenched with setting standards and 
providingg good role models (see Chapters Five and Seven) . The online gender-power 
hierarchiess that emerge - their reinforcement and contestation - are informed by religious, , 
ideologicall and cultural beliefs. Hence the term moral economies. These become evident in 
thosee instances when various assumptions about 'righf and 'wrong1 are dusted off. When 
respectivee online leaderships enter the fray their particularities become more explicit, get spelt 
outt in effect. The second marker is a sort of compass for tracing these online textual practices. 
Thee relevant pool of threads, spanning at least two years, has been sorted along four axial sets of 
themess taken from initial posts . These 'axes' (to be understood in their mechanical as well as 
theirr navigational connotations) link up three main operating criteria that underpin these 
economies. . 

Morall Economies 

Overr the years, the various interpersonal relationships across participants and between 
thee administrators and their 'constituencies', the way friction is managed, the content filtered and 
vettedd together form nascent online moral economies M. These have been developing gradually, 
andd tangibly, in what amounts to the ongoing "management of household or private affairs 
.... .the arrangement or mode of operation" (Webster's Dictionary) of the textual and personal 
comingss and goings in these online scenarios. Hence the term 'economy is being used in a more 
inclusive,, non-positivist sense than is usual. This is in order to account for the "social imaginary 
andd symbolic ordering" (Peterson 1998:7-8) that goes along with both organising everyday 
interactionss and more formal open debates. Such arrangements, which also entail forms of 
groupp and self-regulation are 'moral' because they are not just about legal or practical 
'netiquette'' issues in the general sense (see below). Insistence upon some general and context-
specificc online behavioural codes, and conscious references to the sociocultural contexts from 

188 For example: POLYCAFE-whats up w/all these missing files? (swift, 19/05/99, Initial Pos, KR no 
longerr on server). This one was quickly sorted out as opposed to olhers like KB-ADMLN... WHA T'S THE 
FUNDAMENTALFUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPAL??? (taeoli, 4/02/00) initial post at http://pacificforum.com /kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/508988 Jrtml). . „ ,*««« 
199 In thee thread of 'The Kamehameha Lounge... "The Scratched Record Player"'  (X, initial post, 31/05/99, 
KR,, no longer on server). The long postings are mainly between X and.. /Anni 
200 More on mis below. Suffice it to say for now, that the aforementioned thread RE: Kava Bowl included a 
re-evaluationn of the role and mandate of the Kava Bowl Administration (mis site's small group of 
moderatorss and the 'owner', Taholo Kami). 
211 "let's agree to disagree; but not agree for an all-out brawM"  (New Kid, 30/01/99, initial post, KR, no 
longerr on server) # 
222 Commentators on the ground are already aware of these nuances, whether in cyberspatial or (local) 
conventionall terms, as "any institution that promotes dialogue and debate to me is a force for civilisation 
..... That doesn't mean we will let it go awry [as] we have to control it By all means let people talk, let 
peoplee debate and parade their ideas and theories..." (Hehi 1999: interview) 
** This account does not deal with enough specifics to suggest eiüier one moral economy across these 
differentt forums or assume two or more distinctive ones. It is apparent though - on the basis of time spent 
withh these forums and based on their combined threads - mat the Kava Bowl and the Polycafe have 
differentt leadership styles, ways of dealing with tensions and conflicts and differing constellations of 
gender-powerr relations, me overlapping constituencies notwithstanding. Bom moderators have mentioned 
pressuree placed on mem by communityy and church leaders on the ground at certain times (Aiono 1999, 
Kamii 2001). 
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whichh they are derived, are, more often than not, "centred around questions of ethics" (Kolko et 
all 2000:2). There is a moral - and cultural - imperative, based on the notion of respect which is 
constantlyy being articulated, referred to, or challenged 24. These moral economies are not 
codifiedd in so many terms, beyond a set of legal codicils and basic 'ground-rules' (see Figure 
Nine)) and to a large extent they are being worked out as these forums go along. These rules are 
open-ended,, worked out as the forums have developed and open to contestation and 
consultation.. When moderators do post clear statements and/or enforce them structural gender-
powerr hierarchies as they are practised - acted out - become crystallised . These 
communicativee hierarchies delimiting the 'right to speak' and what content is permissible are 
ostensiblyy the sole prerogative of who owns, has the authority to control the operation of these 
sites.. This is not beyond reproach however as these threads show26 . Gender-power relations of 
thiss sort also constitute online status and acquired seniority based on criteria such as longevity, 
persistence,, proven expertise, popularity, and oratory prowess 27. 

Byy moral economies, men, I am also referring to the fluid and dynamic gender-power 
relationshipss that get articulated in and through die course of the discussions. The specific 
dynamicss of these economies, as they are expressed and thrashed out can be traced most easily 
inn these self-reflexive instances. Not only do they organise the ebb and flow of the interactions 
butt they also contribute to "ongoing processes of definition, performance, enactment and 
identityy creation" (Kolko et al 2000:10). Even though various aspects off these moral economies 
aree asserted and evident in some way or other all the way through any discussions, in this 
chapterr they are discussion points in themselves. At the heart of any of these threads are tussles 
overr what is/is not acceptable material or behaviour online and what is/is not an acceptable form 
off enforcement vis-a-vis the sociocultural roots of the designated websites; Samoan, Tongan, 
and/orr Polynesian As such, the threads become powerful expressions of various alignments 
betweenn the views of older (literally and in the sense of long-standing) participants and those of 
newer,, younger ones. Women and men are fairly equal in terms of participation and certainly in 
termss of outspokenness (see Morton 1998a). Such introspection offers a sharp, albeit spasmodic, 
close-upp of intracultural and intercultural dynamics that are part of the everyday life of being in 
diasporaa - a "minority of a minority" (Aiono 1999, interview). When online, they become 
refractedd and intensified in these open - public - cyberspace/s . 

244 "KEYWORD HERE: RESPECT - For self, for others, and for the general spirit of this forum" (../Anni, 
KR,, no longer on server) 
255 For example: 

Ass one of my fellow KR patrons put it, RESPECT one's host and treat his place like that of your 
ownn home....Unless people come with the attitude that they are ambassadors of their home, 
parents,, society... be more CONSCIENTIOUS of our host, in mat we put our best foot forward 
ratherr then infringing on the space of others with the obscene... (Teine o Ie Spring, 25/04/99) 

inn reply to Time for Spring cleaning?, Polycafe, no longer on server. 
266 Under  the heading, Mmmmmmm nobody makes Laws...not even anybody should make Laws... a poster 
hass this to say; 

sheezzzz making strict laws uh huh? .... But ya know havin an erased post means you are hiding 
thee truth ... ya dun want anybody to talk about it or know about it... Where is the freedom of 
speech?? Is this a media intake?" (sOuLjAz, 5/05/99) 

inn reply to All subject Headings Longer than 1 Line will  be deleted!, Polycafe, no longer  on server). 
277 For example, a threat from a member of the KB leadership about the KB being able to be 'intentionally 
closedd down., it has been done in the past" (Sandy Macintosh, 27/03/00,1 am who lam, in RE: Kava 
BowlBowl thread at http://pacficiforum.com/kavabowl/ kc/messages/56060.html). Such authority is not 
necessarilyy racially sealed for Sandy Macintosh is a non-Polynesian figure is, to a large extent, seen as an 
'elder'' in these online groups (see Chapter Six). Another example appeared in 2001 on the KR, when a 
posterr declared her admiration for a regular in a post entitled Whatever happened to Ani? (chalena, 
22/03/01)) at http://polycafe.com/kamebamelia/kamehameha2000-2/3308.htnil. 
288 In cases of interpersonal disputes (see Axis Three below) this is strongest. For instance, in an ad 
hominemm thread about a stalwart of the Polycafe - New Kid, the initial poster was taken to task: 

Youu could've introduced yourself and enlightened the rest of the regular and passing patrons 
aboutt your own sways, persuasions and politics. Some self-disclosure would have given us a 
clearr idea that we have new blood among us. Others just blend in and post as they wish, making 
themselvess at home.." (.../Anni, 23/11/99) 

SELF-DISCLOSURESELF-DISCLOSURE would GREATLY facilitate matters, in reply to Daily Planet, NEW KID - WHO ARE 
YOU..?,YOU..?, initial post, KR, no longer on server. 
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Effectively,, these alignments are exercised when textual oratory skills are coupled with 
thee relative authority w of any posters) during the debate. The support mustered, or the 
oppositionn encountered, has an impact on how any of the sharper disagreements or interpersonal 
battless are settled (or not) during the course of the thread. Although there are distinctive 
dynamicss that belong to the hyperlinked textuality (see Kolko et al 2000:10, Haraway 1997:125 
passim)passim) of these forums, these are still related to historical and material elements of 
(posQcoloniall Pacific Island contexts; sometimes explicitly (as with the Kava Bowl's link to the 
faikava),faikava), sometimes by intimation (when leaders are addressed as 'chief or the forums are 
comparedd to Pacific Island understandings of family, respect and Christian values). Apart from 
differencess in style and language, in themselves the source of much debate, the quality and 
futuree of life online, and by implication the concrete impacts of acting all this out on the 
intemet/wwww has on the broader reproduction of racial stereotypes, is often being decided -
heatedly.. So, for the time being, these meta-threads background and inform other ones in order 
too set the house in order. 

Behaviourall norms and assumptions about propriety - and the rewards offered for 
conformingg to these are also part of the practice of everyday life whether on or off the 
internet/www.. In a European urban context these have been researched and theorised as the 
materiall spatial practices of people living and physically negotiating their neighbourhood - the 
quartierquartier (see Giard & Mayol: 14-16,27). In internet-based discourse such practices entail 
textuall and figurative imagings - the written words of the discussion content and the graphics 
andd symbols that encase these (see Appendix Two). They also entail the traces left by 
writers/readerss and observers who access these sites30. Certain norms are codified beforehand 
(Figuree Nine) but only gain salience through trial and error over time or reiteration. In this 
sense,, disputes are important moments of decision-making as well as interesting historical 
punctuationss in the life of any (online) community. When articulated with post-colonial lives 
andd concerns for Polynesians and mixed with a generation gap the stakes are raised - and so are 
tempers.. Positions polarise quite quickly. These dynamics are aided and abetted by both the 
non-corporeal,, and thereby liberating, aspect of written online discussions and the short reaction 
timee between reading and reac t ing . Continual swearing - kapekape in Tongan - " in ANY 
language"" 32, 'gossip' and slander, textual 'graffiti' like birthday shouts that lack substantive 
contentt and other forms of'disrespecf to individuals families or reputations, have been recurring 
lamentss and exhortations throughout the life of these 'serious discussion' forums. This is a 
complexx and difficult act of negotiation for the 2nd and 3rd generations growing up in the USA, 
forr example, where the right of individual self-expression and Free Speech as a foundation of 
liberall democracy pits itself against some of these Forums' culturally (re)embedded ground rules 
andd their guardians33. The issue of how Tongans and/or Samoans - in themselves cultural 

299 The term used throughout Polynesia is 'mana*. This entails traditional spiritual - and structural -
gender-powerr relations (hereditary rank, title, status of women and men respectively), symbolic (spiritual 
andd social) power and executive authority (political power). Nowadays it also implies social consensus - a 
mandate,, hi terms of my own understanding and experience, official forms of power do not necessarily 
givee the woman or man 'mana', rather it is a mutually understood quality seen to reside in the person. See 
Ortnerr (1999:65). 
300 For example, the ongoing R&D into electronic 'tagging' devices for keeping track of individual PCs 
andd their users - the ubiquitous 'cookies' notwithstanding - statistics-keeping software for website 
moderators,, let alone the innumerable traces left in caches even after 'deletion' or 'archiving*. 
Disappearancee in one sense is but partial. For instance, even though the KB/KC are not accessible 
throughh their Pacific Forum portal, they are still present on the internet/www through their particular 
URLs. . 
300 Often times, visitors to this site will skim over a post, react emotionally, then sit down and type 

outt a response/follow-up that either misses die point entirely or just doesn't make sense! Please 
readd the Posts and follow-ups carefully .. .(Ke ke fakama'uma'u mu'a, 27/03/00) 

WhatWhat in the world is your problem? in reply to Pokemon, at htto://pacfficforumcom/kavabowl/ 
kc/messages/55985. . 
322 KB Posting Policy (KBAdmin , 27/03/00) in reply to Would you repost the guidelines for posting?, 
postedd by Dot at htto://paculcforum.convkavabowl/kc/messages/5 
*33 This can result in some quite firm instructions; "...Free speech doesnt apply here. This is Taholo's site 
andd he sets the rules. Live by them, go elsewhere, or do without KB altogether.. those are the only 3 
choices""  (Sandy, 27/03/00, in reply to re: its called freedom of speech, My dear, can't be controlled, in 
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minoritiess when in diaspora - are, or should be presenting themselves in the Nvorld' of 
cyberspacee thereby comes quickly to the fore as threads grow. 

Itt appears that in terms of gendered aspects to out-and-out 'power over" (see Gill & Law 
1988:73),, men are at the fore, by virtue of being the owners (Al Aiono and Taholo Kami) or 
veryy active participants and/or administrators (Sandy Macintosh and Phil Tukia in the KB, 
'Alopii Latukefu in the THA and SPIN). But there are also a number of women who are also 
importantt moderators and participants and who thereby carry their own powers of persuasion 
(Helenn Morton, Dot, LadyCYB, Sue Aiono, JAnm). The gender-specific demographics 
notwithstandingg (Morton 1999), tacit conformity to the 'rules' become statements of various 
degreess of support for their enforcement, if not requests to the (predominantly male) leadership 
forr action. Overt challenges to the norm and (tongue-in-cheek) subversions of this 
'conservative'' consensus M are also outed when the leaderships are directly asked to perform the 
internett equivalent of expulsion - deletion of offending or wayward posts. In this sense, power 
hass to be exercised intuitively by the leaderships although once authority is tacitly granted or 
asserted,, it is often expected. In short, both ends of the power spectrum are negotiable. The 
ultimatee enforcement, going offline or imposing passwords, is seen as a last resort. 
Understandingg and tracing how these dynamics work on line is an hermeneutic activity with its 
ownn power 'quotient'. This is because inference (on my part as the participant-observer) and on 
thee part of the protagonists in terms of their own (semi/conscious or sociocultural reference 
points)) plays a large role in understanding how these moral economies operate. The thing to 
rememberr is that they are being worked out even as protagonists, write and respond to each 
other.. The 

pointt is that we're not untouchables, infallible in our beliefs. We're not all experts but 
individualss who come from diverse backgrounds who find it a homing-in process to be 
amongstt fellow Samoans/PIs ]Pacific Islanders] in addition to our resident palagis sans 
thee usual fears about such a gathering. (../Anni, 23/11/99)35 

Inn turn, these online moral economies have other subtle permutations of gender-power 
relations.. In the first instance, they recognise where the nature of the internet/www permits and 
delimitss new communicative practices and deems these (unacceptable accordingly. These have 
becomee remoulded according to their own set of'Ground Rules'. In the second instance, there 

re:re: KavaBawl thread at http:// pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/56110). Taholo Kami himself 
putss it this way; 

Wee use volunteers and nobody is paid to do this. In fact you will find admin are students or 
fulltimee workers who take care of the kavabowl on their own time. Sometimes reading every 
singlee message over a slow connection can be quite an effort [as is the case in the Pacific 
Islands].... .1 meet so many people who tell me we needd to delete more messages to keep the 
boardd useful. Basically, personal messages can be sent by email, messages with Loooong titles 
willl be deleted since they clutter the board. Any offensive messages or anonymous messages 
whichh accuse a specific person are deleted. On personal messages, we don't have any obligation 
too keep them on the board" (Taholo Kami as KBAdmin, 04/02/00) 

inn reply to initial post KBAdmin-What's the Fundamental Principle?, at http://pacificforum.com/ 
kavabowl// kc/messages/50902). 
344 For instance, in reply to the KBAdmin's initial post, Please refrain from using capitals, a follow-up 
postedd by Pohasnotsmiling - all in capitals - notes, amongst other things, that "KBADMIN SEES ONLY 
CAPS"" as opposed to "THE OBVIOUS VULGARITIES ALL OVER THE PLACE..." (22/03/00, 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc// messages/55417.html). In the Polycafe, an altercation between a 
disgruntledd first-time poster and All Aiono/POLYCAFE, ostensibly about anonymity (see below), 
includedd the following protest; 

II am NOT Polynesian, but enjoy coming here with my Polynesian friends every now and then. 
Yourr response baffled me as I am not one of your many patrons here, who posts things just to get 
aa rise out of the rest of the idiots who bicker back and forth with each other and call each other 
names.. I was simply making a statement in reply to YOUR rules you so boldly made clear to us 
nott too long ago.... (Tommi Ann Davila, 14/05/99, Polycafe, no longer on server). 

Bothh protagonists ceded ground in mis thread which ended amicably. 
355 In NEW KID - WHO ARE YOU- WHERE DID YOU COME FROM- WHAT DO YOU WANT-
WHEREWHERE DO YOU HOPE TO GO??????? thread, KR, no longer on server. 
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aree certain ethnic/racial elements to these online groups * whose raison d'etre is to 

bee a place where ethnic and racial identity are examined, worked through, and 
reinforcedd [in orderr to] provide a powerful coalition building and progressive medium 
forr 'minorities' separated from each other by distance and other factors'1 (Kolko et al 
2000:9). . 

Here,, race/ethnicity are still very evident, gendered identifications still made explicit as 
opposedd to being •bent*. For many participants race/ethnicity is a primary boundary marker. To a 
greaterr extent than MUDS and other fantasy-based online communities, KB'ers and other Tolys' 
off these forums are up-front about offline lives, often refer to them, argue about them and 
generallyy engage directly with "Hfetimefs] of experiencing the world trom specific identity-
relatedd perspectives" (Kolko et al 2000:4). In this respect, non-visuality and/or anonymity adds 
'spice** to this engagement with others who have, it is assumed and mutually understood, 
somethingg in common - the Pacific Islands. Seeing anonymity as an advantage is not a 
unanimouslyy held view by these sites' leaderships nor without its pitfalls (see Axis Three) . 
Nevertheless,, being able to deal with a certain degree of confrontation is part and parcel of 
whetherr debates progress or are halted, as the case may be. Arguably, the lack of traditional 
visuall cues J9 and the bending of other traditional gender and power based communicative 
ritualsrituals and hierarchies creates new spaces for political challenges and self-expression, especially 
forr women (di Leonardo 1991, Gal 1001, Morton 1998). But when this nascent consensus about 
howw far one can or should go in these matters breaks down, or is brought up short by a direct 
challengee from the groups' own leadership *° it is no holds barred. The point I want to make for 
noww is that not everyone relishes how the gender/identity bending possibilities of the 
internet/wwww can facilitate such full-on confrontations. When linked to judgements about 
formall writing or debating skills 41, silencing also starts to play a role. This is an important 
elementt of these moral economies even if fiendishly difficult to trace in quantifiable terms. 

Compasss Points 

Thee notion mat there are (postcolonial) moral economies in the making here intersect 
withh 'netiquette'. Whilst they certainly entail the latter rules and norms of internet text-based 
interactionss (Kolko 1995), they operate on more than just an internet-based organisational level 
inn that many of these groups and their online practices, are also shaped by Christian religious 
convictionss and moral codes, 

Thee term 'netiquette' was coined in the early days of online communities to denote a 

366 There are regular tongue-in-cheek threads - or initial postings - on the specifics of race and ethnicity as 
history,, cultural institutions, practices, and physical characteristics. These are interesting (tactical) 
exampless of how people and groups with relatively little structural power (strategy in de Certeau's 
terminology)) can appropriate - subvert - imagings and practices imposed by others (see Chapter Seven). 
377 For instance, one poster noted lhat they "too have visited the KB since the early day, but under various 
nomm de plumes for anonymity. I find the mystery of KBers adds the flavour to the debate" (Dragonrte, 
28/03/000 in RE: Kavabawl thread at htto^/pacificforumcom/ka^ The 
issuee of anonymity will be dealt with further below. Helen Morton (1998a, 1998b) has also done 
importantt work on the role this plays for these groups. 
3SS See Phil Tukia in Re: Kava Bowl Thread where he points out how it can be abused in order for people 
too "attack others under the guise of anonymity'' (Phil Tukia, 27/03/99 at 
htto://pacificforumcom/kavabowl/kc// messages /56053Jrtml). 
399 In Polynesian social mores, keeping the eyes down when addressing an elder or superior is a sign of 
deferencee and respect (see Morton 1996). 
400 This is the whole point of the initial posting by Sandy Macintosh in Re: Kava Bowl in which he 
remonstratess on how recently the Kava Bowl has become "frequented solely by those lacking in years, 

f ;oodd sense and any semblance of respect...." (27/03/00, op cit) 
11 This also relates to how different uses and styles of the written word that can be found in these threads 

aree ultimately judged The 'rap', more upbeat dialects are often full of slang, phonetic spelling, and are 
badgess of class, educational, and generational differences. See, for instance, ÖBruecoco,4/05/99, Polycafe, 
noo longer on server) a sub-thread that developed within ALL SUBJECT HEADINGS LONGER THAN I 
LINELINE WILL BE DELETED!. (4/05/99, Polycafe, no longer on server). 
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numberr of formalised as well as ad hoc, thus shifting and negotiable, behavioural codes for 
operatingg in the primarily written textual environment of the internet/www. Both of a general 
applicabilityy and also very context-specific, netiquette entails both explicit structural limitations 
sett by those who own or control website/forum, alongside implicit - unspoken - rules that any 
onlinee community develops amongst its long-standing participants and which have to be learnt-
by-doingg on the part of any newcomers, or asserted to those who break them. The internet/www 
hass been a source of newer forms of inter/subjectivity which to a large extent pivot around the 
issuee of (the abuse of) anonymity, personal attacks (flaming), unacceptable language, and other 
formss of 'impropriety* on the internet/www. For these groups the 'legal and Netiquette' 
parameters,, in their words the formal Ground Rules or Posting Policy, have been developing 
beyondd these. One way to trace this process is through the thematic axes, based on the initial 
posts,, around which these arguments revolve. These axes emerge in practice, over time. They 
aree one way of lending coherence to what are, in fact, recurring and complex interweaving 
conversationss based on complex sets of assumptions and sociocultural backgrounds for these 
onlinee groups. 

Thee first axis forms when the leadership (the moderators) declare their intentions to 
deletee a post/thread or reiterate the rules. This often merges into the second, when the forum 
leadershipp is directly challenged and/or addressed vis-a-vis the same. Thirdly are the ad 
hominemhominem threads - the 'personal attacks' - which break one of the more explicit, albeit least 
easilyy demarcated ground rules. These also partly constitute all the axes, and are some of the 
moree discomforting - and controversial - online practices (flaming, spamming, viruses) that 
havee emerged with the advent of the internet/www. In these forums, such 'flame wars' are 
delineatedd along both inter and intracultural, if not racial/ethnic lines (see Chapter Seven) 42. 
Thee last axis is the consciously self-referential posts, addressed by the one to the many. These 
aree sometimes instigated by the leadership and sometimes by concerned participants. The 
debatess that form around and across these axes interact with three premises - ideological stances 
orr belief criteria 43. 

First,, there is a commonly held assumption, by many of the younger participants 
growingg up in the USA, that being online - interacting in cyberspace - is a place/space for 
uncensoredd self-expression. This is the Free Speech criterion. It is in direct contention with the 
morall and technical power M the website owner/moderator has to insist on their rules of online 
conduct,, let alone their 'responsibility' to enforce these, ultimately through the deletion 
(censoringg in so many words) of postings deemed undesirable. Such actions are carried out 
accordingg to what could be called the Ground Rules criterion (Figure Nine). The level of 
acceptabilityy is ostensibly measurable by the ensuing reactions. The second criterion relates 
moree specifically to Polynesian cultural mores. The Ground Rules are based upon the 
aforementionedd notion of Respect and deference (Morton 1996)45. The heated debates and 
'flamee wars' that have occurred when a moderator ** exercises their power to delete posts or 
sanctionn transgression include both declarations of outrage and various degrees of support for 

422 For example: Tim Samson what race are you? (just wondering, 11/10/99, initial Post KR, no longer on 
server).. Given the courteousness of this particular message, the ensuing thread was not particularly 
vituperativee but the question did lead to some explicit declarations of identity and relative involvement 
(includingg my own) along ethnic-racial criteria (Chapter Seven). 
433 Religion is a major source of morality, argument and affiliation. It will not be dealt with here.. 
"Becausee they have access to the operational software architecture. 
455 Where the boundaries are and what mis entails are together and separately online and offline cultural 
issuess around social (status) and generational deference. For example: "Teaching morality is not 
necessarilyy a Tongan thing, but Tongan custom is based on many things - one being RESPECT" (yes yes, 
29/03/00,, in RE; Kava Bowl thread at http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/ 56309.html). In 
Tongan,, the term v&faka 'apa 'apa which is also a formal form of address to be found at the end of many 
messages.. Not resorting to 'profanity' (which includes both swearing and slang for many) also belongs to 
thiss notion. For instance, a poster in the Polycafe felt that it was "a lame excuse... to use foul language as 
yourr right to freedom of expression. If you bad an OUNCE of respect to elders who frequent this forum, 
thenn try adhering to some form of decency..." (Reader, Polycafe, 5/05/99, no longer on server) 
466 For the Polycafe/Kamehameha Roundtable this is the site owners, Al and Sue Aiono. In the Kava Bowl 
itt is the multifaceted KBAdmin and/or its various members (Sandy, Phil, Dot). The KB owner, Taholo 
Kami,, is also active here. 
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whicheverr  'fundamental principle' 47 is at stake. 
Finally,, these two criteri a are interwoven with other  more or  less subtle online practices 

off  'power  over' or  'covert power' (Gil l &  Law 1988:73, Lukes 1998, Jordan 1999) vis-a-vis 
offlin ee conventions. These can curb and admonish those who do not conform to the 'norm' , 
shapee how one says something or  what is said (after  all these are culturall y and ethnic-racialry 
specificc sites). In turn, they are both cause and effect of (potential) misunderstanding between 
protagonists,, no matter  what online personae they assume. In any case, these emerge most 
clearlyy when expertise or  authority is at stake. This is the Who/What are you criterion . How the 
targett  responds to the latter  can range from posting a retort or  from withdrawin gg altogether. 
Hence,, beyond explicit apologies or  about-faces, the effectiveness) of such confrontational 
postingss cannot be easily gauged or  measured as leaving an online forum is not as obvious as 
thee physical act of turnin g one's back and walking out. 

Wit hh this basic topography mapped out, let us now move around the four  axes and 
followw how these moral economies are being actually produced and codified in practice. 

Morall Economies At Work 

AxisAxis  One:  The Ground  Rules 

Itt  should be clear  by now that 'netiquette' is not sufficient for  understanding the specific 
dynamicss of non-generically western online communicative practices and their  composite 
gender-powerr  relations. Nonetheless, these more technical and legal considerations do have a 
placee in these dynamics. They inform these moral economies as these rules and norms are 
interpreted,, and applied accordingly by the leaderships and other  protagonists in term of extant 
assumptionss and emerging ideals (see the last part of Chapter  Seven). In this sense, Axis One is 
thee most 'cyber-technical*  of these axes. But, as I argue more full y in the next chapter, no rules, 
normss or  concomitant (technical) standard is devoid of other  sociocultural assumptions. They 
constitute,, more or  less, ethical and political economic considerations. In the case of the ground-
ruless here, they also ensure some degree of legal protection and sociocultural screening from 
would-bee critics from within the broader  communities as well as litigation . 

Inn the debates around the regulation of electronic communications on the internet/www 
(wheree responsibility for  inappropriat e content has moved from 'content providers' to the 
contentt  itself and lately to controlling access), netiquette as such is as much a legal issue as it is 
aboutt  informal , (un)spoken rules. In the South Pacific discussion groups, legal disclaimers are 
justt  that (see Figure Nine). However, they also include ethical stands taken by thee moderators 
vis-a-viss the "South Pacific traditions"  of "decency and respect"  (Figure Nine). The latter 
notionss have developed as separable statements from the legal notices. These are the "posting 
policy''  or  the 'ground rules' that have not only pragmatic import but also delimit the Free 
Speechh criterion usually purported to be integral to internet/www communicative practices (see 
above).. In this sense they are the coutures and thus potentially the 'fractur e lines' in the moral 
economiess being worked out and practised here. 

Thee contours are already evident in the most seemingly banal messages about the 
groundd rules, such as those below (taken from 1998,1999 and 2000 respectively), posted at 
regularr  intervals by the leaderships. 

Wee were forced to remove a posting regarding KB services due to the negative tone in 
thee replies. We have read the message so thanks for  the comment..."  KBAdmi n 
(4/09/98,, KC, no longer  on server) 

Al ll  subject headings longer  than 1 line wil l be deleted! (POLYCAFE , 4/05/99, KR, no 
longerr  on server) 

KB-ADMI NN CAN YOU EXPLAI N WHY DO YOU HAVE TO DELETE AN ENTIRE POST. 
IFF THE POST THAT WAS POSTED WAS NOT OFFENSIVE AT ALL BUT THE REPLY TO 
THEE ORIGINA L POSTING IS THE CULPRIT... . WHY IS IT YOU ONLY LOOK TO YOUR 
LEFTT INSTEAD OF BOTH SIDESr (taeoli, 4/02/00, KB). 

Thee level of annoyance was alsoo made visible by the message being in capitals - a breach of one of the 
groundd rules but an effective one. 
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Alll posts using capitals will simply be deleted, thus removing your hard work. Simply 
put,, simply done. So please... (KBAdmin, 21/03/00) 48 

Inn reverse order; the two main management concerns for any website moderator is 
readability,, and available space on the server. In internet/www discourse, like emails, capitals 
cann be used for incidental emphasis. However, when used at length they are tantamount to 
shoutingg 49. Needless to say they are also more difficult to read in longer posts. All moderators 
off these sites have regularly requested participants to 'refrain from using capitals' and on the 
wholee this is respected and/or apologised for. The next practical issue is indicated in the second 
off the above examples, is the construction of subject/name lines; message headings in other 
words.. In asynchronous Bulletin Board environments, these can operate in retrospect as a sort of 
sub-threadd in their own right (so can be another entry point into the discussion content or show a 
changee of direction in themselves) or as reiterations of the original posting (see Appendix Two). 

"ANYY messages with SUBJECT LINE that exceeds one line" (KBAdmin, 20/01/98) x 

aree grounds for deletion in both forums. The main practical issue here is that not only do the 
iterativee qualities of Bulletin Board software compound the original length in the case of highly 
frequentedd threads, but when coupled with capitals these have an overpowering visual - and 
emotionall - effect. Moreover, they can create threads that not only suggest more substance than 
theree sometime is but also take up room on the precious, usually self-financed, server space paid 
forr by any privately-run electronic groups, let alone on-screen '. In earlier versions of the KB 
Postingg Policy, there were also limits set on the length of messages themselves but this has only 
beenn enforced when the body of the message was deemed to be irrelevant52 as the logistics of 
screeningg appear to have made this kind of regulation too difficult to maintain. 

Forr the record, both the Polycafe and the Kavabowl explicitly forbid 

•• various forms of swearing - "profanity" (Polycafe, 4/05/99) 
•• "outright attacks of a personal nature that could be construed as slander, or libel..." (KB, 

20/01/98) ) 
•• "attacks on anyone's ideas, politics, or religion without....citing reasons, examples, or other 

sortss of evidence..." (ibid). 
•• "Gossip" has been more recently brought under the latter category (see KB Posting Policy, 

27/03/00)) as has 'slang'53. These are problematic categories for younger less literary 
protagonists,, as indicated earlier in that, here, language itself becomes a bone of contention 
(seee Axis Two). 

•• Deletion is also possible if there is "total disregard for the conservative sensitivities held by 

488 Please Refrain from Using Capitals, initial post at http://pacificforumcom/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/553311 .html 
499 "First, PLEASE don't use caps! IT is 'shouting' in the cyber community and extremely polite" (Sandy, 
27/03/00,, Doesn 't Apply Here, in RE: Kava Bowl thread at htto://pacificfonmcom/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/56110.html) ) 
500 KB POLICY ON EDITING - PLEASE READ (no longer on server). Note here the judicious use of 
capitals.. The Polycafe also insists on "No long "Name" lines (4/05/99) as these two can be a way of 
respondingg without actually entering a message in the usual place. 
5151 In response to a poster asking where a number of postings had got to, the Polycafe leadership, after 
havingg given their moral reasons for deleting a thread, noted that "sometimes entire batches have to go.. 
inn order to control the heavy traffic the cafe gets everyday... .It was unfortunate but sometimes we just 
havee to clean house quickly!" They men went on to note mat further transgressions may lead to them 
beingg "forced to adopt a registration/password policy" (POLYCAFE, 20/05/99 in answer to swift, 
129/05/99,, Whats up w/all those missing fries?). This is something the Aionos want to avoid given then-
desiree to provide open, public, internet forums (Aiono 1999: interview). 
522 The broader portals of these discussion groups - the 'Pacific Forum' and the Polynesian cafe - are 
categorisedd and designed to "cater for different needs" (Aiono 1999: interview) and so non-related threads 
(e.g.. birthday greetings and 'I'm looking for...' inquiries) are seen as a waste of space in serious 
discussionn forums. These differentiations certainly make the gathering and sifting job of the online 
researcherr less onerous. 
533 This is a later addition and the locus for much dispute about what constitutes gossip and its 
socioculturall role in, as here, Tongan society (see below). 
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thee largest portion of the 'population' in KB"  (KB, 20/01/98 and repeated at regular  intervals 
inn various ways). 

Itt  is the first  of the three quotes above in which we see at once both the most controversial 
andd the most elastic aspect of the ground rules; deletion as the ultimate right  or responsibility of 
thee leaderships. 

Doo not blame the Polycafe if responses to your  messages violate the rules... we're 
sorry,, the entire thread wil l go we reserve the right  to delete what we feel is a 
violationn of our  ground rules"  (POLYCAFE, 4/05/99, KR, no longer  on server) M 

Ann eventual deletion - or  lack thereof - has often been the trigger  for  many of the 
threadss examined here. As well as being one articulation of the pivotal notion of respect that 
operatess in all these sites, it is also an entry point into some of the more sensitive aspects to the 
morall  economies at stake. For  the Ground Rules criterion come into confrontation with the Free 
Speechh criterion. 

Thee KBAdmi n is committed to providing a forum that wil l provide a service to our 
Pacificc Island community and while we promote freedom of speech, we also recognise 
thee need to provide guidelines to ensure the KAVABOW L remains a fresh source of 
usefull  information. We retain the right  to delete postings that we determine are not in 
thee 'spiri t of the KAVABOWL . (KBAdmin , 20/01/98, KB, no longer  on server). 

Twoo years later, during the latest debate about such issues (which occurred prior  to the 
Kavaa Bowl going offline, for  the second time in 6 months, 'for  technical reasons'), the above 
hass become: 

NOTE::  Free speech prevails, but with limitation s imposed from respect for  Polynesian 
culturee and tradition . Those who cannot live by this code should consider  either  an 
'attitud ee adjustment' or  another  venue for  their  expression. (KBAdmin , 27/03/00) 

Onn the whole, the Kava Bowl moderators have had a more rigorous approach to how 
thisthis confrontation should be dealt with practically. Suffice it to say for  now that such strictness 
hass not been unanimously accepted, especially since the KB went back online at the end of 1999 
afterr  several months of 'radi o silence' only to go offline again in early 2000. The ensuing 
stressess and strains also relate to differences in how power  is exercised at any given instance, 
overr  time or  any thread's own lifespan. It also intersects with the extent to which leadership 
styless combine with other  lines of influence - off and online - and with the various responses of 
thee online 'constituencies' or  'populations'. 

AxisAxis  Two:  Querying  the Posting Policy 

Itt  is to the above differences we now turn; that is the dialogue between leaders/ 
moderatorss about the rights and wrongs of enforcement, as initiated by participants. The 
interactionss around this second axis indicate the way in which moral economies have been 
evolvingg vis-a-vis the above 'top-down' rules and regulations. As clienteles have waxed and 
wanedd over  the years, and relationships between and within groups of regulars (patrons) have 
buil tt  up, stagnated, ignited or  whatever  the case may be, so has the way in which the Ground 
Ruless have been successfully taken on and integrated into the everyday online practices of these 
groups.. It is when participants directly address the leadership, and the response Ihey get from 
thee latter, as well as others, that certain concerns about the relationship between all three criteri a 
comee to the fore. What emerges is that the Free Speech and the Ground Rules criteri a are being 

544 Initia l post, ALL SUBJECT HEADINGS LONGER THAN I LINE  WILL  BE DELETED!.  Again capitals 
aree consciously used here. 
5555 KB Posting Policy, in RE; Kava Bowl thread, 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/559911 .html. 
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constantlyy (renegotiated vis-a-vis 'traditional' and 'modern' notions of respect and propriety -
literallyy and figuratively. 

Havingg set the Ground Rules, the moderators then have to deal with the effects of their 
(non)) enforcement, something which is brought sharply to their attention by participants taking 
umbragee in either case. Generally speaking, when the formal leaderships are addressed, they 
answerr accordingly. The structural power relations thus become articulate(d) as the leaderships 
becomee protagonists themselves in discussion threads initiated by others. It is at times a delicate 
processs in itself let alone given the volunteer basis on which any administration and moderating 
iss done in all these forums **, the limits of the software notwithstanding " . This cut-and-thmst 
betweenn protagonists is further sharpened by the de facto authoritative tone lent to a statement 
thatt is written and read (often too quickly) online58; to wit, the effect of a precarious 
combinationn of thinking-and-writing out loud. 

Bee that as it may, it needs to be noted that on the whole, the Ground Rules /Posting 
Policiess are adhered to and that their execution is more often than not encouraged by the 
'grassroots'' constituency. Those who do not feel comfortable with the direction, content, or 
sociall mores of many discussions do stop participating or remain silent (see below). Others stay 
andd add their ideas to the debates whilst others just carry on getting enraged. In Polynesian 
terms,, both the traditional, emancipatory and performative aspects of (new) communicative 
culturess come into play59. So do differences between how posters in-the-islands see these things 
vis-a-viss those growing up abroad, let alone the emerging generation gap on how to interpret the 
ruless in everyday life online. We shall see below how these different perspectives and 
experiencess can come to a head in both forums. Nevertheless, there is a high degree of tolerance 
-- on all levels - in actual practice m. For instance, most long subject headings and/or capitals are 

5656 "We use volunteers and nobody is paid to do this..." .(Taholo Kami, 4/02/00) in reply to initial post, 
KBAdmin:KBAdmin: What's the Fundamental Principle thread at http://pacificforum.coni/kavabowiykc/ 
messages/50902.html. . 
577 In who do you edit? the poster (Safata) suspects the leadership of being partisan in a thread in which he 
hass been subjected to character assassination. As far as he is concerned the KB Administration has been 
negligentt in their duties. The KBAdmin explain that 

wee try our best to discourage accusations that are not related to the topic and we encourage 
peoplee to voice opinions. You will notice that the comments were erased.... but unfortunately 
thee software did not remove the message itself. We have erased both messages that were most 
unnecessary.. (KBAdmin, 30/01/99) 

inn reply to Who do You Edit?, http://pacificforum/kavabowl/kc/messages/3983.html). When Safata 
refusess to accept this, he is admonished by another poster - reader; 

Heyy Safata, cut the admin some slack. They are limited to what their software allows them If 
youu still don't like it, then hit the road Jack or help finance this forum for better software.." 
(reader,, 31/01/99) 

NoNo duhh, that's what the Admin, said, in reply to Safata at http://pacificforum/kavabowI/kc/messages/ 
4016.html).. Safata retorts that he has indeed donated to the Pacific Forum online. 
588 For instance; 

Frankly,, being an islander, and with English as one of my second languages, I take eveiything I 
readd with caution. If this was a uni[vershy] web site, then I would be pedantic about details. 
Givenn it is not; I try and use my coconut [head] to deduce and interpret the question congruent 
withh the author's intended meaning i.e. with how the writer intended the post to be read in the 
firstt instance. (Principal Skinner, 5/02/00) 

inn reply to what's the Fundamental Principle? at ht^://pacificfonjm/kavabowl/kc/messages/50942.html). 
599 "The matai [chiefs used to] speak for the people but the people can [now] individually speak for 
themselvess and that is encouraging " (Helu 1999: interview). See also Kolko et al (2000), Tcherkézoff 
(1998). . 
600 There are many explicit examples of such tolerance - the very existence of such forums being the case 
inn point. In the following example, what began as an ad hominem thread, the idea and practice of (new) 
formss of tolerance gets reiterated. The main protagonist - Daily Planet, having accused another - New Kid 
-- of a "peanut gallery style", finds her/himself in the centre of such a seesaw between reaffirmation and 
callss for removal/the silent treatment - " If you don't like what he (sic) says, then move on to me next post 
(LadyCYB,, 22/1//99, Come unpeople!!, in reply to I second that KR, no longer on server). Daily Planet 
beginss to back off; 

..sorryy about the misunderstanding, just thought to come out and see your intent.. .No hate 
intended... .The KR is an interesting forum to come out in, but sometimes we tend to be too 
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nott deleted out of hand, a large degree of 'rap' style language and other uses of the vernacular 
aree left alone, the more politically or socially sensitive nature of some discussions are allowed 
too run their course (seem Chapter Six). In addition, the leaderships take care to give assurances 
aboutt inclusiveness 6I when the positions become severely polarised or misunderstandings 
occur,, outright apologies notwithstanding. 

Tolerancee and openness has its limits though. For the devoutly Christian populations of 
thesee forums, the use of swear words and 'offensive terms' is not countenanced. I would say 
though,, that over the years profanity has not actually been indulged in that much in English 
althoughh when used in Tongan or Samoan it has been swiftly dealt with a. Having said that, 
playfull manipulations of standard spelling such as symbolic substitutions or phonetic variations 
too other, less socially (un)acceptable words are scattered throughout all the discussion threads 
(likee @$$ or a** for instance). These are increasingly inventive with the advent of software 
filterss in the Polycafe which also read innocent syllables in one language as an unacceptable 
wordd in Samoan thereby rendering it un*tterable in cyberspace. In practice, the boundaries of 
acceptabilityy are derived from the socio-economic backgrounds and (Christian) belief systems 
off the forums' populations (as revealed in their own texts). A large number of regular 
participantss are devout Christians. Some are parents or grandparents if not community leaders 
offlinee M whilst others presume a relatively high standard of literary skills - including correct 
spellingg - in the still written textuality of online discussions 65. The first group of regulars - who 
aree vocal and numerous - have lower tolerance levels for any swearing, so-called. There have 
alsoo been complaints over the increasing prevalence of contemporary forms of the vernacular -
slangg or 'gangsta' talk. On the issue of linguistic standards, long-standing or prominent 
participantss have also been pitted against some of the newcomers - especially in the KB of late. 
Inn any case, the general feeling, over the last year at least, albeit with varying degrees of 
intensity,, is that notwithstanding the right to speak freely, there still have to be "limits, both 
morall and legal.." w . Where the limits are or should be and, furthermore, what the impact all mis 
hass on how Polynesians should behave online let alone how they are (or should be) seen by the 
'outsidee world' is at the heart of the discussion threads forming this axis. 

Onee of the central fracture lines though, which also illustrates the above dynamics from 

sensitive.. Howz dat?... I do believe we all have the right to release and voice!.." (Daily Planet, 
22/11/99) ) 

inn New Kid - Who are you? Thread, KR, no longer on server). It takes another one of the prominent 
womenn (..7Anni) in these groups to assert the established norm; 

It'ss a positive to be PASSIONATE about our belief system; it just takes a smidgeon more to be 
recognisantt of Ihe common respect due to another.... Square your shoulders for you're not the 
onlyy [one] who has felt humbled within these walls. But better be HUMBLED than HOBBLED 
inn your efforts to share with others..." (.., 23/11/99) in reply to Daily Planet, KR, no longer on 
server). . 

611 There is no sign over the [KR] door mat EXCLUDES anyone based on gender, religion, creed or 
nationall origin. There is none stating mat this is an exclusive site for SAMOANS only..." (Pua, 
13/01/00) ) 

inn reply to ...Checkyourselves (PC) because this is the Kamehameha (Hawaiian) Roundtable and not 
"Samoan""Samoan" Roundtable) concerned, 06/01/00, initial post, KR, no longer on server) 
622 It tends to come in bursts in connection with ad hominem threads, and thus makes an impact in the 
quicksilverr atmosphere of online discussions. 

Thee leaderships post a notice when they have deleted such a post and its thread. 
644 For example, Worried Mum, in RE: Kava Bowl thread. 
6565 We as a people ARE capable of so much. I am so tired of seeing these 'fools' post messages that 

makee no sense, have poor spelling, grammatical errors everywhere and all this 'gangsta' crap. Its 
embarrassing!! Wake up people!!! (Well said Sam Owens! 20/05/99) 

inn Thank you Polycafe thread, Polycafe, no longer on server. 
ww "everyone is for the right to free speech; the controversy is what the boundaries are and how we should 
enforcee them" (Lafemme Nikita, 23/04/99, THE RIGHTTO FREEDOM OF SPEECH*, initial post, KR, 
noo longer on server). To which Sandy - the (non-Polynesian) stalwart of the KBAdmin - replied; 

.... in mis forum, the classic "American" definition does not apply here. On the contrary, the code 
askedd for here is tempered to meet traditional Polynesian, and particularly, Tongan [in the case 
off the KB] ethics of reverence and respect There is no swearing tolerated here...."(sandy, 
23/04/99) ) 

att http://pacificfonim/kavabowl/kc/messages/42006iitml). 
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thee point of view of the participants, are inquiries/requests made to the leaderships (particularly 
overr the last year or so) about the 'profanities' clause of the Ground Rules, and its recent 
couplingg with a 'no slang' clause. These threads show how the focal points (technical inquiries 
aside)) around which the leaderships are addressed directly or held accountable tend to fall into 
thee following types of concern. First: 

dearr Polycafe, i'm sure by now you are very tired of seeing all the post that have been 
fulll of profanity....( Bluecoco, 4/05/99) 67 

Thankk you Polycafe for doing away with posts with slang and profanity!!! 
(Samm Owens, 20/05/99) M 

Second: : 

II post an innocent question and statement about the crap mat is in here, and you go and 
erasee MY post?! what the hell is that? (Tom, 14/05/99) 69 

KB-ADMINN CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHY DO YOU HAVE TO DELETE AN ENTIRE 
POST..... WHY CAN'T YOU DELETE THE OFFENSIVE POSTING AND NOT BE 
TOOO DAMN LAZY AND DELETE THE ENTIRE POSTING... (taeoli, 4/02/00)70 

Welll ya know...the laws are so lame that it isn't good enuff to stop people ... but ya 
knoww havin an erased post means you are hiding the truth... ya dun want anybody to talk 
aboutt it or know about it... (sOuLjAz, 5/05/99)71 

Third: : 

II think it should be the responsibility of the KB Administration to steer comments to the 
subjectt matter in discussion. Any personal comments or personal attacks should be 
deleted!! There seems to be an inconsistency in the editing that is being done. I think that 
KBB Administration should delete right away any comments made to the person of 

{namee of injured party], (safata, 29/01/99) * 

II second that motion, I read those derogatory remarks and I am suprised that nothing 
iss being done about it ....Personal attacks should not be T-O-L-E-R-A-T-E-D on this 
forumm period.( Polyway, 29/01/99)73 

Inn order of appearance; the first is either to lend support to recent reiterations of the 
Groundd Rules and/or enforcement thereof or to demand action. The next is to object to the very 
same,, either as an accidental victim or in terms of the Free Speech criterion. The third focal 
pointt is for objections to 'gossip' or personal accusations made about the poster or their 
(extended)) families and a call for action. The ad hominem posts in question here form an axis in 
theirr own right and work according to the What/Who are you criterion (see below). 

677 great to see this posted, in All Subject Headings thread, Polycafe, no longer on server. 
688 initial post, Polycafe, no longer on server. 
699 what happened to the NO PROFANITY clause?!, initial post in Polycafe, no longer on server., 
700 KBAdmin: What's the fundamental principle?, initial post at 
http://pacificfonim/kavabowl/kc/messages/50898.html. . 
711 in All subject headings.. .thread, Polycafe, no longer on server. 
722 Who do you edit? Who are you protecting?, initial post at 
http://pacificforuni/kavabowl/kc/messages/3957.html. . 
733 in reply to safata, KR, no longer on server. 
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ProfanityProfanity  or  Colloquialism? 

Itt  is swearing (and/or  slang) and what it signifies - represents - about the Pacific Island 
communitiess to a "worl d online audience"  (New Kid (30/01/99)74 that gives cause for  most 
concern.. For  instance: 

Doo you swear  at a minister  during church? Do you swear  at your  family' s funeral? Do 
youu swear  at a matafl [Samoan titl e for  a Chief] So why bend the rules in here? There 
aree places where language should be used appropriately....If no set standards were 
placedd on this place, then we may as call this place a hang out sleazy bar. Respect is not 
tooo much to ask for. (Reader, 5/05/99) 7S 

II  am sure no one cares to have obscenities scribbled over  the living room of their 
homes.. WHY THEN DO IT HERE? (Teine o le Spring, 25/04/99)76 

Butt  this is not to say that this consensus is self-evident. It has to be expressed, posted, 
andd accordingly entered into the online 'scripts' of these everyday practices. Those dissenting 
voicess who take the time to reply are thereby interesting counter-examples, as well as 
indicationss of how heterogeneous these communities-groups are. The silent participants or  less 
frequentt  posters count also. For  example, in the post below entitled / love profanities but..., one 
cann see one of the few wry responses (where much of the earlier  humour  and satire of the KB in 
1998-999 was in 1999-2000 replaced by a degree of anxiety in the face of a new clientele) to 
reiteratedd and interlacing objections to swearing and slang on the one hand, and breaches of the 
freedomm of speech criterion on the other. 

II  personally love using profanities. The language of the sewer  delights me. The first 
streamm of daily profanities erupts from my lips at 6.30 am when, at the screech of the 
alarmm clock, I tumble unceremoniously onto the icy cement floor...The second stream of 
profanitiess ignites when I cant 'do my job' easily on me bathroom throne. The thir d 
ricochetsricochets around the tiny bathroom when the razor  cuts my chin during shaving 
BUTBUT upon exiting my cockroach-friendly apartment, I forget all about freedom of 
speech,, and behave with relative decorum and respect for  the sensitivity of others.... I 
mankk you for  the enlightenment, Madam, and wish you a good day Most 
respectfullyy youi^in-the-faith-in-freedom-of-speech.. (Ki' i Sum, 26/04/99) " 

Wheree profanity ends and 'slang*  begins is not always that apparent. Here, the 'questions 
off  ethics' that are nestled at the centre of all these disputes blurs into a nascent ethics of 
languagee use for  postcolonial minorities in the wide open spaces of public cyberspace. The 
emergingg contentiousness of the use of slang mat merges with the no profanities rule is, to my 
mind,, a more recent (renegotiation of the Ground Rules versus Free Speech criteria . Although 
thee following thread was quite short, it intersected with others concerned about falling standards 
off  online behaviour  in general. The three replies and the original post capture quite succinctly 
thee way moral economies have been developing with an eye to (re)presentation of groups mat, 
ass diasporas, have been often disadvantaged and under  stress in their  post-colonial homelands 
(Neww Zealand, Australia, USA). 

ThankThank you Polycafe for doing away with posts with slang and profanity!!!"  I  applaud 
thee polycafe for  institutin g new rules for  posting messages here, t for one, was tired 
off  seeing the 'garbage' people would put on here A few months ago, I posted a 
discussionn thread about being tired of hearing Polynesians talk slang and what type of 
imagee or  impression it gave to others....! am very happy to see that the Polycafe has 

744 Let's Agree to Disagree: But not agree for an all-out brawl!, (initial post, KR, no longer  on server) 
755 ya always gotta go there with Freedom of Speech, in reply to Mmmmmm, nobody makes laws...,in All 
SubjectSubject Headings.... thread, Polycafe, no longer  on server. 
766 in Time for Springcleaning? Thread, Polycafe, no longer  on server. 
777 in reply to The Right To Freedom of Speech, initial post by Lafemme Nikit a at http^pacificforum / 
kavabowl/kc/messages/42072Jrtml) ) 
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raisedd their standards ....This is only going to help in destroying the stereotypes that 
havee been bestowed upon our people. I would like to see that our people are known 
moree for just being big people who can kick ass... If I want to read or listen to slang or 
profanity,, I can go down to the parks and look at the graffiti for that garbage. Thank 
youu for ridding this website of all the riffraff and all the gangsters...(Sam Owens, 
20/05/99)78 8 

BRAVOÜ....WEE ISLANDERS NEED TO RISE TO A HIGHER STANDARD 
RATHERR THAN SINK LOWER INTO HOODLUM. ITS SAD TO SEE ISLANDERS 
COMEE TO THE STATES FOR A BETTER EDUCATION AND LIFE AND THEN 
ENDD UP LIVING AND TALKING LIKE GANGSTERS. IF YOU DONT PULL 
YOURSELFF UP, NOBODY ELSE WILL (Better quality of life please, 20/05/99, in 
replyy to above) 

Samm ... doing away with profanity was a great move. But I have to say that I ride the 
fencee on the slangs being cut as well. I don't see anything wrong with [it] on days 
whenn I feel like relaxing a bit with my words and corresponding in this public forum 
withh friends and family, opting to use some slang, or even made up words of our own, 
mostlyy just for fun.... maybe I see things differently ...I don't care for the whole 
misspelledd words, tough guy attitude, 'Slang' crap either, but the posts which are by far 
thee more offensive ones are ... the ones that are posted to purposely be hurtful Much 
gratitudee to the Cafe's administration for cracking down. I am a Polynesian woman who 
iss versed very well, in both verbal and written concourse, but you will catch me on days 
wheree I am sending shout outs, what's up etc.. to friends and families. I feel they are 
harmlesss forms of communication and hold ho hurtful meanings such as profanity 
does.(( Lisa 21/05/99, in reply to above). 

Thee thread above and the others addressing this issue also indicate the demographic 
complexityy of these groups as access becomes gradually (although patchily) available in the 
Pacificc Islands79 and the knowledge of them spreads both there and elsewhere. In the same 
monthh as this thread, and in the context of an initial post by the Polycafe moderators reiterating 
thee Ground Rules, an interesting sub-thread revealed another angle on the politics of 
representationn and slang. It went like this: 

..Mostt of the reason people come in this cafe is to read the drama. Itss entertainment, and 
whetherr you like it or not, it brings people in here...One question I have is about your 
thoughtss on slang. I don't see anything wrong with it. A lot of our people grew up like 
that,, why would you wanna bann something like that. But like u said, it's your house 
andd your rules... (Keepin it real, 4/05/99) 

Thiss observation points to another, latent, fracture line between how the diasporic 
participantss see themselves vis-a-vis both the Pacific Islands, and newcomers, who challenge 
thee established order of discussions (see Axis Three). In a sharp, quite aggressive retort to the 
abovee point, the poster who calls her/himself'concerned' writes: 

788 Thank you Polycafe for doing away with posts with slang and profanity!!!, initial post, Polycafe, no 
longerr on server. 
799 High schools and universities being key access point for many of the younger participants. For example 
thee Auckland Technical Institute, Auckland, New Zealand, the Royal School of Science in Nukualofa, 
Tonga,, the University of Samoa in Apia, the University of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji. As for the 
'Atenisii Institute in Tonga, the Director, Futa Helu, regrets the lack of internet access for his students -
"thiss is the thing about the net in Tonga, only a [relatively] few people have access" (Helu 1999: 
interview).. By the latter he was referring to those in the Church and the government, the numbers of 
privatee household notwithstanding. It is the (privately owned) RSS mat has become the main 'public' 
accesss in Nuku'alofa. Kami comments that individual participation from Tonga itself can Ml off quite 
sharplyy when the first phone bill arrives (2001: interview). 
800 re: get off da sack coco, in reply to Bluecoco, Polycafe, no longer on server. 
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Speakk for  yourself. People like you grew up uneducated and slang as your  2nd or  3rd 
languagee but most Samoans and Poly people I know are respectable and have pride in 
thee way they communicate.... shiz man go back to Samoa or  Tonga or  wherever  you 
from.from.  But let our  people in America and other  countries have a fair  chance to make 
somethingg decent and respectable of their  lives.... (concerned, 4/05/99) 

Thee responses to this challenge (which included a textual version of physical 
'slapping')) then reveals how language is a signifier  for  another  line of difference. Using a 
differentt  name-line (that is also part of the retort ) get off da sack coco asks: 

firstfirst  of all, who the hell you think you're talking too, talking about uneducated and using 
slangg as your  first language. Have you ever  been to Samoa? ...Dont act like a kid and 
talkk  down to people like your  better  than them. I for  one grew up in a minorit y 
community,, that*s why I talk the way I do. My family started off poor, and Fm proud of 
it .. You wanna talk about getting things in America, lef s play a littl e ghetto game called 
Bigg Bank take Littl e Bank. Tm sorry you feel like that about your  own ppls [people]. 
(Please!!  concerned my @$$, dont talk about slappin somebody, 6/05/99) a 

Thiss position gets support from at least three others (COCOA, ConcernedForYou/ Too, 
Puttingg it to the Point). In so doing, diasporic lif e as an ethnic minority , in the USA in this case, 
becomess a focus for  articulatin g the underbelly of being-from-somewhere-else. As one of the 
posterss notes: 

„it ss so funny how some people come out here to America and forget where they are 
from.from.  They try to fit into the lif e style of the Americans, but they can forget it. No 
matterr  what, you wil l always be a Samoan... (Putting it to the point) 

Thiss ties in with others in the thread who point out to concerned that is bad enough to call 
someonee names for  voicing their  opinion, let alone cast aspersions about where they are/are not 
from: from: 

whatt  do you mean 'go back to Samoa or  Tonga.. Where are you from? just because you 
aree living in 'America' doesnt mean thafs where you're from (ConcernedForYou, 
4/05/99)M M 

Whenn prompted a bit later, tfiis poster  (embellishing their  nickname further ) goes on to 
elaboratee how: 

Youu Samoans in Welcome to America' seem to put down ["th e people in Savaii"} all 
thee time. Just keep in mind, all Samoans, no matter  where you've set up welfare at, have 
rootss leading all the way to Western Samoa! So stop being so proud of being in 
'America''  because you might get your  fobby 85 butt deported to where you're legally 
from! ''  (ConcernedForYou Too, 5/05/99) M 

Itt  takes a poster  from Samoa (the island of Savaii) to put an end to this sub-thread: 

Sittingg here in Samoa and reading some of these comments is really amusing. Dont 
botherr  slapping anyone back to Savaii because they certainly do not belong here. 
(Samoann in Savaii, 13/05/99, Polycafe, no longer  on server) 

111 get outta here I've been in the cafe for 2 yean before you and your sorry a**  friends cam along, in 
replyy to get off da sack coco, polycafe, no longer  on server. More man one protagonist noted the use of 
euphemismss and slang in this message also. 
**  In reply to concerned (6/05/99, Polycafe, no longer  on server). 
KK  in reply to concemedFor  You (Polycafe, no longer  on server). 
uu In reply to concerned (Polycafe, no longer  on server). 
""  FOB means "fresh off the boat". 
ww in reply to Samoan in America (Polycafe, no longer  on server). 
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Thiss debate is an important aspect of these moral economies even though there are 
relativelyy few explicit threads. It behooves mention for it also articulates some fracture points 
betweenn not only at-home posters and their Tjrothers and sisters' living abroad, but also different 
educationall backgrounds, socio-economic positions, or relative skill and ease with written forms 
off spoken oratory. Bearing in mind that all this has both internal and external references in 
cyberspatiall terms, at some stage someone (authoritative) puts the thread and the point of it all 
backk in perspective. In this case it was the poster, Fatu: 

Thee Cafe is here to help us explore our Poly Roots and build unity as a people. Samoan, 
Tongan...Itt doesn't matter, we all Bleed Red. We need to build each other up, not dogg 
eachh other.... Al, keep cleaning up the graffiti in the Café, this way all the patrons will 
enjoyy the cafe. Alofa. (Fatu, 4/05/99) sY 

Thee altercations traced above lean into the third axis - ad hominem messages or 'flames'. 
Heree the Ground Rule encompassing "[no] outright attacks of a personal nature" (KBAdmin, 
27/03/00)8SS is at stake. But so are other questions about what are/are not generically Polynesian 
(Tongann and/or Samoan) public communicative norms, and whose interests the Forums 
are/shouldd be actually serving. In short, the gender-power relations of these moral economies 
aree embedded in participation - who and how. This has to be registered, made visible, by the act 
off posting a message. At the same time, the standards and mores constituting the eventual 
contentt - implicit and explicit - are brought in from beyond as well as created (reinvented) from 
within.. The latter is one of the particular qualities that the internet/www - interactive 
communicationn technologies lends to post-colonial everyday communication in public 
cyberspace(s). . 

So,, basically, the more permissive qualities of the internet/www for new(er) forms and 
practicess of inter/subjectivity in any scenario have their own occupational hazards. It is to these 
thatt we now turn briefly. 

AxisAxis  Three:  Querying  Who You Are 

[Onlinee a ] "who are you?" response to a real name is a confrontational device that one 
wouldd never do on the ground. (Teresia Teaiwa, 1999; interview) 

II also find that when one does post such opposing views to the norm, personal attacks 
aree made. Whilst personal attacks do not bother me, you get to the point where you lose 
interestt and feel you are banging your head against a brick wall ....(L.T. 20/05/99, 
personall email) w 

Thee above two comments are examples of potential/former participants who would 
not/noo longer actively participate in the online discussions. Each have their own personal-
politicall reasons for being cautious or eventually retreating, and made it clear to me they were 
nott condemning the principle of these forums. Their experiences relate to those (sub)threads that 
operatee according to the Who/What are you criterion and which carry demarcations about rights 
off belonging and participation in these communities-discussion groups, let alone how they 
(re)presentt complex personal and sociocultural relationships offline. 

Whetherr this is an indication of these forums being 'victims of their own success' or not, 
thee few still extant ad hominem threads and the calls for decorum that follow from them do 
showw how the gender-power relations of interacting are not only down to the leaderships but 
alsoo their constituencies. In order to counter, to affect how the thread looks and how the content 
actuallyy unfurls, people have to participate - post a message in fact: 

877 to all the drama queens on the Cafe...., in reply to ALL SUBJECT HEADINGS LONGER THAN I 
LINELINE WILL BE DELETED! thread (Polycafe, no longer on server). 
888 KB Posting Policy in re: Kava Bowl thread at ht̂ ://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/niessages/ 
559911 Jitml 
899 This comment was made in a personal email to me by a former participant in the Polycafe. 
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Dontt  be content on being a mere spectator. I f you dont get into the foray, you get 
benchedd on the sidelines, plagued by obscurity. The KR [and KB?] is. after  all, a 
CONTACTT forum, (concerned, 13/01/00) * 

Al ll  well and good, but it takes a thick skin and the confidence afforded by long-standing 
onlinee presence/participation to proceed in these cases. Even more so when the addressee cannot 
claimm to be ethnically Polynesian or  be automatically granted the status of 'expert'  . Religious 
beliefss are also cause for  personal criticism (whether  these be perceived as too dogmatic or  not 
strictt  enough). The argument also gets personalised quite quickly when offence is taken, 
positionss are polarised in a delicate topic, or  if a posted message - opinion - is couched in strong 
languagee n. People tend to react quickly and 'petulantly' : 

.... yes, a battle of the brains, we all know who has won before the match has even 
begun.. Pokemon, calm down. I agree with Sandy. Be slow to anger  and quick to 
listen...(langiinalie,, 27/03/00) 93. 

Onlinee prominence in this context can be both a curse and a blessing, especially since 
manyy ad hominem posts are addressed to such regulars. These can range from the gentle 
inquiry : : 

TIMM  SAMSON [Sansom] WHAT RACE ARE YOU? if your  not Samoan then how did 
youu find out about this site? dont get mad now i was just wondering...thank you for 
yourr  time and god bless!!! (just wondering, 11/10/99, initia l post, KR, no longer  on 
server) ) 

too a sort of public challenge (in this case it turned out to be somewhat tongue-in-cheek) on the 
issuee of personal style and/or  opinions: 

Safataa or  Satana or  who ever  you are: I have been flickin g through the board on a daily 
basiss and I find this character  (safata) to be a bag of nothing. Safata raises issues that are 
sometimess interesting, but he or  she cannot provide any logical or  factual, let alone^any 
coherentt  propositions) to reach a valid or  [sound] conclusion....( Maui, 9/02/99) 

andd to the ostensibly more malevolent (this thread eventually turned on the initia l poster  who 
dulyy retreated. 

NEWNEW KID - WHO ARE YOU- WHERE DID YOU COME FROM- WHAT DO YOU 
WANTWANT - WHERE DO YOU HOPE TO GO????? You need to take up another  hobby or 
vocation.. Your  comments are tired and you need to take a rest - or  give the rest of us 
somee serious recess from your  peanut gallery style!! (Daily Planet, 21/11/99) 

Suchh confrontations can indeed be unpleasant or  disconcerting to receive if the intention 
wass not to give offence and those who object by retreating altogether  are difficul t to trace. For 
preciselyy that reason; they have opted out and thus 'power  to exclude' is successfully exercised 

900 initial post, Thank you Puafor enlightening me. And if you miss Pua's message, here it is again, KR, no 
longerr  on server. 
911 "A s for  this palangi's 'ignorance'... well, I' d be happy to match mine whh yours ANY day on any 
subjectt  Care to give it a shot.. .or, are you all smoke?"  (Sandy, 27/03/00, You Only Prove my Point, in 
replyy to Pokemon, No Kohu Pleaasssee in re: KavaBowl thread at http /̂pacificfbnmLcom/kavabowl / 
kc/messages/55989Jitml.) ) 
922 Lisa objected to the terms •buffoons...riffiafT.. .gangsters" being used for those who used slang ..for I 
amm far fiom any of these 3 descriptions" (21/05/99, in repry to Thankyou Potycqfefor doing away with 
..slang..slang and profanity!, Porycafe, no longer on server) . 
933 Go sandy, in re Kava Bowl thread, at http://pacificforuin.com/kavato^ 
944 initial post, Safata or Satana or who ever you are at http /̂pacificf6rum.com/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/4445.html l 
933 initial postKR, no longer on server. 
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ass online social pressure. The aforementioned objects of criticism responded accordingly, 
backedd up by overwhelming numbers supporting their presence and thereby berating the initial 
posters.. The •winner' is s/he who gets the last or most strategically positioned impressive word, 
quitee literally. Persistence is not always a prerequisite for the latter however . 

Thesee threads (if they remain online) also reveal another couture between online 
gender-powerr relations, offline parameters of social control and decorum (Morton 1996) that lie 
behindd the limits set in the legal notices of both forums 97. Contingent to all this, are the 
pressuress of demographic changes over time within the groups. These, too have an impact on 
howw moral economies evolve or are made operational. For many of the 'old guard', it 

reallyy is a shame that people come in here and destroy this website by posting ignorant 
andd derogatory comments (especially towards fellow polys). I wonder if these youths 
wouldd post those things if they knew that their parents would read it. I very much doubt 
it....(Disappointed,, 24/04/99)98 

Anonymity Anonymity 

Att this juncture, more needs to be said about how many of these kinds of challenges 
takee advantage of online (quasi) anonymity, where the software set up for the KB and the 
Polycafee " permits people to post under various 'names' and/or email addresses. This has 
severall aspects to it. In the tightly run communicative and socio-economic hierarchies of 
Polynesiaa (Morton 1996, Ortner 1996), non-fixed identities on the internet/www can provide a 
locuss for loosening up gendered and social hierarchies ,0°, and thereby facilitate criticism of the 
statuss quo (see Chapter Six). Moreover, the eventual products - including nicknames and other 
"handles'-- are another articulation of the various aspects of postcolonial lives for ethnic 
minorities101.. In mis sense, anonymity is liberating and empowering; women find new 
expressivee spaces and participants can voice their opinions and objections to events (at home -
inn the islands, and here, online) with relative impunity. 

Thee empowering side to online debates such as these for cultures that have tightly 
orderedd public communicative and representative hierarchies has not gone unnoticed in either 
Samoaa or Tonga. On the one hand the interactive aspects of internet communications allows 
suchh societies to get away from "traditional hangovers" by allowing "people to find themselves 
ass individuals" in nominally 'communal' societies (Helu 1999: interview). On the other hand, 
locall leaderships in the islands and abroad can exert direct pressure on die online leaderships 
whenn the discussions are seen as cutting too close to the bone. Others are more circumspect as 
theyy note mat there is "no free lunch" with regard to the "psycho-social satisfaction" of ICTs 
givenn the transnational political economic interests that "control it ultimately" (Okusi Mahina 
1999:: interview). 

Anotherr aspect is how playfulness and new forms of creative identity-making are also 

966 Unlike THE DAILY PLANET poster who challenged NEW KID, the poster, Concerned, elsewhere 
couldd not get her/his point of view conceded to despite providing nearly a third of the total posts in a 
threadd that was 65 posts long, entitled WILL  DELETE PERSONAL and UNRELATED THREADS - PC, 
doesdoes that mean that all posts which don't reflect the Kamehameha Roundtable will be erased Check 
yourselvesyourselves (PC) because this is the Kamehameha (Hawaiian) Roundtable and not "Samoan" Roundtable 
threadd ((06/01/00, KR, no longer on server). 
977 Posters often compare online to how one (does) behave elsewhere - at home, in the village or on formal 
occasions;; "The Cafe is much like a family owned store back home in the islands " (Teine o le 
Spring,, 25/04/99 in Time for Spring Cleaning? Thread, Polycafe, no longer on server) 

II  second the motion, in reply to Enough is Enough, Dear Polycafe: Time for Spring cleaning?, 
Polycafe,, no longer on server). 
999 As opposed to the Tongan History Association Discussion forum, for instance. 
1000 This is especially the case in the Live Chat or more social sub-sites. See Morton (1999). 
1011 On this, Helen Morton in her analysis of the use of real versus nick names in the earlier years of the 
Kavaa bowl noted that between 1996 and 1998, mere have been "some interesting shifts over time in the 
namingg choices of KB participants. Most obvious is the shift away from real names towards.. nicks and 
descriptivee names [and] the appearance of more names mat play with language." (1998:15). She also 
notess that the positive male-female ratio in 1996 had reversed by 1998 (her sample showed 56% of the 
reall names to be female). 
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emergingg more and more, either in situ or as a thread progresses. This underscores Morton's 
pointt about how "naming on the KB is primarily relational and responsive rather man based on 
individuall considerations" (1998a: 19). Thus seeing the same person "using a variety of names, 
accordingg to the content of the messages" (ibid) indicates rather different concerns and 
motivationss than is generally believed as a result of research into fantasy (MUDS et al) based 
onlinee groups. In short, western concerns about online 'anonymity' or dissimulation are not a 
prioripriori  for what identity (and its formation) is, or is not, in an internet/www context, especially a 
postcoloniall diasporic one. 

So,, anonymity in lieu of- or together with - real names, multiple email addresses 
Caddies')) are not only tactical-strategic decisions but personal-political choices 102. When used 
well,, and as participants get more skilful in manipulating the messaging software, they also 
interactt with other sorts of textual - communicative - creativity ; name tees and 
pseudo/muitiplee email addresses also give scope for sub-textual references whilst allowing 
protectionn as well as nuance in more sensitive discussions. As mentioned earlier, power and 
influencee can also be brought to bear on (he forum leaderships in their capacity as 
(online)communityy representatives, especially when socially or politically sensitive subjects are 
broachedd m. As I have said elsewhere, this anonymity is, much of the time, playful and fairly 
transparent. . 

Itt does get serious though when the personal and political stakes are raised, as in the 
casee of ad hominem threads and more general recent crises of representation (Axis Four). In this 
respect,, the third axis points to how uses and abuses of the "guise of anonymity" both temper 
andd enhance the power of exclusionary practices. Despite the declared ideals of inclusiveness 
theree are limits. It is a delicate balancing act between an open-door policy to all-comers ,the 
fosteringg of "relative security from disclosure of one's true identity" (Phil Tukia, 27/03/00) 
whenn creating new communicative spaces and existing power hierarchies amongst the various 
tightlyy knit, albeit dispersed, Polynesian communities. 

Inn 19961 created this forum [KR] for Polycafe patrons (regardless of race) to come 
togetherr and discuss 'jusf the issues that affect us as individuals knowing such an effect 
willl certainly impact the 'community*. Some of you may recall how I would initiate 
neww discussions every week, posting 4-5 new topics once a week. That lasted for 
severall months before the forum itself took on a life of its own as it CONTINUES TO 
DOO SO TODAY .... (Al Aiono, 13/01/00) 107 

1022 Sandy has this to say about his personal posting policy and thus himself (versus when he is an official 
KBAdmraa poster). 

Thoughh I have occasionally used the Tongan translation of my name in the past, it is my policy 
too post personal opinions and observationss under my own name. I do not apologise for being a 
palangi,, nor do I feel my comments vis-a-vis KB are any less significant because I am not 
Tongan.."" (27/03/00) 

// am Who I Am, in reply to Agreed, But I think a nom deplume would assist your post, sandy, Supporter 
off True Polynesian Values in re: Kava Bowl thread, at hti-7^ificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/56060.html. . 
1033 Thereby allowing "Tongans on the KB to represent themselves, in all their diversity, challenging 
stereotypess and resisting the typically limited representations of mem, for example in their 'traditional* 
dancingg at multicultural festivals" ( Morton 1998a:21). It is felrry safe to say that this also apples to the 
Samoanss - and others in the KB and Polycafe. 
1044 See Chapter Six. Threads dealing with homo/sexuality, domestic violence and local scandals are in this 
categoryy as well. Here the dominant role of die Pacific Island churches in me Islands and diaspora in 
regulatingg behaviours and social mores, and the relative lack of Press Freedom throughout the Pacific 
Islandss are both being directly challenged by these online practices. Its bears repeating mat three of the 
founderss of these forums (Taholo Kami, 'Alopi Latukefu, Al Aiono) come from strong church-based 
families.. In the case of the first two, their fathers were missionaries in Papua New Guinea. 
1055 "all patrons/visitors of the Polycafe, regardless of race, will always be served"(Al Aiono, 13/01/00, in 
replyy to Thank you Pua for enlightening me, KR, no longer on server) 
l(l(*THE*THE  DETERIORATION OF THEKAVABOWL, in reply to Here's my point of view (Fellow KB'er , 
27/03/00)) in re: Kava Bowl thread, at http^/pacificfonimconitovbowl/kc/messages/56053 .html. 
1077 in reply to concerned, THANK YOU PUA FOR ENLIGHTENING  ME. And if you miss Pua's message, 
herehere it is again.... thread (KR, no longer on server) 
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Onn the one hand, there is the general spirit of these sites coupled with their open, public 
structuress where, despite ambivalence on the part of participants and leaderships, anonymity is 
celebratedd and, on the other, there are the countering forces of'abuse' of the very same -
howeverr interpreted. This, again, is what these debates are about. Basically: 

.... anonymity was to protect one's privacy and to foster open and RESPECTFUL 
discussion,, it was not to allow someone to personally attack and abuse others with 
immunity.. It is completely within our cultural mores to exchanges views and opinions. 
However,, such an exchange was always within the context of respect to one another. 
Unfortunately,, too many of our newer readers do not understand that.... Let us all try to 
teachh those who need teaching that free speech is NOT obscenity and gossip. Free 
Speechh is exchange of views and opinions under the underlying context of respect and 
lovee for each other, for our culture, and for our island Kingdom [Tonga] that is so far 
awayy from many of us. (Phil Tukia, 27/03/00) ,08 

Permissivee features of online communications such as these and contestations around 
themm trace a fracture line that can open up within these groups when established norms online 
aree perceived to be under threat by conscious or unwitting counter-practices. The intense 
discussionn thread that opened this chapter is one of the few - of this length - that addressed the 
morall economies directly. In the KR there have also been several substantial auto-critiques of 
late.. A sign of online maturity, increasing self-awareness and demographic complexity, as much 
ass anything else. However, for the online guardians, these developments - the ad hominem 
messagess and other questionable 'antics' that piggy-back on them - have far-reaching 
representationall and ethical implications: 

Justt because other "civilized' places are commonly defaced by graffiti is no reason that 
KBB should stoop to the same level. The Kava Bowl was intended as a venue of higher 
principless and objectives, not the least was to celebrate the dignity of Polynesian 
culturess ... something that has been completely lost of late.... it is [not] only Tongans 
whoo abuse this place, but it is Tongans who will reap the bad rap as a result since this is 
aa Tongan site, just as PC [Polycafe] and KR [Kamehameha Roundtable] are Samoan 
sitess frequented by those from other cultures, so, it behooves us all, Tongan and non-
Tongann alike, to set an example in our posts This attitude of it's a public forum and I 
cann post what I want is pure garbage.... (Sandy Macintosh, 27/03/00) w 

AxisAxis  Four:  Representing the Pacific  Islands  Online 

Alll this brings us through to the fourth and final axis; the articulation of concerns about 
howw the Pacific Islands - Polynesia (Tonga and Samoa in particular) - are (to be) represented on 
thee internet/www for a potentially 'global' audience. Online moral economies, and the gender-
powerr relations they designate are not straightforward for those who have lived abroad most of 
theirr lives. 

II was born and raised in America. I have never in my life, at least not yet, been to 
Tongaa (FELLOW KBER, 27/03/00) n o 

..iff I have offended anyone please forgive me... My posts and feedback is for everyone 
too read be you black, white, yellow, or brown,, it is from my heart and although it is not 
aa perfect one, I do want to correct my mistakes Do know that [i have learned so 
muchh from all of you. With every fiber in my body i wish to thank you all for your posts 

1088 THE DETERIORA TION OF THE KA VABOWL... in re: Kava Bowl thread at 
http://pacificforum.com// kavbowl/kc/messages/56053 .html. 
1099 in reply to No kohu pleassssseee!!!, Pokemon, in Re: Kavabowl thread at 
http://pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/5S989Jitml. . 
1100 in reply to Phil Tukia, The Deterioration of the Kava Bowl in re: Kava Bowl thread at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/inessages/56112.html. . 
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bee it a littl e harsh or  pleasing i love it all and glean from them what is best for  me and 
myy family and friends. (Salelava, 1/06/99)1U 

Inn short, aggressive behaviour  towards others, 'slander' and swearing have far  broader 
repercussionss in an internet/www context. Social mores become less clear  when participants do 
nott  all concur  with a given cultural 'set*  (see Morton 1996). The threads of this last axis link the 
threee other  ones to processes of •globalisation' (indeed this theme is re-echoed all the way 
throughh the other discussions as well). They acknowledge that the internet/www as a wide-open 
spacee for all to see what is going on, to the issues of scale and effect They intersect directly 
withh the many discussions on what constitutes post-colonial and/or diasporic identity for young 
Tonganss and Samoans today (Chapter Five and Seven). The threads forming this fourth axis are 
reminderss that navel-gazing of this sort is a very public act as participants are well aware of the 
(cyber)spatiall dimensions to their own prognostications and internal struggles. These exchanges 
makee explicit the moral economies delimiting these online traversals and also link them to the 
practicee of everyday life both online and elsewhere. Moreover, these broader implications are 
spokenn of in ethical terms (Kolko et al 2000) as these groups look at the relationship between 
theirr online interactions and the local-global symbolic and material dimensions of postcolonial 
diasporicc everyday life. To paraphrase one prominent Pacific Island intellectual: 

Theree are two forces working against the 'traditional polity* [in Tonga at least] in its 
entiretyy - international business and modern technology We have to be on top of 
thesee two things and control them. (Helu 1999: interview) 

Thiss is a complex interplay as arguments about online propriety, literary standards, and 
acceptablee discussion content are compared to various cultural practices on the ground (see 
Chapterr Seven). Neither are the latter just assumed however. They can be contested on then-
ownn merits precisely at the moment they are held up as examples for appropriate behaviour 
onlinee - in cyberspace. Feelings run high because these participants are aware of the politics of 
representationn at stake for these online scenarios, in diaspora and *back in the islands' (see 
Chapterr Six). Censorship versus Free Speech. Flaming versus rational argument, swearing or 
'rap'' idioms versus literary genres and strict observations of spelling carry a far greater burden of 
responsibilityy when occurring as contemporary and diasporic (cyber)spatial practices. The 
forums'' respective leaderships take these pressures seriously as they too are conscious of the 
unevenn effects of global market forces on the Pacific Islands, the socio-economic exclusion 
experiencedd by diasporic communities and the potentials of ICTs for both enabling and 
exacerbatingg these pressures m . 

Thiss axis then is formed by this sort of particularly self-aware, outward-looking threads. 
Theyy are addressed by one to the many, bringing us back full circle to the first axis as both 
participantss and leaderships are implicated. The interweaving operational criteria - their various 
renditionss and contentions - are as well. All these nuances are well represented and expressed in 
thee re: Kava Bowl thread cited at the outset of this chapter, Sandy addresses the whole 
'community'' as a participant and as a moderator and the community duly responds. Of course, 
thee three other axes also deal with, from different points of departure to be sure, the 'material 
manifestations'' and implications of online communicative practices, particularly in terms of 
howw these interact with overlapping 'beliefs, practices and disciplinary regimes' (Peterson 1998: 
opp cit) both within and beyond the immediate environs of internet/www. But those around the 
fourthh axis are strategically posted for this reason by a disenchanted regular who has something 
too point out to newer, yet-to-be-disciplined members,13, with an eye on (non)Poh/nesian 
viewerss who are looking on. What is being discussed more explicitly are the internal and 

1111 in reply to X, Scratched Record Player thread, KR, no longer on server. 
11 u Taholo Kami,' Alopi Latukefu and Al Aiono all see ICTs in one way or another as one way for the 
smalll island nations of the South Pacific to deal with 'globalisation' and its multifarious impacts on their 
ownn terms. Kami wants to "help shape identity" and to instil "positive stereotypes" for "troublemakers" 
(2001:: interview). 
1133 The Porycafe began in early 2000 an email-based online magazine as an extension of its various 
forums.. iMana 2000/1 has as one of its feature stories, "Dealing with the Haters (Hataz)". Here not only 
aree thee Ground Rules summarised but some advice is offered for those who are targets. 
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externall politics of representation for groups that are well aware of the 'global' context in which 
theyy are speaking, living and writing. 

Theree was a time I frequented KB to review and interact with others.. .to instigate 
controversyy and provoke thought for discussion. However, I have observed the same 
changee in the culture of dialogue that presently plague the walls of KB. I feel I represent 
pastt patrons that see the garbage, and leave because there's nothing worth the time.... 
Butt are you really surprised? Web sites are now competing for exposure and attraction, 
KBB included, even if the service is nothing more than a message-board and chat-room... 
Sandy,, responsibilities reside on both sides of the fence. The benefits of KB are 
boundless,, but I am certain more can be done than chastising a general audience. 
(Makavili,, 27/03/00) 1M 

Onn this fourth axis, the initial posts develop - and feed into - the other three by looking 
beyondd the confines of these forums, as well as the internet/www itself. Here the politics of 
representationn at stake are about effects, the ramifications of behaviour, policy, or content. First, 
withh respect to racial stereotyping in general and second in terms of the concomitant need to 
presentt another more constructive face to a hostile world (Chapter Seven). As noted in an early 
appeall of this sort: 

Whenn we fight among ourselves we make a fool of Polynesians especially we Samoans 
inn the eyes of the world .... every battle and war of words do not go unnoticed; and yes, 
thee give a negative impression of mis forum and all of us that come in here .... 
(Neww Kid, 30/01/99)™ 

Twoo years later, this concern with in-fighting and 'unruliness' is couched in terms of 
howw endemic racism experienced by many Pacific Island communities in their new homeland 
itselff needs new approaches (see Chapter Seven). 

Theree is a growing number of people who [write] with chips on their shoulder 
particularlyy how our race has been treated by other races. Now you may disagree and 
that'sthat's fine ... I wouldn't call it Reverse racism ... however [it] is sad as we harbour .... 
Resentmentt towards the white people... .1 think the stagnant nature of our thinking [that] 
reflectss our resentments we have with the white people has been passed on 
generationallyy and we just keep passing them on to our children and their children's 
children.. One .. way of dealing with this is to try and expect the unexpected and try to 
buildd our confidence and build some cultural esteem (if there is such a thing). Not 
reactingg to it, because we feel the only way to get back at them is to join them and beat 
thenn at their game.. (X, 31/05/99) 116 

Thee follow-ups to the latter post are long, abstract, and thoughtful and show where 
onlinee gender-power struggles have offline permutations of self/group identity formation, as we 
havee already seen. Reflection has taken the place of quick-fire reactions as the intellectual and 
emotionall complexities of diasporic life are inspected. For those living beyond the Pacific 
Islandss the politics of race/ethnicity is an ever-present issue when living in the USA, Australia, 
Neww Zealand (Chapter Seven). For some commentators, this is in stark contrast to the relatively 
homogeneouss societies in the islands, Tonga particularly 117. In diasporic contexts this relative 

1144 in reply to re: Kavabowl, initial post, Sandy Macintosh, at http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/56113 3 
11 "initia l post, Let's Agree to Disagree; But not agree for an All -Out Brawl!",  KR, no longer  on server. 
1166 initial post, The Kamehameha Lounge ... 'The Scratched Record Player", KR, no longer  on server. 
1177 This is related to the arrival of Chinese immigrants who have settled and 'set up shop' in mainly 
Nuku'alofa.. Some very long, and difficult threads grew out of the intersection of this arrival of another 
culturall group in the Kingdom and how it related to the 'sale of passports' affair in which Tongan 
citizenshipp was granted to Chinese immigrants (Swaney 1994) by the Tongan government. These threads, 
withh titles such as Chinese Tongans? Who are they? Why Tonga? ( Soakai, 1/02/99, initial post, KB, at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/4050.html),, or ON A POSITIVE NOTE. WHAT CAN WE 
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homogeneityy is recalibrated, under pressure, in places where 

racess are physically marked.. for racism was never important in our part of the world 
[thee Pacific Islands] before contact." (Helu, 1999; interview). 

Private-personall concerns about whether cultural and political 'identity' is static, 
flexible,, physically marked or nation-state defined (Chapters Six and Seven) become articulated 
ass a public stance in these threads. At the same time, the ground-rules for online debates on 
open,, free-for-all forums intersect with ethical and political issues for minority groups dealing 
withh daily racism. For instance: 

Racism,, I agree is detrimental in whatever form if comes. Yet. Because I don't agree 
withh standards set by a predominantly whitewashed academia. Doesn't mean that I hate 
thee white man I may be a notch disadvantaged because of gender in this male world 
butt I am not going to roll over and play dead for anyone. Furthermore, I certainly don't 
teachh my little one to hate indiscriminately... Yet, I caution that you really need to take 
somee time out and take the gist of the post with a proverbial grain of salt. What you 
construee as something of 'chip' or 'reverse racism' could really be only a clear, 
divergentt perspective from the status quo. (Why, Why HoneyChile, 1/06/99) m 

II guess each of us spins, in the intimate recesses of our own psyche, a complex web of 
inconsistentt attitudes, values and beliefs....After all, the world is not place where social, 
cultural,, economic or technological changes move in straight lines, or in consistent 
patterns.. The world is a place where contradictory influences produce unpredictable 
outcomes.. I should lighten up ..(X, 01/06/99) "9 

... .Tolerance was something I HAD to nurture because everything I standd for is one 
hugee bundle of contradictions... (.., 1/06/99) 12° 

Thiss thread then enters an autobiographical phase between X, and.., where generational 
differencess in upbringing and/or Pacific Islands and modern-day mores, feminist politics and the 
"extraordinaryy challenges posed by trying to maintain the momentum of life in fractured or 
blendedd families" (X, it all seems so seriousl in above thread) are all discussed. The focus is on 
youngerr generations of diasporic women - whether themselves or others. From the point of view 
off the argument that gender-power relations and ethnicity - the politics of identity formation in a 
/raamationall context - are inextricably linked, the latter strands of this thread bear eloquent 
witness. . 

Thee above reflections are also interwoven with explicit concerns about the quality and 
futuree direction of the forums in themselves as an empowering medium, communicative 
spaces/placess for younger generations living on the margins in Western societies if not for 
individuall participants who face racial discrimination, structural exclusions, on a daily basis. In 
thiss respect it is an empowering personal politics of self-representation (in both ethnic-racial and 
genderr terms) that is at stake when participants become 'haters'121. As X, states in her initial 
post: : 

II consider that most people who write in this lounge in one way or another have 
concernss and interests about our Polynesian people. It is also a forum where people try 

DODO TO ACCOMMODATE OUR CHINESE TONGANS, WITHOUT FORCING THEM OUT OF TONGA 
(safata,, 4/02/99, initial post, KB, at http /̂pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ messages/4212.html), or 
WeeklyWeekly Discussion Topic # 65: Chinese Threatening Tongan Culture? Get Over It... This Is Old Hat! 
(KBAdmin,, 7/02/99, at http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ messages/4319.html) show considerably 
lesss tolerance and good will toward others by some participants. Nevertheless, as always here, bom sides 
aree evenly represented online and the debate is intense. 
"**  in reply to X, The Kamehameha Lounge... The Scratched Record Player, KR, no longer  on server 
1199 learning to live with ambiguity, in reply to above, KR, no longer on server. 
1200 Now that the straws are out of our hair, in reply to above, KR, no longer on server.. 
1211 Haters - or Hataz - now a generic term in these groups for the ad hominem threads and their posters. 
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outt their new found freedom to speak their minds and to be heard...However, we sound 
sometimess like a bunch of spoilt children who write with ships [sic] on their shoulders. 
Itt is sad as we harbour.. resentment towards white people...continually fall back on 
unproductivee ideas and repetitive fundamentalism in an attempt to restore order I see 
ourr thinking has not changed, particularly in the past year that I have frequented this 
lounge.. We regurgitate the same topics and have the same arguments over and over 
again.. I understand that many different people come here at different stages of the year 
... .1 am in no way trying to disrespect those who come in here and write what's on then-
mindss ...[but]...we have reached a Plateau and our thinking appears to be stagnant right 
now.. I wonder why? (X, 31/05/99) m 

Byy 2000 in both the Kava Bowl and the Polynesian Cafe, and with increasing intensity, 
thee above passing remarks have become a central concern. The standing and image of the 
communityy - here and at large - are seen to be compromised as internal order becomes more 
difficultt to maintain. In short, the limits of Free Speech vis-a-vis 'South Pacific traditions' not 
onlyy needs reinforcement, as opposed to simply reiteration, but also re-codifying for a space in 
whichh " the world is watching every move we make" (Worried Mum, 27/03/00)123. 

AHH Sandy and other admins are asking is that we try to be a little more decent as it is 
ourour identity that is projected here. Sandy is concerned for the content as well as the 
image,, and you should too. (Langimalie'27/03/00, emphasis added) m 

..II know, if you live in the United States (I cannot comment for NZ, Australia or UK), I 
amm almost positive that your immediate reaction is Freedom of Speech; after all, you are 
correctt - that is our constitution ... However .... What I saw in the Kava Bowl [recently 
was]] not positive or constructive at all; instead it was childish! Let me remind you that 
thiss is not to change your style of posting, but to reiterate positive posting for a better 
tomorroww for  our  Tongan children ... to promote positiveness within our Tongan 
communitycommunity (Ken, 38/03/00, emphasis added) 125 

Thesee disputes over the (online) politics of representation, and the cultural-moral norms 
entailedd therein are further compounded by direct challenges from those posting to the 
leaderships'' mandate to manoeuvre between their own Ground Rules and practicalities on the 
onee hand, and the (negotiable) limits of Freedom of Speech and permissiveness in cyberspace 
onn the other hand: 

Hey,, I just wanted to find out why they put a Hawaiian name on this Roundtable when 
Samoanss are the only ones using it. Hawaiians see the 'name', but then find nothing in 
thiss forum having to deal with any Hawaiian style messages. Is it fair to have a 
Hawaiiann name on this Lounge when it doesn't cater to any Hawaiians?.. (concerned, 
11/01/00)) 12* 

.... And as for myself being a proud Maori from New Zealand ... some people need to 
gett off their high horse and recognise that US Polynesians need to stick together and 
lovee one another, regardless of what nationality you be (Hawaiian, Tongan, Samoan, 
Tokelauan,, Rarotonga, Maori). (Serena, 26/01/00) 127 

,22initia ll  post, The Kamehameha Lounge ... "The Scratched Record Player, KR, no longer  on server. 
1233 in re: Kava Bowl Thread at ht̂ ://pacuicforum.com/kaval>owl/kc/messages/56021 .html. 
1244 Go Sandy, in reply to You Only Prove My Point posted by Sandy Macintosh in re: Kavabowl thread at 
http://pacificfonim.coin/kavabowl/kc/messages/56095 5 
1255 Consequences of Our Actions ...Is It Worth It?, in reply to re: Kava Bowl at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/messages/53137.html l 
1266 in reply to re: Relax and stay cool - its only a name posted by observer, Polycafe, no longer on server. 
I27inn reply RE: Concerned: Cool Down!!!!  Stop trippen!!!  Stop Hating on your fellow Polynesian 
BrothersBrothers and Sisters. Not only Samoans post here, but Tongans as well. Kamehameha is a Polynesian 
KingKing ofHawai'iU! Aight then..., Sione, initial post, KR, no longer on server. Here, the long message 
headingg (posted in capitals so also breaking a second ground rule) underscores the point as well. 
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Alongg the way, not only is the 'Who/What are you* criterion no longer  self-explanatory 
inn terms of identification or  participation in these groups being fixed as 'Polynesian' and/or 
'Pacificc Island*  per  se (Chapter  Seven), but the tension between expressing opinions, 
committingg 'slander*, die rights and wrongs of passive or  active exclusion, has also become 
gristt  to the mill (whether  tongue-in-cheek or  not): 

Butt  if you (Porycafe) make a forum like this and call it Kamehameha Roundtable, don't 
youu think that die posts should be more focused on Hawaiian style issues and 
comments,, if not, why call it the 'Kamehameha Roundtable' and not the Polynesian 
Roundtable'.... .OK, who is this Kamehameha Roundtable forum aimed towards? 
(concerned,, 11/01/00) 

Thee answer  lies in everyday practice. It is perceived and experienced as relationships and is 
expressedd on the computer  screen. 

Conclusion n 

Itt  is through all four  of these axes of self-reflection that online moral economies - rules, 
normss and ethics - can be charted. This is not forgetting their  presence and operation in other 
discussions.. Such robust re-articulations (as opposed to contingent sub-threads or  spasmodic 
attemptss in the larger  context of other  sorts of discussions) of these ongoing moral economies 
aree relatively few and far  between. Such consciously reflective posts do not occur, let alone 
crystallise,, mat often. It also bears mentioning again that how a thread develops, who gets 
involvedd in the discussion, what is actually being said on various levels and what it all signifies, 
doess not flow immediately from the initia l post. The content weaves in and out of all the axes 
andd vice versa, engages all the criteri a at the heart of these, and also refers to other  issues and 
otherr  arguments or  relationships as well. As always, neither  the initia l post nor  the thread it 
weavess is a transparent vessel for  the initia l intentions of the posters. The process - of an 
unfurlin gg discussion - and the respective interrelationships decide how the thread develops, 
themess crystallise and take off, or  an initia l post remains unanswered. Moreover, provocation 
andd strong stances are part and parcel of getting (these) discussion threads off the ground 

Thesee moral economies not only permeate other  discussions but they also encapsulate 
thee broader  conceptual and practical territor y at stake. At the same time, they trace the structural 
gender-powerr  relations that are at work in an online scenario. In so doing, they also present a 
politicss of representation in its most basic articulation; who for, by whom and for  what purpose? 
Howw they do so reveals some of the mechanisms of gender-power  relations (see Gill &  Law 
1988:733 passim) that come into play in the practice of everyday lif e online. These include 
deletionn of messages/software filters, scolding, protesting, affirming , moulding, conforming, 
withdrawall  and, ultimately, silencing. The thing to remember is that these are open-ended, 
relationall  processes that carry their  own postcolonial diasporic understandings of'good' and 
•bad'' behaviour / online production. In turn, whilst they are occurring in new(er) public (cyber) 
spaces,, they are also speaking to older political economic histories and sociocultural orders as 
seenn by postcolonial diasporas who are learning and living these 'second-hand' or even 'third-
hand'' as some participants admit. In so doing, the practice of everyday life online becomes both 
locuss and expressive space for the complexities of struggles for control and ownership of the 
highwayss and byways of cyberspace. So, also do the rules, norms and ethical assumptions - and 
socioculturall underpinnings - with which these are to be navigated. 

mm re; who is to judge? Not me.. Think and not judge for yourself, in reply to you trippin big time!, who 
aree you to judge? You ain't no Queen Liliuokalani either!!..., KR, no longer on server. 
1299 See Morton (1998: note 6) on how hoaxes do occur. 
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Figuree Ten: Food is Ready 

Myy Isle of Golden Dreams. 

Todayy is a beautiful day where I am , nothing can beat that. The temp, is about 
90.. The sun is up and extremely warm , flowers bloom everywhere , and the 
birdss are singing in their own language. My husband is putting together a new 
grilll so we can have a barbecue. I bought some yams, sweet potatoes, 
spinach,, bananas , water melon, pineapple, mangoes, green coconut, 
chickenn , fish , pork chops, steaks and lamb chops for my Tongan feast. As I 
wass putting the food together I felt a sudden pain in my heart. I was wondering 
whyy this occured.. I have everything , a wonderful husband , 2 beautiful children 
whoo love and respect me, but why do I feel lonely? Then it came to me, I miss 
myy isle of golden dreams , Tonga. Then I realized something. Its not only the 
peoplee , its the island itself. The beauty of the scenery, the feel of the island 
andd the fragrance in the tropical air is what I truly miss. God created my isle of 
goldenn dreams in a magnificent way. I just want to be there and admire the 
naturee of my beautiful Tonga. Its not just any island , my isle of golden dreams 
cann only be TONGA. 

FOODD IS READY !!! 

Lovee as always, 

EE Tigris.1 

11 This evocative piece of prose was posted as a potential contribution to a mooted online magazine, in 
IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:  KB MAGAZINE - NEED YOUR COMMENTS-.tbiead, at http://www.pacificforum.com/ 
kavabowl/kc/messages/4332S.html. . 
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CHAPTERR NINE - BIG BUSINESS AND EVERYDAY LIFE 
ONLINE E 

Introduction n 

Eachh new technology is created according to values. (Jordan 1999:101-102) 

Thee web is simply an interaction of people. (Kami 2001: interview) 

Inn the popular  television series, Star Trek: The Next Generation, an ever-present danger 
forr  the intrepid crew of die Starship Enterprise is an alien species called the Borg. These 
cyborgss (beings that are part organic, part machine)2 have three distinguishing features; the 
sophisticatedd communications network - The Collective - which is their  social system, an 
adaptivee abilit y to resist armed attack that makes them virtuall y indestructible, and then-
relentlesss impulse to conquer  all other  life-forms and assimilate them to their  own. Assimilation 
entailss a forced psychological and physical transformation. Not only are an individual' s 
memoriess wiped out by a neural link to The Collective consciousness, but organic body parts 
aree also replaced by bionic ones. These interface with the Collective communications network 
andd thereby bring the new 'drone' into a symbiotic relationship with the Borg*s means of 
transportt  and regeneration - Cubes, which can be likened to a full y armed, mobile computer 
mainframe. . 

Thesee transformations - modifications - do not preclude a certain amount of 
individuatio nn or  cognition however3. Singularity - (liberal) individualit y - is not subsumed; 
rather,, it is reconfigured. The peculiar  adaptive abilities and response mechanisms of the Borg 
arisee from how their  organic and cognitive natures are meshed - integrated - with the electronic 
andd mechanical demands of their  communications infrastructure . Becoming Borg is not about 
beingg cloned or  copied. The Borg assimilate. Furthermor e (and this is important from the point 
off  view of non-western practitioners) they are indefatigable in their  insistence mat no other 
socialsocial organisation is permissible. Being disconnected from The Collective - 'de-activated' -
causess collective anguish and a relentless search to retrieve the missing 'unit* . Al l in all, the 
Borgg are infinitel y flexible, assessing and responding accordingly to stimuli as they arise whilst 
inn continuous multilatera l communication. Anything else is simply 'irrelevant* , inefficient, and 
moreover,, inferior . Such a full y integrated social system and purpose accompanied by an 
unequivocall  colonising impulse means, in effect, that 'resistance is futile' . 

Itt  does not require too great an imaginative leap, or  the need to be a Star  Trek fan, to see 
thee parallels between this story-line and the vagaries of Big Business power  struggles, mergers 
andd acquisitions in die now interconnected Telecom, IT , and Mass Media industries (see 
Chapterr  One). This is even more so given the increased centrality of the internet/www to the 
commercial,, regulatory and sociocultural implications of these commercial moves. The much 
publicisedd anti-trust case prosecuted by die US Department of Justice against die Microsoft 
Corporationn (The Guardian 6/11/99:27) begs an even closer  parallel \ It would be easy at first 

22 The cyborg is not simply to be found in the realm of science fiction. The term dates from the early days 
off  space exploration where it was coined by Clynes and Klin e in 1960 to denote the creation of a "man-
machinee hybrid"  (Haraway 1997:31). This followed on from research into cybernetics in the 1940's and 
1950's,, as personified by the work of Norbert Weiner  (see Lacroix 1998). For  the purposes of the 
discussionn here, Haraway's summation of the 'hybrid ' in question, and its scientific and cultural 
manifestationss since, holds true; the "cyborg is a cybernetic organism, a fusion of the organic and the 
technologicall  forged in particular , historical, cultural practices."  (Haraway 1997:51). See Jordan (1999: 
187-190) ) 
33 These processes are key elements, albeit immanent ones, bom for the history of the interaction between 
peoplee and machines (see Haraway 1997:51) and the Star  Trek script writers. For  example, a Borg-
Sevenn of Nine - reverts back (with difficult y and in a limited fashion hence lots of room for philosophical 
ruminations)) to human-ness in the latest Star Trek spin-off Voyager. 
44 The software house was accused of abusing its dominant market position and behaving like a monopoly 
inn its alleged anti-competitive practices (read; aggressive assimilation of other  competitors). In June 2000 
thee Supreme Court ruled that Microsoft had to be broken up (as had been done whh AT& T in the 1980's). 
Microsoftt  promptly appealed, claiming a voluntary 'reorganisation' in the media in the interim. In mid-
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sightt to see only Microsoft as the real-life incarnation of the Borg and all other parties as species 
threatenedd with extinction5. Drawing such a tight parallel, however, misses important nuances. 
Inn the first place, in the Borg story-line's symbolic power 6 in articulating the nature-or-nurture 
existentiall and epistemological conundrum and current debates about genetically modified 
foodss and other biotechnologies (Rodgers 2000, Haraway 1997). In the second place, the 
politicall economic implications of a real-life battle for market share (personified, but not 
exclusively,, by Microsoft) are overlooked. In both instances, non-elite users and their everyday 
lifee online drop off these 'ftiture maps' for ICTs. 

Givenn their inroads into everyday interpersonal communications, the struggle for 
ownershipp and control of internet-related software and hardware are integral to the technical and 
commerciall context of the Microsoft trial on the one hand, and the postcolonial online 
peregrinationss examined in previous chapters on the other. Moreover, the impact of the eventual 
(non)settlementt on the commercial and political future of internet-based communications 
infrastructures)) and their main protagonists 'interface' with an ongoing process of de facto 
standards-makingg under the exigencies of'market forces'. The Borg story-line, including all its s 
complexitiess and variations over the years, is presented here as an allegory for these mutually 
reinforcingg interconnections; the relationship between the Big Business and its standards for 
'globall communications' (the Borg) vis-a-vis everyday internet-based uses - and users (the 
others),, and the current political and economic project of internet development represented by 
thee GII-GIS (the political and economic universe at stake). Whether this particular neoliberal 
renditionn of the Global Market - Internet - Democracy as an a priori  'continuum' is still a going 
concernn or not, its representative power has entered both the academic and popular imaginaries 
seee Kleinsteuber 1996, Chapter Six). 

Backk to the Star Trek analogy for a moment. Bearing the above rather cursory 
correspondencess in mind but also allowing for multiple readings as to who fits which allegorical 
role,, the aim of this chapter is to locate where a (grassroots) counter-agency is still possible in 
thee 'cyberscapes' of the future internet/www. The richness of everyday life online as evidenced 
byy the Kava Bowl and the Polynesian Cafe is still there but the personal costs and commitment 
off their founders, helpers and constituencies are certainly not guaranteed by the broader power 
struggless in the political economy of ICTs. Whilst much of the latter can be seen in terms of 
theirr implications for various discourses on what constitutes the 'digital divide' (Chapter Two, 
Loaderr 1998, Hamelink 1997), others are deeply embedded in die systems and software 
architecturess that come (off-the-shelf or tailor-made', as freeware or proprietary programmes) 
withh PC's and local or global networks that enable everyday users to access and 'surf the 
internet/www.. Technical standards are examples of these hidden codes and their concomitant 
operationall and sociocultural norms. Debates about who is responsible for setting standards, 
aboutt what they should be, and how (and in which political and/or economic forums) they 
shouldd be decided upon, articulate all too sharply the presence and propriety power of dominant 
ideologicall and business strategic interests7 examined in Chapter One. They also make 
themselvess felt at the everyday user interface, even if (like the moral economies looked at in the 
lastt chapter) this is not immediately apparent. These arcane issues and architectures have 
economicc and political consequences - who owns and/or has the right to govern the 
internet/wwww which carry their own sociocultural pay-loads. The Microsoft trial encapsulates 
thee way daily habits and organisations of technological use and concomitant rights of access 

2001,, the appeal against the split was upheld in that the company will not be forced to split into separate 
commerciall ventures. So, for all intents and purposes it is "business as usual' for a company that continues 
unabatedd to dominate the personal computer market, computer operating systems (Windows) for 
corporatee and personal uses and increasingly internet Browser and email software. 
55 For instance, Microsoft has been accused of threatening competitors "with extinction unless they agreed 
too carve up me internet browser market" ( Martinson 1999:27) 
66 In itself a product of its time, Star Trek is arguably a vehicle for a certain, US-centred ideology of 
progresss and technological evolution; for example the value given to the individual processes in the 
culturee of the Tinned Federation of Planets' and how traditional notions of warfare and diplomatic 
negotiationss are transferred to outer space. 
77 Microsoft Windows as a de facto global Operating System standard, Intel microprocessors as the 
(Microsoft-fitted)) PC component; those companies like Netscape aligned against Microsoft, all being 
casess in point 
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andd control to underlying systems and networks intersect with the gender-power relations of 
Researchh and Development trajectories and their respective constellations of techno-cultural 
expertisee and knowledge. 

Inn light of both the last chapter and Chapters Two and Three, the argument here is that 
thee nuts and bolts of the internet/www - its various components and larger architectures -
comprisee 'strategic' operations that are neither merely technical nor of interest to industry or 
computerr programmers alone. The point of the argument being made in this chapter is to show 
thee need, and potential for resisting the way in which the internet/www is being developed and 
institutionalisedd under the auspices of one particular ethos, the Free Market, and the technical 
standardss that underpin it. Standards that are effectively commercial ruses, if not out-and-out 
trademarks.. A "worm's eye-view* of technical issues - from the point of view of everyday PC use 
andd internet access - is taken in order to problcmatise these dynamics in light of (posteototttal) 
practicess of everyday life online. These intersect with how the internet/www is currently being 
researchedd and developed, just as the rules and norms comprising the online moral economies of 
thee KB and the KR intersect with the their own online/offline everyday life. Following on from 
thee argument that the practice of everyday life is also inherently political (Chapter Three), the 
pointt here is that the agency and actions of non-corporate computer users (like the 'KB'ers' and 
thee Polycafe 'patrons') are just as cogent to these more arcane issues around the future design 
andd protocols of the internet/www as a 'global' Virtual machine' (see below). The upshot is that 
thiss chapter 8 revisits the first internet tale. It examines the relationship between the vested 
interests,, such as Microsoft et al, competing for strategic control of the Global Information 
Infrastructure-GlobalInfrastructure-Global Information Society (GE-GIS) struggles over technical standards for 
computer-mediatedd communications networks (the internet in short). The specific focus for 
dealingg with this complex relationship is the Microsoft Anti-Trust trial. This attempt by the US 
Federall government to rein in this hugely influential corporation epitomises in many ways the 
comingg of the 'Age of Digital Reproduction' (see Benjamin 19992). The everyday implications 
off which are analogous to struggles against the Borg in many a Star Trek episode. 

Afterr some historical and conceptual delineations on standards and software per se, mis 
chapterr then explicates these tensions in terms of everyday computer usages. Changes in 
standardss as such and the (intergovernmental and consultative) forums and procedures by which 
thesee are set have come under increasing pressure from vested business interests; Microsoft 
beingg but the most high profile example of these. The argument being further underlined here is 
howw a grassroots, non-corporate engagement and awareness of the political nature of the 
technicall side to ICTs (past, present, and future) is crucial given the increasing inroads of 
'markett forces' in everyday life, and development agenda for 'developing1 regions. Standards-
setting,, let alone the gender-power politics of how the process of standardisation unfurls at a 
legal,, intergovernmental and de facto basis, are not just neutral specifications, purely a function 
off commercial efficiency or a response to consumer 'demand'. Not only are business interests 
fullyy immersed in de facto standard-setting where they seek to guide - to construct - such 
demandss but their success ultimately delimits the (in)equitable design of the physical and 
digitall architectures of communications networks. And likewise, by association, the gender-
powerr relations of communicative modes and rituals. Finally, some open-ended propositions are 
madee for reassessing what 'choice' and openness, let alone democracy and equitable R&D, 
reallyy entail given the work of Global-Speak and commercial/technical standards to create the 
internet/wwww after the image of a privatised, 'free market*. Standardisation issues (as 
procedures,, technical outcomes and/or products) and the values they carry, whether they be at 
thee level of'minor customisation' at the 'user interface' 'or deeply embedded in operating 
systemss and platforms, are a crucial, structural element in the gender-power relations of the 
•Digitall Age'. 

** An earlier version of this chapter was presented at the European Consortium for Political Research 
Mannheimm Joint Sessions, 26 - 31 March 1999. My thanks to die other participants of Workshop 24 and 
alsoo to A C Chong for their helpful comments on that draft The technical details in mis chapter owe a lot 
too K. Boonstra and P. van der Boom (ING Nederland ) for allowing me to check my arguments out 
againstt their technical expertise. 
99 This is what most users deal with, the computer screen and access points to email, the www, multimedia 
andd so on. 
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Fictionall and Historical Delineations 

Thee Global Information Infrastructure will be an assemblage of local, national, and 
regionall networks, that are not only like parallel computers but in their most advanced 
statee will in fact be a distributed parallel computer. In a sense, the Gil will be a 
metaphorr for democracy itself. (Gore 1994, quoted in Lüthje 1997:36) ,0. 

Thee coupling of'democracy to this widely disseminated future vision of the 
internet/www,, and underpinned by the deregulation ethos of the World Trade Organisation, 
Structurall Adjustment programs of the IMF and the profit maximisation imperatives of 
corporatee business (Chapters Two and Six), is also central to the political and ideological 
ramificationss of the Microsoft case. In both Star Trek and real-life scenarios one of the central 
issuess is the imposition of some sort of'standard' n . The respective technical specifications, 
institutionss and procedures at stake in this notion (Hawkins 1996) are at the crux of the 
aforementionedd Global Information Infrastructure - Global Information Society (GII-GIS) and 
anyy other representations of internet/www futures emanating from the OECD 2. This is a 
projectt in which the multifarious hardware and software that comprise the burgeoning internet-
basedd 'superhighway are to be made fully inter-operable, compatible, and above all 'open' and 
'flexible'' (Jussawalla 1998:4/8) by the implementation of some sort of across-the-board 
standard/s.. The seemingly obvious rationale for this is the need for greater efficiency in newer 
commerciall transactions like Electronic Commerce and online Banking. Moreover, it is argued 
thatt there is consumer pressure for more standardised communication between intelligent (i.e. 
software-dependent)) tele/communications systems that, due to different manufacturer, and 
locallyy developed specifications and practices, are deemed as not yet able to ' talk' to each other 
adequatelyy or quickly enough. 

Standards,, as various technical categories and values L , and the process of 
standardisationn itself (the ways in which the former are agreed upon, implemented, and 
institutionalisedd although not necessarily in that order) is a domain in which an array of vested 
interestss compete for, what is in fact, strategic control of the overarching eventual internet/www 
infrastructure.. Meanwhile, traditional inter / governmental, regional decision-making 
committees,, of the ITU and the EU, are seen as lagging behind what is happening 'on the 
ground'' (Mansell & Wehn 1998:180, International Herald Tribune, May 4 1998) in their 
strugglee to codify rapidly obsolescent technical specifications 14 or, given the Microsoft 
Corporation'ss well-known penchant for breaking existing standards, recommend those that have 
alreadyy become entrenched as 'voluntary 15 . The net result is an increasing correlation between 
thee orthodoxy of a deregulated, free-trading 'global' market facilitated by a uniform 

100 See EC High Level Expert Group (1997:59). 
111 "...implicit in the GII-GIS concept is the interconnection and interoperability of a range of competing 
andd complementary infrastructures, applications and services made possible by digitalisation. A harbinger 
off GII-GIS is the explosive growth of the Internet" (OCDE/GD(97)138 www). See also Tarjanne (1998) 
andd an ITU Newsletter (No 8 1995) where it is clear that here "standards are the key to open markets. 
Theyy represent freedom of choice for the user". My thanks to Alan Chong for pointing out lhat perhaps 
"customerr preference is a trend of inevitability altogether" (personal email 24/02/99). 
122 For a survey of past metaphors, such as the 'Information Super-Highway or "Information Society, see 
Kleinsteuberr (1996) and Castells (1996) respectively. The reason I have stayed with this one, the GII-GIS 
(whetherr or not it be out of date) is for its evocative qualities vis-a-vis Global-Speak (Chapter One). 
133 'Fundamental' standards measure and assess physical characteristics,' descriptive' standards "specify 
particularr physical conditions and processes", •performance' standards "specify desired conditions but not 
thee means to achieve these conditions" (Hawkins 1996:162). It is the space between the latter two that is 
att stake especially since "[s]ome kinds of standardization matter more than others, but all forms work by 
producingg those that do not fit as well as those who do" (Haraway 1997:38). 

Forr instance the current 18 month turnaround for ITU standards decisions is considered a considerable 
improvementt on the 5 years it used to take. But not fast enough for an industry that needs the ITU to 
endorsee any standards if they are to be successfully established (Richard Nickelson Pacific 
Telecommunicationss Council 1999: interview). 
155 And in so doing, reinvent themselves as 'informal' 'collaborative' bodies that are "no longer technology-
drivenn but operate increasingly according to market needs on a global scale" (ITU Newsletter No 8 
1995:22 www). See Hawkins (1996:178). 
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communicationss network (in which equipment and software suppliers, service providers and 
certainn upstream 'user  groups' mutually benefit) and the gender-powerr  relations of who really 
stipulatess what this uniformit y wil l entail, where it is to be operational and how all this affects 
thee eventual  ,^unctionality , of the 'Global Informatio n Society' project!* . 

Theree is an inherent contradiction here. Whilst a global (sic) standard of'openness' and 
'mterconnectivhyy is being orchestrated, the prevailing belief is that any equitable, inclusive 
standard-settingg should be market-led. There is an internal contradiction here. In other  words; 
monopoliess like Microsoft are not permissible, even under  'free' market rule. Hence some 
degreee of regulation is necessary to ensure the continued extension of market forces17. For 
regulatorss and policy-makers (at the European Commission level at least), this standardisation 
equationn is made to justif y and confirm the imperatives of'rapi d technological change' and 
remainingg 'competitive' (European Commission 1997) in a global marketplace. Al l mis begs the 
questionn of what is meant by (equitable) standards in any case. 

AA Standard Definition 

Inn much the same way that a standard alphabet is a cultural artefact as well as a 
utilitaria nn device, standards for  electronic communication networks are products of 
social,, political and economic relationships as well as critical technical components" 
(Hawkinss 1996:157). 

Att  any entry point, the meaning of standard/s is a slippery one at best (see Chapter  Eight 
forr  how this operates in the relatively prosaic sense of'netiquette' and/or  nascent online moral 
economies).. Yet it is one which permeates any notions and practices of codified interpersonal 
communicationn - writin g and human speech being cases in point. Whatever  die case may be, to 
talkk  of standards implies much more than the 'simply*  technical. According to the copious 
Webster'ss Dictionary entry, a standard, in so many words, is an authoritatively enforced 
measurement,, criteria , rule, norm, principle, as well as any of the equipment and devices 
designedd to ascertain these. But the meaning also encompasses such if they are 'recognised as 
acceptable',, are widely available, used or  supplied, even when not necessarily of top quality* . 
Ambiguitiess in the relationships between custom, authority and quality control are intrinsi c in 
thee very term. 

Thatt  being said, however, there are two other  aspects to the definition that are pertinent 
too this discussion. First; when used as an adjective, standard articulates a notion of being 
'substantiallyy uniform and well established by usage'. The process of standardisation can then be 
understoodd as a process of being compared with or  brought into 'conformity*  with such usage. 
Thiss confirms the reading of the term in telecommunications parlance whereby physical 
connectionss and components are standardised in various categories (basic hardware like plugs, 
keyboardd layouts), linguistic conventions and access codes conceded to on various levels (from 
countryy codes, to basic computer  codes like ASCII 18), and transmission bandwidths and 
signalss negotiated and/or  projected into software and network design in various ways (Hawkins 
1996::  159). hi the 'emerging global information infrastructure ' the influence of any standards on 
thee networks they eventually constitute and operationalise are no longer  'stand alone' technical 
factorss (Hawkins 1996:181, Raymond 1998). Moreover, with the advent of information and 
communicationn technologies and devices as mass market products and media, and the 
increasingg push to interconnect what were once nationally or  locally conceived telephone 
networks,, the procedures by which any standards are decided upon and then implemented have 
becomee fraught" . Standards-making committees of the ITU have become increasingly opened 

166 See for  instance, a communiqué from the European Commission, 24 Jury 1996 ( COM (96) 359: www). 
177 Although me industry needs ITU approval (see above), they would prefer  proprietary standards got 
throughh rather  man generic ones that are combinations of various standards (e.g. the global standard for 
digitall  TV). In short, a Catch-22 for  the industry as the ITU ostensibly never  adopts proprietary standards 
(Richardd Nickelson, op cit) 
""  This stands for  the American Standard Code for  Information Interchange. Since about 1966 this has 
beenn a widely used code for  communication between different computer  systems; further  evidence of the 
historicall  lead taken by the USA. 
199 The ITU standards approval bureaucracy is based on recommendations; The final decision is a ballot by 
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upp to lobbying from various loose conglomerates of'user groups' as well as deferent to its 
devolvedd regional quangos20 . In short, standards decided upon by "all materially interested 
parties"" (Hawkins 1996:174). Decisions about which norms, configurations of programs and 
equipmentt are now to be Voluntarily' set in the deregulated commercialised nirvana of the GII-
GIS. . 

AA catalyst and rationalisation for this procedural and regulatory about-turning is the 
internet,, or more particularly the advent of the world-wide web in the early 1990's (Thomas & 
Wyattt 1999, Abbate 2001) . Here, standard/s usage pivots increasingly on the variety of 
softwaree programs diat, together with the equipment (processors, disc drives, switches, 
transmissionn pathways - and the burgeoning capacity of all of these), comprise the recognisable 
surfacess of interconnected PCs and Laptops and now mobile phones. Beneath these, however, 
liess another landscape of linguistic conventions - the protocols by which transmitters and 
receivers,, in a generic sense, can communicate with each other (Hawkins, 1996:162). These, in 
tandemm with certain other software, are key strategic items for the efficacy of the GII-GIS as 
bothh a commercial and political economic undertaking. The point is that even if standards-
makingg has never been a politically neutral decision, since the dominance of proprietary 
softwaree for enabling and extending the commercial aspects of the internet/www, it has become 
evenn less so 22. Moreover, as Hawkins points out, standards are being increasingly conflated 
withh brand-names and also "defined in terms of strategic business interests", if not the result of 
beingg strategically designed as such (Hawkins 1996:161,163) 23. Any standardisation) of 
operatingg norms, communicative conventions (faxes, telephone numbers, email), transmission 
pathwayss (cable, satellite, radio frequencies), everyday practices (daily emailing, live chat-
groups,, Bulletin Boards), and even rituals (on-line sex, or simply logging-on) are not only 
deeplyy personal but also highly political give the economic stakes. They are also enormously 
profitablee for those manufacturers whose products become the norm - voluntarily 'established 
byy formal consenf (Microsoft being the case in point). They also delimit and shape future 
communicationss architectures and access (Hawkins 1996:160). 

Thiss has direct bearing on the second additional definitional aspect; a standard is also 'a 
conspicuouss object', a banner, a rallying point, an emblem both for battle and for business. It is 
heree that there is a semantic shift occurring in the weight given to the meaning and relevance of 
standardss which is directly related to the gender-power dynamics of the political economy of the 
internett and the 'free markef ideological timbre of calls for greater standardisation (WTO 
PRESS/46,244 April 1996: www). 

Softwaree Rules: *We Are Microsoft* 

Butt who determines whafs worthwhile? It is the learner himself [sic]. He should be 
selectivee on choosing what is or may be applicable to the current situation and those yet 
too come. Those worthwhile factors varies for each individual and location. Since a 
learnerr from remote Kotu who has no access to electricity may not consider computer 
skillss to be important to him, you who enjoys die electronic age on the other hand will 
nott make sense of his fishing skills. But the wise man can identify what is worthwhile 

whichh the recommendation is virtually guaranteed if there are no objections and if 70% of the 
membershipp has responded within the time limit At mis point "manufacturers can safely develop 
compliantt products'. This time-consuming procedure is under increasing pressure (see above). 
200 Examples of the former are the; Global Standards Collaboration - GSC, WWW Consortium - W3C, 
Internett Society/Internet Engineering Task Force - ISOC/IETF. Examples of the latter are the; Telecom 
Standardisationn Advisory group - TSAG, US-T1 committee, European Telecommunications Standards 
Institutee - ETSI. 
211 This is not too assume a simplistic ahistorical techno-centric' position nor forget mat the developments 
"suchh as the Internet are not monolithic. They have various dimensions, ranging from techniques that are 
onlyy slightly different from previous ICTs.. to techniques that show less and less resemblance to earlier 
modess of information handling." (Hamelink 1997). 
222 See Mattelart (1994) for the role of the ITU in the history of telecommunications. Moreover, Internet 
Protocoll (IP), the "syntax and semantics of message elements" (Hawkins 1996:162) that allows 
computerss and networks to link up, has only been widely deployed since 1983. 
233 Here, Windows 95, Netscape or Explorer, ISDN, GSM are all cases in point 
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andd applicable that can serve his needs and benefit others surrounding him. (6 pence, 
12/11/99)) u 

[It ]]  bothers me because the term "knowledge"  has become too complicated to describe 
inn a way joe blow in the Pacific can relate to. It has elevated something we do 
(knowledgee creation and retention) in our  own ways in the Pacific into the realm of 
sciencee for  the "educated"  and intellectual. The process of "creating"  knowledge has to 
beginn with what we can relate to and how we do things as Pacific peoples or  in our 
uniquee circumstances...With the KB sometimes extracting something useful from a 
hundredss of what seem like frivalous posts may mean understanding the language and 
circumstancess of a generation mat is thousands of miles from our  islands. From raeir 
perspectivee you may find knowledge that applies in their  situation, (Say, ann urban PI 
community)) that is frivalous talk to others. Im going to stop.. Im writin g an essay., 
(tk,, 8/11/99)M 

Wit hh online interventions like the above in mind, a briefdetour  into what is or  is not 
entailedd by software is warranted precisely because of its double ftinction(ality)  in the standards 
debatee for  (fictional and actual) resistance and intransigence. Both the notion that software is 
inherentlyy plastic (and therefore not predetermined) and the counter-argument (that software 
codess are in practice very hard to really change once embedded and contingent to a system) 
needd to be borne in mind. This is especially so when entering the arcane and acronym-filled 
debatess around technical standards; just as it is worth remembering mat the cyborg is itself both 
sentientt  being and pre-programmed machine. 

Bee that as it may, software is at the heart of any electronically mediated universe where 
humanss and machines seek to interact with each other  openly and (a)synchronically. In this 
sensee software rules, but only in tandem with other  artifices for  it cannot function, remains inert, 
unlesss it is brought into relationship with the paraphernalia of hardware, transmitters, and so 
forth .. Moreover, software applications are not expressed in one - standard - kind of computer 
language,, which is why these vary at various levels of any system, imply and govern different 
functions,, or  are in turn re-articulated as *user-friendly*  interfaces. Having said mis, despite the 
bestt  designer  intentions and standardisation regimes, operational outcomes cannot be 100% 
predeterminedd or  even necessarily foreseeable given that software still permits computers - and 
byy extrapolation electronic communication systems - to be "re-programmable"  (Quintas 
1996:77).. The particular  nature of software's role in, for  example, traditional 
telecommunicationss (to allow banking by telephone, automatic switching), enhanced text 
productionn (word-processing, desktop publishing), and cutting-edge technologies (holographic 
imaging,, virtua l reality suits, voice recognition) is the work of a "virtua l machine"  (Quintas 
1996:79).. However  defined (Chapter  Four), the internet/www as cultural artefact, complex 
telecommunicationss network, and social system is constituted by this kind of virtua l machinery, 
combiningg as it does the fibr e optics and satellite links of conventional telecommunications 
transmissionn with the 'softwared' mediations of electronics. 

Becausee software does not stand alone * and its programmes are to a greater  or  lesser 
degreee comprised of various generations of code and therefore various degrees of complexity 
andd interdependence, it is both malleable and difficul t to readapt" . It is a site of struggle for 
controll  and influence. Either  way, its re-design and manipulation - for  any purpose - need not be 
restrictedd a prior i to the technically qualified programmer. Anyone, or  group can (redesign 
applicationn and systems software if they so wish and indeed do so (Quintas 1996:82-83, 
Raymondd 1998) . This potential is present at the most mundane level; for  instance, software 

244 In What is knowledge??? thread (Francis Kolo, 6/11/99, initial post, KB) at 
http://www.pacificforum.coni // kavabowl/kc/messages/50223.html. 
2525 Definitions that work, in above thread, at http /̂www.pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc/ 
messages/SOO 106 Jitml. The initial s tk"  stand for  Taholo Kami. 
266 "Software programs tell a machine what to do. The term contrasts with 'hardware*, which refers to the 
actuall  physical machines that make up a computer  system. The hardware by itself is of littl e value without 
thee instructions that tell it what to do (Barron's 1995:291). 
277 The Millennium Bug being the main example of both these properties. 
288 The history of the Linux Operating System is a case in point; where a student and since men a loosely 
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thatt set up and designate what are known as 'desktops' are inherently adaptable for even the 
mostt disinterested PC user at various levels of the applications. By this I am referring to the 
capacityy of the interface w to be 'customised' so a PC user or 'web crawler" can distinguish then-
systemm from an other's (the relative centralisation of their system allowing). In short, software -
computerr programming in other words - is not as mysterious or as far beyond the control of an 
ordinaryy user as often supposed. 

Nevertheless,, this plasticity does have an impact well beyond the immediate domain of 
suchh everyday uses. Here, the various hardware platforms, operating systems and protocols that 
comprisee the current "world wide web', also entail an ever-increasing complexity and level of 
mutuall reinforcement. In this sense, predefined operating criteria (the default function) and their 
everydayy uses together with incumbent architectures M mean that newer and revised sub-layers 
off code are needed to extend interaction. Moreover, large-scale investments and commercial 
interestss also run counter to the aforementioned plasticity of software as these are encoded as in
builtt exclusivity; to wit the anti-trust case against Microsoft31. The point remains, however, mat 
whenn interacting with respective equipment and transmission systems software is both 
adaptationadaptation and adaptable. This two-way potential persists even when the end-user is, more 
oftenn than not, a creature of habit, nor wontt to study the intricacies of her PC 'desktop' and 
supportingg transmission and service infrastructures, or given to understand that the inner 
workingss of these Virtual machines' and the centralised supervisory apparatus that back them up 
aree non-negotiable. 

Ass the internet/www becomes more firmly entrenched in everyday social and 
commerciall life - a far cry from its early days32 - the software-defined interconnectivity (the 
worldd wide web in other words) that is at the heart of enabling it to be a commercially viable, 
far-reachingg network and a social project or artefact is where the gender-power politics of 
standardss / standardisation are located. Standards - in all their definitional capacities - permeate 
nott only the nature and reputation of software design but also the politics of ownership and 
diffusionn (see Quintas 1996:82); from behind-the-scenes privately and publicly funded R&D 
initiatives333 to the regulation and implementation of top-down 'framework standards' for 
emergingg digital networks (Hawkins 1996:163), to whose products become the norm. In this 
sense,, the internet/world wide web, along with its uses, and its users is. In short, a virtual 
machinee on a global-like scale. This being so, the above techno-commercial stakes of the 
currentt and future internet in relation to the Microsoft case need unravelling and then 
reinsertingg into their historical and political economic context. 

connectedd group of computer bufts developed a popular alternative to MS Windows, the long-standing 
Hackerss culture and activities notwithstanding (Jordan 1999). 
299 This term has recently entered scholarly work (see Virilio 1984, Mansell & Silverstone 1996). More 
philosophicall notions aside, an interface is the meeting point, the place "between various pieces and types 
off equipment" (Hawkins 1996:162) - both physical and logical that "only ensure that channels for 
communicationn exist (ibid). 
300 For instance, internet transmission networks are built over existing telephone and telegraph ones. 
311 Many programming (de)faults lie deep beneath the surface (otherwise known as 'bugs') and are not 
perceptiblee until they activate a counter-force (the Millennium problem being the key example) to the 
assumedd function. This is, according to Tony Hoare, an advocate of better quality in software design, the 
resultt of a lack of rules and quality control (in Volkskrant 31 October 1998:5W). This means that other 
applicationss such as Lotus Notes or the incorporation of Linux require re-coding in order to work with 
otherr platforms. Conversely, the Unix platform has to be rewritten to allow access to its rival - MS 
Windowss NT (my thanks to IT specialists, K. Boonstra and P. van der Boom, for these specifications). 
322 First as the US Defence Department's ARPAnet back-up system in the event of a nuclear attack, and 
thenn as a tool for academic institutions to connect up with each other (Haraway 1997:4-5, Abbate 2001). 
333 Bill Gates/Microsoft, and their competitors, are prominent in funding R&D in highly ranked 
universitiess e.g. a donation of $50m from the former was made to Cambridge University in 1998. 
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Thee Internet Free-for-AII 

II LIKE WHAT YOUR DOING, ITS GOOD FOR OUR PEOPLE TO HAVE 
SOMETHINGG LIKE THIS KAVA BOWL .IT BRINGS BACK THE FAMILYS OF 
ALLL ISLANDERS AT HOME AND ABROAD J WORK FOR A COMPANY WHO 
MAKESS SERVERS AND ROUTERS FOR CISCO SYSTEMS AND H.P.AND IN 
THEE WINTER I WORK FOR A HOMELESS SHELTER^IAKING SURE THAT 
NOTT ONLY ISLANDERS HAS A WHITE XMAS BUT ALL NEEDY PEOPLES. IM 
NOTT A LAW STUDENT BUT I HAVE EXPERIANCES WITH THE LAWS 
THROUGHH MY CLIENTS AND MY SELF EXPERIENCE GROWING UP IN THE 
USAA IN THE EARLY 70S GOING IN AND OUT OF JAILS AND BACK AND 
FOURTHH FROM THE ISLANDS AND NOW A FATHER TRYING TO MAKE A 
BETTERR WORLD FOR MY CHILDREN TO GROW UP IN . BUT I DO BELEIVE 
INN DONT KNOW YOUR PAST DONT KNOW YOUR FUTURE.IF YOU NEED 
ANYY OF MY HELP DONT HESITATE TO CONTACT ME. MALO TAMA FIE 
TOKONI.. (tama, 17/05/99) M 

Itt was here that I made friends from all Races. This is a forum, not a place of business. I 
knoww to date that Taholo hasn't charged anything for us to come and sit down to 
communee with each other. Taholo has led our race into the Future. Who are you? Let 
thee Man, Taholo do his thing, Taholo you need not explain, anyone knowing this knows 
whatt great Sacrifices you have made to make this possible. (Percy Asi, 20/09/96)35 

Duringg the 1990's there were moves amongst key players to promote and profit from the 
'portable'' standards that have been emerging (such as Java script and Linux), or to offer free 
internett access and services. Nevertheless, the 'natural monopoly' that is telecommunications, 
oncee publicly owned (the notable exception being the USA) and regulated, has transmuted into 
aa global oligarchy of IT-Media-Telecom, privately-owned and deregulated. In the middle is the 
non-industryy 'consumer', whether this be the individual, not-for-profit groups like the ones 
studiedd here, households (assumed to be ignorant, passive, and so irrelevant parties to all this), 
whoo are being sold off-the-shelf standardised applications and equipment mat will ensure their 
participationn in the GII-GIS 'collective'M. This adversarial process (the struggles over the 
engineeringg of habit so to speak) is recycled as mass consumer demand that is in turn justified 
byy assuming an indisputable link between the successful marketing of increasingly complex PC 
equipment,, telecom/internet services and applications vis-a-vis relative market share, and the 
highh investment load of supporting infrastructures and R & D needed to maximise the 'added 
value'' arising from the commodification of information exchange and, by implication, 
communicationn (Bank 1998)37. 

Thee legal glare of the Microsoft case, the above moves and manoeuvres effectively 
amountt to 'double jeopardy1. Missionaries of the GII-GIS and other vested interests overlook 
thiss when making Microsoft out to be the bad guy (the Borg) and the rest the good guys (the 
Unitedd Federation of Planets). All the while, since all manner of Capital is now piggy-backing 
onn the internet boom, more and more of the software being developed for it is derived from 
businesss needs and thus profit maximisation. Moreover, software and communications / 

344 In IMPORTANT: KB MAGAZINE - NEED YOUR COMMENTS thread (Taholo Kami, 16/05/99, initial 
post),, at ht̂ /̂www.pacificfonim.com/kavabowl/kc/mcssages/42706.html. 
"" In reply to Anyone's site! (Cyber-cop, 20/09/96, KB, no longer on server). 
366 Again, the user interface is not such a minor aspect to all these developments. The issue with MS and 
itss Explorer is how me latter works by integrating the PC desktop to hs respective Operating System 
whichh in turn denies access to other non-MS platforms for the unwary. Basically, the user interface 
becomess 'assimilated' by the system itself (Boonstra and v/d Boom with the Borg link added by myself). 
377 A representative - and "prize-winning1 - representative of this rationale is: "If information is the 
currencyy of democracy, standards are the bridges that link global trading partners. Standards are a unique 
typetype of information and their widespread circulation and incorporation into products and services is 
essentiall for eliminating barriers to trade" (Bank 1998:wwwl). And when defined as a commodity such 
goodss and services should be paid for as "information trades at a market value based on supply and 
demand"" (ibid). 
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multimediaa conglomerates (comprising telecommunications giants like AT&T and BT and the 
ubiquitouss Microsoft) have upped the ante (see Jordan 1999:125 passim). They have been 
buyingg out the Internet equivalent of media gatekeepers ( America On Line's business deals 
withh Apple and then Microsoft and its recent acquisition of Netscape); continue for now to 
ensuree their Operating Systems are installed on over 90% of all PCs (Windows versus 
Unix/IBM);; are appropriating the 'freeware' principle of any newcomers; reconfiguring each 
otherss protocols (Sun and Microsoft with their respective versions of Sun's 'universal translator*, 
Javaa Script; assimilating others' user interfaces (Macintosh icons into Microsoft Windows); and 
elbowingg out any other Browser software (Netscape bows to Explorer). At the end of the day, 
whetherr it be Microsoft or any of its main competitors under the shadow of an anti-trust law 
suit,, the non-commercial, communicative particularities and potential of the internet/www are 
overtakenn in the race for whose products are to be adopted • 'recognised as acceptable'. 

Itt would be an understatement to call the situation, its political economic tensions and 
gender-powerr relations complex. In the recent history of alliances, mergers and buyouts by a 
numberr of rampant TNCs38 this is compounded and fudged by the contradictory nature of 
interventionss by the US Department of Justice, the ITU inter alia, who are supposedly there to 
maintainn the availability and design integrity of competing products (and products they are) on 
andd for the internet/www39. Such standards/products are not only the aesthetic, symbolic 
dimensionn to global communications, the point at which practices 'well established by usage' are 
formedd and codified, but they also impinge upon the material specifications and trajectory of 
differentlyy constituted communicative systems. At the same time, the increasing overlaying of 
dede facto design adaptations at every level also precludes much that is more than a year or two 
old,, and so by extrapolation limits equitable participation and functional coherence in a concrete 
numberr of ways (Jongeneel 1998) "° . The irony of these ever-decreasing circles in ideological 
andd regulatory terms, is that the capitalist ethos, of uninhibited competition as a necessary 
preconditionn for a 'level playing field', forecloses other communicative constellations and 
practicess (even as these are extolled in the name of the consumer) in its push towards a certain 
standardd of interoperability. Moreover, this project belies how intrinsic different 'standards' and 
distributedd infrastructural nodes are to the internet's original configuration and operation, hi 
otherr words, increased centralisation and standardisation runs counter to the very 'esprit of the 
internet/wwww per se let alone as an everyday, non-elite means and medium for communication. 

Thee Internet Subdued? 

Thee operational costs have been covered by the personal bank account but I must also 
addd that is has been worth it watching the impact the KB has had on our Global 
community..... up to now it has been rewarding enough watching the KAVABOWL 
providingg a venue for our people to get together. Like to acknowledge the essential 
workk by KBAdmin volunteers .... and the contributions from numerous KBers over the 
pastt 3 years, especially people like Bill Alatini, Iv, Toutai, Sandy, Saia, Dot, Phil, 
Ulutoluu and others who have put time and $$ or provided support when we needed it 
most!! Finally, now that the thankyous have started to run, my wife Sina ..not only 
lettingg me stay up and put the time, travel and $$ etc but she has started putting the 
hourss into the technical support required to keep the place running and as of next month 
willl be in Tonga to keep a presence going from the Pacific. (TKami, 18/09/98) 4I 

388 Microsoft again, Intel, Sun, Oracle not to mention their cousins in the Telecom and media domains 
(Lamprièree 1998, Volkskrant 9/12/98:19). 
399 The close link between any pending decisions on me case, the relative share value of Microsoft's 
competitors,, and the US stock markets notwithstanding (Martinson 1999:27). Be mat as it may, the 
questionn still remains as to whether the MS monopoly is the result of 'illegal business practices' or 
denotess 'success' from 'selling popular products or making shrewd business decisions" (Martinson 
1999:27). . 
400 This is easily illustrated by the increasing demands made on a computer's memory capacities (between 
WPS.. 1 and Microsoft Word for instance) by new software leading to a new scale of in-built obsolescence 
-- where size still does matter. 
41AA labor of love, in reply to IS it true that the KB server has been naming for FREE?? (WingDing, 
18/09/98,, initial post, KB, no longer on server). Taholo attests to having spent up to $US 60,000 on the 
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Thee concept of the GII-GIS presumes a higher order of interconnectivity, internal 
consistencyy and corporate ownership and control . Without a universal, and enforceable array 
off enablers, the GII-GIS dream of fully integrated Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), free-
roamingg and inviolable Electronic Commerce capabilities, integrated mobility (GSM cell 
telephones);; to wit the particular Virtual machine' presented in the 1997 WTO Pact on 
Telecommunications,, would not be manageable (International Herald Tribune, May 4 
1998).Thee humble telephone (those areas not served by this traditional' form of 
telecommunicationss notwithstanding) is also about to be fully assimilated into the above ^ 
reconfiguration,, as its days as a separate piece of relatively low-tech equipment are numbered . 
Thee telephones / telephone networks of today, with or without microchips for digital memory 
functionss or access to a paraphernalia of services, have become simply one more (if not still a 
keyy one) interface in the global communications collective of privatised telecom operators and 
theirr shape-shifting IT and Media allies. Plans to bypass the telephone (and its networks) 
altogetherr by fully integrating internet access with television along broadband transmission lines 
thatt are owned and controlled by another privately owned array of cable companies and utilities 
alliances,, further subdues the contingency of the internet/www as a free-form public mosaic 
•networkk of networks'u. The heretofore contingent virtuosity and wide applicability of the 
pioneeringg Internet Protocols, which continue to connect and facilitate computer-mediated 
communications,, is being tamed into a fungible commercial and, whafs more, good-looking 
standardd for all communications (see Hawkins 1996:169 for a more diplomatic formulation). To 
differ,, or be dowdy, is futile. 

Butt before this civilising mission is completed a fundamental ideological and 
technologicall tension between a certain ideal of flexibility (read; 'interchangeable 
individuation')) and the Dystopia of rigidity (too much regulatory intervention) has to be 
resolvedd (Noam 1997, Heurisoft 1998). In market terms, the push towards uniformity (the 
softwaree package, the protocol, the format, and so on) is logical in terms of maximising 
efficiencyy and profitability; without mutual codes, connective conventions, and commercial 
agreementss different systems cannot interact and global commerce would not occur, so the 
argumentt goes (Trebing 1994, Bauer 1994, Noam 1998, Mansell 1996:36). At the same time, 
however,, an innate abhorrencee to monopolisation, to wit to having other (communicative) 
optionss assimilated characterises the judicial and political rhetoric surrounding the Microsoft 
casee (see Lampriere 1998, Gassée 1998, Launet 1998, Andrews 1998) and its wider political 
economicc implications of setting up the necessary infrastructure (see Silverstone & Mansell 
1996:217).. Meanwhile mis is conflated in the marketing of the standardised) communications 
ideall of the GE-GIS where becoming integrated (read: globally deregulated) is tantamount to 
beingg one with The Market (Trebing 1994). 

Thee upshot is that the future design and applicability of the internet/www, and 
telecommunicationss as such, are being surrendered to big business interests and imperatives on 
aa number of fronts (Hamelink 1997: 30 passim). Until recently, this transmutation of 
standardisation/standardss into a vehicle for the global market ethos has occurred relatively 
imperceptiblyy in terms of public awareness 4S. All the fuss over Microsoft's assimilationist 

upkeepp of all these websites over the years, donations from several benefactors notwithstanding. (Kami 
200:: interview). 
422 As Haraway points out, internet/www software is all about making connections. This "should incite an 
inquiryy into which connections matter, why, and for whom. Who and what are with and for whom?" 
(1997:128). . 
433 Again paralleling another aphorism from the Borg whereby another species' "distinctiveness will be 
addedd to our own." 
444 For instance; much internet traffic consists of emailing. This does not require broadband transmission. 
Moreover,, in less Hi-Tech internet scenarios, the more graphic the interface, the longer it takes to enter 
anyy site. It bears noting mat the Polycafe uses a lot of graphics, based as it is in the USA. In Fiji and 
Tonga,, and probably Samoa, these can create bottlenecks when passing through lower capacity 
transmissionn lines. See the quotes below. 
433 Arguably the Microsoft issue is the latest round in a PR battle for the mass Multimedia market's heart 
andd soul. Nemer should it be forgotten how relatively recent (mid-1990's) Microsoft's interest in me 
internett business is, nor how telecom operators like AT&T are currently applying their economies of 
scalee in targeting this slice of the market, having achieved global 'synergy1 in the telecommunications 
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missionn is the realisation and expression of what is a key strategic and political economic issue. 
Hence,, neither other vested interests, those of free market ideologues, nor inter/governmental 
policy-makerss are marginal to the outcome of the Microsoft case and its ramifications. For those 
who,, in software and regulatory terms, control the portals and the entrance requirements (access 
protocols,, addresses, design parameters) of die GII-GIS control its form, and by extrapolation 
itss substance46. The gender-power relations of this process are at these control and access nodes 
preciselyy because of this criticality in where one or other 'standard' is 
locatedd 47. 

Thee Tyranny of the Default 

II was pleasantly surprised (& a little envious) when on a recent trip to AS [American 
Samoa]] i found that a fibre optic has connected all their kl2 schools. Computers were 
alsoo available in these schools with Tl internet connection. This milestone development 
hass certainly put AS years ahead of everyone else in the region, and i would dare to say 
NZZ & Australia included. Students have direct access to the DOE [Department of 
Education]] (with a deluge of student emails in a day the DOE is trying to work out 
wheree the blessing is disguised although theres a glint in the 'complaining' eyes ), and 
videoo teleconferencing is also available. These are phenomenal achievements, Uncle 
Samm funding aside, required vision, proper planning and cross-department cooperation 
somehoww neighbouring Samoa has underachieved in. With that fiber optic backbone 
girdlingg the island, it was only natural to see depts. start using applications to take 
advantagee of such connectivity. While AS roads are a choice of the lesser evil pothole, 
theirr information superhigh connecting AS minds into the international IT grid has 
givenn accessibility to even die remotest village person. Now if only neighbouring 
SamoaSamoa can latch on....(garfield, 4/11/00) 4S 

eRate,, a U.S. government funded project to ensure that all schools and libraries in the 
U.S.. have good access to the Internet has an annual budget of over 2 billion dollars. 
Thiss is equivalent to die Samoan government spending 1.5 million dollars a year on 
Internett connectivity. Which services would you like to see cut so that the government 
off Samoa can spend 4.5 million tala a year hooking it's schools up to the Internet? 
Factorss influencing the roll-out of fibre on the island of Tutuila probably include higher 
wagess and disposable income, as well as cheaper access to televisions (for cable) and 
computerss (for internet). Remember too that American Samoa is only 76 sq. miles in 
sizee compared to Samoa's 1093 sq. miles. I seem to remember reading that the amount 
off fibre that was to be laid was just 7 miles. This wouldn't even be enough to provide 
coveragee for Apia [capital of Western Samoa]. I am not trying to put down the 
achievementss of A.S. Fm just trying to show why it is unrealistic to expect the same in 
Samoa.. (Tim Sansom, 5/11/00) 49 

sector. . 
466 One development in this respect, that intersects with the Microsoft/Netscape Battle of the Browsers is 
howw these latter search engines, that allow a user to access and navigate the sites available on the Internet, 
havee become crucial portals through which entry is delimited as they become key sites for companies to 
advertise.. The income generated by such corporate advertising (already well established in sports, 
television,, the print media) is substantial and the programming by which a search engine's use and 
directionn is configured directly accessible to such income generation. For the record, The Polycafe sell 
advertisingg space for Pacific Island/Samoan business and community ventures. This is where it differs 
fromfrom the Kava Bowl, which relies on donations and some government support (see above). Kami pays 
twoo journalists out of his own pockets to write copy for an alternative news source on Tongaa on a website 
basedd in New York s (Kami 2001: interview). 
477 For example, in a prosaic sense the application of these technologies in everyday uses impinge directly 
onn relations between (groups of) men and women, girl children and boy children in terms of telephone 
andd PC use - relative technological 'literacy', access and control of the artefacts in question - bom at home 
andd the workplace. 
488 American Samoa well ahead in the region, initial post, KR, at http://porycafe.com/kamehameha/ 
kamehameha2000-2/1502.html. . 
499 eRate and some other reasons, in reply to above, at 
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Thee general political and techno-economic mutations outlined above, let alone their 
uneasyy transmutation into the Pacific Islands context, impinge directly on two key categories of 
standardss for network systems; interfaces and protocols. Both these are crucial to facilitating not 
onlyy internet/www use and functioning, but also basic telecom interconnections. Leaving aside 
forr the moment the historical context and significance of Internet Protocol' (IP), Hypertext 
Mark-upp Language' (HTML), Hypertext Transfer Protocol' (http) in facilitating the 
internet/wwww w

t both these categories have been thrown into the spotlight by the Microsoft 
trial.. The catalyst for the latter (although the momentum had been building for a long time) is 
thee battle for market dominance in the aforementioned Internet navigational tools - Browsers; 
namelyy between that of Microsoft Explorer and its main competition, Netscape51. Once again 
software'ss double-edged malleability comes to the fore as Microsoft fully integrated its own 
Internett Browser (Explorer) in order to preclude all others (in this case Netscape). In short, PCs 
loadedd with the later Windows Operating Systems, with "basic' functions embedded deep into 
thee system, are designed for optimal operations in an exclusively Microsoft-encrypted 
communicationss landscape. This is not intended to be (easily) compatible with others. 
Incorporatingg and integrating proprietary Browser software, hyperlinks, email, and so forth into 
everydayy textual production, this manufacturer makes other designs, communicative domains 
andd practices redundant - irrelevant52. In other words, operating systems, user interfaces and the 
hardwaree platforms that make the interaction between these all workk (or not) are becoming 
increasinglyy interdependent 53.The circle is closed. The point about Microsoft is that because of 
thee corporation's all but complete dominance of the PC market, room for consultation, 
grassrootss and community needs, other visions of ICTs are all but technologically sealed for 
ordinaryy non-specialist users. Embedded 'defaulf settings, at the 'user interface', or deeper such 
ass between PC and the wider communications networks, assume conformity as a norm. The 
problemm only arises when user/s wish to work differently, disconnect the myriad if user defaults 
thatt come with every new generation of desktop software, or opt for another Operating System. 
Conformityy to a series of mostly un-negotiated textual practices - digital communicative 
standardss and settings - runs deep in a Microsoft universe . 

Noww this may read like a consumer rights manifesto where product diversity and 'fan-
play'' are the norm in industrialised consumer societies. The point, however, is that other 
'materiall interests' lined up on the side of the opposition in the Microsoft trial are hardly lily-
whitee in this regard (Gassée 1998b). After barely a decade of a rampant free-for-all in which 
commerciall interests, regulatory and investment devolution, and political agendas have been 
stakingg out various claims in the gold mine that is the internet/www, the chickens appear to 
havee come home to roost. Whatever happens, and how relevant the technology currently at stake 
mayy be in the next ten years55, the sociocultural and political economic stakes are nevertheless 

http://polycafe.com/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/1505.html l 
500 To reiterate; hypertext one to 'click* between unrelated and/or non-sequential documents - the defining 
characteristicc of contemporary Internet usage. "At its most literal and modest, hypertext is easy to use 
andd easy to construct, and it can change common sense about what is related to what...hypertext is an 
instrumentt for reconstructing common sense about relatedness" (Haraway 1997:125). 
511 These are, in themselves arguably classifiable as interfaces and protocols (Hawkins 1996:162). 
522 Over and above the latest race to offer any strategic software 'free'. Pirating circumvents such 
generosityy anyway. 
55 Unlike other operating systems, MS Windows doesn't use a 'neutral' sub-layer of code which would 
alloww it to be portable to other systems. What this means is that me user interface, the computer 'desktop' 
,, far from being inconsequential to the way the system works, becomes very much part of, is symbiotic to 
thee whole; one cannot change without me other (v/d Boom &  Boonstra, ING Group: interview 1999). The 
upshott is that the user becomes unwittingly tantamount to a Borg-like MS drone. 
"Fromm one such advanced user conies mis observation; "the devious default was in setting up dial-up 
networking.. The set-up programme takes you through a wizard. It asks where you live and presto, it then 
proceedss to dial a 'central'... number where the nearest ISP [Internet Service Provider] is (my assumption 
iss that they have already been approved of by Microsoft, if not owned by mem)." (René Kardol, personal 
email:: 1/12/98). The point here is mat once one's awareness of mis "tyranny of the default" is raised, the 
connectionss are endless. It is here mat the Linux Operating System as a feasible alternative to Windows 
enterss the fray, carrying with it the seeds of counter-agency - for a while at least 
555 As IT specialists point out (personal conversations in the Netherlands), much of mat which is in 
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veryy high. But even more so in terms of civic users and the alleged needs of individual 
'consumers'' (already automatically uploaded onto various online data bases according to gender, 
socio-economicc designations and so form), and other non-'material interests' whose 
intersubjectivee interchanges are to be meditated by any future array. Precisely because these 
standardss operate and inform the user interface; meaning that these are 'tools' that are visible, 
widelyy available and can be more or less manipulated by the average PC user, they are also the 
spott at which an awareness, a reassessment of assumptions and counter-assumptions in 
everydayy practices online can be based. Only then can be another, critical, voice amidst the 
consumeristt and techno-economic Global-Speak of the loudest voices in the (anti)Microsoft 
lobby56.. There is a need to get around the commodified discourse entailed here and develop a 
moree cogent analysis of the standard/s being put in place, in order to create feasible and 
equitablee - in the non-commercial sense of these terms - regulatory and R&D strategies. 

'Thatt is irrelevant: you will be assimilated' 

Thee telecommunications and information processing industries that have transformed 
thee workplace into a site of knowledge production have also boosted the power and 
authorityy of scientific expertise, establishing cyber-culture as an international lingua 
francaa of the new élites that is completely unintelligible to the uninitiated. (Ross 
1996/97) ) 

Knowledgee is more than data and more than just information. Knowledge can be 
simplifiedd to only that of which you know. However, this limits the extent to which 
yourr definition can be used. Knowledge is also what you do. (Mahei, 13/11/99)" 

Havingg said this, and noting that the Borg allegory is coming closer to home, a 
demystificationn of the assumed mandate given to technical expertise, the abstract systems 
analyses,, and corporate prerogatives that uphold all this would be fitting. User customisations 
andd restrictions resulting from deeply embedded defaults in software and how these in turn are 
integratedd into the supporting architecture are not trivial to the standards debate. Indeed, they 
aree central and even more so when the technical and regulatory aspects for the Microsoft case 
aree placed in the same frame. The banal and widespread nature of computer use and electronic 
communicativee habits, where anecdotes, user experiences and perceptions do, and must count as 
evidence,, needs to be articulated with the arcane technical specifications and the politics of the 
decision-makingg processes that underpin them. 

Resistancee to this powerful alliance of corporate and political economic interests would 
indeedd seem futile, let alone given other counter-forces. Here, I am referring to force of habit, 
inertia,, passivity, and ignorance, in the face of time-consuming complexity (where network and 
functionall integration mean that one change implies many others). Precisely all of the 
aforementionedd perpetuate and justify the continued integration - subjugation - of all 
tele/communicationss to the collective aim of the global market. For example, the success and 
popularityy of Microsoft (through its marketing and distribution strategy as much as anything 
else)) has been based on the emergence of a generation of computer users and tele-
communicatorss who 'do it the Microsoft wa^ with attributable concerns such as Intel doing very 
welll out of this racket (Gassée 1998b). Here the norm is the accessible and affordable (once 
DOS,, now Windows-defined) virtual machine; so why change when this one works? By 
contrast,, Macintosh's Apple computer and its ever-decreasing band of enthusiasts base their 
resistancee to all things mediocre (read; Microsoft) on the high production values of the 

contentionn now will be quaintly old-fashioned in 10-20 years time, hence in technical terms the Microsoft 
anti-trustt trial is irrelevant in another sense. 
566 Once again, a lot of the material comprises a general marketing (propaganda) war on the Internet. Be 
thatt as it may (see the 'Anti-Microsoft Network' for instance - type in the latter on your Browser and click 
'search1)) using Microsoft or not as such is not the only issue. In fact the latter can become a smoke-screen 
forr the positioning of other powerful concerns e.g. Sun and Oracle in the software domain, AT&T, BT, 
Cablee & Wireless et al in the telecom arena. 
5151 In reply to 6 pence (op cit) in What is Knowledge???? thread, at 
http://www.pacificfonim.com/kavabowykc/messages/50242Jitml l 
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componentss and output of Apple PCs and ease of use. This has been construed as greater  cost 
forr  die average - standard - user58. 

Overr  and above how this illustrates the effectiveness of WTO and the World Bank (see 
Manselll  &  Barnettt  1998) rhetoric which helps in the "'faking ' of the order  that is presumed to be 
requiredd as a precondition for  the production of [that] order"  (Silverstone &  Mansell 1996:217), 
thee thing to remember is an inherent ambiguity in this seemingly inexorable de facto global 
standard.. Resistance involves a reclaiming of this ambiguity in terms of the inherent plasticity 
off  software, and the multifariou s agency of interpersonal, everyday communications, as well as 
thee incompleteness and contentious quality of any standardisation project; and all the while 
remainingremaining vigilant to how both present and prospective designs of electronic communications 
systemss are delimited by past decisions59. 

Nevertheless,, in the face of all this regulatory and commercial fluidit y (if not subterfuge 
-- whence the Microsoft trial ) there is a resignation in mundane computer  and electronic 
communicationss use to the decisions and power-of-the-purse of me internet/telephone services 
provider.. For  example; software applications take a while to get to know, and once they are 
incorporatedd into the dairy routine, affect, and in turn mould die cognitive processes involved 
(McLuhann &  Powers 1989). Hence changing one's word processing software or  systems set-up 
takess more than simply time, will , and energy in that switching, for  example from Word Perfect 
too Microsoft WORD or  vice versa, involves more than an aesthetic facelift. Nor  should the 
powerr  of habit be underestimated given the stress and tension involved in businesses, 
governmentall  organs, research institutions when Operating Systems are changed by central 
decree.. Or  when systems crash, files are lost and Back-Ups fail. Or  when me, by now 
indispensable,, email server  collapses and leaves one and all disconnected - offline . Decisions 
aboutt  shifting from mainframes to servers and back again, between in-house software design 
andd customised off-the-shelf packages (in corporate lif e as well) reflect the organisational and 
securityy issues that these changes at me various levels of user  interfaces entail for  more complex 
systems,, and vice versa. The automation of production processes, salary payments, human 
resourceresource and information management software, distributio n automation and the smooth 
runningg of currency markets, to name but a few, have an even greater  inertia to being questioned 
orr  challenged once established and paid for, mat is until they crash, or  malfunction and create 
thee sort of collective anguish that would rival that of the disconnected Borg drone. 

Havingg stressed how the "players who have a say in these issues and the playgrounds 
theyy occupy seem to be so desperately out of reach of ordinary people (and ordinary researchers 
forr  that matter)"  (RidelL personal email 14/02/99), it is often when an unscheduled systems 
breakdownn (from the domestic level to the production line) occurs, when the degree and 
intransigencee of interconnectedness makes itself felt, that a crucial "window of opportunity* , a 
breathingg space, opens. By this I mean that it is at this junctur e that one or  more users become 
aware,, or  consciously assert their  agency; for  instance, when daring to maintain another  array of 
communicationss standards (Apple users struggling to stay online in a Microsoft universe) in an 
institutionall  setting as well as in cyberspace . Another  barely recognised opportunity is when 
otherr  economies or  less computer  literate groups (within our  multimediated societies to be sure) 
discoverr  that the constellations needed to be truly ' online are too costly and the less flashy 

588 There has been a strong polarisation between the two sets of uses, and (computer) cultures they uphold. 
Thee losing end has been Apple's, now forced to enter  into negotiations withh a dominant Microsoft to 
ensuree compatibility, as have other  non-Microsoft manufacturers or  end-users; more evidence of the 
double-edgedd nature of software's malleability. 
599 Again, (see Jongeoeel 1998) new generations of software programmes are built on old ones, meaning 
thatt  they are comprised of various layers and generations of codes; thee Millennium problem being once 
wainn a case in point. 

Inn more complex situations - corporate and institutional - this whole process is called 'migration' and is 
loadedd with potential operating 'gremlins'. 
611 One working example is how Journalism students at the University of the South Pacific (Fiji ) are 
designingg web pages with the, by now, 'time consuming' HTML when they could be using the latest 
standardd software packages for  mis. According to their  teacher  (personal mteiviews 1999: nw ttanks to 
Davidd Robie and his studente), me reason is mat in the South Pacific Islands, internet access is patchy at 
bestt  and the latest in ready-made web page design software even more so. Hence insisting mat the 'old' 
softwaree be mastered ensures that mis knowledge can be applicable and adaptable to the context in which 
itt  is to be used. Power  cuts and image downloading in Nuku'alofa. 
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alternativess increasingly difficult to install and maintain even when still technically feasible (try 
gettingg non-Microsoft approved software installed in an off-the-shelf PC, for instance). Pending 
moree conscious exchanges and choices on how to 'drive' any particular document exchange 
betweenn systems, access to contemporary versions of the internet/www with any of the 'older* 
searchh engines (e.g. Gopher) or document exchange formats (poor old Word Perfect and its 
progenyy against the - by now - ubiquitous Microsoft Word) and lower capacity equipment is 
severelyy circumscribed 62. This relates directly to how the aforementioned Digital Divide' is 
perceived,, resolved or even reproduced. 

Meanwhilee at the minutiae of the everyday level, this moment, and the tensions it 
encompasses,, arrives when encoded documents arrive from other, assumed to be incompatible, 
lesss efficient if not obsolete systems (particularly any originating from beyond the tightly-knit 
informaticisedd worlds of Western Europe, Japan, and the USA) and where the cosmetic level of 
softwaree technology (increasingly sophisticated formatting) and user presumptions that it must 
workk automatically and instantaneously conspire to make the decoding process far longer than 
thee seconds it took to send. Perpetual updating and in-built obsolescence of precursors in 
softwaree for the mass market means that reliable and readable formats become sidelined in the 
racee for the cutest interface. What all this amounts to, over time, is an increased reliance on IT 
departments,, relatively more computer-literate colleagues, self-appointed experts (the 
ubiquitouss IT consultant), and finally the manufacturers (Panos, 1998). By handing over more 
andd more control - to wit agency - of the medium, the embedding of non-negotiated norms (in 
meanings,, modes of communication, rituals, linguistic codes themselves e.g. the contentious 
Microsoftt grammar check function) becomes the property of corporate interests and their 
designatedd IT standards authorities and 'user group' alliances. Yet as Internet use proceeds apace 
andd citizens of internetted home-worlds become more integrated with their electronic 
communicationss appendices, such passivity and disinterest is tantamount to an abdication of the 
rightright to think independently, and acquiescence to eventual assimilation. Furthermore, it 
eventuallyy undermines the space, in electronic terms, to judge, assess, and act . 

Resistancee is not Futile 

[T]hee [US] government's misunderstanding of the internet threatens to ruin it and the 
sociall and political freedoms it - by its nature - supports. CNN stated [in January 1999] 
thatt the Government would [be deciding] to allow or not allow a Charge to your (OUR) 
phonee bill equal to a long distance call each time you access the Internet. Think about 
thatt for a minute, and how it would affect each and every one of us. What would that 
[do]] to people who cannot afford hours worth of long distance each month to access 
publicc and (until now) free information? The Internet is a tool of the people, and not 
ownedd by our, or any government... (GP, 6/01/99) 

Thee point remains, however, that to go offline is a sobering thought indeed in political 
andd economic terms for many individuals and governments. Whilst complete de-linking (and 
assumingg that other economies and cultures would automatically want to take that route) would 
seemm purely reactionary, this does not preclude a more cogent, perhaps localised form of 
(disengagement.. Namely, the disconnecting of latter-day computer-mediated communications 
fromm the capitalist, privatised ethos of the GII-GIS and a reassertion of both the right to 
know/thee right to be unknown. The consequence is a reclaiming of the right to participate in 
decidingg what will "be recognised as acceptable" 65. To resist in this sense does not mean, then, 
too denounce all electronic communications interchanges; it is more a question of creating space 
inn which practitioners, and the social networks in which they live can have influence on the 

622 At this juncture it could be argued that more 'standardisation' would be just the solution. However, by 
noww it should be clear that this sort of interactive equity is not what current 'standardisation' issues are 
reallyy concerned with, despite all the protestations to the contrary. 
633 For instance, would anyone countenance such un-negotiated decisions on other, more established, 
sociall communications like private conversations and private mail? 
644 A BIG Change to the Internet Coming???? (initial post, KR, no longer on server) 
655 One way - limiting one's online presence by avoiding the entering of personal data, credit card 
transactionss and such like has been advised by a number of civil liberties campaigners. 
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degreee and application of ICTs to their  everyday lives, the impact of which is already 
considerablee and fraught with both positive and negative consequences. So far  these domains 
forr  agency and agitation have been largely cornered and commodified by vested big business 
interests. . 

Too question die political and techno-economic premises that comprise the GII-GI S (or 
anyy other  name given to the internet/www as a strategic project) and the (de)regulation 
discoursess and actions it entails, is to begin unravelling a tightl y woven electronic ball of Hi-
Techh mysticism. Along with a technically informed and creative commitment to other  sorts of 
programming,, other  network designs, electronically mediated communicative concepts and 
'appropriately ''  configured architectures (for  example; linkin g equipment and software to local 
needss rather  than corporate profi t margins) an alternative set of empowering discourses and 
computer-mediatedd practices mat are culturall y and gender  sensitive can be formulated, and 
heard.. The argument presented here is only a start to rethinkin g how integrated computerised 
behaviourr  is indeed becoming to the everyday sociocultural and political economic practices of 
politicall yy and economically dominant regions; and doing so without retreating into a pre-
intemett  foetal-like position. Apart from these online groups studied here (and many like them), 
theree is a wide variety of alternative communicative 'galaxies' that exist already in the midst and 
alsoo on the fringes of electronic communications networks. These comprise feminist, political, 
culturall  concerns w; the enabling of much research and intellectual interchange; network 
universities,, issue-based online communities; new forms of long-distance identity re-
formulation ss - here co-optation is widespread amongst the academic and political communities. 
Thee Gn-GIS/Global Market standard as it is currently being implemented is not at all a 
necessaryy condition for  'openness', 'inter-operability 1 - or  efficiency in these or  any other  forums 
forr  that matter. 

I ff  standards do reflect "specific epistemologies"  and "discursive elements"  then they are 
indeedd "importan t factors in the formation of perceptions as to how technology functions - in a 
particularr  instance, or  in a society as a whole"  (Hawkins 1996:169). As a prelude to the general 
conclusionn in the last chapter, I shall now sketch a summary schematic for  reflection, possible 
regulatoryy and policy initiatives that go beyond the ethos of'competitiveness, and remember 
thatt  the software-hardware coin has two sides. In this sense, the following propositions should 
bee seen as tactical manoeuvres' in the face of the grand standardisation project of the GII-GI S -
andd its progeny67. 

First;;  in response to the contention that the story being told here is a rehash of the 
Conspiracyy Theory, Cultural Globalisation thesis (see Hamelink 1997:20, Comor 1994, 
McChesneyy et al 1998) and so too simplistic to be 'relevant*, or  too pessimistic to be practical, 
theree is no need to blush. There is no sinister  plot because the agenda outlined here is not at all 
hidden;;  as a quick perusal of any of the ITU, EU, or  WTO material in the last few years (widely 
availablee of course on the internet/www) or  publications such as the Financial Times and The 
Economistt  wil l show. No excuses are being made there for  touting the standard of a full y 
commercialisedd and privatised internet/www, whether  or  not a role for  "monitoring *  be 
maintainedd (see Noam 1997) or  anti-trust cases successfully prosecuted. The now privatised 
multimediaa and Communications conglomerates (see Chapter  One) M have a ready-made 
mandatee for  continued standardisation and integration of related activities on their  terms (where 
capitall  investments naturally have to bear  frui t and so it is 'all about growth' - anything else is 
irrelevant).. In turn these 'growth' opportunities are being sold to and funded in 'developing1 

economiess (World Development Report 1998, Group of Experts, 1997). It is this self-

6666 To name but a few, Women on the Net (WoN - see Harcourt 1999), thee various Webgn*Is chapters oust 
enterr  Webgrrls), the South Pacific Information Network (SPIN) and the Kava Bowl Pacific Forum sites, 
variouss NGO sites (Rodgers 1998) and so on. These get lumped in, however, with the regulatory and 
censorshipp conundrums raised by those galaxies that are (deemed) less than desirable - ultra-righ t (Rupert 
2000),, sexually explicit or  erotic material (see Lemos 1996), and other  less socially acceptable cyber-
behaviourss such as hacking, 'spamming', and 'flaming' . 
677 Project Oxygen, "Interne t 2"  and "Interne t 3", to name but a few. 
***  Once again, but one example is how one of the top global players in the telecom business, AT&T , has 
beenn active in allying with its former  competitor  in thee EC region - BT (de Volkskrant 8/12/98:17) at the 
samee time as it has been swapping equity and knowledge with that other  dinosaur  from the early days of 
ITT - IBM (de Volkskrant 9/12/98:19). 
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perpetuatingg conformity that needs to be problematised as agency and the 'organised anarchy1 of 
thee non-commercial aspects to internet use, the low-cost, low profile telephone, and (the 
humbler)) word processing applications are transformed into sub-routines of one particular 
largerr communicative collective. Hence one has to re-present talk of'convergence', of 
'integration',, for what they currently signify; assimilation of other communications and thereby 
socioculturall standards (in every sense of the term) into the Global We'. This also means re
readingg talk of openness and access to include the sociocultural and the political. At present the 
formerr has come to mean the right-to-multipry as 'open standards' or 'freeware' become a 
marketingg gimmick (see Clark 1997:1, note 21). As for access(ability), this too has been 
reducedd to getting (America) On Line at all costs or by offering free email and/or internet access 
(dee Beer 3/11/98:18). 

Second,, as this eurocentric and self-centred W becomes more computer literate, more 
electronicallyy attached and so more software-dependent, the question or approach to take is; is 
anyy more of these sorts of undemocratic decision-making processes about the nuts and bolts of 
thee internet/www really necessary? Is there not enough interconnection already, in the sense that 
forr those groups, economies and societies that are/are not online, the current array is more than 
amplee to meet their inter-netting needs and desires. Furthermore, is private capital really a 
necessaryy precondition for inter-connectivity? Self-taught technical expertise - in design, 
programming,, implementation and so forth is out there in abundance to create other 
'communicationss solutions' (not total' ones, simply equitable ones) for those places and people 
thatt request them. Software need not be the private domain of a few brave men (see Quintas 
1996)) . Nor do translocal communications need to be reduced to the homogeneous standard of 
profitt maximisation. To enjoy emailing, online chatting or discussions, take advantage of swift 
documentt exchange, or even indulge in fun and games, the design and trajectory of the 
internet/wwww as currently construed need nott be further standardised for 'greater ease of 
interconnectivity\\ To all intents and purposes, the GII-GIS standardisation project is the 
institutionalisingg and embedding of a constellation of gender-power relations that relies on the 
transmutationn of'user groups' from civic ones to business ones, and 'communication' from inter
personall interaction to commodified information interchange. Here a re-assessment of 
(de)regulationss and standards in terms of who they are for, why, and whether there are not 
resourcess that can - and should - be freed for non-commercial, non-business initiatives in the 
networkk design domain would be timely (Haraway 1997:125 passim). At the very least, a 
concertedd effort needs to be made to include non-corporate, non-technocratic participation on 
standards-makingg and policy-making bodies. Better dissemination and more public debate 
wouldd also not go amiss in an area where the mystifying power of the latest acronym (read; 
product)) tends to silence those not designated 'expert'. 

Finally,, resisting the discursive slips occurring at any entry point of this constellation -
off technophilia, free trade ideology and newer communicative capacities - that comprises these 
internettedd galaxies could free up the creative juices as well. In this software-mediated semiotic 
domainn of 'codes', there is a political and cultural struggle talcing place for meanings, their 
production,, expression and transmission, as I have argued throughout this study. This is 
preciselyy because everyday (electronic) communications are constituted virtually and actually 
byy all manner of linguistic and sociocultural codes, whether digital or not. Everyday life online 
showss established ones and those that emerge from internet/www software being 'poached' and 
'tinkeredd with' by non-expert, non-elite practitioners The practice of everyday life online by the 
postcoloniall diasporas of the Pacific Islands, and their interlocutors in the islands, show the 
abovee in operation, as they traverse and converse on the cyberspaces still available to them and 
initiatedd by them. In the process they show that the internet/www is not a single collective, 
despitee rhetoric such as the GII-GIS and its Big Business practitioners. 

699 "a set of instructions, given a particular names or address, lhat will be executed when the main program 
callss for it" (Barron's 1995:302) 
700 The increasing number of women working in ICTs industries and services and electronics production 
liness notwithstanding (Mitter & Rowbotham 1995), IT specialists, strategists and managers are 
overwhelminglyy male. 
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Conclusion n 

Thee question of knowledge and power  thus comes into play. Is it not better  for  Taholo 
andd other  Tongans to be putting forward knowledge of their  own culture than for  an 
outsidee interpretation of that knowledge by others to be considered the norm. It has to 
bee remembered that before Tonga Online there were no other  sources for  information 
onn Tonga on the Internet outside of the sites developed by overseas institutions and 
individual ss and the rather  trashy tourism pages around. ...By allowing discussions on his 
pagess Taholo is showing an independence of thought which he needn't have done. The 
internet'ss value is in its abilit y to allow interaction by users, as opposed to one way 
bombardmentt  of information (which is always subjective).... by allowing freedom of 
expressionn (to an extent - where expression is not harming others), Taholo is 
encouragingg debate on the Pacific and a site where Pacific Islanders can communicate 
withh each other  from all around the world. The Polynesian Cafe is not a competitor, but 
ratherr  a tribut e to Taholo's ingenuity, as wil l my own site's discussion forum [SPIN] in 
thee future.... (*Alopi Latukefu, 23/09/96) * 

Thee historical junctur e under  scrutiny here is one in which past, present and futur e 
communicativee practices, as mediated and facilitated by new(er) ICTs, are effectively up for 
grabs.. Their  technical design, representations and operational trajectories have been becoming 
thee property (literally ) of a well-organised alliance of Big Business and neoliberal political 
economicc interests. For  further  research, policy initiatives and the interaction of grassroots 
organisations,, nascent political movements and dissident voices, the reclaiming and 
contextualisingg of the plasticity of electronic communicative means and media in itself is still 
viable.. On the now linked R&D, policy-making, and so standards-setting front (Hawkins 
1996:1777 passim) there are also opportunities and, as I have argued, responsibilities to reassert a 
circumspect,, better  informed and conceptualised 'counter-hegemonic' discourse and knowledge 
production.. The quotes above express these issues in their  own particular  way as well. At the 
customisation,, the application, or  the systems software level (and their  respective standards 
issues)) the technological alternatives and (new) communicative practices being held at bay can 
bee re-activated, the intrinsicall y subversive nature of software re-deployed and the still extant 
non-conformistt  pockets of the world wide web enhanced; all the while not forgetting the role of 
languagess other  than English and non-Roman alphabets in any of this. 

Bee that as it may, the internet/www encapsulates and is incumbent upon "th e very 
practicess and processes of meaning [making]"  (RidelL 14/02/99). So becoming electronically 
integratedd entails an existential dilemma for  societies that have been built upon the notion of the 
physicallyy present individual (Weissberg 1998 www:4) and his (sic) political representative 
institutio nn - the nation-state. Star  Trek' s Borg story-line is a useful and powerful allegory for 
thisthis discussion because it captures and represents this ambivalence about being 'full y 
integrated'.. It themes are borrowed from Mary Shelby's Frankenstein and Frit z Lang's futuris t 
imagess in the film Metropolis, adding its own contemporary strands to these proto-cyborg 
threadss along the way. Lik e all good story-lines it can be interpreted and applied in more than 
onee way. Here, I have opted for  its reflective and projective properties at the interface between 
thee Microsoft case and the gender-power  relations of standards setting as they pertain to the 
intersectionn of everyday lif e and ICTs. With a postcolonial critical eye on these matters and 
givenn the asymmetrical political economic relations between the majorit y of ICT users in the 
westt  and the rest of the planet*  s daily - and ICT - needs, these contemporary electronically 
delimitedd societies show mat in many ways "we are the Borg"  already. In terms of the Microsoft 
ett  al vanguard in dejure and de facto standardisation, this is even more so. For  policy and 

711 One of the first official websites for  Tonga for  which Taholo Kami is responsible (see http /̂www. 
tongaonline.com).. An overlapping email group - listserv - to the forums examined here (using slightly 
differentt  software to those of the KB and the KR) has been running through this portal since 1999. Its 
front-pagee includes statistics and another  version of the ground-rules discussed in Chapter  Eight See 
http /̂gToups.yahoo.com/group/tonga.. Note that the number  of registered members is nearly 600. 
722 Knowledge is Power! Power is Knowledge! initial post, KB, no longer  on server. This is an early 
interventionn in a debate about the financing (thus ownership and control) of the Kara Bowl forums vis-a-
viss Taholo Kami's perceived relationship withh the Tongan Government 
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actionss in any futur e ICTs universe, and considering the delicate stage at which the potential 
agencies,, subversions, and counter-actions traced here are, 'we*  would do well to remember a 
doublee jeopardy of a more existential sort. Hence I quote at length: 

ApoursuivreApoursuivre unprojet de vie socialeparallèle s'exprimant dans les réseaux, on rate le 
géniegénie propre a ces configurations: jotter alternativement et simultanément sur les deux 
plans,plans, celui des relations ordinaires basées sur la presence physique et celui de la 
presencepresence virtuelle.... D'une maniere trop générale, avec les technologies INFOCOMon 
attendattend a lafois trop ettroppeu. Trop: faconner un outre monde 'cyber', indépendant du 
nótre,nótre, voire contradictoire. Troppeu: on négligé l'effet retour, comme si onpouvait 
ajouterajouter un épiderme en laissant le derme intact. En identifiant le 'cyberspace'a un outre 
monde,monde, on sous-estime les effets de la commutation de notre monde avec le monde de la 
presencepresence augmentée (c'est-a-dire transportée a distance ,transformé, intensifiée, mais 
distinctedistincte de laproximité corporelle). (Weissberg 1998: 4) 7 3 

733 In pursuing the notion that a parallel social life is occurringg in [computer] networks, the real ingenuity 
off  these configurations is overlooked, That is; the playing out, alternately and simultaneously on two 
levels,, of ordinary relationships that are based on physical presence with mat of virtualit y {presence 
virtuelle]....Byvirtuelle]....By over-generalising about ICTs, both too much and too littl e is expected of mem. Too much; 
iss to construct [fagonner] another  'cyber1 world that is independent, indeed the opposite of our  own. Too 
little ;;  is to neglect the effect of reciprocity, as if an epidermis can be added without affecting the dermis. 
Byy making 'cyberspace' synonymous with other-worldliness, we underestimate the effects of 
commutationss between our  world and the world of enhanced presence {presence augmentée]. That is to 
say,, a transported, transformed, intensified presence across distances that is distinct from being in 
physicall  proximity . (My translation). 
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Figuree Eleven: Tusitala 

namingg myself 

'Tusitala" " 
tellerr of tales 
thatt i never heard 
tilll yesterday 
bornn away 
forr another life 

today y 
thee tale i tell is my own 
andd theirs and yours 
aa way of seeking 
somee more 
off Samoa 
off my sacred self 

thee tale i tell 
willl hook its way 
throughh tongued histories 
timelesss mysteries 
sanctionedd violence 
spacess of silence 
tellingg lives 

"talaa tusi" 
telll the book 
wordd the spirit of brown 
inn theory 
inn creativity 
wee make our sound 
renownn 1 

11 Selina Tusitala Marsh (1999) 
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CONCLUSION N 

Inn social terms, what has changed are the general conditions of representation and self-
representation.. Many native Pacific Islanders, like other  indigenous peoples, are 
engagedd in reclaiming lands, cultural knowledge and political sovereignty. In doing so 
theyy have also engaged in representing themselves, both for  themselves and for  the 
generall  public. This is an activity that was previously monopolised by experts. 
(Friedmann 1998:39) 

Wee as Pacific Islanders are at the verge of a New era, and it is through sites like the 
Kavabowll  that we not only get an insight of what others think, but what our  own 
understanding[s]]  of the region we live in are. By knowing clearly who we are in the 
world,, we are empowered to stand up to any group with the power  to say "W e are 
Pacificc Islanders and we have a place in this world no matter  how small. ("Alop i Sione 
Latukefu,, 23/09/96)2 

Thee two quotes above (one based on the representational politics of seemingly 
conflictingg oral historical accounts of the death of Captain Cook in Hawaii and the other  from 
thee very early days of the Pacific Forum online) encapsulate the crosscutting sociocultural, 
technological,, and geostrategic concerns being faced by the South Pacific Islands and their 
diasporicc communities. The political economic and emotional-psychological aspects to these 
facetss of the oppression du présent are aired and re-examined in these internet forums. 
Protagonistss in the ensuing debates are reassured, admonished, and empowered accordingly. 
Whatt  I have been looking at most closely is how these (cyber)spatial practices - online literar y 
genress and speech patterns, the underlying moral economies of rules and behavioural norms and 
theirr  respective gender-power  hierarchies - actually operate in these (cyberspaces and places. 

Ass I said at the outset, this study has been the tale of two internets; of two visions of the 
future.. Despite the tendency (and ability ) of the commercial, neoliberal tale of the internet to 
hogg the limelight, another  tale of ordinary and/or  'non-western' internet users and uses, has a 
formativ ee part to play in how, for  whom and by whom (future) ICTs are represented, researched 
andd designed and then put in place. This is borne out by the "combinatoires d'opérations" (de 
Certeauu 1980:10)3 created by these practitioners and their  creative, polyphonic, multicoloured, 
andd resistant practices of everyday lif e - online and/or  offline. At the same time, neoliberal 
politicall  economic elites and TNC strategists have started to focus on the internet/www since 
thee mid-1990's. Corporate giants like Microsoft have 'discovered*  the commercial potential of 
thee internet/www as a mass marketing) medium and have turned their  significant economic and 
meaning-makingg resources to moulding the internet/www after  their  own image. Aided and 
abettedd by the deregulation and market liberalisation zeal (particularl y that of the USA) of the 
OECDD countries and an oft-quoted speech given by then vice-President Al Gore at an ITU 
meetingg in 1994 (Gore 1994) this reconstruction of the internet/www as a tool and facilitator  of 
'globall  market forces'has been swift. 

Inn conjunction with the visual representational power  of advertising during this period 
ass I showed in Chapter  One, there have been all manner  of strategic manoeuvring and technical 
decisionss made 'behind the screens', some of which were examined in Chapter  Nine. Whilst 
publicc Telecom operators were reinventing themselves into 'global service providers', IT 
companiess like Microsoft and Intel, IBM and Macintosh, Oracle and Cisco Systems began to 
cashcash in on the popular appeal of the internet/www. These processess were examined from two 
otherr  angles. The first,  was that of the stresses and strains on the analytical and philosophical 
frameworkss with which they are studied (Chapter  Two). The second was more technical. 
Chapterr  Nine returned to these earlier  tensions in terms of how resignation to these 
undemocraticc strategies and their  representation of internet systems and interfaces leaves 
enormouss political and economic interests unchallenged. Whence the allusion to the Borg 
storylinee of die Star  Trek series. These are not inseparable from questions of internet 

22 Knowledge is Power! Power is Knowledge! initial post, KB, no longer  on server. 
33 "combinations of operations" 
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•governance',, equitable Research and Development of ICTs for small economies, issues of'fair 
trade'' and appropriate technology. Neither is the activity of non-elite uses and/or non-expert 
userss irrelevant to the latest *Digital' divide between haves and have-nots. These daily, and 
cumulativee appropriations of ICTs for financial gain impinge uponn the communications needs 
off small islands countries and disadvantaged communities as well. 

Theree are several conclusions that flow from this situation and the reconstructions of 
everydayy life online presented in Chapters Five to Eight. First; these particular practitioners 
havee been (re)articulating aspects of everyday life for postcolonial Pacific Island diasporas from 
thee inside out (Seth 1999:223, Wilson 1999), the outside in, and from more than a few 
permutationss of in-between. This feature framed the reconstructions of Chapter Five, which 
dealtt with the cross-cutting social pressures of various understandings of sex-gender roles for 
womenn in Samoan and Tongan societies; in and of themselves but also when transcribed to 
Westernn ones. In the process, the everyday intimacies and intricacies of inter/subjectivity get 
'outed'' in the (still) open communicative spaces available on these websites. For these women, 
andd men, querying received notions of Samoan/Tongan - and western/European - constructions 
off femininity and masculinity, all sorts of intimate and public issues are worked at, and worked 
through.. This atmosphere of conviviality and mutual support becomess more fraught, though, 
whenn such queries move into the political domain. The reconstructions of Chapter Six showed 
thee contours and nuances of an intense and ongoing debate about the integrity and vitality of 
Tongann sociocultural hierarchies, political institutions and incumbent elites vis-a-vis 
(neo)liberall renditions of democratic "good governance" and "Pro-Democracy'' challenges to 
thee (male and aristocratic) status quo in Tonga itself. Despite the 'localised' specifics, this 
politicall debate throws into relief a host of different assumptions about the similarities and 
differencess between non-western, postcolonial democracies and those of their former colonisers. 
Neitherr side gets off lightly in these heated debates, which have also brought these internet 
groups'' leaders in direct confrontation at times with the powers-that-be on the ground . 
Nevertheless,, multiplex meanings and experiences of postcolonial everyday life are thrown out 
forr debate in order to challenge presuppositions, and done so from both within and without their 
respectivee cultural and historical locations. Chapter Seven showed how these issues get 
(re)articulatedd in the context of self/group identity formation and the intra/intercultural tensions 
off everyday embodiments - of skin colour, racial discrimination and changing sociocultural 
mores.. Here, diasporic, and 'mixed blood' participants unpack the meaning of'race', the meaning 
off Fa'a Samoa and angafakatong% and the fluidity of their constituent cultural practices. In so 
doingg they articulate the operations of multiplex identifications that include new understandings 
off being "Polynesian". "American", "New Zealander", "Australian'; of having roots and/or 
originss in the South Pacific, Utah, Southern California, or suburbs like Carlton, Los Angeles or 
Otara,, Auckland. 

Second;; the content analysis and hermeneutic schema of Chapters Three and Four 
showedd how this bottom-up, postcolonial internet/www is in the making. This everyday, non
commerciall internet/www meshes with, and facilitates a set of processes and cultural 
productionss that belong to a postcolonial politics of (self) representation for younger 
generationss of the South Pacific Islands. These non-commercial online traversals straddle, 
intersectt with, and ultimately challenge the strategic plans and image-making of what I called, 
inn Chapter One, the Global Speak of globall capital. They do so by virtue of these non-elite, 
everydayy uses of these technologies and their reliance on the commitment of like-minded people 
too organise and moderate their online comings and goings and shape these websites. They also 
doo so out of allegiance to multiplex forms of political economic and sociocultural expression, 
andd forms of translocality, which do not preclude a sense of belonging to several places, 
cultures,, nation-states all at once. These practitioners persistently exercise and (renegotiate 
theirr own sense of agency, their own sense of sociocultural and historical change, their own 
interlacingg sense of self and community - together. They use the internet/www enthusiastically, 
andd open up their own (cyber)spaces there by poaching - braconner- from the range of everyday 
socioculturall practices and behavioural norms presented to them, by virtue of diasporic and 

44 Both Kami and Aiono attest to having been approached and/or put under pressure by their 
Tongan/Samoann authorities and/or community leaders for some of the views expressed in these forums 
(Kamii 2001: interview, Aiono 1999: interview). 
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postcoloniall living conditions. Using these various reference points, they strive to counter 
ingrainedd and oppressive racial stereotypes about Pacific Islanders on the ground. The 
immediatee upshot is that anyone entering these forums without preconceptions of who, or what 
Polynesianss and their problems are, would glean quite a different perspective than those (of us) 
whoo have become inured to some of the more disturbing statistics and received (media) versions 
off contemporary Pacific Island (diasporic) life5. This person would also note rules of online 
comportmentt that are at once practical and organisational but also soaked with a composite 
moralityy - Christian ethics, individual responsibility for one's own destiny and 
community/extendedd family obligations. Chapter Eight took a step back from the manifest 
contentt of the other chapters to take a look at the practicalities of how these rules and norms, 
andd the moral economies that inform them, are negotiated - by moderators and constituencies -
ass these groups have waxed and waned. 

Third;; whilst I have argued that this latter internet/www persists despite the downward 
pressuree and financial squeeze of powerful vested interests, the outcome of these two tales are 
neitherr unitary nor foreclosed. They entail contending uses, goals, and technological 
specificationss mat are in constant flux, under negotiation, and unevenly distributed. The more 
powerfull and well-heeled practitioners seek to control and steer how the internet/www is seen, 
designed,, and experienced. In turn, they privilege whatever 'market sectors' they may have in 
mindd 6. As both Chapters Two and Nine have shown, in their own particular ways, mere is a 
needd to rethink some of the underlying issues that are at stake. This means generating more 
publicc and scholarly debate about the technological futures' of ICTs, about their sociocultural 
andd political economic implications. I have shown that no technology stands above and beyond 
thosee who design and control it. In that respect, 'we' get the internet "we' deserve. This is not 
onlyy a critical social constructivist view of technology vis-a-vis historical and social change, but 
alsoo a feminist and postcolonial one. All these approaches would focus on the nuances and 
processess of broader gender-power relations and their institutionalisation vis-è-vis new(er) 
ICTs.. They would aim to examine inner and outer tensions of these everyday tactical and 
strategicc operations, and demystify 
assumptionss about sex/gender, race/ethnicity, and class/status in the process. They would all 
wantt to underscore how the tale of non-elite and 'non-western' practices of everyday life online 
iss just as cogent, just as vibrant, and just as crucial to debates about the present and future of 
ICTss in any "new world order'. In postcolonial societies and their diasporic communities, the 
politicall economic and sociocultural stakes are even higher as these communicative, non
commerciall uses show old and new(er) practices of everyday life in transition. Their 
online/offlinee intersections indicate that they, too, are in contention for the future look and 
layoutt of the internet/www, and their respective sociocultural locations. 

Thiss amounts to a situation where there are contending politics of representation at 
work,, contending exchanges of meanings and imagings. These are sites for gender-power 
struggless for ownership and control of the spaces and rights to speak in cyberspace. These 
struggless are embedded in lived lives offline and their various political economic and 
socioculturall specificities. 

Analyticall Implications 

Theree are three main analytical implications to these conclusions. First, is the way the 
materiall being produced online and its broader context of sociocultural and political economic 
changess constitute certain sorts of inter/intracultural gender-power relations. This analytical 
dyad,, following Bordo (1990:152), has posited an understanding of gender mat is more than 
'addingg women and stirring' (Whitworth 1999) or positing a synonym for "woman* (see Carver 

55 Classic epithets about many disadvantaged cultural/ethnic minorities apply here; that they are mainly 
violentt gang-members, overstayers/illegals, dole-bludgers, heavy drinkers, physically rather man 
intellectuallyy endowed, living in poor and over-crowded housing, uninterested in 'getting on', passive and 
docile. . 
66 Mostly the much-travelled, male, business executive who still dominates corporate boardrooms. Those 
off the IT and Telecom industries are no exception here, bearing in mind the different gender 
demographicss between the USA and Europe though (Brain Can, Regional Marketing Director, Infonet 
EMEA,, personal email, 2/07/01). 
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1998:2066 passim). Power relations are not practised along monolithic categories like "Race', 
'Sex',, 'Class* but through and despite them in a complex and changing set of tensions (Haraway 
1992).. When reading online texts by fe/male posters (as and when indicated by their signatures 
andd other signs), this dyad also recalls how 'gender* is also "a discursive field; i.e. it is about 
language,, especially writing and other forms of signification ...a field of meanings" (Haraway 
1992:289,, see Silver 2000, Warschauer 2000). Hence positing gender and power as a relational 
dyadd is to imply multiplex - ethnic/racialised/class- relations as well (Hall 1996a, 1996b, Ling 
2001:: 145 passim). 

Thiss gives rise to the second element, dealt with in Chapter Four, which is both 
technicall and methodological. These online (cyber)spatial practices are characterised by their 
intertextuality,, laterality, multivocality, and fluidity. These are carried through the techniques 
andd facility of hyperlinked textual practices and production. In cyberspatial terms, this is what 
allowss for the re-embodiment and reinscription of lived lives in online forms and thereby 
articulatee online-offline relationships, situations, and life stories. The manifest content of the 
threads,, trace quite tangible traversals in cyberspace; as electro-physical comings and goings, 
andd as discursive inter/subjective events, encounters and representations. The specific 
communicativee hierarchies that constitute the online moral economies of these forums and their 
participantss are woven through the content and contours of the discussions. These gender-power 
relationss are as "real as it gets" (Kolko et al 2000: 4). So, whilst I am arguing that these 
traversalss constitute a different sort and scale of the practice of everyday life online from the 
pointt of view of non-western and relatively disadvantaged groups, the actual content also deals 
withh offline lived lives. It is not an either-or between real lives and virtual ones but rather, as I 
arguedd in Chapter Two, a new cognitive and experiential domain. 

Inn memodological terms, and as I argued in Chapter Four, the online conversations -
textss - analysed here and the five years that it took to gamer them, do not constitute a foil 
ethnographyy of an online community on their own. Neither is it an exhaustive reconstruction of 
thee thousands of discussions that have occurred throughout the life of these discussion forums, 
lett alone otiier interconnected websites. Nor has it plotted a one-to-one cause and effect 
relationshipp between the discussions and events occurring beyond or alongside them (at best 
thesee were alluded to by myself or when made explicit by participants). I argued that the 
empirical-theoreticall import of these sorts of internet/www communications have to be seen in 
termss of their (online) longevity, substantive and moreover recurrence of politically charged 
discussionn content, the high levels of participation in the thematic categories that emerged over 
time,, and the articulated awareness of wider Pacific Island communities and 'global' issues mat 
permeatee these discussions. 

Moree importantly, a key operational indicator for locating and assessing current (and 
potential)) significance in online scenarios is the way in which the internet/www has been by 
definition,, open and accessible to all-comers (this is the sine qua non of world-wide web 
softwaree whatever its eventual limitations). This ontological element is underscored here by the 
factt that thesee particular discussion groups have consciously not restricted access by way of 
passwordss that are linked to financial membership, or other forms of pre-emptive exclusion. 
Togetherr with the use of relatively few and/or open-ended forms of anonymity these factors 
combinee to show that these interactions are occurring in a nascent electronically mediated 
'publicc space', which under certain material conditions (of access, computer literacy and 
financiall means) can be accessed and entered by anyone from anywhere. This public-ness 
straddless traditional territorial, sociocultural, political economic - and physical - divides. Its 
persistencee and richness simply underscores the way such multivocality and inclusion on the 
internet/wwww is in danger of being squeezed out by neoliberal, undemocratic, political and 
economicc vested interests. 

Thee upshot of these decisions and dynamics of online occupation, so to speak, iss that 
thesee inter-related websites are solidifying into habitual meeting places and communicative 
spacess on open (cyber)spaces and places of the world-wide web. Moreover, these online 
traversalss become archival records and traces of everyday life, socialising, relationships, and 
culturall artefacts in their own right as these participants use the internet/www to create and 
"presentt a place as they wish" (Kami 2001: interview). In other words, these online traversals 
havee material as well as discursive substance. Both come in electronic forms and formats, 
digitall and physical architectures, enable on-screen imagings, textual production, hyperlinks and 
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off-screenn movements and digitalised •footprints'. These can be read, traced and located in 
variouss degrees of depth and attention to detail. The content of the on-screen messages in these 
casess can be opened, digested, seen in relations to those with whom they are interacting, 
followingg up. Moreover, the authorship as both identifiable subjects -people - and written 
standpointss - statements - can be ascertained and located in terms of their own variegated 
textuall surfaces', that of others and/or previous interventions in earlier discussions. These 
internet/wwww practitioners assume and operate at various levels of intimacy, political awareness 
andd mutual identification, recognition or confrontation. All these exchanges of meaning, 
politicall and personal renegotiations, personal accounts of experience and geographic and socio
economicc (dislocation are the everyday 'stuff of life online in and of itself and as it pertains to 
livess lived offline (see Jordan 1999:143-145). As such these (cyber)spatial textual practices and 
movementss are part and parcel of the 'couture' between online/offline everyday Hfe. 

Thesee technical and methodological implications bring me to a final point about how 
thesee analytical, interpretative connections were made. Namely; hermeneutically. What mis 
entailedd was the making of analytical and substantive connections between ostensibly disparate 
eventss and processes, illustrating them by way of concrete instances of ongoing interactions 
occurringg in discussion forums, newsgroups or live chat. The massive volumes of email, live 
chatt interactions constitute as important a part of daily electronic interactions as commercial 
transactions.. This linking up of a bird's-eye research view to a worm's-eye experiential and 
inter/subjectivee view was achieved by way of a feminist inspired critical approach that wrote the 
researcher'ss subjectivity into the story, whilst aiming to privilege the creators and their texts as 
muchh as possible and keep a critical eye on broader gender-power hierarchies. This approach 
drawss from Critical, Feminist and Postcolonial approaches in any of the Social Sciences, their 
respectivee nuances and debates notwithstanding. This schema has sought to integrate the 
interactionss between researcher-as-subject and objects-of-research-as-subjects, and 
acknowledgee some of the operations of gender-power relations and knowledge-making where 
apposite,, or necessary. 

Thiss study is of particular interest to postcolonial critiques of eurocentric practices of 
knowledgee production because it has been about how postcolonial diasporas and their 
interlocutorss 'back in the islands' have been navigating and negotiating generically western Hi
Techh technologies like the internet/www. In cyberspace they have been able to work and talk 
throughh some of the major tensions of living as a ethnic/cultural minority, of having more than 
onee locus for identification, of dealing with the old and the new, of building new(er) forms of 
community.. It is also of interest to postcolonial debates about how to turn these critiques into 
appropriatee political and economic empowerment. For one, this study counters the foreboding 
tonee of many commentaries about the empowerment potential of ICTs. This hermeneutic 
schemaa has allowed for the "description and interpretation of [a ] process of appropriation" 
(Giardd & Mayol 1980:17) by internet users who do not fit the well-to-do white (and still mostly 
male)) internet user/PC owner profile of market research and corporate advertising campaigns. 
Practitionerss like Taholo Kami and Al Aiono, and their constituencies, are well-aware of me 
empowermentt potential of ICTs for countering some specific issues in Pacific Island 
communities. . 

Thiss is not say that everything is 'AOK', however. It is not to imply mat the 
internet/wwww will rectify the complex issues facing bom diasporic communities and Pacific 
Islandd societies; mat "things go better with Microsoft". But neither is this study prepared to 
acceptt the latest rhetoric mat "mere is no alternative" to neoliberal and corporate representations 
andd designs for future habitation and navigation of the internet/www. Far from it Nevertheless 
theree are some immanent dangers. As I have indicated in Chapter Nine, Big Business is also 
ablee to focus its energies on these grassroots everyday users and appropriate their political 
agency,, if it suits them to do so. In one sense, the South Pacific Islands - like the Caribbean and 
Africaa - are still too 'insignificant1 in terms of "market penetration" and population density. The 
problem,, however, is mat neoliberal macroeconomic policy-makers in those internet heartlands 
borderingg this ocean can only see 'development* and Research and Development in these free 
markett terms. Political leaders in the Pacific Islands have to contend with this entrenched 
attitudee vis-a-vis structural adjustment programs and conditions that come with foreign aid. The 
relativelyy low priority given to suitable development of ICTs, such as long-distance educational 
facilities,, suitably resilient equipment for the salty, damp conditions of the islands, enhanced 
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internet-basedd medical and health services, improved radio and satellite links, is still all too 
evident7.. It is also a question of political and financial will on the part of the money-lenders. 
Butt this is the stuff of another research project. For now, this study hopes to have made the 
initiall opening in terms of other ways in which ICTs can be thought about, designed, and 
eventuallyy used, by examining the practice of everyday life online and lived lives of those who 
doo not belong to the "World According to Global Capital". 

Andd the theoretical and methodological upshot of this way of analysing and ordering 
thesee hectic, numerous and open-ended discussions? Well, the "big story* of world politics, the 
arcanee technical mysteries of the GII-GIS /-^materialise (along with all their problematic gender-
powerr relations) at the intersection of multifarious lived lives, centuries-old physical and social 
traversals,, and the tensions that go with these. Add a postcolonial critical edge to these stories 
andd they include pre/post/neo-colonial mental, emotional histories and geographies, all of which 
findd their expression in these cyberspaces. Abstract causal explanatory and prescriptive models 
becomee inhabited, reconfigured, and more precise. Broader and more specific gender-power 
hierarchiess become more delineated and thereby can be potentially addressed. Even as these 
onlinee interactions are texts, a set of literary genres in themselves with their own aesthetic 
concernss and "scriptural economies", they also (re)articulate - and so trace - the lives of 
s/he/theyy who produced them and their various political economic and sociocultural conditions 
inin relationship to one another. 

Postcoloniall Politics of Representation: The Internet in Us? 

Thiss brings me to some final observations on possible internet - and postcolonial -
futuress in terms of how online and offline everyday communicative practices converge and 
reconfiguree each other in these forums. 

Thee discussions that constitute these websites have evolved not only into spaces for 
personall expression and mutual support but also challenges to old and new sociocultural and 
politicall pressures emanating from bom their 'original' and diasporic cultural contexts. They 
reveall complex crosscutting everydayy practices of peoples hailing from small island states in a 
'globalising11 and 'digital' age in that they also operate as a node for linking the online community 
withh various levels of personal concern for lives offline. Their conversations entail both earnest 
andd light-hearted communication about the intercultural and intracultural gender-power 
relationss of lived lives and how these impinge upon self/group identifications. They do so from 
thee inside out (such as when intimate lives are shared in open cyberspaces) and the outside in 
(whenn tensions and misconceptions between at-home and diasporic communities come to the 
fore).. These traversals are, at onee and the same time, personal, geographical, sociocultural and 
politicall economic movements and exchanges of meaning. They bespeak both personal choice 
andd circumstance, group pressures and group solidarity, broader dynamics of exclusion and 
isolation,, success and achievement. 

Thee substantive contours and nuances of the discussions, the (autobiographical 
accountss offered, the intra/intercultural conflicts that are (re)articulated, and the political, 
philosophicall and cultural positions taken as discussion threads unfurl show these participants 
"engagedd in representing themselves, both for themselves and the general public" (Friedman 
1998:39,, my emphasis). The internet/www - at least the ways in which it is (re)appropriated and 
usedd by these practitioners - is the central enabler of these postcolonial (representations. The 
aforementionedd goals are no small task either; the sense of unity and community that is 
evidencedd in the vast majority of these debates (which arise from mutuality in this online 
contextt as in any other) is far from being a given. It has to be worked at - practised. The ways in 
whichh Tongan and Samoan participants are interacting with each other on the Kava Bowl and/or 
thee Kamehameha Roundtable and the sense of "pan-Poly identity" (Morton, personal email 
22/06/01)) that has been emerging is not insignificant given 

thee historical and ongoing rivalries between these two groups. It seems significant that 

77 My thanks to Richard Nickelson (1999; interview), Norman Okamura (1999; interview), Taholo Kami 
(2001;; interview) and HRH Prince Tupouto'a (personal emails) for sharing their different views on where 
suchh priorities lie. 
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theyy [are] prepared to 'share' the [KR] forum in that way - considering gangs of Tongans 
andd Samoans are literall y killin g each other  in real life. (Morton , personal email, 
22/06/01) ) 

Inn this sense, participants are very well-aware of how these issues and the 'online-ness' 
off  these forums are interwoven. But they are also show an awareness of how these 
(cyber)spatiall  practices, and their  constituent counter-representations, are not self-explanatory. 
Theyy do not take the empowering abilities of these (cyberspaces (to release the protagonists 
fromm preordained sex-gender  roles and communicative hierarchies, for  instance) for  granted. 
Thee stresses and strains come from withi n and without. Some participants would attribut e this to 
misusee and abuse of new(er) communicative possibilities (as illustrated in the discussions in 
Chapterr  Eight). Omers would put it down to neo-cotomal political and economic pressures 
beingg brought to bear  on the Pacific Islands by the international community, and then-
proselytisingg cultural and political values (see Chapters Six and Seven). Others, in turn, would 
reflectt  in passing on moves by political and economic vested interests to subdue, standardise 
andd so exploit the still freely available "virtua l machinery"  that constitutes the internet/www . I 
wouldd add that these strategic moves directly impinge upon the rich, polysemous tones of 
everydayy lif e online as well. 'Becoming Polynesian' entails dealing with all these tensions. In the 
lastt  analysis, 

overcomingg such rivalrie s [between Tonga and Samoa] has been necessary for  people to 
gainn that sense of being Polynesian. [There is] the appeal, particularl y to young people, 
off  a pan-ethnic, i.e. pan-Poly identity. Especially for  those who dont feel quite 
comfortablee in their  specific group - e.g. are told they are not 'real*  Tongans because 
theyy dont have the language or  angafakatonga. But of course mis process of forming a 
pan-ethnicc identity is also linked to real world necessities, such as having to work 
togetherr  in order  to get funding directed to "Pacifi c Islanders"  and more generally to be 
recognisedd by a mainstream society that designates them as a pan-ethnic group So it 
iss a partiall y a strategic move to gain access to resources, have problems addressed etc. 
Thiss men overlaps with younger  people's identification as pan-ethnic... for  identity 
reasons.. (Morton , op cit). 

Thesee exchanges of meaning, which are also intended to empower, show quite different sorts of 
articulation ss of 'globality \ 'community' , economic well-being, democratic principles, identity 
touttout court, and of the internet/www itself, to those purveyed by corporate business and political 
economicc neoliberal representations of lif e online / cyberspace. 

Farr  from being scared off by this level of analytical and lived complexity, these forums' 
protagonistss tackle them it head on. They do so whilst embracing the opportunities for  personal 
andd group empowerment offered by dedicated website moderators (who also double as 
diasporic/cyberr  community leaders and role models); moving through the various avenues of 
accesss and permissive communicative spaces that open up accordingly. A more recent example 
fromfrom  the Kamehameha Roundtable, and one that shows these two groups explicitly in the 
processess being referred to in the quote above, is an initia l post (wim 32 follow-ups) in the KR 
entitledd Samotm/Tongan conflict. This poster, who is also revisiting the themes studied in 
Chapterr  Eight asks: 

Okay,, just to entertain my knowledge. I wanted to know something. Many Tongans and 
Samoanss (not all of course) have a hard time seeing eye to eye. I see both races duking 
itt  out all die time in die different msg [message] boards ...J see it when we walk down 
thee aisle of a mall and one of my cousins mad dog a group of samoans walking the 
oppositee direction. My question is why? Yeah, I know that it dates back in the old days 
whenn Tonga and Samoa were at war, but what realty happened? IVe heard several 

**  Here, a poster/posters on the Kava Bowl called Ghost and/or  The Navigator  have had a lot to say over 
thee years, particularl y in terms of the Tongan government's business ventures in internet-related areas. 
Incidentally,, Ghost is the nickname of a Tongan Space Physics student - Tapu'osi Paul Manusiu Loto'aniu 
-- who willingl y provides a link to his own homepage. This is currently at http://plasiiia.newcastie.edu.au/ 
spwg/people/pnianusivi/index3Jitinl. . 
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differentt accounts. IVe heard that the Tongans took control over parts of Samoa..Tve 
heardd that the chief of Samoa, Malietoa (sp?) killed a Tongan chief. I realize that Tonga 
andd Samoa are both different countries, similar in many aspects can cause a rivalry, but 
whyy is that tension still there? Whafs the point of fighting your own brothers or your 
ownn sisters? IVe seen over and over again the hatred many of my fellow Tongans have 
forr Samoans. In fact I was one of them at one point. AH that changed when I fell in love 
withh a Samoan. I had the chance to see the Samoan culture and how beautiful it is. 
Tongaa and Samoa are both very unique in their own ways, but that doesn't mean we 
don'tt share a common link. We are all Polynesians. (TonganRasta, 6/06/01) ' 

Thee high number of follow-ups, the historical facts and current events that get 
exchanged,, positions taken and then reconsidered, allowances for those of others, and the 
constantt moving between categorical declaration and quizzicality illustrate the longevity (old 
andd new patrons are there) and the textual richness (perfect spelling and written verbalisations, 
abbreviations,, colloquialisms and so on) of these online forums. It also answers the question; 
whyy do these people bother, and for so long? They do so because these internet forums provide 
translocall open (cyber)spaces in which to discuss issues that matter for them, in their everyday 
life,, whether in the islands or living 'overseas'. These (cyber)spaces and places, and their many 
offshoots,, are populated by living, writing, reading inhabitants who co-create and recreate 
everydayy life off/online, providing it withh its own inner dynamic. For many participants these 
forumss are gratifying in mat they are not only nodes of emotional and psychological support, 
liberatingg and informative, but they are fun as well. 

Onee final observation remains to be made. When considering die actual relationship 
betweenn these online/offline, inside-out/outside-in, inter/intracultural peregrinations have with 
thee grandiose schemes of globall capital (like Microsoft, Cisco Systems, Turner Corporation, 
Rupertt Murdoch Inc.) and their neoliberal allies in positions or power in the OECD, NATO, or 
thee United Nations General Assembly, one thing gets repeatedly overlooked. That is; "Polys" 
andd their Pacific Island counterparts are instigating new meaning-makings that necessarily 
includee new(er) ICTs, albeit of the sort that are appropriate for their needs. The implication of 
thesee practices for the equitable future possibilities of the internet/www is analogous to Epeli 
Hau'ofa'ss influential argument about the power of countervailing representations - and 
treatmentss - of the South Pacific Ocean and the thousands of islands that constitute this sea. He 
arguess that there 

iss a world of difference between viewing the Pacific as "islands in a far sea" and as "a 
seaa of islands".... [In precolonial days] boundaries were not imaginary lines in the 
ocean,, but rather points of entry that were constantly negotiated and even contested. The 
seaa was open to anyone who could navigate a way through. (Hau'ofa 1994: 152 & 154) 

Thee point Hau'ofa is making relates to longstanding forms of knowledge and networking, 
navigationall expertise and travelling, practices of everyday life and intercultural 
communicationss that take place across - and despite - great physical distances. 

[M]uchh ancient and indigenous expertise constitutes highly effective ways of dealing 
withh systems characterised by openness, indeterminacy, multivariateness and 
unfathomablee complexity [It] is in this context that we might rethink the resonance 
betweenn sea faring and excursions in the electronic ether; sea and cyberspace viewed 
nott as domains to be mastered or rendered transparent, or as frontiers to be pushed back 
byy a linear advance, but as distinct fields of complexity capable of traversal and 
negotiationn by sensitive operators. (Clark 1999: 14). 

Thee 'sensitive operators1 of the interlinked, multiply travelled and enthusiastically populated 
websitess of the Pacific Forum and Polynesian Cafe, along with those others that have sprung up 

99 KR, at http://poly(»fe.c«m/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/4576.htinl. As an aside, and a final 
reminderr about the well-developed sense of humour also at work throughout these forums, this poster 
enterss her/his email address as imhimgryforhorse@aol.com. 
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inn their  wake show how such expertise operates today and everyday (see Helu 1993:293,296)10. 
Too stretch die navigational references and historical traversals a littl e further . For 

Pacificc Island online interactions and their  practitioners, die internet/www could be likened to 
diee "ocean in us"  (Hau'ofa 1998). Lik e die South Pacific, cyberspace is not an empty frontier 1 

too be colonised, its inhabitants to be civilised and 'guided', its 'exotic'  women 'enjoyed' (Teaiwa 
1999,, Ling 2001b). Everyday lif e online is not a priori  external to offline lived lives, histories, 
institutions,, and communicative rituals. These are mutually constituted by way of die new(er) 
sortss of traversals relationships permitted by and through the internet/www. Over  time, tiiese 
(recreatee die (un)known horizons of any (postcolonial) society; be it global, online, or 
otherwise.. This impinges directly on die gender-power  relations, with all meir  race /ethnic, 
class/statuss complexities, of who is - let alone who should be - deciding where die internet/www 
can,can, and does facilitate equitable and empowering communicative (cyberspaces and places. 
Andd for  whom. The clarion call of die neoliberal dream is diat all such nascent and vibrant 
publicc (cyberspaces and everyday communicative practices necessarily be privatised, 
standardisedstandardised and, by extrapolation, flattened out and subdued. Moreover,, it equates die latter 
processess (and die global, so-called free market that purportedly justifies this) to 'democracy' 
touttout court. I would say diat is not we case at all eidier  in principl e or  in practice. The 
postcoloniall  politics of representation at stake in tiiese new(er) communicative spaces and 
placess of cyberspace recall the Hau'ofa's ongoing challenge to (postcolonial) Pacific peoples. 

Wee are die sea, we are die ocean, we must wake up to tiiis ancient trut h and together  use 
itt  to overturn all hegemonic views diat aim ultimately to confine us again, physically 
andd psychologically, in die tiny spaces diat we have resisted accepting as out sole 
appointedd places, and from which we have recently liberated ourselves. We must not 
alloww anyone to belittl e us again, and take away our  freedom. (Hau'ofa 1994:160). 

Whetherr  or  not one agrees with tins analogy, die conclusions drawn from this research, 
orr  even cares about die futur e of die internet/www, these online practices of everyday lif e do 
underscoree one thing. The public-private-personal nooks and crannies of me (cyber)spatial 
traversalss and inter/subjectivities diat constitute die practice of everyday lif e on and tiirough  die 
internet/www,, in all tiieir  multicultura l manifestations, are not die private domain or  property of 
anyy one interest. Least of all global capital. 

100 The internet now has a myriad of Pacific-based sites (Ogden 1999). For  more information about the 
Southh Pacific Islands, their  cultures and the region, see the Pacific Web Directory at 
http /̂www.pacificfOTum.com/adir/pages/.. On Tonga, see Planet Tonga at http://www.planet-tonga.com/. 
Forr  Samoa, see Samoalive at http://www.Samoalive.com/; Samoan Sensation at 
http://www.samoa.co.uk/frontpage.html.. For  independent news., see David Robie's Cafe Pacific at 
http://www.asiapac.org.fi/cafepacific/. . 
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Appendixx One : Country Figures at a Glance 

Country y 

Western Western 
SamoaSamoa1 1 

American American 
Samoa Samoa 

Tonga Tonga 

Fiji Fiji 

New New 
Zealand Zealand 

Australia Australia 

USA USA 

Pop1 1 

179,466 6 

65,446 6 

102,32110 0 

832,494 4 

3,819,762 2 

19,169,083 3 

275,562,673 3 

GDP P 
per r 

capita a 
($US) ) 

1,255 5 
(1999) ) 

2,600 0 
(1995) ) 

1,589 9 
(1999) ) 

2,002 2 
(1999) ) 

17,400 0 
(1999) ) 

22,200 0 
(1999) ) 

33,900 0 
(1999) ) 

Net t 
Migration n 

Rate e 
(migrantss / 

10000 a 

-11.59 9 

3.74 4 

0 0 

-3.6 6 

4.95 5 

4.26 6 

3.5 5 

Tele--
Density y 

4.87% % 

2 2 % ' ' 

7.99 % 

9.766 % 

50% % 

55% % 

103% % 

SateUite e 
& & 

Cable e 
Link s s 

<5> > 

<5> > 

<5> > 

<8> > 

<7> > 

<8> > 

<94> > 
12 2 

Internet t 
Users s 
(%of f 
pop)4 4 

0.3% % 
(1999) ) 

n/a a 

1.0% % 
(1999) ) 

0.9% % 
(1999) ) 

21.6% % 

35% % 

35% % 

Total l 
Internet t 
Hosts s 

(approx)* * 

2,500 0 

n/a a 

5,5299 * 

566 6 

343,800 0 

1,616,031 1 

8,069,568 8 

11 Source: CIA World Fact Book, at httpVAvww.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/. Figures are 
20000 unless otherwise indicated. Population issues are complex and wide-ranging in the South 
Pacificc Islands (UNDP 1999). 

22 An important element to the diverse demographics in this region is the relatively slow 
populationn growth that "is not the result of low fertility but, rather, reflects massive emigration to 
Neww Zealand, Australia and the United States." (UNDP 1999:2-3). The UNDP reports mat "ten 
off the fifteen Pacific Island countries have had net population losses in recent years.... ranging 
upp to -3.5% per year" (UNDP 1999:3). The figures here for Western Samoa, Fiji, and Tonga bear 
thiss out 

33 Telephone lines per 100 inhabitants (1999). Sources: "Asia-Pacific Telecommunications 
Indicators,, at hitoVAvww.itu.mt3ouroal/200009/E/htiri and "Telecommunications 
Industryy at a Glance", at httpVAvww.itu.mt/ti/industiyoveiview/mdexJimi, Siemens (2001). 

44 It is important to note that the term 'user' has to be taken with some circumspection for several 
reasons.. First because "there is no standard definition of frequency (e.g., dairy, weekly, monthly) 
orr services used (e.g., e-mail, World Wide Web). [Second because although] there are several 
well-knownn sources of Internet users for different countries, they are often collected from 
variouss national surveys mat are not comparable and typically ignore developing countries 
completely"" (Minges, 2000) 

55 This also applies to defining hosts (Minges 2000). One definition is that a host "is a domain 
namee that has an IP address (A) record associated with it This would be any computer system 
connectedd to the Internet (via full or part-time, direct or dialup connections). i.e. nw.com, 
wwwjiw.com."" (Internet Software Consortium at httpVAvww.isc.org/ds/defsiitml). In short, the 
numberr of computers that are connected to the internet This does not always correlate with the 
totall users least of all in the South Pacific Islands where one host can serve many users. This is 
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veryy apparent in Tonga's main public access point, the Royal School of Science. Neither  are all 
hostss and/or  web servers associated with their  designated country, Tonga being a publicised case 
inn point where many are based in the USA (Wired Magazine 1999). The difference between host 
andd web servers is related to that between the internet and the world-wide web (see Barrons 
1995).. On the Samoan Sensation website (based in the UK) a survey was recently done (June 
2001)) to see how many web servers are currently situated in Samoa itself The total was 71 
(http://www.samoa.co.uk/samoan-servers.html).. See http://tongaonIine.com/ for  an umbrella 
websitee (designed and run by Taholo Kami as well) with a wide range of links and Tongan web 
servers. . 

66 Here, Tonga stands out vis-a-vis the other  Pacific Islands. This has a lot to do with the proactive 
stancee taken by the Tongan government (the Royal Family in particular ) towards satellite 
connectionss and the internet/www (Wired 1998). The stories around die former (the business 
venturee called Tongasat) and the latter  (the Tonic Corporation that sells the .to internet domain 
name)) intersect with political issues in the Kingdom (see Chapter  6) and the complex nature of 
whatt  constitutes "public '  or  'private' ownership and control in post-colonial societies (see Chapter 
Five).. A number  of discussion threads deal with these issues. See the thread entitled Tongasat, 
RoyalRoyal Family and Corruption are one!!!!  (Ghost, 2/03/99, initia l post, at 
http://pacificforum.com/kavabowl/kc// messages/10004 .html) with nearly 50 follow-ups. 

77 Western Samoa comes under  the UN category of Least Developed Countries. 
88 The ITU estimates this to be 0.56% in 2000. The South Pacific Forum Secretariat (1998) put 

totall  PC ownership (government and private) at 1200 in 1997 whence this figure. 
99 See Milla r  (2000) for  a 1998 figure. American Samoa, lik e Hawaii, is often absorbed into figures 

forr  the USA. 
100 A lower  figure, 97,000, is given by The [British ] Commonwealth, List of Members (2001) at 

http://www.mecommonwealm.oi^tin/cornmonwed d 
AA higher  one, 105,000, is from SIDSnet figures (2001) at http://www.sidsnet.org/. The CIA 
Worl dd Fact Book puts the population somewhere between that. Nearly 42% of the population is 
underr  16 years of age. For  the record, the figures for  how many Tongans are resident in the USA 
varyy from 16000 to 46000. The latter  count includes mat most difficul t category of all; 'illegals'. 
AA short thread on the KR entitled how many tongans are in the us? (hingano, 5/07/01, at 
http://polycafe.eom/kamehameha/kamehameha2000-2/5118.html)) gives rise to these estimates. 
Thee 1990 US census counted 365,024 "Pacifi c Islanders'. See 
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0779063.htmll  for  the figures. 

111 The ITU has no figure for  2000. The South Pacific Forum Secretariat (1998) put the total PC 
ownershipp (government and private) at 1500 in 1997 hence mis figure is an approximation. 

122 By this I mean to say that, as in ancient Rome, nearly all ICT roads lead to or  through the USA. 
Accordingg to the CIA factbook figures for  2000,16/61 satellite earth stations are in the Pacific 
Oceann alone. Out of the world' s Top Ten Internet Service Providers, eight are based in the USA, 
ass are four  out of the Top Ten Telecom Operators (see Chapter  1). Any map of world telecom 
traffic ,, satellite and cable connections wil l show this quite graphically (ITU 2001, Siemens 
2001).. See also the South Pacific Forum (1998:25) and hup^/www. 
telegeography.com/PubUcations/tmapOOitmll  for  various sorts of visualisations of these comings 
andd goings. Ward (1999) relates these spatial traversals to historical representations of the 
Polynesiann Pacific Islands (as mental map, cultural category and imagined community) and their 
diasporass very well. 
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Appendixx Two: Reading and Navigating Discussion Threads 

Onn the following pages, I have reproduced the initia l post and follow-ups of a thread 
tromm the Kamehameha Roundtable (12/03/01)'. A key to navigating and reading these threads 
follows.. This discussion, entitled Any Future US Political Clout for PTs [Pacific Islanders]?, 
basicallyy concerns the whys and wherefores of political representation for  Pacific Islanders in 
thee USA (an 'ethnic minority 1 that has only just been acknowledged in the census). Both 
American-basedd Samoans and Tongans get involved (see also Chapter  6). This thread is a good 
examplee for  several reasons. 

First,, because it is long enough, with 67 follow-ups and 12 participants2, and 'clean' 
enoughh to show how discussion threads develop and travel'  online. This happens in both a 
digitall  and a visual sense as people post responses either  to the initia l post or  within these 
follow-upss respectively. By 'clean', I am referrin g to the absence of flaming or  'silliness' (see 
Chapterr  7) and the consistent way in which the message headings and the signatures (of each 
poster/participant)) work throughout the thread. This leads to the second reason. It shows the 
wayy sub-threads develop in terms of both content and (cyber)spatial operations. The latter  is the 
wayy in which they spatially traverse the screen (horizontally) and the various levels traversed by 
longerr  threads (the 'cyberspatial depth' of a thread in electronic terms). Content-wise, just 
readingg the titl e lines of the sub-threads alone also show the various positions taken and 
relationshipss between participants (see Morton 1998). Finally,, this thread has several familiar 
andd long-serving faces from bom the KR and the KB participatin g in the discussion (such as 
Meilakepa/Kepa,, Bevo, Ani, Teuila) all of whom have been met in Chapters 5-8. The discussion 
alsoo relates directly to issues concerning these people on-the-ground, such as socioeconomic 
exclusionn for  minorit y groups in the USA and self/group identifications vis-a-vis national 
affiliation ss (see Chapter  Seven). Where Bevo and Meilakepa take different positions, for 
example.. The thread also includes notice of a meeting held by the Pacific Islander  Community 
Councill  in the Los Angeles suburbs "t o discuss an affordable housing development here in 
Carson""  (Sinafea, 16/03/01)3 and so it operates as community information networking as well. 
Althoughh the initia l post begins with issues of political representation, halfway through the 
threadd mis shifts into how educational opportunities (or  lack thereof) contribute to 
dis/empowermentt  (see Chapter  Five). 

Thee main thing to note, for  those unfamiliar  with these sorts of online formats, is that all 
thee underlined sections indicate hyperlinks. Lateralit y is the operational principl e even whilst 
thiss 'representation' (as it appears at the user  interface, on-screen) is ostensibly a linear  one (see 
Chapterr  4). Entry and exit can occur  at all hyperlinks. Sequences develop as, and where one 
'clicks' .. The relationship between horizontal and transversal (cyber)spatial practices is 
multidirectiona ll  and multilateral . 

11 By mis I mean, what one sees after  clicking on the titl e line from its place on the KR 'front page' (see 
http /̂polycafe.coin//kamehamelui/kaoK*ameha.htm).. The specific URL for  mis thread is: 
http://polycafe.ccm/kaniehameha/kaiKK  190 Jrtml 
22 See Appendix (CHART) for  more on mis correlation. In mis case, me 12 participants average about 5 
interventionss each hence it is a relatively concentrated discussion. 
33 Economic Development Mg.....in reply to This New Blood Lives Five Blocks From Carson City Hall!!! 
(JC,, 15/03/01) at bttp://poIycafe.com/kamehaineĥ 
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Anyy Futur e US Political Clout for  Pi's?? [1] ] 

ff  Follow UPS 1 \ Post Followup 1 f Polynesian Cafe 1 * [2] 

Postedd by ebon March 12,2001 at 12:36:31: [3J 

Hispanicss have now surpassed Blacks in population and will be major  minorit y political bloc. Blacks 
havee Jesse Jackson, NAACP, Congressional Black Caucus, in long list of advocate groups. Chinese-
Americann just bought San Francisco Examiner  due to clout in that city. In comparison, Pacific-Islanders 
havee a few non-profit groups promoting film/arts,  and low-income services (majority) . 
Somee problems as I see it: 
l)lackk of leadership 
2)) lack of coordination/cooperation 
3)lackk of sense of "belonging"  to fabric of American society. 
Questions: : 
l)Shouldd this be a vision/goal for  citizens of Pacific Island ancestry? 
2)Iff  yes, how to accomplish? 
Doess anyone have data on population numbers? 

Followw Ups: 
•• PI Advocacy Dr. Victor C. Thompson 01:03:01 03/14/01 (5) [4] 

oo Question? JC 07:30:47 03/14/01 (4) [5] 
•• Answer Sinafea 04:18:11 03/15/01 (3) [6] 

•• This New Blood Lives Five Blocks From Carson City Hall!!! JC 10:00:59 
03/15/011 (2) 
•• Economic Development Mte..... sinafea 23:38:22 03/16/01 (1) 

•• Sorry, its Wednesday Not Tuesday Sinafea 23:22:52 03/19/01 (0) 
•• I disagree Bevo 16:39:51 03/13/01 (60) 

oo And I'm puraled why Mr. Unique Individual frequents a polv forum eb 13:30:01 
03/17/01(11) ) 
•• What is good for the goose, is good for the gander Bevo 03:14:25 03/18/01 (10) 

•• we don't need leadership despite our shortcomings? Meilakepa 18:32:01 
03/18/011 (8) 
•• re: Pacific bland immigration an Island ESL programs. seiOriana 

03:23:533 03/19/0 (7) 
•• Re: ESL? Daniel Longstaff 12:43:37 03/19/01 (5) [7] 

•• Daniel. I agree with vou 100%. There's another word for this 
programm and it's called "Belittlement Classes". Ani 21:38:08 
03/28/011 (1) 

•• Wow! Who did that????????????? Teuila 00:01:03 03/29/01 
(0) ) 

•• Addressing your questions Teuila 21:56:58 03/19/01 (0) 
•• re: re: ESL? seiOriana 15:46:33 03/19/01 (1) 
•• ESL programs Teuila 22:01:10 03/19/01 (0) 

•• ESL Identification Teuila 08:41:39 03/19/01 (0) 
•• Right On Bevo!!! JC 07:16:21 03/18/01 (0) 

oo I disagree with vour disagreement... Meilakepa 12:37:09 03/17/01 (12) 
•• Amen Sinafea 01:16:05 03/20/01 (0) 
•• This is indeed where we differ mv friend. Bevo 03:32:06 03/18/01 (3) 

•• Here I go... SoulAlone 16:40:43 03/18/01 (0) 
•• a fundamental difference it i s . . . Meilakepa 04:53:08 03/18/01 (1) 

•• Political clout doesn't eouaL.. Bevo 14:48:37 03/19/01 (0) 
•• Wow... what an interesting exchange of thoughts... SoulAlone 00:04:50 03/18/01 (2) 

•• Always makes vou think! Teuila 11:43:28 03/18/01 (1) 
•• I am in total agreement with vou... SoulAlone 15:07:19 03/18/01 (0) 

•• Just looking at those schools. Teuila 22:57:36 03/17/01 (3) 
•• Right on sis Bevo 03:39:0103/18/01 (2) 

•• Look smartv pants. Teuila 09:20:10 03/18/01 (1) 
•• And all around me the power's going out! Teuila 22:02:47 03/19/01 (0) 

oo Agreed! am not a hyphenated American, (nt) Dot 10:05:48 03/14/01 (0) 
oo Quite the Contrary Sinafea 02:06:51 03/14/01 (33) 

•• Theres a difference... Bevo 15:01:52 03/14/01 (32) 
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•• Ynu Are Right fa nne «n«e. however.... Sinafea 04:05:11 03/15/01 (3n 
•• Ex^tionsTeufla 22:32:41 03/15/01 (21) 

•• Yes to the Parents that are Vocal sinafea 23:50:35 03/16701 (0) 
•• Don't Forget The Language bane!!! JC 02:49:48 03/16701 (19) 

•• ESL. right no mvallevl Teuila 09:02:20 03/16701 (1) 
•• huh? Teuila 09:24:03 03/16701 (0) 

•• re: ESL, seiOriaua 04:45:18 03/16701 (16) 
•• Be Careful Of the Statistial!! JC 09:17:05 03/16701 ( i n 

•• The growing number of Samoans Inmate» Isn't 
exaggeratedd either! SeiOriaua 11:46:29 03/16701 (10) 
•• O.K. Will vou do me a favor! JC 21:08:08 
03/17/011 (4) 

•• Oh. come on JC! Teuila 22:37:41 03/17/01 (3) 
•• No I Don't! JC 05:57:32 03/18/01 (2) 

•• I think von missed mv point.... 
Teuila a 
08:57:322 03/18/01(1) 

•Ten,, thank» but I fed like JC fa 
tryingg to act like one of mv 
professors... seiOriana 14:38:36 
03/18/011 (0) 

•• O.K. Will vou do me a favor! JC 21:07:51 
03/17/011 (4) 

•• Do yourself a favor.. seiOriana 01:48:31 03/18/01 
(3) ) 

•• Guess she did have some 
numbers!! Teuila 08:59:07 
03/18/011 (0) 

•• 10% of the 68% of minority 
imatess nationwide?????? JC 
06:07:488 03/18/01 (1) 

•goo do your research and then 
comebackk and correct me ~k» 
seiOrianaa 14:24:19 03/18/01 (0) 

•• Be Careful Of the Statistics!!! JC 09:17:04 03/16701 (1) 
•• The growing numbers of Samoan inmates aren't exaggerated 

either!! seiOriana 15:35:18 03/16701 (0) 
•• Yupi Teuila 09:05:11 03/16701(1) 

•• VUD..VUDPV! seiOriana 12:57:48 03/16/01 (0) 
•• Consider this... seiOriana 22:08:04 03/15/01 (3) 

•• How Can You Teach What You Don't Know Sinafea 01:37:54 03/20/01 (2) 
•• It's called Common Sense! seiOriana 03:19:37 03/20/01 (1) 

•• Yon are already a Role Model Sinafea 18:58:23 03/20/01 (0) 
•• Consider the many variables when von make a judgement call! JC 20:16:49 

03/15/01 1 
•• Yon have fallen into the trap Sinafea. Bevo 16:25:22 03/15/01 (3) 

•• Efaiafauaeeteosoilefaalii? Sinafea 01:07:05 03/20/01 (2) 
•• I heard that one too Bevo 03:05:58 03/20/01 (1) 

•• Youth RallY,„i finally heard a "ran" that I understood all the 
l y r i c ss Sinafea 19:33:30 03/20/01 (0) 

Postt a FoUowup [8] 

Name e 
E-Maill : 
Subjectt : 
Comments: : 
Optionall Link URL: 
Linkk Title: 
Optionall Image URL: 

Submitt Followup Reset 
ff Follow Ups 1 f Post Followup ] f Polynesian Cafe 1 

PolyCafe.comm 1996 - 2000. All Rights Reserved. PolyCafe [9] 
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Note e Comments s 

Thiss is the subject/title of the message (see note 8) entered by the poster. This wil l appear  as a 
hyperlinkk on the KR Front Page. After  a certain amount of time, the follow-ups are collapsed and 
indicatedd as a total at the end of the subject line of the initia l post Recently italics have been 
addedd to differentiate archived initia l posts from those more recently posted on the forum. 
Signature,, date and time are given after  every subject/title line. The figure in brackets is the 
numberr  of follow-ups to mis particular  post/follow-up (5 in total here). The body of the message 
followss which is entered in the 'comments' box (see note 8). 

Thiss is the link back to the Polycafe/KR Front Page where all initia l posts and follow-ups are 
listed. . 

Thee name as given by poster  which is linked to the email given. Neither  need be 'real'  (see 
Chapterr  Eight). The bogus emails often contain sub-textual jokes and references in themselves. 
Peoplee often make contact 'offline' in this manner. This name can also be a subject line in itself; 
againstt  ground-rules but tolerated (see Chapter  7). 

Rememberingg that the sequence on-screen is last post-first, this bullet indicates a direct follow-up 
too the initia l post. Each subject/title line is a separate message that has to be clicked open to be 
readd and so has its own URL. These days in the KR, these have to be opened in a "new window"  in 
orderr  to enable archiving. Al Aiono sees this as the user's prerogative rather  than the site 
administrators''  (Aiono, 1999: interview). When mere is no text in the body of the message, 'n/f 
usuallyy appears in the title. 

Thiss bullet is the first  level of a sub-thread, posted in response to the follow-up to the initia l post 
(seee note 4). At this point dates/sequence reverts to the more familiar  first  post-first. Earliest and 
latestt  dates of posts have to be ascertained between the last direct follow-up and its sub-thread. In 
thiss case the whole discussion took place between 12 -19 March. The second follow-up to the 
initia ll  post (Bevo, 13/03/01) had 60 follow-ups; the rest of the thread basically. . 

Andd the sub-threads begin to wend their  way across the page accordingly, posted in response to 
thee message posted diagonally above it. This is where dialogues, disputes and more intimate 
interactionss usually occur. Sub-threads can also diverge markedly from die original topic. As the 
eyee gets accustomed to this sort of scanning, the general shape of the content is usually clear  from 
thee line of follow-ups posted to the initia l post (see note 1). Sub-threads/sub-texts can be dealt 
withh separately, in due course. 

Thee 'RE:' appears automatically in the subject line when posting a follow-up (see note 8). As can 
bee seen, most people change this to add their  own flavour. Not always though. 

Thiss is where follow-ups can be posted. Over  the years both Kami and Aiono have refined the 
softwaree to allow for  self-correction and also put filter s in place to circumvent 'profanities' - in 
Englishh but more so in Samoan or  Tongan (not always apparent to others). 

Thee Copyright/Trademark . Both of these website founders know the power  of copyrighting and 
thee emergent legal issues surrounding online ownership and thir d party liabilit y in defamation 
issuess (see Chapter  Eight). 
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Appendixx Three: Breakdown of Data Pool 
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Appendixx Four: Participation 

Totall Follow-Ups to Participants in the KB Kava Club: Feb-April 1998 

6-apr-98 8 14-apr-98 8 

•Follow-upss • -Signatures s 

Thiss Chart shows the positive correlation between the total number of follow-ups to any 
initiall post and the number of actual participants (or posters, as indicated by the number of 
distinctt signatures). As can be seen, in most instances the two are almost identical although total 
follow-upss will always exceed total participants. It is a two month sample of selected initial 
postss taken between December 15 1997 and 2 June 1998 from Kava Bowl Kava Chat forum 4. 
Thee key thing to notice is that the two online 'identity indicators' mirror each other. In other 
words,, a high level of follow-ups also means a high number of participants, multiple signatures 
(wheree one poster may use 2 or more during the course of a thread) notwithstanding. Of course, 
thesee figures have a certain elasticity and in some of the longer threads (see the peaks) posters 
mayy intervene on multiple occasions, whence the gaps between follow-ups and discernable 
participants.. Nevertheless, participation figures, if collected over time, show that longer 
discussionn threads in online forums such as these are not simply the province of one or two 
'fanatics'' indulging in an online bilateral dialogue. The longest threads entail high levels of 
interestt anyway but also a high number of participants. 

44 These were taken from the basic statistics contained in the, then, "KB Archives' sub-site. This online 
back-cataloguingg had stopped by 1999 in order to save space on limited server space (Kami interview, 
2001).. A comparable source is still available on the Kamehameha Roundtable front page where initial 
postss are archived with the number of follow-ups indicated. This archiving only lasts until Al and Sue 
Aionoo decide to clear the backlog, at which point older threads go offline (Aiono interview, 1999 and see 
Appendix....).. Ascertaining the number of distinct signatures within the total follow-ups entailed hand-
countingg (see Chapter 4). This was the only 'secure' way of ascertaining this distinction. Software filters 
havee yet to be developed for this sort of finely tuned screening. 
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Thiss critical study of everyday life online show's that there is much more going on than a bunch of 

peoplee chattering to each other to wile away thé time. The internet practitioners who populate the 

onlinee discussion forums profiled here are from the South Pacific Islands, living in the USA, 

Australiaa and New Zealand. A close examination of their wide-ranging discussions on websites such 

ass the Kava Botvl and Polynesian Cafe shows how the everyday interpersonal preoccupations of 

thesee populations are imbued with complex postcolonial political economic and sociocultural issues, 

bothh online and offline. These have particular permutations of race/ethnicity, sex/gender, and 

class/status.. These forums have been so vibrant for so long because open, public spaces on the world

widee web have been made available by people dedicated to improving the lot of their communities 

livingg in the Pacific Islands and overseas. Recurring debates (on the stresses and strains of postcolo

niall sex-gender roles, contending meanings of democracy and what constitutes self/group identity) 

tracee and articulate the practice of everyday life in a postcolonial and globalising context. Along the 

way,, practitioners create new sorts of friendships, support and community networks, and sociocul

turall and political self-awareness. Such latter-day Pacific traversals of cyberspace are recreating 

newerr Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) on these peoples' own terms and for 

theirr own needs. 

Thiss study argues that these traversals constitute an emergent postcolonial politics of representation. 

However,, these inclusive and empowering online practices have to contend with powerful corporate 

strategiess that would enclose non-commercial, public (cyber)spaces and places such as these for 

privatee profit and increased market share. For there are political and economic forces that would 

tamee and exploit the internet/world-wide web for commercial, military, or political reasons. The 

pointt this study makes (one that is made daily by these practitioners) is that the internet belongs to 

everyone.. Hence decisions about its future should not be the exclusive preserve of powerful 

business,, political or technical elites alone. 
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